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Abstract 
This thesis presents a study of the use made of tympana in English Romanesque 
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may have interpreted what they saw. For the convenience of the reader basic descriptions 
of all examples noted during the course of the research and details of manorial and patronal 
circumstances are given as the Handlist in Volume 2. 
The first two chapters establish the parameters of the research, outline the social 
and religious environment during the period, and the art historical principles underpinning 
the research. Chapter III examines the distribution of examples in geographical terms and 
the use made of tympana in different categories of building. In chapter IV the structural 
and compositional formulation of tympana is analysed and the use made of geometric 
ornament. Chapter V assesses images of Christ and the relationship between these and the 
representation of power. Chapter VI examines other human figural iconography through 
the categories of figure-types depicted. The subject of chapter VII is the use of 
compositional types as a means to assess the use made of beast imagery. 
The thesis demonstrates for the first time in a systematic and quantified manner 
that tympana are a significant feature of English Romanesque portals and that a strong 
decorative character is shared by all tympana, thus contributing to the adornment of the 
house of God in a befitting manner. It argues that the iconography was composed so as to 
ensure the utility of the images as a focus for devotion for a wide variety of audiences and 
as a means of expressing social values, particularly through the relationship between the 
figures depicted and the representation of temporal power. The thesis also confirms that 
the religion presented by examples with figural sculpture is centred on the authority of God 
and the saints and on iconic symbols, rather than exemplars for emulation, reflecting the 
conservative nature of devotion in local communities. The thesis therefore raises 
important issues in relation to our understanding of portals as architectural features, the 
expression of religious devotion and social values in local communities during the period, 
and the use of portals in the practice of religious devotion. 
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I 
Introduction 
The commissioning of a portal with a tympanum represents a greater investment in 
terms of masonry and labour than a simple arched doorway. This thesis will examine the 
extent to which patrons were willing to make such an investment and the use that was 
made of the resultant field, suited as it was to decorative and iconographic display. The 
location of a tympanum meant that it could be used to demand the attention of both those 
who sought to enter the space to which the doorway afforded access, and those whom it 
served to exclude. The extent to which this potential was exploited reflects the level of 
investment that building a tympanum represented. Tympana contain some of the most 
elaborate and sophisticated large-scale architectural sculpture to survive from the twelfth 
century, as well as many examples of work that is at best parochial. As such they constitute 
a valuable body of evidence for social and religious expression in twelfth-century English 
society, and one that has until recently remained under-researched. 
Romanesque tympana are preserved from the portals of about 550 stone buildings 
constructed across England from the later eleventh to the early thirteenth centuries. The 
majority are still in situ, or remain within a portal that has been reset whole, but a significant 
number are the sole surviving feature of the portal, or indeed of the entire Romanesque 
fabric of the building. About one third are carved with some form of figure sculpture, one 
third with geometric sculpture, decorative stonework or foliate forms, and one third are 
uncarved. Examples are preserved in great churches, such as Malmesbury and Ripon (Figs. 
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272-74 and 350-51), local churches of all types, such as those at Castor and Heath (Figs. 86- 
87 and 195), and castles such as Chepstow and Richmond (Figs. 92 and 348). ' 
The widespread application of tympana means that they illustrate the full range of 
competence and ambition in terms of structural formulation, sculptural style and 
iconography. They are, therefore, an important body of evidence for both the diversity of 
artistic expression and the integral relationship between architecture and sculpture in 
Romanesque buildings, and also for religious devotion as experienced across the breadth of 
English society during the period. Indeed, although examples are preserved in great 
churches and castles, over 90% of examples are preserved in local churches serving rural 
communities. They therefore offer an opportunity to bring together the study of 
architecture, sculpture and religious devotion as expressed through images. In addition, 
because this thesis is not limited to examples with religious iconography, it is possible to 
examine the construction of tympana, the compositional fields in which sculpture was 
deployed and the range of architectural and decorative expression represented by the 
surviving corpus of evidence. 
Tympana preserved in the British Isles differ from those surviving elsewhere in 
Europe in terms of the scale and complexity of the images carved upon them, at least when 
we compare examples made for great churches. However, although portals framing round- 
headed doorways represent the primary mode of portal construction during the 
Romanesque period in England, it remains that tympana were used widely across the full 
range of Romanesque buildings, both in geographical and hierarchical terms. Capitals, 
1 For the term local church', see Blair 1988b. A county reference will not be given in the text for the locality 
of buildings that contain tympana, or where one has been recorded. This and other general information is 
included in the alphabetical Handlist in Vol. II of this thesis. The county will be given for buildings in which 
there are no tympana so that the reader may readily distinguish them from those included in the Handlist. 
2 Where reference is made generally to portals framing round-headed doorways, this is to be taken as 
including those framing doorways with pointed arches. 
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voussoirs and jambs serve as both crucial architectural members and sculptural fields in 
achieving the visual impact of all portals. Similarly, part of the role fulfilled by tympana, 
irrespective of any carved or painted iconography, was a contribution to the overall visual 
impression of the portal as a unified architectural feature. However, the scale of capitals, 
the proportions of voussoir and jamb orders, and their location within the portal means 
that they address the viewer quite differently to a tympanum. More importantly, tympana 
offer a large, flat, consolidated field set as a natural focal point for a viewer using the 
doorway beneath, and which can therefore serve as a highly effective location in which to 
site figural and other symbolic forms. Tympana therefore represent an unrivalled field 
from which to address the viewer, both as masonry and through the application of 
sculpture and paint, in a manner not possible on jambs, voussoirs, capitals, or even friezes, 
such as that at Lincoln. 
This thesis will examine the use of tympana and lintels as architectural elements and 
as sculptural fields in English Romanesque portals, and, above all, the nature of imagery 
preserved on carved examples. Included within this corpus are lintels and also sculptural 
fields described here as supra-portal settings. ' These are sculptural fields set above a portal 
that operate within the context of the portal, thereby offering a field for display similar to 
that of tympana and lintels. In general, broad references to `tympana' should be taken as 
meaning all portal settings and fragments included in the corpus covered by this research. 
Context should indicate when the comment in question is inclusive or exclusive of portals 
with lintels or supra-portal settings. The aim of the research is to delineate the use of 
tympana as a significant element of Romanesque architectural expression in England and to 
Examples are listed in Table IV. H. 
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demonstrate that the iconography of carved examples offers crucial evidence for any 
attempt to understand the nature of lay piety during the period. 
The corpus assembled for this research does not claim to be exhaustive, but I have 
endeavoured to include every example of which I am aware and it has been collected 
through as systematic a method as possible. From the starting point provided by Charles 
Keyser's List of Norman Tympana and Lintels I have conducted rigorous searches of all 
available volumes in the Buildings of England, Buildings of Vales and Buildings of Scotland series, 
and all relevant photograph boxes in the Conway Library of the Courtauld Institute, 
London! A few examples were identified through my reading of archaeological reports, 
such as Holton le Clay, while others, such as Springthorpe, were noted quite by chance 
during the course of fieldwork. In addition to visiting churches with tympana, I also visited 
sites with notable Romanesque fabric, which, in addition to providing a solid foundation 
for my understanding of the place of tympana within English Romanesque architecture, 
also yielded further examples, particularly in great churches and castles. Each example has 
been measured, classified and photographed, and the data entered on a relational database, 
together with the evidence for the building and its community gathered from library-based 
research. ' 
The following Introduction sets out the parameters for the inclusion of examples in 
the thesis, the terminology used to denote specific features and an overview of the place 
tympana have held in scholarship since the later nineteenth century. Chapter II presents an 
overview of the social and religious environment in England during the period, with 
particular reference to the village communities in which the majority of tympana were set, 
4 See Keyser 1927; B. E.; B. W.; and B. S. 
sI have been unable to visit a handful of examples discovered later in the course of the research, and these 
are noted on Table I. A. 
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and sets out the art historical principles that have directed my approach to the sculpture. 
Chapter III examines the corpus of English Romanesque tympana as a whole, particularly 
the geographical distribution of examples, and the use of made of examples in different 
categories of building. Chapter IV analyses the structural formulation of tympana, the 
manner in which compositional fields were delineated, and the use made of geometric and 
other non-figural symbolic forms. Chapters V-VII examine the principal iconographic 
groups represented by carved tympana according to the potential offered collectively by 
each group. Each chapter presents a general overview of all the relevant examples and then 
focuses on case studies of the most representative and revealing examples. Chapter V 
assesses images of Christ, with particular reference to the relationship between the 
iconographies depicted and the visual presentation of temporal power within local 
communities. Chapter VI examines other human figural iconography through the 
categories of figure-types depicted and the actions in which they are engaged. Chapter VII 
examines the use of decorative, emblematic, narrative and composite compositions as a 
means to assess the iconography of tympana with beast imagery. 
This approach means that some tympana are discussed in more than one chapter. 
However, in each case the use made of the evidence is quite distinct. A Handlist of all 
tympana, lintels and supra-portal settings recorded during the course of the research is 
presented as an appendix in Volume II along with details of examples erroneously 
identified in previous scholarship as Romanesque tympana. Entries are placed in a single 
alphabetical list. The reader may refer to the Handlist for basic information regarding the 
tympanum, the building, the community that it served, and preliminary bibliography. 
Volume II also contains the bibliography, as well as maps, charts and tabular lists 
presenting statistical characteristics of the corpus, and the principal categories that I have 
5 
identified across the corpus as a whole and within the specific chapters of the thesis. 
Illustrations are in Volume III, again set out in alphabetical order by location. 
* 
In medieval architecture a tympanum is the space within an arch, beneath the line 
of the archivolt and usually above an aperture that is square-headed. The word is generally 
used, as it is here, to describe masonry that fills the space. ' In addition to those set above 
doorways, tympana were set in windows and other apertures, as in the tower openings at 
Chedworth (Glos), a window at Hereford Cathedral, the choir screen of Ely Cathedral, and 
the tribune galleries of Peterborough Cathedral. ' They are also found in blind arcades, as 
on the upper levels of the west front of Rochester Cathedral! It is generally assumed that a 
tympanum is a feature in a portal, as is demonstrated by the almost universal identification 
of carved semi-circular blocks preserved ex situ as portal tympana. That we can have 
confidence in this assumption is based on the contexts to which we can ascribe such 
blocks, particularly in local churches. 
However, not every Romanesque lunette preserved ex situ, carved or otherwise, 
should necessarily be associated with a portal setting. In this the size of the block and the 
nature of its decoration in relation to the rest of the corpus remain important factors. For 
example it has been suggested that a tympanum carved with a lion-like beast from Thetford 
6 In Classical architecture a tympanum is the space within the pediment, see OED. Vol. XVIII, p. 784, 
meaning 3. However, despite its specific shortcoming in the definition of `tympanum', I have used the 
O. E. D. as the main source for general definitions used in this thesis. A dedicated architectural glossary used 
in this research is Fleming et al 1980. 
For Chedworth, see B. E. Cots, p. 221. For Hereford, see Gethyn Jones 1963. For Ely, see, for example, 
Ferme 2000, fig. 183. For Peterborough, see B. E. B. H. P., p. 311. Late medieval and Early Modern timber 
tympana are found in the chancel arches of some English churches, as at Ruscombe (Berks), see B. E. Berks, 
p. 208. 
8 For Rochester, see Kahn 1982, p. 117. 
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Priory was originally located in a portal. ' Given its size (0.405 x 0.53 m) and its survival 
from a large monastic complex, it is likely that if it came from a portal it was from a 
stairvice portal or other internal location. Portals providing external access rarely contain a 
tympanum block that is less than 0.8 m wide, even in small local churches, and the majority 
of examples that are smaller than this are from stairvice portals. " However, no in situ 
stairvice portals contain figural sculpture. Combined with its size, this lends strength to the 
possibility that the tympanum came from a feature similar to the blind arcades on the west 
front of Rochester Cathedral or those of the west front of Castle Acre Priory (Norfolk). " 
This thesis is concerned with Romanesque tympana and lintels used in portals and 
with related supra-portal settings. Tympana located in blind arcades, galleries and other 
openings have been excluded primarily because they are part of features indivisible from 
the wider elevation of the building. Portals clearly form a part of an elevation, but were 
also intended to stand as essentially self-contained features, a fact determined by the 
architectural form and sculptural embellishment applied in order to denote the function of 
doorways as access points within the building. 12 In addition, the tympanum demands the 
attention of the viewer using the doorway in a manner quite distinct from tympana located 
in architectural features such as arcades, because of the function of the portal in defining a 
liminal space of both practical and, in churches, liturgical significance. 
9 The tympanum, which is property of English Heritage (Cat No. 78101840 and Cat Ref. L/M 415), was 
described as such in a display at the Castle Museum, Norwich, during September 1998. 
10 See Chart 6. The smallest stair-vice portals that I have recorded in great churches contain tympanum fields 
that are (dimension in meters, height x width): Peterborough (0.78 x 1.27); Tynemouth (0.55 x 0.97); 
Wlmboytrne Minster (0.305 x 0.635); and Ely (0.75 x 0.29). Examples from local churches include: Elton 
(0.275 x 0.555); Sandwich (0.3 x 0.61); Bampton (0.26 x 0.71); and Coln St Denis (0.32 x 0.72). 
11 The tympana in the blind arcades of Rochester's west front are dearly visible and depict figural and other 
forms. Those at Castle Acre are less well preserved and those that survive with sculpture in reasonable 
condition depict geometric forms. For the relationship between the west fronts of Thetford and Castle Acre, 
see McAleer 1963, pp. 471-76 & 724-26. 
12 Lane 1997, Ch. III, esp. pp. 114-25. 
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Of about 650 tympana included within the corpus upon which this thesis is based, 
three were never set above a doorway, but each is preserved within circumstances that can 
justify its inclusion beyond the survival of remarkable sculpture. The two lunettes in the 
south porch at Malmesbury, each depicting six of the twelve disciples, are integral elements 
within the iconographic scheme of the south portal, and are included within the category of 
supra-portal setting (Fig. 274). The tympanum set above an aumbry at Leonard Stanley is 
included because it may be argued that it demands the attention of persons using the 
auml)ry in a similar manner to that of a tympanum set above a doorway (Fig. 245). By 
contrast, it shares little with tympana in arcades, galleries and tower openings that have 
been excluded. 
The parameters of the thesis have also been confined because this work is not a 
catalogue of all settings for square-headed doorways in Romanesque buildings and of all 
wider sculptural settings associated with portals. Rather it is focused firstly on architectural 
settings that may be described as portals that are set with tympana or with lintels that make 
explicit reference to a tympanum form, and secondly on supra-portal settings that provide a 
potential for display similar to that offered by a tympanum. The word `portal' implies a 
grandiose structure, but within the context of this discussion it is necessary to make sharp 
distinctions through the terminology we use. Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis a 
dooni'ay is an aperture through which physical access is gained to a building, or a part of a 
building and a door is the barrier hinged within the doorway controlling access. A portal is 
the architectural setting for a doorway that may be distinguished as having characteristics of 
an identifiable architectural style, in this case Romanesque. " As such, in addition to the 
examples with supra-portal settings, we are only concerned with square-headed doorways 
8 
that are framed by Romanesque fabric that warrants consideration as an identifiable 
architectural ensemble in that style. 14 Instances where the term `doorway' is used to 
describe a portal, such as the Prior's Doorway of Ely Cathedral (Fig. 146), are not 
contradictory to this rubric because such names are derived from assumptions regarding 
the function of the doorway, rather than the character of the architectural setting. 15 
In addition to stylistic features, there are structural grounds for describing every 
example included in this research as a portal. In each the masonry above the doorway is 
supported by an arch running the full thickness of the wall. 16 Tympana rarely fill more than 
about 20% of the depth of the wall and serve no structural purpose, but rather provide 
external facing to an arch, a square head to a doorway and a broad, flat field ideally suited 
for display. The only tympanum setting I have noted with masonry that fills the full 
thickness of the wall, which is in the keep at Chepstow Castle, is no exception (Figs. 92- 
93). 17 On each side of the doorway the tympanum is formed from numerous blocks 
incapable of offering structural support for the wall above and the space between them is 
filled with rubble. The whole setting is held in place by mortar and it is the arch within 
which the tympanum is set that supports the wall. The tympana recorded in this research 
13 For definitions of these words upon which this usage is based, see O. E. D. Vol. IV, p. 957, meaning 1 
(door); Vol. IV, p. 959 (doorway); and Vol. XII, p. 147, meaning la (portal). 
14 For Pevsner's now iconic description of the essential qualities of a work of architecture as opposed to 
simple building, see Pevsner 1963, pp. 15-17. These can be extended to the elements of a structure. Within 
the context of medieval architecture this rubric carries fewer of the potential problems that arise when it is 
applied to aspects of modem and contemporary architecture. The margins of these parameters for inclusion 
are discussed further below. 
15 According to C. W. Stubbs, the name comes from a tradition that it was the entrance between nave and 
cloisters used by the Prior before the Reformation. See Stubbs 1898, p. 64. Zamecki follows this logic and 
cites evidence of the proximity of the prior's lodging. See Zarnecki 1958, p. 23. Atkinson's description of the 
cathedral fabric and analysis of its history printed in the V. C. H. avoids using either the name Prior's Doorway 
when referring to it, or the name Monk's Doorway when referring to its pair. He speaks of the western and 
eastern doorways from the cloisters, as if to distance his study from the influence of popular terminology, and 
asserts that the function of the former was for ceremonial processions returning to the nave, as might be 
expected. See V. C. H. Cambs, Vol. IV, pp. 51 and 54. 
16 I would like to thank Dr Roger Thorpe of the Department of Engineering, University of Warwick, for 
discussing structural issues with me. 
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are, therefore, by necessity architectural members, rather than embellished structural 
members. Indeed, given that tympana provide facing to an arch and a square head to a 
doorway, and that in some cases they are essentially suspended beneath the archivolt, it may 
be argued that tympana, irrespective of the ornamentation applied to them, are a feature of 
architectural sculpture in themselves. 
The origins of the portal tympana used in Romanesque architecture are rooted in 
the architecture of antiquity, and further confirm the character of examples covered by this 
thesis. " In his treatise on architecture, Vitruvius described the feature that was used as a 
tympanum in Romanesque architecture in Book VI, chapter 8.3, which deals with stability 
of such structures in domestic architecture 19 He describes how constructing an arch with 
voussoirs in the wall above a square-headed opening will relieve the strain exerted on a 
lintel by the mass of the wall. The arch would carry the weight either side of the opening 
and would thereby yield two-fold benefits: it would prevent the lintel from sagging, and 
would simplify the job of replacing the lintel when necessary. The motive for creating this 
type of tympanum was the need to ensure the structural stability of the square-headed 
openings desired for both windows and doorways, rather than a field for display. However, 
examples preserved in Classical and Early Christian buildings demonstrate that the potential 
of the resultant space was recognised and utilised, as is illustrated by the forum baths at 
Pompeii, which also follow Vitruvius' text in using timber for lintels, a practice continued 
17 I have made an effort to inspect the inside of portals covered by this research, including stairvice portals, 
and in every case an arch runs the thickness of the wall behind the tympanum. 
is As a starting point for the use of tympana in ancient and Early Christian architecture, see 
Claussen 1980, 
pp. 2-6. For an introduction to the use of tympana in early Islamic architecture from the perspective of 
Romanesque forms, see Claussen 1980, pp. 9-12. For the argument that Romanesque portal tympana, or at 
least those depicting Christological iconography, are an evolution from the apses of Early 
Christian churches, 
see Christje 1969, for example, at p. 10. 
19 Granger 1962, Vol. II, p. 53. It should be noted that Vitruvius offers no name 
for the field that we term a 
tympanum. 
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in some English Romanesque tympana2° Many examples were also constructed entirely 
from masonry or brick, perhaps reflecting the scale and status of the buildings that survive. 
A further architectural justification for describing the simplest examples included 
within the corpus as portals, that is examples with no orders of jambs or voussoirs and with 
a simple lintel block, is due to the use of features that mimic a tympanum form. For 
example, in the nave south portal at Great Washbourne it is not the size or the shape of the 
lintel that defines the Romanesque qualities of the portal, but the use of geometric 
sculpture to create a tympanum field (Fig. 179). We may not speak of Great Washbourne 
as belonging to the same order of architectural enrichment as the west portal of Rochester 
Cathedral (Fig. 354), but within the context of the building in which it is set it achieves the 
same end. In examples such as the two nave portals at Broughton Poggs (Figs. 70-71) and 
the chancel south portal at Cantley (Fig. 82) a similar reference is made by the use of a 
recessed field to define a tympanum field. In many respects, therefore, simple lintels with 
this kind of enrichment are little different. tympana set in portals with no orders, such as 
\Vinterbourne Steepleton (Figs. 487-88) and Old Burghclere (Fig. 306). Rather than using 
dressed stone to define the outline of the archivolt, they use forms cut on the surface of a 
lintel. " 
At sites such as Hardham (Fig. 189) and the nave north portal of Tottenhill the 
lintel is neither well dressed, nor is it cut with any forms that might create a tympanum- 
shaped field. However, in all such cases an arch supports the weight of the thickness of the 
wall above the doorway and the rubble masonry above the lintel block is sorted so as to 
form, or at least define a relieving arch. In contrast the blocked doorway in the south wall 
20 For a list of tympana in the present corpus set with timber lintels, see Table IV. 
C. The forum baths at 
Pompeii is illustrated in Boethius and Ward-Perkins 1970, M. 69. 
21 This is also seen in the window tympanum preserved at Hereford Cathedral, see 
Gethyn Jones 1963. 
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of the nave at Berwick St James has a large plain lintel set above it that offers no detailing 
that alludes to either a tympanum field or an internal arch supporting the doorway (Fig. 37). 
It is probable that this fabric, which stands in stark contrast to the church's nave north 
portal (Fig. 36), was significantly altered during the later Middle Ages. However, 
irrespective of the precise archaeology, it illustrates the kind of setting that falls outside the 
parameters of the corpus for this thesis. The majority of such lintels are above doorways 
communicating with architecturally or functionally unimportant parts of the building, on 
the upper floors of great churches and castles and in each case containing no features that 
are specifically Romanesque in style. 
* 
A word is needed regarding the inclusion of tympana with an arched base, those 
with a trefoil base, and of examples with supra-portal settings. These matters will be dealt 
with in order. It is normally assumed that a tympanum has a horizontal lower edge, and in 
the overwhelming majority of cases this is true. A number of examples in the present 
corpus might be understood to fall between an orthodox tympanum form and a depressed 
or segmental arch (Figs. 414-15). However, in each case the masonry is within the 
tympanum space of a round-headed arch, rather than defining the archivolt of an arch with 
a depressed or segmental profile. That the masonry is set below the line of the archivolt 
and is therefore wholly contained within the tympanum space is crucial in distinguishing 
such examples from portals with depressed arches. Most have been recorded as tympana 
with `segmental' or `curved' lintels in the Buildings of England series, and examples recorded 
in this research are listed on Table IV. F. I have labelled them collectively as arch-based 
12 
tympana, because this serves to emphasise the character of these examples as tympana and 
avoids confusion with the forms of structural arches 22 
Ten portals with tympana frame a doorway with a trefoil head, most usually cut into 
the masonry (Fig. 77). Examples are listed on Table IV. G. As with arch-based tympana, 
the masonry is contained within the tympanum space beneath the archivolt, and as such 
these cases represent a development from more orthodox tympana. Crucial in determining 
the relationship between these settings and the rest of the corpus are tympana, such as the 
two portals in the cloister of St Andrews Cathedral (Figs. 373-74), and that in the cloister of 
St Bartholomew the Great, London (Fig. 262). In both settings in St Andrews, and that at 
St Bartholomew's, which has an arch-based form, reference is made to the trefoil head 
form in the compositional spaces cut onto the tympanum itself. As such they stand as a 
tangible link between settings with tympana, and those with trefoil heads ' It has been 
suggested that the trefoil may have been cut into the tympanum at Bibury at a later date, 
perhaps during the thirteenth century. 24 However, in contrast to an example such as Great 
Tew, close examination of the portal offers no positive indication that this was the case. 
The inclusion of supra-portal settings is based on their ability to perform a similar 
function to tympana and engage with a person passing through a doorway as an integral 
part of the portal setting, rather than to form part of the wider facade or elevation. 
Ultimately, visual observation has determined whether sculpture set outside the physical 
limit of the portal engages the viewer in conjunction with the portal or the wider facade or 
2"'" The characteristics of these and other tympanum settings are discussed further in Chapter IV, below. 
23 At the very fringes of the parameters set for inclusion in this thesis is the example preserved at Climping 
(Sussex), which I have not had the opportunity to visit in order to determine whether it represents an 
elaboration of the archivolt, or a trefoil tympanum. 
24 B. E. Cots, pp. 169. 
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elevation. 2' All of the supra-portal panels included in this study could be accommodated 
either within a medieval porch, or else they are otherwise structurally integrated with the 
portal. In the settings with niches, such as South Cerney (Fig. 405) or gables, such as 
Lullington (Fig. 269), the relationship with the portal is manifest, and this is also the case 
with examples where there is clear evidence of restorative intervention, such as North 
Newbold (Fig. 303). 
Where panels are simply set into the wall we can be less confident. Signs of 
disturbed masonry do not necessarily indicate that a panel has been inserted from 
somewhere else; the sculpture may simply have been reinserted during a campaign of 
restoration, as is known to be the case at Elstow (Fig. 145). However, all of those with a 
reasonable claim to be in situ have been included as a part the corpus analysed for this 
research, examples of which range from those at Flax Bourton (Fig. 161) and Santon 
Downham (Fig. 383) to the inscribed sundial at Kirkdale. Panels set outside of these 
limitations must be understood as elements of the wider facade, or elevation. Examples of 
such features are rarely preserved in England, though they are common in many parts of 
France, such as Poitou and Aquitaine. 26 English examples include the Lincoln Frieze, a 
unique survival from the context of great church architecture 27 
* 
25 In this the Malmesbury porch tympana are no exception, and as will be noted in Chapter V, there are also 
iconographic grounds from which to associate them with the portal tympanum based on the interpretation of 
the three working together to form an image of the Ascension. 
26 For illustrations of examples, see Seidel 1981, figs. 5,8 and 14. See also essays in Kahn 1992a, and 
Tcherikover 1997. 
27 For Romanesque sculpture at Lincoln, see, Zarnecki 1988, and, Kahn 1992a. For an assessment of the 
place of frieze sculpture in Anglo-Saxon and early Romanesque architecture in England, see Kahn 1992b. 
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The variety of examples within the corpus will be set out in Chapter IV as a starting 
point for a typology for portals with tympana; it is not possible to present a more 
comprehensive typology until the evidence of a wider range of portal types has been 
surveyed. However, it is necessary here to address certain preliminary issues of terminology 
in respect of the parts of a tympanum, which mark a small break with received convention. 
There is a long and well-founded tradition in English scholarship of treating tympana and 
lintels together when the subject for discussion is their sculpture and, as has been illustrated 
above, there are sound architectural reasons for this practice 28 The tympana and lintels 
used in English Romanesque architecture serve as facing rather than as load bearing 
elements, and in visual terms it is clear that a tympanum is essentially a lintel set within an 
arch. The examples of Great Washbourne (Fig. 179) and Poslingford (Fig. 332) provide 
good illustrations of this fact and of the close interrelation that exists between the two types 
of setting. They also demonstrate that a few aspects of the vocabulary available to describe 
the elements from which a tympanum is constructed are in need of some clarification. 
Inevitably the most important clarification relates to the use of the word 
`tympanum' and its relationship to structural elements and compositional spaces. Great 
Washbourne provides enough explanation in itself for the notion of a tympanum as a 
compositional space, and there is no need for confusion. When we turn to masonry 
tympana set within arches, the simplest solution is to think of the tympanum as the whole 
space between the top of the doorway and the archivolt, rather than as a lunette set upon a 
lintel, as is often suggested in architectural glossaries. 29 For clarity it may be designated the 
tympanum space and may be formed from either a single block, or many blocks (Figs. 362 
2$ This tradition was established by C. E. Keyser in his List of Norman Tympana and lintels, see Keyser 1904, 
and Keyser 1927. 
29 See, for example, Fleming et a11980, p. 328. 
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and 437). 30 For our purposes here, the schematised diagram in Text Figure 1 (see p. 17) 
illustrates the flexibility and clarity offered by thinking in terms of a tympanum space. 
Within the tympanum space there may exist both structural elements and compositional 
fields that can rightly be termed tympanum, lintel and voussoirs (contrast Figs. 175 and 
270). 
Differing needs for description place a specific emphasis on the most appropriate 
vocabulary that is available, and as such where necessary I have sought to distinguish 
between structural elements and compositional fields. Structural elements of the 
tympanum space consist of the lintel block, tympanum block and tympanum voussoirs. 
Where context permits, each may simply be referred to as a lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Where these structural elements also provide distinct compositional fields they can also be 
described in this manner. However, where the compositional fields need to be explicitly 
distinguished from structural elements, the terms lintel field and tympanum field may be 
used. A very narrow lintel field can be described as a lintel line (see Figs. 120 and 167). 
The compositional field corresponding to the tympanum voussoirs will simply be referred 
to as an arc, and only exceptionally as a voussoir field. I have sought to avoid coining 
wholly new terms and to rely on context as far as possible to denote specifics. Thus terms 
such as tympanum field and tympanum block are used solely in order to differentiate 
explicitly between the central compositional field f the masonry from which it is 
formed and both from the tympanum space. 
* 
30 Space is most usually associated in architecture with voids, rather than masonry. However, the term 
tympanum space has been chosen because it offers utility to incorporate all tympanum forms in all 
architectural settings and leaves the term tympanum field free to be used to describe tympanum-shaped 
compositional fields. 
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Text Figure 1: Schematised Diagram of the Elements of a Portal with a Tympanum 
Tympanum Block or Tympanum Field 
Lintel or Lintel Field 
3 Tympanum Voussoirs or Tympanum Arc 
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Tympana occupy a prominent place in scholarly views of Romanesque architectural 
sculpture generally. They were used as the vehicle for sophisticated iconographic schemes 
expressed through innovative, high quality sculpture displayed in the portals of churches of 
great architectural significance from Saint-Denis to Santiago da Compostella. Studies have 
most frequently focused on sculptural style, the formal sources of the iconography, and the 
relationship between different examples in these terms, though significant attention has 
also been paid to issues of meaning. 31 The importance of these buildings, the tympana and 
the sculpture that they contain is without question, and there is no reason to challenge the 
place they hold either in scholarship, or in the priorities of historic buildings management. 
However, they are not representative of the Romanesque tympana preserved in local 
churches and other buildings, either in the areas where they were produced, or in areas such 
as England, Normandy, or Scandinavia, where tympana are, more generally, of a less 
ambitious character. As such the kinds of tympana preserved in great pilgrimage churches 
cannot be used as a bench mark from which to assess the less exalted examples found in 
England 32 
The place held by tympana in studies of English Romanesque architecture and 
sculpture reflects both the specific concerns of scholars and the more modest nature of the 
surviving material. Tympana have been observed as features of English medieval 
architecture and sculpture since at least the eighteenth century and early records often 
31 Examples of this kind of scholarship include: Schapiro 1931a, and Schapiro 1931b (sculpture of Moissac, 
including the tympanum); Katzellenbogen 1944 (study of the tympanum in the central portal of Vezelay); 
Christie 1969 (portals with eschatological iconography); Vezär Bornstein 1988 (portals and politics 
in 
northern Italy); and Klein 1990 (portals with eschatological iconography). 
32 This observation can be qualified further by studies that have examined aspects of the more general use of 
tympana on the Continent. See, for example, Sene 1976 (on the formulation of Romanesque tympana and 
use of geometric patterns and geometric ornament in this); Claussen 1980 (Romanesque tympana 
in 
Normandy); and Folkstead and Nilsson 1995 (portal construction using pentagonal, or canted 
lintels, mainly 
in the Auvergne). 
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provide important information about features now lost through rebuilding and 
restoration. 3I have not attempted to find the earliest recorded mention of tympana in 
English antiquarian writing and have taken Thomas Rickman as my starting point since it 
was he who offered the first published account to present English medieval architecture 
through its historical development 34 Rickman observed that tympana were a common 
feature in `Norman' architecture, though he did not name specific examples, and it was J. 
H. Parker who expanded this observation, used the word tympanum and cited Brinsop 
(Fig. 64) as an example in the expanded editions of the text 35 Parker also suggested that 
tympana were almost entirely absent from English Gothic portals and cited the west portal 
of Higham Ferrers (Northants. ) as a rare example. This he labelled with the French word 
`tympan', so as to characterise the portal as an un-English piece of work, in contrast to the 
example at Brinsop, which was described with the more English word 'tympanum. "' 
Rickman's desire to establish a framework within which to study English medieval 
architecture was highly successful and from the later nineteenth century attempts were also 
made to produce detailed studies of architectural sculpture. Work during this early period 
of scholarship established many of the perspectives from which tympana have been 
approached subsequently and in particular ensured a quite firm division between the 
interests of sculptural and architectural historians. Starting from that time therefore, 
English Romanesque tympana may be viewed as having been studied as a part of three 
33 A representative example is provided by the engraving of the now fragmentary tympanum at Stoney 
Stanton made before the destruction of the nave south portal during the nineteenth-century rebuilding of the 
church, see Nichols 1795-1815, Vol. IV, pt. 2, pl. CXLVIII (op. p. 971). 
34 The first edition of Rickman's text was published in 1817, and reissued in 7 editions, the last in 1881. He 
died in 1841 and J. H. Parker produced the expanded fifth, sixth and seventh editions of the text. I have used 
the 511, edition of 1848. See also Thomas Cocke in, E. R. A. p. 360, and Alexander and Binski 1987, pp. 184-85 
and No. 400. 
35 Rickman 1848, p. 58 and 72. 
36 Rickman 1848, p. 90. The development of portal forms with trumeau and spandrels in English Gothic 
architecture is an area worthy of future research. 
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broad but distinct trends in scholarship. The first represents antiquarian studies of 
sculpture with figurative and symbolic forms, which treated tympana either as their specific 
focus or as a part of the wider corpus of material from the period. The second and third 
traditions consist of sculptural and architectural scholarship respectively that effectively 
superseded the antiquarian tradition. 
Antiquarians of the later nineteenth and early twentieth century worked to promote 
awareness of the existence of historic artefacts, in part so that this would help ensure the 
preservation of extant material. " Some, such as J. Romilly Allen, sought to explain the 
meaning of carved images, including those on tympana. 38 Others, such as A. G. Langdon, 
T. W. Brushfield, and C. E. Keyser, combined this interest with the topographical tradition 
of antiquarianism and produced work specifically focused on tympana. 39 They recorded, 
and frequently catalogued carved tympana preserved within a particular area, in the case of 
Keyser the whole of Britain, noted iconographic details, and attempted to explain these, 
frequently in terms heavily influenced by the values and language of high Anglicanism. 4o 
The work of such antiquarians broadly overlaps, though each writer was single-minded in 
his approach and no master-disciple relationship developed per se until the publication of 
Keyser's List in 1904, reissued with additions in 1927.41 
The antiquarians also noted the existence of examples with decorative geometric 
forms and uncarved tympana. For example, in his discussion of the evidence for the 
31 For the expressed desire to promote the conservation of medieval art works, see, for example, Langdon 
1898, pp. 97-99. 
38 See, for example, Allen 1887, esp. pp. 253-85. 
i9 See, for example, Langdon 1898 (Cornish tympana); Brushfield 1900 (tympana in Derbyshire); 
Keyser 1882 
(South Ferriby and its relationship to other English Romanesque tympana); and Keyser 1927. 
40 See, for example, the suggestion that chevron on tympana represent the waves of the 
River Jordan; Keyser 
1927, p. xxiii. 
41 Keyser 1904, and Keyser 1927. The main additions brought by the second edition are 
in the Catalogue, not 
the Introduction. I have generally used the first edition. The note will make it 
dear where I have used the 
second edition. 
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existence of sculpture on the Tremaine tympanum Langdon noted an uncarved tympanum 
at Tintagel. 42 Langdon was not unique in recording the existence of uncarved tympana. 
Parker had done so, although he did not cite specific examples, and in the introduction to 
his List Keyser would also make reference to uncarved tympana and those with geometric 
sculpture in order to outline briefly the structural diversity of English tympana. 43 Such 
references offer some indication that writers were aware of the potential significance of the 
architectonic character of tympana, even if they chose not to develop their observations 
further. This is also made clear by other features of their work, such as the scale diagrams 
that accompany Langdon's texts 44 However, such features are secondary to the over-riding 
focus for such writers on the symbolic meaning of carved examples. 
b 
Many of the interpretations put forward/ e antiquarians are based on what are now 
perceived as methodological shortcomings, such as a belief that medieval masons worked 
with the same desire for naturalistic accuracy as nineteenth-century natural history 
illustrators. 45 It is easy for us to laugh at Keyser for seeing mystic fish on the Hognaston 
tympanum (Fig. 201), or to mock Brushfield himself for his assertion that the right-hand 
beast at Ashford-in-the-Water is a wolf because of the dimensions of its head (Fig. 11). 41 
However, the intellectual concerns of that time were quite different to those prevalent 
subsequently. Moreover, the task of assembling and preparing material presented 
significantly different practical problems to those faced in the electronic age. As such our 
criticisms should be qualified in light of the circumstances within which these writers were 
working: when their analyses were based on close direct personal observation of the object 
42 Langdon 1898, p. 95. 
43 Rickman 1848, p. 73. Keyser 1927, pp. xxi-xxv. 
44 See, for example, Langdon 1898, figs. 1-4. 
45 Both Langdon and Brushfield identify animals on the basis of what they look like, without combining this 
with the evidence of iconographic context and function of the image. 
See, for example, Langdon 1898, pp. 
91-92, and Brushfield 1900, p. 248. 
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in question, Keyser and other writers of the period produced work of strong quality. 47 
Furthermore, it is probable that many more tympana would have been lost in addition to 
those at Tetsworth, Swarkestone and Wallasey, were it not for the efforts of these and 
other antiquarians. The main contribution, therefore, made by the antiquarians was 
cataloguing tympana and working for their preservation. However, in terms of the 
academic study of tympana, the most visible legacy of the antiquarian tradition is the 
treatment of them primarily as pieces of sculpture. Keyser's list was so successful that it 
`laid every antiquary under an obligation' and has proved to be an enduring presence 
behind writing that touches on tympana through its illustrations and catalogue 48 
The second tradition is characterised by studies of sculpture as a distinct art form. 
The first major contribution of this type was E. S. Prior and A. Gardner's Account of Medieval 
Figure-Sculpture in England, which was followed by Gardner's Handbook of English Medieval 
Sculpture, first published in 1935 and reissued as English Medieval Sculpture in 1951.49 Prior 
and Gardner's works defined the character of scholarship dealing with sculptural style 
during the first half of the twentieth century, and the early 1950s saw the publication of 
several books that illustrate the legacy of their work5° In all of these texts tympana occupy 
an appropriate position in the chapters and sections dealing with Romanesque sculpture, 
but given that their focus was broad-based, the analysis presented does not develop 
significantly on that of earlier work, including that of Keyser. s' 
46 Brushfield 1900, p. 248 and 252. 
47 See, for example, Keyser 1882, pp. 161-62; Langdon 1898, pp. 94-96; and Brushfield 1900, pp. 
247-48 and 
251-52. 
48 The quotation is from an anonymous review of Keyser's book, Anon. Arch Jnl1904, p. 342. 
49 Prior and Gardner 1912, esp. Book II, Chs. II-III, and Gardner 1951, esp. Ch. III. 
so Examples of such work include: Rice 1952; Boase 1953; and Stone 1955. Comments 
by Lawrence Stone in 
the Acknowledgements to his volume for the Pelican History of Art series remain valid to this 
day, see Stone 
1955, p. xxi. 
11 See, for example, Gardner 1951, p. 55; Rice 1952, esp. pp. 152-59, which offers the most 
detailed 
discussion; Boase 1953, esp. pp. 80-83,121-22,205-06 and 209-11; and Stone 1955, 
Pt. II, esp. pp. 90-91. 
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From the early 1950s onwards, scholarship has developed and been moulded 
through the work by George Zarnecki on regional `schools' of production, the dating of 
objects, and stylistic affinities, though perhaps his most important contribution has been to 
stress the architectonic character of Romanesque stone sculpture 52 One of the first books 
to show the influence of Zarnecki's work was Lawrence Stone's Sculpture in Britain in the 
Middle Ages written for the Pelican History of Art series, which has served as an 
introductory text ever since, along with two short books by Zarnecki himselfb3 
The majority of scholarship published on Romanesque sculpture during the second 
half of the twentieth century has focused on material in individual buildings or small, 
relatively closely defined groups of buildings. 54 As a result, studies have tended not to be 
focused on specific sculptural fields per se, and apart from Zarnecki and Kathleen Lane, few 
have investigated aspects of the corpus as a whole55 The most important work currently 
being undertaken in the field, however, is the Corpus of Romanesque Sculpture project, which is 
recording all relevant stone sculpture in Britain and Ireland, the results of which are to be 
published as a searchable database on the internet. 56 Its completion will have major 
implications for scholarship, not least because, for the first time, we will be able to attain a 
52 Zarnecki's two short survey books remain standard, see Zarnecki 1951, and Zarnecki 1953. Further 
examples of his scholarship are listed on the bibliography. The architectural character of Romanesque 
sculpture had been noted by earlier authors, but not developed at length. See, for example, Prior and 
Gardner 1912, pp. 14-17. The quality of Zamecki's analysis is well illustrated by his description of the 
architectonic qualities of the capitals in the chapel of Durham Castle, see Zarnecki 1951, pp. 12-13. See also 
comments in Kahn 1988, p. 340. 
53 Stone 1955, esp. Pt. II, Zarnecki 1951, and Zarnecki 1953. 
54 See, for example, Galbraith 1965 (Malmesbury); Stalley 1971 (patronage of Roger of Salisbury); Alford 1984 
(Dorset); Kahn 1991 (Canterbury); Hamer 1992 (Herefordshire School); Zarnecki 1958 and Zamecki 1989 
(Ely). The most up to date survey of the state of research into English Romanesque sculpture remains that 
published in 1988 for the Bulletin Monumental, see Kahn 1988. 
55 Capitals have attracted significant attention due to the numbers in which they survive, but studies 
specifically focused on a defined sculptural field are represented by the essays in Kahn 1992a. Examples of 
Zarnecki's broad-based work includes Zamecki 1966 (influence of the conquest), and Zamecki 1976 (the 
influence, or not, of work at St Denis). For Lane's PhD, see Lane 1997. Further on the relationship between 
England and Normandy, with specific reference to tympana, see Claussen 1980, and a review by Maylis Bayle, 
Bayle 1983. It is also worth noting here an important recent study on the symbolism of church portals, 
Kendall 1998. 
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comprehensive sense of the character of Romanesque sculpture in Britain and Ireland that 
is filtered by the accidents of survival only, rather than scholastic selectivity. 
Tympana have retained a prominent place in this tradition of scholarship due to the 
quality of sculpture preserved on some tympana, and to the association of many more with 
`schools' of production and regional groupings that have attracted attention 57 Some 
attention has been paid to the structural formulation of tympana, but rarely in a systematic 
or detailed manner and as such the suggestions made are frequently flawed 58 Work on the 
Romanesque Corpus project has begun to yield results in areas such as the character of 
portal forms, though these are still very much in progress, and with the notable exception 
of Lane's 1997 PhD dissertation, tympana have not been examined in detail as sculptural 
fields. 59 
Scholars working on architecture represent the third tradition that I have identified 
in which tympana are assessed, and in this respect I will mention three texts, which 
between them cover almost all of the twentieth century and to the present time6° The 
earliest is Francis Bond's 1906 Introduction to English Church Architecture from the Eleventh to the 
Sixteenth Century, which contains a chapter on `Doorways and Porches'61 This provides, 
however briefly, perhaps the only published assessment of the use of tympana in English 
Romanesque churches from a specifically architectural perspective. Bond's observations 
56 Current URL: http: //www. crsbi. ac. uk. 
57 See, for example, analysis of local churches throughout Hamer 1992 (Herefordshire School), and Kahn 
1982 (Kent). 
58 See, for example, Zarnecki 1958, esp. p. 25. See also Sene 1976, Claussen 1980, pp. 4-12, and 
Folkstead 
and Nilsson 1995. The most serious limitation of the conclusions proposed by Folkstead and 
Nilsson is the 
assumption that their sample, which is focused on the Auvergne, was comprehensive 
59 For example, Ann Hilder gave a paper to the 2000 Corpus of Romanesque Sculpture Annual 
Seminar on 
Romanesque portals in Essex, which contained significant assessment of tympana. For Lane's examination of 
tympana, see Lane 1997, esp. pp. 62-70 and 122-24. 
60 The most up to date survey of the state of research into English Romanesque architecture remains that 
published in 1984 for the Bulletin Monumental see Gem 1984. 
61 In the 1906 edition the chapter is Ch. XXXIX. I have used the 1913 edition in which 
it is Ch. X. See Bond 
1913, esp. pp. 697-700. 
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were grounded in principles from Vitruvius, cited above, though he does not acknowledge 
this as his source, and he is also one of very few writers to identify a link between 
Romanesque portals set with tympana, and Gothic portals that use a trumeau. English 
examples of the latter include the west portal of Wells Cathedral and the chapter house 
portal at Westminster Abbey. These apparently indicate an adaptation of the tympanum 
form popular with masons and patrons in England from c. 1200 onwards 62 
Bond's approach in respect of portals was not developed further by A. W. 
Clapham, whose English Romanesque Architecture after the Conquest (1934) remained the 
standard survey work for the rest of the twentieth century63 However, Clapham provided 
the fullest presentation of carved tympana in any work of architectural history, though in 
the context of architectural sculpture and ornament rather than assessing tympana as 
architectural members to which sculpture was applied 64 As a result only carved examples 
receive detailed mention, particularly those with figural sculpture, and then for the sake of 
the sculpture rather than the integration of sculpture into an architectural setting, or the 
portal and doorway forms that were produced. As such, Clapham's work is essentially a 
distillation of published works by Keyser and by Prior and Gardner discussed above. The 
treatment of tympana as pieces of sculpture and as ornament, rather than as architectural 
members into which sculpture is integrated, is in keeping with scholarly trends established 
during the nineteenth century and remains current to this day. This thesis was conceived as 
a study of sculpture preserved on tympana and in many respects the 
division makes good 
sense in terms of academic study and priorities. However, the abrogation 
by architectural 
62 Whether they illustrate a development of tympanum forms that were used in Romanesque churches, 
perhaps including examples of forms that have not survived from great churches, cannot 
be judged, at least in 
the present state of research. 
63 Clapham 1934. For his treatment of portals as an architectural feature, see, for example, pp. 
68-69. 
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historians of the tympanum as a feature to be dealt with by sculptural historians has 
contributed to English Romanesque portals remaining under-researched as architectural 
features, despite studies of architectural sculpture increasingly taking detailed account of the 
integration of sculpture into the fabric of buildings. 
The third work to be mentioned here is E. C. Fernie's The Architecture of Norman 
England, which is intended to replace Clapham's work as the standard survey of English 
Romanesque architecture 65 In his chapter on architectural elements, Fernie notes that 
what are termed `portals' in this thesis break a general rule of Romanesque architecture in 
England that square-headed openings are used in doorways serving purely practical ends 66 
Then only five full lines are devoted to `doorways', and tympana are mentioned there in a 
list of sculptural fields, which illustrates the divergent directions taken by sculptural and 
architectural historians 67 This may explain why architectural historians have largely 
neglected portals as a focus for study, but it also suggests that future research into features 
such as portals will need to bridge this division within the discipline. 
This thesis combines aspects of each of these traditions in that it represents an 
exercise in cataloguing, it presents a study of sculpture both in itself and within its 
architectural setting, and it has attempted to offer starting points from which to understand 
portal tympana as architectural members. It therefore contains much that is rooted in 
64 Clapham 1934, Ch. IX, esp. pp. 136-39. With reference to the types of images preserved, Clapham went so 
far as to view this as a point of disinterest, rather than interest, because he felt not enough use was made of 
the potential offered by the field created by the tympanum, see Clapham 1934, p. 137. 
65 Fernie 2000. 
66 Fernie 2000, p. 269. 
67 Fernie 2000, Ch. 8, pp. 269-70. These five lines compare with five full lines on half-shafts (p. 261), twelve 
lines on triangular-headed arches (p. 269); and eleven lines on windows (p. 270). Despite this, Fernie makes 
highly significant use of tympana as evidence for portal forms denoting hierarchies of passage within 
buildings. See Femie 2000, p. 71, and Chapter III, below. 
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established scholarly endeavour, but it also seeks to open new avenues of enquiry. 68 Most 
particularly, it moves the discussion of meaning of sculpture away from traditional areas of 
enquiry, such as the analysis of iconographic models and the iconographic relationship 
between examples. In its place, it examines meaning in sculpture from the perspective of 
the visual culture experienced by the audiences to which it was addressed, in an attempt to 
assess aspects of social expression and devotional experience in local communities during 
the period. 
One potential outcome of understanding tympana, and portals generally, in 
architectural terms will be to set the use of geometric ornament within a context where it 
may be assessed on its own terms, perhaps in a manner broadly comparable to how 
mouldings are understood as an architectural feature. The promotion of an understanding 
of tympana as architectural members opens a relatively under-researched area of enquiry, 
which it has only been possible to phrase in preliminary terms here. However, it is hoped 
that the framework, analysis and data presented here will serve as a foundation for further 
research. 
68 Two studies of French local churches that explore the social context of architecture and sculpture are 
Phalip 1997, and Costen and Oakes 2000. 
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II 
Local Communities, Local Churches, 
Lay Piety and Iconography 
This chapter will present evidence for four distinct issues of central importance to 
the thesis. The first relates to local communities and their place in society as a whole, while 
the second concerns local churches as ecclesiastical foundations. The third focuses on the 
nature of religious experience in local communities and provisions for pastoral care. The 
discussion of the first three issues serves to provide an overview of the nature of English 
society at village level during the period, the institutional character of local churches, and 
the religious experience of those served by, and subject to, local churches. It will, 
therefore, establish the basis for an understanding of the social and religious environment 
in which tympana were created and displayed, and the nature of the audiences that would 
have viewed tympana, and the circumstances in which they would have done so. Finally, 
methodological issues will be explored in relation to the potential offered by visual images 
as evidence for social attitudes and religious beliefs current amongst audiences for sculpture 
in local churches. 
* 
Local Communities 
Social distinction is a fundamental characteristic of medieval societies. Historians 
frequently structure their studies according to social divisions because most surviving 
sources were produced by people who understood their privilege as designated by God and 
thereby did most to enforce these divisions. However, by emphasising divisions we must 
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not obscure the inter-dependent nature of medieval societies. ' For the present research, 
the regularised and integrated nature of society is important because it contributes to our 
appreciation of the range of social groups actively engaged in the life of local churches. 
From this we can establish a foundation for examining the sculpture preserved on tympana 
as evidence for social engagement and religious values current within local communities. 
Medieval societies structured themselves like any other, around a combination of 
human and geographical categories. The principal human classifications were those of the 
secular and regular ecclesiastics, and of the laity, who were themselves divided between the 
knightly, fee-holding classes, the ranks of other free-born persons, both urban and rural, 
and the great mass of semi-free and the unfree people. Each group was itself characterised 
by considerable diversity in terms of wealth, power and standing, it is crucial to condition 
any conclusions in the light of this and of developments in areas such as notions of 
freedom and racial origins. ' Social mobility was possible, potentially even meteoric, 
particularly in the Church. However, as elsewhere, an individual's birth remained an issue 
in determining fortunes; opportunity generally favoured those born higher on any given 
section of the social scale. 
The population as recorded in Domesday shows England to have been an agrarian 
society in which the vast majority laboured on the manorial estates of the knightly and 
I For a discussion of recent scholarship dealing with the inter-dependent nature medieval societies, see 
Reynolds 1997, esp. pp. xi-lxvi. 
2A convenient starting point for these issues is provided by Constable 1995, Ch. III. Barlow 1963, esp. Chs. 
1.3, II and III, and Barlow 1979, esp. Chs. I-III remain important introductory texts for ecclesiastical 
conditions in England. For a study of the aristocracy in Norman England, see Green 1997, esp. pp. 1-21. 
Urban conditions are surveyed in Bartlett 2000, Ch. 7. Important studies relating to agrarian classes during 
the period include Lennard 1959, esp. Chs. II, III and IX, and Faith 1997. 
3 For legal and economic conditions, see, for example, Hyams 1980, esp. pt. I, and Faith 1997, esp. Chs. 4-6 
and 8-10. For issues of race and nation, see Garnett 1986a, Gillingham 2000, pt. II, and Davies 2000. 
4 An introduction to issues of social mobility in England during the period c. 1066-c. 1225 is provided by 
Gillingham 2000, pp. 259-76. The essay was originally printed in A. Haverkamp and Vollrath (eds. ), England 
and Germany in the High MiddlleAges (Oxford 1996), pp. 333-55. 
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ecclesiastical elite, and subsisted from small plots of land. ' As such the majority of peasants 
eked out `a livelihood on terms which they were in no position to refuse. "' Rulers could, 
therefore, dismiss the bulk of the population as natit, literally `born'; a fable by Marie de 
France describes the great mass of humanity as being to the ruling classes as a flea to a 
camel. ' However, it remains that power was land-based and lordly incomes were derived 
accordingly. ' As such a successful lord was one who understood that in order to be 
powerful he must exploit the land under his control effectively, its produce and its people. ' 
He had, therefore, to take an active roll in administering his estates, though this should be 
distinguished from getting embroiled in pleas better dealt with by vassals or officials, such 
as a reeve. 10 
Between the lords and the unfree peasants existed significant and diverse strata of 
freeborn men. In towns they ranged from men as rich as magnates to quite humble 
specialist workers and artisans, while in villages they ranged from wealthy farmers and 
manorial officials down to an individual described as `almost a peasant' and therefore at risk 
of having his liberties dismissed. " Freeborn men, who constituted over 15% of the 
population, were not evenly distributed across the country, with the greatest concentrations 
5 For an introduction to Domesday conditions, see Darby 1977. See also Lennard 1959, and Faith 1997, esp. 
Chs. 7,8 and 10. On the operation of manorial estates in ecclesiastical gift, see, for example, Miller 1951, esp. 
Chs. 3-5, King 1973, esp. Chs. 7-8, and Dyer 1980, esp. Chs. 2-4. 
6 Quotation from Faith 1997, p. 223. On peasant holdings, see, for example, Lennard 1959, Ch. XI. Further 
on the relationship between lords and peasants and the development of villeinage, see Hyams 1980, and Faith 
1997, Ch. 10. Resistance was most usually achieved through non co-operation rather than direct 
confrontational challenges to lordly authority, see Hilton 1973, Ch. 2, esp. pp. 85-95. 
The term natir was used, for example, in chancery documents. See, for example, Hyams 1980, p. 250, note 
113. Compare this with the label generosi, which also means born, ' but implies a higher state of being. For the 
fable of Marie de France, see Spiegel 1987, No. 38. 
8 For the place of land in lordly power, see Hudson 1994. 
9 Such an understanding need not imply any modem sense of market-based monetarism, or social capital. 
See, for example, comments regarding eleventh-century abbots of Ely in Miller 1951, pp. 41-42. 
10 Contrast, for example, the story related by Adam of Domerham regarding Henry of Blois touring 
Glastonbury Abbey's estates, in Hearne 1727, Vol. II, pp. 307-08, with the letter of Gilbert Foliot regarding a 
piece of land valued at one shilling, in Morey and Brooke 1967, No. 196. 
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living in the eastern counties of the Danelaw. 12 However, during the period 1086-c. 1225 
the emergence of free tenants has been observed on ecclesiastical estates that were 
populated by men recorded as villeins in Domesday, with the balance of evidence 
suggesting that the process was initiated `early rather than late in this period. "' In addition, 
the importance of freeborn peasants in the development of patterns of lordship and 
settlement has been emphasised in recent scholarship. 14 
These divisions of the population were structured into an integrated, inter- 
dependent and a cohesive society by geographical divisions that not only served to order 
the Church and the kingdom, but also reflected and enforced the social differentiation of 
people. The ecclesiastical division of the country into diocese, deaneries, parishes and 
chapelries was based on principles common to Latin Christendom and broadly reflected 
local conditions governing settlement patterns and social hierarchies 15 Developments at 
parish level will be discussed further below. However, it is pertinent to note here that for 
all the variety, evolution and fractious disputes, the structure of religious life was the one 
area of social ordering that followed a single vocabulary throughout England and affected 
the lives of all people. Each person was either covered by the parish-based system of 
pastoral care, which aimed to ensure the baptism of children, controlled the burial of the 
dead and required the payment of tithes, or else lived within a regular religious community. 
Great lords had personal priests and private chapels and hence were not bound in the same 
11 As starting points, see Faith 1997, Chs. 6-10, esp. pp. 206-09,215-18 and 259-61, and Reynolds 1997, Chs. 
3-6. On the access to legal process of those at the margins of liberty and bondage, see Hyams 1980, esp. pt. 
II. The phrase `almost a peasant', fet rusticus is from Morey and Brooke 1967, No. 196. 
12 As a starting point see Darby 1977, pp. 61-63. The figure of 15% as the proportion of free peasants in 
England during the period is repeated in Bartlett 2000, p. 319. 
13 See Harvey 1977, Ch. IV, the quotation is from p. 104. See also, for example, Lennard 1954. 
14 See, for example, Faith 1997, Chs. 6-10, esp. Ch. 10. 
15 See, for example, Cheney 1956, esp. Ch. V, Barlow 1963, esp. Ch. III, Barlow 1979, esp. Ch. I, Brett 1975, 
esp. Ch. I, Loyn 2000, esp. Ch. 5, and more generally Hamilton 1986. 
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way as the mass of the population 16 However, in this their lives were simply adapted to the 
more complex nature of their liberties and obligations. 
One of the most important and distinctive characteristics of the geographical 
division of secular society in the English kingdom was the extent and the long-standing 
nature of its centralising power structures. 17 In 1066 England had long had the established 
facility to be controlled by rulers who could enforce their will over manor, village, lordship, 
hundred, county and kingdom through a combination of fear and co-operation. The two 
building blocks of that society were the manor and the tillata, a village or township, and 
these co-existed in an integral relationship with one another. 18 
Manors were the building blocks of lordly power and were held by members of the 
military and ecclesiastical elite in return for military service, fixed payments or spiritual 
assurances. 19 These were defined by specified rights over a block of land, usually with 
closely detailed boundaries, and its associated inhabitants. The character of manors varied 
considerably across different regions of the country due to both human factors and 
geophysical conditions. However, the basic pattern of obligations and rights on the part of 
tenants and lords at each level of the structure remained. Manorial circumstances 
frequently influenced the development of individual communities and probably also trends 
16 In addition to widespread references to private chaplains serving great lords and evidence for castle chapels, 
the oratory recorded in the house of Wandrille de Courcelles at Frome (Somerset) demonstrates that such 
provision was not simply a feature of the greatest households. See E. E. A. Vol. X, No. 33 (1151 x 66). The 
relationship between the Anglo-Norman aristocracy and the Church is discussed in Green 1997 Ch. 12; pp. 
383-90 focuses specifically on the religious life of women. 
17 An overview is provided by Bartlett 2000, pp. 147-59. Prior to the mid-eleventh century English conditions 
had developed in comparative isolation from legal developments elsewhere in Europe. For European 
conditions, see Reynolds 1997, Chs. 5,7 and 8. 
18 See esp. Lennard 1959, Ch. VIII, Taylor 1983, and Lewis et a11997, esp. Chs. 4-5, and essays in Faull 1984, 
Hooke 1985a, and Aston et a11989. For a European perspective, see Bartlett 1993, esp. Ch. 5. 
19 Bennett 1937, and Lennard 1959, Chs. II-VII, remain useful. Most studies have concentrated on 
ecclesiastical estates due to documentary sources. In addition to the examples cited above in relation to Ely, 
Peterborough and Worcester, see also Harvey 1977. Studies of lay honors during the period include 
Wightman 1966, see esp. Chs. I, III, IV and VI, Crouch 1986, see esp. Chs. 4-7, and Dalton 1994, esp. Chs. 2 
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such as the development of increasingly nucleated settlement patterns and the foundation 
of new villages. 20 
The village generally predated the system of manorial holdings as understood in the 
twelfth century and formed a primary focus of communal identity for the majority of the 
population? ' However, it remains that manorial obligations must have dominated the daily 
existence of unfree peasants. Domesday records manorial holdings of individual lords 
located by village, each record based in part on the testaments of the priest, reeve and six 
villagers in each place 22 It is reckoned from Domesday returns that while settlements 
could contain just a few families, an average village had a population of about two 
hundred 2' Many villages were coterminous with a single manor, while others consisted of 
several manors. In some parts of the country several villages were held within a single 
manor. In terms of communities relevant to this research almost all were rural and 
agrarian. Most people who travelled did not go far. When longer journeys were 
undertaken these were made to a fairly limited range of destinations determined by 
economic activity, customary obligations and pilgrimage. 4 However, although 
communities were founded on populations that were essentially inward-looking a range of 
factors ensured that they were enmeshed into a wider structure of baronial lordships and 
and 6. The nature of documentary evidence means that such studies have a very different focus and character 
to those of ecclesiastical estates. 
20 See, for example, Lewis et al 1997 esp. pp. 209-14 and 218-33, and Bartlett 2000, p. 299. Manorial 
circumstances were but one of a combination of factors that contributed to the survival or the disappearance 
of established village communities. See, for example, Beresford 1954, esp. Ch. 5, Darby 1977, pp. 45-51, 
Aston 1989, and Dyer 1989. 
21 In some areas newly founded villages were common. In addition to material cited above, see esp. Beresford 
1975, and Beresford and Hirst 1990. 
22 Hamilton 1876, p. 97. 
23 Darby 1977, esp. Chs. II and III, contains detailed statistical information and references. Bartlett 2000, pp. 
297-302 presents a useful overview. It is important to note that a market could swell the population of a 
community to several times and significantly affect the character of the settlement. On markets and fairs, see 
Sawyer 1981. 
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crown-designated districts and regions. The most important of these factors was the law, 
which required the active engagement of a broad spectrum of the population in local 
affairs. 5 
Law was the primary mechanism by which fear, sense of community and self- 
interest, however unhappy, were galvanised to enforce co-operation and social distinction. 
Almost every conceivable social class and occupational group is represented in court 
records, legal documents and witness lists from the period 26 In addition to the collection 
methods of Domesday cited above, county courts might demand evidence from the priest, 
reeve and four `of the better men of the villatd and other courts could require evidence 
from `four of the more law-worthy men of each villata. '27 The system of frankpledge 
developed by the time of Henry I from the tithings first recorded in the laws of Cnut 
covered most of England and bound all males, freeborn and otherwise, aged twelve years 
and over in surety groups, generally of ten individuals. " Collective responsibility before the 
law, and controls on access to it, bound people to the villages in which they lived and the 
manors on which they served just as chapelries and parishes regulated and localised the 
24 Although a wide range of people undertook journeys, the size of English counties, the itinerant nature of 
lordship, the distribution of markets, and to a lesser extent saints' cults, meant that few had reason to travel 
more than about fifty miles from their birthplace. 
25 It must be stressed that regional factors and settlement patterns were fundamental to the character of local 
uses. Nonetheless the generalisation is a reflection of the evidence from across the kingdom. 
26 See, for example, Stenton 1920, pp. cii-vi and p. 166, and Caenegem 1990-91, Nos. 291 and 329. Serving as 
a witness is generally taken to suggest that a person was a free man, but in practice there is no absolute proof 
of this. E. EA. Vol. VIII, No. 3 (December 1114) is a typical example of 'the men of the fee' providing 
witness in an ecclesiastical enquiry. Examples of episcopal acta addressed to parishioners generally include: 
E. EA. Vol. VII, No. 31 (1131 x 48), and E. EA. Vol. XI, No. 41 (1138 x 41). 
27 A range of sources is cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 158. 
2S These sought to ensure crimes were not committed and that where they were, guilty parties were given-up 
on pain of collective penalty. The standard study remains Morris 1910, but see also, for example, Hudson 
1996a pp. 62-66. It should be noted that fee-holders and some others were exempt, and that by the thirteenth 
century some freemen were also exempted. 
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focus of religious life. At village level manorial courts were the main conduits through 
which lords exercised power and the population was engaged with public affairs 29 
Seignorial courts provided the only justice to which every person had de facto access. 
As such the justice offered by one's lord in the local manor court, or in the honorial court, 
was the best most could hope for. 3° Freeborn men from sokemen to fee-holders had wider 
rights and obligations, though these were not necessarily respected. For them the judicial 
system was rooted in the hundred, or equivalent units such as the wapentake, which had 
been established as the basic unit of crown fiscal and judicial division since the Anglo- 
Saxon period 31 Hundred courts met regularly every month or four weeks, as well as by 
demand and attendance could range from a dozen to eighty persons32 As with seignorial 
courts, these and other royal courts frequently met in the open at a place relevant to the 
plea being heard. Evidence for the locations in which proceedings were conducted is rare. 
However, it would appear that as well as meeting in halls, churchyards were often used33 
In theory all freeborn men had rights and obligations in their local hundred court, 
though by the later eleventh century those holding less than thirty acres were routinely 
29 An important collection of essays on English manor courts is Razi and Smith 1996. 
so The development of legal doctrines of villeinage was probably precipitated in part by the prospect of a 
`large proportion of the peasantry... suing their lords over their holdings in the royal courts. ' Faith 1997, Ch. 
10, quotation from p. 265. See also Hyams 1980. 
31 These ranged in size from twenty-five square miles to two hundred square miles and contained between 
two and twenty or more villages. Most are within the upper mid-range of this distribution. Population 
density is demonstrably a contributing factor in the size of hundreds. Domesday records 730 hundreds and 
wapentakes, the number dropping to 628 by the 1270s. The weight of evidence suggests that many of the 
changes that led to this consolidation occurred early in the Norman period and hence the latter figure is often 
accepted as that current for most of the twelfth century. The standard study remains Cam 1930, but see also, 
for example, Bartlett 2000, pp. 156-59, and Hudson 1996a, pp. 37-40. Control of hundreds could be gifted to 
lords, both lay and ecclesiastical, and that in some counties, such as Suffolk, a large proportion of the county 
could be administered in this way. The hundreds of the church of Ely are mapped in Miller 1951, op. p. 76. 
32 It appears that they met more frequently as the twelfth century progressed and by 1.1200 fortnightly sittings 
were common. Hudson 1996a, pp. 38-39. 
33 Hudson 1996a, pp. 38-39. Records of 117 cases from hundred courts are set out and indexed in Caenegem 
1990-91. By the later Middle Ages it was deemed inappropriate for secular courts to meet in churchyards. 
See, for example, comments by It Fawcett in Blair and Pyrah 1996, p. 99. 
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excluded unless they held certain types of tenancies. 34 However, hundred courts did 
continue to meet twice yearly in sessions attended by all freemen to govern issues of 
peacekeeping and frankpledge. Furthermore, in spite of exclusions, it is estimated that one 
in twenty adult males had obligations to attend hundred courts twelve or more times a year. 
This equates to two or three men in an average village of 200 persons, not counting any 
resident fee-holder, as compared to the estimated one in eighty or more adult males that 
might be classed as knights. 35 With this number should also be borrq'in mind the four or six 
`better' or `law-worthy' men from each villata who might be called upon to bear witness in 
royal courts and enquiries. 
By the eleventh century hundreds had long been agglomerated as counties or 
shires. 36 Domesday reveals the varying customs of counties, covering issues that impacted 
on the lives of people at every level of society and hence brought identity with a county 
into every village. Each county was overseen by a crown appointee, the sheriff, who 
exercised power within a considerable remit in the spheres of royal finance and justice. 37 
e 
An official answerable to the sheriff presided over each hundred, or in the case hundreds 
held by barons or religious houses, by one answerable to his lord. One characteristic of this 
system was that a sheriff could find himself in competition and conflict with the barons of 
34 Faith 1997, p. 258. A standard, large-sized peasant holding was 30 acres, an average-size virgate. 
35 These statistics serve simply to give an order of magnitude and are derived from Hudson 1996a, pp. 39, and 
Bartlett 2000, pp. 216 and 297-98. Numbers of freemen varied considerably across the country, with the 
highest proportions concentrated in the eastern counties. See also Darby 1977, esp. pp. 57-67. From the 
present corpus, at Springthorpe the entire recorded population at Domesday was freeborn. At Haltham, 
freemen constituted two-thirds of the recorded population. 
36 These were rarely subject to the kinds of changes that occasionally effected a great many of the smaller 
territorial units. Royal proclamations were often issued on a county basis, while some were treated together, 
such as Norfolk and Suffolk, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, or Dorset and Somerset. As a starting point 
see Bartlett 2000, pp. 147-56. 
37 Green 1986, Ch. 8, and Bartlett 2000, p. 147-51. The only exceptions to this pattern were the palatine 
counties of Durham and Chester and temporary arrangements whereby members of the royal family were 
granted control of a county. 
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the county, particularly where he was not one of their number, either socially or in terms of 
birthplace 38 
Other evidence for strong county identities confirms that sentiments were not 
simply associated with the self-interest of lords and legal customs. The Life of St Kenelm 
preserved memory of a dispute between the men of Worcestershire and those of 
Gloucestershire over the saint's body settled by means of a sleeping contest, controversially 
so according to the losers. 39 In a thirteenth-century text, possibly of twelfth-century origin, 
a Peterborough monk characterised Norfolk as a place so sterile and the inhabitants so 
mean and stupid that `a parchment the width of Norfolk' could not catalogue the 
shortcomings of people and place4° In response a Norfolk man eulogised his county 
`because I am of Norfolk and it is right that I defend my county. ' For most people the 
county probably represented the highest unit of collective identity of which they had direct 
experience, other than, that is, the notion of being English, Welsh or French, which raises 
important social and legal implications of another kind ai 
* 
38 Rivalries between lords of a given county might be set aside in the face of a perceived outsider 
administering on behalf of the Crown. Appeals accompanied by substantial cash offers were made to the 
crown by local magnates and other groups for influence in the appointment of sheriffs, or at least for the 
sheriff to be a man from the county in which he was to serve. A dispute between Richard Revel, a powerful 
Somerset lord, and the sheriff Alan of Whitton, who came from another county, c. 1200 demonstrates that 
amongst the fee-holding classes county-inspired attitudes could run deep. Richard accused Alan of being in 
Somerset little more than an adventiciur, literally an immigrant, and a term also translated as `carpetbagger. ' See 
Bartlett 2000 p. 154. 
39 Love 1996, pp. 68-71. The men of Gloucestershire awoke first and departed with the body, but were 
pursued by their northern neighbours who accused them of cheating. 
40 Cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 154-55. 
41 For legal implications of race, see Garnett 1986. For issues of self-definition, see Short 1996. See also 
Gillingham 2000, pt. 2, Bartlett 2000, Ch. 2 and pp. 482-91, and Davies 2000, pasnm. 
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Local Churches 
Possession of a manorial fief was a defining attainment for a man of knightly rank 
in any part of Latin Europe; `I have my fief, everyone, I have my fief the German lyric poet 
Walther von der Vogelweide rejoiced 42 For a medieval community to attain comparable 
distinction it needed a church to serve its pastoral needs. The system of parishes and 
chapelries not only bound local churches within the diocesan structure, but also reflected 
and contributed to the definition of communities. The rights of individual churches as 
established relative to one another remained fundamental 43 The building of churches in 
England, their variety, provision, maintenance and general elevation relative to the 
environment in which they stood amply demonstrates their importance within 
communities. "' Place-name studies and documentary sources provide similarly compelling 
evidence. 45 Each church remained an important foundation within the community that it 
served, even where evidence attests to lordly engagement only, which suggests that 
attendance at divine services was infrequent and irregular, and that the quality of services 
was poor. 
Just as manors and villages varied in size, value and importance, so churches varied 
in size, value and pastoral role. 46 The naves of some churches built to serve regular 
religious communities provided impressive though not necessarily empowering 
42 Cited in Bartlett 1993, p 46. 
43 It appears that by the second quarter of the twelfth century efforts to have even illicitly built chapels 
incorporated into the pastoral network in some way were generally successful. Previously those representing 
minster churches were more successful in having illicitly built chapels torn down. See, for example, Brett 
1975, p. 223, and Blair 1988b, pp. 10-11. 
44 As a starting point see Morris 1989. An invaluable collection of material from studies by fourteen authors 
is brought together and indexed in Blair 1988a. 
45 On English place-name evidence relating to churches, see Gelling 1981. For documentary sources a 
starting point is provided by the E. EA. series. See further, for example, Stenton 1920, pp. lxx-lxxviii, and 
essays in Blair 1988a. 
46 In terms of manors and villages from the present corpus, contrast, for example, Milborne Port and 
Biddestone. On hierarchies of churches and chapels providing pastoral care during the period, see, for 
example, Blair 1988b, pp. 11-12 and 15-16, and Foot 1992. 
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environments in which parochial communities met to worship 47 More generally, churches 
can be identified representing a wide spectrum of architectural grandeur, material 
endowment and ecclesiastical power. The vast majority had their status as parish churches 
or dependent chapels defined during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 48 Most enjoyed 
baptismal rights and, by the later twelfth century had at least partial control of burial 
rights. 49 Some were never more than customary or field chapels, present examples of 
which include Croxdale and Heath5° A few served functions that set them apart from 
regular pastoral life, such as the shrine chapel of St Kenelm at Romsley, or the chapel 
established near Yarmouth (Norfolk) that was only for use during the herring season si 
Local churches have been the focus of substantial research by historians 
investigating diocesan administration, the development of parochial provision and the 
foundation and control of local churches. One of the most significant products of these 
studies has been the development of a model that charts the evolution of minster churches 
serving large parochiae established during the Anglo-Saxon period, most centred on royal 
and episcopal estates 52 As patterns of settlement and land tenure developed during the 
eleventh century new churches were built to serve increasingly self-sustaining communities. 
47 Examples from the present corpus include Ely and Rochester Cathedrals and Wimborne Minster. 
48 A few dependent chapels were substantial buildings, as is illustrated by, for example, Cassington. 
49 Money meant that disputes over burials were generally focused on control of where wealthier members of 
communities would be buried. For vigorous, but otherwise quite typical disputes, see, for example, Hase 
1988, esp. pp. 54-57, Kemp 1988, esp. pp. 88-89, and details regarding Aston Eyre in the case study in 
Chapter V, below. Patterns of knightly burials provide a useful element in assessing attitudes of lay lords to 
the various subjects of their religious patronage and their views regarding the value of these. See further 
Golding 1986, and Cownie 1998, esp. pp. 201-06 and 212-15. 
50 The poverty of some chapels meant they were granted concessions in respect of episcopal dues. Such as 
that made, for example, to Moreton (Shrops), see E. E. A. Vol. XIV, No. 24 (1129 x 47). Concessions I have 
noted were made to the benefit of churches in monastic gift. However, this may simply reflect the nature of 
documentary sources I have examined. Moreton was a chapelry of Shawbury church, which was held by 
Haughmond Abbey (both Shrops). 
51 The Yarmouth chapel is noted in Batcock 1988, p. 188. 
52 The origins of the model are rooted in an examination of churches in Domesday Book presented in Page 
1915. Subsequent works include Lennard 1959, Ch. X, Kemp 1968, essays in Blair 1988a, Blair 1991, Chs. 4- 
6, and essays in Blair and Sharpe 1992. 
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This process continued until the mid to later twelfth century by which time the framework 
of churches serving rural communities, and to a large extent urban communities, had 
crystallised into a form broadly retained until the nineteenth century. 53 Many minsters 
continued to retain rights and privileges over churches founded in their former parochiae, 
particularly with respect to burial rights and the payment of certain dues 54 However, the 
nature and extent of these rights varied considerably both regionally and from church to 
church55 Criticisms levelled at aspects of the minster model are most cogent in terms of 
highlighting regional variations and specific local circumstances, while the main quality of 
the model remains its essential utility in accommodating the diverse circumstances that are 
recorded and the different historical approaches to the evidence 56 
An important development within this framework was the donation of churches to 
religious houses from the later eleventh century onwards, a process that introduced a very 
particular interest group into the equation and reflected a gradual shift in attitudes to the 
control of churches by lay lords. 57 A stimulant to this process was provided by the spiritual 
benefits knightly lords could attain in return for comparatively modest outlays and the 
53 See esp. Brooke 1970, Blair 1988b, esp. pp. 13-16, Haslam 1988, and Morris 1989, esp. 
Chs. V-VI. 
sa A colourful example of dues that might be expected is provided by the concession granted to Wingerworth 
(Derbs) from Chesterfield, which involved payment of surplus tithes and the gift of a horse for use by the 
priest at Chesterfield. See E. E. A. Vol. XIV, No. 31 (1129 x 38). 
s5 See, for example, Franklin 1985 for evidence from the Midlands, Hase 1988 for evidence from Hampshire, 
and Hall 2000, Ch. 2, for Dorset. Contrast those environments with circumstances 
in an area such as 
northern Lancashire or Cornwall, in which Minsters claimed influence over a significant number of 
communities and churches well into the later Middle Ages and beyond. This may 
be illustrated by the handful 
of sites covered by this research (Lancashire: Aitham, Bolton-le-Sands, Caton and 
Pennington; Cornwall: 
Cury, Egloskerry, Mylor, Perranarworthal, Rame, St Michael Caerhayes, St Thomas-by-Launceston, Tintagel, 
Tremaine and Treneglos). Hadley 1996 demonstrates that in the Danelaw facilities for parochial devotion 
also developed along distinctive lines. 
. 56 The most open debate is presented 
in three articles published as a series in the journal Early Medieval History: 
a criticism of the Minster hypothesis in, Cambridge and Rollason 1995; a defence in, Blair 1995; and a review 
article of current research in, Pallister 1996. See also, for example, Hadley 1996. 
57 On monastic ownership of local churches, see Kemp 1980. It is estimated that by c. 1200 one quarter of 
local churches were in the gift of religious houses. See, for example, Brett 1975, p. 230. 
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more immediate financial value of local churches to ecclesiastical foundations. 58 
Monasteries came to hold churches not only on their own estates, but also in communities 
where they had few or no other interests. Of particular importance was the monastic 
ownership of churches with large parochia in which there was considerable pressure for 
locally focused pastoral provision 59 The acquisition of local churches by monasteries made 
a significant impact on religious life at village level and was frequently, though not 
universally, associated with material exploitation of incomes, inertia in terms of pastoral 
obligations and opposition to the break-up of parochiae. 6° It is also a phenomenon that 
deserves further research in relation to church fabric and sculpture because it appears that 
the dynamics between monastic ownership of churches and different types of manorial and 
village interests are potentially reflected in the investment in church fabric and furniture 61 
The level of church construction during the eleventh and twelfth centuries is almost 
unparalleled, and the crucial role played by mesne lords in galvanising the effort required to 
establish churches in the communities they controlled is generally acknowledged 62 A 
contributory factor in the interest maintained by lords in local churches was the dynamic 
between the manorial unit and the village community; a controlling interest or direct 
58 Studies of lay donations to religious houses include Harper-Bill 1980, Franklin 1988, Thomas 1993a, Ch. 5, 
which also examines gifts to local churches, and Cownie 1998. 
s9 See, for example, the case study of Aston Eyre in Chapter V, below. Further on conditions in south eastern 
Shropshire, see Croom 1988. Other examples from the corpus include Dorchester (chapelries with tympana 
at Marsh Baldon and Clifton Hampdon) and Hunmanby (chapelries with tympana at Fordon and Wold 
Newton). See also Kemp 1988, and Hase 1988. 
60 In addition to the local studies cited above, see generally Kemp 1980. On the lack of an economic 
approach to their holding on the part of monasteries, see, for example, Miller 1951, pp. 41-42. 
61 I have not developed observations made in relation to material from the diocese of Worcester in Givans 
1996, Ch. V, because such issues will be best tackled through studies defined by patterns of lordship and 
ecclesiastical dependence, rather than a corpus defined by a specific sculptural field. It should also be noted 
that where churches gifted to monastic houses were completed buildings, the lord's mark could be left on the 
fabric and hence in local memory. In addition, it appears that chapels could be known in terms of the 
community or manors that they served, rather than the church to which they were subject. For example, 
Marsh Baldon, a chapelry of Dorchester Abbey, was styled by 1163 as `the chapel of the fee of Peter de la 
Mare. ' See V. C. H. Oxon, Vol. V, p. 42 and p. 52, n. 22. 
62 See, for example, Blair 1988b, pp. 7-13, Gem 1988, and Morris 1989, esp. Ch. VI. 
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association with the provision of pastoral care enforced a lord's power over an entire local 
population. It also provided a useful opportunity to bestow patronage upon household 
members and other followers. " Hence a simple and not necessarily expensive provision, in 
the farm of a small church, could serve as a powerful lever over a local community. 64 In 
some areas this even led to the provision of more than one church within quite small 
communities or to the joint control of a single church65 Furthermore, in addition to 
private chapels in the households of powerful individuals, there are also examples of 
pastoral chapels governed by strict rules regarding the usage of them by the tenants of a 
particular lord 66 Lords might also expect to retain influence over presentations to a church 
built on one of their estates that had been gifted by them to a religious house, or that were 
subject to a mother church held by a religious community. 67 In law the advowson remained 
63 See, for example, incidents of lords gifting or relinquishing a church to a religious house with the condition 
that the then incumbent should retain the living unmolested: E. E. A. Vol. VII, No. 27 (1145); E. EA. Vol. 
VIII, No. 81 (1145 x 59); and E. EA. Vol. X, No. 34 (1165 x 66). 
64 We have no direct evidence for the cost of local churches. However, although they could be greatly 
enriched with sculpture, wall paintings, fixtures, fittings and other moveable items, almost undoubtedly at 
great cost, they need not necessarily represent a huge financial outlay. Those village churches that clearly 
represent a large investment are usually found in communities with a singular lordly interest responsible for 
that investment. If local labour were used as far as was possible, potentially working its customary obligations 
to the manor, and local materials then the only real cost elements would be skilled masons and any materials 
that could not be had been obtained locally. The masons planning the work and overseeing its execution 
need not have been numerous and could conceivably have had several projects working concurrently, 
focusing their efforts on skilled tasks such as laying-out, carving and wall painting. 
65 Villages with more than one church are concentrated in the eastern counties of England. At Reepham 
(Norfolk)ii=churches stand within a single churchyard that served two parishes in a village with two 
manors. For a fuller discussion of this issue, see Morris 1985, and Morris 1989, pp. 230-32. From the present 
corpus the village of Duxford had two parishes serving at least four powerful manorial interests. At Moreton 
Morrell two rectors served in a single church and were presented by each of the two powerful lords in the 
village. Brimpton and Eastleach Turville further illustrate the role of manorial tenure in multiple church 
foundation within single communities. Examples from the present corpus of an advowson shared between 
manorial lords include Hallaton, Leigh, Pitsford, and Thwing. 
66 See, for example, Blair 1988b, p. 11 and note 71, and Kemp 1988 p. 87, and note 38. 
67 Examples from the present corpus of churches gifted to monastic houses over which donors appear to 
have retained an interest include Boulton, Chewton Mendip, Fownhope, Hampreston, Hooton Pagnell, 
Upton Cressett, Wilington, and Wooley. Wissington was gifted to Thetford on condition that the advowson 
rested with the prior of the family foundation at Horkesley, itself a daughter house of Thetford. The chapel 
established in 1147 at Standlynch in the parish of Downton church (both Wilts) by the manorial lord, Robert 
of Bayeux, was to be served by a priest chosen by the parson of Downton `with the just and lawful counsel of 
Robert and his heirs. ' See E. EA. Vol. VIII, No. 108 (1147). 
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a matter for the king's courts 68 However, by c. 1100 conditions were such that England did 
not possess the kinds of proprietorial churches found in other parts of Europe 69 For the 
most part the function of churches and chapels established in village communities was 
pastoral and the interests of bishops remained crucial. 70 
It is important to stress, therefore that the relationship between local churches and 
their `owners' was not singular and that the role of parishioners was not limited to the 
payment of tithes and other dues, or the offerings made during rituals and privately. 71 
Indeed, for all that is suggested by recorded incidences of chattering during services, 
irreligious behaviour and evasion of tithes, it is clear that individuals wanted their children 
baptised, their dead buried, their livelihoods blessed and a convenient focus for their 
spiritual needs. 72 Engagement in the provision for a local church could help ensure the 
availability of these services, both at foundation and on an ongoing basis. ' In this context 
it is important to note that the eleventh-century Laws of Cnut required all people to 
participate in the repair and maintenance of churches and it has also been argued that 
68 Hall 1965, esp. Ch. IV. As with other issues Glanville provided model writs, for litigants to submit 
prohibiting an advowson case being brought in an ecclesiastical court (IV, 13) and to halt such a proceeding 
that had already begun (IV, 14). 
69 On proprietary churches, see, for example, Knowles 1963, esp. pp. 592-600, Barlow 1963, pp. 183-208, 
Barlow 1979, pp. 50-53, and Blair 1988b, pp. 7-9 and 13-14. 
70 On the pastoral role of bishops, see, for example, Brett 1975, Ch. IV, esp. pp. 112-31. 
71 On the role of parishioners, see Mason 1976. Mason argues (esp. p. 20) that the absence of parishioners' 
interests from documentary sources indicates that their interests were essentially void. However, this view 
overstates the ability of legal documents to reveal conditions in local communities. 
72 Evidence supporting this view is cited later in this section of the chapter. Incidents of evasion of tithes 
during this period tend to be recorded in saints' lives and other anecdotal sources, rather than from official 
documents. See, for example, Foreville and Keir 1987, pp. 18-20, and James et a11983, p. 206-07. This need 
not indicate that evasion of tithes was very rare, as has been suggested by Mason, but rather be as a result of 
how incidents were dealt with. See Mason 1976, p. 20-21. As will be noted below, there is no shortage of 
English ecclesiastical legislation from the period relating to the enforcement of tithe payment. Given the 
relative stability of temporal authority in England during the period, evasion of tithes need impinge on wider 
issues of authority and hence it was addressed at a local level and went unrecorded. On resistance to tithes 
generally, see Constable 1962. 
73 Although from slightly later than the period covered by this research, and in addition to examples cited 
elsewhere in this section of the chapter, an example of a church in the present corpus is provided by little 
Paxton. At some stage before 1279, free tenants there together gave thirty acres of land to the church, a 
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prayer guilds recorded during the period served to ensure the building and repair of 
churches. 74 Furthermore, where lordly interests are likely to have been executed solely 
through officials such as reeves, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that initiatives must have 
come from members of the local community itself, including the reeve. 75 Indeed, given the 
date and the rank of the people involved, -the volume of surviving documentary evidence 
for the role of `ordinary' parishioners in the life of churches is significant, and suggests 
action motivated by concerns of both spiritual need and of status. Much scholarship 
reflects this undercurrent. 76 
One of the most important aspects of the minster model is its emphasis on the 
opportunistic factors that propelled the process along at local level rather than the 
imposition of a hierarchical structure from above. 77 This organic quality and the energy 
manifest across the whole spectrum of churches can only have been guaranteed by the 
active and engaged participation of influential parties within local communities themselves, 
whether seeking to initiate change or acting in response to lordly initiatives. 78 The variety 
and the locally determined character of churches and chapels serves to emphasise the 
chapelry of Great Paxton, to ensure the provision of services. See Illingworth and Caley 1812-18, Vol. II, p. 
674, col. 2. 
74 For obligations in the Laws of Cnut, see Whitelock et al 1981, p. 500. A twelfth-century example of 
parishioners contributing to the repair of the parish church is recorded at St Ives (Hunts) in a charter issued 
by Gilbert Foliot (1163 x 80), see Morey and Brooke 1967, No. 448. For arguments in relation to prayer 
guilds, see Rosser 1988, p. 32. Such evidence contributes further to the impression that a church did not 
necessarily represent a massive cash outlay for most communities. 
75 See Stenton 1920, esp. pp. lxx-Ixxii. Further on parochial conditions in the Danelaw, see Hadley 1996. 
Examples of such communities from the present corpus include Haltham and Springthorpe. 
76 Some scholars, such as Mason, have taken the view that parishioners were actively excluded from almost 
any consequential role in the life of local churches. See Mason 1976. Much of her analysis is well-founded, 
but it is argued here that her view should be conditioned in the light of evidence from a range of sources for 
the active engagement of at least the wealthier members of local communities, both individually and on a 
collective and semi-formal basis. 
77 This has been argued as an alternative explanation for the development of local churches in England. See 
Cambridge and Rollason 1995 p. 101, where they describe the account provided by the minster model as a 
haphazard disintegration. 
78 See, for example, Blair 1988b, pp. 7-9, esp. at p. 8, notes 55 and 56. 
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importance of the relationship between the building, the individual or body that controlled 
it and the community that it served. 79 
Endowments to local churches were made by both free and unfree persons, at 
foundation and subsequently. A well-known and early example is recorded in respect of 
East Carlton (Northants) 1109 x 1120 where three named freeholders gifted two and a half 
l)ovates (about 125 acres), while unnamed villeins made gifts of land totalling fifteen acres 80 
Another example, also from Northamptonshire, records the donation of two acres from 
each virgate, a standard large peasant holding, for the chapel at Hutthorpe by the men of 
the village. " At Kimble (Bucks), the parishioners granted the land necessary to create the 
cemetery instituted there before 1158.82 In addition to making such gifts, it has been 
demonstrated that the impetus to establish new churches did not always come only from 
lords intent on binding communities to their lordship. Evidence from Norfolk shows that 
wealthy peasant families may have established churches in their communities before the 
later eleventh century83 
By the twelfth century foundations by peasants and rural freemen are less likely to 
have occurred. 84 However, the needs of the local population remained a contributory 
factor in the building and endowment of churches, and in parochial life in general. If lords 
saw their tenants as a factor it is hard to avoid the conclusion that leading figures in 
79 Priests were active in establishing and securing the status of churches in which they had rights or served. 
See, for example, E. E. A. Vol. VIII, No 25 (1153 x 71), E. EA. Vol. VI, No. 58 (1163 x 71), and Searle 1980, 
pp. 232-34. For priests building churches, see, for example, Blair 1988b, p. 11. 
80 E. EA. Vol. I, No. 7 (1109 x 20). It is impossible to judge the freedom with which such grants were made, 
but that does not mean that land was necessarily given as a result of compulsion. 
81 Stenton 1920, No. 465 (c. 1155), see also pp. lxio-lxxviii. 
82 Jenkins 1938-62, Pt. II, No. 470. For further examples, see also Lennard 1952, and Lennard 1954. 
83 For Norfolk material, see Faith 1997, pp. 166-67. 
84 The only possible exceptions are villages with a very high proportion of freeborn persons and no resident 
lordly interest. As noted above, such examples from the present corpus include Haltham and Springthorpe, 
churches, which may have been founded during either the eleventh century, but both of which were the 
subject of significant or total stone construction during the earlier twelfth century. 
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communities, particularly freeborn men, saw themselves likewise. " Documentary evidence 
for this is not abundant. Much comes from the later twelfth century, or subsequently, as 
might be expected, and records of gifts by freemen and villeins do not expand on how they 
saw their role in the process of foundation. 86 However, there is enough to suggest that this 
attitude had developed well before the Angevin period. In the well-known case resolved in 
March 1089 relating to Abingdon Abbey's demesne estate at Whistley, a chapel was built 
for the abbot's convenience and to save the abbey's tenants trekking the three miles to 
church at Sonning (all Berks. ). 87 Sonning was a potentially powerful adversary, a church in 
the gift of the bishop of Salisbury serving one of his demesne manors; under the agreement 
Sonning's rights were protected and the bishop received one mark per annum in respect of 
Whistley. 88 
It is impossible to determine the roles of Whistley's residents in initiating the 
construction of the chapel, or of Abingdon monks such as Godric, whose business acumen 
was much valued by his brethren 89 The abbot's control over the process is without doubt 
and his commitment to pursuing the matter was certainly motivated by the long-term 
benefits for Abingdon; happily for the local residents, provision for their needs coincided 
85 This does not mean that parishioners saw themselves as administering the church, in the way that church 
wardens did from the fourteenth century onwards, but as an interested party and one that contributed to the 
up-keep of the church and therefore worthy of consideration. 
85 In addition to examples cited above, see, for example, the chapel built at Saddleworth, ten miles from its 
parish church of Rochdale (both Lancs. ), cited in Cheney 1956, p. 166. 
87 For Whistley, see V. C. H. Berks, Vol. III, pp. 251 and 259, for Sonning, see V. C. H. Berks, Vol. III, pp. 211- 
12 and 223. The journey involved crossing the River Loddpn and was said to be particularly difficult in 
winter. The details are recorded by the Abingdon Chronicler, see Stevenson 1858, Vol. II, pp. 18-19. The 
legal document for the agreement is also printed in E. E. A. Vol. XVIII, No. 2 (March 1089). For discussion 
of the document, see, for example Lennard 1959, pp. 297-98. From the present corpus chapels such as 
Netherton and Stanton-by-Bridge probably represent chapels built in part for the convenience of tenants on 
monastic estates that lay within larger parishes. Note as a contrast, a case such as that between Aston Eyre 
and Morville, discussed in Chapter V, in which Shrewsbury Abbey had no economic or other interest and 
doubtless felt provisions at Morville were sufficient. 
88 It was gifted to the canons of Sarum cathedral. See E. EA. Vol. XVIII, No., 3 (March 1089). 
89 For Godric, see Stevenson 1858, Vol. II, p. 2. Kemp notes that this may be the same Godric who served as 
a witness to the Whistley agreement. See E. E. A. Vol. XVIII, No. 2 (March 1089). 
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with and served lordly interests 90 The legal text of the agreement reflects the language of 
the many documents detailing cases of churches built within another church's parochia and 
makes no mention of tenants' needs. With no direct legal role in the agreement it is not 
surprising that this is so. However, the needs of his tenants were a factor in the equation 
and it is the narrative section of the Abingdon Chronicle entry on the dispute that records the 
needs of the local residents as adding to the just claim Abingdon felt it had to establish a 
church 91 This suggests that although the interests of the lord and issues of lordship 
remained paramount, even lords as great as an abbot of Abingdon and a bishop of 
Salisbury acknowledged the legitimacy of needs amongst members of local communities 
met by the provision of local churches. 
* 
Religious Experience and Pastoral Provision 
Tympana probably represent what those who had influence over local churches 
deemed appropriate to depict in the portal, and what parishioners would therefore 
associate, potentially on a daily basis, with what may be termed the `official face' of 
Christianity. It is from this basis that the following section will outline evidence for the 
90 Where there was less of an overlap in interests the outcome could be very different. At Watcombe (Oxon) 
Preaux Abbey had a large valuable manor, which lay within Watlington parish. The monks' tenant there, 
probably members of a family from Hambledon (Bucks), sought to build a chapel c. 1180 and withheld dues 
claimed by Wallington church. Osney Abbey, which controlled Wallington, obtained a prohibition from 
Richard of Dover, archbishop of Canterbury, c. 1181, and c. 1187 appealed to papal judge delegates, who found 
that the chapel had been built. Ultimately Osney asserted its rights and the chapel failed to attain any 
legitimacy, though memory of it survived until at least the seventeenth century. This outcome may be 
attributed in part to the late date of the dispute, but also to a lack of sufficient direct interest on the part of 
Preaux. There is no evidence that they discouraged their tenant, something they would have done if their 
interests were threatened, and it would appear thoiPreaux was content to see how the situation developed. It 
was not that their tenant was out of their control, they simply had no motive upon which to intervene. 
Sources for this dispute are detailed in E. E. A. Vol. II, No. 179 (c. 1189), and V. C. H. Oxon, Vol. VIII, pp. 215 
and 219. 
91 See Stevenson 1858, Vol. II, pp. 18-19. Records of parishioners' interests tend to be recorded in sources 
other than formal legal documents. A comparable case to that at Whistley is recorded in relation to Threxton 
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religious life of those using local churches, and of the provisions made for pastoral care and 
the performance of ritual. This will serve to illustrate the devotional context in which 
tympana would have been viewed. 
Textual sources have permitted studies of religious patronage amongst the fee- 
holding classes, the motives of pilgrims, including Crusaders, and attitudes towards both 
spirituality and the Church as expressed by laymen in narrative sources 92 Such studies 
reveal the genuine enthusiasm with which members of all social classes embraced the 
Christian religion. They also reveal `the predatory and pious instincts of the upper 
echelons' of society, the spiritual `risks' that people were prepared to take, and the 
scepticism, dissent and outright opposition expressed towards ecclesiastics and some 
Church practices 93 Most importantly, the tensions to which the evidence attests, illustrate 
that laymen could make a distinction between `the Faith' (salvation through Christ) and the 
institutional Church, something that ecclesiastical authors would be unlikely to 
acknowledge as legitimate. 
(Norfolk) where parishioners' objections to a priest were used in a case mounted by the prior of Castle Acre, 
see Millor et a11986, No. 80, at p. 126. 
92 For comments regarding the constraints placed on studies by the nature of surviving documents, see 
comments in Mason 1976, esp. pp. 17-19. In addition to Mason's article on the role of parishioners as 
evidenced in textual sources, see, for example, Finucane 1977 (curative shrines), Harper-Bill 1980 (piety), 
Ward 1987 (miracles), Thomas 1993a, esp. Ch. 5 (the Yorkshire 'gentry'), Green 1997, esp. pp. 383-428 (the 
aristocracy), Cownie 1998 (gifts to monastic houses). A further useful study of knightly piety, focused on 
south western France c. 970-c. 1130, is Bull 1993. The relationship between Romanesque sculpture and lay 
piety in France is explored in Phalip 1997. 
93 The quotation is from Harper-Bill 1980, p. 63. Scepticism regarding transubstantiation appears to have 
been widespread, and priests were actively encouraged to teach the doctrine. See Bartlett 2000, pp. 478-79. 
Miracle collections and narrative texts abound with tales of irreligious behaviour and dissenting attitudes. 
Examples range from a man who bared his backside and passed wind as a saint's shrine was carried past in 
procession (Hamilton 1870 p. 478) to evasion of tithes (Foreville and Keir 1987, pp. 18-20), criticism of the 
burden born zby society due to clerical and monastic lifestyles (Whatley 1989, p. 112, and Douie and Farmer 
1985, Vol. I, pp. 47 and 60-63) and the refusal to comply with clerically imposed acts of penance, even on the 
deathbed (Greenway 1996, pp. 597-601). Perhaps the most extreme evidence for religious non-conformity is 
that recorded by Peter of Cornwall, prior of Holy Trinity, Aldgate (1197-1221), who observed that some 
people simply did not believe in God but rather that `the universe has always been as it is now. ' See Bartlett 
2000, p. 478. 
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Documentary sources abound for the conflicts between lords and churchmen over 
essentially temporal issues, including the pecuniary exploitation of ecclesiastical property 
and rights by both groups. However, secular motives in religious life have so preoccupied 
historians that some scholars have argued that little needs to be added to those debates and 
have deliberately set out to illustrate the integral place of spiritual belief in the daily lives of 
the laity. "' It has also been observed that documents relating to local churches rarely permit 
us to distinguish 'which was the Pharisee and which the sincere' and spiritually motivated 
parry 95 Material interests do not necessarily preclude spiritual motivation and as if to 
complicate matters, honour and dignity were also a constant issue, and one with both a 
temporal and a spiritual character. To affront the dignity of an ecclesiastic or a church 
could be interpreted as an affront to God and the saints. However, secular motives in 
ecclesiastical affairs, and in relation to violence, can only be understood against a backdrop 
of committed belief in God and Salvation through Christ96 This section will, therefore, 
seek to emphasise what is known of the spiritual aspects of religious experience at parish 
level, but will make reference to secular motives in as much as they impacted upon 
devotional life. 
Local churches were the foundation of pastoral care and institutional religious life 
for the laity and hence were the most accessible focus for religious devotion 97 The spiritual 
and devotional needs of parishioners can be divided two ways. Firstly rituals focused on 
94 See, for example, Thomas 1993a, Ch. 5. See also essays in Studies in Church History Vol. 15, esp. Baker 1978, 
Mason 1978, Morris 1978, and Mortimer 1978. 
95 The quotation is from Cheney 1956, p. 164. 
96 Such beliefs explain, for example, the credibility of the miracle in which St Germanus liberated a prisoner 
held captive by a group of knights who had been attacking Selby Abbey and the surrounding region during 
Stephen's reign. The saint was aided by the absence of the knights and their followers from their castle; they 
were attending mass at a near-by church. Thomas 1993a, p. 138, citing the Selebeiensis Monasterii Historia. See 
also Strickland 1996, Ch. 3. 
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individuals, such as baptism, marriage and burial, to which may be added informal, or at 
least ad hoc, oaths, prayers and blessings that people might undertake, or seek, as and when 
circumstances arose. Secondly there was the priest-centred liturgy, such as the communion, 
the celebration of Easter and other feasts of the Christian year, as well as the practice of 
confession and penance, preaching and instruction. 
Baptism of children and the proper burial of the dead were the most important of 
Christian rituals because they marked the correct beginning and end of life and were to be 
accorded to all people irrespective of status. Baptisms could be performed in almost every 
pastoral church maintained in England during the period, and the survival of over 1200 
Romanesque fonts is a powerful testament to this fact. 98 There is no evidence to indicate 
whether baptism rituals began at the portal of a church, before moving inside to the font 
itself, though general evidence for the location of fonts in churches suggests a possible 
association between the portal and the font 99 The ritual cleansing of women through 
blessing after they had given birth, known as churching, did take place at the church portal, 
but it is apparently unclear how the timing of the churching ritual related to the baptism of 
the child. 100 As a result, the implications that this would have had, not only for the role of 
91 It is important to stress that the devotional needs of parishioners were not served exclusively by local 
churches. People from all social groups might seek spiritual aid from a saint's shrine. Many manorial lords 
are likely to have used private chapels and made regular use of few of the churches in their gift. 
98 The Building of England CD-ROM matches 1220 Norman (Post 1066) fonts. So great was the fear that a 
child might die unbaptised, and thereby go straight to hell, that it was considered good practice for waterJbe 
4b 
on hand when a woman gave birth; an ailing child could thereby be baptised on the spot. See Bartlett 2000, p. 
535. See also Powicke and Cheney 1964, pp. 68-69, and Hamilton 1986, pp. 112-13. 
99 See, for example, comments by C. Peters in Blair and Pyrah 1996, p. 74. The opening rubric of one 
twelfth-century liturgy states that men stood to the right of the font and women to the left, raising the 
opportunity for formal entry into the church via opposite portals. See Wilson 1910, pp. 170-79, esp. p. 170. 
It appears that the Romanesque fabric of most local churches had two portals opposite one another, in the 
north and south walls at the western end of the nave. Only the smallest chapels, such as Heath, had only one 
nave portal. 
100 At least one English Church Council during the period (Winchester 1070) advocated that if robust enough 
a child should be baptised during the period from Easter to Pentecost, a day known in Old English as Hwita 
Sunnandag, because of its association with baptisms. For the Council of Winchester article, see Whitelock et al 
1981, p. 575. Contrast this with earlier eleventh-century prescriptions, such as Whitelock et al 1981, p. 455. 
Churching is generally understood to have taken place between 40 and 60 days after giving birth. More 
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the portal in the rituals, but also for the attendance of mothers at the baptism of their 
children, cannot be resolved. However, that churching was done at the portal emphasises 
the clear understanding of the portal as both the symbolic threshold to the Church and the 
actual threshold to a church. 
The importance of a Christian burial is shown by the emphasis on preparation for 
death and by the distress caused when bodies could not be recovered for burial. "' Burial 
rights were jealously guarded by parish churches, not least for reasons of income and status, 
though burial of the poorest people was permitted in some dependent chapels. "' 
Settlements show that aside from issues of income, honour and power, the provision of 
accessible burial facilities was considered a necessity, particularly where there was no 
benefit in forcing the poor to undertake long journeys to bury their dead. That peasants 
made such journeys and paid the accompanying dues does not simply demonstrate the 
power of authorities to enforce their will, but also the importance to ordinary people of 
ensuring that family members received a Christian burial. 
Little is known about the spatial dynamics of burial within graveyards, other than 
that burial was generally not permitted inside pastoral churches. 103 It is possible, however, 
generally, there is reasonable evidence to indicate that Candlemas (February 2^", Feast of the Purification of 
the Virgin Mary) was widely observed in England during the period. See, for example, evidence presented in 
Clayton 1990 esp. pp. 36-41 and 218-22, and Bartlett 2000, p. 447. The blessing of Candlemas candles was 
listed by Gilbert of Limerick (f 1140) amongst the tasks expected of the parochial clergy. See Ussher 1854, 
col. 1000. For the relevance of Gilbert's work to English conditions, see Brett 1975, p. 32, n. 4. 
101 As a starting point for evidence relating to death and dying in England during the period, see Bartlett 2000, 
pp. 591-603. In the statutes of Canterbury of 1213 x 14 pregnant women going into labour were advised to 
ensure that they had made a full confession to a priest to ensure that death did not take them 'by surprise. ' 
See Powicke and Cheney 1964, p. 35. 
102 The Council of Westminster (1102) decreed that the dead be buried within their home parish so the parish 
priest might receive what was due to him. See Whitelock et al 1981, p. 678. An example of burial for the 
poorest in society is the chapel at Boldre, 9 miles from the mother church of Christchurch (both Hants), 
where slaves and cottars of the manor could be buried. All other people, including villeins, had to travel to 
Christchurch in order to bury their dead. See Hase 1988, p. 60. 
103 For the Council of Winchester (1070) article that explicitly prohibited burial within churches, see 
Whitelock et al 1981, p. 576. See also, for example, Rodwell 1989, Ch. 9, esp. pp. 157-60. Burial inside local 
churches became permissible and popular only after the period covered by this thesis. 
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that there was an association between the status of burials and proximity to church portals. 
That firm evidence for this hypothesis is lacking does not by necessity discredit its potential 
because there is little in the surviving material capable of indicating such a phenomenon "' 
However, it does mean that issues of death, burial and commemoration of the dead can 
not, on present evidence, be demonstrated to be of specific and direct relevance to the 
images preserved on tympana. 
Between baptism and burial, a Christian was expected to be confirmed by a bishop 
and might reasonably expect to be married. In theory confirmation was also necessary for a 
soul's salvation and had originally formed a part of the baptismal rite, but it appears that the 
ritual was not rigorously observed in England during the period. los By contrast the 
celebration of marriage at the portal of a church was widespread, stimulated by both 
religious conviction, and increasingly by the recognition in common law of church marriage 
as the basis for the legitimacy of heirs. '°6 Marriage vows were exchanged and the dowry 
104 Discussions of the potential zoning of burials in churchyards do not address the possibility that proximity 
to the portal was a matter of status. Attention has been given to issues that are readily indicated by the 
surviving remains, such as the relationship between the north and south sides of the church, issues of gender, 
health and age. See, for example, contributions to Blair and Pyrah 1996, esp. by G. Rosser (p. 80), and E. 
O'Brien and C. Roberts (pp. 164,168 and 172-73). A burial of the second half of the eleventh century 
excavated at North Elmham Cathedral (Norfolk), which contained the remains of a mature man with a sword, 
circular shield and helmet, was located near the nave north portal. However, despite the dear evidence for 
the status of the man, insufficient additional evidence has survived to determine if this was related to the 
location of the grave. See Rigold 1962-63, esp. pp. 92-95. 
105 See, for example, Hamilton 1986, p. 113, and Whitelock et al 1981, p. 1071. According to Worcester 
statues of 1240 the process of confirmation was completed at the font of the local church where the holy oil 
was washed from the head. See Powicke and Cheney 1964, pp. 297-99. In practice, outside the fee-holding 
classes, people who were confirmed were probably those who lived close to episcopal centres, or who lived 
under bishops who made pastoral trips around their diocese with a degree of regularity, such as St Wulfstan 
and Ralph Luffa. For Wulfstan's confirmation of lay people whilst on tours of his Worcester diocese, see 
Darlington 1928, e. g. pp. 36-38. For Ralph Luffa touring his Chichester diocese three times a year, primarily 
in order to preach, see Hamilton 1870, pp. 206-07. 
106 For an example of liturgy for marriage at a church portal, see Wilson 1910, pp. 202-05. Salisbury statues 
from the 1220s, almost certainly reflecting long-established practice, state that the words of the marriage 
service were taught to the couple in either French or English, see Powicke and Cheney 1964, p. 87. On the 
legal implications of marriage, see Glanville Books VI and VII in Hall 1965, pp. 58-94, and Hudson 1994, esp. 
pp. 108-22. For the emphasis in legal language on the contract of marriage being entered into at the church 
portal, see Hall 1965, pp. 59,60,62 and 65. 
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formally pledged in a public manner at the church portal, not only to reduce the risk of 
subsequent disputes, but also to emphasise the celebratory character of the rite. 10" 
The vast majority of portals relevant to this thesis were nave portals, which would 
have been used in marriage ceremonies and for the churching of women. Together these 
ceremonies provide the clearest instances whereby we can place supplicants as an audience 
focused before the present tympana. The use of portals as the focus for marriage 
ceremonies in particular is, therefore, a crucial factor in supporting less defined associations 
between church portals and practices of oath-making in general, as well as judicial and 
quasi-juridical activities, evidence for which is almost entirely indirect. "' It therefore 
remains impossible to be certain whether portals routinely formed a back-drop to 
procedures such as the formal exchange of tokens of binding agreements, the preparations 
for ordeals and the judicial courts that met in churchyards. l09 However, any decision to 
conduct such activities before a church portal could have been used to emphasise the 
religious character of the social obligations and legal procedures being entered into. These 
activities could involve any adult male, and also many females. The religious character 
ingrained within them served, perhaps more than anything else, to ensure that faith in God 
formed an essential part of the basis for trust between individuals and the legitimacy of 
temporal power. 
107 See Brooke 1989, esp. Chs. 6 and 10. For an overview, see also Bartlett 2000, pp. 547-58. 
10s For the general association of portals with oath making, see Geddes 1999, pp. 46-48. 
109 The word wedding derives from the exchange of weddr, the tokens of a solemn civil contract exchanged 
during marriage ceremonies at a church portal, hence the Anglo-Saxon weddinn, to make contract. On leaving 
knives on church altars as a symbol of an agreement, see Clanchy 1993, esp. 258-59. On preparations for 
ordeals, see Morris 1975, esp. p. 100. For ordeals generally, see also Bartlett 1986, esp. Chs. 3,5 and 6. On 
courts and church portals, see Jacob 1994, esp. 39-64 and 93-106 (images of and contexts for justice), Vergär 
Bornstein 1988 (portals, law and Crusade at Ferrara), and Deimling 1997 (portals and justice). Note also the 
practice of making oaths in churches, which had been established in England since at least the time of Alfred. 
See Attenborough 1922, p. 79, and Hudson 1996a, p. 81. The locus appelationir in the so-called Solomon Portal 
in the thirteenth-century west front of Leon Cathedral, (Spain) is worthy of note in this context. 
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In addition to these more formal activities, individuals expressed their devotion 
through offerings and private prayers made in thanksgiving and as appeals for spiritual 
aid. "' These may have been conducted individually or collectively through a group 
analogous with the prayer guilds documented in Devon and other parts of the country 
during the period. "' Given the importance of doorways in the language and practice of 
Christianity, and the architecture of churches, it is possible that they were used as a focal 
point for these kinds of activity, particularly where churches were routinely locked between 
services. "' Tympana with images of the Cross, Christ and saints must have contributed to 
the overall gravity and suitability of the portal as a focus for prayer. "' 
At an institutional level, Christian devotion in local churches, as elsewhere, was 
governed by the structure given to the year by Christian feasts and ecclesiastical customs. 114 
In both doctrinal and devotional terms the most important feast was Easter and the 
significant number of other feasts that were structured around it. Some festivals, such as 
Rogationtide (the three days before Ascension Day), were probably of particular 
importance for rural agrarian communities because of the processions and time of year at 
which they were celebrated and church portals may have formed a significant focus context 
for such processional rituals. "' The Christian year was also used to mark the payment of 
110 For evidence relating to prayer during the period, see Bartlett 2000, pp. 457-58. 
111 On prayer guilds, see, for example, Rosser 1988. 
112 A rare piece of evidence suggesting that some churches were locked between services is from Burton 
Fleming (Yorks. E. Riding). See Raine 1879-94, Vol. I, p. 323. The primary portal in parochial churches was 
not only the most heavily embellished architectural feature, but also holds a direct relationship with the 
sculptural embellishment through the rest of the fabric. See Lane 1997, Ch. III, esp. pp. 33-77 and 281-84. 
On the Romanesque ironwork of doors, see Geddes 1999, esp. Chs. 7-13; for the symbolism of church doors 
and doorways, see esp. Ch. 6. 
113 In this context it is appropriate to note from the present corpus the indulgence inscribed on the doorjamb 
of the nave south portal of St Catherine's Chapel, Milton Abbas. Although not a pastoral church, the location 
of the inscription contributes to the impression that supplicants might pause at the portal in order to prepare 
themselves, perhaps through prayer, before entering the church. 
114 For the rhythm of the year, see, for example, Bartlett 2000, pp. 639-45. 
115 As a starting point, see, for example, Bazire and Cross 1982, esp. pp. xv-xviii and xxi-xxiv. Two, or 
possibly three, of the eight manuscripts used for the edition of the texts were copied during the first half of 
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tithes and other ecclesiastical dues, such as church-scot paid at Martinmas (November 11`s), 
as well a range of secular dues, many of which were paid at Michaelmas (September 29`h). 
Mass was celebrated inside the church, with the laity explicitly excluded from the 
action of the ritual, both physically and linguistically. Theoretically, priests were expected 
to ensure that their parishioners made confession and received communion between one 
and three times a year, at Easter, Whit Sunday and Christmas. "' Confession was treated as 
a devotional act in itself, and its corollary, penance, was a category of action greatly valued 
by both Churchmen and the laity as a means by which to attain Salvation. "' Both, 
therefore, were amongst the most important elements of private devotion to be directed by 
a priest. 11' 
the twelfth century. Further on the use of dragon banners in English Rogation processions, see Le Goff 
1980, pp. 161-81, and Chapter VII, below. 
116 Ussher 1854, cols. 1001, and E. H. D. Vol. III, pp. 652-53. Attendance at church and receipt of 
Communion in England may have been more frequent than the minimum requirement, and the experience of 
other parts of Latin Europe, perhaps as a result of accessibility of local churches. 
117 As a starting point, see Bartlett 2000, pp. 454-59. On the motives of pilgrims seeking miraculous cures, see 
also Finucane 1977, Chs. 4,5 and 8. 
11 Examples of penitent laymen range from Henry II after Becket's death, to a poor Northumbrian mother 
prevented from receiving `her expiation' until a hermit gave her a small quantity of wax to give as the 
customary offering during the churching ritual. For the story of the poor Northumbrian mother and the 
hermit, see Raine 1835, p. 163. The phrase `her expiation' to describe the churching of a woman is used by 
Gerald of Wales in his Vita Ethelbeni. See James 1917, p. 235. Examples of Church legislation relating to 
penance include Whitelock et al 1981, pp. 581-84,738,774 and 1062. Penance was actively encouraged in 
vernacular preaching texts. For an overview of English vernacular texts written or copied during the twelfth 
century, see Swan and Treharne 2000, pp. 1-10. Examples of preaching materials with a strong penitential 
content include E. E. T. S., o. s. Vol. 137, No. VI (an . lrician homily for the second Sunday in Lent copied in a 
later twelfth-century manuscript), E. E. T. S., o. s. Vol. 300, No. X (a tenth-century Vercelli Homily copied in 
three twelfth-century manuscripts), and the twelfth-century text known as A Moral Ode, which will be cited in 
Chapter V, below. The autobiographical tone of A Moral Ode is common to many Old English texts and is 
one well suited to preaching. The meter and didactic character of the verse, which is free of both Latin and 
exposition of scriptural texts, suggest that the poem was delivered orally as the basis for preaching to diverse 
audience. It was composed during the twelfth century and survives in seven manuscript versions. 
Observations by its editors regarding the dialect of the text suggest that it was widely known in geographical 
terms, see E. E. T. S., o. s., Vol. 29,34, pp. v-vi, and Vol. 53, pp. vii-viii. The longest version survives as 
London, Lambeth Palace Library MS 487, (c. 1200), published as EE. T. S., o. s., Vol. 29,34, pp. 158-83 
(parallel text). The others published versions are: EE. T. S., o. s., Vol. 29,34, pp. 288-95, E. E. T. S., o. s., Vol. 
53, pp. 220-32 (See also Treharne 2000, pp. 281-85 for an extract and notes. ), and E. E. T. S., o. s., Vol. 49, pp. 
58-71. The version in Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Digby 4 was published by G. Hickes in 1705. For a 
study of the text, including details of its relationship with homiletic works in Anglo-Norman, see Hill 1977. 
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No recommendation was made with regard to attendance at church per se and the 
extent to which people participated in the full round of observances, or even simply 
attended church on Sundays is uncertain. However, an incident at Leverton (Lints), 1201 x 
03, in which churchgoers were harassed by drunks and the service abandoned was deemed 
serious enough for the rural dean to inform his bishop. "' In addition to spiritual motives, 
people may have been encouraged to attend church exactly because it provided a public 
social forum other than the alehouse. 120 Furthermore, the balance of evidence suggests that 
the burden placed on parishioners was greater in terms of material exaction when 
compared to devotional obligations; we might therefore conclude that knowing what to pay 
in tithes, and when, was probably considered more important than significant knowledge of 
Christian doctrine. In support of such a view are the limited expectations that churchmen 
had of the laity throughout the period 121 
Instruction of the laity through preaching and more general education was 
encouraged, although no specific legislation appears to have been produced during the 
period 1066-1204, in stark contrast to the last century of the Anglo-Saxon Church. 122 The 
tradition established under the Anglo-Saxons of formal preaching in the vernacular 
continued throughout the period. 123 Indeed, a respectable Somerset priest of the second 
quarter of the twelfth century was doubtless typical in only being able to speak English for 
119 The letter reporting the incident is printed in Cheney 1956, pp. 196-97. 
120 For inattention amongst twelfth-century English congregations, see Bartlett 2000, pp. 449-50. 
121 Contrast the lack of Church legislation passed during the Norman and Angevin periods regarding the 
education and spiritual well-being of the laity, and the volume of injunctions passed regarding the character 
and enforcement of tithe regulations. See Whitelock et al 1981, for example, pp. 988-89 and 1070-71. This 
contrast doubtless reflects the priorities of ecclesiastical legislators. See also Mason 1976. 
122 See indexed references for 'preaching' and `teachers' in Whitelock et al 1981. See also comments by S. 
Irvine in Swan and Treharne 2000, pp. 59-61. 
123 On twelfth-century vernacular devotional manuscripts, see essays in Swan and Treharne 2000 (esp. 
contributions by M. Swan, E. M. Trehame, S. Irvine and J. Wilcox), and material collected in Treharne 2000, 
esp. pp. 260-305. Gilbert of limerick listed preaching in English as one of the obligations of a village priest. 
See Ussher 1854, cols. 1000. On the importance placed on vernacular preaching during the Anglo-Saxon 
period, see 1Flfrician legislation in Whitelock et al 1981, pp. 208,261 and 294. 
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purposes of communication, as opposed to liturgical recitation. 124 People of all social 
classes were expected to know and understand the Lord's Prayer and the Creed in Latin, 
and also to know the formula for confession, the importance of faith, hope and charity, and 
the apostles and their symbols. 125 The most substantive priest-led context in which 
religious instruction was delivered was the Sunday sermon and the section of the service 
called Prone, during which informal vernacular instruction could be conducted and 
announcements made. 126 
Prone was considered to be `extra as well as intra Missara' and hence could have been 
conducted at the most convenient time and in the most convenient place, which might 
consist of the priest standing before the church portal addressing people in the 
churchyard. 127 It is important to note, however, that wall paintings inside local churches are 
frequently of a didactic character. As such the relationship between imagery deployed in 
portals and that displayed inside the church is an important area of research that may reveal 
something of the kinds of devotional activity that took place in each location 128 A rare, 
and in all respects exceptional, story is preserved from 1199 in which a priest sought to 
educate a layman before a church portal, and used the sculptural scheme of the portal as his 
124 Bell 1933, p. 29. It appears unlikely that bishops such as Herbert of Losinga (t1119) had a firm grasp of 
the English spoken in his diocese, though he does appear to have been energetic in his pastoral duties and 
acquainted with some of the realities facing those charged with pastoral care at village level. For discussion of 
Herbert of Losinga as a preacher, see Goulburn and Symonds 1878, Vol. II, Nos. III (Candlemas), V (Palm 
Sunday), IX (Whit Sunday), XIII (Michaelmas), Alexander 1969, esp. pp. 182-213, and Wollaston 1996, p. 30. 
On his work as a diocesan bishop and his assessment of local conditions, see Alexander 1969, esp. pp. 119-49, 
and Brett 1975, p. 219. By contrast, Samson, abbot of Bury (1182-1211), favoured preaching in English and 
spoke with a distinct Norfolk accent. For Samson, see Butler 1949, p. 40. The text contains many other 
references to the use of vernacular at for example, pp. 128-30. 
125 See, for example, Whitelock et a11981, p. 1070-71 (Council of Westminster 1200). 
126 Prone was often inserted into the Mass liturgy after the Gospel reading. However, it is likely that local 
usage was permissible. For Prone, see Gatch 1977, esp. pp. 37-39,51-2,56-59, and 120-21. 
127 Quotation from Gatch 1977, p. 37. In this context it is appropriate to note that at Essendine, in addition 
to the tympanum, the carved remains of an Adam and Eve iconography survive on the doorjambs along with 
at least two other now lost scenes (Fig. 152-53). Such images could have been painted on the jambs of many 
of the portals in the present corpus, and more generally. The roundels of the porch portal at Malmesbury 
contain an almost complete cycle of images for teaching the basics of Genesis and the life of Christ. See 
Galbraith 1965. 
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aid. At Fontevrault (Anjou), shortly after the death of his brother, Richard I, John received 
a lesson from Hugh, bishop of Lincoln (t1200), on the perils of damnation faced by 
temporal rulers with reference to the left-hand side of the Last judgement image in the 
west portal. 129 Despite its elevated context, there is no reason to suggest that comparable 
incidents did not take place before the portals of local churches, both as formal instruction 
and informal exchanges. 
The religious experience of the laity has been gauged through the contents of 
manuscripts containing vernacular texts likely to have been influential on, or at least 
reflective of, conditions at village level. 130 These show that the Anglo-Saxon tradition 
continued, whereby `the preaching office [was used] as a moral and instructional function 
[rather] than as a vehicle for systematic exposition of the Scriptures. "" The Hugh of 
Lincoln story cited above also offers a potentially useful sidelight on conclusions drawn 
from manuscript studies, which have demonstrated the growing concern of twelfth-century 
homilists with basic Christian moral precepts, and a declining interest in issues of basic 
social order when compared with eleventh-century models 132 After the bishop had 
finished, John took Hugh's hand and leading him to the right-hand side of the composition 
and pointing to the kings being led into heaven, said, `My lord bishop, you should have 
shown us these, whom we intend to imitate and whose company we wish to join. "33 A 
desire to engage with the precepts of Christianity through example, rather than through 
fear, is seen as a characteristic of developments in devotional practice during the twelfth 
123 As a starting point for wall paintings preserved in English local churches, see Park 1983. 
129 Douie and Farmer 1985, Vol. II, pp. 137-42, esp. pp. 140-41. John's conversion to a worthy life-style lasted 
three days and appears to have consisted of being polite to beggars and `ragged crones. ' 
130 See esp. Greenfield 1981, and conclusions of S. Irvine in Swan and Treharne 2000, pp. 47-53 and 59-61. 
See also Treharne 2000, esp. pp. 260-305. 
131 Quotation from Gatch 1977, p. 45. 
132 See Greenfield 1981, esp. Tables 1-5, and remarks by J. Wilcox in Swan and Treharne 2000, pp. 96-97. 
133 Douie and Farmer 1985, Vol. II, p. 141. 
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century. 134 However, the iconography of the present tympana illustrates that the 
characteristics of power and authority remained an integral factor in the way that Christ and 
the saints were presented within churches. 
Various texts devoted to the arts and methods of effective preaching were 
produced during the later twelfth and early thirteenth century, and there is reasonable 
evidence from a local level of priests owning or having access to books containing 
1 preaching materials. 5 Perhaps more significant is evidence that the ownership of 
devotional books amongst members of the laity extended beyond the high aristocracy. "' 
The future hermit, Godric of Finchale (t1170), was given a large abbreviated Psalter by a 
kinsman from Carlisle during the early years of Henry I's reign when still working as a 
trader and business manager. 137 Godric was clearly functionally literate and he learnt its 
contents by heart and subsequently went on to learn all the Psalms and became familiar 
with the liturgy. 138 He did not become litteratus and the tone of his Vita suggests that 
ecclesiastics viewed him as a man with no real business reading books. However, despite 
being unusual in becoming a hermit, the fact that a man of his origins, who had lived a 
successful but otherwise unremarkable life until his 40s, would then be given a book of 
Psalms suggests that books may have circulated amongst a wide range of people. 139 
134 As a starting point, see, for example, contributions by G. Constable, J. Leclerq and C. Waddell in Benson 
and Constable 1982, Morris 1972, esp. Chs. 4 and 7, and Bynum 1982, esp. pp. 9-58 and 82-109. 
135 Examples of preaching guides include those of Alexander of Ashby (t1213) and Thomas of Chobham 
(t1234). In 1220 a book of sermons was recorded amongst the books of the prebendal church at Heytestbury 
(Wilts) 1220. See Jones 1883-84, Vol. I, p. 294. See also comments by S. Irvine on the use of manuscripts 
containing vernacular preaching material, in Swan and Treharne 2000, pp. 59-61. 
136 Possession of such texts did not become truly widespread until the thirteenth century. 
137 Stevenson 1845. For the gift of the book, see Ch. 9. 
138 Stevenson 1845, Ch. 4,9,16 and 92. 
139 See further Clanchy 1993, pp. 238-40. The likely origins of the Middle English Lay Folks' Mart Book in a 
work originally composed in Anglo-Norman French at York during the mid-twelfth century attests to the 
now-lost provisions made for the education and religious devotion of the French-speaking knightly classes. 
The text of the Lay Folks'Mau Book is E. E. T. S., o. s., Vol. 71. For its origins, see esp. pp. xxxii-liii. See also 
Brooke and Brooke 1984, pp. 116-17. 
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It is impossible to impose a formal divide between religious instruction and general 
education during the period, and hence it is important to note the availability of 
education. 1O Amongst the fee-holding classes, some individuals were very learned, though 
high social status did not necessarily correlate with receptive attitudes towards religious 
knowledge and education. "' In local communities, a potentially quite significant number of 
village priests contributed to the social advancement of the children of all backgrounds 
through education; only modest standards were necessary to provide talented children a 
stepping-stone to more formal education and social advancement. "' Indeed, it appears that 
`the elementary teaching duties of priests were so commonplace that they seem only to be 
mentioned in exceptional circumstances' and for some the education that was available 
served as the foundation for potentially meteoric social advancement"3 
A final category of evidence that deserves attention in terms of the religious 
experience of the laity is religious drama in which England had a strong tradition. 1' All 
such plays could be captivating for audiences, not least through the use of devices ranging 
from the action being taken out into the audience to the use of large puppets. Stage 
directions from the Jeu d'Adam also suggest that the stage would be set up next to a church 
140 See Clanchy 1993, Ch 7, esp. pp. 236-43. See also Bartlett 2000, pp. 506-08. 
141 Waleran, count of Meulan (t1166), and Robert, earl of Leicester (t1168), were famed for their learning, see 
Crouch 1986, pp. 207-11. Robert, nephew of Reginald (Rainald), abbot of Abingdon (1084-97), had `done 
studies abroad and had not been able to find hereditary feudal land', see Caenegem 1990-91, No. 146, and 
Stevenson 1858, Vol. II, pp. 35-36. For Reginald, see Cownie 1998, pp. 43-46. See also Clanchy 1993, pp. 
246-52. 
142 Most evidence comes from schools attached to religious communities and churches in urban centres, many 
of which were increasingly governed by regulatory proscriptions. See, for example, protection of schools 
regulated by the dean of Thetford, in E. E. A. Vol. VI, No. 23 (1103 x 19). Samson, Abbot of Bury was of 
obscure rural, possibly peasant origins, but his talents were nurtured from a young age through education paid 
for by charitable local clergy. See Butler 1949, esp. pp. 36-37 and 43-44. During the 1130s a local clerk at 
Yarm (Yorks, N Riding) ran a village school for local children, in addition to performing pastoral duties. See 
Raine 1835, p. 34. 
143 Quotation from Clanchy 1993, p. 242. See also Barlow 1979, pp. 227-30. It is useful here to note the first 
English-language Arthurian text, the Brut, produced c. 1200 by a village priest called Layamon, from Areley 
Kings (Worcs), which illustrates the potential for literary talent in an apparently undistinguished village priest. 
See Baron and Weinberg 1995. 
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and that the play would be performed before the portal. 145 Further support for this view 
comes from early thirteenth-century Beverley (Yorks, E Riding) where, during the course of 
an eventful performance of a Resurrection play, the play was performed both inside and 
outside the church, and members of the audience entered the church in order to look at 
painted images of the story. 146 
The content of religious plays was almost exclusively drawn from Genesis and the 
Life of Christ, exceptions being examples such as the Daniel plays. Next to oral tradition, a 
medium well suited to the potential offered by Bible stories to make epic tales, drama must 
have been an important conduit through which people learnt the details of the Christian 
religion. The Church did much to promote religious drama, though here it is important to 
note that `dramatic' events attracting censure were generally those taking place in villages 
and involving local people dancing. 147 However, it is clear that such events could be 
permissible where they were explicitly held in conjunction with a local saint's feast. 14B In 
such rituals the importance of the portal at both beginning and the end of the service could 
have been significant, thus adding further to the sense that portals played an active role in 
the devotional life of churches. 
Provision for pastoral care was only one of the concerns that faced patrons of local 
churches, and priests who held the livings. Individuals exploited the opportunities offered 
by local churches in silver pennies, commodities and patronage. Incomes could be 
144 As a starting point, see Young 1933, and Bartlett 2000, pp. 530-32. Vernacular texts, such as the Jeu 
d'Adam are in Anglo-Norman. The edition I have used is van Emden 1996. 
145 van Emden 1996, at line 112 and note on p. 67. See also Muir 1973, pp. 25-29. 
146 Raine 1879-94, Vol. I, pp. 328-30. 
147 Bartlett 2000, pp. 530-31. 
148 At Slitrig (Roxburgh) the feast of the patron saint, Cuthbert, was celebrated with the older people praying 
within the church while the younger people sang and danced in the churchyard. See Raine 1835, cap. 136, p. 
284. See also R. C. HAM. S. Roxburgh, p. 102. 
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considerable. Pluralism and heritable benefices were not uncommon. 149 Rights were 
defended as vociferously as they were exploited, and motives in litigation can almost always 
be reduced to financial considerations of some kind. 15o Not all incomes could be 
protected. 151 However, where possible interested parties took steps to extend and to 
defend their rights. 152 As a result the provision of priests to serve in churches was not 
universally a high priority. 
Despite this situation, however, it appears that diocesan leaders from archbishops 
to rural deans sought, either in person or by delegation, to ensure the care of souls. 153. 
Some appear even to have felt a solemn duty to pastoral care, and combined with the 
demands of lay donors and patrons, this could lead to the impositions of conditions for 
both human and material provisions to ensure what they felt was reasonable pastoral 
1 
care. "' Nonetheless, the affairs of local churches remained issues of power and authority 
149 The most notorious users and abusers of local churches in the pursuit of their careers were pluralists. See 
Brett 1975, esp. pp. 108-10,180-82 and 216-18. 
150 Money and patronage ensured that burial rights and presentations provided a particular focus for disputes. 
The definition of rights between churches usually involved burials. See, for example, EEA. Vol. I, No. 7 
(1109 x 20), and E. EA. Vol. VIII, No. 25 (1153 x 71). Evidence for burial conflicts involving Leominster is 
set out in Kemp 1988, esp. pp. 88-89. 
151 Gifts of tithes could `override existing monastic interests'; see Blair 1991, p. 148. Wimbome Minster's 
chapelry at Shapwick paid a one mark pension to Wimborne, and a further £5 6s 8d to Wareham Priory as a 
result of a gift of tithes by the manorial lord in 1276. See Hall 2000, p. 11. In this case the beneficiary was 
the cell of Lyre Abbey (Normandy). Net incomes of Wareham and Wimborne at the Dissolution were about 
£44 and £131 respectively, see Knowles and Hadcock 1971, pp. 85,93 and 419. 
152 For example, during the period 1139 x 1143 the prior of St Andrew's, Northampton, a Cluniac house that 
controlled and served one of the two primary parishes in the town, obtained a prohibition forbidding the 
construction of churches or analogous institutions within the parish without his permission. See E. E. A. Vol. 
VIII, No. 85 (1139 x 43). 
153 This commitment was both a spiritual obligation, and also an issue of power and authority. See, for 
example, Cheney 1956, Ch. V, Brett 1975, pp. 112-31, and Kemp 1994. For variations between the English 
diocese in terms of local customs and available sources, see Introductions to E. EA. Vols. 
154 Examples of requirements made by bishops and donors with regard to the provision of priests to serve in 
churches and chapels include: an explicit statement of the custom that vicars serving in churches should 
receive one-third of tithes and designated offerings (E-EA. Vol. II, No. 59,1176 x 80); a demand that vicars 
serving on prebendal endowments should be of suitable standard and training (E. E. A. Vol. V, No. 8,1070 x 
1100 or 1109 x 44); provisions that a monastery's churches could be held freely provided that they were 
appropriately served and provided for (EEA. Vol. V, No. 29, probably 1109 x 14); an endowment to a 
mother church made on condition that a chapelry be maintained (E. EA. Vol. X, No. 148,1174 x 84); and the 
gift of a church on condition that there was always an incumbent priest to serve there (Mayr-Harting 1964, 
No. 5,1107 x 23). From the present corpus, see examples such as Austerfield in the Handlist, below. See 
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and hence had a clear temporal aspect. As we have seen in relation to sites such as 
Whistley, monastic owners of local churches also appear to have broadly acknowledged, if 
not embraced, their obligation. During the later part of the period a combination of 
compulsion and material self-interest led to the institution of vicarages as a framework for 
more regularised, though not necessarily high quality, pastoral provision. lss However, just 
as the lay control of advowsons remained popular because of the "opportunities presented 
for personal patronage, so the grantinghurches for pensions by monastic houses 
continued to be a common practice into the thirteenth century, not least because it was an 
effective and established custom is6 
Perceptions of what was reasonable pastoral provisions, both in terms of quality 
and extent of provisions were not uniform, and what was considered reasonable for 
peasant communities was probably not necessarily extensive. "' However, provision of the 
services that it was acknowledged a church had the right to perform, conducted by a priest 
acceptable to patrons and diocesan officers, need not compromise the maximisation of 
available material and patronal options. 
also, for example, injunctions against the employment of priests on annual contracts, rather as holders of a 
living, in Whitelock et al 1981, pp. 1073-74. 
155 During the latter years of Henry II's reign monks in Battle Abbey debated a 'modem plan' by which 
churches appropriated to the abbey and served by a vicar would offer greater returns and security than the 
traditional pattern of conferring churches in return for an annual pension. Searle 1980, pp. 250-52. For an 
overview, see Hartridge 1930, esp. Chs. I-III. See also Kemp 1980, and Constable 1982. 
156 Some churches appropriated to monastic houses were only furnished with a vicarage in the fourteenth 
century. Examples from the present corpus include Chislet and Wentworth. In both cases the fabric 
demonstrates that each was the focus of relatively high levels of investment in their infrastructure. 
157 The aspirations of church reformers were not always compatible with the realities of pastoral care at parish 
level. It is difficult to assess the quality of pastoral care provided under the rule of reforming bishops, such as 
St Anselm, relative to that of apparently more pragmatic figures, such as Herbert of Losinga. However, in 
1102 Herbert wrote to St Anselm expressing his fear that pastoral care could not be sustained if injunctions 
against married clergy were enforced. Evidence cited in Brett 1975, p. 219. 
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The variety of individuals who held parochial benefices or served in local churches 
means that there was no such thing as a typical parish or village priest. 158 The number of 
churches served by a priest other than the holder of the benefice is not known. However, 
if we include the estimated 25% of local churches held by religious houses c. 1200, it is clear 
that a very significant proportion were administered in this way. 159 A large number of 
benefices were held by priests who served the parish and together with those who served 
on behalf of absentee benefice holders these men constituted the village clergy along with 
the increasing number of resident priests serving chapelries. They ranged from the sons of 
knightly families, such as Gilbert of Sempringham, and the beneficiaries of significant 
patronage, such as St Wulfstan and St Wulfric during their early years as priests, to men 
who differed little in terms of birth and wealth from their parishioners. "" Some owed 
labour dues at Domesday and may have continued to do so well into the twelfth century. 161 
A rare glimpse of what appear to be intended to represent fairly typical village 
priests is provided by the descriptions of Brichtric and his son Osbern, the resident priests 
at Haslebury (Somerset) during the period 1125-54.162 Brichtric's command of Latin was 
insufficient for communication, and he spoke no French 163 A married man, he probably 
158 For an important study of parochial clergy during the reign of Henry I, see Brett 1975, Ch. VII. See also 
Lennard 1959, Ch. Y- 
159 The figure of 25% is cited in Brett 1975, p. 230. Priests who delegated their pastoral duties were generally 
men from powerful families or enjoyed patronage of great households. From the present corpus, at one end 
of the scale, Arnulf, the parson of Cardington, employed a married curate c. 1185. From the other, Roger, 
bishop of Salisbury (1107-39), held Lullington, in addition to a string of other parish churches and an array of 
other ecclesiastical interests and political offices. The association of the Romanesque fabric at Lullington with 
the patronage of Bishop Roger demonstrates that such men did not necessarily neglect the fabric of the 
churches they held (Figs. 268-70). For Roger, see Kealey 1972. Further on Lullington, see Handlist entry and 
Stalley 1971, esp. pp. 76-81. 
160 As a starting point, see Brett 1975, pp. 216-19. Portraits of a variety of men serving as village priests 
include those contained in the lives of St Gilbert (Foreville and Keir 1987), St Wulfstan (Darlington 1928 and 
Mason 1990a) and St Wulfric (Bell 1933). 
161 See, for example, Lennard 1959, pp. 310-16. 
162 See Bell 1933, esp. Chs. 16,74 and 100-02. Brichtric owned a small horse, suggesting that his status was 
not the lowest (Ch. 16). See also Mayr-Harting 1975. 
163 Bell 1933, Ch. 14. 
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would have made a depressing impression on many senior ecclesiastics. However, the Life 
of , Vt Wii , ric shows that Brichtric, and later his son Osbern, were dedicated and competent 
in their ministry, apparently popular with their parishioners, and respected by both Wulfric 
and John of Ford, the Cistercian who wrote the text. 16' 
Despite being presented in part as a literary type, it is clear that men such as 
Brichtric and Osbern were better priests than Vitalis, a chaplain serving in Salisbury 
chapter's prebendal parish at Sonning (Berks. ) 1222.165 However, the extent to which any 
of them were `competent interpreter[s] of a Latin-based scripture and liturgy to a vernacular 
congregation' must depend on the level of Latin knowledge thought necessary. 166 It may be 
asked, for example, to what extent competence in Latin grammar of the kind examined by 
the Salisbury canons was necessary in a village setting. Supplicants' needs were not 
necessarily served by the ideals and standards advocated by Church reformers. 167 In the 
case of Vitalis, his recorded ignorance of the meaning of the Latin clemens (merciful) 
followed a series of questions that had served to interrogate his short-comings in Latin 
grammar. As a result it cannot be proven that he was actually ignorant of the meaning of 
the word; he may equally have been humiliated into silence in front of a sizeable and 
intimidating audience. "' His grasp of Latin was undoubtedly poor. However, in contrast 
to Archbishop Hubert Walter (1193-1205), whose incompetent Latin was reputed to have 
reduced a law court in Oxford to near hysterics, it is questionable to what extent village 
164 Bell 1933, Chs. 10,16,34,40,50,73-74,78,82 and 100-02. 
165 For the Salisbury enquiry at Sonning, see Jones 1883-84, Vol. I, pp. 304-05. 
166 The quotation is from Bartlett 2000, p. 486. 
167 See comments in Barlow 1979, pp. 133-34, and the views of Herbert of Losinga, cited in note 157, above, 
in relation to the expulsion of married priests advocated by St Anselm. 
168 Jones 1883-84, Vol. I, pp. 304. 
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priests needed detailed knowledge of Latin grammar in their day-to-day ministry. "' Indeed, 
one of Vitalis' incorrect answers demonstrates that he had, at least, the ability to convey his 
understanding of the omnipotence of God; he suggested that Pater governed the grammar 
of the whole sentence in question, `for he governs everything. "" Despite the dismay of 
Latinate churchmen, such as Gerald of Wales, some village priests appear to have made up 
for what they lacked in Latin grammar by thinking in ways which may have brought the 
religion out of the linguistic shroud that kept it remote from the illiterati. 
Given the number of churches in England and the poverty of many livings, it is 
inevitable that a number of churches were poorly served in most areas at various times 
throughout the period. Vitalis was almost certainly a bad priest, but given evidence for the 
basic competence of the village clergy at that time, it seems unlikely that he was dismissed 
from his living for his grammatical short-comings alone 171 However, despite the paucity of 
evidence it appears that in general during the twelfth century the spiritual needs of many 
local communities were served to the satisfaction of patrons and parishioners and that 
increasingly steps could be taken to provide some remedy to the situation where they were 
not. The very fact that both patrons and parishioners took steps to provide for a priest, or 
ensure that one of suitable quality was found is in itself powerful testament to the useful 
role they were seen as capable of fulfilling. 
169 Gerald of Wales, a man who had nothing but contempt for Archbishop Hubert, recorded the intentionally 
derogatory story in his Gemma eccleriartica II. cap. xxxv-xxxvi, cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 485. For Hubert 
Walter's many talents outside Latin oratory, see Clanchy 1993, esp. pp. 68-73 and 228-29. 
170 Jones 1883-84, Vol. I, pp. 304. This parallels with a story told by Gerald of Wales in which a priest 
corrected a mistake he made translating two different Latin numerals as the same number in English by 
explaining that the amounts of money in question were in different currencies. See Gerald of Wales' 
Invectiones I. cap v, cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 485. It-was the village reeve who challenged the priest. 
171 During the episcopate of Hugh of Wells, bishop of Lincoln (1209-1235), 101 candidates for institution to 
parochial benefices were found to be insufficiently qualified on grounds of learning, out of 1,958 
presentations. Of those 101 candidates, 97 were still to complete their basic training for admission to the 
priesthood. See Clanchy 1993, pp. 241-42. Clanchy suggests that `even during the twelfth century' enough 
men with sufficient educational attainments were available to serve the needs of village churches. 
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The range of duties expected of the priest were set out by the Irish bishop Gilbert 
of Limerick (c. 1106-40) in a document based on conditions in England during the earlier 
twelfth century. 172 These included the duty to impose penance, say mass daily, to preach in 
English, baptise children, and to teach a Christian way of life. He was also to bless a range 
of things and people, including couples getting married, water and bread for use in ordeals, 
those going on pilgrimage and new dwellings. He was to administer the sacrament to his 
flock three times a year, to anoint the gravely ill, ensure that they received the sacrament, 
commend their souls to God and see them to a Christian burial. Once learnt, the Latin 
formulas for these tasks need not have required further examination by a priest and it need 
not be thought a formidable undertaking to learn and remember the majority of what was 
needed. 173 
In terms of the present study, it is perhaps most important to stress that for all their 
failings it appears that village priests had the skills to cope with the imagery preserved on 
tympana. Furthermore, it appears that a reasonable cross-section of the laity was also 
equipped to engage with the images in an active manner. Few tympana present 
iconography that is necessarily complex, though, as will be argued in subsequent chapters, 
many have the capacity to be interpreted in sophisticated ways should a viewer choose to do 
so. The majority of examples are iconic in form, thus leaving narrative development at the 
discretion of viewers, or those instructing. Where narratives are depicted, these are drawn 
from a reasonably limited repertoire. 
* 
172 Ussher 1854, cols. 995-1004, esp. 1000-02. See further Brett 1975, p. 32, n. 4 and pp. 221-22. 
173 On memory in learning and society in England during the period, see Clanchy 1993, esp. pp. 172-75 and 
295-97. See also Carruthers 1990. 
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Iconography, Meaning and Art-Historical Methodology 
The role of portals in religious devotion, and in other formal activities, means that 
people in medieval communities probably appreciated the architectural prominence of 
tympana. 14 Furthermore, most village priests were probably sufficiently competent to 
teach their parishioners to identify spiritual aspects of the images, and significant sections 
of the audience were probably able to derive wider meanings from what they saw through 
their acquaintance with contemporary visual culture. However, we know nothing specific 
of what people were taught in relation to the images preserved on individual tympana. It 
therefore remains to set out the foundations of the art historical methodology that will be 
used in subsequent chapters in order to interrogate the evidence offered by English 
Romanesque tympana in a manner appropriate for the tympana themselves and their place 
in the visual culture of the period. 
All systems of communication, including medieval religious art, need rules and 
these are inevitably subject to subtleties and irregularities. "' Formulae put forward by 
modern scholars to identify image-types and trace the formal development of Christian 
iconography in reference works such as the Lexikon der christlichen Ikonogrpahie (LC. I. ), and 
scholarly traditions such as those of Male and Panofsky are generally accepted. 176 However, 
in accepting established formulae regarding what are essentially issues of iconographic form 
we are not necessarily required to accept the accompanying views relating to the 
174 Someone not used to looking for things displayed in a particular manner can overlook even a prominent 
object, such as a portal tympanum. Visiting churches in the company of intelligent, educated persons who 
have at best a passing interest in medieval art has taught me the ease with which those not pursuing an active 
interest in the architecture and its sculpture can miss things. 
175 See, for example, Clapham's acceptance of variations in representational rules with reference to figures of 
Christ, the Adoration of the Magi, Daniel and the Lions and St George, in Clapham 1934, pp. 137-38. It 
should be noted, however, that Clapham attributed unconventional aspects of the compositions to `the whim 
of the carver or the half-understood instructions which he received'. 
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interpretation of images, the boundaries of representational convention and how images 
denoted meaning. 
Iconographic theory has been shaped by the work of Erwin Panofsky such that his 
ideas have become a foundation stone of art-historical methodology and their enduring 
utility is without doubt. 177 The majority of influential works written since at least 1950 that 
interrogate meaning in medieval art are rooted in Panofsky's methodology. 178 Vigorous 
discussions of iconographic methodology, and the potential of semiotics, have been 
engaged in relation to medieval art since at least the 1970s. 179 For the most part, however, 
English-language scholarship has seen a clear divide between theorists, and object-based art 
historians. 180 Some have even suggested that the examination of meaning is often incapable 
of the rigorously formulated proofs that it is suggested are more routinely possible from 
stylistic analysis. 181 The most penetrating and influential studies of meaning in Romanesque 
art examine architecture, sculpture, ecclesiastical furniture and manuscripts made for 
176 The labels proposed in such works have not always been applied consistently by scholars, particularly to 
images outside the main currents of perceived innovation and development in iconographic expression. See, 
for example, comments in Kalinowski 1992, pp. 85-86 and n. 4. 
177 Panofsky's seminal work, here Panofsky 1970, was originally published in 1939. The only full-length 
biographical study of Panofsky remains Holly 1984, but for a short overview of his scholarship and its 
heritage, see also Cassidy 1993b. 
178 The unquestioned use of his ideas has left some studies as little more than `humanist parlour game[s]', a 
result that gave Panofsky himself little pleasure. The quotation is taken from a passage in Belting 1987, pp. 
18-19. For Panofsky's regrets regarding the misuse of his ideas, see Cassidy 1993b, p. 6. 
179 As starting points, see, for example, Bal and Bryson 1991, and the essays in Cassidy 1993a, and Hourihane 
1999. The work of M. Camille and L. Seidel has done much to stimulate debate of methodological issues 
relating to medieval iconography. On the role of iconology as a tool for theoretical analysis, see Mitchell 
1986. In relation to semiotics, see Schapiro 1969 (Image-signs), Schapiro 1973 (the literal and the symbolic), 
Mukaiovsky 1978a (art as semiotics), and Mukaiovsky 1978b (function in architecture). Mukaiovsky's work 
was originally published in Czech during the 1930s, but was not widely available in English until the 1970s. 
180 This is aptly illustrated by the essays in Cassidy 1993a, and further enumerated in a review of that 
collection, James 1995. More generally, see comments in Bal and Bryson 1991 and the exchanges published 
in the correspondence column of the An Bulletin in responses to their essay. See Art Bulletin, Vol. 74, pp. 522- 
31, and Vol. 75, pp. 338-40. 
181 Galbraith, for example, addressed the significance and possible meaning of the boar tympanum in her 
second article on sculpture preserved at St Nicholas', Ipswich, but she followed the assumption that these 
factors are not capable of the 'cast-iron proof apparently possible in comparative examinations of sculptural 
style. See, Galbraith 1973, esp. pp. 68-69 and 73-74. The first article is Galbraith 1970. By contrast Lang's 
examination of the juxtaposition of St Michael and the Dragon iconography with images of the Lamb on 
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powerful religious communities and great individuals. "' In each case the medieval audience 
identified is characterised by an intellectual and broadly literate culture. This is something 
that is less readily apparent in the medieval audiences for the tympana under consideration 
here. Therefore, the following chapters will interpret iconography preserved in local 
churches in a slightly different manne, 
ß 
that proposed in studies of art works produced 
for great patrons. 
A textual basis remains the foundation for most of the iconography depicted on 
tympana; Christianity was founded on a text and this was central to its understanding 
during the Middle Ages. 183 However, rather than reproducing a detailed version of a textual 
narrative on tympana, meaning was elaborated by and through the formulation of the 
composition itself and the characterisation of the forms. The majority of the figural and 
symbolic forms depicted can still be identified through accepted iconographic conventions, 
if not specifically then at least generically. It is also possible in many cases to assess the 
relationship between the elements of a composition and thereby compare the character of 
different examples of a particular iconography or category of images. These elements range 
from the relative size of the figures and the stage at which an action is set, to the gestures 
made and the arms borne 184 As a result, the analysis presented in subsequent chapters 
seeks to build-up from the images models that may indicate how people would have viewed 
and interpreted the tympana, including those examples frequently discounted as marginal 
and fragmentary. It offers a way in which to explore iconography in a manner that accords 
tympana is an example of scholarship that demonstrates there is much to be derived from studying these very 
aspects of Romanesque images. See Lang 1982. 
182 See, Christ)e 1969, and Mein 1990 (eschatological portals); Verzir Bornstein 1988, and Glass 1997 (portals 
and politics in Italy); Gem 1983b, Femie 1989, and Heslop 1991 (architectural iconography). 
183 In addition to works such as Smalley 1952 and Evans 1984, see, for example, evidence for widespread use 
of scriptural texts as `verbal amulets; particularly the opening of John's Gospel (In prinapio erat verbum... ) cited 
in Bartlett 2000, p. 460. 
184 See further below, esp. Chapter VI and Chapter VII. 
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with the range of audiences to which tympana were addressed, and with the potential 
offered by imagery that is frequently unambitious and is quite often poorly preserved. 
An important issue in relation to such methodological questions is the range of 
imagery preserved on tympana, and the potential that once common features are now 
represented by a solitary, or small number of examples. Clapham commented on the 
relatively restricted iconographic vocabulary preserved on English tympana, at least in 
terms of scriptural imagery. 18s The observation has important implications for the probable 
ends served by Christological images in particular, but it may also be noted that the range 
of images preserved on tympana in general is remarkably varied. Although it is also not 
possible to ascertain the religious value of every tympanum, those examples in which 
specific elements of meaning can be identified can each be associated with Christianised 
values at the very least. Clearly much has been lost, but it remains possible to make 
reasonably confident assertions in the light of the probable function of images and the 
character of the corpus as a whole. Furthermore, if examples are assessed collectively in 
formal and iconographic categories, considerable potential is offered by the evidence 
preserved on tympana. 
The approach adopted here combines principles of Panofsky's iconography, with 
developments established through the work of scholars such as Camille, and ideas relating 
to the communication of meaning central to the development of theories of semiotics, 
most particularly those arising from the tradition of Charles Sanders Peirce. "' Proposing 
that images could be interpreted in different ways is not novel. 187 Indeed, symbols such as 
185 Clapham 1934, pp. 137-44. 
186 For Peirce, see Hoopes 1991. 
187 See, for example, Camille 1989a, Klein 1990, and Seidel 1999. Even the traditional view of iconographic 
meaning as a singular interpretation based on textual subject matter is open to the idea that images carried a 
rich array of associations, in keeping with the multi-factorial manner of medieval intellectual and spiritual 
meditation. See Carruthers 1990, Clanchy 1993, and Carruthers 1998. 
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the Agnus Dei are so multi-faceted and pregnant with meaning that it is disingenuous to 
think of them otherwise. It must be reiterated that my approach does not dismiss the 
textual sources of any image; in many cases some direct, or indirect knowledge of these is 
essential for viewers, whether medieval or modern, to make sense of the sculpture. It must 
also be stressed that the capacity of some images to convey more than one wholly distinct 
subject does not thereby translate to all images in the corpus, or that each meaning or 
allusion was conveyed simultaneously. The identification of basic iconographic subject 
matter is not in question and in no case is it accepted that a single figure was intended to be 
interpreted as two different characters at different times Ise 
Visual analogies and allusions do much to influence the character and interpretation 
of the iconography, and constitute the primary source of artistic and devotional quality of 
the images. However, in each case it is allusion to other characters or character-types that 
is made possible by the image and not wholesale re-identification of the figures depicted. 
Indeed, the capacity for different readings and variant allusions in the images is the very 
crucible in which the viewer could be engaged with both the image and the religion that it 
conveyed. 189 The methodological approach here, therefore, seeks to accommodate the 
different degrees to which different types of viewer could interpret an image in order to 
engage the evidence preserved by English Romanesque tympana. 
* 
188 Such explanations are too complex for a village context, as is illustrated, for example, by views expressed in 
relation to Fownhope in Thurlby 1999, pp. 141-44. Some of the foliate symbols may have been intended to 
represent a range of Christian metaphors, such as the Holy Rood, the Tree of life, the Tree of Spiritual 
Knowledge and the True Vine. However, such symbols are inter-related and beyond the discussion presented 
in Chapter IV, below, in relation to the use of them on tympana, this matter is best tackled in a focused study 
of Christian plant metaphor and symbolism. 
189 In this context it is useful to note ideas articular' by the author of the Pictor in Carmine regarding the 
different purposes of pictures for literate and illiterate audiences. See James 1951, esp. pp. 141-143. 
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The vast majority of the English population during the period subsisted from small 
parcels of land and worked the estates of the military and ecclesiastical elite, much as the 
ploughman of IElfric's Colloquy had done c. 1000.190 However, even men of this status could 
be called upon to testify in courts and witness transactions. Lords dominated, and their 
interests characterised society. However, lordly interests were not singular, and a range of 
parties played a role in local affairs, including affairs relating to local churches. Of 
particular importance to any study of circumstances at local level is the stratum of men, 
freeborn in most regions, with rights and obligations before the law, not least because they 
lived within the local communities on a daily basis. 
The local church had a triple existence: as a building; as a focus for spiritual 
devotion's and social identity, and as a unit of power and income. All three are reflected in 
the architectural character of the buildings. The primacy of lordly interests and the 
exploitation of incomes dominate documentary evidence. However, it is also clear that 
members of local communities were a potentially influential constituency, with roles being 
played by both leading members, and also by lesser members, which may have been 
significantly more active than the bulk of documents might suggest. This is not to imply 
that leading villagers determined the nature of the imagery preserved on the tympana, or 
were in any way as important as the lordly and ecclesiastical powers involved. However, it 
does suggest that in many, if not most communities, a potentially broad spectrum of 
people, particularly the wealthier members, were actively engaged in the life of their local 
church and hence may have engaged with the imagery in an altogether more active manner. 
190 Garmonsway 1991, pp. 20-21. It is important to stress that contractual obligation in return for protection 
observed in French evidence is not reflected in English evidence. See Faith 1997, Ch. 8, esp. pp. 221-23. For 
a Continental perspective, see, for example, Reynolds 1997, Ch. 5. 
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The devotional experience of parishioners revolved around the local church and the 
village priest who provided for both individual needs, and for the celebration of the 
liturgical year. The church portal may have played an active role in many such rituals and 
devotional acts. However, the firmest contexts within '/i which we can place an audience 
before tympana is marriage and the churching of women, the former a public celebration of 
a binding commitment between couples, the latter a ritual purification of new mothers. 
Both were undoubtedly commonly observed features of all communities during the period. 
Although village priests were not of uniform quality, it appears that an adequate priest 
could generally be found to conduct services and provide for both devotional and 
educational needs in the community. Spiritual obligations upon parishioners were, in 
contrast to material obligations, apparently not onerous, and outside the liturgy itself it 
appears that most devotion was conducted in the vernacular. 
In terms of art-historical methodology, the most important issue is the flexibility of 
allusions and interpretations drawn from images according to the needs and ability of 
different sections of the medieval audience. Flexibility is also necessary to account for the 
great disparity in our knowledge in relation to the range of iconographies preserved. In the 
light of the discussion of our understanding of social and religious conditions in local 
communities, it is also important to note that the examination of tympana presented here 
will be directed in the first instance by people's likely experience of the images. Questions 
relating to the forces that led to the creation of the images will be addressed where possible 
within the framework of this discussion, but will not be of primary importance. It is with 
these factors in mind, above all things, that we now turn to assess the evidence preserved 
by English Romanesque tympana. 
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III 
The Corpus 
Corpus scholarship is founded upon the systematic assembly of all known examples 
of a given category of objects, and has held a respected place in scholarship since the time 
of writers such as Keyser, Bond and Collingwood. l A belief in the importance of a 
comprehensive record of material evidence underpins this research and one of its main 
aims has been to assemble a corpus of English Romanesque tympana upon which to base 
the analysis. This chapter will present the corpus of tympana assembled during the course 
of this research in terms of geographical distribution, the types of building and portal in 
which tympana were set, and the relationship between these factors and the use of 
sculpture. However, before doing so, the question of dating Romanesque architectural 
sculpture in the context of this research needs to be addressed. 
Establishing a chronology, whether absolute or relative, is undoubtedly a significant 
aspect of corpus scholarship. However, it is also an aspect that attracts justified criticism 
when it becomes an end in itself, and where there is broad agreement in relation to the 
overall character of stylistic development, it is unnecessary for all areas of enquiry. 2 
Scholarship has shown that tympana were introduced into the British Isles from Normandy 
around the time of the Conquest, with the earliest datable tympanum at Chepstow Castle 
probably constructed by 1075 (Figs. 92-93); thereafter tympana were used throughout the 
1 See, for example, Keyser 1904, Bond 1904, and Collingwood 1927, esp. comments on p. 184. For the 
influence of Collingwood's systematic approach on the study of Anglo-Saxon sculpture, see Lang 1983, esp. 
pp. 177-78. 
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period of Romanesque construction in England 3 Furthermore, it is generally agreed that 
diagnostic signs in the structural and sculptural forms of tympana suitable for use in dating 
examples are in keeping with the broad characteristics of Romanesque work in England. ` 
The foundation of this historical view is beyond question and one reason why few 
dates are suggested in this research is because such matters are more correctly addressed 
through studies of architectural and sculptural style. It is important to stress that the use 
made of the present corpus in this thesis is not dependant on the formulation of a 
chronology beyond that established through a general understanding of the development of 
Romanesque art in England. Therefore, issues such as the date of the first tympana used in 
English buildings, the chronological relationship of the so-called Dymock School and the 
Herefordshire School, or the date and level of French inspiration for the west portal of 
Rochester Cathedral, all fall outside the parameters of this research 5 Similarly, discussions 
of the value of different methodological approaches engaged in order to construct 
chronologies for English Romanesque sculpture, from artistic evidence and from 
documentary evidence, are not relevant to its substance. ' 
Where dates are given, the received view as expressed in published scholarship is 
generally used. I have not suggested new dates for examples because assessment of the 
necessary comparative material is beyond the scope of this research. However, I have used 
2 Criticism of preoccupations with dating issues was voiced by F. Orton, and discussed by scholars including 
R. N. Bailey and I. N. Wood during the Theorising Anglo-Saxon Stone Sculpture' sessions at the Leeds 
International Medieval Conference, July 1998. 
J On Chepstow, see, for example, Zarnecki 1979b, p. 180. Scholarly approaches to tympana were discussed in 
the Introduction, above. 
4 This is illustrated by the ease with which tympana are integrated into wider discussions of sculptural and 
architectural evidence. See examples of scholarship discussed in the Introduction, above. 
5 On the introduction of tympana into England during the eleventh century, see Zamecki 1979b, esp. p. 180. 
On the Dymock School, see Gethyn Jones 1979. On the Herefordshire School, see, for example, Hamer 
1992, and Thurlby 1999. On Rochester's west portal, see Kahn 1987. 
6 This issue is rarely addressed directly, though the substance of debates such as those in relation to, for 
example, work the Herefordshire School illustrates its importance, see, for example, King 1995. 
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the labels `early', `mature', and `later', to describe the character of Romanesque work. ' 
However, it must be emphasised that these do not necessarily imply a relative chronological 
relationship between individual examples. For instance, early Romanesque work, such as 
that at Great Ormside, does not necessarily pre-date mature Romanesque work, such as 
that at Marham (Figs. 176 and 276). These labels do not, therefore, offer the capacity to 
answer many art historical questions. However, they do offer a convenient means through 
which to express the character of examples without opening issues of relative or absolute 
chronology that can only be addressed in dedicated studies. 
* 
Geographical Distribution of the Corpus 
A combination of written sources and archaeological investigation has 
demonstrated that over 7,000 churches existed in England during the last quarter of the 
eleventh century, and that by the mid-twelfth century this had risen to more than 9,000.8 
There are no simple means yet available by which to determine the number of Romanesque 
portals surviving in England, but it must be reckoned to be in the low thousands. ' The 
Early Romanesque work equates to that which retains significant pre-Romanesque characteristics in either 
its style or execution. Mature Romanesque work describes all fluent expressions of Romanesque style. Later 
Romanesque work is that which either anticipates the development of Gothic, or is of a transitional character. 
Examples of each include Great Washboume (Fig. 179), Salford Priors (Fig. 381), and Ely, St Mary (Fig. 150) 
respectively. For discussion of the salient characteristics of Romanesque style in English sculpture and 
architecture, see Zarnecki 1951, Zarnecki 1953 and Fernie 2000. 
8 These figures are based on information given in Morris 1988, p. 191. See also Morris 1981 esp. Chs. 5 and 
6, where he notes that in 1801 there were 11,379 parish churches in England (p. 78), a figure he suggests was 
not significantly above the number built during the Middle Ages. 
9 It is not possible to perform a search for portals or doorways with the Buildings of England CD-ROM (Oxford 
1995). As such, the figure is based on the 3,688 Church of England churches and 124 religious houses with 
Romanesque fabric matched by that database, and on my searches of the Buildings of England volumes and the 
picture archive of the Conway Library in the Courtauld Institute, London. The data set of the Buildings of 
England CD-ROM is incomplete and its results must generally be treated as a minimum figure; however, many 
of the 405 castles matched with Romanesque fabric are simply motes. A further weakness of the search 
potential of the database is that it does not permit structured combination searches of more than one county, 
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perception that `virtually all Romanesque church doorways [in England] are round-headed' 
remains firmly held amongst scholars. 10 However, assuming the preservation of examples 
of different portal types is roughly equal, the survival of around 650 tympana in a diverse 
range of portals in about 550 buildings of all types means that tympana were used in a 
significant proportion of portals produced during the Romanesque period (See Map 1, and 
Charts 1 and 3). 
Over ninety-five per cent of tympana are located within the bounds of the twelfth- 
century kingdom of England, and of those made outside its boundaries, all can be 
associated with the artistic milieu of England. " As such it is legitimate to treat them 
together as a discrete body of material. The distribution of tympana across the country as a 
whole is characterised by both localised clusters, such as those in eastern Kent, Rutland, 
and the Eden Valley of Westmoreland, and broader areas of more even distribution, such 
as the east midlands and much of Yorkshire (See Map 1). However, the principal 
characteristic of the distribution is a broad belt that fans northwards from the Dorset coast 
to the Avon, upper Thames and Severn basins, where the main concentration is centred, 
and out towards Essex, the western borders of Norfolk and Suffolk, and northwards to 
Lincolnshire, Yorkshire and Tyneside. 
The majority of areas within this belt are supplied with freestone suitable for 
building and carving, either within the immediate vicinity, or from sources readily accessed 
by river. The relationship between the survival of tympana and the availability of building 
period or category. As such it is not possible to determine the number of buildings in which Romanesque 
fabric, furniture, or fragments survive, without performing a series of searches and then manually editing the 
results to reconcile cross-matches. However, despite the weaknesses and limitations of the data set and the 
database, the Buildings ofEngland CD-ROM is a valuable tool, which can indicate orders of magnitude in levels 
of survival in the corpus of Romanesque architecture and ecclesiastical furniture. 
10 The quotation is from Heslop 1991, p. 48. 
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stone has long been noted, and the question of stone supply is of undoubted importance to 
the study of medieval architecture a nd stone sculpture in general. " However, the corpus of 
tympana is not characterised simply by a direct correlation with supplies of freestone. 
Settlement during the period and subsequently are crucial co-factors and the volume of 
freestone supplied to areas with limited local sources was clearly well developed, particularly 
for use as architectural details. Indeed, the pattern of church building during the 
Romanesque period, and the subsequent replacement of Romanesque fabric may explain, at 
least in part, why there are very few tympana preserved in some areas. The manner in 
which the tympanum setting was constructed must also be taken into account in relation to 
survival in the face of later rebuilding. 
In order to assess the various factors that may account for the distribution of 
tympana it is necessary to examine a sample of areas in which tympana are densely 
concentrated and those in which very few examples survive. The greatest concentration of 
Romanesque tympana in the British Isles, over one third of all examples preserved, is 
situated in two adjoining areas of the south west midlands that together cover the Avon, 
upper Thames and Severn basins. The first area straddles the limestone beds that cover 
most of Gloucestershire, Warwickshire and Oxfordshire, as well as south and eastern 
Worcestershire, western Berkshire, northern Wiltshire and eastern Somerset. The second 
covers the sandstone beds west of the Severn, and includes southern Shropshire, north and 
east Worcestershire, all of Herefordshire and Gloucestershire west of the River Severn. 
11 Scotland: Abercom, Dunfermline (Fig. 126), Kelso, Linton, and St Andrews (Figs. 373-74); Wales: 
Chepstow (Figs. 92-93), Llanbadarn Fawr (Fig. 261), Penmon (Figs. 320-21), and Portskewett (Fig. 331). 
12 See, for example, Talbot Rice 1952, p. 153. Talbot Rice's information is based entirely on Keyser. Without 
detailed petrological surveys of surviving fabric and of geological resources exploited during the period, a 
truly rigorous investigation is not possible. 
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The high concentration of tympana in these parts of England has long been 
acknowledged. 13 
A total of 1,269 medieval churches have been recorded in Gloucestershire, 
Oxfordshire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire, the vast majority of which 
existed in some form by the mid-twelfth century and Romanesque or pre-Romanesque 
fabric constitutes the oldest surviving portion in 693 cases. 14 In the same counties tympana 
are preserved in 173 churches. 15 As such tympana are preserved in 13.6%1all medieval 
churches, and 24.9% of those with pre-Gothic fabric. Examples represent some of the 
most extravagant pieces of Romanesque architectural display preserved in the British Isles 
(Figs. 224,272-74 and 338-41), and were used in great churches, such as Tewkesbury, as 
well as in local churches. However, the corpus assembled for this research also 
demonstrates the extent to which they were used in more humble portals (Figs. 22,290 and 
475). Portals without tympana are also commonly preserved in these areas and represent a 
similarly diverse range of enrichment, illustrated by examples in the west portal of 
Leominster Priory (Herefs), the nave south portals of Withington and Windrush (Glos) and 
that at Idlicot (Warwks). 
Tympana are, therefore, found across the full spectrum of churches in the south 
west midlands, in terms of status, and of sculptural enrichment, and may have been made 
for as many as a quarter of all churches built during the Romanesque period. Furthermore, 
13 See, for example, Stone 1955, esp. p. 90-91. Stone's knowledge of tympana is based almost entirely on 
Keyser's work, though his conclusions are his own. 
14 These counties are taken because they represent the core of the region and because data is readily available 
from Bond 1988, fig. 24, p. 121. In 37 cases the earliest surviving fabric is termed Anglo-Saxon, and in 656 it 
is Romanesque. In the following discussion figures are based on the number of buildings with tympana, 
rather than the sum total of examples, unless stated otherwise. This has been done so as to reduce the 
distortion of what is being presented essentially as spatial data by the survival of several examples of a 
particular type in one building. 
15 Tympana are also preserved in the castle at Goodrich. 
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the distribution of examples with figural carving, geometric forms, and those which survive 
uncarved, demonstrates that the character of tympana in the region broadly reflects that of 
the corpus as a whole (See Maps 2,3 and 4). 16 The concentration of tympana in the region 
may, therefore, result from the high level of architectural material surviving from the 
Romanesque period, rather than from a specific regional preference for tympana, though 
until the completion of the Corpus of Romanesque Sculpture project it will be impossible to give 
this observation definitive foundation. 17 However, by comparing the region with another 
in which the general distribution is apparently more typical of the country as a whole, and 
one in which the use made of tympana is quite differenthat in the south west midlands, 
we can put the observation in some perspective. Yorkshire provides such an area. 
About 560 medieval churches are recorded in Yorkshire, reflecting the lower overall 
concentration of population during the period, but again the vast majority of these 
churches existed in some form by the mid-twelfth century. 18 The Buildings of England CD- 
ROM records 382 churches as having Romanesque fabric, and a rich stock of Romanesque 
portals is also preserved, again in a wide variety of churches. However, tympana are 
apparently a less significant element of the architectural vocabulary of masons, with 
decorative and iconographic energies concentrated on portals framing round-headed 
doorways. 19 This research has recorded tympana in thirty-six buildings across the three 
16 Tympana with figural sculpture are preserved in 54 churches, tympana with geometric sculpture are 
preserved in 71 churches, and uncarved tympana are preserved in 69 churches. 
17 The level of Romanesque survival in each county is considered to be high. As a starting point, see, for 
example, B. E. Cots, 49-53, BE. Herefs, pp. 21-26, B. E. Oxon, pp. 349-51, and B. E. Worcs, pp. 14-17 and pp. 
44-47. 
is This figure is taken from Morris 1988, p. 191. Variations in settlement across Yorkshire during the period, 
see Darby 1977, Ch. 2 and 3, esp. figs. 13, and 34-36. 
19 As a starting point for Romanesque portals preserved in Yorkshire, see B. E. Yorks, E Riding, pp. 35-36, 
BE. Yorks, W Riding, pp. 22, BE. Yorks, N Riding, pp. 26-27. 
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Ridings of Yorkshire2° Thus, tympana are preserved in almost 6.4% of medieval churches, 
and at most 9.4% of those with pre-Gothic fabric. Analysis of the character of portals 
relevant to this research and those collected for studies of beak-head, and related 
ornaments, explicitly demonstrates the low profile tympana hold in portal decoration and 
architectural display in Yorkshire. 
A total of fifty-three churches in Yorkshire preserve arches decorated with human 
and animal heads, the vast majority of which are located in portals 21 In addition, there are 
also many other richly ornamented portals, ranging from those at Fishlake, Healaugh and 
Thorp Salvin (Yorks, W Riding), to those at Riccall and Stillingfleet (Yorks, E Riding). 
Collectively these portals form one of the richest bodies of decorative sculpture in the 
country and together with work elsewhere in the north of England, they have attracted the 
attention of several scholars22 Five portals with tympana or related settings are discussed 
in dedicated studies of sculptural enrichment of churches in Yorkshire. ' Of these, only 
Adel and North Newbold are of an ambitious scale comparable with the richest work in the 
region, and each is a supra-portal setting that frames a round-headed doorway, rather than 
one set with a tympanum (Figs. 3-4 and 302-03). Of the other three, it is perhaps 
significant that the example at Kirkburn has an arch-based form (Fig. 232), while those at 
Austerfield and Wales are located within a few miles of the Nottinghamshire-Derbyshire 
borders (Figs. 19-20 and 462). 
20 Examples are also preserved in the castles of Conisbrough and Richmond (Figs. 112 and 348). 
21 This figure is a result of conflating data set out in Salmon 1946, and Henry and Zarnecki 1957-58. 
Unfortunately neither list is comprehensive, for example, Shiptonthorpe (Yorks, E Riding) is omitted from 
both. See, BE East Riding, p. 681. However, together they still provide a valuable survey. 
22 For references and an outline of work to date, see Kahn 1988, p. 315-16. The standard statement is still 
that contained in Zarnecki 1953, Ch. VI, pp. 34-38. Karen Lundgren is currently preparing a study of 
architectural sculpture in Yorkshire for a PhD dissertation at the Courtauld Institute, London. 
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Nine tympana in Yorkshire preserve figurative images. "' A further eight are carved 
with geometric motifs25 By contrast, twenty-six tympana are uncarved, or contain a sundial 
or an inscription, and of the thirty-one tympana preserved in situ, twenty-three are in portals 
with no jamb orders 26 This contrasts not only with portals in Yorkshire without tympana 
Q 
but also with a county such as Gloucestershire, where twenty-four of seventy-five tympana 
t` 
L preserved in situ. 27 
M1 
Thus, a correlation between round-headed doorways and rich ornamentation, both 
figurative and geometric, appears manifest in the architecture of Yorkshire churches. 
Portals with tympana are a consistently less significant focus for ornament. The 
fragmentary tympana at Emley, Lythe and Woolley (Figs. 151,271 and 494) combine with 
Thwing and Wold Newton (Figs. 440-41 and 492-93) to demonstrate the potential for 
distortion in this, particularly with regard to the proportion of figural and geometric 
tympana originally made for sculpturally enriched portals. It is also important to note that 
tympana are preserved in as wide a range of buildings as could be expected. However, in 
contrast to the south west midlands, where the proportion of figural, geometric and 
uncarved tympana broadly reflects that of the corpus as a whole, in Yorkshire the number 
of buildings with uncarved tympana is higher than we might expect (See Maps 2,3 and 4). 
23 These are Adel (Figs. 3-4), Austerfield (Figs. 19-20), Kirkburn (Fig. 232), North Newbold (Figs. 302-03), 
and Wales (Fig. 462). Alne (Fig. 5), Birkin (Fig. 44), Etton, Goodmanham and Thorp Arch are also 
mentioned, but not in relation to the portal with a tympanum. 
24 Adel (Figs. 3-4), Alne (Fig. 5), Austerfield (Figs. 19-20), Danby Wiske (Fig. 118), Emley (Fig. 151), Lythe 
(Fig. 271), North Newbold (Figs. 302-03), Thwing (Figs. 440-41), and Woolley (Fig. 494). 
25 Braithwell (Fig. 55), East Hauxwell (Fig. 133), Fordon, Goodmanham, Hunmanby, Thorpe Arch, Wales 
(Fig. 462), and Wold Newton (Figs. 492-93). 
26 Examples of uncarved tympana, or examples with an inscription or sundial include: Cantley (Fig. 82), 
Homby (Fig. 202), Londesborough, Redmire (Fig. 344), Ripon (Figs. 350-51), and Weaverthorpe (Fig. 468- 
70). See also the keep portals of Conisbrough (Fig. 112) and Richmond (Fig. 348). 
27 This proportion is not significantly altered if we remove the four stairvice portals in Yorkshire with no 
orders, at Etton, North Newbold, and two at Richmond. There is one stairvice portal in Gloucestershire at 
Coln St Denis. 
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The general distinction between portals that received high levels of sculptural 
enrichment and those constructed with tympana illustrates that Romanesque work in 
Yorkshire offers a significantly less prominent place to tympana than is the case in the 
south west midlands. The distinctive character of Romanesque architectural sculpture in 
Yorkshire generally suggests that the use of tympana was, if not unusual, then at least, less 
extensive than elsewhere in the country. This in itself need not imply that the use of 
tympana in the south west midlands is more representative of the corpus as a whole. 
However, it does demonstrate that the use of tympana in less than one tenth of churches in 
Yorkshire with pre-Gothic fabric may mark a lower level of usage, and the one quarter of 
churches with pre-Gothic fabric in the south west midlands an upper level of usage. In 
order to confirm this view, it is worth examining a sample of areas in which few tympana 
are preserved and in which contrasting distributions of examples survive. 
The north west of England, from Cheshire and northern Staffordshire in the south 
to the Scottish Borders in the north, bound to the east by the Pennines and to the west by 
the sea, constitutes the largest single region of England with few surviving tympana (See 
Map 1). Tympana are preserved in fewer than twenty buildings, and apart from a small 
cluster in Westmorland, examples are scattered sparsely across the region; a comparable 
number survive in Dorset 28 A wide range of freestones is available in all parts of this 
region, and although the nature of these rocks may have affected their suitability for fine 
sculpture, geology is not an issue with regards to the actual use of tympana perse. 29 
28 Tympana are recorded at Altham, Bolton-le-Sands, Bridekirk (Figs. 60-61), Burgh by Sands, Caton (Fig. 
88), Caverswall (Fig. 89), Cliburn, Clifton, Great Onnside (Fig. 176), Ipstones (Fig. 211), Ireby (Fig. 214), 
Kirkbampton (Figs. 229-31), Long Marton (Figs. 263-65), Pennington (Fig. 322), Prestbury - Norman Chapel 
(Figs. 334-35), Presbury St Peter's - (Fig. 336), St Bees (Fig. 375), and Wallasey. 
29 As a starting point, see the essay dealing with geology in each BE. volumes for counties of the region. 
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The region is large and diverse, but the nature of settlement during the period and 
the character of lordship and pastoral provision explain in part the dearth of examples. 
Density of settlement during the twelfth century was low, which meant that comparatively 
small numbers of churches were built during the period 30 Manorial holdings were 
structured around multiple communities, which in many cases were quite dispersed, while 
parochial provision continued to be controlled by mother churches serving large parishes 
with a number of dependent chapels. " When combined with a sparse and dispersed 
population, this meant that pressures for the extension of rights to dependent chapels were 
such that ecclesiastical and devotional energies were focused primarily on mother 
churches. 32 
Rebuilding in subsequent periods only exacerbates this situation. 33 Most of the 
churches where tympana are preserved in this wide region have few Romanesque remains 
of any sort, and in several cases the tympanum is the only surviving piece of the 
Romanesque church. In particular, rebuilding during the modern era in Cheshire and 
southern Lancashire, resulting from a massive shifts in the economic base and density of 
population has had an immense impact on medieval church fabric. 34 By contrast, each of 
the churches in the small concentration in the Eden Valley contains much that is 
30 For settlement, see, for example, Darby 1977, Ch. 2 and 3, esp. figs. 13, and 34-36. Indicators of the level 
of construction during the period, and subsequently, are provided by the Buildings of England CD-ROM. In 
Cheshire the database matched 14 Church of England churches with Romanesque fabric and 271 with 
Victorian fabric. In Lancashire the figures were 23 Romanesque and 306 Victorian, in Cumberland and 
Westmorland, 61 Romanesque and 271 Victorian. These figures compare with the East Riding of Yorkshire 
(Romanesque 108: Victorian 206), Herefordshire (Romanesque 131: Victorian 162), Somerset (Romanesque 
105: Victorian 308), and Kent (Romanesque 166: Victorian 418). 
31 See, for example, Green 1997, Ch. 4, and Hadley 1996. 
32 For an example of a chapelry built for a local community during the period, see Cheney 1956, p. 166. 
33 As starting points for post medieval church building, see BE. Cumb'd and Westm'd, pp. 18-24 and 40-42, 
B. E. N Lancs, pp. 16-17 and 28-30, B. E. S Lancs, pp. 15,21-22 and 28-34, and B. E. Cheshire, pp. 27-28 and 
30-37. 
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Romanesque and the tympana are all preserved in situ. 35 Construction of, and subsequent 
survival of Romanesque church fabric in the Eden Valley, and other parts of Cumbria, may 
partly be attributed to the diminishing importance of the area since the central Middle 
Ages, and hence i exposure to the currents of development that lead to rebuilding. 36 
The comparatively low volume of construction during the Romanesque period and 
loss of fabric in subsequent periods makes it difficult to assess the character of surviving 
material. This is particularly true in relation to specific features, such as tympana, that are 
likely to have been used in no more than one quarter of portals. However, examples are 
preserved at a range of sites across much of the region and they illustrate a broad range of 
sculptural enrichment. Indeed, the number of figural examples is much higher than might 
be expected and it appears that, in contrast to Yorkshire, tympana were used quite 
commonly, in relative terms, as a vehicle for significant sculptural enrichment, though 
perhaps not as frequently as they were in the south west midlands 37 
The second largest geographical lacuna is that defined by modern Greater London 
and fans down to the south coast between the Solent and Dungeness. In contrast to the 
north west, there is little locally available freestone in south eastern England, and durable 
stones suitable for carving generally had to be imported. Many of the local chalks could be 
used for sculpture, often to great affect, as is illustrated by various Romanesque fragments 
34 A tympanum recorded at Wallesey, on the Wirral, was destroyed during the nineteenth century, and of the 
tympana preserved in this part of the region only that in the Norman Chapel at Presbury is still within its 
original portal (Figs. 334-35). Other tympana in this area are at St Peter's, Prestbury (Fig. 336), and Altham. 
35 These are the churches at Clifton, Cliburn, Great Ormside (Fig. 176), and Long Marton (Figs. 263-65). 
There is nothing in the character of the work to indicate specific links between the sites and as such the 
survival of this cluster cannot be attributed the workings of a local 'school' of masons. 
36 As a starting point for Cumbria during the period, see Davies 2000, pp. 5-6 and note 6. See also Bailey and 
Cramp 1988, pp. 5 and 10. 
37 The Buildings of England CD-ROM records 98 Church of England churches and 11 religious houses with 
Romanesque fabric in this region. Tympana are preserved in 16.5% of them. 
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from St Albans (Herts) 38 However, the softness of the rock means that such pieces are 
very prone to weathering. The River Thames and its tributaries ensured that the limestone 
belts of the south west midlands provided a relatively convenient supply of freestone, while 
stone other . sources, such as Quarr stone and Caen stone, could be brought by sea and river 
for use in even fir relatively minor structures39 As such geology alone does not explain the 
absence of tympana. 
Rebuilding during the Middle Ages and subsequently accounts for the loss of 
Romanesque fabric generally in much of the area now covered by Greater London 40 
Therefore, the survival of tympana at sites such as St Bartholomew's Priory in the City of 
London, Chigwell and Eynsford (Figs. 262,97 and 155), all contribute to the impression 
that tympana were not an uncommon feature of church portals. The Weald represents a 
slightly different situation, partly because human settlement remained relatively sparse until 
the advent of the railways. "' However, Romanesque survivals generally are not uncommon, 
while on the Sussex coastal belt, pre-Romanesque and Romanesque survivals are 
comparatively widespread, in part reflecting the higher levels of settlement during the 
period 42 
The volume of sculpture, including mouldings, surviving is not a significant feature 
of architectural remains across this region. Romanesque remains at Winchester (Hants), 
Chichester, Lewes, and Battle (all Sussex), give a perspective to what has been lost from 
38 For fragments from St Albans, see Roberts 1983, and Kahn 1983. 
39 See, for example, Tatton-Brown 1980. 
40 A starting-point for a concise outline of the architectural history of these areas during the Romanesque 
period may be found in the introduction to the new London volumes of the Buildings of England At time of 
writing these were: BE. London 2: The City of London, pp. 43-57; B. E. London 2: South, pp. 23-30; BE. 
London 3: North West, pp. 25-29. For areas not yet covered by new volumes the introductions to the older 
London volumes are useful. All contain good bibliographic leads. 
41 See Darby 1971, Chs II and III, esp. figs. 13, and 34-36. See also, for example, Blair 1991, Chs 4-6. 
42 For Romanesque survivals, see B. E. Surrey, pp. 25-28, and B. E. Sussex, pp. 22-26 and 42-45. 
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great churches 43 Material from Selham and Sompting (Sussex), from early in the period, 
and from Steyning and New Shoreham (Sussex), from the mid- and later twelfth century, 
illustrate the quality of work produced in local churches44 Clearly architectural sculpture 
was deployed to great effect and work of the highest quality was produced. However, the 
Romanesque portals are most usually relatively simple, moulded frames for round-headed 
doorways and, on the basis of what survives, the impression we are left with is that portals 
attracted less attention in the decorative schemes used in churches than elsewhere in 
England, including Yorkshire. 
By contrast the survival of Romanesque painted schemes inside the naves and 
chancels of local churches, particularly in the central south area of Sussex, and parts of 
Surrey is striking. 45 Apart from providing crucial evidence for the place of paint in English 
Romanesque architecture, this adds to an impression that the portal was not a significant 
focus for architectural enrichment in Surrey, Sussex and parts of Hampshire. It is therefore 
perhaps unsurprising that in the middle of this part of the region, the two examples 
recorded for this research, Hardham and Old Shoreham (Figs. 189 and 307), are both from 
the remains of plain portal settings with little, or no, sculptural enrichment. However, the 
survival of these two otherwise unremarkable portal settings is sufficient to indicate that 
tympana were utilised in this region in a utilitarian manner, and suggests that masons were 
familiar with the potential that they offered, but elected to explore other means of 
architectural and iconographic expression. 
43 On capitals from Hyde Abbey (Hants), see Bayle 1986. On the Chichester reliefs, see Zarnecki 1954. On 
material preserved from Lewes, Battle Abbey, and elsewhere in the south east, see Thurlby 1982, and Geddes 
1983. 
44 On Sompting, see Gem 1983a, and Tweddle et al 1995, pp. 173-84. On Steyning, see Thurlby and Kusaba 
1991. 
45 See, for example, Park 1983. 
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The pocket of tympana preserved in eastern Kent stands in contrast to the Weald 
and Downlands, and includes a handful of important examples with figural sculpture 46 Art 
historically, the most important of these, the west portal of Rochester Cathedral, is to the 
west of the main cluster, and although it exhibits stronger French influence than is usually 
seen in English work, Zamecki himself noted how un-French the portal is (Figs. 354-55). 47 
All of these sites can be seen within the orbit of architectural work at Canterbury, but the 
loss of all the main portals in the Romanesque churches of Christ Church and St 
Augustine's, Canterbury, makes it impossible to assess the place of either in influencing the 
use of tympana in eastern Kent 48 However, tympana in the Cellarer's Hall of Christ 
Church (Figs. 80-81), the stairvice portals of the Trinity Chapel (Figs. 78-79), and the 
survival of a fragment from an arch-based tympanum at St Augustine's, make it clear that 
tympana were a part of the architectural vocabulary of both great churches and of local 
churches in eastern Kent. 
The direct relationship between the sculptural style of figural tympana in local 
churches in Kent and work at Rochester and Canterbury is striking. However, it is not 
representative of many other examples that survive in the county, the majority of which 
have geometric decoration, and are generally considered to pre-date surviving work at 
Rochester or Canterbury. Many of the characteristics of these tympana can be associated 
with material surviving in Essex, a county that had close links with Kent during the period 
460n Romanesque sculpture in Kent, see Kahn 1982. On rebuilding in local churches, see Hoey 1995. 
47 See Zarnecki 1976, esp. 87. See also Kahn 1987. The chapter house portal is too badly damaged for its 
sculptural style to be assessed in detail, though surviving features, such as the dragons on the lintel suggest 
that it was of a more overfly English character (Fig. 353). The portals at Barfreston (Figs. 27-27) and 
Patrixbourne (Figs. 313-15) share some characteristics with work at Rochester, while the form of the chancel 
portal at Barfreston is reproduced in the chancel north portal of Bradbourne (Fig. 54). 
48 On the general interrelationship of Christchurch and St Augustine's, and work elsewhere in Kent, see 
Thurlby 1976, pp. 1-74, and Kahn 1982. 
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and where geometric tympana account for about 60% of surviving examples 49 In 
structural terms, most Kentish tympana, including examples with figural sculpture, are also 
comparable with examples in Essex and elsewhere in East Anglia, in being constructed 
from multiple blocks, suggesting a tradition of construction common to Kent and East 
Anglia current throughout the twelfth century. Furthermore, the tympanum in the 
Cellarer's Hall, Canterbury, displays a common feature of work in Essex in having an arch- 
based form (See Map 5, and Figs. 80 and 97). This not only indicates a tradition current 
throughout the twelfth century of using tympana in a significant proportion of ecclesiastical 
buildings of all statues. 50 It also sets work in the north and east of Kent in a wider area of 
Romanesque production around the Thames Estuary, which contributes to the impression, 
noted above, that tympana were a feature of Romanesque work in the London area. 
Following on from this, the final area to be considered here is East Anglia, where 
the distribution of tympana is characterised by a line running from King's Lynn to Ipswich. 
Examples preserved in areas lying to the west of the line essentially- represent a 
continuation of the pattern that spreads out from the concentration in the upper Thames 
basin; to the east, only a handful of examples survive (See Map 1). Neither topography, nor 
settlement patterns are significant factors, except in the wetlands around The Wash, and it 
is notable that there is no other significant correlation between the density of settlement 
and the numbers of tympana preserved. 
49 Examples are at Dover, Dymchurch, Eastry, Hackington (Fig. 182), Smeeth (Fig. 402-03), Sutton (Fig. 430), 
and West Hythe (Fig. 472). For links between Kent and Essex, see Kahn 1982, p. 8, and Chapter 8; see also 
pp. 35-38 for issues of dating these tympana. 
so The Building of England CD-ROM records 95 Church of England churches and 7 reli gious houses with 
Romanesque fabric from the East Kent volume. Tympana are preserved in 19.6% of them. 
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Stone supplies across East Anglia are reasonably uniform both in terms of the type 
and volume of material available. 51 Flint provides the staple material for the construction 
of stone walls, while local chalks could be used to produce exemplary sculpture and, despite 
the lack of durability offered, were also used for tympana, such as the fragment at 
Bottisham (Fig. 52). Sea ports and the systems of navigable waterways meant that 
importing stone to most areas was comparatively simple, and the quarries of the area 
around Stamford (Lincs) provided a convenient source of high quality freestone, 
particularly for the west of the region. Caen stone was also readily available for use in local 
churches, presumably purchased from consignments shipped principally for use in high 
status buildings. 52 Therefore, with the exception of examples made from chalk, there is no 
evidence that geology has a direct effect on either the numbers of tympana that were made, 
or that survive. 
Each of the East Anglian counties preserve good evidence for church building in 
both the pre-Romanesque and the Romanesque periods, reflecting the density of settlement 
and wealth of communities across much of the region 53 However, rebuilding during the 
later Middle Ages saw significant replacement of features such as portals, fonts and 
windows, as well as the wholesale rebuilding of churches and it is in those areas of East 
Anglia where late medieval rebuilding was most intensive that the fewest tympana are 
preserved. As such, although losses can never be gauged quantitatively, serious 
51 What follows is based: on the relevant sections of Clifton-Taylor and Ireson 1987, Clifton-Taylor 1987, the 
essays by various writers in Parsons 1990, and the Introductions to Buildings of England volumes, the majority 
of which were written by A. Clifton-Taylor. I have only acknowledged information drawn directly from a 
specific source. 
sz The supply of Barnack and Caen stone along the Great Ouse and its tributaries illustrates that investment in 
imported masonry for use in local churches of all types was widespread. See Harris 1990, esp. pp. 210-12 and 
214-15, with reference to Norfolk churches. 
53 As a starting point, see B. E. Cambs, pp. 265-68; B. E. Essex, pp. 25-27; B. E. Suffolk, pp. 28-30 ; B. E. 
Norfolk (both volumes), pp. 45-57. 
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consideration should be given to the potential destruction of tympana through replacement 
during the later Middle Ages. "' 
The ability of any given architectural member or piece of stone sculpture to survive 
a campaign of reconstruction in a recognisable form is dependent on its structure 55 The 
majority of tympana preserved ex situ are single blocks of stone that originally filled a 
substantial portion of the tympanum space in which they were set. Given that all tympana 
preserved ex situ have come from portals deemed at some stage to be defunct, it is not 
surprising that surviving examples almost always come from substantial blocks of masonry. 
Most are smaller than an example such as Kingswinford (0.88 mx1.68m) (Figs. 226-27), 
but even fragmentary examples, such as Upper Slaughter and Wistow (Figs. 458 and 491), 
appear to have come from reasonably sizeable blocks. Indeed, the survival of a number of 
examples, such as Billesley and Caverswall, has been due to their scale, which ensured the 
use of a substantial portion of the block in a campaign of rebuilding (Figs. 41 and 89). 5' 
Such examples, along with records of the destruction of tympana for builders' rubble 
sa The survival of fonts provides a useful medium through which to illustrate the extent of rebuilding in the 
East Anglian counties and elsewhere in England. Fonts offer a useful benchmark because they are less 
subject to the potential vagaries of construction techniques in determining their survival and because they 
were made for churches in all regions. Data is taken from the Buildings ofEngland CD-ROM. 
County Romanesque 
Fonts 
Early English 
Fonts 
Decorated 
Fonts 
Perpendicular 
Fonts 
Medieval 
Fonts Total 
No. of 
Tvmp_ana* 
Essex 25(20%) 18 (150/0) 14 11% 67(54%) 124 23 
Carobs 11 (190/0) 9 (150/0) 5 (8%) 34(58%) 59 7 
Norfolk 36 9% 40(11%) 35(90/o) 270(71%) 381 8 
Suttölk 26 (8%) 29(90/o) 43 (14%) 215 (69%) 313 10 
Herefs 36(63%) 7(12%) 3 (50/6) 11 (20%) 57 31 
Yorks. E Riding 40 (55%) 13(18%) 8 (110/0) 12(16%) 16% 73 11 
_Dorset 5645% 00/0) 100 42_(33%) 125 18 
Sussex 41(47%) 17(19%) 7 (8/o) 23(26%) 26% 88 2 
(=tZý -A &W8 420/6 2(11%) 4 1% 5126% 19 9 
rSomerset 60j39%) 12 (8% 5 3% 77 50% 154 17 
_Oxon 
52 38% 
Glos 74(36%) 
Kent 30526% 
23(17%) 
21 10% 
23(_20%) 
29 21% 
3 (11% 
80/0) 
33 (24% 
90 43% 
54( 470Yo 
137 
208 
115 
41 
69 
22 
Laoocs 4 20% 0 (00/0) 1 (50/0) 15 5%) 20 4 
Lincs 1 50 (18%) 39 14% 41 14% 153 (54%) 283 27 
Buildings with tympana, rather than individual examples 
S5 For structural characteristics of tympana, see further Chapter IV, below. 
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during the nineteenth century, demonstrate that all types of tympana were disposed of 
where they had lost significance or were simply considered inappropriate. Their survival 
rested not only on chance, but also on the utility that they offered as masonry. -' 
Of almost sixty tympana surviving in over forty buildings in East Anglia, eighteen 
are constructed from large masonry blocks 5B Most fall within the middle range of block 
sizes used within portals, and of the largest, none are exceptional in scale59 The majority of 
the remaining examples were built-up from comparatively small blocks, and tympana from 
the nave south portal at High Ongar (Fig. 199), to the Prior's Door at Ely (Figs. 146-67), 
attest to a rich tradition of tympanum construction in East Anglia characterised by the use 
of numerous blocks. In many cases, the stones are set to form pus reticulutum, often 
augmented by geometric carving (Figs. 414-15 and 490). However, it is tympana in which 
the stones are cut and set to create three-dimensional geometric effects that represent the 
ultimate expression of this tradition (Figs. 97,149 and 276). " All such settings are unlikely 
to survive a substantial campaign of rebuilding or the collapse of a building after 
abandonment. Where they do, the portal is wholly integrated into the new fabric, as at 
56 For Billesley, see E. R. A., No. 137. For Caverswall, see Carver 1984. 
57 V. C. H. Oxon, Vol. VII, esp. p. 157. 
sa These are: Birchanger x2 (Figs. 42-43); Bottisham (Fig. 52); Duxford; East Dereham (Fig. 132); Elsnham 
(Fig. 144); Great Canfield (Fig. 172); Klrtling (Fig. 234-35); Little Saxham (Fig. 260); Mintlyn; Pampisford 
(Fig. 311); Poslingford (Fig. 332); Sturmer x2 (Fig. 429); Tottnehill (Fig. 445); Wendens Ambo (Fig. 471); 
Wordwell x2 (Fig. 495-96). To these should also be added the supra-portal panels of Haddiscoe (Fig. 183), 
and Norwich Cathedral (Fig. 304). The portals at Wentworth may also have been constructed from large 
blocks, but are both too heavily restored for this to be dear. 
59 Dimensions of examples include (height x width): Wordwell, 0.58 mx1m; Little Saxham, 0.63 mx1.16 m; 
Kitling 0.74 mx1.48 m; and Great Canfield, 0.76 mx1.51 m. The largest single block tympana (here termed 
simple tympana) recorded in this research include those at Beckford (1.02 mx1.96 m), and Stoke-sub- 
Hamdon (0.94 mx1.84 m). Compare these with the distribution of proportions illustrated by Chart 6. 
60 These are seen in the tympana at Chigwell (Fig. 97); Ely, Infirmary Range (Fig. 149); Marham (Fig. 276); 
Norwich (Fig. 305); Orsett (Fig. 309); Ousden (Fig. 310); and South Weald (Fig. 408). 
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Marham (Fig. 276), or is retained in a new feature, such as a window, as at Ousden (Fig. 
310). 61 
As will be discussed in Chapter IV, below, tympana were constructed from multiple 
blocks in all parts of the country, for practical as well as aesthetic reasons, and frequently in 
a manner that combined both. The utility in terms of ease of handling offered by multi- 
block construction, and the decorative potential, was exploited in tympana of all sizes. In 
the largest examples, such as the north portal of Tewkesbury Abbey, the size of the space 
dictated the use of multiple blocks, but as elsewhere this necessity was utilised to increase 
the visual affect of the masonry. By contrast, it is likely that where the structure of the 
tympanum was not exploited for decorative ends, as in tympana with figure carving, such as 
the Prior's Door at Ely and the west portal at Rochester, the sculpture is likely to have been 
carved in situ. 62 However, the practice did not simply present masons with potentially fewer 
logistical problems during construction, but above all things it opened the possibility of the 
masonry itself being utilised as a decorative feature in itself. 
The use of decorative stonework in tympana is not limited to East Anglia, and there 
is nothing to suggest that it originated there. Indeed, with the exception of setting the 
stone to form three-dimensional patterns, all features seen in East Anglia are found 
elsewhere in the country, as well as some further developments, such as the use of coloured 
stone used at sites such as Kirkbampton and Ruyton-of-the-Eleven-Towns (Figs. 229 and 
372). At Great Durnford, carved designs were also added to tympana with coloured 
decorative stonework (Figs. 174-75). However, on the basis of surviving material, it 
61 Chadwell St Mary is unique in the region in preserving the remains of a multi-block tympanum that is built- 
up in a wall, apparently ex situ. 
62 For recent comments on the question of whether architectural sculpture was carved in situ or ex situ, see 
Thurlby 1999, esp. p. 35. 
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appears that there are grounds from which to argue that tit there may have been a 
tradition of portal construction in East Anglia, characterised by tympana constructed from 
multiple blocks, which was more widespread than survivals suggest. Indeed, being simpler 
to move and handle, smaller blocks may have actually been cheaper to transport from 
quarry to site and then to move on site, and this may explain in part why the majority of 
tympana preserved in East Anglia are constructed from smaller blocks of stone 63 As a 
result, the nature of freestone supplies may have led to construction methods being 
exploited for decorative ends more fully than in other regions, and thus explaining the high 
proportion of examples with geometric sculpture preserved in the region, particularly in 
Essex. If the character of surviving material reflects original patterns of production, it can 
therefore be suggested that portals with tympana have been lost completely, which might 
have left recognisable fragmentary remains, had the tympanum been constructed from 
more substantial blocks, as was the case at Bottisham and Mintlyn (Fig. 52). " 
The distribution therefore suggests that tympana were a part of the broad 
vocabulary of architectural expression in England during the Romanesque period. They 
were by no means the norm, and even in areas such as the Cotswolds, where they survive in 
the greatest concentration, they cannot be described as the standard form of portal 
construction. It may be asserted that portals framing round-headed doorways were the 
norm across the country, but tympana and allied settings were rarely a curiosity. In areas 
such as Yorkshire and the Weald and Downlands, it appears that local working practices 
63 Romanesque fonts in East Anglia demonstrate that large monoliths were imported for use in local 
churches, but a font's bowl is, by necessity, cut from a single block, where as a tympanum is not. 
64 The number of tympana preserved in Essex potentially distorts the character of the distribution in East 
Anglia. However, the greater volume of Romanesque survivals in the county, combined with the survival of 
examples at a variety of sites elsewhere in East Anglia, contributes to the impression that the larger number of 
tympana in Essex reflects fewer examples being destroyed, rather than the number of tympana originally 
produced. 
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and traditions meant that tympana were used infrequently as the focus of substantial 
sculptural enrichment in a main portal. In other areas, such as the south west midlands, it 
appears that them were used more frequently than elsewhere, with as many as a quarter of 
all portals being set with a tympanum. However, it appears that across most regions 
tympana were used in a manner close to that represented by the south west midlands, and 
although it is problematic to provide precise comparative figures at this juncture, we may 
tentatively suggest that) rvive in around one fifth or sixth of English Romanesque portals. 
* 
Tympana in Local Churches 
The distribution of tympana across building types demonstrates that they were a 
feature of all categories of architecture and the proportions in which examples are 
preserved probably reflects the relative survival of Romanesque fabric as a whole in 
England (Chart 1). The same is true of the proportions in which examples are preserved in 
different categories of portal (Chart 3). In local churches, this is also as might be expected, 
given the distribution of portals in local churches and the relative survival of examples 
(Chart 4). The only exception to this are the stairvice portals, which may survive in larger 
numbers than suggested by this research; the vast majority recorded here were found by 
chance during the course of site visits. 
The capacity of a tympanum to display sculpture that imparted meaning was 
probably central to how examples with iconographic forms were viewed by supplicants 
using the churches in which such tympana were located. The desire to exploit this capacity 
was almost certainly a powerful motive in any decision to build a portal with a tympanum. 
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However, not all tympana display iconographic material and therefore, above all things, it 
appears that the use made of tympana was motivated by aesthetic concerns, whether 
expressed through the application of figural or geometric sculpture (Figs. 369 and 24), or 
through the use of uncarved tympana (Figs. 260 and 473). 
That a portal with a tympanum was not a predominant form of construction in any 
area probably reflects widespread satisfaction with the potential offered by portals framing 
round-headed and arched doorways and of the doors themselves as fields for visual display. 
The added investment that a tympanum represents was not beyond the means or 
capabilities of any party capable of orchestrating the construction of a stone church, as is 
illustrated by examples of tympana from Acton Turville to Broughton Poggs and Linley 
(Figs. 1-2,70-71 and 250-51). Moreover, the number and variety of tympana that survive, 
and the proportion of portasthat they represent demonstrate the widespread appreciation 
of the potential offered by tympana. However, construction of a portal with a tympanum 
remained a choice that many chose not to make. The fact that this is reflected in the fabric 
of all types of building suggests that it was a matter of taste directed by local practices in 
some areas, as we have seen, but generally by more arbitrary factors of choice and 
intention. 
Sculptural categories are represented across the different portal types, though 
figural and geometric forms are sufficiently more prevalent in nave portals to be 
noteworthy. When carved, chancel portals generally preserve geometric forms (see Table 
III. A), while stairvice portals are only very rarely carved (see Table III. B). The majority of 
examples for which the original location is unknown are likely to have come from nave 
portals, a view based primarily on the size and sculptural enrichment of examples, though 
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the archaeological context is also indicative, as is illustrated by, for example, Holton le 
Clay. 65 About 90% of tympana preserved ex situ are carved with figural or geometric 
sculpture, while over 90% of tympana with figural or geometric sculpture preserved in situ 
are located in nave portals. 
The relationship between the scale and enrichment of a portal and the sculptural 
enrichment of a tympanum is direct, as might be expected. However, this relationship is 
primarily in terms of sculptural embellishment, rather than architectural ambition, not least 
because around 88% of portals with tympana preserved in situ are built with either a single 
or no jamb order, and the proportion is only slightly lower for examples with figural 
sculpture (82%). Indeed, the only local church with a portal of four orders, Rock, 
preserves a tympanum that is apparently uncarved (Fig. 358), while of the three examples 
with three orders, only that at Beckford has a tympanum with figurative sculpture (Figs. 33- 
34). " The tympanum at Berkeley is uncarved and that at Bromyard is carved with 
geometric forms (Figs. 35 and 69). It is perhaps significant to note that each of these 
churches was of considerable value and was controlled by an ecclesiastical patron at around 
the time that the fabric was constructed. 
It has been argued elsewhere that tympana can offer evidence relating to the nature 
of lordship and patronage as expressed through level of investment in, and the 
sophistication of, architectural decorative and iconographic schemes. 67 Of particular 
importance were issues relating to the value of the church, the relationship between the 
65 Sills 1982, esp. pp. 35-36. 
66 The tympanum at Rock may have been carved, but the friable nature of the stone means this cannot be 
determined. At Bayton figurative sculpture recorded on the tympanum in the nineteenth century is now 
completely lost and the tympanum appears as if it were uncarved. It is also appropriate in this context to 
mention the tympanum from Scottlethorpe, which preserves the faint traces of a geometric pattern, but 
otherwise appears uncarved (Figs. 386-87). 
67 Givans 1997, Ch. V. 
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party that controlled the church, the manorial interests within the parish and the 
community itself, the status of these parties, and the relative importance of the church and 
the manor for them. The relationship between architectural sculptural trravl ambition in 
both individual features and whole buildings is an important area for further research into 
local churches, both in itself and with reference to issues of lordship and patronage. 
However, it is not one that has been examined in depth here, not least because such 
matters are best engaged through studies of specific networks of lordship and patronage, 
and would need to give the dating of objects greater importance thai is the case here. 
Furthermore, the potential of such studies to produce corroborative analysis would be 
greatly increased were they focused on all the sculptural and architectural evidence 
preserved from a period defined by criteria other than art-historical style. Nonetheless, 
data gathered during the course of this research reveals useful information about aspects of 
churches with Romanesque tympana that may serve as a valuable starting point for future 
research. 
The use of figural and geometric sculpture in itself is not influenced significantly by 
broadly defined categories of lordship or patronage, nor is the use of uncarved tympana 
(see Charts 7-18). This is not surprising given the range of factors identified above that are 
of likely relevance and the comparatively crude sculptural, seignorial and patronal divisions 
marked here. However, further to the observations made above about architecturally 
ambitious portals preserved in local churches, it may be noted that of the most ambitious 
portals in sculptural terms, comparatively few were in ecclesiastical gift. ß8 Furthermore, of 
(8 Examples in ecclesiastical gift include Beckford (Figs. 32-34), North Newbold (Figs. 302-03), and St 
Margaret's at Cliffe (Fig. 376). To this list may also be added the portals at Bromyard (Fig. 69), Bury (Fig. 74), 
Great Clacton (Fig. 173), and Huish Episcopi (Fig. 206). Examples in lay gift include Barfreston (Figs. 25-27), 
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those gifted to monasteries, most appear to have been built through the patronage of the 
lay donor, usually prior to the donation of the church 69 The most ambitious portals of 
ecclesiastical patrons in local churches appear to have been generally grander than those of 
lay patrons, particularly in terms of scale. However, those of lay patrons appear to have 
been consistently richer in terms of sculptural embellishment and the use of figural 
iconography. This concurs with the analysis of tympana in the diocese of Worcester and 
suggests that when set in the context of the nature of lordship and patronage, evidence 
presented by the fabric of churches will reveal much about the relationship between local 
communities, local churches and the powers that controlled them. 7° 
Regional characteristics in relation to lordship of communities and patronage of 
churches relevant to this research also raise issues of importance to the direction of future 
research (Maps 6 and 7). These include the influence on church fabric of particularly 
strong ecclesiastical lordship and patronage in areas such as Durham, Kent and Essex, and 
high levels of donations to religious houses, as in Oxfordshire, or the reverse, as seen 
in Somerset and Dorset. Wider analysis of a broad range of sites will almost certainly alter 
the patterns suggested by a distribution drawn from churches with tympana. However, the 
generally consistent distribution of incidences of the categories of lordship and patronage 
across the corpus serve to emphasise that tympana were a feature of both architectural and 
Elkstone (Figs. 142-43), Essendine (Figs. 152-53), Kirtling (Figs. 234-35), Siddington (Figs. 400-01), Stoke- 
sub-Hamdon (Figs. 420-21), Water Stratford (Figs. 464-67), and Worth Maltravers. 
69 Examples produced through the patronage of a lay lord include Church Hanborough (Figs. 100-01), 
Dinton (Figs. 119-21), Eastleach Turville (Figs. 134-35), Patrixbourne (Figs. 313-15), Quenington (Figs. 338- 
41), Rowlestone (Figs. 366-37), Ruardean (Fig. 369), South Cemey (Figs. 404-05), and Stewkley (Figs. 416-17). 
To this list may also be added the portals at Barford St Michael (Figs. 23-24), Great Clanfield (Fig. 172), Great 
Durnford (Figs. 174-75), High Ongar (Fig. 199), North Cerney (Figs. 300-01), and Stanstead Mountfichet 
(Fig. 414-15). Examples probably produced through the patronage of an ecclesiastical patron include 
Lullington (Figs. 268-70), and Milbome Port (Figs. 282-83). 
70 Potential for this approach to the evidence is also provided by Hoey 1995. 
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sculptural expression during the Romanesque period across the majority of English local 
churches and local communities. 
A final aspect of the use of tympana in local churches that needs to be addressed is 
the use of inscriptions, which are preserved on over twenty tympana, all but one of which 
are located in local churches (see Table III. G). 71 The use of inscriptions in local churches is 
noteworthy, not least because the communities that they served were largely illiterate. It is 
therefore important to stress that we cannot judge the extent to which painted letters were 
used, and hence how much more widespread their use was than the incidence suggested by 
surviving examples. The largest number of examples are dedicatory, celebrating the patron 
of the church, and in several cases the mason as well. 72 The vast majority of the remaining 
examples are what may be termed identifying inscriptions, labelling specific figures. 
The contents of the dedicatory inscriptions, if not the syntax, could be taught quite 
easily in a local community because they detail information of direct relevance to that 
community. Most of the identifying inscriptions could be taught in much the same way as 
the recognition of iconographic attributes. In no way does either type of inscription require 
more than one member of the audience to be functionally literate for the inscriptions to be 
widely understood. 73 It may therefore be suggested that the use of inscriptions in local 
churches, and in particular the apparent popularity of dedicatory inscriptions, reflects the 
value placed on the written word in religious, and increasingly also in legal matters in local 
74 communities during the twelfth century. Indeed, rather than being indicative of a division 
71 The only inscription preserved on a tympanum in a great church is that in the chapter house portal at 
Rochester (Fig. 353), which is also the only sophisticated textual inscription in the corpus. 
72 Transcriptions of several inscriptions are presented in Keyser 1927, Royal Commission and in B. E. 
volumes. I have not provided transcriptions for the Handlist because I have no training in epigraphy. 
73 On historical attitudes to literacy and oral culture, see Clanchy 1993, esp. pp. 1-21. 
74 See further Chapter II, above. For a synthesis of ideas expressed by scholars in relation to `stone charters' 
in architectural settings, see Seidel 1999, esp. p. 15. 
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between literate and illiterate audience, they appear to have been used in a similar manner 
to other pictorial devices, to denote information that could be recognised by different 
sections of the audience according to their own needs and abilities. 
* 
Tympana in Great Churches and Religious Houses 
Romanesque portals are not well preserved in great churches in England due to 
Gothic rebuilding, the effects of the Reformation and nineteenth-century restorations. 
Perhaps as a reflection of this, tympana are not prominent features of architectural and 
sculptural expression in the surviving Romanesque fabric of great churches in England, an 
impression reinforced by comparison with buildings in many parts of the Continent. 
Nonetheless, tympana are preserved in the portals of over thirty great churches and 
religious houses (see Table III. D and Map 7). It has not been possible during this research 
to determine whether the range of portals in which tympana survive reflects the survival of 
different types of portal in great churches generally, but the examples recorded here show 
that tympana were employed throughout the fabric (see Chart 5). As such, it appears that 
tympana were probably as significant an element in the architecture of great churches and 
the associated precincts as they were in local churches. 
The use of tympana in major portals was widespread and varied. Examples in nave 
portals on the public faces of Rochester Cathedral (Fig. 354), Malmesbury, Sherborne and 
Tewkesbury Abbeys (Figs. 272,394 and 436), as well as at Dunfermline Abbey (Fig. 126), 
and possibly also at Waltham Abbey (Fig. 463) illustrate both the geographic and artistic 
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range of examples. 75 This impression is only enriched by major portals in the transepts and 
precincts of Canterbury, Ely, Rochester and St Andrews Cathedrals (Figs. 80.146,149,353 
and 373-74), Buildwas, Dorchester, Jervaulx and Lilleshall Abbeys (Figs. 123,216 and 248), 
Jarrow, St Bartholomew's Priory, London, and Ripon (Figs. 215,262 and 350-51), and 
possibly also at Peterborough. Mention should also be made of the gabled supra-portal 
settings at sites such as Kelso and Kirkstall (Fig. 233). Tympana were also used in the main 
portals of religious houses that cannot justifiably be described as great churches, " and 
evidence for the use of tympana in main portals of all religious houses is provided by 
examples preserved ex situ. 77 The range of figural, geometric and uncarved tympana 
represented by these examples is typical of the corpus as whole. Furthermore, there is 
nothing to suggest that the use of tympana at any of the sites was other than as a result of 
routine architectural practices motivated in the first instance by aesthetic factors. 
The use of tympana in the main portals of great churches is also relevant to two 
fragments preserved at Lincoln Cathedral. There is no structural evidence in standing 
fabric for the use of tympana at Lincoln during the Romanesque period. The portals 
preserved on the west front are all richly carved and frame round-headed doorways. Above 
them are set the narrative panels known as the Lincoln Frieze, producing a facade that 
separates narrative and non-narrative sculpture into independent fields. The fragments in 
question were found in the cathedral close in 1832. One formed part of an enthroned 
figure of Christ, the other St Paul stood to the viewer's right of a mandorla with symbols of 
75 It has been suggested that extant fragments demonstrate the west portal of St Mary Abbey, York had a 
tympanum. See the first edition of B. E. Yorks, East Riding (1972), p. 113. This view was not repeated in the 
1995 edition, see B. E. Yorks, East Riding (1995), p. 181-85. 
76 Elstow (Fig. 145), and Penmon (Figs. 320-21). 
77 St Augustine's, Canterbury, Coventry, Dudley, St Bees (Fig. 375), Southwell (Fig. 411), Thetford, Tutbury 
(Fig. 451), and York. As was noted in the Introduction, above, the Thetford block is unlikely to have come 
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St Luke and St John. 78 There is little reason to question their association with one another 
given the nature of their preservation, composition, and style of carving. 79 
Zarnecki identified the iconography as either the Traditio legis, or the Last judgement, 
and his principal argument was that they were set in the Lincoln Frieze above the north 
portal, though he also suggested that they might have formed part of a reredos, or screen 8° 
Without evidence that masons working on the frieze worked on other parts of the fabric at 
Lincoln, the relationship of the fragments with the frieze cannot be determined with any 
precision. However, the iconography offers little positive support for the notion that they 
were ever a part of the frieze, and Zarnecki stressed his uncertainty. ß1 Identification of the 
composition as a Traditio legis on the basis of the internal evidence of the surviving sculpture 
must, therefore, have the stronger claim. 82 
Structural evidence also suggests that the fragments did not form a part of the 
frieze. All of the frieze panels preserved are less than 1.2 m in height; the St Paul panel is 
1.4 m high, while the Christ fragment, which is missing the head, neck, lower legs and feet, 
is 0.89 m high. 63 It is, of course possible that the section containing Christ enthroned was 
larger that the rest of the frieze, but this remains speculation. The argument that they 
from a portal and this is possibly also the case with the York stone. However, the other examples are likely to 
have been used in portals, but for which no specific original context is known. 
79 E. R. A. No. 143. See also Zamecki 1988, pp 80-83. 
79 When found, the St Paul block still preserved a significant amount of paint work, which was recorded in a 
water-colour by E. J. Willson. The watercolour is kept by the Society of Antiquaries, London, and is 
illustrated on the title page of Zamecki 1988. 
80 The Traditio legit describes the images that depict Christ giving St Peter the key of Heaven and a book 
containing the Law to St Paul. See further, L. D. M., Vol. IV, cols. 1391-92. Zarnecki's argument is mainly 
directed by the style of the sculpture, and the association between them and the masons working on the 
frieze. See Zamecki 1988, esp. pp 82-83. 
81 Zarnecki 1988, p. 82. The absence of a Last Judgement image from extant sections of the frieze is in itself 
notable. However, evidence from across Europe suggests that if such an image was incorporated, the figure 
of Christ enthroned would have been at the centre of the whole composition, rather than above a lateral 
portal. 
sz Zamecki 1988, pp 81-82. 
83 Zarnecki 1988, fold-out end paper, and E. R. A. No. 143. 
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formed part of an altar, or a choir screen, is quite reasonable given their size, though if they 
were part of an altar it is likely that they formed part of a frontal, rather than a reredos 84 
However, their scale also means it is possible that they came from a tympanum, as was 
tentatively suggested by Keyser. 85 Of available locations in which to display a monumental 
image of the Traditio legis, a chapter house portal is most appropriate; Christ giving the law 
to St Peter set over the doorway to the building in which the cathedral chapter discussed its 
business, and in which both episcopal and royal courts might sit 86 
The fact that there are no rounded edges to the St Paul block does not undermine 
an argument that the sculptures were located in a tympanum because, as with all large-scale 
tympana, it would have been constructed from a number of blocks 87 To incorporate the 
surviving material would require a tympanum space at least 1.5 m high, and about 2.5 m 
wide, dimensions that are not improbable (See Chart 6)88 However, such a portal would be 
one of the largest in the British Isles, and in the absence of evidence for the scale of the 
Romanesque chapter house at Lincoln, it does serve to accept the fragments as coming 
from a tympanum. This does not mean that they should be dismissed as fanciful, they are 
simply unproven 89 
sa Prof. J. Gardner, pers. comm. See also Zarnecki 1988, p. 82. 
ss Keyser 1927, p. 32. 
86 Records of legal cases rarely describe the location in which the court sat, but for an example of a chapter 
house being used for royal justice, see Caenegem 1990-91, No. 360, p. 310. Zarnecki noted the Traditio legis 
iconography above the royal throne in the Capella Palatina, Palermo, which was made at around the same 
period as the Lincoln fragments. See Zarnecki 1988, p. 81. 
87 See further, Chapter IV, below. 
88 These figures are based on the scale of the fragments and the proportions of tympanum spaces recorded in 
this research, which are presented in Chart 6. 
89 The possible use of a tympanum in the chapter house portal at Lincoln, and in great churches generally, 
opens an important area of future research, the development of portal construction during the Gothic period. 
There are few true tympana in English Gothic architecture; the west portal at Higham Ferrers (Northants) is a 
well-known example, and at Dunstable Priory (Beds), a fifteenth-century tympanum was inserted into a 
Romanesque portal. However, English Gothic portals in great churches were frequently constructed with a 
trumeau, and the space above the resultant doorways may reasonably be understood in terms of a tympanum, 
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The use of tympana in the minor portals of great churches and religious houses, 
most frequently stairvice portals, is also widespread (see Table III. B and D, and Chart 5). 
Most of the examples recorded in the Handlist were noted by chance), due to the 
(understandable) infrequency with which examples are noted in published scholarship, and 
specifically recorded in photographs. It is therefore quite likely that a reasonable number 
have been overlooked here. Such portals are frequently uncarved, but together with 
examples with geometric sculpture or decorative stonework, (e extent to which the use of 
a tympanum represents a choice motivated by aesthetic factors9° This may have been 
prompted solely by a desire to incorporate portals on the ground floor of a great church 
into the decorative scheme of the interior. One result of this may have been to make the 
portals less, rather than more, conspicuous for viewers not privy to the function of the 
portals; the success of this may explain in part why examples generally go unnoticed by 
scholars (Figs. 80-81). It also reflects the willingness of masons to experiment with the 
potential offered by tympanum settings, even in buildings, such as Durham, where the main 
portals frame round-headed doorways, or in parts of the building, such as the gallery level 
of St Andrews Cathedral, where few would ever see them. 
The use of tympana in stairvice portals of great churches, and of variations between 
portal settings may also have served to differentiate stairvices for those who used them, not 
because they needed guidance per se, but as a further expression of variation within the 
fabric. At Durham, the four stair-vice portals in the main vessel, two at the west end of the 
nave, and two in the transepts are set with a tympanum. Structurally, they are of a common 
and was used as such. Examples range from the west porch portal at Chichester (Sussex), to the south portal 
of the Angel Choir at Lincoln. 
90 Examples with geometric carving or decorative stonework are preserved at Christ Church, Canterbury 
(Figs. 80-81), Durham (Fig. 129), Ely (Fig. 148), Norwich (Fig. 305), and Peterborough (Fig. 325). 
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type, with the pair in the nave virtually identical, and those in the transepts each formulated 
in a slightly different manner, any variations could have been further emphasised by paint 
(Figs. 128-29). This use of tympana suggests that the masons were not only interested in 
the potential for decorative expression offered by such settings, but this potential may also 
have been engaged in order to differentiate the function of the stairvices, both in 
themselves and between the nave and the transepts. The use of tympana is, therefore, 
directly as a result of the aesthetic value placed upon them; such differentiation could be 
marked more simply, and with less effort by settings for round-headed doorways, as was 
done in the stairvice portals at the west end of Rochester Cathedral. The use of tympana to 
designate different doorways is also an issue that was probably current in the use of 
tympana within the precincts of great churches, such as Ely and Lilleshall, and can also be 
observed in the use of tympana in secular buildings. 91 
* 
Tympana in Secular Buildings 
I have not conducted a thorough survey of castles and other secular buildings 
because it was not until the project was quite advanced that the existence of examples in 
addition to that at Chepstow became apparent 92 As such the number of examples 
recorded is probably fewer than actually survive, 
tough 
given the comparatively small 
number of twelfth-century stone secular buildings that survive with portals irCtact, we may 
91 For the various tympana at Ely and lilleshall, see Table III. D, and Handlist entries, below. 
92 This discovery came during a visit to Conisbrough Castle. Subsequent conversations with John Goodall 
and with Malcolm Thurlby brought a number of other examples to my attention, and Dr Goodall also 
introduced me to the rich tradition of tympana used in secular buildings on the Continent 
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be reasonably confident that most examples have been noted. Furthermore, Lthe loss of, 
and alterations to the Romanesque fabric of such buildings, the small number of examples 
is not surprising. Examples are widespread geographically, and the range of portals in 
which they are preserved suggests that masons utilised them for aesthetic reasons, or at 
least that the aesthetic potential offered was exploited to the full where more practical 
needs were in play (See Table III. E and Map 6). 
The strength of the aesthetic quality of examples is not only illustrated by the main 
entry portals of castle keeps, such as Chepstow and Orford (Figs. 92 and 308), the chapel 
portal at Corfe, or the gateway at Framlingham 93 It is also illustrated by the use of armed 
tympana at Goodrich and Ludlow that serve, in a modest fashion, to give an architectural 
quality to settings that would be lacking architectural detailing were they simply set with 
plain lintels. An aesthetic quality may even be argued to be current in the ground level 
portal at Boothby Pagnell, where the rubble of the masonry above the lintel is sorted to 
produce the impression of a relieving arch that mimics, in a limited way, an order of 
voussoirs. Given that the stability of the doorway is not dependent on the lintel, or the 
sorting of the rubble masonry on the exterior facing of the wall, the combined use of a 
lintel and the sorting of the rubble appear to reflect a limited expression of aesthetic 
intent 94 The use of tympana in the windows of secular buildings, such as Richmond and a 
now-lost part of Canterbury castle, further adds to the clear role of tympana as an aesthetic 
element within secular architecture built for the greatest lords during the period95 
93 As in churches, the use of tympana in secular buildings was less prevalent than those framing round-headed 
doorways, such as the main entry portal to Norwich castle. 
94 For structural stability of portals, see Introduction, above. 
95 The window at Richmond is the central of three windows opening from the first floor chamber of the keep. 
For the eighteenth-century drawing of a window in the keep of Canterbury Castle shows the use of a 
tympanum with chevron ornament, see Renn 1982, p. 126. 
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Tympana also appear to have been used in secular buildings to denote functional 
hierarchies of doorways. For example, at Corfe Castle, two doorways in the passage 
between the keep and the south annexe are distinguished by portals with no orders and 
tympana formed from a lintel, relieving arch of voussoirs and a tympanum field identical to 
that described by Vitruvius. 96 On the first floor level, the portal to the chapel of St Mary is 
enriched with jamb shafts surmounted by enriched volute-type capitals and imposts, an 
order of roll and hollow voussoirs, and a hoodmould with billet. A massive lintel and two 
further blocks fill the tympanum space. The contrast between the two ground level portals 
and the chapel portal clearly illustrates the relative status of the space to which each 
doorway afforded access. All three may be contrasted with the plain, round-headed setting 
afforded to the doorway leading to the western chamber of the south annexe at first floor 
level. The enrichment of the chapel portal sets it on its own level. However, rather than 
denoting necessarily hierarchical differences, the contrast between the two ground level 
portals and that to the western chamber on the first floor may have denoted aspects of the 
functional character of the rooms to which the doorways led. Similarly, the setting of the 
ground level portal at Boothby Pagnall did not necessarily elevate the status of a doorway 
relative to others within the building, or its wider architectural environment 97 The 
aesthetic intent noted above is not affected by this assessment; a round-headed setting of 
equally plain character could have been constructed. However, its use also gives it a 
distinctive character, not only relative to the main portal, but also potentially relative to 
other portals in the range of buildings on the site that are now lost 98 
96 Granger 1962, Vol. II, p. 53. 
97 The round-headed main entry portal to the living spaces is at first floor level and is enriched with 
mouldings. 
98 An outline of the site is provided by Impey 1999. 
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At Richmond Castle tympana may also have been used to denote functional 
hierarchies 99 The main entry portal and that leading from the main hall to the first floor 
(now somewhat altered) are both of a single order with cushion capitals, and hoodmould. 
Those communicating the main hall and the roof level are of the same type found in the 
annexe passage at Corfe. It has been observed that the differences between the portals at 
Richmond indicated the relative importance of the spaces that were to be accessed through 
`slight variations of richness of decoration appropriate to location'. "" It also appears that 
the use of tympana at Richmond marked the primary passage of space through the 
building, with the relative importance of starting point and destination denoted by the 
relative richness of the setting. The only exception to this is the portal communicating the 
first floor and the main hall, though alterations to this part of the fabric may have removed 
any trace of a tympanum setting. Furthermore, it may be noted that all doorways to side 
rooms and secondary passages are set with either plain simple lintels or plain round heads. 
* 
The use of tympana within various categories of building and of portal confirms the 
conclusions drawn from the geographic distribution of all tympana that they were an 
integral part of the broad vocabulary of Romanesque architectural expression in England. 
The use made of them was directed by aesthetic considerations combined with the 
potential that they offered for display. In terms of local churches, it has been argued that 
one future direction for research would be through studies of the dynamics between issues 
99 Tympana are there used in the main entry portal to the keep, those leading from the main hall to the first 
floor, and at both ends of the stairs connecting the main hall with the roof level. 
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of lordship and patronage, and investment in church fabric, including tympana. Work of 
this kind would, therefore, not be founded directly on tympana as architectural members 
and such studies would, naturally, stand in addition to more traditionally based art historical 
research into typologies of portal types and the deployment of architectural and sculptural 
enrichment in portals. 
The use of tympana in great churches opens up the prospect of research into the 
use of portal forms of all types in such churches and the development during the Gothic 
period of hybrid tympanum forms in portals that make use of trumeau. Together with the 
use of tympana in secular buildings, they also open questions of the differentiation of 
spaces within buildings through the architectural forms used to frame the doorways that 
afforded access to those spaces. However, here we must turn to the structural form of 
tympana and the use of geometric forms as both decorative and iconographic devices, 
before examining the use of figural sculpture and the evidence that this presents for social 
and religious expression in local communities during the twelfth century. 
100 Fernie 2000, p. 71. Ferree also suggests that this is also true of the window with a tympanum in the first 
floor chamber, noted above. See further comments regarding Orford, Framlingham and St Mary's Guildhall, 
Lincoln, in Chapter IV, below. 
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IV 
Structural Formulation, Compositional Spaces and 
Geometric Ornament 
This chapter will illustrate the manner in which tympana were assembled and the 
means by which compositional spaces created upon them. These two issues are interrelated 
such that there is an inevitable degree of overlap between them and between the 
identifiable structural and compositional categories. The chapter will also examine the use 
made of geometric ornament as decorative and as symbolic motifs. The rationale for 
discussing the structural and compositional formulation of tympana in the same chapter as 
the use made of geometric forms is twofold. In part it is based on the frequent use of a 
tympanum's structure as an integral part of decorative geometric schemes. In part it is 
based on the strong relationship between the use of geometric forms as framing devices for 
compositional spaces created for figural images, and the use made of geometric designs in 
decorative schemes. ' The decorative and symbolic use of geometric forms cannot always 
be clearly divided from one another, and hence both issues are also considered here. 
Extensive consideration of how sculpture was deployed in Romanesque portal, 
including those with tympana, has been undertaken by Lane zI do not intend to offer a 
critique of her analysis or conclusions because I am in broad agreement with her views and 
because her aims were quite distinct from those directing this work. Rather, the assessment 
presented here is directed towards establishing the basis for a typology of the structural and 
compositional forms preserved by tympana, and offering an overview of the use and 
1A detailed study of the use made of geometric forms as compositional and decorative devices on French 
tympana is presented in Sene 1976. 
2 Lane 1997, Ch. III, pp. 33-77, esp. pp. 62-70. 
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significance of geometric sculpture deployed on tympana. It is intended to provide a 
starting point for future research that will examine all categories of portal, not just those 
with tympana, with reference to structural formulation, the creation of compositional 
spaces, and the deployment of both decorative and iconographic sculpture across the whole 
of the architectural feature. 
* 
Structural Formulation of English Tympana 
This section will focus on the structural form of tympana rather than their 
integration into the fabric of portals. ' Outside the tympanum itself, therefore, detailed 
comment will only be made with regard to supra-portal panels and other gabled portal 
settings included in this research. It is also important to note in respect of this and 
subsequent sections of the chapter, that it is possible to make only a few observations 
regarding regional and chronological issues. Map 5 presents the geographical distribution 
of tympanum types identified below and illustrates that on the basis of the categories 
differentiated here, few significant regional characteristics are revealed. Those that are will 
be identified below. ` This in itself is significant because it further contributes to the 
impression arising from the analysis of the corpus in Chapter III, above, that tympana were 
an integral part of the architectural vocabulary of English masons. This is not to suggest 
that tympana provide evidence for uniform working practices across the country, and 
where possible regional characteristics are noted. Rather, it is to acknowledge that a study 
restricted to a single architectural and sculptural field does not provide an effective medium 
3 This substantive issue has had to be set aside here because I have not surveyed portals without tympana 
systematically in order to provide a context in which to determine which issues are common to all portal 
types. Regionally based studies will offer the best way to proceed. 
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through which to address issues best approached through analysis of regional and 
chronological characteristics of the fabric of whole buildings. 
Simple Tympanum Settings 
The most basic structural form used to create a tympanum was a single dressed 
block, resting on the doorjambs, sometimes set with corbels, and cut to fit within the 
archivolt of the portal itself. Usually the block was in line with the springing of the arch 
(Figs. 78 and 452), though a few examples are set in line with the base of the capitals (Fig. 
367). Such examples are here described as simple tympana and are the most common 
structural category in the present corpus, with over 150 examples surviving in situ or in 
portals that survive substantively in their original form. ' Around one third of examples 
survive in portals without orders of doorjambs, but most such examples are set within an 
arc of voussoirs, or a hoodmould that frames the outer margin of the portal (Figs. 76 and 
371). Simple tympana represent the most elementary development of portals set with what 
may be described as a simple lintel, many of which are carved to make reference to a 
tympanum-like architectural setting, as has been observed in the Introduction, above (Figs. 
82 and 179). In many respects, therefore, simple tympana represent an architectural 
development of the portal into which the lintel is set, rather than a structural development 
of masonry used to achieve a square-headed doorway 6 
As has been noted in Chapter III, above, the simple tympanum was not, however, a 
universally practical form structurally, nor would it appear that it was universally desired. 
4 The prevalence of arch-based tympana in Essex was noted in Chapter III, above. 
5 Many of the hundred or so tympana preserved tx situ were probably made as simple tympana. Such 
examples may include Hallaton (Fig. 185), Lythe (Fig. 271), and Wynford Eagle (Figs. 497). This view is 
based on combined assessment of the size of each tympanum, the formulation of the compositional spaces 
and the relationship of these to comparable tympana within the corpus. In no respect, however, is this 
assessment an assertion of certainty. 
6 See further Chapter I, above, for demonstration that all tympana and lintels recorded in this research serve 
no load-bearing structural role within the portals in which they are set. 
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Furthermore, most simple tympana make use of carved forms to create distinct 
compositional fields within the tympanum space and some use these explicitly in order to 
mimic the structural members of tympana constructed from several blocks of stone. 
Examples range considerably, from those that are cut to define a lintel field to those with a 
voussoir field (Figs. 20 and 306). However, the largest and most distinctive such group is 
here labelled framed simple tympana, examples of which were cut to define clear lintel, 
voussoir and recessed tympanum fields within the tympanum space. Examples are listed in 
Table IV. A. Some are dressed, or are carved with geometric ornament, in order to give the 
visual impression that the tympanum is constructed from a number of separate dressed 
blocks (Figs. 42,167 and 455). 7 
Multiple Block Tympanum Settings 
It appears that the over-riding reason why masons elected not to use a simple 
tympanum was practical. Firstly, and most importantly, it was simpler to raise several small 
blocks into place than a single large block. Indeed, in some portals the size of the 
tympanum space means that it was essentially impossible for a single block to have been 
cut and inserted. At sites such as Tewkesbury the scale of the tympanum space and the 
width of the doorway, over 3 m, demands the use of multiple blocks (Figs. 436-37). 
Construction in this manner ensured that the blocks, which had to be raised about 4.5 m, 
were all of a reasonably manageable size. However, even in smaller portals, such as the 
stairvice portal at Chislet, advantage was taken of the utility offered by multi-block 
construction (Fig. 98). 8 Secondly, as we have seen in Chapter III, in parts of the country, 
and perhaps also at certain times, the supply of freestone meant that it was apparently 
7 These examples should be distinguished from tympana such as Little Comberton and Stoke-sub-Hamdon in 
which the compositional space is framed by a single narrow rim (Figs. 255 and 420). 
8 The tympanum space is 0.41 x 0.77 m. 
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simpler to acquire smaller blocks from which to construct tympana. ' In many such cases, 
masons sought to exploit the resultant potential to create both structural innovations and 
decorative effects through the use of multiple blocks. 
The most frequently preserved structural form for tympana constructed from more 
than one block consists of a lintel block set in line with the springing of the arch, or 
occasionally in line with the base of the capitals, with one or more stones filling the 
remainder of the tympanum space. Collectively these tympanum settings are here referred 
to as lintel-based tympana. Over one hundred such examples survive in situ or in portals 
that survive substantially unaltered. The most widely used lintel-based tympanum 
structures, accounting for around two-thirds of examples, are those with distinct lintel, 
tympanum and voussoir fields each formed from at least one block and in most cases the 
tympanum field is recessed (Figs. 137,257 and 402). A distinctive group of the thirty 
examples makes use of a massive lintel stone, the majority of which are early Romanesque 
work, though not all are necessarily very early in date. Examples are listed in Table IV. B. 
In a few cases the lintel is formed from two or three jointed blocks, as at Coln St Denis 
(Fig. 110), while in others, such as the Prior's Door at Ely the tympanum space above the 
lintel is filled with blocks of various sizes (Fig. 146). The popularity of this form is easy to 
understand given the apparent flexibility offered in terms of component size and, as will be 
examined below, frequently also in terms of compositional spaces. 
A small, but noteworthy sub-group within the broad category of lintel-based 
tympana are those that make use of rubble. Examples are few in number, perhaps 
exaggeratedly so since they do not present ideal material for retention in fabric rebuilt or 
9 The implications that constructing a tympanum from multiple blocks might have for figural carving, and 
sculpture more generally, was also noted in Chapter III, above. 
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reworked subsequently. 10 However, apart from odd examples such as that in the chancel of 
Hough-on-the-Hill, they can be divided into two basic types. Firstly there are those with a 
tympanum space constructed from a lintel and voussoir blocks framing a tympanum field 
of rubble. Early Romanesque examples at Ampney Crucis and Netheravon survive in areas 
where freestone is readily available (Figs. 295). However, if such examples were to be 
plastered and painted it may have been reasoned that expending time and money on 
dressing ashlar would be wasted. This argument may be extended to the great majority of 
examples of this type, many of which survive in areas with relatively poor supplies of 
freestone but where tympana are commonly constructed from numerous dressed blocks, 
often carved with elaborate geometric patterns. The survival of sculpture on the lintels of a 
few of these examples, as at Dunton, Great Bentley and the south portal of Great Bradley, 
contributes to the impression that the tympanum would have been plastered (Figs. 127,170 
and 171). The second, and less common type consists of examples such as Clifford 
Chambers and Scotter where a substantial, but crudely dressed monolith fills the majority 
of the tympanum space, the remainder of which is filled with rubble (Figs. 104 and 385). 
That the tympanum was to be painted over may also serve as an explanation for such 
examples. 
A final sub-group of lintel-based tympana are the three sites where the tympanum 
field is constructed from tiles, apparently the work of post-medieval restoration undertaken 
to retain the form of a no-longer sustainable tympanum setting. 
11 The nature of the 
original setting is now lost and it would be wrong to assume that they were of a rubble type. 
However, it is possible that in each case the use of tile reflects the original form. All three 
10 Examples are found at Ampney Cmcis, Clifford Chambers (Fig. 104), Dunton (Fig. 127), Great Bentley 
(Fig. 170), Great Bradley (Fig. 171), Hornby (Fig. 202), Hough-on-the-Hill, little Barford, Netheravon (Fig. 
295), Paddlesworth, Scotter (Fig. 385), Swyncombe, and West Hythe (Fig. 472). 
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examples survive in areas where Roman tiles were available and were used in the fabric of 
Romanesque churches, as is illustrated by the voussoirs of Wendens Ambo (Fig. 471). 
Furthermore in the cases of Copford and Great Clacton the status of the church is ample 
evidence to suggest that the patron was one who might seek to project his status through 
the materials used in his churches 12 
One step beyond the lintel-based tympanum, in structural terms, is what are here 
called multi-block tympana, which are formed from small blocks bonded together through 
a combination of cement and gravitational forces that serve to lock the stones in place. 
This is most clearly illustrated by tympana formed from wedge-shaped blocks, examples of 
which include Lower Swell and Malmesbury (Figs. 266 and 273). More complex examples 
include the west portal of Rochester Cathedral, which has a lintel of ten joggled blocks, a 
tympanum of ten blocks and an arc of voussoir stones (Figs. 354-55). In addition to this 
group is also a small number of tympana, preserved principally in Kent, constructed from 
multiple blocks and set with a timber lintel, which probably reflects the original form. 
Examples are listed in Table IV. C. 
Hybrid Tympanum Settings 
Many simple and multiple-block tympana illustrate specific characteristics. It is 
appropriate to examine them together under the heading of hybrid tympanum settings. 
Hybrid tympana all illustrate specific peculiarities in the lintel field. Most examples are 
constructed from multiple blocks, but a significant number are simple tympana. 
11 Examples are at Copford, Dymchurch and Great Clacton (Fig. 173). 
12 Both churches were held by the bishops of London and have been associated with episcopal residences. 
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About thirty examples are here described as armed tympana because the lintel line 
of the tympanum block extends beyond the hemisphere, thus giving the block arms" 
Examples are listed in Table IV. D. Of those examples set within portals of one or more 
orders, the lintel and tympanum fields are formed from a single block, while voussoirs or 
rubble fill the outer arc of the tympanum space (Figs. 64,278 and 385). The character of 
examples varies considerably. The armed tympanum block in the south portal at Dymock is 
so large that it is almost a simple tympanum (Fig. 131). At Kilpeck it forms a more 
substantial lintel field but only part of the tympanum field (Fig. 225), while the tympanum 
at Houghton-le-Spring has a lintel field so diminutive that the `arms' are almost insignificant 
(Fig. 203). At their most elemental armed tympana can be seen as representing the 
evolution of a lintel into a tympanum, as is illustrated by the examples at Broughton Poggs 
(Figs. 70-71), which are little more than simple lintels with a convex section in the upper 
edge. However, it should be stressed that the range of examples and the character of the 
corpus as a whole means that this suggestion should be treated simply as an analogy, rather 
than as an argument for a chronological understanding of tympana. In addition, examples 
are distributed across most of the country and in a wide range of buildings, and hence there 
are no grounds from which to develop a regionally based argument to account for the 
form, or one based on status (See Map 5 and Table IV. D). 
Canted or pentagonal lintels survive in a range of structural forms and contexts, and 
although they are mostly found in southern and western counties there are two significant 
examples preserved in the northern part of the country. 14 Examples are listed in Table 
13 Prof. M. Thurlby suggested the term `winged tympana' at a conference in Birmingham in July 1999, though 
did not use it in his book on the Herefordshire School. See Thurlby 1999, p. 43. 
14 I have followed the Budldng of EnM nd and have used the term canted lintel, rather than pentagonal or 
gabled lintel, because it reflects a more accurate description of all the examples. A study of canted lintels 
surviving in parts of Europe is presented in Folkestad and Nilsson 1995. 
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IV. E. The most basic form of canted lintel is illustrated by the single-block at Ampney St 
Mary (Fig. 10). However, most examples survive within a tympanum setting and it remains 
possible that many examples surviving ex situ, such as Bishopsteignton and Down St Mary 
were originally set with a tympanum (Figs. 46 and 124). Examples range from a single 
block, as at Elkstone (Fig. 143) to multi-block forms of increasing complexity illustrated by 
Cudworth and Tewkesbury (Figs. 115 and 437). The value placed on canted lintel forms is 
further illustrated by the incised canted forms applied to the lintels of stairvice portals at 
Durham and of the south portal of Great Bradley (Figs. 128-29 and 171). These examples 
also serve to widen the likely geographical distribution of the form, which, other than the 
examples at Southwell and St Bees, is concentrated in the south western quarter of England 
(See Map 5). 
One of the most frequently used categories of multi-block tympana are here termed 
arch-based tympana, which have been defined and discussed in the Introduction, above. 
Examples are listed in Table IV. F. Arch-based tympana were made in most regions and 
with a broad range of structural forms, but are particularly common in Essex. Typical 
examples range from Chewton Mendip and Loxbeare in the south west (Figs. 96 and 267), 
to the Essex examples at High Ongar and Stanstead Mountfichet (Figs. 199 and 414-15). 
As will be discussed further below, many arch-based tympana exploit their structural form 
as a means of defining compositional spaces. However, the idea of a relationship between 
structural form and compositional space, which might appear to be an integral aspect of 
arch-based tympana is challenged by the survival of arch-based tympana cut from a simple 
tympanum, as at Blackford (Fig. 48). Clearly the arch-based tympanum form was valued in 
aesthetic terms, but its potential was most fully exploited by masons constructing tympana 
from small dressed stones in areas where construction of tympana with multiple blocks was 
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prevalent. This suggests that the supply of stone was a significant factor stimulating the use 
of the form, but the fact that masons made the effort to construct such tympana only 
serves to compound the aesthetic value placed on both the arch-based form and on 
tympana in general. 
A development of the arch-based form is illustrated by the four examples that form 
a canted doorhead. 15 The earliest example is at Fordington, a lintel setting so unusual that it 
is apparently wholly independent of structural currents elsewhere in the corpus (Fig. 163). 
However, it does serve to illustrate that canted doorheads were a feature of earlier as well as 
later Romanesque work. The example at Orford Castle has been argued was intended to 
make a grandiose allusion to the ancient past (Fig. 308). 16 The structure of the inner portal 
at Orford and that at Framlingham is of a common type, suggesting that similar aspirations 
may have been expressed in both examples. However, as a gatehouse portal, the 
Framlingham example may also be set in a wider context by comparison with the arch- 
based tympanum in the gate of St Mary's Guildhall, Lincoln (Fig. 249). It is unclear 
whether the use of such tympana above gateways served any practical function in regulating 
traffic that might pass through. However, irrespective of such concerns, it remains that 
both examples illustrate the extent to which aesthetic factors were an issue in the 
architectural formulation of gateways and may illustrate an originally quite widespread 
category of gateway set with tympana. The example in the north portal of the Infirmary 
range at Ely, now Walsingham House, further contributes to the impression that tympana 
set above doorways with canted heads were used in a range of architectural contexts. The 
sophisticated multi-block construction and the elaborate geometric enrichment of the 
15 The example at Loxbeare is probably the result of restoration altering the form of the tympanum (Fig. 267). 
An early nineteenth-century painting of Stow suggests that the nave north portal was set with a canted 
doorhead and tympanum, but insufficient fabric survives to determine the accuracy of the picture. 
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surfaces demonstrate that the portal in question was significant and hence that the 
tympanum form used was highly valued. 
A further development of the aesthetic potential of an arch-based tympanum in 
determining the character of the portal and doorway was the use of tympana with trefoils, 
examples of which are listed in Table IV. G. Most frequently these are cut into the 
tympanum, but in a few cases they project into the doorway. Surviving examples can all be 
dated to later in the period, but the architectural settings within which they survive suggest 
that they should be seen as an innovation of mature Romanesque practice, rather than 
necessarily as work of transitional style between Romanesque and Gothic. Structurally 
examples are either simple tympanum blocks, as at Barfreston, Bibury and Tixover (Figs. 
27,39 and 444), or are formed from radiating blocks, as at Canford Magna, Nately Scures 
and the west portal at Stewkeley (Figs. 77,294 and 416-17). 
Supra-Portal and Gabled Portal Settings 
Supra-portal and gabled portal settings were defined and discussed in the 
Introduction, above, as fields above the portal that serve as vehicles for display comparable 
with that offered by a tympanum. Examples are listed on Table N. H. The simplest supra- 
portal settings consist of carved panels set in the wall above the portal with no further 
architectural embellishment) and in several cases it remains difficult to be sure whether the 
sculpture is in situ. In assembling the corpus I have been inclusive with regard to these 
panels, examples of which include Berwick St Leonard, Santon Downham and Whitchurch 
(Figs. 383 and 478). Many, supra-portal settings, however, make use of the potential 
offered by ornamented niches of varying degrees of sophistication, and set with sculptural 
works most usually carved in the types of low relief found on tympana. Examples range 
16 For Orford, see Heslop 1991, esp. pp. 48-49. 
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from Rous Lench and South Cerney to Stoke Lyne, a late example where the figure is 
almost cut in the round (Figs. 365,405 and 419). An unusual, but particularly elaborate 
example at Prestbury sets seven figures in a row that runs across the top of the portal 
setting, though it should be acknowledged that the authenticity of the assembly as it 
survives in not entirely certain (Fig. 334). " 
An alternative development to the use of a panel or niche set above the portal was 
the creation of gabled portal settings in which the portal was set out from the line of the 
wall and framed by a gable. It is relatively unusual, however, for such gables to be used as 
dedicated fields for sculptural display and as such it is likely that the majority of 
Romanesque gabled portal settings have not been included in this corpus. "a Several 
examples recorded in this research include portals with tympana, but in each case evidence 
for a programmatic relationship between the iconography is general rather than specific. 19 
The example at Lullington demonstrates that the use of a gable as a field for sculptural 
display was current in local churches during the first half of the twelfth century (Figs. 268), 
while Patrixbourne illustrates its continued use later in the period (Figs. 313). Two 
examples where figural sculpture is deployed in a gable above a portal without a tympanum 
survive at Adel and St Margaret's at Cliffe (Figs. 3-4 and 376). In both cases the whole face 
of the gable is filled with figural and other carved forms. In a further example, the north 
portal of the west transept of Kelso Abbey, a blind arcade is set above the archivolt and 
above that the gable rises, the face of which is decorated with a lattice pattern. However, it 
17 Other portals with an arcade set above the portal have not been included in this corpus because there is 
limited sculptural enrichment and it seems unlikely that figures were inserted in the arcades. There are, 
however, important examples of Romanesque portals with architectural enrichment that goes beyond the 
frame set by the archivolt. Examples include Dalmey (Lothian) and Knighton-on-Terre (Wores). 
18 For example, the nave north portal of Durham Cathedral is not included in the corpus. Examples such as 
that at Rock are included only because the portal itself is set with a tympanum (Fig. 358). 
19 Aspects of the juxtaposition of images in tympana and supra-portal settings at Canterbury (Cellarer's Hall) 
and Patrixbourne is discussed further in Chapters V, VII and VIII, below. 
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remains that some examples in which no figural sculpture survives may originally have 
contained such figures. As such I have included the west portal of Kirkstall Abbey where 
an arcade of four niches and a further unadorned recess are set within the gable (Fig. 233). 
Clearly the wider architectural setting of portals provided considerable opportunity for 
architectural expression, a topic that falls beyond the remit of this thesis. 
* 
Compositional Spaces within English Tympana 
A tympanum could be defined in terms of compositional fields through the 
dressing of the block(s) and through sculpture, and it is therefore significant that around 
one third of uncarved tympana preserve evidence of defined compositional fields, such as 
the framed simple tympana noted above. It is valid to focus on the tympanum in itself 
because in the majority of examples the tympanum space forms a discrete compositional 
unit within the portal and attention will be given to features that explicitly meld it into the 
fabric of the portal. As with its physical structure, the compositional spaces of tympana are 
not isolated from that of the portal as a whole. However, I have not examined this 
relationship in detail here, again because I have not surveyed sufficient numbers of portals 
without tympana. 20 
It appears that decorative and iconographic intentions were consistently the most 
important factors in determining the relationship between the structural elements and the 
compositional elements of the tympanum. For example, the tympanum in the nave south 
portal at Malmesbury is constructed from vertically set wedge-shaped blocks, but it is the 
carved forms and the rest of the architectural setting that serve to frame the iconography as 
20 See further comments in note 2, above, and in Lane 1997, Ch. III, esp. pp. 33-77. 
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the principal visual focus of the portal (Fig. 273). In the west portal at Rochester no 
compositional reference is made to the structure of the tympanum space (Fig. 355). 
Furthermore, although limited use is made of the structure of the joggled blocks forming 
the lintel for the depiction of the enthroned Elders, the joints of the blocks were probably 
not intended to be as visible as they now are. 
In a number of portals, particularly where the tympanum is adorned with geometric 
sculpture, the structure was integrated into the decorative scheme. At Chepstow Castle the 
tympanum space is formed from a lintel, tympanum field and tympanum voussoirs, all 
framed by a further order of voussoirs that mark the outer archivolt of the portal (Fig. 92). 
As has been noted, this basic form was used and adapted repeatedly throughout the corpus, 
and throughout the period. It is not in itself necessarily complex, but is highly effectively in 
concentrating the visual focus of the upper section of the portal on the tympanum field 
itself. At Chepstow, however, the use of opus reticulatum and of carved geometric forms 
further emphasise both the compositional fields and the structural form. This serves to 
illustrate both the confidence and desire to impress on the part of both the mason and the 
patron in an area where supplies of freestone are sufficient to permit construction of each 
field, or indeed the whole tympanum from a single block. " The expressive use of structural 
elements for compositional ends is found in other buildings associated with high-status 
patrons, and more generally in areas where construction with multiple blocks was common- 
place 22 At other sites, such as Marham (Fig. 276), the potential offered by construction 
21 Most tympana made in the region around Chepstow are simple tympana or constructed from a few 
substantial blocks. See, for example, Ruardean (Fig. 369) and Moreton Valence (Fig. 289). 
22 Similar tympana include High Ongar (Fig. 199), Huish Episcopi (Fig. 206), Stanstead Mountfichet (Figs. 
414-15) and Wissington (Fig. 490). 
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with multiple blocks is harnessed for its full decorative effect with each block cut and set so 
as to form an angled three-dimensional pattern2' 
Structural considerations do not, however, offer a means by which to assess the 
formulation of compositional spaces used in English Romanesque tympana. This must be 
done irrespective of structural factors and the most basic division of the corpus in terms of 
compositional spaces is between those examples with a single compositional field and those 
with two or more. 
Single Field Compositions 
The vast majority of tympana present a single compositional field, usually the 
tympanum field, with a border that makes use of the potential offered by the lintel and 
voussoir fields of the tympanum space to act as frames. In some such cases use is only 
made of either the voussoir field or the lintel field (Figs. 362 and 465). However, in most 
cases use is made of both fields in order to provide a complete border to the tympanum 
field either ornamented with geometric devices or left as plain dressed stone, and very 
occasionally with foliate or figural forms. Examples range from very simple frames formed 
from carved features (Figs. 47,55 and 270), to frames that are increasingly complex both in 
terms of compositional impact and structural character (Figs. 92,174 and 490). A few 
tympanum settings place the compositional field on the lintel, leaving the tympanum field 
uncarved, as is illustrated by Bredwardine and Lefton (Figs. 58-59 and 247)24 In the 
majority of such cases it is unclear whether the tympanum field was originally painted. 
However, there remains a strong case on visual grounds to suggest that the lintels were 
23 See also tympana at Chigwell (Fig. 97), Norwich (Fig. 305), Orset (Fig. 309), Ousden (Fig. 310) and South 
Weald (Fig. 408), and discussion of East Anglia in Chapter III, above. 
24 The survival of several such examples in Herefordshire suggests a regionally based practice, which was 
current during the earlier Romanesque period. See further Gethyn Jones 1979. 
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intended to be the dominant compositional field of the tympanum space, or at least more 
than simply a frame to the tympanum field. 
In a small number of examples no frame is defind for the composition on the 
tympanum itself, and in such cases the carved forms usually fill most, if not all, of the 
available space (Figs. 201,318, and 452). In all such cases, however, the composition is, or 
almost certainly was, set within a highly effective frame by its sculptural and architectural 
setting within the portal as a whole and as such cannot be thought of as unbouiv. It must, 
therefore, be stressed that the function of the portal setting as a frame for the tympanum is 
crucial in assuring its visual prominence. 
An important sub-group within this broad category of compositional field types 
used on tympana consists of those examples in which the framing devices are integrated 
into the ornamentation of the doorjambs'' A common feature is for ornamentation in the 
doorjambs to be continued in the voussoir field of the tympanum space, occasionally as a 
continuous order (Figs. 23,247 and 327). Several examples can be grouped into small 
regional clusters, frequently consisting of work that was probably produced at around the 
same time, possibly by members a single lodge of masons. For example, in the Cirencester 
area of Gloucestershire two groups of churches can be identified through the use of 
framing devices to provide a border for the compositions in portal tympana and the wider 
formulation of the portal. At Eastleach Turville and the south nave portal of Quenington 
an order of chevron in the doorjambs runs as a continuous order in the voussoir field of 
the tympanum, thus framing the iconography deployed in the tympanum (Figs. 134 and 
338). 26 In the north portal at Quenington the ornamentation of the doorjambs is not 
25 The relationship between ornamentation at the jamb and the archivolt levels of portals and other arches is 
an issue that deserves further research. See further Givans 1996, pp. 68-71. 
26 See further Givans 1996, esp. pp. 70-71. 
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continued into the tympanum, where the voussoir field is left unadorned, though may have 
been painted, and the compositional field is framed as if it were an architectural niche (Figs. 
340). 27 A combination of structural, ornamental and iconographic elements link these three 
portals with the portal and supra-portal panel at South Cerney (Figs. 404-05). " At Ampney 
St Mary, Elkstone and Siddington the angles of the doorjambs are carved with a roll 
moulding that is continued along the lintel line of the tympanum (Figs 9,142 and 400)29 In 
each case the frame for the upper edge of the compositional space is simple dressed stone. 
In Cornwall, the use of a continuous roll on the angle of doorjambs and the lintel line of a 
tympanum, illustrated in the west portal of Mylor is developed in the north portal of Mylor 
through the use of an order of chevron in the same manner (Figs. 292-93). At Cury this is 
developed further with chevron running from the doorjambs into both the voussoir and 
lintel fields of the tympanum space (Fig. 116) 30 
Multiple Field Compositions 
It is clear from the above that distinct compositional spaces are by necessity 
delineated by some form of border. There is, therefore, room for debate over some 
examples at the margins of this definition. This is particularly true of examples in which a 
lintel field achieves a degree of self-contained integrity in visual terms relative to the carved 
tympanum field, though not that seen in examples noted above where the lintel forms the 
dominant compositional field and the tympanum is left uncarved. However, for the 
majority of the small number of English Romanesque tympana and related settings that 
preserve multiple compositional fields, a reasonably clear distinction exists between them 
27 For the use of a niche within a tympanum, see also the nave portal of Sherborne Abbey (Fig. 394). 
28 See further Givans 1996, esp. pp. 69-70. 
29 See further Givans 1996, esp. pp. 71-73. 
30 At Marden chevron from the doorjambs continues on the lintel line, while the voussoir field is defined by 
ornament based on a narrower band of the same chevron and a roll (Fig. 275). 
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and examples with a single field. In those supra-portal settings preserved in portals with 
tympana the delineation of separate compositional spaces is manifest. 
Separate compositional fields were developed through exploitation of the potential 
offered by structural elements from which tympana and portals were constructed and the 
use made of these as framing devices 31 No examples survive in which distinct 
compositional spaces are delineated within the tympanum field itself and it is only in the 
supra-portal panel at South Cerney that we find a single structural feature divided into 
distinct compositional fields (Fig. 405). The few examples in which tympanum voussoirs 
are used as a distinct compositional field, such as Pampisford (Fig. 311), reflect the fact that 
the greater potential offered by the field is as a framing device, as is illustrated by, for 
example, Thwing (Fig. 441). By contrast the lintel offered a more readily usable field for a 
distinct compositional space and was developed aq a distinct compositional field in 
examples such as Ault Hucknall and Dinton (Figs. 18 and 120). In such tympana it is 
simple to differentiate compositional fields because of the use of figural sculpture. 
In some cases, particularly where the lintel is large or where figural forms are used, 
the boundaries between the primary compositional space and the border become blurred 
and this is often exploited in order to strengthen the artistic quality and visual impact of the 
tympanum. For example at Moreton Valence and North Cerney the lintel serves as a 
framing device for the tympanum field, but in each case the size of the lintel and the use of 
sculptural forms means that visually it is not wholly subordinate to the tympanum field 
(Figs. 289 and 301). At sites such as Austerfield and Great Rollright, the manner in which 
the lintel and tympanum fields are set relative to one another, and the manner in which the 
motifs in each are related to one another serves to give increasingly self-contained 
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prominence to the lintel field (Figs. 20 and 178). However, in each case the tympanum 
space can be understood in terms of a single compositional space. In the south portal at 
Cold Aston the lintel is carved with foliate forms that are visually prominent next to the 
geometric ornament of the tympanum field (Figs. 107). It may still be argued that the two 
fields do not form independent compositional spaces in the way seen in examples with 
explicitly symbolic sculpture. 
This is not to suggest that use of figural sculpture in different parts of the 
tympanum space automatically create separate compositional fields. For example, in the 
chapter house portal of Rochester Cathedral, dragon-like beasts are depicted on a 
comparatively narrow lintel field that does not compete with the main compositional field 
in visual terms (Fig. 353). Furthermore, there is little in the interlacing forms to suggest 
that they were other than a decorative border. At Hoveringham the main section of the 
lintel field is adorned in a manner similar to that of the Rochester chapter house, and even 
though a little larger, it remains a border to the tympanum field above (Fig. 204). At each 
end of the lintel, or at the base of the tympanum voussoirs, stand the figures of St Peter 
and another hieratic saint, which are set in sufficiently distinct spaces and are significant 
enough in themselves to be considered each to occupy individual compositional spaces. 
However, irrespective of the iconographic importance of the figures depicted, the location 
of them in the corners of the tympanum space binds them in compositional terms as 
ancillary figures to the central composition and they must therefore be seen in the first 
instance as supporting characters to that. Similarly, in the lintel preserved at Southwell, 
wholly separate iconographies are juxtaposed but in no way separated from one another by 
frames or other devices (Fig. 411). Unfortunately it is impossible to determine how the 
31 For examples of the kinds of pictorial images depicted in ironwork on twelfth-century doors of parish 
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surviving block fitted into the sculptural scheme of the original portal setting and as such 
we cannot assess how far the sculpture reflects the complete composition. However, there 
is no evidence for a border or other device that might have demarcated separate 
compositional spaces. As it survives, therefore, the sculpture presents a single 
compositional space and as such fits with the overwhelming majority of English 
Romanesque tympana. 
* 
Geometric Forms: Symbolism and Ornamentation 
Few scholars contend that all religious art produced during the Middle Ages was 
intended to have a specific symbolic aspect. Medieval writers found, or applied, symbolic 
meaning to an almost unlimited range of things; God was the Creator, so all things in 
Creation could be contemplated for what they revealed about God. 32 Similarly all elements 
of a church's fabric served to honour God and hence were meaningful in fulfilling that 
function. However, a distinction was to be made between the potential of all things in 
Creation to reveal something about the nature of the Creator, and the idea that all things, 
including visual art, are by necessity bearers of meaning in themselves. 33 More importantly, 
there is also quite general evidence for a purely sensorial appreciation of objects, shapes, 
colours, sounds and of the natural world in general; indeed of the many things that could 
be interrogated for symbolic meaning, a substantial proportion were frequently enjoyed 
churches, all of which would have been framed by the portal setting, see Geddes 1999, Ch. 8. 
32 See, for example, the second part of Gerald of Wales' Topography of Inland, in O'Meara 1982, pp. 57-91, and 
many of his observations in his Journey Through Wales, in Thorpe 1978. 
3s Though he makes no direct reference specifically to visual art, see, for example, comments on causation 
and hence the potential of events to reveal aspects of the Divine in St Anselm's De conceptu tirginale c. 11, see 
Davies and Evans 1998, pp. 370-72. 
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simply for themselves. " From this we may argue that many forms represented on tympana, 
and in medieval art in general, were bearers of symbolic meaning only to the extent that as 
decoration made for ecclesiastical buildings, they served to denote significant spaces and to 
honour God. The same argument can be made with reference to secular art, though rather 
than honouring God, the enrichment served to distinguish the power of the ruler. 
In order to consolidate this view we must distinguish between geometric forms that 
were meaningful only in terms of the architectural context to which they were applied and 
those that were bearers of meaning in themselves-'s The Cross was a geometric device of 
unparalleled symbolic potency throughout the Middle Ages, and it will be discussed on its 
own terms in the last part of this section of the chapter. In terms of other geometric forms 
used on tympana, it must be conceded that our knowledge of the period means that we 
cannot be conclusive in all our assertions. However, we can distinguish a number of 
commonly used forms that are more or less likely to' have served a primarily decorative 
function, ornamenting the church in a manner that befitted the house of God, from others 
that bore meaning in themselves. 
The use made of many geometric ornaments on tympana contributes to the 
impression that their primary function was decorative. For example, some tympana with 
figural sculpture use geometric forms to augment the borders of the compositional spaces 
and as framing devices for figures within compositions (Figs. 14,321 and 328). kaeveral 
tympana that preserve only geometric forms, these are used in the lintel and voussoir fields 
34 Quite apart from the negative evidence provided by monastic critics of artistic pleasures, for the sensorial 
impact of visual art on a general audience, see, for example the recorded effect of the interior of Durham 
Cathedral on one late eleventh-century pilgrim recorded by Simeon of Durham; see Arnold 1882-85, Vol. 1, 
pp. 60-61. For the impact of music, see, for example, the story of Cnut hearing the monks of Ely singing 
recorded in the Iiber Elien. ris, and William of Malmesbury's comments regarding the signing talents of 
Thomas, Archbishop of York (1070-1100); see respectively Blake 1962, pp. 153-54, and Hamilton 1870, p. 
258. For the pleasure taken in the natural world, see, for example Ailred of Rievaulx's delight in the location 
of his abbey recorded by his biographer in his Vita, see Powicke 1950, pp. 10-13. 
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framing an otherwise uncarved tympanum field (Figs. 6 and 413). In other examples they 
serve as space-fillers next to figural and other symbolic forms (Fig. 67 and 257). Such 
usage demonstrates d the decorative function intended for geometric forms and the 
aesthetic value placed upon them. Where geometric forms are used as the main 
compositional element they are most frequently deployed singly in a regular and repetitive 
manner, or in a combination of two or three types of ornament, and fill most of the field in 
which they are set. The most commonly used forms are the various forms of chip-carving 
(Figs. 144 and 450), scale ornament (Fig. 306), interlace designs (Fig. 396), foliate stars and 
other enriched roundel forms (Fig. 69), billet and other chequer-board forms (Fig. 462). As 
might be expected, rolls, pellet and beading ornaments are restricted to use as framing 
devices (Figs. 131 and 449). Most types are found across the breadth of the country and in 
all types of building. However, some geometric devices appear to have had a regional 
aspect to their use, as is illustrated by the chequer board design preserved on tympana in 
Derbyshire, and southern Yorkshire at Findern, Tissington, Thorp Arch and Wales (Figs. 
160,443 and 462). 
Chevron is also used within the tympanum space, most frequently as a framing 
device and, as should be expected, the success with which this is done varies across the 
corpus (Figs. 167,275,284 and 441). The greater facility offered to chevron forms by 
voussoirs, columns and jambs has been commented on as a reason for the apparent 
infrequency with which chevron is used on tympana and other planar surfaces. 36 This is 
amply corroborated by the few examples that make use of chevron as a decorative motif in 
itself within the tympanum space, rather than as a framing device (Figs. 28,248,250 and 
35 Figural and beast forms will be discussed in Chs. V-VII. 
36 Lane 1997, p. 69-70. Forms such as beak-heads are not found on tympana for similar reasons. A full study 
of chevron ornament in Romanesque architecture in Britain and Ireland is presented in Moss 2000. 
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343). It is perhaps the example at Lilleshall that most clearly illustrates this point (Fig. 248). 
In the doorjambs and archivolt of the portal the application of chevron as an expressive 
decorative form is magisterial and its use in the voussoir field of the tympanum space is 
also effective. However, the point-to-point chevron used to form a strand of lozenges in 
the elliptical tympanum field is weak by comparison. 
Some geometric forms commonly used on tympana may have had spiritual 
significance that was recognised more or less widely. Of those preserved on tympana, 
lattices, knots and rings are the most likely to have had some currency for audiences in local 
churches. Carved lattice forms are not frequently preserved on tympana, but if we include 
tympana with pus reticulatum and incised opus reticulatum patt erns the number increas es 
seven-fold. Examples are listed in Table IV. I. The association of a lattice with the Gates 
of Heaven has been observed in relation to ironwork on the doors of Scandinavian 
churches, though it is also recognised that it is questionable the extent to which any such 
symbolism was current amongst audiences worshipping in local churches. " However, this 
should not detract from the potential of lattice patterns in general to be related to status, an 
association that, in terms of opus reticulatum, may be rooted in its use as a Roman mode of 
construction. '' Examples are found in a wide range of buildings, suggesting that such work 
was not necessarily exclusive for reasons of cost or significant technical skills in the way we 
might suggest, for example, of a stone vault. However, examples at Huish Episcopi and 
Stanstead Mountfichet (Figs. 206 and 414-15) contribute to the impression that those 
preserved in lesser churches, such as East Hauxwell, Hatfield and Saintbury (Figs. 133,191 
and 379), were intended to project aspirations, both in terms of patronal concerns and the 
31 Geddes 1999, pp. 39-41 
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status of the building. Its use at Chepstow Castle also indicates that any association with 
status was general, rather than specifically spiritual in character. 
Knotted designs are preserved on tympana from a broad range of churches, but 
there is little indication from either the types of knots or the iconographic contexts in 
which they were set to indicate whether they were intended to be read symbolically or were 
simply decorative features. A sample of sites is listed in Table IV J. The case for knotted 
motifs serving as bearers of meaning has reasonable foundation in medieval sources, 
though none that I am aware of are of specifically twelfth-century English origin 39 The 
majority are formed from unbroken strands, the basic significance of which was talismanic, 
offering protection to both individuals and at the threshold of holy sites in a manner related 
to that offered by the Cross. Geddes cites material from Early Christian art, Scandinavia, 
Germany, Italy and from Gawain and the Green Knight. " However, none of the knotted 
forms preserved on tympana are of the five-pointed form described by the Gawain poet. 
Most, such as those at Byton and Stunner are of a four-lobed form (Figs. 75 and 429). It 
remains possible that the association of knots with protection was current for at least some 
of those responsible for the carved forms and for some viewers. 
The general symbolic character of rings in medieval societies is also based on 
reasonably sound evidence, and if we include enriched roundels, it is clear that such motifs 
were quite popular on tympana. A sample of sites is listed in Table IV. K. 41 There was a 
widespread association of rings with oath-making and other binding transactions during the 
early Middle Ages, and from at least the mid-thirteenth century a specific association of a 
31 The relationship between opus reticulatum and Roman heritage has been identified in architectural work 
produced in several regions of France. See, for example, the analysis of opus reticulatum on tympana in 
Normandy presented in Claussen 1980, pp. 2-12. 
39 A range of evidence and analysis is collected in Geddes 1999, p. 43. See also Zarnecki 1963-64. 
40 See Geddes 1999, p. 43. Gawain bears a shield with a five-star form designed by Solomon as a token of 
truth andEnthch hit callen / Ouerai as I here, the endeles knot. See Tolkien and Gordon 1967,1.629-30. 
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door ring with land transactions in English legal practice 42 There is also good evidence 
from eleventh- and twelfth-century texts associated with marriage practices that a ring was 
an important symbol of the union; it was ritually placed upon the bride's finger, during the 
ceremony before the church portal 43 It is impossible to determine how widespread this 
practice was during the period, but as was noted in Chapter II, above, there are reasonable 
grounds to suggest that it was increasingly so. We might infer therefore, that some of the 
rings and enriched roundels depicted in church portals, including those on tympana, were 
intended to convey symbolic meaning, perhaps associated with the covenant between 
mankind and Christ. However, it remains probable that most of these were decorative in 
intent. 
Few other geometric forms can be associated with symbolic meanings, and there 
may be grounds for arguing that in front of certain audiences, forms constructed from 
circular and square elements conveyed ideas related to, for example, the notion of sacred 
geometry. 44 However, it seems likely that the vast majority were intended to enrich the 
portal of the church in a manner befitting the house of God, and were viewed as such by 
the majority of those using the churches. In this capacity they maintain a significant 
character, denoting the status of both the building and the portal as an important focus 
within the fabric. This meaning is entirely dependent on their architectural context and 
hence upon previous recognition of the status of the building. 
The Cross was such an important Christian symbol that it is almost disingenuous to 
examine it alongside other geometric motifs. However, a cross is a geometric form and its 
41 Geddes 1999, pp. 46-48. For the association of rings with eternity Keyser 1927, pp. xxiv-xxv. 
42 See Geddes 1999, pp. 46-48, esp. notes 91-96. The thirteenth-century legal source cited is Bracton. 
43 Brooke 1989, pp. 248-49. 
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inclusion here serves to emphasise the capacity of such forms to bear meaning for medieval 
audiences. Over seventy tympana depict the Cross, of which thirty-three have it as the 
principal or one of the primary motifs of the composition, while in another thirty-three its 
inclusion is due to it being borne by the Agnus Dei (See Table IV. L). The Cross is, 
therefore, the most frequently deployed symbolic motif of any type, as is to be expected. 
The forms of crosses used are quite varied, but most are of a Maltese type, or at least have 
arms of roughly equal length. I am not aware of evidence to indicate any particular 
significance in the different forms of cross that were used, and it would appear that choices 
were made on the basis of compositional factors and local preference, rather than a 
hierarchy of cross types 45 As a result the decorative potential offered by the Maltese cross 
types was actively engaged to a significant degree, and in a manner that demonstrates doing 
so was apparently viewed as an act of veneration in itself (Figs. 68,380, and 493). 
The significance of the Cross must not be underestimated and its use at a church 
portal went far beyond simply designating the building as a church, the house of God. The 
tradition of venerating the Cross in itself had a long tradition in Christianity celebrated 
during the Anglo-Saxon period in literature and visual art, and this tradition was maintained 
and developed after the Conquest 46 Church dedications, prayers, such as that of St 
Anselm, and knowledge of the story of the True Cross all support this view. 47 There is also 
reasonable evidence for devotional practices centred on veneration of the Cross and its use 
more widely as a spiritual agent. For example, a vernacular homily copied during the later 
44 See, for example, Keyser 1927, pp. xxiii-xxv, and Geddes 1999, p. 48. 
45 See further comments regarding shape of crosses left as signs of authentication by witnesses to documents 
in Clanchy 1993, p. 312. 
46 Although almost a hundred years old, a useful starting point remains Stevens 1904. Generally, see also 
L. DM. Vol. V, cols. 1489-97. 
47 For church dedications, see Bond 1914, and Chart 2. For St Anselm's prayer, see Ward 1973, pp. 102-05. 
For knowledge of the story of the True Cross and the confusion of Helen, daughter of Coel, Duke of 
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twelfth century stated that the faithful crepe to cruche on lange fridai as one of the six acts of 
penance performed during Holy Week. 4ß In another piece of legislation relating to Holy 
Week Lanfranc required that the laity be admitted to monastic churches on Good Friday so 
that they might venerate the crucifix therein 49 Although a specific image, the relationship 
between the image of the crucifix and the Cross at local level is illustrated by the tympanum 
at Hawksworth where the Cross of Christ's crucifixion is flanked by the two thieves 
crucified with him (Fig. 194). " 
The power attributed to the Cross was manifest, both as a physical symbol and as a 
sign that any individual might make with their hand. It has been shown that its use on 
documents emphasised the solemnity of agreements being entered into, rather than the 
illiteracy of the signatories, and also the value placed on a tradition that pre-dated both the 
Conquest and the duplicitous `two-faced image' of the royal seal. " Outside of chanceries 
and scriptoria of the lay and ecclesiastical elite there was widespread use of the Cross as a 
talisman, both in the fabric of churches, as is illustrated by painted consecration crosses, as 
at Padworth (Berks), and those cut into altar slabs, as at Tewkesbury, and more widely. For 
example, by making the sign of the Cross, not only could a holy man such as St Anselm 
extinguish a fire raging in Winchester, but a priest could offer blessing and benediction and 
ordinary people could seek to ensure the safety of the food they were to eat. 52 More 
Colchester in Geoffrey of Monmouth's Histotia, and St Helen the finder of the True Cross, see, for example, 
James et a11983, pp. 170-71. 
as E. E. T. S., o. s. Vol. 53, p. 95. 
49 Knowles 1951 p. 41. 
50 The thief on the right of Christ's cross apparently has wings, denoting him as the thief who repented and 
was saved. It should, however, be conceded that the carving as it survives is not clearly detailed. See further, 
for example, Keyser 1927, p. 23. Tympana depicting the crucifixion will be discussed in Chapter V, below. 
51 See Clanchy 1993, pp. 311-15. The quotation is cited at p. 311 and is from the Ramsey Chronicle (p. 65 of the 
Rolls Series edition). 
52 For the St Anselm story, see Southern 1962, p. 66. More generally, see evidence cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 
444. One of these pieces of evidence is a fable by Odo of Cheriton (born c. 1180 x 90) in which the devil 
entered a woman who had eaten a lettuce that she had neglected to make the sign of the Cross over. 
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dramatically, in an incident that occurred in the diocese of Worcester during the episcopate 
of Bishop Roger (1163-79) a zombie was drawn back into its grave by the use of a Cross 53 
Of all such evidence, that of people making the sign of the Cross over their food 
does most to indicate the daily basis upon which people of all social classes are likely to 
have made use of the power of the Cross. Its frequent use as a principle motif in tympana 
and its inclusion in a significant number of other compositions further attests to the value 
placed in its on a daily basis. In this respect tympana offer tangible evidence from village 
level for the power of the Cross across the breadth of medieval society, a power that was 
also channelled into the more dramatic, but equally universal role of the Cross as the sign 
of Latin Christian warriors (Figs. 165 and 265). It is also in keeping with the character of 
other frequently-preserved image-types that will be discussed in Chapters V-VII: iconic 
forms that could be interpreted and engaged with according to the needs and ability of the 
viewer. The power of the Cross was enshrined in the fact that it was part of the day-to-day 
experience and was something that all people could engage with through gesture. Its use 
on tympana reflects its power and infusion into society. 
In this context, it is appropriate here to note the thirty-nine tympana with foliate 
forms that may have been associated with Christological and other scriptural symbolism, 
and which may be best understood in conjunction with the veneration of the Cross (See 
Table IV. M). These examples can be distinguished from those in which the foliate forms 
are decorative by the scale, centrality and dominance of the forms within the compositional 
The range of symbolic identities for the majority (these tree-like motifs are space 54 
53 James et al 1983, p. 205. It appears that revenants were apparently not uncommonly experienced as a 
phenomenon during the period. See further Bartlett 2000, pp. 612-15. 
54 Contrast them with, for example, the foliate forms on tympana at Charney Bassett (Fig. 91), Cold Aston 
(Fig. 107) and Woolley (Fig. 494). Further on the use of foliate ornament in English Romanesque sculpture, 
see West 1990. 
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potentially quite broad and it remains that the images may have been deliberately 
formulated so that the iconography could be interpreted in different ways. The most likely 
symbols represented were the Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge, which are 
sometimes conflated in modem sources; the True Vine, a metaphor for Christ and the 
Church; the root and offspring of David; and the notion of the Cross as a tree 55 There is 
insufficient evidence preserved in the foliate images on tympana to determine specifically 
how the iconography was intended to be interpreted. This is particularly true of the 
significant sub-group of eleven examples in which the tree is set with beasts56 The only 
possible exceptions are in the fruits hanging on the `vine' at Kilpeck (Fig. 225); the case 
made for a now-lost crucifix figure at Croxdale (Fig. 114); and from amongst the tympana 
depicting the Cross, the foliate enrichment of the Cross at Ireby (Fig. 214). 
The association between the veneration of the Cross and the idea of the Cross as a 
tree has a rich tradition in Christianity, rooted in the words of St Peters' This tradition was 
enriched during the Anglo-Saxon period in texts such as The Dream of the Rood and 
subsequently, as illustrated by a version of an eleventh-century poem The Hoy Rood-Tree, 
copied during the later twelfth century with other materials used in popular preaching. 56 
This is further re-enforced by the use of the word treojv to mean both tree and Cross (as 
s5 For the Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge, see Gen. II, 9 II, 16-17, and III, 3. For the conflation of 
them, see, for example, Keyser 1927, p. xxxvi, and Peake 1936, pp. 138-39. It may be noted that of the 
tympana with Adam and Eve iconography discussed in Chapter VI, below, only Thurleigh preserves an image 
of the Tree. For the True Vine, see John XV, esp. 1-11. For the root of David, see Rev. XXII, 16. For the 
notion of the Cross as a tree, see the words of St Peter in Acts V, 30 and X, 39, and 1 Peter II, 24. 
S6 These examples will be discussed further in Chapter VII, below. It should be noted here that the examples 
at little Langford and Stoke-sub-Hamdon may represent the arborperedixion described in Bestiary texts. On 
the arborperedixron, see Baxter 1998, pp. 54-55. 
57 Act V, 30 and X, 39, and 1 Peter II, 24. 
58 For the text of the poem, see, for example, Swanton 1970, and Treharne 2000, pp. 108-15. I am not aware 
of manuscript copies of the poem dated to the twelfth century. The Holy Rood-Tree is printed in E. E. T. S., o. s. 
Vol. 103, along with a twelfth-century Latin version of the poem and other later medieval versions in Latin 
and Old French. The manuscript in which it is preserved, Oxford Bodleian Library MS Bodley 343, contains 
homilies and other texts copied and used as a source for preaching materials, rather than directly as the 
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well as wood, forest, timber and gallows). The survival of thirty-nine such tympana attests 
to the popularity of this type of symbol. Given the richness of tree-type imagery in 
Christian metaphor it seems highly probable that these tympana were intended to be 
interpreted for symbolic meanings that were potentially accessible to most Christians. 
* 
Conclusion 
It is clear from the above that there is considerable variety in and interplay between 
the structural formulation of tympana and the compositional spaces upon them. It is also 
clear that the majority of examples sought to produce a single compositional space framed 
both by the ordering of the tympanum space itself and the architectural setting of the 
tympanum within the portal. Further research into the construction of portals and the 
application of sculpture to them may yield the kinds of geographical and chronological 
evidence for regional working patterns and developments over time. However, it remains 
that a study focused on a single architectural feature and sculptural field does not offer the 
appropriate medium through which to address such matters. 
In terms of geometric sculpture it is clear that with the exception of specific motifs, 
particularly the Cross, such forms were deployed for decorative ends both in themselves 
and as a part of the framing devices for compositional spaces and figural iconographies 
including, it would appear, as space-fillers. In some cases, such as lattice designs, there may 
be grounds for associating the design, or mode of working that created it, with issues of 
status and aspiration on behalf of the building, its creator and the patron; and perhaps also 
substance of sermons and teaching. See further comments by S. Irvine in Swan and Treharne 2000, pp. 55- 
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by extension the community that it served. Therefore the use of richly applied geometric 
forms generally may have been intended to achieve similar ends. 
The relatively broad flat field offered by tympana meant that geometric forms, such 
as chip-carved patterns, scale ornament and other motifs are more frequently used. Rolls, 
chevrons, pellet and beaded ornaments, which are better suited to fields such as voussoir 
blocks and column shafts are less common and almost always used in borders and as 
framing devices. The use of geometric forms in architectural sculpture goes beyond the 
tympanum space, and not only within portals, but across the whole of a building. As such 
the extent to which a study focused on tympana can contribute to such debates is limited. 
However, by presenting the evidence of a single field it is possible to set in sharper relief 
conclusions reached in more widely based studies s9 
60, esp. at p. 60. For the Tree of the Cross and justice, see Jacob 1994, pp. 48-58. 
59 See esp. Lane 1997, Chs. III (sculpture in liminal spaces), VI (regional patterns), and VII (architectural 
function of sculpture). 
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V 
Images of Christ on 
English Romanesque Tympana 
Medieval art represented Christ through a rich and diverse iconography: as a 
man, through the Agnus Dei and other symbolic motifs such as a lion, the True Vine 
and the Cross. He could also be symbolised through the door of a church, and hence 
by the portal as a whole. The complexity and subtlety of Christological iconography 
reflects Christ's position in the Trinity as the pivotal character in Christianity. Aspects 
of his person exemplified by the different image-types and symbols are important for 
our understanding of the character of religious devotion expressed through works of 
visual art. ' 
Christological images and symbols are the most common iconographic forms 
preserved on English Romanesque tympana and are found on well over one hundred 
examples. This is as might be expected. However, it is important to stress that 
numerous images and symbols of Christ were also placed at other critical points within 
architectural and liturgical spaces, and in more marginal locations such as capitals and 
corbels. The use of a broad range of Christological iconography reflects the variety of 
devotional needs and requirements encountered in different parts of the building and 
by different people at different times. The repeated use of specific image-types was 
also a significant aspect of devotional expression. Both phenomena are illustrated in 
most forms of medieval art and cumulative evidence suggests the artistic conventions 
seen in great churches, monastic communities and works commissioned by the 
1 Scholarship on the image of Christ is extensive. For a brief introduction and preliminary bibliography, 
see L. DM., Vol. V, cols. 360-64. 
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aristocracy were followed in local churches, simply in a more modest manner and on a 
smaller scale. ' 
The application of Christological iconography to the fabric and furnishings of 
churches demonstrates that there was a degree of flexibility in the use of images at 
different locations. General patterns are discernible, such as the relative frequency of 
images of Christ enthroned on portal tympana, but there is no evidence for a firm set 
of rules governing the location of specific images. Indeed, despite problems caused by 
the loss of both architectural sculpture and furnishings, it would appear that the only 
consistent locations of Christological iconography in churches during the period are a 
cross set on the altar and a crucifix in the rood screen. Enough survives to suggest 
that most churches had several representations of Christ as a majestic figure, the 
crucifixion, the Agnus Dei, and the Cross, as well as one or more examples of image- 
types such as the Virgin and Child and the Harrowing of Hell. However, the 
deployment of images to portals, fonts, altars, wall paintings and in the area of the 
chancel arch, and the integration of them with other iconographic elements, appears to 
have been determined by local factors to a significant extent. 
This chapter cannot discuss images of Christ preserved on tympana in terms of 
their interrelationship with iconography deployed elsewhere in churches because the 
issues raised can only be addressed satisfactorily through research with different 
parameters to those of this thesis. Indeed, a study focused on a single architectural 
field is not well suited to examine interrelationships between different classes of 
Christological iconography, even where these are set within a single portal setting or in 
2 See, for example, late Anglo-Saxon examples of both manuscripts and architectural sculpture discussed 
in Gameson 1995, pp. 131-34. 
3 On the Cross, see Chapter IV, above. See also the fragments of a rood from South Cerney, E. R. A., 
No. 115. 
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two portals of a single church, as they are at seven of the present sites. ' Therefore the 
main focus of the chapter will be on images of Christ as a man; the juxtaposition of 
iconographic types will be discussed where possible. 
This focus should not discount the importance of other classes of 
Christological iconography preserved on tympana because the deployment of such 
images and symbols within a building was probably due in the first instance to local 
factors and loosely held conventions, rather than strict ecclesiastical prescriptions. The 
depiction of Christ as a man in the portal was not inevitable. Therefore, conclusions 
drawn here must be seen in the context of other Christological iconography preserved 
on English tympana. Symbols of the Cross were discussed above, in Chapter IV, with 
reference to its singular symbolic power and to the use made of geometric motifs as 
decorative devices and as bearers of meaning. Examples were listed in Table IV. L. 
Here it needs to be stressed that the Cross stood for the Christian religion as a whole, 
the sign of Christ and of his followers, and the instrument of his sacrifice. Its symbolic 
value was manifold and it served an almost universal function as a Christian symbol s 
The twenty tympana with plant imagery frequently interpreted as the Tree of 
Spiritual Life and Knowledge have also been associated with the notion of Christ as the 
True Vine of John XV. 6 However, the images, which were also discussed in Chapter 
IV and wf which are listed in Table IV. M, are incapable in themselves of providing the 
evidence to determine which iconography was intended. All that can be added here is 
to point out that the compositions share the strong iconic character illustrated by the 
vast majority of symbolic images preserved on tympana. 
4 Adel (Figs. 3-4), Elkstone (Figs. 142-43), Patrixboume (Figs. 313-15), Quenington (Figs. 338-41), 
Shobdon (Figs. 397-98), South Cerney (Fig. 405), Tarrant Rushton (Figs. 432-33), and Water Stratford 
(Figs. 464-67). 
5 L. DM., Vol. V, cols. 1489-1497. 
6 For example, with reference to Kilpeck, see Keyser 1927, pp. xxxvii and 28. 
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Images of the Agnus Dei illustrate a distinct branch of Christological 
iconography, one that is second only to those of the human Christ in terms of the 
frequency and consistency of application in this corpus of tympana. ' Visualising Christ 
as, and projecting his sacrificial character through the Agnus Dei was a highly 
important feature of devotional expression and the popularity of the image on tympana 
clearly attests to this. As with the True Vine, the Agnus Dei is a scriptural metaphor 
for Christ, and one that fills a fundamental role in terms of the beast imagery preserved 
on tympana. As such they have little to contribute directly to the present discussion 
except to condition the conclusions that are drawn and Agnus Dei imagery will 
therefore be discussed in Chapter VII. Examples are consequently listed in Table 
VII. F. 
The restriction imposed by concentrating on a single point in the building and a 
single class of iconography must be acknowledged. However, the importance in 
themselves of each of the main focal points for imagery in churches, those being 
portals, fonts, chancel arches and altars, means that the justification for examining 
tympana alone is sound. ' The particular importance of portals in architectural terms 
and in a wide range of devotional and liturgical contexts, which has been addressed in 
the previous chapters, gives added justification for the concentration here on the 
evidence of tympana. Focusing on the human image of Christ is well suited to the 
parameters of this study because it is the most numerous class of Christological 
7 Adel (Figs. 3-4), Elkstone (Figs. 142-43), Patrixbourne (Figs. 313-15), and Tarrant Rushton (Figs. 432- 
33) set an Agnus Dei with Christ enthroned in a single portal setting. The next most frequently 
preserved figural characters are the sixteen dragon slayers. 
8 For the deployment of Romanesque architectural sculpture in English buildings, see Lane 1997, esp. 
Ch. III (for portals), IV (for chancel and sanctuary), VI (regional factors). For English fonts, see Bond 
1908. The survival of altars and of the furniture associated with them, and with chancel arches, means 
any assessment must focus on documentary sources and on material evidence from parts of Europe, 
such as Scandinavia. 
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iconography preserved on tympana. Furthermore, the image of Christ as a man was, 
and remains, the evocative representation of his person. 
The manifestation of Christ as a man opens up the most important issues of 
how Christians understood the Son of God. During the eleventh and twelfth centuries 
the quest to seek an understanding of Christ and the Revelation that he offered was 
increasingly focused on aspects of his humanity. ' The use of images of Christ as man 
on tympana is therefore revealing of how this was visualised in local communities, 
rather than the monasteries and academic schools, whose ideas dominate the textual 
sources. 
The complexity of Christological iconography and of Christ's place in the 
religion means that a single image could convey a broad spectrum of meanings both in 
itself and for different sections of the potential audience. 10 The evidence of tympana is 
unable to reveal which meanings were current at different times during the liturgical 
year and how these varied for different sections of an audience. It is also difficult to 
determine the role of different groups in determining the form that the image took: 
were the images simply conventional, or were they used to meet popular expectations, 
or were they imposed by patrons? The specifics of meaning are important for any 
study of iconographic forms, but the main focus will be on the character given to the 
figure of Christ and thereby the manner in which meaning was conveyed. 
Concentrating on this will defuse some of the distortion resulting from focusing on the 
evidence of tympana alone and ensure that we can examine Christ's characterisation as 
a man. As a result we will be able to assess aspects of religious expression at the 
9 Such thinking was undertaken in a broad range of intellectual traditions. Benedictine thought is 
illustrated by, for example, St Anselm's Cur Deus Homo. See Davies and Evans 1998, esp. pp. 260-356. 
For the Cistercian tradition see, for example, Bynum 1982, esp. pp. 9-21 and pp. 113-35. On trends in 
scholastic thought, with reference to Peter Abelard, see Clanchy 1999, esp. pp. 80-85 and pp. 282-287. 
10 See further Chapter II, above. 
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threshold of churches used by sections of society whose experience is not directly 
reflected in textual sources. 
* 
Christ is depicted in human form on as many as forty-two tympana and related 
fields, making it the single most frequently preserved figural character in the present 
corpus. " Examples are preserved from across the country and their distribution 
reflects that of tympana generally (See Table V. A. and compare Map 1. and Map 8). 
This suggests that regional factors were primarily influential on stylistic aspects of the 
images, rather than the iconography itself. Of these tympana thirty-four depict Christ 
as a majestic figure, and these provide the main focus for this chapter. Of the 
remaining nine examples, four depict the Harrowing of Hell, of which that at South 
Cerney is set with an image of Christ enthroned on the same panel (Fig. 405), and two 
tympana depict the Crucifixion. " The remaining three examples, Bridekirk, 
Pennington and Tarrant Rushton, present specific problems in identifying the figure as 
Christ and will be noted in the postscript to this chapter. 
The very different nature of English tympana when compared with the French 
examples that occupy a prominent place in Romanesque scholarship must be 
emphasised. In addition to qualitative differences in terms of sculptural competence 
and structural ambition, only three of the churches relevant to this chapter are great 
churches in architectural terms and were served by a regular community: Ely and 
Rochester cathedrals and Malmesbury Abbey. The quality of the sculpture at these 
sites is pre-eminent in the corpus. However, the portals are not structurally ambitious 
11 South Cerney depicts both Christ enthroned and the Harrowing of Hell and hence is counted twice. 
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and the iconography at Ely is no more sophisticated than that found in parochial 
churches and that at Rochester only marginally more so (Figs. 146-47 and 354-55). The 
same may also be said of Malmesbury because the sculpture creating an Ascension 
programme is set on the lunettes of the lateral walls in the porch (Figs. 272-74). In 
each case the portal provided access to the nave and was likely to have served an 
important processional function but those at Rochester and Malmesbury were almost 
certainly openly visible and generally accessible. 13 They do not, therefore, affect the 
interpretation being put forward here in relation to the other examples but rather they 
dove-tail with it by demonstrating that visual expression in the portals of great 
churches shared many of the characteristics seen in local churches. Indeed, the survival 
of the present tympana reflects the preservation of images of Christ as man in 
ecclesiastical architecture generally, though it is important to note that we cannot gauge 
how severely great churches have been denuded of examples. "' However, without any 
way to gerrymander the evidence, it is better to assess the majority of what survives on 
its own terms and within the knowledge that it is only part of the original story. 
* 
12 Harrowing of Hell examples are: Beckford (Fig. 32), Quenington (Fig. 341), Shobdon (Fig. 398), and 
South Cerney (Fig. 405). Crucifixion examples are Bolsover (Fig. 50), and Winterbome Stickland (Fig. 
486). 
13 The Prior's Door at Ely frames the western processional door on the south side of the nave and as 
such would not have been seen by a wide constituency. There was a parochial church in Malmesbury 
during the twelfth century, but it seems likely that when the laity entered the monastic church it would 
have been through the south porch. The west portal of Rochester Cathedral was primarily ceremonial, 
but the nave was used as a parochial church during the twelfth century and the portal was on a public 
face of the building, facing the castle. 
14 Other examples of images of Christ as a majestic figure, which were made for architectural settings, 
include the sculptural fragments at Lincoln Cathedral, Sixpenny Handley (Dorset), Sompting (Sussex) 
and wall paintings at Clayton (Sussex), St Gabriel's Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral, Kempley, and the 
Holy Sepulchre Chapel in Winchester Cathedral (Hants). 
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The Majestic Figure of Christ's 
Christ was distinguished from other figures in medieval art of all traditions by 
his halo, which is inscribed with a cross; the cross nimbus. " A few images do not 
represent Christ with a cross nimbus, such as Pedmore amongst the present examples 
(Fig. 319). However, these are rare and the halo is dispensed with only where the 
composition leaves no space for it and the iconography is otherwise unambiguous in its 
identification of Christ. This fact demonstrates the importance of iconographic 
models in Christian art, but overall the medieval west lacked the highly developed 
ideology that characterised the production and use made of religious art in the 
Orthodox world. Perhaps as a result of this the use made of the scholarly vocabulary 
available to describe majestic figures of Christ made in the Latin tradition does not 
always discriminate between the compositional form and the received meaning of the 
image. This is particularly the case with images in which Christ is depicted enthroned. 17 
I do not intend to engage directly with such issues because modern terminology 
must remain necessarily imprecise and serious confusion rarely results from the casual 
use of iconographic labels; none of examples cited from Dodwell (see note 18) present 
any substantial problems for the arguments set out below. However, in order to avoid 
confusion it is important to be clear regarding the terminology that is used here. The 
figure of Christ in each of the images under consideration in this section may be 
described as majestic, set frontally and commanding authority both within the image 
and over the viewer. Enthroned examples will be referred to generically as images of 
15 A previous study by the present author of images of Christ enthroned preserved on tympana in the 
medieval diocese of Worcester is Givans 1996, Ch. IV. 
16 This device was used, almost without exception, to denote persons of the Trinity and their symbols. 
17 Compare the use of the term `Christ in Majesty' in Dodwell 1993 to describe pl. 185, which depicts 
Christ enthroned alone, and pl. 186, which depicts Christ with the symbols of the Evangelists, and 
definitions of the term Maiestas Domini set out in L. C. I., Vol. III, cols. 136-142. I do not wish to be 
particularly critical of this practice, but rather to point out that the term has a specific iconographic 
meaning, which is not always significant to studies concentrating on stylistic analysis. See also Christie 
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`Christ enthroned', and a formal distinction will be made between images of `Christ in 
Glory', with Christ flanked by angels, and `Christ in Majesty' in which he is flanked by 
the symbols of the Evangelists. More specific identification of iconography that has 
direct implications for the meaning or interpretation of the image, such as the Last 
Judgement or the Ascension, will only be made where the visual evidence in a particular 
image permits. " 
The most powerful and evocative pose to convey the majesty of a figure was 
enthronement, with the figure set frontally and at the central point of the composition. 
The origins of enthronement as a pose capable of projecting the dignity, authority and 
elevated status of the sitter are ancient, but by the eleventh century it was a common 
and conventionally used device throughout the Christian world, including the North 
Sea kingdoms. 19 It was applied to images of God the Father and of Christ, images of 
kings, and to some images of the Virgin, the apostles, the Elders of the Apocalypse, 
saints, bishops and other rulers. The most basic meanings are unlikely to have been 
confused; dignity and authority, particularly judicial authority bestowed by divine grace, 
or in the case of God the Father and Christ, inherent by virtue of divinity. " Other 
1969, Ch. III, which identifies four text-based didactic programmes in Romanesque portals with 
majestic figures of Christ Last Judgement; Christ in Majesty; Ascension; Transfiguration. 
1s For the relationship between iconic and narrative iconography, see further Chapter VII, below. 
19 For the origins of images of the enthroned Christ, see Grabar 1969, esp. pp. 42-48 and 116-27. 
Mathews 1999 offers a reassessment of the development of Christological iconography in the Early 
Church. Christje 1969 provides an introduction to its use in Romanesque portals. 
20 The association between sitting and formal judgement is important for our understanding of the 
significance attached to the depiction of figures in visual art. In addition to royal seals, visual images 
and textual descriptions of judicial procedures, images and descriptions of the Last judgement and other 
Biblical trials, the language of the law reflects this. For example, the word 'assize' is derived from the 
Latin verb '. rido', '. riderd, and the verb 'mid?, 'resideW is frequently used to describe those hearing cases. 
Examples are conveniently set out in Caenegem 1990-91, see, for example, No. 5 (Trail of Pendenden 
Heath); No. 134; No. 224; No. 360 (1157 Battle Abbey Proceedings); and No. 421 (Becket at the 
Council of Northampton, 1164, where he is recorded as quoting Psalms CXIX, 23 'Princes did sit and 
speak against me', see No. 421A, at p. 434). See also Jacob 1994 for a study of medieval judicial 
imagery. I would like to thank Dr. John Hudson for discussing this matter with me. 
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figures that are seated on thrones, such as those on the lintel of Rochester's west 
portal, do not address the viewer and hence function in a different manner (Fig. 355)? ' 
Enthroned figures can therefore be divided into three categories: images of the 
divine; 22 images of kings; and other figures, whose dignity and function within the 
image required them to be enthroned. The overwhelming majority of examples from 
the Romanesque period are of Christ, followed by images of kings, themselves more 
common than other enthroned characters. English tympana provide no examples of 
a king, other than Christ himself as king, but three sites preserve figures of the third 
type, which will be discussed in Chapter VI 24 However, the pre-eminence of images of 
Christ enthroned on tympana broadly reflects the survival of enthroned figures in 
images made in other architectural settings and artistic media at all levels of production, 
at least within ecclesiastical art. 
These categories are each supplemented by a further, more loosely constituted 
group of iconic figures that project a similar majesty and authority to enthroned figures. 
They include bust- and half-length figures set frontally to the viewer, such as that of 
Christ at Castor (Fig. 86), and the frontal head types used on coins 25 There are also 
standing figures with majestic bearing. Examples include the figures of bishops on 
their seals and the standing figures of Christ at Leigh (Fig. 244) and in the Last 
21 Portraits of the Evangelists are particularly striking in works surviving from Anglo-Saxon England, 
and the Romanesque period, both in terms of the frequency of depiction and visual prominence. As 
narrative interests became more prominent in artistic expression the Evangelist's portrait increasingly 
presented the author at work, rather than demanding the viewer's attention by direct, frontal address. 
Contrast the portrait of St Luke in the sixth- century Gospels of St Augustine, f. 129v, Cambridge, Corpus 
Christi College, MS 286; Making of England, No. 1, with St Matthew in the early eleventh-century 
Copenhagen Gospels, Copenhagen, Konegelige Bibliotek, MS Bl. Kgl. Sml. 10.2°, f. 17v, Golden Age, No. 
48, and St Mark in the late eleventh-century Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, MS latin 14782, f. 52v, 
E. R. A., No. 9. 
22 For simplicity of expression, and in keeping with convention, from here on the enthroned figure of 
the deity will be described as Christ enthroned and it will be assumed that the figure represents Christ 
unless there is explicit iconographic reasons for identifying God the Father. 
23 A systematic survey of imagery has not been possible, but this is nonetheless a valid proposal. For 
descriptions of works of art from Anglo-Latin sources listed alphabetically by original location of the 
object, see Lehmann-Brockhaus 1955-58. 
24 Church Hanborough (Figs. 100-01), Haddiscoe (Fig. 183), and Tredington (Figs. 446-47). 
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Judgement frontispiece to Psalm I in a later twelfth-century Psalter and Book of Hours, 
probably made at Westminster. " There is also an important group of figures in 
narrative iconographies, such as the Christ at Aston Eyre (Fig. 16) and those on the 
fonts at North Grimston (Yorks N Riding) and St Nicholas', Brighton (Sussex), and 
images of both William and Harold in the Bayeux Tapestry. 27 Though not enthroned 
per se they project an authority similar to that of enthroned figures and there is a clear 
formal relationship with those that are enthroned formally as outlined above 2B Such 
figures of Christ deserve to be examined together with the images of Christ enthroned 
as majestic representation of the Son of God. 
Of images preserved on tympana, there are twelve examples of Christ in Glory, 
nine representing him enthroned with two angels (Fig. 135), 29 and three with four 
angels (Fig. 367)3° Seven tympana represent him enthroned alone (Fig. 235), 31 and five 
depict Christ in Majesty (Fig. 318) 32 At Barfreston Christ is enthroned within a 
mandorla surrounded by a foliate background in which are set human heads, angels and 
beasts (Fig. 26). Elstow and Siddington set an enthroned Christ between St Peter and 
another human figure (Figs. 145 and 401). Castor preserves a half-length figure of 
Christ otherwise similar to the enthroned examples (Fig. 86). The panel preserved at 
25 Further on coins, see below. 
26 Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, MS latin 10433, f. 9r, E. R. A., No. 68. Further on figures on bishops' 
seals, see Chapter VI, below. The relationship between standing and enthroned figures in western 
medieval art is worthy of further research. 
21 The Brighton font is illustrated in Stone 1955, pl. 50, and Zarnecki 1953, fig. 70a. Christ is often set 
in an enthroned pose when he is seated in narrative scenes. In the Bayeux Tapestry see, for example, 
William in the scene of Harold's oath, and of Harold in the scene where he hears of William's landing in 
England. 
28 Further investigation is possible into the different modes in which images of God the Father, Christ 
and other figures make direct address to the viewer. 
29 Eastleach Turville (Fig. 135), Ely (Fig. 146), Essendine (Fig. 153), little Barrington (Fig. 252), 
Malmesbury (Fig. 273), Patrixbourne (Fig. 315), Prestbury (Fig. 335), Romsley (Fig. 363), and Water 
Stratford (Fig. 465). 
30 Hereford, Rowlestone (Fig. 367), and Shobdon (Fig. 397). 
31 Canterbury (Fig. 80), Kirtling (Fig. 235), Lullington (Fig. 269), North Newbold (Fig. 303), Rous Lench 
(Fig. 365), South Cerney (Fig. 405), and Stoke Lyne (Fig. 419). 
32 Adel (Fig. 4), Chaddesley Corbett (Fig. 90), Elkstone (Fig. 143), Pedmore (Fig. 319), and Rochester 
(Fig. 355). The identification of Chaddesley is uncertain. 
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Leigh is of unknown original context and depicts a commanding figure of Christ 
standing with a pastoral staff and offering a blessing (Fig. 244). " 
The Coronation of the Virgin images at Quenington and Worth Maltravers and 
the tympana at Aston Eyre and Fownhope can also be included as majestic 
representations of Christ (Figs. 339,16 and 166). So too can Bishopsteignton, despite 
it being restored such that there is no child in an image of the Adoration of the Magi 
(Fig. 46). 34 It is highly improbable that the focal point of this iconography would be 
omitted and the setting of the Mary figure suggests a version of the Virgin and Child 
proposed at Fownhope. 
Majestic figures of Christ are amongst the most enduring images to survive 
from the Middle Ages. The compositions and the wider iconographic and architectural 
contexts may have varied, but if we isolate Christ from the context in which he is set 
we are presented with essentially the same figure (Fig. 365). The overriding meaning 
common across the range of examples remained constant: Christ is the triumphant 
ruler and redeemer of humanity. This introduces clear notions of judgement, and 
hence allusions to the Last judgement, the means by which salvation would be attained. 
However, it should be stressed that this does not mean that the images were necessarily 
interpreted exclusively or even predominantly as representations of the Last 
Judgement 35 In response to the lack of specificity in the images in terms of doctrinal 
message, the following analysis will concentrate on the characterisation of Christ as a 
33 Its identification as a tomb slab is doubtful, given the character of twelfth-century English tomb 
sculpture. Here it is accepted tentatively as an ex situ supra portal panel comparable with the enthroned 
figure of Christ at Lullington (Fig. 269-70). The block is almost 1.7m high, larger than we might expect, 
but not exceptional for a local church. For alternative views on this sculpture see, for example, Tudor- 
Craig 1990, pp. 224-231. Examples of twelfth-century English tomb-slabs are illustrated in Prior and 
Gardner 1912, Figs. 646-651. 
34 See Keyser 1927, p. 57 and Fig. 87. 
35 For a discussion of the depiction in French portal tympana of various stages of the Revelation 
narrative centred on the enthroned figure of Christ, see Klein 1990. 
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majestic figure and the implications that this has for how he was presented to and 
perceived by supplicants. This is not to undervalue the importance of, in particular, the 
Biblical aspects of the images, but rather to assess potential of the specific body of 
evidence presented by English tympana. 
Few monumental images of a majestic figure survive that were made in England 
or in Normandy before the Romanesque period. 36 However, it is important to 
emphasise the long tradition of producing images with majestic figures in Anglo-Saxon 
England, a tradition that was influenced by, as well as influential upon continental art. 37 
As such we must acknowledge that the use of a majestic Christ in portal tympana was 
part of a long-standing and evolving tradition now represented by manuscript 
illumination, other small-scale works of art and by descriptions in textual sources. 3B 
The earliest Anglo-Saxon images of Christ enthroned were influenced by 
material brought from Italy and the eastern Mediterranean by figures such as St 
Augustine in 597 and Theodore, Archbishop of Canterbury, 668-90.39 Over time 
influences also came from art made elsewhere in Europe and the British Isles, as well as 
in the form of domestic innovation 40 There are examples where the Last judgement is 
36 This is not to suggest that such figures did not exist. The largest stone figures of Christ preserved 
from the Anglo-Saxon period are of a comparable size with examples preserved on Romanesque 
tympana and several of the crucifix figures are larger. See, for example, the enthroned figure of Christ 
at Barnack (Northants P), which is about lm high. See also the figures of Christ crucified at Breamore, 
Headbourne Worthy and Romsey (all Hants), and Langford (Oxon); see Tweddle et al 1995, pp. 213-14, 
251-53, and 259-61. 
37 Asa starting point see, for example, Dodwell 1993, pp. 110,117-122,191-96. Sources for the style of 
English Romanesque images of Christ enthroned are frequently identified in architectural sculpture 
produced on the Continent, and in manuscript illumination. See, for example, the discussion of sources 
for the Prior's Doorway at Ely in Zarnecki 1989. 
38 For references to descriptions of images of an enthroned Christ in works now lost see, for example, 
Dodwell 1982, pp. 202,209,230 and 227. Many of these were of quite large scale. 
39 An early example of a Christ enthroned is in the Codex Amiatinut, Florence, Biblioteca Medicea 
Laurenziana, MS Amiatinus I, f. 796b, which was made at Jarrow or Monkwearmouth before 716; 
Making of England, No. 88. Links between Anglo-Saxon England and Rome are discussed in, for 
example, Mayr-Harting 1991, esp. pp. 54-62,144-47 and 168-93; Dodwell 1982, esp. pp. 148-54; and 
Making of England, part 5. 
40 See, for example, Dodwell 1993, p. 110. 
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both alluded to, 41 and explicitly invoked, 42 as well as examples depicting the 
Ascension, " acts of blessing, " donation, " and various other contexts related to an 
accompanying text. 46 Others depict Christ enthroned alone as a visual statement in 
himself, for example at the opening of a manuscript of the Gospels 47 There are also 
majestic images of Christ depicted standing, half-length and engaged in narrative 
setting-,. " 
Examples of all of these types continued to fill an integral place in 
Christological iconography during the Romanesque period 49 However, in local 
churches the main desire appears to have been to depict an image of Christ as a 
majestic figure capable of being interpreted in several ways. Therefore the choice of 
distinct iconographic types in most examples appears to have been as a result of 
representational convention rather than any deliberate desire to use a specific 
iconographic form to give the image a distinct and particularised meaning. This is 
demonstrated by the prevalence of compositions that do little in themselves to direct 
the viewer's understanding of how Christ was represented, other than as a majestic 
figure. Images of Christ in Glory, Christ in Majesty and Christ enthroned alone 
41 Grimbald Gospel London, British Library, Additional MS 34890, f. 114v-, Golden Age, No. 55; and an 
ivory plaque, now Cambridge, Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, acc. no. 215154, illustrated 
in Gameson 1995, plate 20b. The Grimbald Gospel illumination makes reference to Redemption through 
Christ's sacrifice, while the ivory makes reference to the Last judgement through the pose of Christ 
showing his wounds. See Gameson 1995, pp. 103-04. 
42 1Elfric's Homilies, Cambridge, Trinity College, MS B. 15.34, f. 65r, Golden Age, No. 63. This actually 
illustrates the description of the figure of Christ in Revelation XIX, 16. 
43 lEthelrtan Psalter, London, British Library, Cotton MS Galba AXVIII, f. 120v; Golden Age, No. 4. 
44 Benedictional of St ifthelwold, London, British Library, Additional MS 495998, f. 91r, Golden Age, No. 37, 
and illustrated in Games on 1995, plate 23b. 
45 New Minster Charter, London, British Library, Cotton MS Vespasian A. VIII, f. 2v, Golden Age, No. 26; 
and the New MinsterLiber Vitae, London, British Library, Stowe MS 944, f. 6r, Golden Age, No. 62. 
46 See, for example, Tables and tracts concerning the date of Easter, London, British Library, Cotton MS 
Vespasian A. XV, f. 123r, Golden Age, No. 65. 
47 Trinity Gospels, Cambridge, Trinity College, MS B. 10.4, f. 16v; Golden Age, No. 49. This image prefaces 
a copy of the gospels, following on from a set of Canon Tables, and can be seen as Christ presiding over 
the four accounts of his life. See also Gameson 1995, p. 28. 
48 Crowland Psalter, Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Douce 296, f. 40r, Golden Age, No. 68; and Pastoral Care 
of Gregory the Great, Oxford, St John's College, MS 28, f. 2r, Golden Age, No. 32. 
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provide twenty-four of the present examples and on their own none of these images 
contains enough visual material for a definitive, textually-based narrative or vision 
derived from a single passage in scripture. Rather, an image is presented that permits a 
greater or lesser range of readings to be drawn. There was, after all, perhaps nothing 
more important in the understanding of Christ presented in popular vernacular texts 
than the fact that `There is no lord like Christ, nor any king like our Lord' so 
No examples of enthroned temporal kings are preserved on the present 
tympana. Given the relationship between the imagery and language associated with 
monarchy and with Christianity, however, it is important to assess the possible links 
between the image of temporal kings and majestic images of Christ on tympana. 51 
English sources for the images of kings are less varied than those for Christ and many 
saints, due in part to the poor preservation of secular art. Early examples, such as the 
eighth-century image of David in the Vespasian Psalter probably made at St Augustine's, 
Canterbury, convey few overt signs of regality, but by the eleventh-century depicting a 
king as a majestic enthroned figure with royal regalia, particularly a crown, was a well 
established iconography. "Z Such imagery remained an enduring feature of Romanesque 
iconography in England as elsewhere. " For the present discussion it is important to 
49 In addition to the examples cited elsewhere in this chapter, see, for example, the image of Christ in 
the Bury Bible, Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 2, f. 281v; E. R. A., No. 44; and a chalice found in 
a grave at Rusper Priory (Sussex), now on loan to the British Museum; E. R. A., No. 293. 
50 Nis na lauered swich se is Grist ne king swuch ure drihten; see E. E. T. S., o. s., Vol. 29,34, p. 165,1.80. 
51 On the language of English medieval monarchy generally, see, for example, Richardson 1960, and 
Garnett 1996. Studies of ruler iconography in Anglo-Saxon art relating to Christ, kings and monastic 
rulers are presented in Deshman 1976, and Deshman 1988. 
52 This may be illustrated by the images of King Edgar in the mid-eleventh century Canterbury version 
of the Regularis Concordia, London, British Library, Cotton MS Tiberius A. III, f. 2r, Golden Age, No. 28, 
and that of Pharaoh with his counsellors dispensing justice in the Anglo-Saxon illustrated Hexateuch, also 
made at Canterbury, during the second quarter of the eleventh century, London, British Library, Cotton 
MS B. IV, f. 59r; Golden Age, No. 157, a manuscript probably made for a lay patron at St Augustine's, 
Canterbury, where it remained subsequently. The Vespasian Psalter is London, British Library, Cotton 
MS Vespasian A. I, f. 30v; Making of England No. 153. See also Heslop and Mitchell 1997, pp. 69-72. 
53 In addition to the other examples cited in this chapter see, for example, St Edmund enthroned in 
heaven in The Life and Miracles of St Edmund King and Martyr, New York, Pierpont Morgan Library M. 736, 
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examine the most public expressions of the royal image because it is with these that 
people using local churches would have been familiar. This means coins, the royal seal, 
and to a lesser extent the person and reputation of the king himself. By examining 
these we can establish a basis for an association between the temporal monarchy and 
the majestic images of Christ preserved on tympana. 
Coins provided the most widely disseminated visual image of a king during the 
Middle Ages. Those of earlier Anglo-Saxon kings were based on Antique models and 
the king's head was shown in profile, either bare-headed or wearing a diadem. 54 These 
forms developed so as to reflect the new social order in which the crown was the 
abiding symbol of the king and of his office, in visual art and in the language of public 
affairs, reaching all levels of society through the legal system 55 The first Anglo-Saxon 
king to be depicted on his coins wearing a crown was /Ethelstan (924-39) and during 
the next century coin-types depicting the head in profile wearing a crown were used 
with increasing frequency such that by the mid-eleventh century they were the norm. 56 
From the reign of the Edward the Confessor onwards almost all coin-types minted by 
royal moneyers in England depicted the crowned head of the king, following both 
models long-established in England, and others adopted from elsewhere in Latin 
Europe. 57 
f. 22v, illustrated in Dodwell 1993, fig. 338; and the Magi before Herod in Copenhagen, Konegelige 
Bibliotek, MS Thott 143.2°, f. 10r, illustrated in Kauffinann 1975, frontispiece. These manuscripts are 
E. R. A., Nos. 20 and 76 respectively. 
sa See, for example, Making of England, Nos. 213-31 and 261-79, and Golden Age, Nos. 173-80. 
ss Examples of the word crown in official language referring to the office of the king are contained in 
numerous categories of document A useful collection of examples are cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 123. 
Visual illustrations include the Chronicle of Florence and John of Worcester where Henry I is depicted wearing 
his crown while sleeping, Oxford, Corpus Christi College, Ms 157, f. 382v-383x, E. R. A., No. 33; and the 
signa in the preface to Ralph de Diceto's Abbreviations Chronicorum, London, Lambeth Palace MS 8, f, Iv, 
illustrated in Gransden 1974, pl. VII. 
56 Golden Age, Nos. 181-239. The IRthelstan coin is Golden Age No. 181. The crown on this coin is 
compared with that worn by the figure of. thelstan presenting a copy of Bede's Life of St Cuthbert to the 
saint in a manuscript made in south west England during the late 930s, Cambridge, Corpus Christi 
College, MS 183, f. lverso; Golden Age No. 6. 
57 For a brief introduction to English coinage during the period and bibliography up to 1984, see 
E. R. A., pp. 320-23. 
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Royal issues contemporary with the sculpture preserved on tympana show the 
king's name and crowned head on the obverse, thereby establishing his personal 
authority for the creation of the coin and his guarantee of its value. The main 
developments under the Normans were the increasing use of frontal head-types, which 
were derived from German imperial coins and first used in a few issues of Edward the 
Confessor. " He is most usually depicted holding a sceptre, a well-established symbol 
of the king's office, but a few of issues of William I and William II depict him with the 
sword, symbol of royal judicial authority. 59 The more direct address to the viewer of 
the frontal head-types moved the image closer to the idiom of the majestic figures of 
Christ preserved on tympana and this served to emphasise the context in which power 
and authority of the king rested. The reverse of the coin most usually shows the Cross, 
evidence of the solemnity of the guarantee of probity, perhaps also divine sanction, and 
the name of the moneyer responsible for enacting the king's will. 
Once in circulation a silver penny could be used legitimately in any legal 
financial transaction. By contrast, the royal seal served a very different purpose and 
hence projected a more specific iconography. Each impression of the royal seal 
sanctioned the matters set out in the document to which it was attached and from at 
least the reign of William Rufus it carried the legend `[Name of the king] by the grace 
of God, king of the English' 60 The visual association between the king and Christ was, 
therefore, emphasised by the use of the enthroned pose, a staple in the representation 
58 Frontal head-type coins of Edward the Confessor include Golden Age Nos. 233-34. For standard 
profile head types, see E. R. A., Nos. 381-84,387-88,409,417-18. For standard frontal head types, see 
E. R. A., Nos. 389-408,410-12,415-16,419-20. E. RA., No. 391, is a coin of William I directly 
modelled a coin issued by Emperor Henry III. Also of significance was the use of more bust-length 
forms for both frontal and profile head types, and the development of types turned at three-quarters 
occasionally used by kings from Henry I onwards, see E. R. A., Nos. 413,414 and 436. I am aware of 
only one coin type issued by an English king during this period where he is depicted enthroned, an issue 
of Edward the Confessor, made in emulation of a Byzantine model, see Golden Age, No 231, and E. RA., 
No. 380. Non-royal issues followed other models, illustrated by E. RA., Nos. 439-443. 
59 E. RA., Nos. 394,400-03 and 405. The king's sword will be discussed directly below. 
60 See E. RA., No. 329. The source for the legend is traced to German royal and imperial seals. 
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of Christ's authority, on the primary token of his judicial authority as ruler» Deigratia. 
The king was the only living person depicted as an enthroned figure on their seal, with 
the exception of a few personal seals of bishops and abbots made during the later 
eleventh century and early twelfth century. " It should be stressed that these, the seals 
of the princes of the church, share more in common with the seals of monastic and 
other religious foundations, that show enthroned figures of patron saints 6z 
Enthronement was not unique to kings, even on seals, but the royal image was none- 
the-less firmly set in the same context as that of Christ. 
English royal seals from the reign of Edward the Confessor depict the majestic 
figure of the monarch enthroned with articles of regalia. " Edward's seal depicts him 
crowned and holding an orb and sceptre, an image derived from Ottonian models, and 
one similar to that used for the coronation image of Harold in Bayeux Tapestry. "` The 
sceptre was routinely depicted on coins and the orb frequently also. The seal of each 
Norman and Angevin king similarly depicts him crowned and bearing the orb, a 
symbol of temporal authority. However, he also bears the sword of state, which served 
to give the image an overtly judicial character, and one well suited to the function of 
the seal itself. 
Kings were girded with a sword during the middle stage of the coronation, 
before he was crowned, as the symbolic means (and when necessary the actual means) 
61 See E. R. A., No. 363, where several other examples are cited, and Heslop 1980, esp. pp. 12-13. One 
of the latest examples of this type is the first seal of Alexander, bishop of Lincoln 1123-48, which is 
illustrated in E. E. A. Vol. I, pl. Ia. They were replaced by the already well established, and enduring 
standing figure forms, see E. RA., Nos. 338-346. 
62 The seal of Westminster Abbey of c. 1100 shows St Peter, while that of Lincoln Cathedral Chapter 
(c. 1150) depicts the Virgin and Child, see E. R. A., Nos. 351, and 360. The reverse of the Lincoln seal 
matrix has an image of Christ enthroned upon a rainbow. See also Heslop 1980, esp. pp. 13-14. Other 
examples include E. R. A., Nos. 349-50,352,354-56 and 364. Further on the majestic image of the 
Virgin and her regalia, see Heslop 1981. 
63 For English royal seals in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, see ERA., pp. 298-300 and Nos. 328- 
36; Heslop 1980, esp. pp. 9-11; and Harmer 1952, pp. 94-105. See also Golden Age, No. 170. 
64 Golden Age, No. 170, and E. R. A., No. 328. Edward's legend styles him bailei rather than ftx. 
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by which he would protect the weak and the church 65 These acts were explicitly linked 
to the maintenance and enforcement of law and order in the coronation oath, which 
was sworn at the end of the first stage of the coronation. Swords also served as a 
metaphor, often drawn from scriptural language, in spiritual-minded writing to 
emphasise the protection of the weak and of the church from evil doers, if not by good 
kings then by God, the King of kings, against unjust kings who oppressed the weak and 
the church. 66 The association of swords with legitimate authority was not limited to 
kings, as illustrated by images of Duke William of Normandy and Count Guy of 
Ponthieu in the Bayeux Tapestry. They therefore bore a diverse and complex range of 
meanings for medieval audiences, particularly those of the knightly classes, for whom 
the association was personal since a man was also girded with a sword when he was 
knighted or invested with an earldom 67 It is reasonable to suggest that such views 
permeated deeply into society. However, combined with the crown, and the orb, there 
was no room for ambiguity in the status of the person represented, or the nature of his 
power. 6a 
It has been suggested that the depiction of English kings with a sword 
emphasised their martial character and set them in contrast to the more peaceful image 
65 The Coronation Ordo on which this is based is that in The Pontifical of Magdelen College, which is 
generally accepted as being a liturgy used during the twelfth-century. See Wilson 1910, pp. 89-95. On 
the ruler's sword, see, for example, the letter of John of Salisbury to William de Insula in Millor and 
Brooke 1979, No. 180, at p. 194. On the English coronation more generally, see Richardson 1960; and 
Cowdrey 1981. 
66 See, for example, the letters of John of Salisbury in Millor and Brooke 1979, No. 157, written on 
behalf of Archbishop Thomas Becket to Nicholas of Mont-Saint Jacques, Rouen, esp. at p. 66, quoting 
from Ephesians VI, 17 and Hebrews IV, 12; No. 180, to William de Insula, esp. at p. 194; No. 219, to 
Pope Alexander III, esp. at p. 376; and No. 310, to Peter, abbot of St Remi, Rheims, esp. at p. 756, 
quoting from Deuteronomy XXXII, 25. 
67 On the investiture of knights and aristocrats, see Crouch 1992, esp. pp. 138-39,197-98 and 201-03. 
There is further discussion of swords as the ultimate weapon of a warrior in Chapter VI, below. 
68 Some English royal seals also included a bird set next to the king's head, which has been read as the 
divine inspiration available to the king. See, for example, E. R. A., No. 330. Solomon, standing at the 
head of his army wears a crown and bears a sword in a similar fashion to that of the king on the royal 
seal, New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, M 619; E. R. A., No. 65. That this was a long-established 
means of depicting royal rulers is illustrated by the image of Pharaoh in the Anglo-Saxon illustrated 
Hexateuch cited above, British Library, Cotton MS B. IV f. 59r, Golden Age, No. 157. 
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projected by French royal seals and those of the German emperors, which depict the 
monarch with a sceptre. 69 The iconography of English royal seals was overtly martial 
not least because on the reverse of the seal English kings denoted their rule over lands 
in France through an image of an equestrian knight. 7° The same image was also used 
by many magnates both in England and on the Continent, for their own single-sided 
seals. 71 However, in the hands on an enthroned figure the sword was an emphatically 
judicial weapon, emphasised through the association of sitting with judgement and the 
sword with justice. The image therefore reflects the theoretical position of the king in 
English law and emphasises the reality of how he could enforce that theory. 72 A 
correlation with the majestic image of Christ may be seen in his blessing hand, the 
means by which salvation could be attained when Christ came in judgement. 
There is good evidence that the power and authority of the king would be 
recognised by his subjects through the images set on his coins and his seal. Penalties 
for interfering with royal coins were severe, and it appears that the ever-growing 
proportion of the population who used coins were, unsurprisingly, keen to be sure of 
value of their money. " One of the symptoms of King Stephen's inability to control his 
magnates was the operation of unlicensed mints. 74 Henry I demonstrated that control 
of the coinage was directly and personally linked to the credibility of the crown during 
the winter of 1124/25, when he had all but three of the moneyers in England castrated 
69 See, for example, the description of pl. 2, in Gillingham 1999. 
70 This practice, an innovation of William I, initially depicted the knight with a lance, and it was not until 
the reign of King Stephen that the rider wields a sword. Examples illustrated in E. R. A., Nos. 331-33. 
71 Early types have the knight armed with a lance, E. R. A., No. 371. For examples of equestrian seals of 
magnates with swords, see E. R. A., Nos. 376 and 377. The equestrian image is not the only type used by 
members of the elite during the twelfth century, as is illustrated by E. R. A., No. 372. 
72 I have only seen Romanesque images of Christ with a sword in his mouth in manuscripts. It is 
unclear how widely the sword was understood as offering a potential reference to the vision of Christ 
enthroned with a sword emerging from his mouth in Revelation 1,16. 
73 An overview of primary evidence for the monetisation of society, see Bartlett 2000, pp. 370-76. 
74 Stephen was not the only English monarch to have trouble controlling the quality of coinage, but the 
problems experienced at other times were exacerbated during his reign. See E. R. A., Nos. 428-54 for 
the range of coins minted during Stephen's reign. 
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and their right hands amputated for producing adulterine pennies. 75 The fraud came to 
light when mercenary soldiers in Normandy found coins shipped from England to pay 
them were debased: `a pound could not get a pennyworth at a market [and the 
moneyers were punished] very justly because they had ruined all the country with their 
false-dealing'. 76 The image of the king on his coins was a direct statement of his 
guarantee of its value and hence his authority within his kingdom. 
The forgery of all types of seal was not uncommon and could be profitable, 
though it was not always done for entirely malicious purposes. 77 It was therefore 
prudent to ensure that the seals one held were recognised as being genuine. This 
hinged on the visual assessment of the image impressed upon the wax and the 
knowledge that the person it represented would enforce their will. Common concerns 
regarding the authenticity of seals generally are illustrated by a promise Henry de Percy 
made to Reading Abbey during the 1190s to reseal the charter that he granted them at 
his own cost should he change his seal. 78 I have found no incidents of the punishment 
of persons for falsifying the royal seal. However, the effort and expense channelled 
into the production, keeping and use of a royal seal matrix suggest that anyone found 
to have used its impression unlawfully is unlikely to have kept command of their 
extremities 79 
The power and value of the seal is attested to not only by the use of forged 
seals, but also by numerous references to them being used to strengthen the authority 
75 Caenegem 1990-91, No. 239, where six versions of the narrative are given in full. 
76 Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, `E' Text in Caenegem 1990-91, No. 239A, and E. H. D. Vol. IT, pp. 201-02. 
77 See, for example, E. R. A., p. 298-99, and notes accompanying E. R. A., No. 332. 
78 E. Y. C. Vol. XI, No. 292, p. 361. 
79 Richard I's vice-chancellor and seal-bearer, Roger Malcael, was drowned off the coast of Cyprus in 
April 1191, but the seal could be recovered from his body when it washed ashore because he wore it on 
a chain around his neck. For details and sources, see Gillingham 1999, p. 144 and n. 19. Robert de 
Sigillo, keeper of Henry I's seal c. 1121-35, was master of the crown writing chamber and subsequently 
bishop of London 1141-50, see Green 1986, esp. pp. 270-71. For the place of seals in society generally, 
see Clanchy 1993, esp. pp. 310-12. 
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of documents. 60 Documents also indicate that seals were widely used during the 
twelfth century and that they had been used routinely in secular dealings for several 
centuries; by the mid-eleventh century they even acquired the authority to rival the sign 
of the Cross as a mark of covenant in solemn documents. B1 Furthermore, the image of 
the king on the royal seal was probably recognised at quite a local level, at least by 
reputation. Domesday provides an early example of such an expectation. The circuit 
enquirers in Hampshire felt it was reasonable to ask the men of Broughton Hundred if 
they had seen the king's seal, or else his messenger giving seisin of Tytherley manor to 
the previous tenant. B2 The `men of the hundred' were a wide-ranging social group 
often lumped together as the multis aliis included in the witness lists of numerous 
documents, though, we sometimes gain an insight into the range of people that might 
be called upon. ß3 In a plea at the court of king Stephen settled in favour of Holy 
Trinity Priory, Aldgate, proof was taken by oaths from twenty-one men including a 
monk called Orgar le Prude, an abbot called Ulwin, Ailwon the clerk, Lefswin the 
smith, Wlfirc the butcher and Brictred the cowherd. 84 
The royal image was not, however, projected simply through the seal and coins. 
From the time of William I, kings of England sat enthroned in state with their full 
regalia, including crown, but only on specific occasions and in a manner governed by 
so In May 1127, for example, the Abbot of Abingdon asked Henry I to strengthen with his seal his 
confirmation of Edward the Confessor's privilege attesting to the abbey's rights over the Hundred of 
Homer. Caenegem 1990-91, No. 246, `... et ipre confzrmaret ngillo munirrt.. '. See also Clanchy 1993, p. 316. 
81 Clanchy 1993, p. 312. 
82 DB, Hants, 69,16 `... vedemnt . rigillum vel 
legatum Here I have translated vel as `or else' because 
witnesses may have only seen either the seal or the messenger, but that sight of either was sufficient. 
Further on the translation of vel see here below, note 162. 
83 See further, Chapter II, above. 
84 Caenegem 1990-91, No. 291. It is my impression that members of a very broad spectrum of social 
classes were quite frequently witnesses to documents. Witnesses to a notification of 1138-50 regarding 
an acre of land in the parish of St Margaret's bought by the canons of St Paul's Cathedral, London, 
included the sheriff, a mason, a janitor, the bishop of London's son, a bloodletter, a waferer, a 
goldsmith, and the dean of St Paul's. See Caenegem 1990-91, No. 329. See also Stenton 1920, pp. cii-vi 
and p. 166. 
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strict protocols. 85 The impression given was undoubtedly awe-inspiring, and images 
that represent contemporary events, such as the coronation of Harold in the Bayeux 
Tapestry, suggest that these conveyed an impression in an idiom shared with the image 
on the seal, and also with majestic images of Christ. Perhaps the most explicit aspect 
of such occasions in those terms were the singing of the laudes regiae, which mimicked 
the acclamation of Christ in Church legislation and in the New Testament. 86 They 
were sung at the coronation from at least the reign of William I, and at ritual crown 
wearing ceremonies held at major Church feasts. In England the choirs were paid for 
by the crown, as recorded in the Pipe Rolls, suggesting that the ritual was a state 
ceremony. 87 
Coronations were not a routine aspect of royal lordship and crown wearing 
ceremonies and the singing of the Lauder regiae were infrequent and not necessarily 
regarded as an integral part of their rule by every king. 88 Walter Map's description of 
Henry II provides a more routine and human image of the king, at once shutting 
himself away from those that justly sought his ear, and yet at other times amicably 
listening to the petitions of individuals in a clamouring crowd. 89 Therefore Henry 
85 In 1121 Henry I found himself the subject of a reprimand from the Archbishop of Canterbury, Ralph 
d'Escures, for putting his crown on himself custom and privilege demanded that it was the archbishop 
who performed the act. Henry had forgotten this, illustrating that crown wearing was not a very 
frequent occurrence. The story is related in Eadmer's Historia novorum and cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 127. 
86 See Cowdrey 1981, and Nelson 1982, for the lauder regiae in England under William I and II. 
Kantorowicz 1946 discusses the laudet regiae, their social, and their religious significance with reference 
to most areas and periods of the medieval world; for England, see esp. pp 171-79. Kantorowicz 
rejected the idea that Cnut introduced the laudes into England after 1027. However, his conclusions do 
not preclude their introduction into English liturgy at Westminster and perhaps a few other churches 
under Edward the Confessor. The manuscript of the 1068 laudes regiae, London, British Library, MS 
Cotton Vitellius E. XII, has been associated with York, and archbishop Ealdred. For discussion of this 
manuscript, see Lapidge 1983. 
87 Kantorowicz 1946, pp 173-74. Note 75 on p. 174, refers to the Pipe Roll of 1188 entry for June 5. 
In France the abbot or bishop in whose church the laudes were sung paid for the choirs. 
88 Henry II is said by Ralph Diceto never to have worn his crown after 1158, though there is contrary 
evidence from other sources, including the Pipe Roll cited above. By contrast kings Stephen and 
Richard I both cultivated the practice, not least after their respective release from captivity. Indeed, 
Richard's return to the practice caused monks at Canterbury to undertake research in order to determine 
how the laudes regiae should be conducted. See Bartlett 2000, p. 128-29; Crouch 2000, p. 189; and 
Gillingham 1999, pp. 107-08 and 271-72. 
89 James et a11983, pp. 484-87 
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could be both physically and personally approachable, virtues of a good king, but at 
times unwilling to be seen at all, a vice in the person that held the Crown. Map also 
makes it clear earlier in his work that while Henry wore fine clothes he was modest and 
`did not magnify himself as more than man'9° However, beyond his personal 
character, Henry's rule was perceived as and was projected as being very much in 
keeping with the image on his seal and set in apposition to the rule of God. 9i 
It was, therefore, through the language and ideology of monarchy, drawn 
directly on the language of Christianity itself, that the relationship between the image of 
the king and the image of Christ was developed most explicitly. 92 It is this that most 
vividly informs and illuminates the imagery and gives life to the allusions between 
images of Christ enthroned and those of the king on his coins and his seal. The 
language of the Bible and of Christianity provided a ready-made basis that could 
permeate all society. God the Father, whose kingdom was to come, and Jesus Christ, 
the King of kings, the Lord of lords, sat upon a throne, the source of all justice for 
both the quick and the dead 93 It was a relationship bestowed upon kings, and one 
exploited to the full by monarchs with an earnestness that suggests an unfailing belief 
in its essential truth. The style `by the grace of God, king of the English' was used on 
the royal seal and on royal proclamations, which were intended to be read aloud in 
public94 There are also references in texts and images to illustrate the association 
between the office of the king and Christ, the earliest of which date from the tenth 
90 James et al 1983, pp. 116-17 
91 See, for example, the texts presented in E. H. D. Vol. II, No. 59a-d. In particular, see text 59d by 
Ralph de Diceto, esp. at p. 516, where it is suggested that if the bishops would not obey the king they 
would at least obey the King of kings in heaven. 
92 As a starting point, see Bartlett 2000, pp. 121-30. 
93 See, for example, the Lord's Prayer, the Creed and Revelation, XIX, 16. 
94 The style pw Dei gratia was established as a standard rubric in English royal charters during the reign 
of William I. The public audience of charters is illustrated by the general address of the documents and 
by opening forms such as sciant omnes. The profession of beadle, such as appears amongst the witness of 
Caenegem 1990-91, No. 329, the St Paul's charter cited above, demonstrates the structured manner in 
which this was done. 
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century. 95 The very phrase in Latin by which the king was styled as the `Lord's 
anointed', Christus Domini, leaves ample room for allusion. " In Geoffrey of 
Monmouth's hugely popular Historia regium Britannie, Constantine of Brittany is 
designated king by a Christological acclamation modelled on the laudes regiae. 97 The 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, a text often ill-disposed to post-Conquest kings, directly 
compared Odo of Bayeux's rebellion against William Rufus in 1088 
»the 
betrayal of 
Christ by Judas 9s 
The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle is, however, a good example of the distinction 
made between the office and the person of the king. Kings were not venerated as 
Christ's deputies in their daily lives and the distinction between the king and his 
heavenly master is one clearly illustrated by images. The formal association between the 
majestic images of Christ preserved on English Romanesque tympana and that of the 
king on his coins does not extend beyond the increasing use of facing head-types on 
coins, which places them in a common idiom. The relationship between the same 
images of Christ and those of kings on their seals is direct, but one of deliberate 
allusion, not confusion. The king is not given any of the attributes boric' by Christ. It 
is unlikely that supplicants using local churches mistook images of Christ for those of 
kings, even those at Pedmore and Romsley, where Christ wears a crown, because of the 
architectural and iconographic setting of the figure (Fig. 319 and 363). " 1 have not 
95 See, for example, Whitelock et al 1981, pp. 125 and 128 (Edgar's Privilege for New Minster, 
Winchester VII and XIIII, 966 x 84); p. 388 (Ecclesiastical code of VIII )Ethelred 2 and 2.1,1014); and 
p. 467-68 (Northumbrian Priest's Law 67.1, c1008 x 23). 
96 Wilson 1910, p. 252. 
97 Book VI, Ch. 4, see Thorpe 1966, p. 150. See also Kantorowicz 1946, pp 172-73 and note 70. 
Christus vinvit, Christus regnat, Christus imperat Christ is victorious, Christ reigns, Christ is powerful. 
Ecce rex Britannie deserte Adrit modo Christus Behold the king of forsaken Britain. Only be Christ with 
Ecce defensio rostra Eccz spec rostra eigaud=um us and here is he that is our safety, out hope and our joy 
98 E. H. D. Vol. II, pp. 173-74, at p. 173. 
99 Oral tradition and teaching also played a role in ensuring that people saw the figure as Christ. There 
is an unsourced local tradition established by the fourteenth century that the crowned figure in the 
tympanum at Moissac was Clovis, the legendary founder of the abbey, and not Christ, see Schapiro 
1977, p. 120. Its should be noted that images of Christ in Romanesque art in general rarely depict him 
wearing a royal crown. Most examples I have noted in England, and elsewhere, that depict Christ 
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found medieval evidence to support a view that such confusions were commonplace 
and stories such as that of Perceval mistaking a party of knights for God and his angels 
tell us more about the self-image of the aristocracy than the general credulity of the 
general population. 10° Furthermore, in addition to general oral tradition, a priest or 
clerk served each of the churches, and they could inform people that the figure was 
Christ. 
In each of the present tympana Christ offers his blessing and he holds a book, 
rather than a sword or another piece of royal regalia. However, the office that the king 
filled was, none-the-less, believed to be divinely ordained and the evidence suggests 
that a socially diverse cross-section of any audience would have been sensitive to a well- 
established association between the ritual and juridical image of a king and the image of 
Christ enthroned. The image projected by his seal and to a lesser extent his coins, was 
phrased through forms shared with images of Christ and likely to have been widely 
recognised, even at a local level. The majestic images of Christ preserved in tympana 
therefore form part of a well-established mode of expression used to project the power 
and authority of a range of offices and persons, but particularly those of God, Christ 
and kings. Above the portals of local churches this would present the supplicant with 
an image of a God who presided over all mankind, a vision of power as preparation for 
what would be seen and heard during the course of devotion. 
* 
wearing a royal crown are crucifix figures. This view has been based on a survey of images preserved in 
the churches I have visited, and those illustrated in books such as E. R. A., and Dodwell 1993, and in the 
Conway Library, London. It appears that Christ is depicted wearing a royal crown more frequently in 
Gothic art. From a sample of 639 images of Christ made in the period c. 950-c. 1250, he wears a crown 
or diadem in 92 examples. 43 are images with Christ enthroned (19 are thirteenth-century, 13 are 
Anglo-Saxon) 49 are crucifixion scenes. In 547 he does not wear a crown, of which 366 depict Christ 
enthroned, and 181 are crucifixion images. The association of Pedmore and Romsley with St Kenelm's 
cult at Romsley may be explain the depiction of Christ wearing a crown. 
100 Kibler 1991, pp. 382-83. 
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These factors must be set alongside the specific features of majestic images of 
Christ preserved on tympana, which combine to characterise the Son of God. Five 
specific aspects of the images will be examined below: Christ's throne; the book that he 
holds; his gesture to the viewer; the mandorla; and the iconographic context within 
which he is set. 
The `throne' upon which Christ is seated is not always clearly visible and we 
may therefore conclude that it was not an essential feature for the successful 
presentation of a majestic Christ. At sites such as Romsley the composition leaves no 
room for its depiction, while at Shobdon it was apparently simply omitted (Figs. 363 
and 397). 101 At Presbury the condition of the sculpture means any detailed diagnosis is 
impossible (Fig. 335). In images in which Christ is not enthroned there was naturally 
no call for a throne, while at Quenington a lack of clarity in the composition means 
that it is impossible to determine upon what Christ sits (Fig. 339). Many examples, 
however, make use of Christ's seat for visual expression. In these he is either seated on 
a bench-like throne, as at Siddington, or a chair-like throne, as at Rochester, or he is 
seated on a rainbow, as at Malmesbury (Fig. 401,355 and 273). Both the throne and 
the rainbow types are derived from well-established iconographic forms rooted in 
scriptural imagery, the former from the visions of St John in Revelation, the latter from 
those of Ezekiel. 102 In terms of the present images and the audiences to whom they 
were addressed the use of a rainbow may have given the image a more ethereal 
character, perhaps emphasising the notion of Christ in heaven. The throne might 
emphasise his regal and juridical character. However, it should be stressed that the use 
of a rainbow did not denude the image of the characteristics promoted by a throne or 
vice versa. Each simply served to emphasise a particular aspect of Christ's character. 
101 See, for example, Thurlby 1999, p. 79. 
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The book held by most majestic figures of Christ, was an established aspect of 
the iconography in England since at least the early eighth century, and is generally 
thought to represent the Book of Life' referred to in Revelation. 103 It is depicted in 
almost all of the present examples, and is generally omitted only from examples in 
which he holds something else. However, it is only identified positively with the Book 
of Life' at Elkstone, though it is quite possible that others were inscribed, painted or 
otherwise identified (Fig. 143). It is also possible that its inclusion was conventional 
such that specific designation was not deemed necessary and what may have been more 
significant in the context of local churches is not the identity of the book per se, but 
that Christ holds a book. 
It is impossible to determine whether audiences for the present images would 
have attached any precise significance to the book, but it is likely to have been 
associated with Christ's authority and his particular character as divine judge. While the 
books at Shobdon and Rowlestone are massive, the majority of examples give it less 
emphasis, though if painted in a strong contrasting colour to the rest of the 
composition some of this imbalance may have been redressed (Fig. 397,367 and 
363). 104 The most energetic depiction of a book amongst the present examples is that 
held by the left-hand figure on the lintel at Tarrant Rushton, a problematic 
composition discussed in the postscript to this chapter. The esoteric nature of the 
enthroned figure to the left, here identified as God the Father, is rivalled only by the 
Christ at Pedmore, whose left hand is on his knee, the book apparently hanging before 
his shin (Fig. 319). 
102 See, for example, Ezekiel, I, 26-28, and Revelation IV, 3. 
103 See esp., Revelation XX, 11-12, and XXI, 27. An early example is the Codex Amiatinur, Florence, 
Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, MS Amiatinus I, f. 796b, which was made at Jarrow or 
Monkwearmouth before 716; Making of England No. 88. See also Belting-Ihm 1992. 
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Christianity is, and was perceived as a book-based religion. God was the Word 
and Christ was the Word incarnate. 105 Written scriptures were held in awe. 106 Such 
ideas were propagated and disseminated widely by the language of the religion itself, 
through the association of literacy with churchmen and through vernacular preaching 
texts. In the twelfth-century English poem known as A Moral Ode, the dead are 
promised that `In Holy Book they shall see all that they were ignorant of. i107 The poem 
also makes an oblique reference to the Book of Life' when describing devils who will 
accuse the dead at the Last judgement: `They have all in their writing that we did amiss 
here'. 108 
Christ offers a blessing in every example where his right hand is free to do so. 'o9 
The tympana in which the blessing hand is given emphasis equal to the book generally 
contain the better quality sculpture (Figs. 147 and 273). By contrast the most striking 
examples of the blessing are those at Romsley, where the mandorla is looped around 
the hand, and at Pedmore, where the hand is so large it has ballooned outside the 
mandorla (Fig. 363 and 319). However, in almost every case the arm is held out from 
the body, often at an impossible angle, so as either to set the hand in free space or to 
highlight it against the mandorla, as at Ely and Romsley. 'lo It is also set in line with 
104 1 am not aware of significant evidence for the colour schemes used on any of the present tympana, 
though wider medieval evidence suggests that they were painted to some degree. See, for example, 
Sampson 1998. 
105 See esp. John, I, 1-18, texts such as St Anselm's Monologion, in Davies and Evans 1998, esp. Chg. 30- 
63, and examples cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 460. 
106 A group of English bishops loyal to Henry I were castigated by St Anselm's monks for questioning 
the validity of written testament in law because to do so was, by implication, to denigrate the Gospels. 
See Bosanquet 1964, p. 146, and Clanchy 1993, p. 261. 
107 'hall boc hi sculle i-seon alJat hi her nurten', E. E. T. S., o. s., Vol. 29,34, p. 183,1.384. 
log 'Al ho habbej in bore write Jet we misduden here', EE. T. S., o. s., Vol. 29,34, p. 165,1.100. 
109 That the sign Christ makes is one of blessing is beyond doubt, not least because of its use in images 
of blessing. Examples include the initials opening benedictions in the Benedictionl of St 1Ethelwol4 
London, British Library, Additional MS. 49598, for example, f. 70r and 91r, which are illustrated in 
Gameson 1995, dust wrapper and plate 23b. 
110 The only example in which the hand is held in front of the body is Stoke Lyne, which has been 
identified as St Peter based on local tradition inspired by the dedication of the church to St Peter (Fig. 
419). See V. C. H., Oxon, VI, p. 322. St Peter is generally shown holding a key and a book, as at Church 
Hanborough (Fig. 101). However, he holds the key in his right hand and the manner in which he 
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Christ's face, which looks directly at the viewer, thus serving to strengthen the link 
between the blessing being offered and the supplicant entering the church. 
The gesture made by Christ is probably the most significant aspect of the image 
after the majestic form of the figure. That the sign of benediction is the gesture most 
typically offered is in keeping with iconographic conventions: all Christians seek 
Christ's blessing. However, since it is Christ himself that offers the blessing, it must 
also be seen as a sign of judgement, making the image one of hope in its offer of 
salvation to the faithful, The emphasis given to the sign of blessing is crucial to the 
view of the majestic figure of Christ proposed here and the manner in which it was 
understood. Christ's blessing was the source of Redemption and Salvation and both 
vernacular and Latin devotional texts show that this was the fundamental pivot on 
which Christian life turned. 
For example in the poem A Moral Ode the essential message of the text was that 
salvation was readily attainable through obedience to Christ. The opening hundred 
lines of the poem make clear that all people could attain salvation if they led a Christian 
life in thought and deed. The text then continues from the line, They have all in their 
writing that we did amiss here', to give 200 lines describing events leading to the end of 
time, especially the torments of Hell, over 60 lines exhorting listeners to live a godly life 
and convince others to do likewise, and concludes with about 30 lines describing 
heavenly bliss. "' The torture of sinners and apocalyptic events undoubtedly made for 
compelling passages within devotional reading, more so than the pleasures of Paradise, 
usually does so, combined with the arrangement of the arms of the figure at Stoke Lyne, suggests that a 
scar would be left on the torso by the carving for the key. There is no such scar and as such its 
identification here as Christ warrants serious consideration. That the hand, now lost, is held out in front 
of the body may be due to the late date and the almost free-standing form of the sculpture. 
111 This is a very common formulation in vernacular homilies. Another detailed and colourful 
description of the Last Judgement, Heaven and Hell is given in the homily Concerning the Inhabitants of 
Heaven and Hell discussed in the context of oral transmission in Teresi 2000. See also Orchard 1997b for 
discussion of the oral transmission of Old English texts. 
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particularly when most of the pleasures that might be wished for were considered 
sinful. They could also provide compelling works of visual art, such as those preserved 
in wall paintings inside the churches at Hardham, Stowell, and Chaldon, Surrey. 
However, the present tympana suggest that the majestic images of Christ set in the 
portal tympana of English local church had a distinct aim within the patterns of 
devotional expression illustrated in preaching and other devotional texts and in visual 
art in general. 
There is no direct reference to torture and suffering in the present tympana, 
which is in contrast to examples such as the west portal of Conques, which are more 
unusual in the corpus of Romanesque art than their profile in scholarship. That 
English examples contain no such imagery suggests they represent a different aspect of 
devotion to that which fills many lines of preaching texts and is the subject of wall 
paintings, particularly those preserved on the interior nave west walls of local churches. 
However, the explicit overtones of judgement carried by majestic images of Christ 
through the actual pose of the figure ensure that the potential for salvation or 
damnation was a living aspect of Christ's blessing. Christ's blessing ensured that the 
image was one of benediction and of hope for the faithful projected through the 
language of judicial authority and sovereign power such that Christ and his blessing 
might be treated with awe. Furthermore, if set in conjunction with the textual tradition 
we might suggest that the present majestic images of Christ could serve as an ideal 
context in which to deliver such homilies. In Chapter II, the portal was shown to have 
been a significant focus for devotional practice not least because it had to be passed 
through to enter the church, but also in itself as the threshold of the church and a 
symbol of Christ as the doorway to salvation. A priest could keep his audience in fear 
of damnation through his words and berate them to live a godly life so that they might 
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attain Salvation. Other images within the church could do the same. Aloof from 
these, set prominently and permanently in the most public of locations, the church 
portal, the ever-present figure of Christ would sit in majesty, offering his blessing and 
hence salvation to the faithful, his judgement of damnation on all others. 
The most significant variations from the act of blessing are examples where his 
arms are held out in an open-handed gesture seen in a wide variety of majestic images 
of Christ. 112 This can be interpreted variously as a greeting, benediction and sign of 
judgement, and as a means to display the stigmata, thereby emphasising Christ's 
suffering through which mankind might attain Salvation. Of the present tympana the 
only exceptions to the sign of blessing are those where he is engaged in an act of 
donation, at Quenington, Siddington and Worth Maltravers (Figs. 339 and 401). 
In terms of the wider iconographic context in which Christ is set the most 
immediate feature is the mandorla, and from the range of examples preserved on 
tympana it must be concluded that its use was not always governed by specific 
iconographic rules. In many medieval images of Christ enthroned the mandorla is of 
undoubted significance, for example in making reference to the rainbow that 
surrounded the throne in Revelation, and in this iconographic convention is clearly an 
issue. 113 However, in English tympana its form often seems to have been governed 
more by artistic expression than conformity to iconographic models. This is illustrated 
by comparison of the Christ in Majesty tympana at Elkstone, which has no mandorla, 
and that at Pedmore, where a `mandorla' terminates in beast heads, which Christ grips 
with his long fat toes, possibly a reference to Christ's triumph over the devil (Figs. 143 
and 319). 114 Elkstone is the more refined piece of carving, and makes several 
112 See, for example, the painted figure of Christ above the chancel arch at Clayton (Sussex). See also 
examples in France, such as the images at Conques and Beaulieu. 
113 See, for example, Revelation IV, 3. See also Ezekiel, I, 26-28. 
114 For the association of Pedmore with Christ's triumph over the devil, see B. E., Worcs, p. 134. 
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references to aspects of the narrative of Revelation through the inclusion of the Agnus 
Dei, the inscription `A' '. Q on the book that Christ holds, and a foliage-spewing beast 
mask, which possibly serves as a Hell Mouth. The omission of a mandorla suggests 
that it was not considered to be an essential element for the iconography to allude to 
the Revelation. It also supports the view suggested here that the textual character of 
the image was but one aspect of its more generic function in presenting Christ as a 
majestic figure. The fragment at Chaddesley Corbett preserves a double mandorla, 
further illustrating that in many contexts the mandorla was an object of artistic 
innovation (Fig. 90). Christ is framed by one mandorla decorated with a zig-zag 
ornament, while another decorated with bead ornament surrounds the angel who holds 
Christ's mandorla. 
Above all things the use of the mandorla enhanced the characterisation of 
Christ as a majestic and celestial deity, and perhaps also served as a frame held up by 
angels between this world and heaven. Seen in this manner, the use of mandorlas on 
the present tympana may be attuned to the religious experience of supplicants using 
local churches, including many patrons. For such people direct knowledge of texts was 
restricted and their understanding of the faith was channelled through the Lord's 
Prayer, the Creed, vernacular preaching, and through Biblical and associated stories 
learnt orally. Those persons influential in the creation of the images would 
undoubtedly have had a more developed understanding of Christianity and the broad 
adherence to, or acknowledgement of iconographic models illustrates this. Similarly, 
the general relationship between the status of a church and patron and the absence of 
unconventional features demonstrates that although the humble status of a church and 
its patron are usually associated with unconventional work they do not necessarily 
result in it. It is therefore important here to reaffirm that in contrast to the Orthodox 
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Church, the regulation of images in the Latin Church was such that the development of 
iconographic models was a result of comparatively informal conventions, rather than 
ecclesiastical prescription. The use of unconventional forms is an aspect of the more 
generic, less text-based use of the iconography, and can therefore be understood as 
innovations, and not misunderstandings of iconographic models, many of which are of 
questionable relevance in the context of local churches. 115 
Seven of the present examples depict Christ enthroned as a singular figure. 116 
To these may be added the standing figure of Christ preserved at Leigh (Fig. 244). As 
was noted above, these images emphasise the importance in itself of the majestic 
presence of Christ in devotional art in local churches. The remaining examples depict 
Christ within a setting that would have been significant for the reading of the 
iconography, and it is important therefore that we look at this aspect of the image. 117 
The largest group of examples are those in which Christ is accompanied by angels, 
Christ in Glory. Several attempts have been made to read this iconography as 
`abbreviated' narratives of the Ascension. Such a view is convincing, but it must be 
asked how far this overrode other meanings and to what extent it is valid as a singular 
reading for the twelfth-century supplicants at many of the present churches. "' There is 
115 B. E. Worcs, pp. 134 and 254 provide two good examples, related to Pedmore and Romsley, of 
suggestions that deviation from set scholarly constructs of iconographic models was as a result of 
ignorance. Many descriptions of the present sculptures, and of other majestic images of Christ simply 
identify the iconography as either Christ in Glory or Christ in Majesty, without suggestion that 
unconventional aspects are a result of ignorance, or offering an interpretation of the meaning. 
116 The tympanum at Kirtling may be unfinished (Fig. 234-25). However, I would suggest that it is 
complete, and that the carved image may have been supplemented by paintings on the remaining uncut 
surfaces. 
117 It should also be remembered CIA 
no tympanum formed the sole element of the iconographic 
decoration of a church, an d as suchýthe tympana and panels where Christ is depicted enthroned alone, 
his image would not have operated on its own. 
118 The Ascension interpretation is founded on a reading of the tympanum in the inner west portal of 
the priory church of Saint-Fortunat, a major foundation at Charlieu in Burgundy. There, a late eleventh- 
century inner west portal is reached by passing through a mid-twelfth century narthex portal with images 
of Christ in Majesty and the Elders of the Apocalypse flanked by images of the Marriage at Cana and 
the Sacrifices of the Ancient Law. Before the construction of the narthex and its sculptures, the west 
portal tympanum had to be interpreted on its own. For a recent discussion and survey of scholarship, 
see Kalinowski 1992, pp. 85-96 
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no justification on the basis of the sculpture as it survives and the use made of these 
portals that requires the meaning of the images to be so definitive. Christ is depicted 
enthroned, the posture of authority and of justice; he almost invariably offers a blessing 
with his right hand and holds a book in his left hand. The inclusion of angels is not 
enough to enforce an exclusive Ascension reading and while the Ascension is a 
common theme in vernacular texts it is not the most frequently used aspect of the life 
of Christ in itself or in the context of wider discourse. "' The images may have been 
read as representations of the Ascension at certain times, but there is nothing to 
suggest that this was the sole intended interpretation of the iconography. The relatively 
simple image need not be bound to particular interpretations because it lacked 
additional iconographic elements, thus enabling it to be read at different times on a 
wide-range of levels, generic, or specific, perhaps elicited -through preaching, or for 
some through personal reflection. All of these readings could be bound together by 
the shared veneration of Christ as a triumphant and majestic figure, the author of 
salvation. 
Of the eleven examples with Christ in Glory, only Malmesbury and South 
Cerney can be associated directly with other iconographic elements. At Malmesbury 
we move inside from the porch portal, with its three orders of Old and New 
Testament roundels, to the relationship between the lateral porch lunettes and the nave 
portal itself (Figs. 272-74). When combined with the porch lunettes depicting the 
apostles, the tympanum has been interpreted as an abbreviated Ascension 
iconography 
following Burgundian models. 12' This reading depends on the interaction of the south 
portal tympanum and the apostles on the lunettes of the porch, but the physical 
distribution of the imagery enables the tympanum to be read independently of the 
119 A twelfth-century example of an Ascension homily is E. E. TS., o. s., Vol. 53, No. XIX. 
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lunettes. As such, Malmesbury provides an unusually rich series of discrete 
iconographic units, in which the porch portal roundels are essentially self-contained, as 
is the Christ in Glory of the nave portal. By contrast the two lunettes with the apostles 
are entirely dependent on the portal tympanum. 121 At South Cerney the panel is 
divided into two registers, depicting Christ enthroned with two figures, probably 
angels, above an image of the Harrowing of Hell (Fig. 405). 122 
Tympana depicting Christ in Majesty, that is Christ enthroned with the symbols 
of the evangelists are more closely bound to a textual source, as was noted above, but 
one that is general and iconic, rather than bound to a single narrative passage. The 
Revelation context is given fuller voice at Adel and Elkstone by the inclusion of the 
Agnus Dei and at Rochester by the ten figures of Elders, of the possible twenty four, 
on the lintel line, which look up in adoration of Christ (Figs. 4,143 and 355). 
1 
However, rather than simply making a general reference to a vision that St John relates 
several times during the Revelation narrative, the Symbols of the Evangelists, and other 
additional figures, serve to emphasise the adoration of Christ's majestic person, an act 
that supplicants were enjoined Waom to emulate. Christ responds by bestowing his 
blessing and judgement upon the faithful. In each example his majestic character is 
emphasised by the enthroned pose itself, and at Elkstone and Rochester by the throne 
upon which he sits, and at Pedmore his crown denotes his royalty. The blessing hand 
is also emphasised in each example, most emphatically at Pedmore. At Rochester 
Christ is given a further celestial aspect by his mandorla being supported by two angels, 
while the judicial nature of the iconography in the portal as a whole is widened by the 
120 Kalinowski 1992, pp. 85-96. 
121 We might also speculate that the porch was used for schooling, with the master at the portal and 
pupils sat along the sides. This would present a replication of the sculptural imagery, Christ/Master as 
the source of knowledge and inspiration for the apostles/students. 
lu Further on Harrowing of Hell imagery, see below. 
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jamb figures identified as Solomon and Sheba. '' As a result, and in common with the 
Christ in Glory images, the iconography conveys the universal issues of Christ's 
majesty, authority and the judgmental aspect of his blessing, rather than depicting 
specific passages of scripture. What is emphasised is the adoration of Christ by a court 
of heavenly and symbolic figures. That the ultimate source of the iconography is the 
Book of Revelation is manifest, thus adding to the juridical aspect of the image and its 
reading in association with the story of the Last Judgement. However, a viewer need 
not have had direct knowledge of that text in order to interpret successfully the 
majestic image of Christ with a rich range of allusions. 
Of the remaining tympana in this section of the chapter, Siddington, Elstow 
and the Coronation of the Virgin tympana in the south portal at Quenington and at 
Worth Maltravers can be considered together. Bishopsteignton and Fownhope can 
themselves be viewed in tandem. At Siddington the composition uses robes to make 
an explicit distinction between Christ and St Peter, and the right-hand figure, which is 
possibly clothed in contemporary dress (Fig. 401). It is now impossible to determine 
the nature of Christ's gesture towards this figure, its gender, or what it holds. The 
figure has been described as either a donor, or as St Paul, thereby identifying the 
iconography as a version of the Traditio legis, though damage to the carved surface does 
little to indicate that Christ holds out a book. '24 
If we accept the view that the figure is a donor, or even an ancestor, or a 
predecessor of the donor, then this makes the iconography highly unusual, particularly 
given its location in a church portal tympanum. Such a direct visual association with 
Christ for persons outside religious orders or royalty at this date must be treated with 
tzs The jamb figures have been shown to symbolise the structure of power and authority under Christ 
on earth and perhaps recall the words of Christ in Luke XI, 31 relating to the judgement and wisdom of 
the Queen of the South and of Solomon. See Stone 1955, p. 85 and n. 18. 
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caution. However, for our purposes, what is most important is the use of an 
iconography that sets Christ as an enthroned ruler with St Peter and the other figure as 
his servants or vassals kneeling in homage and receiving honours from him. This sets 
the image firmly within the tradition illustrated by other tympana of presenting Christ, 
and here his saints, in terms illustrative of contemporary power structures. " 
The panel at Elstow may be seen in a similar light. It was made for a church 
that served both a community of Benedictine nuns and the parochial community over 
which the abbess was lord. Pre-restoration photographs displayed within the church 
show that the panel was made for the same setting above the now highly restored nave 
north portal, which was probably used by the laity to access their section of the nave. 
It depicts Christ enthroned flanked by St Peter and a figure usually identified as St Paul, 
both of whom offer an open-handed gesture, perhaps of salutation (Fig 145). The 
iconography may be in the tradition of Traditio legit imagery, but in the context of a 
parochial community it is also tempting to see the saints as counsel for Christ in a 
manner comparable with images of great lords, such as those in the Bayeux Tapestry. '26 
Council, or chapter, was one of the most important aspects of successful 
secular and ecclesiastical administration at all levels. Indeed it was considered a duty of 
rulers to seek counsel and of vassals to offer it to their lords, while religious 
communities and organisations were structured around conciliar bodies. The image 
reflects not only contemporary perceptions of leadership and authority. It also 
represents an extension of the manner in which the relationship of supplicants with 
saints was expressed in hagiographic texts to the place of the saints within the power 
124 Evidence for control of the church at Siddington during the twelfth century is, at present, unclear, 
but it appears likely that it was in the gift of a lay lord. 
125 Contrast Siddington with related iconographies, such as the image of Christ presenting the key of 
heaven in a manuscript of the Prayers and Meditations of St Anselm, probably made at St Albans in c. 
1130, now Verdun, Bibliotheque municipale MS 70 f. 68v, E. R. A., No. 19. 
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structure headed by the deity and the adoration of Christ seen in the images of Christ 
in Majesty. 127 The figures are dressed in classical-style robes, which serve to emphasis 
the other-worldliness of Christ and the apostles for a twelfth-century English audience 
and thereby conditions the allusion to council. While people sought to understand 
their religion in contemporary terms, they clearly differentiated between the two 
spheres. 
The Coronation of the Virgin tympana can also be understood in terms of 
contemporary notions of power and authority, particularly the conferring or donation 
of authority and gifts, acts integral to medieval power structures. 12ß However, it is 
important to also stress that the image almost certainly served a primarily devotional 
function associated with the cult of the Virgin, the popularity of which is attested 
during the period in England by, amongst other things, the dedication of churches. 12' 
There is general agreement amongst scholars as to the identification of the iconography 
at Worth Maltravers, but erosion of the sculpture means that the specific details of the 
composition must remain open to question. 130 Most important to note here is that it is 
a once imposing figure of Christ who confers regal authority upon others and we may 
assume that he was freely understood as such. 
Quenington presents a more detailed, textual image, a characteristic also 
illustrated by the Harrowing of Hell tympanum in the nave north portal there, and that 
may be explained in part by the direct association of a high status of the patron with 
126 In particular note the image of William holding council with his half-brothers, Odo of Bayeux and 
Robert of Mortain, shortly before the Battle of Hastings. 
127 Examples from twelfth-century English texts are set out in Bartlett 2000, pp. 464-65. See also 
Chapter VI, below. 
128 Aspects of Quenington and Siddington were discussed in these terms in Givans 1996, pp. 120-24. 
129 As a starting point for the cult of the Virgin, see Bartlett 2000, pp. 469-71, and Clayton 1990. See 
also Chart 2. 
130 The most recent discussion of the tympanum argues that a reasonably conclusive assessment of the 
sculpture is possible and looks to a wide range of sources for the form of the iconography. See Alford 
1984, pp. 5-7 and 19. 
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the church and manor (Figs. 338-41). 131 Examples of the iconography in England 
survive from the 1120s onwards but the subject does not appear to have been a 
prominent feature of surviving liturgical dramas or preaching texts 132 However, its 
promotion was bound to the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, which had been 
celebrated in England since the late Anglo-Saxon period. 133 In the context of a local 
church the angels and symbols of the Evangelists may simply be interpreted as a 
suitable, arguably a necessary, audience for the unfolding action. The architectural 
feature could similarly simply indicate the grand, heavenly place in which the action was 
taking place. 134 
There is nothing in the manorial or patronal evidence for either place to 
suggest why Coronation of the Virgin iconography was chosen, but its use illustrates 
that new and innovative iconographic types were experimented with in local churches 
as much as in great churches. Furthermore, its use illustrates the importance of St 
Mary in popular devotion in England, a phenomenon most starkly illustrated by the 
dedication of churches covered by this research and more generally (See Chart l). 
Bishopsteignton and Fownhope also present Marian iconography (Figs. 46 and 
166). The former renders the narrative of the Adoration of the Magi, though physical 
damage and restoration has left it without the actual figure of Christ. Each figure is set 
within a separate bay of an arcade and the Virgin, originally holding the Christ-child, is 
presented frontally, in a manner also illustrated by Fownhope. In both images the 
strong frontal pose emphasises the majesty of the Virgin and at Bishopsteignton it 
maintains her imposing authority over the viewer outside the dialogue engaged by the 
131 Further on the Harrowing of Hell tympanum at Quenington, see below. 
132 For the development of Coronation of the Virgin iconography, see Verdier 1980, esp. pp. 17-18, 
where reference is made to Quenington. See also Zarnecki 1950a. 
133 For the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, see Knowles 1963, pp. 510-14. See also Bartlett 2000, 
pp. 470-71 and more generally Clayton 1990, p. 87. 
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iconography. 13' At Fownhope, the address made by the two majestic figures directly to 
the viewer is the sole function of the compositional form. 
The desire in these, and the Coronation of the Virgin tympana, to see Mary as a 
majestic, regal figure is repeated in a number of other English Romanesque images of 
the Virgin and Child. 136 Mary was the Mother of God and the Queen of Heaven. The 
absence of a crown does not detract significantly from this impression because the 
pose is so strongly defined and at Fownhope she wears a diadem, similar to those worn 
by Christ in late Anglo-Saxon manuscripts. 13' 
Much scholarly discussion of the Fownhope tympanum relates to whether the 
image represents the Virgin and Child or the Trinity. "' A compromise suggested by 
Thurlby that the image had the capacity to bear both meanings is supported through 
comparisons with manuscript illuminations for the opening of St John Gospel that 
reflect the text of Isaiah VII, 14, which prophesied the virgin birth. "' This view of 
multiple meanings differs from both the discussion of images presented in this thesis, 
and from Thurlby's own interpretation of the tympana at Shobdon, St Giles in 
Hereford, and Rowlestone, which is in part derived from the work of E. R. Hamer. 140 
The form of each image is seen to offer different meanings independently of one 
another but never to the disqualification of other potential readings. Meaning 
134 The architectural setting for an action could be denoted by structures set next to the protagonists, as 
well as surrounding them, as is illustrated by compositions such as those in the Bayeux Tapestry. 
135 Contrast this with, for example, the image of the Adoration of the Magi on the font at Cowlam 
(Yorks, E Riding), illustrated in Bond 1908, p. 159. 
136 Other English examples include that in a St Augustine Commentary on the Psalms manuscript probably 
made at Eynesham in c. 1130-40 (Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 269, p. iii). It is widely 
illustrated, including E. RA., No. 28. See also Thurlby 1999, p. 141, and back cover. The iconography 
is ultimately derived from the Byzantine Nikopoios. Further on regal images of the Virgin Mary with 
specific reference to twelfth-century English seals, see Heslop 1981. 
137 See, for example, London, British Library, Cotton Tiberius MS C VI (Tiberius Psalter), f. 13r. 
Further on these manuscripts, see Raw 1990, Ch. 6. On diadems and coronets in English aristocratic 
culture during the period, see Crouch 1992, pp. 198-211. 
138 See, for example, Hamer 1992, pp. 52-57. 
139 Thurlby 1999, pp. 141-43. 
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therefore might be described as slipping within the iconography, rather than jolting 
between interpretations through the wholesale re-identification of the compositional 
elements. Attractive as it is, Thurlby's suggestion probably demands too much of the 
audience in a local church. However, whatever the truth, each composition insists that 
the viewer looks upon the Christ child and his mother as imposing majestic figures 
firmly set in terms of contemporary imagery of authority. Christ offers a blessing in 
return, just as he does in the other majestic images, thus offering the hope of salvation 
through his judgement of the faithful. 
* 
Aston Eyre: A Case Study 
In order to bring together the various aspects of the majestic image of Christ 
discussed here it is instructive to examine a single example in detail, one that presents a 
demonstrative piece of sculpture and good documentary evidence for the social 
circumstances of the local community during the period. This can be found in the 
tympanum of the nave south portal at Aston Eyre and the community that the chapel 
served (Figs. 15-16). The Entry into Jerusalem iconography is an unusual context in 
which to find a majestic figure of Christ. 14' However, as with other examples of 
narrative iconographies, such as the Last Supper on the font at North Grimston 
(Yorks. N Riding) noted earlier in this chapter, it retains the essential characteristics of 
Ae- 
frontality and centrality of other examples of the majestic Christ. In contrast to/Last 
Supper, Entry into Jerusalem iconography is rare in parish church sculpture and it will 
14° See Thurlby 1999, esp. pp. 73-81,114 and 116-17; and Hamer 1992, esp. pp. 188-223,282-83 and 
297. Professor Thurlby and I arrived independently at our conclusions regarding the multiple meanings 
of Christ enthroned imagery, as is demonstrated by the difference in emphasis between our work. 
141 See, for example, the Entry into Jerusalem in the Bury Go t'th made at Bury St Edmunds c. 1135-45, f. 
2 v, Cambridge, Pembroke College, MS 120, E. R. A., No. 21. It should be noted that most examples 
seek to depict Christ with considerable dignity and authority. See, for example, that in the mid-twelfth 
century WincherterPralter, f. 19r, London, British Library, Cotton MS Nero C. IV; E. R. A., No. 61. 
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be argued here that the character of the image at Aston Eyre may result from events in 
the local community having a direct impact on sculptural forms. The retention of the 
majestic character demonstrates the depth of the value placed on presenting Christ in 
that manner and its utility as a means to engage audiences and denote meaning. An 
explanation for the unusual choice of iconography may be found in surviving 
documents that shed light on the environment in which the image was made and 
subsequent struggles over the chapel. Together these pieces of evidence illustrate the 
use of architectural sculpture as a medium through which a relatively minor patron 
could make a public statement regarding the place of Christ in the spiritual life of the 
local community and of the chapel on his manor. 142 
The chapel is made from local sandstone and survives comparatively unaltered 
by rebuilding or restoration during the later twelfth century or subsequently. 
143 As such 
it is a reasonable assumption that the sculpture and the rest of the Romanesque fabric 
was made for the building consecrated in c. 1138144 The image on the tympanum 
is 
finely balanced along a vertical and a horizontal axis, defined by the figure of Christ and 
the donkey's back. The centrality of the upper portion of Christ's body is therefore 
emphasised by the composition itself, but his large feet face forwards to show that 
he is 
mounted on the donkey. The other figures spread the weight of the composition out 
to the sides of the tympanum and contribute a sense of progress to the narrative. They 
also add humour and vitality, thus injecting life into the action 
itself. The smaller 
donkey, presumably the colt from the narrative of St Matthew's gospel helps to 
balance 
the seated figure in the opposite corner, spreading palm branches 
before the donkey. 145 
His pose is remarkably naturalistic, and the echo between his bearded face and the 
142 A recent discussion of the sculpture in relation to its social context 
is Croom 1988, pp. 77-79. 
143 B. E., Shrops, p. 64. 
144 Rees 1975, No. 346. 
145 Matthew, XXI, 5-7. 
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donkey ensures that the viewer is effectively engaged (Fig. 16). In addition the swathes 
of cloth spread out bg the figure on the left side of the image may refer to the 
spreading of clothes both on, and before the donkey on which Christ was sat, as 
related in three of the gospels. "' We are presented with a simple and direct narrative 
iconography conditioned by an expressly iconic character in the figure of Christ. The 
narrative and the iconic elements of the composition are therefore brought together 
and balanced by the body of the donkey and by the full figure of Christ, who holds a 
palm in his left hand, and offers the blessing with the right. 
A source for a majestic image of Christ in this context is a passage in St John's 
version of the Entry into Jerusalem: 
Noli timere, filia Sion; ecce rex taus venit `Fear not, daughter of Zion; behold, your king 
sedens super pullum asinae. Hxc non is coming, sitting on an ass's colt' His 
cognoverunt discipuli ejus primum; sed disciples did not understand this at first; but 
quando glorificatus est Jesus, tunc when Jesus was glorified, then they 
recordati sunt, quia haec erant scripta de remembered that this had been written of him 
eo, et haec fecerunt ei. and had been done to him. 147 
It is unlikely that St John's Gospel was recognised as the source for the image by the 
residents at Aston Eyre, who would have learnt the story through preaching, plays and 
forms of processional worship for Palm Sunday developed from at least the eleventh 
century. 148 Most Christians would have known that there were four gospels, written by 
the four evangelists, whose symbols adorned many, if not all churches. However, there 
is little evidence to suggest that lay people were aware of the detailed differences 
146 Matthew, XXI, 8; Mark, XI, 7-8; Luke, XIX, 35-36. 
147 John, XII, 15-16. The first sentence is from a prophecy in Zechariah IX, 9. 
148 See E. E. T. S., o. s. 53, pp. 88-93, for a Palm Sunday homily printed from Cambridge, Trinity College 
MS B. 14.52, a twelfth-century manuscript containing vernacular homilies composed at around the same 
date. Although the text contains passages of Latin scripture, most of its content is straightforward, and 
it could have been used as the basis for popular preaching. As a starting point, see further, Trehame 
2000, p. 281. An early document relating to Palm Sunday processions, at Exeter Cathedral, is E. E. A. 
Vol. XI, No. 8 (1100 x 02). See also Glass 1997, esp. pp. 61-62. 
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between the gospel narratives of events common to two or more of them. 149 All four 
describe the Entry into Jerusalem, and there are incidental discrepancies between each 
of them. "' 
The depiction of Christ wearing an archiepiscopal pallium suggests a dimension 
to his presentation glorified on a donkey that was in addition to the desire for his 
person and his benediction to be given a majestic character. 151 That the pallium is 
inscribed with crosses emphasises its implications. Romanesque artists typically dress 
Christ in classical robes, as illustrated by the tympana with Christ enthroned discussed 
above, including work by Herefordshire School masons, and he is most usually 
understood as a royal sovereign. The episcopal character of robes may have been 
recognised, if not from personal experience then by reputation and by analogy with 
ordinary priestly robes and those of the bishop who consecrated the chapel. Some 
may have seen episcopal seals during court proceedings and a general comparison of 
the Christ at Aston Eyre and the image of a bishop on his seal, standing square to the 
viewer, holding a crosier in the left hand and offering a blessing with the right hand, is 
striking. i"' We may conclude, therefore, that a clear, though not overstated allusion 
was put forward by the author of the image, based on an association between Christ 
and episcopal power. This indicates that a direct analogy was intended to establish that 
a bishop was the guardian of the church, just as Christ was its primary patron and 
hence the symbol of his metropolitan status. It is with this in mind that we can turn to 
the twelfth-century documents for Aston Eyre. 
lag Canon Tables were a feature of monastic, not parochial devotion. 
150 Matthew, XXI, 1-11; Mark, XI, 1-11; Luke, XIX, 28-44; John, XII, 12-16. 
151 His robes are those of an archbishop, which is as might be expected and does not necessarily negate 
the allusion to the episcopate in general. 
152 E. R. A., Nos. 228-46. For twelfth-century bishop's seals from the diocese of Hereford, see E. E. A. 
Vol. VII, pp. cx-cxiv. See also Chapter VI, below. 
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All of the documents relevant to the chapel at Aston Eyre during this period 
are preserved in the Shrewsbury Cartulary, and of these three are also preserved as 
original charters in Shrewsbury Library. "' They show that the lords of the manor, the 
FitzAer family, endowed the chapel and suggest that they wished to establish for 
themselves some control of the rights of presentation and burial there. The earliest 
documents attest to the foundation of the chapel in 1138 and suggest that until the 
1160s the manor was successful in asserting its desired rights. However, these 
aspirations ran contrary to those of Shrewsbury Abbey, the major ecclesiastical power 
in south-east Shropshire, which controlled the church of Morville, the mother church 
of the parish within which Aston Eyre lay. 154 
Two documents record the consecration of the chapel by Robert de Bethune, 
Bishop of Hereford, which probably took place during the spring or summer of 1138. 
One is a charter issued generally by the lord of the manor, Robert FitzAer, and is 
preserved both as an original charter and in the Shrewsbury Cartulay. 155 It states that the 
bishop consecrated the' and that FitzAer had gifted to `God and the 
chapel of the vill of Aston [Eyre]' one virgate of sixty acres, a house, presumably for a 
priest to live in, as well as all demesne tithes. 15' FitzAer was clearly seeking to establish 
that Aston Eyre was provided with both a chapel and a cemetery, and the witnesses to 
support his claim are impressive: Robert, bishop of Hereford, Reginald, prior of 
Wenlock, 157 the archdeacon, two rural deans, two local lords and the ever-present muftis 
153 National Library of Wales, MS 7851D, Rees 1975, Nos. 333,334, and 340-348. Original charters of 
Rees 1975, Nos. 341,342, and 346 survive as Shrewsbury Library, MS 372,376 and 370 respectively. 
See also E. EA. Vol. VII, Nos. 50,52, and 233-35. The authenticity of the documents has never been 
in question. For a history of the manor of Aston Eyre, see also Eyton 1854-60, Vol. I, pp. 199-210. 
154 Of five late Saxon minster churches in south-east Shropshire identified by Croom, Shrewsbury 
Abbey held three by the early twelfth century. See Croom 1988, esp. pp. 71-72. 
155 Shrewsbury Library, MS 370; Rees 1975, No. 346. 
156 A house is included in each of the five endowments listed in Rees 1975, No. 333. 
157 Wenlock Priory was the other major ecclesiastical foundation in the immediate area. Buildwas Abbey 
was founded in 1135 and therefore was still in its infancy. 
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aliis. Significantly there is no person styled as a representative of Shrewsbury Abbey or 
its priests at Morville and there is also no mention of the rights of Morville. 
By contrast Bishop Robert was careful to note the rights of Morville church in 
the document that he issued during 1138 to the canons of Hereford Cathedral detailing 
his actions within Morville parish and in that which he subsequently issued to 
Shrewsbury Abbey confirming the appropriation of Morville church. 15s The mandate 
confirmed the consecration of chapels and cemeteries in vills within Morville parish at 
a time when 'war was threatening' the region; they were to protect the interests of the 
poor, but without compromising the rights of Shrewsbury Abbey. 159 Each was 
endowed by the manorial lord; the endowment of the chapel at Aston was the largest 
of those mentioned but explicit mention of a cemetery is only made in relation to the 
chapel at Oldbury. 16o The question of burial was left open, apparently offering the 
option of burial to each of the chapels, provided consent was obtained from the priests 
at Morville, whose right it was to demand that bodies be brought there for burial. 161 
The document appears to have intended that the reference to Oldbury's chapel and 
cemetery would have read consecutively to the subsequent places, at each of which it is 
stated simply that the bishop dedicated `una; referring to one `chapel with a cemetery'. 
At the opening of the text he speaks of cemeteries and chapels, `cimitariA vel capelle, 
with the word vel indicating that he regarded each term as an alternative expression of 
162 the same pastoral provision. 
151 Rees 1975, Nos 333 and 334. See also E. E. A. Vol. VI, Nos. 50 and 52. 
159 Rees 1975, No. 333. `... cimitani vel capelle quar pro imminenti bellorum tumultu conrecravimur.... ne id quad pro 
defenrione pauperarlm fedrre dinosdmur, in monachorum detr mentum adere videatur. ' 
160 Rees 1975, j. lo. 333. `.... In patrochia ecclerie de mamerfeld spud aldeberiam Capella una est cum dmiterio cui heliar 
de Constantino dent dimidiam virgatam tern. et man. rionem unam. Apt bilhingerlee una, a herrbertur de cartello didit. 
xii arras term et mansionem unam. Apud estonam una, cui Roberlus filiur aherii dedit. sexaginta acrar et totam 
decimam de domino suo. et unam mansionem. Apud aldmham una, cui fulcoius (sic) dedit sexaginta acras et unam 
mansionem. Apud underdonam una, cui Giselbertus dedit dimidiam virgatam tern et unam manrionem. ' 
161 This section of the text is printed in full in Rees 1975, No. 327. 
162 The translation of the word vel here as `and' is based on entries in Souter 1949, p. 437, Latham 1965, 
p. 506 (cited example dated to c. 1115), Niermeyer 1976, p. 1068, and Sidwell 1995, p. 397. Velcan also 
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More important is the omission of any mention of Aston Eyre in the 
document issued to Shrewsbury Abbey by Bishop Robert confirming the appropriation 
of Morville church in order to establish a priory cell there and the dues within the 
parish that were owed to Morville 163 This is not in itself evidence that the community 
at Aston Eyre was successful in conducting its devotions independently of control 
from the abbey, but it may be indicative of some sort of understanding between the 
manor, the bishop and the abbot. The order in which these documents were drafted 
in the period c. 1138 x 48 cannot be determined precisely. "' The bishop wished to 
record his acts; Robert FitzAer sought to protect and further his interests; and 
Shrewsbury was concerned to establish the priory cell at Morville. For reasons that are 
now lost the monks appear to have accepted, at least for the present, that Aston Eyre 
owed no pension to the church at Morville in payment for the liberties it apparently 
enjoyed. 165 
This situation did not last. A charter was issued during the period 1168 x 73 by 
Roger, bishop of Worcester, acting for the vacant see of Hereford, in resolution of a 
dispute between the manor and the abbey over burial rights. 166 The specific cause of 
the dispute is not clear and it appears that burials could still take place at Aston, but the 
abbey wanted the manor to renounce its claim to control of the burial rights. 16' The 
bishop of Worcester confirmed that these were at the discretion of the abbey's priest at 
be translated as 'or' and 'or else. ' See Gooder 1978, p. 169. In Classical Latin the meaning of vel as 'or. 
was as a discrete alternative but 'as a matter of choice or preference, or as not affecting the princip 
assertion', see Lewis and Short 1879, p. 1963. Given this, the fact that both nouns are plural, the 
contents of the present documents and the prevailing view of Medieval Latin lexicographers, it seems 
best to translate vel here as 'and'. 
163 Rees 1975, Nos. 334. The chapels at Aldenham and Underton are also omitted. 
164 For opinions on the relative chronology of the documents, see notes attached to the documents as 
printed in Rees 1975, Nos. 333,334,346 and 348, and in E. EA. Vol. VII, Nos. 50-52. See also Croom 
1988, pp. 77-79. Rees noted nothing to suggest that the texts as preserved in the Shrewsbury Cartulary 
were doctored when they were copied in the late thirteenth century, or earlier. 
165 It is possible that no pension was owed because no liberties were enjoyed. However, this seems 
unlikely in the light of Bishop Robert's dedication, Robert FitzAer's charter and subsequent events. 
166 Rees 1975, No. 343. 
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Morville as per Bishop Robert's mandate to Hereford Cathedral Chapter. 168 However, 
the timing of the dispute appears to have been conceived so as to exploit a weakened 
claim by the manor for precedence brought on by the transference of lordship from 
father to son soon after 1166.169 The lord of the manor who renounced the claim of 
burial rights was styled as `Robert son of Robert' in order to distinguish him from the 
Robert FitzAer, who endowed the chapel in c. 1138. 
Two further bouts between the manor and the abbey in the dispute over the 
chapel are recorded, and these support the view that the abbey exploited the situation 
of the FitzAer family in order to re-establish control over the chapel as and when 
circumstances permitted. The first took place in the period c. 1190- September 1198, 
and concerned the resignation of a priest, apparently presented by the younger Robert 
FitzAer, in favour of the abbey's candidate. 170 The value of the living for the priest was 
also reduced, with all demesne tithes going to the mother church and an annual 
pension of eight shillings was to be paid. 17' Robert had become embroiled in a murder 
case in 1191 and spent some time in the king's jail but although the matter was resolved 
his family had lost control of lands elsewhere in the county. 172 He was therefore not in 
a powerful position to bargain. The correspondence of this period with the abbey's 
move to assert control may be coincidental, perhaps provoked by the death of the 
incumbent priest. That the abbey sought to obtain charters illustrates how seriously 
they took the younger Robert's effort to install a priest, presumably to replace one 
whom his father had installed before his death during the 1160s. 
167 It is not known if burials continued, or for how long. There have been no post-medieval burials. 
168 Rees 1975, No. 333. 
169 Hall 1896, Vol. I, p. 272. It is, of course possible that this Robert FitzAer is the son of the founder 
of the chapel. However, given that the 1168 x 73 document relating to the chapel styleedý the lord as 
Robert son of Robert, while later documents style him as Robert FitzAer, as we shall see 
j 
uggests that 
the Robert FitzAer of the Red Book of the Exchequer was he who founded the chapel. 
170 Rees 1975, Nos. 340-42. The fullest of the three documents, No. 342, also serves to reaffirm 
Morville's control of burials at Aston Eyre. 
171 Rees 1975, No. 342. 
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The final set of documents date from the period 1222- August 1234 and consist 
of two charters issued by William FitzAer renouncing the claim he had made for the 
chapel at some stage after November 1221 when he came into his inheritance. "" 'Me 
duration and the nature of the struggle suggest that until the 1160s the abbey had little 
concern with the chapel and that the living was still a concern of the manor until as late 
as the 1220s. It is unclear the extent to which the early successes were as a result of 
good relations between the manor, Morville and Shrewsbury Abbey, but as we have 
seen Aston Eyre was absent from the appropriation charter which established a priory 
at Morville shortly after Aston Eyre was consecrated . 
17' However, as circumstances 
evolved, particularly with regard to Shrewsbury's ambitions for Morville church, the 
abbey appears to have co-ordinated its claims to secure control of the chapel with the 
fluctuations in the fortunes of the FitzAer family. 
The depiction of Christ as a majestic figure dressed in episcopal robes, and set 
in a pose similar to both the image of a bishop on his seal, and that of Christ 
enthroned was intentional, and stands in contrast to more usual narrative forms of 
Entry into Jerusalem iconography. 175 In the early years of its existence the image could 
have made explicit the role of the Bishop of Hereford in the dedication of the chapel, 
the attempt to achieve autonomy from Morville and hence to direct episcopal authority 
over the chapel. The image illustrates that a relatively modest patron might 
commission sculpture in order to make a statement regarding the origin and descent of 
the authority for the status of a church or chapel over which they claimed rights of 
patronage. Christ was the saviour; the bishop the heir and representative of Christ's 
172 Details and sources are set out in Eyton 1854-60, Vol. I, p. 201-02. 
173 Rees 1975, Nos. 344-45. For the succession of William FitzAer, see Rees 1975, No. 344, note. 
174 Rees 1975, No. 334. 
175 For example, the Entry into Jerusalem images in the Bug Gospels made at Bury St Edmunds c. 1135- 
45, f. 2 v, Cambridge, Pembroke College, MS 120; E. R. A., No. 21; and the mid-twelfth century 
Winchester Psalter, f. 19r, London, British Library, Cotton MS Nero C. IV; E. R. A., No. 61. 
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mission. Furthermore, the scriptural events that the tympanum illustrates were an 
important element within the devotional calendar celebrated in `ech chirchsocne, a phrase 
suggesting self-sustained congregations. 16 It may therefore be argued that the very 
depiction of the Entry into Jerusalem may have been intended to denote a church 
subject only to the diocesan bishop, rather than one dependent on a mother church 
where the congregation might be required to celebrate major feasts and festivals. 
The efforts to attain independence for the chapel at Aston Eyre and the 
resistance to it are not particularly unusual, and although many such chapels were 
successful, it was not wholly unusual in its failure to do so. 177 However, an unusual set 
of circumstances must have been in play when the sculpture was commissioned or else 
we might reasonably expect more examples of the iconography to survive in English 
Romanesque tympana. 17' That these circumstances led to Christ being presented in a 
manner in keeping with other majestic images illustrates the strength of the desire to 
see Christ as a figure couched in the language of contemporary power and authority, at 
least in the portals of local churches. The Entry into Jerusalem was also a critical stage 
in the narrative of Christ's role as Redeemer, a characteristic that further links the 
iconography with that of the conventional majestic images of Christ. The addition of a 
clear, solid sign of benediction gives the figure a more utilitarian character and it is 
therefore possible to see the image as a consistent element in the group of majestic 
images of Christ preserved on English Romanesque tympana, despite its unusual 
characteristics. 
176 E. E. T. S., o. s. 53, p. 89, printed from Cambridge, Trinity College MS B. 14.52, a twelfth-century 
manuscript containing vernacular homilies. On the neglect of this and similar manuscripts by scholars 
of Old and Middle English, see Swan and Trehame 2000, pp. 2-4. 
177 The reasons for the failure of Aston Eyre were doubtless a result of a variety of factors. The 
regional, chronological and social factors that contributed to chapels establishing themselves as 
independent are an important area of ongoing topographical and comparative research. 
178 Local circumstances are also used to examine and to explain the use of Entry into Jerusalem 
iconography in a group of portals in Tuscany, see Glass 1997. 
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This group of images illustrates the conflation of earthly and heavenly authority 
seen in Romanesque images of both earthly and heavenly rulers and demonstrates that 
this was current at village level as it was in the courts of great secular and ecclesiastical 
lords. Images of Christ enthroned show a clearest affiliation to images of kings, but 
not exclusively so. At Aston Eyre local circumstances meant that the desire was to 
make an allusion to episcopal power. The figure of Christ at Aston Eyre is recognised 
as an archbishop, and not an abbot, by the pallium, but it is questionable if many of the 
local population would have made this distinction on the basis of experience. As such 
we must entertain the idea that local oral tradition maintained the memory of the 
allusion. The survival of the image after the chapel was firmly subordinated to 
Morville, a position in which it was to remain until the nineteenth century, might be 
accounted for in part by the unwillingness of the monks to invest in the fabric. The 
chapel was certainly the subject of little rebuilding. However, it may also rest in the 
potential for the allusion to be ignored, or perhaps even transferred to the abbot of 
Shrewsbury, whose priest served the chapel from the late twelfth century and whose 
seal would have been recognised by those who owed duties in the local courts. The 
figure at Leigh, a demesne manor of Pershore Abbey, illustrates that a monastic lord 
might have sculpture produced depicting Christ as a majestic figure that is pastoral in 
tone, standing offering a blessing and holding a Tau Cross (Fig. 244). 179 More typically, 
however, both lay and ecclesiastical lords commissioned images of Christ as an 
enthroned ruler, from which more specific iconographic readings might be derived 
focused on the majestic persona of Christ. 
* 
179 There were other manorial interests at Leigh and Pershore apparently held the advowson jointly with 
two of these. However, there is only evidence for Pershore Abbey exercising its rights. 
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Other Images of Christ 
Four of the remaining images depict the Harrowing of Hell, a narrative 
iconography in which direct address to the viewer is channelled through the action 
itself rather than the presentation of Christ as an iconic figure demanding the viewer's 
attention. The story had been popular since the Early Church and was a common 
theme in English vernacular devotional literature. 180 Two basic trends are illustrated by 
the Harrowing of Hell iconography on the present tympana. The first was a 
development from Christ as Victor iconographies and is illustrated by Anglo-Saxon 
examples such as that preserved in Bristol Cathedral. Christ rams a lance down the 
throat of a beast-head hell-mouth, as illustrated by Beckford and Shobdon (Figs 32 and 
398). The second is more closely related to textual images, most particularly details in 
the Gospel of Nicodemus of a bound figure of the devil and the face in the sun, features 
both incorporated into the images at Quenington and South Cerney (Figs. 341 and 
405). 181 
Christ is depicted as a triumphant and victorious being in both traditions and as 
such they represent twin branches of an iconographic tradition aimed at presenting the 
same set of beliefs, one that places the compositions within the same context as the 
majestic images of Christ. That only four examples are preserved on tympana may be a 
distortion of original conditions, but may also reflect the fact that many churches 
elected to depict the narrative in another part of the fabric. 1ß2 As has been seen in this 
chapter, and will be shown in the next two chapters, portal tympana were most usually 
180 See Munoz de Miguel 1997 for a wide-ranging discussion in the context of late Anglo-Saxon 
examples. For the scriptural text from which the story was drawn, the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, 
see Elliott 1999, pp. 185-204. 
181 See esp. Keyser 1905b, and Givans 1996, esp. p. 69. 
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used to depict strongly iconic imagery. It would appear that the Harrowing of Hell was 
considered a narrative best deployed in a context where it was immediately juxtaposed 
with other imagery. It may be fortuitous that each of the examples preserved on 
tympana survive in conjunction with another contemporary piece of iconography set in 
the church's portals, but this very survival suggests that this desire remained current. 
More importantly the example at South Cerney depicts the Harrowing of Hell directly 
below an image of Christ Enthroned on a single supra-portal panel (Fig. 405). 
Two of the examples were originally set in conjunction with an image of Christ 
enthroned. Both of the iconographies relate firmly to Christ's triumph over death and 
the promise of Redemption and Salvation for the faithful. However, the enthroned 
Christ remains an object of veneration in himself, rather than as an integral part of the 
narrative depicted in the lower register, as at South Cerney or the other tympanum as 
at Shobdon (Figs. 405 and 398). At Beckford the Harrowing of Hell was paired 
opposite a portal with an unconventional adoration of the Cross, and Quenington with 
the Coronation of the Virgin (Fig. 32-34 and 338-41). The iconography with which it is 
combined on tympana reflects its place in the cycle of stories related to 
Christ's 
triumph over death and the offer of Salvation for the faithful. In this it serves to bind 
the images with which it is set into an eschatological context and hence an area of 
devotional expression that features heavily in oral and textual traditions. However, this 
does not denude the majestic images of Christ, or the other iconographies with which 
it is set, of their potential to denote wider meanings. For example, at 
Quenington, 
probably the most explicitly textual-based iconography combination 
in the corpus as a 
whole, the Marian aspect of the Coronation of the Virgin remains potent within the 
south portal. At Shobdon the presentation of Christ in Glory, with all the generic 
iaz See, for example, the font at Eardisley (Herefs). 
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implications that it carries in itself and the more specific readings as an Ascension or 
the Last Judgement remain, irrespective of the Harrowing of Hell in the opposite 
portal. This can even be said of the example at South Cerney and at Beckford the 
iconography of the south portal retains its own distinctive character. 
The crucifixion tympana at Bolsover and Winterborne Stickland represent a 
highly conventional and iconic form of crucifixion iconography, with Christ's Cross 
flanked by two figures, most usually the Virgin Mary and John the Baptist. 183 However, 
both present a departure from the characterisation of Christ in the other tympana 
because both present him as a man who has dies in extreme suffering (Figs. 50 and 
486). There is nothing in the social circumstances of either church or manor to 
account for this difference, but both are very late Romanesque works and they may 
represent a normal aspect of earlier thirteenth-century portal tympanum 
iconography. 184 It is important to note, however, that crucifixion iconography was 
deployed in church portals during the late Anglo-Saxon period and it may be that the 
survival of such images from the main period of Romanesque art in England has simply 
suffered more from the vagaries of survival. "' 
The Crucifixion had long been an important focus for Christian devotion in 
England, as elsewhere, with the crucified Christ venerated for many centuries as a 
183 As a starting point, see L. D. M. Vol. V, Cols. 1489-97, esp. 1494-97. Narrative depictions of different 
stages of the crucifixion story are common in Romanesque art and their absence from English 
Romanesque tympana is symptomatic of the very different context of the images when compared with 
monumental narrative examples. See, for example, the Deposition at Horn, Westphalia and the 
Crucifixion at the abbey of Saint-Giles, Gard. 
184 Both sculptures are poorly preserved, but both tympana are clearly Romanesque work. B. E., Dorset 
suggests that Winterborne Stickland is fourteenth-century sculpture, carved on a reused Norman 
tympanum (Fig. 486). The sculpture is, however, so badly damaged that only the silhouettes of the 
figures and a few drapery folds survive to provide the basis for stylistic assessment. The composition 
not only fits neatly onto the block, but also has a frame neatly set around the edge of the tympanum in a 
manner found on numerous English Romanesque tympana with all forms of sculptural embellishment 
(Figs. 85,254 and 260). More importantly, there is no simple explanation for how the block would have 
fitted into a fourteenth-century architectural setting. A less complex explanation is that the work is very 
late Romanesque and that as with many works of art made during periods of stylistic transition it 
demonstrates considerable precocity in one aspect and an unshifting conservatism in others. 
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triumphant figure, a trend that had largely been superseded by the twelfth-century 
images. 18' The main focus for crucifixion iconography in all churches was the rood 
screen at the chancel arch. It was for such a screen that the fragments found at South 
Cerney were probably made and the head illustrates that Christ was depicted as having 
died in suffering. 18' Emphasis on the suffering of Christ was an important, fast- 
developing aspect of Christian devotion from the mid-eleventh century and one 
embraced and promoted with considerable energy by the new religious orders. 
Enthusiasm for such orders was taken-up by a wide cross-section of society, not just 
the knightly classes. That the suffering of Christ was almost without exception 
venerated at the rood screen may go some way to explain why crucifixion iconography 
is not frequently preserved on English tympana. Indeed, it might be argued that the 
majestic image of Christ at the portal provided an effective foil to the dead crucified 
Christ at the chancel arch, both in terms of iconography and the supplicant's devotion. 
They would pass from the majestic, juridical and benedictary Christ at the portal to the 
scourged, pitiful and sacrificed Christ at the point closest to the high altar that lay 
people could approach. It should be noted that the original architectural context of 
both portals in unclear and the specific audience to which they were addressed, priest 
or parish, is a crucial aspect in our understanding of them. This 4, however, is one of 
several factors relating to them that is now lost to us. Whatever the truth, these 
tympana represent an important factor in conditioning our understanding of the 
representation of Christ the man in Romanesque portal tympana in England. 
* 
115 Roods set in association with portals survive at Breamore (uncertain) and Headbourne Worthy (both 
Hants). See further Tweddle et a11995, pp. 251-53 and. 259-60. 
186 See comments accompanying E. R. A., Nos. 229-42. 
187 The South Cemey fragments are now in the British Museum, London. See also E. R. A., No. 115. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter has argued that most images of Christ as a majestic figure do not 
represent a single and specific iconography, such as the Ascension or the Last 
Judgement. These and other meanings could be read from the images, but the 
overriding intention was to present Christ offering his blessing to the faithful. Those 
examples that do represent a specific iconography, such as the Entry into Jerusalem, or 
the act of donation and adoration at Siddington, are formulated so as to emphasise 
Christ's majesty such that it is an integral and central aspect of the impression made by 
the image. The combination of Christ's majesty and his blessing imbue the image with 
a highly judicial quality related to Christ's offer of salvation to the faithful through his 
blessing. 
The Harrowing of Hell iconography fits into this presentation of the human 
Christ, both in terms of Christ as a figure of unassailable power triumphing over death 
and the source of salvation. In this respect it is particularly unfortunate that the two 
crucifixion tympana survive in such a poor state of preservation. However, irrespective 
of whether a disproportionate number of tympana with crucifixion iconography has 
been lost, it remains impossible to gauge how they, and similar images, were related to 
the majestic Christ in terms of the application of iconography to church fabric and 
changing patterns of devotional expression over time. 
Aside from these issues the evidence as preserved on English Romanesque 
tympana represents a clear case for the enduring popularity of presenting Christ in the 
portals of churches as a figure of power and authority. In this they might be said to 
represent an understanding of Christ that lacked the aspect of human empathy, which 
was of increasing importance for Christian devotion from the mid-eleventh century 
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onwards. The survival of the crucifixion tympana demonstrates that these new trends 
were embraced in the portals of some local churches. By contrast, the majority of 
tympana with an image of Christ as man demonstrate that in the church portal Christ 
remained popularly venerated as a God who ruled his followers as a figure of power 
and majesty, and one whose judgement was expressed through his blessing offered to 
the faithful. 
* 
Postscript 
Three tympana depict figures that cannot be identified definitively as Christ or 
God the Father with certainty. At Pennington the figure has a cross nimbus, 
suggesting that it is a person of the Trinity, but also has wings (Fig. 322). Bridekirk is 
poorly preserved, but the figure appears to be of a similar form and character (Fig. 60- 
61). I am not aware of any convention for depicting wings on any person of the 
Trinity in human form, and the restriction of the cross nimbus to the Trinity and their 
symbols can be observed in works of art made at all levels of production. This leaves 
two possible explanations for the image. Firstly that it was made in ignorance of the 
limitations of iconographic convention and general patterns of visual recognition. 
Consequently innovations such as those seen in the mandorla at Pedmore, were 
extended beyond parameters that we might expect. Alternatively the figure represents 
the Holy Spirit in human form, and retains its dove's wings to distinguish it. It is my 
view that the cross nimbus cannot be ignored and that the figure is, therefore, a person 
of the Trinity. The manner in which the hands are held up recalls majestic images of 
Christ in which he displays his stigmata, such as that painted above the chancel arch at 
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Clayton (Sussex). Pennington and Bridekirk may represent Christ in this tradition, one 
also represented in vernacular preaching texts in which Christ's wounds are an 
important means by which the preacher might appeal to his audience; the wings 
perhaps suggest that Christ is in heaven. 188 That the figure is Christ or an angel, similar 
to that at Halford (Fig. 184), cannot be known. 
Tarrant Rushton preserves a very different kind of image (Fig. 432-33). 
Following the report of the R. C. H. M. E. the right-hand figure has been identified as St 
Gregory the Great, based on an inscription GREGOR on the small book that he 
holds. 189 I, like earlier observers, have not been able to discern these letters on the 
sculpture, the surface of which is quite well preserved and following a lead proposed 
by, for example, Keyser, I understand the iconography as a Trinitarian image 190 God 
the Father is on the left, Christ as the Agnus Dei is in the centre, with a scroll coming 
from its mouth, and on the right the Holy Spirit as a man enthroned in profile, holding 
a bird, presumably a dove. The case for the identification of Tarrant Rushton as a 
Trinitarian image cannot be substantiated here but is worthy of comparative 
assessment in a study not restricted to a single sculptural field. 
lss I have yet to find any evidence to support a view that Christ in heaven was understood to have wings 
and this view 4 is therefore speculative. For Christ's wounds in vernacular texts, see the example in the 
late twelfth-century London, Lambeth Palace Library MS 487, published as E. E. T. S., o. s., Vol. 29,34, 
pp. 197,211, and 238. An explicit example from a vernacular text of Christ actually displaying his 
wounds to souls at the Last judgement is in On Serving Christ, printed from Oxford, Jesus College MS 29, 
a late thirteenth-century manuscript, in E. E. T. S., o. s., Vol. 49, pp. 90-910.12-14). I-sewn vre louerd crist 
j5at schalJis world fide / Showen bis wunden so blodi to-blender / Nouht for hisgultes buteforAdames deden. 
189 R. C. HM. E. Dorset, Vol. IV, p. 113, and Alford 1984, pp. 17-18 and 21. Alford concedes that the 
inscription may refer to the author of the book and not the figure. Reasons for why a figure would be 
depicted holding a copy of a text written by Gregory the Great in an English local church might be 
found in the pastoral works of Gregory, which were of enduring importance in the Latin Church 
generally. See Markus 1997, p. 204. However, even given the important place that Gregory filled in the 
English Church, as author of the founding mission of St Augustine, it is not immediately obvious why 
he would be included in what is already, in terms of the corpus, an unusually complex piece of 
iconography. 
190 Keyser 1927, p. 56. 
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VI 
Tympana with Human Figures Other Than Christ 
Human figures other than Christ are depicted on seventy English Romanesque 
tympana and these can be sorted into three principal groups: images of conflict; hieratic 
figures; and other compositions including some Biblical scenes. ' These are supplemented 
by a further group of images with figures of uncertain character. All examples discussed in 
this chapter are listed in Tables VI. A-VI. E 2 Individual saints or characters from the Bible 
dominate the majority of examples, about fifty tympana, as might be expected. Saints were 
an integral part of Christian devotion throughout the Middle Ages, while the role of the 
Bible in medieval devotion is without question. ' 
The character of the images is strongly iconic. As such people could be taught to 
recognise key figures, learn associated narrative and to grasp basic meanings, while more 
complex interpretations could be drawn out by viewers capable of doing so. Further 
common ground with the images of Christ discussed in Chapter V is the use of the visual 
language of contemporary power and authority, which enriched the range of allusions that 
might be drawn and could emphasise the importance of the saints in the devotional life of 
the community. It also would have helped to ensure that the images were meaningful to 
supplicants during the twelfth century, and probably made the images more appealing, 
though the nature of this appeal may have varied between social groups. 
1 Here the term `Human' includes angels and `Figure' will refer to the main human character. 
2 Seventy is the total number of individual tympana. The total number of tympana comes to seventy-three 
because the examples at Hoveringham, Little Langford and Southwell are counted twice. 
3 The study of saints during the Middle Ages has generated a vast literature. Work covering our period 
includes: Abou-el-Haj 1994 (saints' cults and visual art); Butler and Morris 1986 (archaeological approaches); 
Finucane 1977 (curative shrines); Heffernan 1988 (hagiography); Sumption 1975 (pilgrimage); Ward 1987 
(miracles). The place of the Bible in medieval religion has also attracted significant attention. See, for 
example, Smalley 1952 (Biblical scholarship); and Walsh and Wood 1985 (views on and uses of the Bible). 
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The distribution of examples generally reflects that of tympana across the country 
as a whole, while the distribution of individual iconographic types is not sufficiently 
concentrated for much of significance to this study to be concluded from the survival of 
examples in particular areas. " The only examples related in terms of iconography, style, 
composition and locale are the tympana at Brinsop and Ruardean and at Hoveringham and 
Southwell, which offer significant evidence for localised practices determining both the 
form and content of images (Figs. 64 and 369, and 204 and 411). However, how these 
factors were influenced by patrons or by masons and how they fitted into the wider pattern 
of image production in the region cannot be determined in this study. In the absence of 
substantial evidence for regional concentrations beyond those seen in the general 
distribution of tympana, we may conclude that what survives is a broadly randomised 
sample of tympanum production both spatially and in terms of iconographic types. 
Without access to fuller evidence for regionally based analysis of sculptural style and choice 
of iconography and the questions of production over time that would flow from these, we 
are better addressing the evidence of tympana from a perspective determined by other 
factors. 
It was argued in the previous chapter that seeking to establish definitive or exclusive 
meanings for images is not the most fruitful way in which to examine sculpture preserved 
on English Romanesque tympana. On the basis of the corpus assembled here the nature of 
the action depicted and the characterisation of the figures offers the most useful mode of 
interpretation for the range of images and their relationship to an audience entering a local 
church. Therefore this chapter will present a study based on an analysis of the actions in 
4 Compare Maps 9 and 10, and Tables VI. A-D, and Table VII. F. 
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which human figures other than Christ are engaged and the manner in which they are 
characterised. ' 
The largest iconographic group consists of eighteen examples that depict militant 
saints and nine examples in which a man fights or hunts wild beasts. These will be 
considered in the first section as images of conflict. Fifteen examples depict standing and 
enthroned hieratic figures, many of which offer the spectator a blessing. They are all in 
poses associated with power and authority, and will be discussed as the second group. The 
third group consists of sixteen tympana about which it is possible to make some 
assessment of the iconography in the terms of this chapter. Most depict Biblical imagery 
not covered by either of the two preceding categories or in Chapter V. The remaining 
fifteen examples are presented in the Postscript to the chapter because they cannot be 
discussed in detail due to the lack of clarity of the imagery or the condition of the sculpture. 
The inclusion of this latter group serves to emphasise the importance of the deficits in our 
knowledge and hence of the artefacts we are unable to interpret when drawing conclusions 
about more fruitful material. 
Dividing the images in this way creates artificial groups of images that do not 
necessarily reflect the potential meanings of specific iconographies or exploit the full 
potential of individual examples as historical evidence. However, the function of this 
chapter is not to assert definitive meanings for particular images, but rather to examine the 
character of human figures in the corpus as a whole, the visual vocabulary used to depict 
them and the action in which they are engaged. As such, the specifics of individual 
examples are less important here than the manner and means by which the meaning is 
presented or conveyed across the corpus. This is not to deny the interest of iconographic 
For example, the arrangement of text and plates in Keyser's list of Norman Tympana, which gives some sense 
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meaning and its importance for both art historical research and for our understanding of 
devotion in the twelfth century. - Such issues are better conducted within a study not bound 
by a sculptural field. The location of an image is a significant factor in determining aspects 
of its meaning, but it is only through studying the different contexts within which an image 
was set that it is possible to determine the range and limits of these. In a study such as this 
it is therefore more constructive to concentrate on the manner in which meaning was 
conveyed and the implications of this for the probable audience. Meaning will inevitably 
need to be discussed where it is readily apparent and where it can shed light on the 
character of the figures and help explain why the images were set in church portals. 
However, it need not direct our analysis. 
Examining the imagery in this way also means that it is necessary to discuss the 
images with beasts both here and in Chapter VII, which offers an examination of aspects of 
beast imagery in the corpus of English Romanesque tympana. This need not lead to 
repetition because the material in each chapter requires different approaches and therefore 
the images will be examined in different ways. For example in the conflict images the 
triumph of man over beast is not overtly celebrated in visual terms, despite the victory 
being assured. Therefore the stage of combat depicted tells us more about the threat posed 
by the beast and it is this threat that determines the dynamics of the action rather than the 
vigorous character of the figure. As such this matter will be discussed in Chapter VII. 
Here we will concentrate on the characterisation of the figure in terms of the act in which 
he is engaged, his formal depiction and where possible his identity in order to assess how 
meaning was imparted and hence gauge the potential appeal of the images. 
of the characteristics shared by different image-types. See Keyser 1904 and Keyser 1927. 
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In keeping with the thesis that underpins this research as a whole, the chapter will 
also argue that the images offer a distinctive body of evidence for the spiritual aspirations 
of those sections of society associated with the church portals for which the tympana were 
made. In some cases the audience was demonstrably limited, as in the case of the figure set 
above the north transept portal of Norwich Cathedral (Fig. 304). 6 However, for most 
examples the audience consisted of the lordly powers whose manors the churches served, 
the clergy that served the church, and the parochial community as a whole. An important 
advantage of focusing on the evidence of tympana is that it provides a corpus drawn 
predominantly from local churches. This material can consequently serve as the primary 
focus of our attention, though without neglecting material preserved in a great church 
environment, and thereby we can examine devotional expression in local churches on its 
own terms. 
* 
Images of Conflict 
Tympana in this section are listed on Tables VI. A and VI. B. Each group will be 
examined in turn, firstly through the nature of the action that the figure is engaged in, and 
secondly through the characterisation of the figure, both as an individual and through the 
objects and attributes that he bears. The figures in the first group are engaged with boars 
and lions, while all but two of the examples in the second group depict a figure pitted 
against a dragon. The remaining two examples depict acts of homicide. They are therefore 
quite distinct from the other images, but both share many characteristics in common with 
the dragon slayer images, and as such they will be considered in tandem with them. 
6 See Franklin 1996, pp. 117-20. 
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The figures with which we are concerned are all engaged in a battle that they will 
win and in almost every example the subject matter itself ensures that this is apparent to 
anyone capable of reading it. Visual evidence also makes this clear in many examples. 
However, it should be emphasised that none of the images conveys an overt sense of 
triumphalism, a characteristic that we might expect, even where the figure tramples his 
victim, a common visual indicator of victory in medieval art. ' Rather they were intended to 
impart meaning through features other than emotion expressed through stylistic features, a 
trait seen as characteristic of French Romanesque sculpture and indicative of its artistic 
quality, but generally seen as lacking in English Romanesque sculpture. This perceived 
deficit is hence interpreted as indicative of a preoccupation with decorative quality over 
artistic sophistication and substance! These images are far from passive representations of 
stock iconographic themes, and while many make use of the decorative potential of the 
iconography depicted, they are powerful images, rich in allusions and potential for meaning. 
As such they were highly effective for the portals of local churches in twelfth-century 
England. 
Hunters and Lion Fighters 
Images of hunting are preserved at six sites of which Ribbesford is alone in 
depicting an archer and in having a composition that suggests a specific narrative intent 
(Fig. 347). Its use of hunting as the vehicle for expression is therefore significant, but the 
characterisation of the hunter and the implications of his using a bow are apparently 
7 Flax Bourton is an exception. However, not only is the form of the image unique in the corpus, there is also 
sufficient doubt as to the original context of the block for it not to present evidence contradictory to the view 
expressed here. 
8 See, for example, Zarnecki 1951, p. 30. 
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bound-up with the lost narrative. ' It provides evidence for a tradition in the use of hunting 
iconography that was independent of the other examples examined here but which is now 
lost to us. The boar hunts at Clifton Hampden, Little Langford and Tutbury, and the 
images at Kedleston and Linton, which involve unidentifiable beasts, may have also been 
associated with individual stories (Figs. 105,257,451, and 217). However, they represent 
their subject matter through less particularised means and as such, we are able to examine 
them as a group in terms of the act itself and the characterisation of the huntsman. In 
order to do so we must first place hunting in its social context. 
Hunting evoked highly charged ideas associated with the social elite because it was 
the favoured pursuit of the landed classes in Anglo-Norman England. As John of Salisbury 
observed: `the scholarship of the aristocracy consists of hunting jargon'. 1° This cherished 
pursuit was strictly controlled by the crown and by other powerful men though laws that 
impinged on almost all aspects of life resulting in serious constraints being set on economic 
activity in the regions effected. " Cnut's laws had permitted men to hunt on their own 
lands, but the Normans introduced forest laws to large swathes of royal demesne and many 
other lands, which were based `on the arbitrary decree of the king', much to the annoyance 
of `powerful men' and the lamentation of `poor men'. 2 Of the present examples, only 
9 The dress of the figure has been seen as being of the type used in Herefordshire School work. This is not 
unreasonable and many other aspects of the portal and its sculpture place Ribbesford in the Herefordshire 
School orbit. However, the carving is not dear enough to draw conclusions about the specific character of 
the figure's clothes. For references to a broad range of interpretations, see Bond 1988, p. 149. 
10 Keats-Rohan 1993,1.4, at p. 31. 
11 See, for example, V. C. H. Cheshire, Vol. II, pp. 167-87; Green 1986, pp. 124-30; Gillingham 2000, pp. 170- 
77; and Bartlett 2000, pp. 170-71 and pp. 238-41. 
12 Quotations from Johnson et al 1983 pp. 59-60, and E. H. D. Vol. II, p. 171. For references to pre-Conquest 
evidence, see Green 1986, p. 124, note 37. 
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Little Langford was located within a royal forest, but it should be stressed that the impact 
of such laws was far beyond the royal forest" 
The controls on hunting meant that all types of deer, wild boar and many other 
animals including hares were reserved for the crown and the keeping of hunting animals 
was strictly regulated. Enforcement of the prerogatives was taken as a serious test of 
authority. Rights to hunt were granted and sold as a part of a characteristic pattern of 
patronage and lordship, but much opposition to the laws was due to resentment of the 
socio-economic constraints that they imposed and concessions to religious houses related 
to economic issues such as taking timber. " Consequently a crucial aspect of the settlement 
reached between the barons and the crown during the minority of Henry III related to the 
administration of royal forests, which had been consolidated and expanded considerably 
first under Henry I, then more so by Henry II and his sons 15 However, irrespective of the 
economic impact, forest laws existed to protect and to privilege hunting rights and 
therefore hunting was the more valued by members of the `hunting classes'. As a result it 
was still more potent as a focal point for the invective of those engaged by issues 
surrounding hunting and the consequences of the laws that protected it. 
The characterisation of hunting in written texts illustrates its emotive quality. 
Eulogised in literature both for its honour and danger, it was used as a metaphor for other 
activities that required `huntsman-like' qualities; in a letter to the bishop of Rochester, Peter 
of Blois likened a hunt to the bishop's role in winning souls. " It was also censured for the 
13 For Little Langford, see V. C. H. Wilts, Vol. IV, pp. 431-33 and 457. Most powerful lords exercised forest 
jurisdiction over their own lands. See Green 1986, p. 128-30, and Crouch 1992, pp. 306-07. 
14 For concessions to religious houses whose estates were covered by forest law and a few grants of rights in 
royal forests for laymen, see Green 1986, pp. 128-30. 
15 For Henry I, see Green 1986, pp. 124-30; for Henry II, see Warren 1973, pp. 390-95; for John and the 
settlements made during the minority of Henry III, see Holt 1992, Chs. 5,9,10,11 and App. 13; and 
Carpenter 1990, Ch. 3, esp. pp. 61-63. 
16 For literary examples, see Rooney 1993, Chs 2 and 3; the letter of Peter of Blois is cited at p. 43. 
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vanity that it engendered. John of Salisbury saw hunting as morally questionable because 
forest laws put pleasures derived from pursuing wild beasts ahead of the needs of people. 7 
Demonic forces were envisaged as hunters in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, and authors from 
Orderic Vitalis to Walter Map described ghostly huntsmen disturbing the peace of the 
countryside or worse. " 
In both literary and religious writing, the animal being hunted was also utilised for 
meanings to be attached to the hunter, illustrating that people were alert to the potential to 
draw further allusions and levels of meaning. Three of our five images depict the hunting 
of boar, which presented a particularly potent medium, and each example conveys the 
subject with a dynamism that survives despite the state of the sculpture (Figs. 105,257, and 
451). 19 Boar hunting was frequently used in literature to extol the chastity, virtue and 
heroism of a character. 2° It could also be used to make more developed religious analogies, 
as is done in the Hortus Deliciarum, a later twelfth-century German work, which associates 
the activity with the conversion of rich sinners. " This text has no direct bearing on the 
English tympana, but it echoes the allusion made by Peter of Blois cited above and further 
evidences a widespread sensitivity to the potential for the various forms of hunting to 
convey different types of meaning. 
Little Langford offers a highly satisfactory example of the kind of tympanum 
setting within which Clifton Hampden and Tutbury could have been located as lintel 
stones, though the poor state of preservation of both blocks raises concerns regarding 
17 Keats-Rohan 1993, I. 4, at p. 38. 
18 For the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, see E. H. D. Vol. II, pp. 204-05. For Orderic Vitalis, see Chibnall 1969-80, 
Vol. IV, pp. 236-51, esp. pp. 240-45. For Walter Map, see James et a11983, pp. 26-31, esp. p. 31. 
19 Clifton Hampden (Fig. 105), little Langford (Fig. 256-57), and Tutbury (Fig. 451). 
20 Rooney 1993, pp. 78-85. 
21 J. E. Kerr, pers comm. 
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original architectural context that will never be resolved 22 Despite their condition it is clear 
that all three were dramatic images by English standards and that they depict the practice of 
boar hunting as it is described in medieval texts 2' Given the place of hunting in twelfth- 
century society, its use as vehicle for both praise and criticism, and the specific associations 
of boar hunting, the images were almost certainly intended to convey meaning. Whether 
the meaning of these images was of a positive or a censorious nature cannot be known, nor 
can the manner in which audiences interpreted them. The patronal circumstances of the 
churches offer no useful evidence regarding either the intention for or reception of the 
images. However, we can be confident that audiences would have recognised the action 
and associated it with a potentially broad spectrum of ideas all of which would have had 
currency at the threshold of a church. 
The specific character of the boar will be discussed further in Chapter VII. Here it 
is important to note that at Clifton Hampden and Little Langford, where the figure of the 
hunter survives, he is depicted with a distinctive hunting horn, rather than, for example 
thrusting at the boar with a spear (Figs. 105, and 257). " This is unlikely to have had direct 
bearing on whether the image conveyed positive or negative ideas regarding hunters but it 
does emphasise the noble character of the hunt depicted 25 Just as today, the blowing of 
horns was not simply a means of communication. It was also part of the display associated 
with the privilege of hunting. This would significantly colour any reading of the image 
u However, we cannot extrapolate from this to suggest that Clifton Hampden and Tutbury also set the 
hunting image with other imagery, as is done at little Langford. 
23 Rooney 1993, p. 5. 
24 This is clear at Little Langford, but not at Clifton Hampden. However, rejecting an interpretation of the 
Clifton Hampden huntsman as holding a horn does not effect the foundation of the ideas expressed here. 
25 Use of horns was not restricted to lordly members of hunting parties. In the `September' image in the 
calendar of a Winchester manuscript dated to the first half of the eleventh century, now London, British 
Library, Cotton Tiberius B. V, f 7r, it is the servant who blows the horn. However, an association between the 
type of horn depicted and the ornamental ivory hunting horns preserved from the period, and the Oliphant 
of Roland is sufficiently clear for the assertion of nobility to stand. See L. D. M. Vol. VI, cols. 1397-98. 
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because it associates the action depicted with contemporary hunters more directly than 
does the act of boar hunting itself, and regardless of whether the image was intended to be 
read as a demonic or a spiritual hunt. 
The identification of an explicitly noble attribute born by the boar hunters provides 
a common context with the huntsmen at Kedleston and Linton, whose quarry is now lost 
to us (Fig. 217). 26 However the contrast between them and the boar-hunting images 
demonstrates that they represent a quite different approach to the use of hunting 
iconography, though not necessarily to different intentions in terms of meaning or 
audience. The Kedleston figure was intended to be a courtly huntsman, riding with his 
reins in one hand and the hunting horn in the other, though the loss of the rest of the 
composition means that we cannot tell whether this extended to the rest of the image. 
Indeed, the condition of the sculpture is such that we must rely on early photographs in 
order to identify the horn and confirm the impression given by the surviving ornament that 
the sculpture was of a reasonable quality. 27 The Linton figure is running his prey through 
with a lance, which gives him a much more dynamic persona. However, his courtly 
character is guaranteed because he is presented carrying a hunting bird in a manner seen in 
images such as Harold riding to Bosham in the Bayeux tapestry and St George at Brinsop 
(Fig. 65). This in part explains Keyser's suggestion that he was `probably St Georgei 28 
It is tempting to conclude that the more dynamic hunting images were interpreted 
as the virtuous hunter seeking to win souls for Christ, following the allusion of Peter of 
Blois cited above, while the Kedleston figure is the kind of vanity-riven huntsman so 
26 At Kedleston little has survived, or has survived, or been recorded, of the additional figures. At Linton the 
beast or beasts being hunted have been variously identified as bears or as a dragon. Remnants of a now 
indecipherable inscription have also been noted. See Handlist entries for details. 
27 A copy of Keyser's photograph, not published in his list of Norman Tympana, is in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London. 
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despised by John of Salisbury. However, to do so would be to stretch the evidence too far. 
An alternative could equally be true: the inherent violence of boar hunts and of the Linton 
image might allude to the demonic huntsmen, while the Kedleston image represents an 
altogether more refined winner of souls. Other readings are also possible, all based on 
evidence from the period and it is this richness of potential that explains why such images 
should have been set in church portals. Regardless of how they are read, the images made 
considerable use of contemporary allusions to project the meanings suited to a prominent 
location above a church doorway. This relationship between the contemporary character 
of the image and the potency of the image as a bearer of meaning is significant for the 
present discussion of human figures on English Romanesque tympana. 
The other tympana in this group depict Samson or David fighting a lion, with 
examples preserved at Highworth, Stretton Sugwas and Southwell (Figs 200,427, and 411, 
left-hand figure). The meaning of these images would have been quite distinct from those 
of the hunting images due to their Biblical context and the Southwell example may form 
part of a wider Anglo-Scandinavian trend of depicting St Michael and the Dragon with 
Biblical iconography that thereby juxtaposes it with lamb imagery. 29 At Stretton Sugwas, 
Samson is identified by his long hair and he wears the same garments as the warriors on the 
Eardisley font. At Highworth, David has close-cut hair and is dressed in a tunic and cloak 
reminiscent of the dress worn by lordly figures ranging from David himself in the Beatus 
initial of the l7inchester Bible to Harold on his way to Normandy in the Bayeux Tapestry'' 
The Southwell figure is too damaged to identify the figure but he appears to be 
characterised in a similar manner to the Highworth figure. 
28 Keyser 1927, p. 32. The association between Linton, Brinsop and Ruardean is widely acknowledged. See, 
for example, R. C. H. A. M. S. Roxburgh, Vol. I, p. 258. 
29 Further on this, see Lang 1983. 
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What ever the truth of visual recognition and the moral purpose of the stories, a 
common medium served as the bearer of meaning. an elegantly depicted Biblical ruler-hero 
overcoming one of the most fearsome of beasts. 31 In each case the violence of the struggle 
and the threat posed by the lion is not emphasised visually, but little imagination is 
necessary to grasp the magnitude of the struggle and the strength and courage of the man. 
The apparent contrast between the courtly figure of David at Highworth and the 
characterisation of Samson at Stretton Sugwas results in part from local factors. Stretton 
Sugwas is an archetypal Herefordshire School figure and was made for the church donated 
to Llanthony Secunda by Ralph Baskerville in 1142. Highworth, which is not the work of 
an identified sculptural `school', may reflect the status of the church and its likely patron, 
the cathedral community at Sarum. 32 It also illustrates that both ecclesiastical and lay 
patrons were responsible for work that depicted religious figures in contemporary terms. 
We might observe that the figure made for a church of a knightly lord is more martial in 
character than those at Highworth and Southwell. However, the matter is not this simple, 
as the examples at Fordington and Damerham will illustrate, and it is unlikely that there is 
any general significance to be read into the choice of martial or courtly dress for figures in 
tympana. Factors at particular sites and with individual patrons are likely to have been of 
more significance. The present examples illustrate two aspects of the use of contemporary 
references to an elite as understood visually by local audiences. The viewer is therefore 
presented with a figure of considerable composure, dressed as a contemporary fee-holder 
and fighting an almost co-operative beast 33 
30 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Auct. E. inf. 2, f 2; E. R. A. No. 63a. 
31 On the meaning of the image of Samson and the Lion, with reference to sculpture and seals produced in 
south western France, see Tcherikover 1990, esp. p. 440. 
32 See Handlist entries for further details on both churches. 
33 Thurlby likened the Stretton Sugwas lion to a dressage horse. See Thurlby 1999, pp. 127-28. 
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Martial Figures 
Sixteen of the eighteen tympana with a martial figure depict dragon slaying, one of 
the most extreme acts that medieval people could imagine anyone undertaking and one 
celebrated in both secular and ecclesiastical culture. Its origins he in Christian and 
Germanic traditions, and more widely, and its popularity in tympana demonstrates further 
the value placed on images of powerful characters set in the portal of a church. 34 Our first 
task therefore is to set the idea of dragon slaying within its cultural context and to establish 
that the present figures are likely to depict saints, even in those examples with no visual 
attributes of sainthood. 
The Christian tradition of dragon slaying starts in the Old Testament with creatures 
such as Leviathan that God kills in Isaiah XXVII. There are also allusions such as Psalm 
90,13 of the Vulgate, which may have found expression in the symbolic banners that were 
used to enact the triumph of Christ over the devil during Rogation and Ascension Day 
processions recorded at Sarum 35 However, it is primarily expressed through the person of 
St Michael, the only Christian dragon slayer to enjoy consistent and widespread 
veneration36 This is reflected in church dedications, textual sources of all types, visual art 
and practices tied to his feast day, which was described by Guy of Amiens as the time when 
`God granted everything according to your desire'37 About fifty churches covered by this 
34 For an introduction to the place of dragons in medieval societies, see L. D. M. Vol. III, cols. 1339-46. 
35 Jones 1883-84, Vol. I, pp. xxv-vi, 126-28 and 140-42, and Vol. 11, p. 135. 
36 See Revelation XII and XX. For St Michael, his cult and bibliography, see L. D. M. Vol. VI, cols. 593-95. 
37 The quotation is from Morton and Muntz 1972, p. 6-7, lines 76-77. For St Michael iconography, see 
Martens et al 1979, and Alexander 1970, pp. 85-100. For the symbolic meanings of St Michael and the 
dragon, see Avril 1971. A significant number of images of the archangel preserved in local churches fall 
outside the parameters of this research. Examples include Stinsford (Dorset) and Riccall (Yorks, E Riding). I 
am not aware of any examples preserved on English Romanesque fonts. St Michael's role in homiletic texts 
was as psychopomp, rather than as dragon slayer, see Teresi 2000, esp. p. 108. It is interesting to note that St 
Michael was not a prominent character in liturgical drama. The only play that I have found in which he is 
given a prominent role is a fourteenth-century Presentation of the Virgin play from Narbonne. See Young 
1933, Vol. 11, pp. 225-45. 
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research in over twenty counties from Durham to Cornwall are dedicated to St Michael, the 
second most common dedication in the corpus 38 
The tradition went on to be developed in the lives of Early Christian saints 39 The 
act served as perhaps the most emphatic expression of a saint's victory over evil and it 
established their character as a protector or liberator, subject matter highly appropriate for a 
church threshold. St George is the most widely known of these saints but although he was 
recognised in England by the eighth century he attracted neither the mass appeal of St 
Michael, nor the localised enthusiasm characteristic of many insular saints' cults 40 In this 
corpus just seven churches, in seven counties, are dedicated to him. Indeed, veneration of 
St George only began to fill an integral place in the spiritual life of England gradually from 
the late eleventh century and his popularity amongst members of the knightly classes was 
due to his association with the crusading movement, rather than as a dragon slayer. "' In the 
late eleventh century five distinguished young men were moved to become monks at St- 
Evroul by preaching about the martial deeds of a group of saints, which included St 
George 42 Such sources illustrate that George was but one of several saints who aided and 
inspired knights and monks alike through the aid that they brought to crusaders in battle. 
However, amongst them, St George was distinguished by his traditional role as a dragon 
slayer. 
38 See Chart 2 for church dedications in the corpus. These figures are a crude guide since they are not wholly 
based on twelfth-century evidence. However, they can still be taken as a broad gauge of the popularity of the 
saint as a patron during the period. On the problems of church dedication evidence, see 
Jones 1996. 
39 There are numerous dragon slayers in Christian texts, but because knowledge of saintly deeds was 
promoted through devotions during the liturgical year most dragon slaying saints were of only local 
importance. For an introduction to a variety of evidence for dragon slaying saints, see Le Goff 1980. 
40 An introduction to St George and bibliography is in L. D. M. Vol. IV, cols. 1273-75. He is recorded in both 
the Martyrology of Bede and the Old English Martyrology but his image is not preserved in surviving Anglo- 
Saxon manuscripts. See also Riches 2000. 
41 See Riches 2000, Ch 1, esp. pp. 19-25 and Ch. 4, esp. pp. 101-10, and Proud 2000, p. 129. 
42 For the effect of the preaching by the earl of Chester's chaplain, Gerold, see Chibnall 1969-80 Vol. III, p. 
216 and 226-32. 
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In epic literature, dragon slaying was the ultimate expression of martial valour. It 
was also one coloured by a vein of tragic consequences that subsequently overtake the 
character due to circumstances in which pride may be seen to play an important role, a 
feature often exploited in Christianised versions of the tales. " If we discount Thor as a 
member of the. sir, there are three significant dragon slayers in medieval north European 
secular literature: Sigurd of the Volrunga saga, Beowulf, and Sigemund, probably the father 
of Sigurd, who is styled as a dragon slayer in Beowulf. " By contrast there are no significant 
dragon slayers in Romance literature, though dragons do feature prominently in Arthurian 
legend and leading characters seek to harness the power of dragons to themselves, just as 
English kings did. 45 It seems, therefore, that dragon slaying was not an activity widely 
celebrated in the contemporary secular literary culture of England during our period. 
Rather it was something contained within stories inherited from the literary traditions of 
pre-Conquest aristocracies and the legacy of the Normans' Viking ancestors 46 More 
usually, however, it was an act celebrated in the veneration of saints, particularly St Michael, 
but also St George. 
In Romanesque art dragon slayers are depicted in almost every medium. Not all the 
figures can be identified as individuals by visual attributes, and it is likely that some 
examples were not intended to be identifiable, particularly those set in fields such as 
43 See generally, Orchard 1995. 
as Tolkien 1997, esp. p. 12. Sigurd is Siegfried of the Nibelungenlied For the Volrunga . raga, see 
Finch 1965, and 
Byock 1990. For Beo vulf, see HIaeber 1950. There are numerous translations. Orchard 1997a provides 
entries and bibliography for each character and related matters. Beowulf was probably better known in 
Anglo-Saxon areas of England, Sigurd in Anglo-Danish areas, though the so-called Sigmund relief provides 
evidence for knowledge of the Volsung legends in eleventh-century Winchester. See E. R. A., No. 97 and 
Tweddle et al 1995, pp. 314-21. For the twelfth century it is impossible to gauge the extent to which either 
was celebrated, or by whom. 
45 For example, Uther's Golden Dragon statues and Arthur's Golden Dragon standard in Geoffrey of 
Monmouth's Histotia VIII. 17 and X. 6, see Thorpe 1966, p. 202 and 248. For the varying roles of dragons in 
Arthurian literature and society at large, see Tadock 1933, Tatlock 1933-34, and Chapter VII, below. 
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manuscript initials. 47 However, of examples in prominent contexts comparable with 
tympana an overwhelming majority represent St Michael and the next most common is St 
George, though with considerably fewer examples. 4B I have found no evidence for an 
iconography for Sigurd or Beowulf in English Romanesque art and to my knowledge, 
named contemporary secular figures are only depicted fighting beasts such as wolves and 
lions, never dragons 49 Therefore, in conjunction with textual evidence, we may assert that 
where they were intended to be identified, Romanesque images of dragon slayers 
represented saints, and that this is particularly true of those set in prominent fields such as 
tympana. Allusions to characters such as Beowulf and Sigurd were secondary, while more 
generic figures fighting dragons were set in fields such as manuscript initials. 
The potential of cross-fertilisation between Christian and pre-Christian dragon 
slayers, as well as the more generic figure types, is inevitable and in a discussion of a pair of 
Anglo-Scandinavian carved stones preserved at Bolton-le-Sands Lang argued that the 
convergence of characteristics was essentially complete by c. 1100.50 At around that time the 
stones, which were formerly part of two separate monuments, were re-used in a tympanum 
so that a scene of Thor and the Midgard-serpent was remodelled and fused with a newly 
46 In contrast to hagiography, Scandinavian saga models were influential in historical-literary writing produced 
in Normandy prior to the Conquest, Norman literary culture was, therefore, demonstrably alive to its Viking 
roots. See van Houts 1983. 
47 The tradition of generic images of men fighting monstrous, dragon-like beasts was well established before 
the Romanesque period. See Bailey 1980, pp. 138-42. It should be noted that display in a field of lesser 
prominence does not preclude meaning. For meaning in a range of violent images, including many with men 
fighting dragons, in initials in the Citeaux Moralia in Job, Dijon, Bibliotheque Municipal MSS 168,169,170, 
173, see Rudolph 1997, esp. pp. 42-42. See also Heslop 1980. 
48 My impression of both English and Continental evidence is that the prevalence and ratio represented by 
English tympana is not untypical. 
49 Sigurd imagery is depicted in Viking-age sculpture in England quite frequently. See Bailey 1980, pp. 116-25. 
Examples of contemporary figures depicted fighting beasts in twelfth-century art works include the seal of 
Ralph Bassett, the original of which lacks the pair of wings added to its illustration in Hatton's Book of Seals 
(1640/41), E. R. A., No. 372, illustrated in Henderson 1978, pl. 15. See also the matrix of Richard Cano, 
which depicts a knight fighting a lion-like creature stood on its hind legs and is a predecessor of the image on 
the obverse of many thirteenth-century knightly seals, E. RA, No. 375, illustrated in Beckwith 1972, No. 77. 
50 Lang 1982, p. 60. See also Bailey 1980, Ch. VI, esp. pp. 124-31. 
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carved image identified as St Michael and the Dragon. The liveliness of the secondary 
allusions should not be underplayed because although subsequently doomed, the dragon 
slayers of epic tales were characters worthy of the highest praise, while the dragons they 
fought were associated with evil. Indeed, that the saint alluded to such warriors, 
particularly in their guise as heroic warriors who become the victims of pride, would 
emphasise that it was only through Christ and his saints that the faithful could hope to find 
salvation. This would add a further dimension to the allusions that could be drawn 
between the militant saint and the self-image and aspirations of the twelfth-century 
knighthood. These were expressed through the dress and arms borne by the figure, which 
served to characterise the figures and which will be discussed below. 
Of the sixteen dragon slayer tympana ten present essentially unproblematic images 
of St Michael clearly identified by his wings and substantiated in three cases by a carved 
halo (Figs. 190, and 289). " In each case the saint attacks the dragon on foot, and of all the 
features that could identify St Michael, his wings and the fact that he is on foot, remain 
constants. The tympana at Brinsop and Ruardean depict fairly widely accepted images of St 
George slaying a dragon, though in neither case is he given a carved halo, and consequently 
one writer described them simply as `warriors' (Figs. 64, and 369)52 However, the absence 
of a halo is not in itself conclusive and in both cases the identification is based on the fact 
that he has no wings and fights a dragon from horseback. 
That three-quarters of examples present reasonably unequivocal images of either St 
Michael or St George, and in the proportions that they do, is as might be expected and 
51 These examples are at Dinton (Fig. 121), Flax Bourton (Fig. 161), Hallaton (Fig. 185-86), Harnhill (Fig. 
190), Hoveringham (with halo) (Fig. 205), Ipswich (Fig. 213), Kingswinford (Fig. 226), Long Marton south 
portal (Fig. 265), Moreton Valence (with halo) (Fig. 289), and Southwell (with halo) (Fig. 411). Others may 
have had the halo painted on. Ipswich has an inscription identifying the archangel. 
52 Prior and Gardner 1912, p. 154. 
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emphasises the intention for images of dragon slayers to be read in Christian terms. The 
importance of this in itself for the value and significance placed on the images during the 
period should not be underestimated. However, much of the power of the images rests in 
formal elements such as the weapons born by the saint, rather than the dynamism of the 
compositions. These are used to characterise and to differentiate the two saints in a 
manner that illustrates the distinctive analogies being drawn, but without subsuming the 
essential religiosity of the images. The images of both St Michael and St George draw on 
the language of the twelfth-century knighthood, but they do so in quite different ways. 
George is styled in highly courtly, aristocratic and contemporary terms. By contrast 
Michael is characterised as an angel-warrior from another time and place and one, it will be 
argued here, in the tradition of the epic dragon slayers. It is this that gives the examples on 
tympana their distinctive character. 
By the twelfth century a well-established iconography had developed depicting St 
Michael in a variety of poses, dressed in classical-style robes and armed with a lance and 
round shield 53 Images produced in England during the Anglo-Saxon period and many 
Romanesque manuscript examples are firmly within these traditions, as are three of the 
present tympana 54 Moreton Valence is the most conventional image of the group and it 
attracted attention from Zarnecki for a perceived lack of compositional vigour: `English 
sculptors of that period seldom attempted to depict strong emotions in religious subjects' 
53 For the development of St Michael iconography until the eleventh century, see Alexander 1970, pp. 85-100. 
sa The tympana are Flax Bourton (Fig. 161), Hallaton (Fig. 185-86), and Moreton Valence (Fig. 289). For 
Anglo-Saxon manuscript examples, see Ohlgren 1986. A Romanesque manuscript example is a historiated 
initial `M' on f 26v of a Martyrology made at Canterbury during the first quarter of the twelfth century. The 
manuscript is London, British Library, MS Arundel 91, and is illustrated in, for example, Dodwell 1993, pl. 
328. 
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(Fig. 289). 55 However, this assessment does not take account of the manner in which 
English examples achieve their expressive quality. 
Moreton Valence, and its closest formal counterpart in this corpus, Hallaton (Fig. 
186), both lack the agitation of the French example that Zarnecki used by way of 
comparison. None the less they and Flax Bourton, the third example made within 
established traditions (Fig. 161), depict the saint ramming his spear down the throat of a 
dragon 56 For an audience engaged by the subject matter, as those in the twelfth century 
would have been, it is hard to maintain that such an image lacks emotion. More 
importantly for this discussion, these images are not typical of the majority of St Michaels 
preserved on other tympana. Furthermore, Hallaton and Flax Bourton both illustrate 
innovations of a kind that distinguishes them within those traditions. At Hallaton a feature 
not repeated in the other tympana emphasises the prophylactic role of St Michael for the 
faithful. In the saint's sleeve nestle human figures and on the extreme right of the image 
others appeal to the saint who will liberate them once the dragon is dead. St Michael is 
clearly cast as the saviour of men, not just the slayer of a monstrous beast. At Flax Bourton 
St Michael waves a sword above his head, a weapon that will be discussed further below. 
First we need to examine the most conventional aspects of St Michael imagery on tympana. 
A figure with a lance, a round shield and classical-style robes is one styled firmly 
within an ecclesiastical tradition and quite different from the self-image of the twelfth- 
century knighthood as illustrated, for example, on seals. This is particularly emphasised by 
the combination of all three elements, but of them it is the robes that most clearly 
ss Zarnecki 1951, p. 30. Observation made in a description of Saint-Michel d'Entraigues, France. 
56 The original context of the panel is unknown and its inclusion in this study is therefore tentative. It is 
described as Norman, but not as a tympanum, in B. E. Somerset N, p. 193. Others have followed Keyser in 
asserting that the panel is a tympanum, see Alexander 1970, p. 100. An early example of the type represented 
by Flax Bourton is an early ninth-century ivory now in Leipzig, and illustrated in, for example, Alexander 
1970, pl. 16c, and Baudot 1971, pl. IX, fig. 3. 
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characterises him as one from another time, followed by the round shield. Seven of the ten 
images of St Michael depict him dressed in such robes and in this they are firmly in keeping 
with established iconographic traditions. 7 He was not intended to be read as a 
contemporary character, irrespective of other allusions, and this may also be said of Dinton 
where the robes are not visible (Fig. 121). At Harnhill Michael is dressed in a tunic broadly 
comparable with those worn by contemporary figures such as members of Harold's party 
travelling to Normandy in the Bayeux Tapestry (Fig. 190). Significantly, however, he lacks 
the cloak that would have given the saint an overtly aristocratic character and, as we shall 
see, the use of a round shield ensures that contemporary allusions suggested by the clothes 
are not over-stressed. The helmeted head of the saint at Long Marton also gives him a 
contemporary character, adding to the impression given by his shield, but the whole image 
is so unusual as not to present itself as anything but an exception (Fig. 265). 
Five of the ten St Michael tympana arm him with a round shield and it would 
appear that they are used explicitly to emphasise a character from another time 58 During 
the eleventh century kite-shaped shields gradually replaced the circular shields of the earlier 
Middle Ages59 The use of round shields continued in Scandinavia into the late Middle 
Ages, and those members of the Anglo-Saxon army bearing round shields on the Bayeux 
Tapestry are possibly Anglo-Scandinavian warriors. 0 Of shield types depicted in 
Romanesque art generally kite-shaped shields are almost universally depicted, thus 
emphasising the old-fashioned effect of arming the saint with a round shield. The images 
of knights on seals emphasise that kite-shaped shields formed part of the self-image of the 
57 Flax Bourton (Fig. 161), Hallaton (Fig. 185-86), Hoveringham (Fig. 205), Ipswich (Fig. 213), Kingswinford 
(Fig. 226), Moreton Valence (Fig. 289), and Southwell (Fig. 411). 
58 Hallaton (Fig. 185-86), Harnhill (Fig. 190), Kingswinford (Fig. 226), Moreton Valence (Fig. 289), and 
Southwell (Fig. 411). 
59 For of the knight's shields, see Pierce 1986, p. 160; Pierce 1988, pp. 243-44; and Pierce 1993, pp. 258-59. 
60 See Oakeshott 1994, p. 98. 
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lay aristocracy and Hoveringham Ipswich and Long Marton arm the saint with such 
shields. 61 As with the use of contemporary dress, arming figures with kite-shaped shields 
illustrate a desire to visualise Biblical events in more contemporary terms as illustrated by 
the so-called Morgan Leaf made c. 1160-80 and probably intended for the Winchester 
Bible. 62 However, it is significant to note that of these examples, it is only Long Marton 
that does not dress the saint in classicising robes, in order to emphasise that he came from 
another time. Indeed, the helmeted head of the saint peering over a shield that is carved 
with a crusader's cross and the sword are clear references to knighthood. Long Marton 
instead emphasises the character of St Michael as an angel through the pose in which he is 
set, which suggests that he is hovering in order to attack the dragon 63 Wings are clear in all 
examples, but this is the only one where they are apparently put to use. 
The use of a lance in St Michael iconography is conventional, and it was not an 
unprestigious weapon. Indeed it could have significant religious connotations, as will be 
noted below in relation to Fordington. It was also a weapon of considerable relevance to a 
wide constituency that went beyond the fee-holding classes of twelfth-century England. A 
lance was the one weapon in the equipment required of all free men with military 
obligations to the crown. By contrast, a shield was required only of those who held a 
knight's fee or had chattels worth more than 16 marks, or L10.13s. 4d, a not inconsiderable 
sum, and hence by comparison it was a status symbo164 Only Hallaton and Moreton 
61 See, for example, E. RA., Nos. 331-33,371 and 376-77. 
62 New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, M. 619; see E. RA., No. 65. 
63 An alternative iconography involving St Margaret of Antioch was suggested in an essay intended to explain 
both tympana and the dedication of the church at Long Marton. See Lees 1881, esp. pp. 175-78. For an 
introduction to St Margaret and bibliography, see L. D. M. Vol. VI, cols. 231-32. The antiquity of the 
dedication to St Margaret and St James is unclear. Keyser maintained the possible St Margaret context for the 
west tympanum (Fig. 263), but suggested that the south tympanum probably depicted St Michael, a dragon 
and a possible Agnus Dei. See Keyser 1927, pp. Lccvii-lxxviii, and 34, and Lang 1982, p. 59. 
64 See articles 1-3 in the Assize of Arms of 1181, in E. H. D. Vol. II, No. 27, pp. 449-50, and Stubbs 1913, pp. 
183-84. For the knight and his lance, see Pierce 1986, pp. 160-62. 
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Valence depict a lance of the type used in twelfth-century England (Figs 186, and 289), 
while in the two tympana in which St Michael has no shield he is armed with a cross- 
headed lance. At Flax Bourton the cross-headed lance is of the long-shafted type borne by 
Christ, as in the Harrowing of Hell tympana at Beckford and Shobdon (Figs. 161,32, and 
398), while at Dinton he fights the dragon with a lance' with a circular handle that requires 
him to thrust with the cross head itself (Fig. 121). The figure is also armed with a cross- 
headed lance at Bolton-le-Sands, which has been excluded from the main group since the 
condition of the sculpture means the identification of the figure as St Michael must remain 
tentative. 65 However, in each case the role of Christ in assuring his victory is clearly 
emphasised through the weapon with which he actually fights the dragon. It would 
therefore appear not to be by chance that where St Michael does not have a shield he is 
armed with a cross-headed lance. 
In six examples St Michael is armed with a sword and at Flax Bourton he 
brandishes a sword above his head in his left hand, more as a badge than a weapon 66 The 
judicial character of a sword held by an enthroned figure was discussed above in Chapter V, 
but a sword was also the most expensive and evocative weapon in a knight's arsenal, 
celebrated and named in real life, history, myth and literature, and often inscribed with 
invocations. 7 It was unrivalled for the implications of status that it brought and filled an 
evocative place in contemporary knightly culture generally, as expressed in the literary and 
65 The figure at Bolton-le-Sands is most likely to be St Michael. It is unlikely to be a Harrowing of Hell image 
due to its integration with the older Thor iconography, mentioned above. The only other possible 
interpretation is Christ trampling beasts, which is an unusual image in English art of the period, particularly 
outside manuscript illumination. 
66 Harnhill (Fig. 190), Hoveringham (Fig. 205), Ipswich (Fig. 213), Kingswinford (Fig. 226), Long Marton 
(Fig. 265), and Southwell (Fig. 411). The use of swords has been noted as a distinctive feature of English 
examples, though not unprecedented if we accept the wingless St Michael in the Crowland manuscript cited 
above. See Alexander 1970, p. 99, note 4. The manuscript is Oxford Bodleian Library, MS Douce 296 (s. c. 
21870), f 40v. 
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the real worlds. Arthur's power was embodied in the sword Excalibur, which Richard I 
was believed to have owned by Roger of Howden amongst others, while King John listed 
Tristan's sword amongst his regalia. 68 Equestrian seals of kings and aristocrats from early in 
twelfth-century England all depict the figure with a sword, and as we have seen with the 
king, a sword was held in place of a sceptre on the royal face of the king's seal. 69 It was also 
the most evocative way in which allusions could be drawn between St Michael, Sigurd and 
Beowulf, who bore the swords Gram and Hrunting, both weapons that fill important roles 
in the stories of their owner's deeds. 7° 
It must be stressed how distinctive it is that swords are borne by the majority of the 
St Michael figures preserved on tympana. The weapon injected a highly potent and direct 
reference to the values of the contemporary knighthood capable in itself of completely 
altering the character of the saint, as can be illustrated, for example, by a comparison 
between Hallaton and Kingswinford, images that both depict the death of the dragon (Figs 
185, and 227). Giving St Michael a sword adds a powerful aspect to his persona and one 
with allusions to a wide spectrum of elite characters from twelfth-century society and 
literature. It therefore ensured that the religious meaning of the image would have been 
more engaging for a knightly viewer without detracting from the distinctive status of 
Michael as an archangel, a saint and therefore a figure from another time and place. 
However, a sword in the hands of a dragon slayer alludes to the traditions of Sigurd and 
Beowulf, at the very least in terms of the origins of the image type. Although there is no 
67 For an overview and introduction to medieval swords, see Oakeshott 1994; Pierce 1986, pp. 153-55 and 
162-64; Pierce 1988, pp. 250-57; and Pierce 1993, pp. 267-70. 
68 Sources cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 251. 
69 For illustrations of such seals, see E. R. A., Nos. 330-35 and 376-77, and Beckwith 1972 No. 77. See also 
Chapter V above. An early aristocratic equestrian seal depicting the knight bearing a lance, rather than a 
sword, is that of Robert of Leicester, a type considered to have been supplanted by the sword-bearing image 
at an early date. See E. R. A., No. 371. Stephen was the first English king to depict the equestrian figure on 
his seal bearing a sword. See E. R. A., No. 331. 
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evidence for the celebration of Sigurd or Beowulf in English twelfth-century texts, the 
evidence of St Michael and the Dragon tympana, for the use of a sword as his weapon 
suggests that the legacy of both characters was still capable of exerting an influence. 
Indeed, these allusions could have been explicitly active, perhaps serving to emphasise that 
it was only through Christ and his saints that salvation from the devil, the dragon, could be 
achieved. The deeds of humans, however noble, could not achieve this in themselves, a 
lesson that was grafted into the stories of both characters. Such meaning could be 
conveyed by the contemporary references in themselves, but putting a sword in the hands 
of a dragon slayer makes the allusion to Sigurd or Beowulf an aspect of the image that we 
should not ignore. 
By contrast the images of St George present an altogether more contemporary 
character and Brinsop and Ruardean, the two tympana that depict him fighting a dragon, 
are amongst the earliest images of the saint preserved in the British Isles (Figs. 64, and 
369). " In both cases he is dressed in broadly contemporary clothes and is styled as an 
aristocratic equine hunter figure who rides his horse in a manner similar to the riders at 
Kedleston and Linton, and those in the Bayeux Tapestry that are not dressed for war. The 
reins are held high and at Brinsop the long-haired saint also carries a hunting bird. 
That the seemingly aristocratic hunter figures at Brinsop and Ruardean were 
identified as St George rests on them being dragon slayers. Sigurd and Beowulf fought on 
foot, the characters of Romance literature did not fight dragons. St George was of 
increasing popularity in England during the twelfth century, venerated for his knightly 
deeds, and as a knight slaying a beast it is natural that he is styled as a hunter. He was 
understood as a knight, whereas St Michael, as an archangel, did not need a horse and so he 
70 Lang 1982, p. 60. 
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was distinguished from St Michael by fighting from horseback. "' Horseback was the 
noblest place from which a knight could do battle, and a mounted warrior was the image 
frequently used by both the Anglo-Norman and the French aristocracies for the seals that 
marked their personal authority to legal documents. 73 However, the depiction of St Michael 
on foot does not prevent the images of him projecting an impression firmly in keeping with 
the ideals of the knightly classes. Fighting on foot was expedient in many circumstances. 
More importantly it also served to emphasise the intention of a warrior to fight his cause to 
win: `A warlike knight who fights on foot with his men does not flee but either dies or 
conquers'. 74 
Given the place of the Crusades in the development of his cult it is therefore not 
surprising that the other two tympana identified as images of St George, those at 
Damerham and Fordington (Figs. 117, and 163-65), represent homicide, as does the early 
twelfth-century example painted at Hardham. 75 At Fordington a halo demarcates the saint, 
who is identified as a George by the dedication of the church during our period, and he is 
dressed in a courtly cloak that differentiates him from both the knights who pray to him 
and those whom he kills. 76 His cloak is closely comparable with those worn by the 
aristocratic hunters on the Bayeux Tapestry, which may reflect the status of the church for 
which the image was made, rather than a local style, as is the case with the robes depicted at 
Brinsop and Ruardean. That the saint is a leader of warriors is denoted by the three- 
71 For discussion and references, see Hamer 1992, pp. 235-49, and Thurlby 1999, pp. 104-10. 
72 See Alexander 1993, p. 9. 
73 Documentary evidence suggesting that ownership of seals and recognition of them as forms of proof and 
of authority was more widespread than survivals suggest was discussed in Chapter V, above. 
74 Chibnall 1969-1980, Vol. VI, p. 350-51. 
75 The painted version at Hardham is discussed in Park 1983, pp. 217-22. 
er 76 The dedication is recorded during the early thirteenth-century in the Btgirter of St Osmund from a chart 
dated to the 1090s that lists prebends held by the canons of Sarum Cathedral, which include a church of St 
George at Dorchester, that being the church at Fordington, see Jones 1883-84, Vol. I, pp. 198-200, and 
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tasselled gonfalon inscribed with a crusader's cross on his lance. " The lance itself could 
allude to the Holy Lance, a relic of which was found under the pavement of Antioch 
Cathedral during the siege of the city in 1098 and which played a crucial part in the 
successful raising of the siege and in subsequent crusader politics. 78 The lance was also the 
weapon used by St George at Hardham. 
That the figure at Fordington is St George identifies those being ridden down as 
Moslems and therefore frames the image in highly potent terms for a twelfth-century 
knightly audience. The knights praying to the saint are dressed identically to those being 
ridden down, but by having kite-shaped shields they are clearly differentiated from their 
enemies who have circular shields with pointed bosses. Celebrating the victory of Christian 
forces over Islam through the intervention of saints is a highly appropriate subject for a 
church portal and one that fits with the theme expressed by St Michael's battle with the 
dragon on tympana. Furthermore, while images of men fighting and killing one another are 
preserved in religious art in local churches, exemplified by the font at Eardisley (Herefs) 
and the wall paintings at Claverley (Shrops), images of saints killing humans are rare. 
There is plentiful evidence for a belief that saints interceded in battles between 
Christian armies and failure in battle was attributed to divine displeasure above all things. 79 
However, in terms of veneration, the most widely celebrated records of saints taking direct 
action in battles attest to the aid given to defeat Moslems, such as St James at Clavijo in 
c. 834, and Sts George, Mercurius and Demetrius at Antioch in 1098. ß0. We may therefore 
E. EA. Vol. 18, No. 3. Issues relating to the contents and transmission of this text between the 1090s and 
the early thirteenth century are discussed in Greenway 1985. 
" Gonfalons served as rallying markers on the lances of lead knights, see Pierce 1986, p. 162. Other armies 
bore the sign of the cross, but it was most universally associated with the crusading movement from the late 
eleventh century onwards. See Strickland 1996, p. 68. 
78 See, for example, Riley-Smith 1993, esp. pp. 95-98,104-07 and 116-18. 
79 For English examples, see Strickland 1996, pp. 58-68. 
80 See Park 1983, pp. 217-22. On the Battle of Clavijo, see, for example, Kendrick 1960, pp. 19-24. 
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assert that an image of a human figure slaying another human on a church portal 
tympanum was engaged in a battle against non-Christians, probably Moslems, be that in 
Spain or the Holy Land. An alternative is to suggest that the figure was a generic miles 
christi, or perhaps more likely, a specific character such as Roland. 
The figure at Damerham offers no visible sign of sanctity but authors such as 
Keyser and Clapham were confident in asserting that the image depicted St George riding 
over a Saracen 81 He has a kite-shaped shield and a sword, both features in keeping with 
the explicitly knightly character of the image. His victim has a battleaxe and a round shield 
with a pointed boss. Whether or not we accept the identification of the Damerham figure 
as St George, it is clear that as at Fordington the rider and his victims are differentiated by 
visual means as coming from different martial traditions. For the figure to have had the 
substantive meaning to be expected from one that dominates a church portal tympanum, as 
opposed to a capital or an arcade niche, it would have been recognised as a martial saint 
such as St George, or a figure such as Roland ß2 As the latter it would offer the same tragic 
overtones of the dragon slayers, Beowulf and Sigurd, and would hence have recalled the 
necessity of the kind of appeal to a saint illustrated at Fordington. However, a case can be 
made that the figure represents St George, phrased in such a way as to make explicit 
reference to figures such as Roland, whö we might expect to be identified by his oliphant, if 
not an inscription as well. 83 This is based on the manner in which the figure rides down his 
victim, rather than fights him more as an equal, and gives a clear impression of invincibility, 
81 See Keyser 1927, p. 14, and Clapham 1934, p. 138. No mention of the dedication is made in the thirteenth- 
century papal letter of appropriation or the institution of the vicarage. See Dugdale 1655, Vol. I, p. 33. 
az For a discussion of the rider depicted on churches in south-western France, which have been interpreted as 
images of the triumph of good over evil derived from classical sources, see Seidel 1981, esp. 68-80, and fig. 8; 
and Tcherikover 1990. The notions of renovatio and ecclesiastical reform identified by Tcherikover are unlikely 
to have been expressed through the figures at either Fordington or Damerham. 
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something associated with a saint such as George, but less so with a character such as 
Roland. This view is substantiated by the examples at Fordington and Hardham, but it may 
also be noted that the overtly contemporary and highly unusual character of the Damerham 
figure may illustrate something of the desire to live a Christian life through emulation rather 
than appeasement of Christ and the saints. This need not cast doubt on the identification 
of the figure as a saint such as George, but can offer some explanation for its formulation. 
It is also significant to note that both Fordington and Damerham were churches held by 
major ecclesiastical communities, the former by Sarum Cathedral, and the latter by 
Glastonbury Abbey. 84 Unfortunately no detailed conclusions can be drawn from this in the 
present state of research, though it does demonstrate that ecclesiastical patrons of local 
churches were accustomed to express themselves in highly martial terms in the visual art 
that they sanctioned. 
This leaves the four remaining dragon slayer tympana, which all depict a figure 
without wings and fighting on foot, and which, on the basis of evidence outlined above 
should be identified as saints by virtue of their prominent location on church portal 
tympana. 85 Many scholars have accepted the view expressed by, for example, Charles 
Keyser, that as an archangel St Michael was identified by his wings in the first instance, and 
the main body of tympana support this view. 86 However, it can be argued that St Michael 
could be depicted without wings and that he was primarily distinguished from St George by 
fighting the dragon on foot. Romilly Allen initially followed Keyser, but went on to place 
emphasis on St Michael's fighting the dragon on foot in an argument that sought to 
as Figures such as Roland do feature prominently in sculptural fields, including portals, at a number of sites on 
the Continent though the identity of the figure is usually fixed by a carefully constructed iconography, often 
including inscriptions. Examples are discussed in Kahn 1997. 
sa See Handlist for details. 
85 Ault Hucknall (Fig. 18), Bolton-le-Sands, Pitsford (Fig. 328), and St Bees (Fig. 375). 
86 See Keyser 1905a, p. 146. 
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differentiate representations of St Michael and St George. 87 He conceded that it might not 
always be possible to identify a dragon slayer with a specific character and he suggested that 
at the very least Ault Hucknall, Pitsford and St Bees shared the same symbolism as images 
of St Michael (Figs 18,328, and 375). 
In manuscripts the context of the figure has been used to identify as St Michael a 
wingless dragon slayer set in an initial opening Psalm 51 from an eleventh-century Anglo- 
Saxon Psalter, probably made at Crowland, because the image on the preceding folio 
depicts Christ Trampling Beasts88 It is quite possible that the figure at Bolton-le-Sands 
originally had wings and it was mentioned above as very probably being an image of St 
Michael. However, it must remain a marginal example due to the condition of the 
sculpture. Modem scholars' emphasis on wings as the definitive distinguishing 
characteristic led to the tentative identification of Ault Hucknall and Pitsford as St George, 
yet Keyser himself asserted that St Bees represented St Michael, despite noting that the 
figure, whose helmet is a clear reference to the knighthood, had no wings. 89 He has been 
followed in this ever since. However, Pitsford presents striking evidence because the 
figure, who may be wearing a hauberk, has apparently taken off his wings before assailing 
the dragon; the wings rest, fastened together like a cloak in the lower right of the 
composition, a detail that few have commented upon (Fig. 328-29). 90 This would 
87 His views were first stated in, Allen 1887, pp. 269-74, esp. at pp. 273-74. He became more forthright in 
subsequent work. For Ault Hucknall and St Bees, see Allen 1887, p. 274, note I. For Pitsford, see Allen 
1889, pp. 78-79, and V. C. H. Northants, Vol. II, pp. 196-97. 
88 Oxford, Bodleian library, MS Douce 296 (s. c. 21870), f 40v. See Temple 1976, No. 79 and fig. 260. Obits 
suggest that the manuscript was at Lewes Priory by the twelfth century. In the stage directions to a Visitatio 
Sepukhti play preserved in a manuscript from Narbonne it is stated that the angels are to have wings. This 
detail is noted as a rare survival. See Young 1933, Vol. I, pp. 286 and 291. 
89 See, for example, B. E. Derbs, p. 70, 'a man (St George? ) fighting a big dragon'; and B. E. Northants, p. 374, 
`St George or perhaps Faith fighting evil'. J. T. Lang is the only scholar that I am aware of since Romilly 
Allen to identify the figure at Ault Hucknall as St Michael. See Lang 1982, p. 59 and p. 60, note 4. For St 
Bees, see esp. Keyser 1905a, pp. 141-42. The dragon is not mentioned in B. E. Cumb'd and Westm'd, p. 184. 
90 See Keyser 1927, p. lxxxii and p. 42, and Alford 1984, p. 5, note 21. For Romilly Allen, see esp. V. C. H. 
Northants, Vol. II, pp. 196-97. 
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demonstrate a resolve to defeat the dragon over and above his fighting on foot, while his 
lack of a shield is in keeping with other unusual characteristics of the image, such as the 
lion-like dragon, the shrub and the single-bladed sword. However, in the absence of fuller 
evidence for the inspiration for the image, it is perhaps more useful to stress that the 
primary effect of these features was to set the battle in a setting very different to 
Northamptonshire. 
Conventional and contemporary features were mixed within most of the tympana 
covered by this section, thereby maintaining the distinctive character of the images. The 
relatively free expression presents a rich and flexible vocabulary on the part of carvers, and 
audiences, rather than a confused knowledge of the iconographic models identified by 
scholars. Indeed, the physical form and context of the tympana, and the audiences to 
which they were addressed arguer against placing too much emphasis on formal 
comparisons with other media, particularly manuscript illumination. Therefore we may 
argue that all of the martial figures discussed here were representations of saints whose 
location above the portal of a church served to emphasise that salvation could only be 
achieved through Christ and his saints. Allusions to literary figures ranging from the epic 
dragon slayer Sigurd to Roland, the Christian warrior and slayer of Moslems, are current 
and in some examples they outweigh the visual signs of sanctity in the figure. However, the 
images would have evoked the fullest spectrum of allusions if the figure were identified as a 
saint initially because it is this that gives it potency as a devotional image in a prominent 
field above a church portal. 
In the images of martial saints the use of contemporary allusions is partly to be 
explained simply by the visual expectations of the audience. However, it is argued here that 
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these are used to offer explicit analogies with figures from secular literary traditions and the 
values of the knightly classes in order to emphasise the contrast between characters that are 
ultimately doomed and the saints. In the hunting images the act itself provides the main 
focus for meaning. The animal being hunted and the characterisation of the hunter could 
both condition the interpretation of the iconography, but without detracting from the 
central role of hunting itself. It is only through Christ and his saints that true victory and 
salvation may be achieved. The hunting images therefore use man's victory over beasts in a 
quite distinct manner to that illustrated in the martial images. 
* 
Hieratic and Authority Figures 
The images covered by this section can be divided into three groups: in three 
examples the figure is enthroned; in nine he stands holding a crosier, and three depict the 
figure with beasts. They return us to features encountered in many images of Christ in that 
the figure makes a direct address to the viewer through his pose, and in at least seven 
examples by the offering of a blessing. 91 Examples are listed on Table VI. C. One theme 
that cuts cross the groups is the characterisation of the majority of figures as members of 
the prelacy or heads of religious houses, comparable to the depiction of bishops and abbots 
on their seals 92 It must be stated that in a significant proportion of examples it is unclear 
what kind of robes were worn, or if indeed they were intended to be read as anything other 
than broadly priestly in character. However, in each of these cases the figure hold' a crosier 
91 Tympana in which the saints are set with Christ were discussed above in Chapter V because the presence of 
Christ dominates any image. 
92 There are discussions of episcopal seals in the introduction to each E. EA. volume, and of ecclesiastical 
seals in E. R. A., pp. 299-30 and Nos. 338-67. It is important to note the difference between seals used by 
religious foundations, such as were noted above, and those used by bishops and abbots, with which we are 
concerned in relation to the present tympana. 
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that denotes his status and authority (Figs. 201, and 406). Of those where the character of 
the robes is clear almost all appear in what are broadly contemporary priestly robes and 
hold a crosier. It is particularly significant to note that both St Peter and his fellow saint at 
Hoveringham wear priestly robes and hold crosiers, thus emphasising their roles as bishops 
in a church that had no particular links with the episcopacy (Figs. 204-05). St Peter at 
Church Hanborough is apparently dressed in flowing robes, though his enthroned pose is 
of more importance, while Balderton, which does not seek to represent a prelate figure, is 
the only example that is dressed in classical-style robes, thus emphasising that he is of 
another time (Figs. 101, and 21). This apparent emphasis might seem to mean that the 
prelate-priest quality of these figures should outweigh their saintly character. There can be 
little doubt that the figures were intended to represent saints due to their location in church 
portal tympana and that it is extremely unlikely that even where issues of lordship and 
patronage might permit, a bishop or abbot would depict himself thus. However, while it is 
impossible to judge the extent to which a twelfth-century audience would have balanced 
the contemporary references made by these saintly figures, they are manifest. 
The three tympana depicting an enthroned figure share the closest association with 
images of Christ, though each is quite distinct and as such must be treated individually. In 
the north portal at Church Hanborough St Peter is enthroned between the Agnus Dei and 
the Lion of St Mark (Fig. 101) and the suggestion that the image depicts the writing of St 
Mark's gospel offers an explanation for the unusual iconography. 93 The church itself was 
valuable, a fact reflected in the scale of the twelfth-century fabric, and having been gifted to 
Reading Abbey by Henry I, its rector was styled as a dean when he is first recorded in the 
93 See, for example, Keyser 1927, p. lxxiii. See also Peake 1936, p. 681. 
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earlier thirteenth century. "' The south portal is clearly of significance since it displays an 
image of the cross95 However, it is the quality of the north portal that reflects both the 
value of the church, and the status of the manor, which was in royal hands during almost 
the entire first half of the twelfth century when both portals were made. More significantly 
it emphasises the importance of St Peter in the life of the church, and although the 
dedication is not recorded until 1399, the sculpture and the saint's longstanding popularity 
in England together indicate that the dedication had always been to St Peter. 96 Peter's place 
at the centre of the image gives him particular impact and is sufficiently different to the 
iconographic contexts within which he is usually set on tympana to demonstrate his place 
in the devotional life of Church Hanborough97 
An early photograph of the tympanum in the north portal at Tredington shows an 
enthroned figure flanked by two kneeling humans that appear to be holding objects either 
as offerings, or that have been conferred upon them (Figs. 446-47). Despite its poor state 
of preservation, the photograph shows a crosier, rested across the body and left shoulder, 
while the right hand is not highlighted by enlarging or being set away from the body 
suggesting that no blessing was offered. A crosier identifies the figure as either a bishop, or 
an abbot, or perhaps a prior, and given the lack of emphasis on a blessing it might be 
ý 
94 V. C. H. Oxon Vol. XII, pp. 164,173-74 and 176. 
95 The south portal is no longer visible because it has been built into an interior cupboard and an exterior 
shed. However, it was still exposed for Keyser to have it photographed, see Keyser 1927, Fig. 8. These show 
that it was of a similar though simple construction to that of the north portal, with a simple cross in the 
tympanum. There are no formal reasons to doubt that both portals were made at around the same time 
during the earlier twelfth century. It may be noted that much of the village is situated to the south and east of 
the church, while the manor buildings were probably situated to the north of the church in what is now called 
Long Hanborough. See V. C. H. Oxon, Vol. XII, p. 164-65. 
96 V. C. H. Oxon, Vol. XII, p. 176. The dedication may have always been to St Peter and St Paul, as it is today, 
see Bond 1914, pp. 33-36 and 45-47. 
97 See, for example, Malmesbury, where St Peter is set as witness (Fig. 274), Elstow, where he is in council 
(Fig. 145), or as at Siddington, where he receives the key of heaven (Fig. 401). The image at Church 
Hanborough may also indicate a particular place for St Mark in local devotion. 
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argued that the image is more likely to be an abbot or prior rather than a bishop 98 The 
manorial circumstances at Tredington offer some support for this view because the church 
was given to Tewkesbury Abbey around the time of its foundation while the manor 
remained in the hands of the earls of Gloucester. 99 However, it is unlikely that the abbot of 
Tewkesbury would have represented himself in this way, and the patron saint of the abbey 
was St Mary, who did not include a crosier amongst her insignia. Unfortunately the 
dedication of the church is not recorded until the eighteenth century. 100 There is 
insufficient evidence in the image to support any guess as to the identity of any of the 
figures, and it is not impossible that a bishop was intended, perhaps even Wulfstan, the last 
Anglo-Saxon bishop of Worcester (t1095), who was to be canonised in 1202.101 Indeed, 
that the enthroned figure is not significantly larger than the kneeling figures and is not set 
above them may have indicated a relative closeness in the relationship between the three 
figures. As at Church Hanborough it would appear that the two nave portals served 
different functions, but whether this was dictated by patronal or devotional concerns 
remains unknown. What is clear is that the use of an enthroned figure of a senior 
ecclesiastic, flanked by two kneeling figures gives the north portal a distinct character 
relative to the south portal, offsetting the hierarchical distinction established by the size 
differential between them. 102 
The third enthroned hieratic figure is set in a niche above the nave south portal at 
Haddiscoe, and is problematic not least because the carving is damaged. It is identified as a 
98 T. A. Heslop has suggested that although it would be quite justified to depict an abbot offering a blessing, 
he is not aware of a figure offering a blessing that can be identified as an abbot rather than 
bishop. T. A. 
Heslop, pers comm. See also Franklin 1996, p. 117, note 5. 
99 V. C. H. Glos, Vol. VII, pp. 229-34. 
100 V. C. H. Glos, Vol. VII, pp. 235. 
101 It may be noted that Wulfstan was depicted enthroned on his seal, as may have been usual during the 
later 
eleventh century, see E. RA. No. 350. 
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hieratic figure on the basis of the outer garment, which looks like a chasuble, though when 
compared to other figures such as those at Little Langford and Norwich his priest's robes 
appear incomplete. The lack of a crosier or a blessing makes its identification as a bishop 
or abbot unlikely, and it is impossible to see what, if anything, was on his head because the 
sculpture breaks off at the top of the head. This leaves us unclear as to what type of person 
the figure represents and what it is that he is doing. 
An alternative to seeing the figure as a priest, perhaps engaged in a liturgical act, is 
that it represents the Flight of Alexander, with the baited stakes held aloft to coax the now 
missing griffins into flight. 103 It is not impossible or entirely fanciful to suggest that the 
robes represented for a Norfolk audience, exotic or antique royal robes such as those in a 
late tenth-century textile of the Flight now in Würzburg. 104 However, I am reluctant to 
pursue this suggestion because the incomplete state of the sculpture, and dissatisfaction 
with arguments based on an assumption that the mason misunderstood his source and that 
the audience knew no better. Ultimately the intentions of the author of the image and the 
specific response of its audience must be left unresolved and we are left with the 
commanding presence of one of the most imposing figures in English Romanesque 
architectural sculpture. This in itself is evidence of the desire to visualise characters of 
authority within the context of devotional practice focused at the portal of the church and 
places the image within the tradition illustrated by many English tympana and by symbols 
of authority such as the seals of monastic communities. 105 
102 The south portal is a larger, round-headed setting with two orders and expressive geometric ornament. 
Both portals may date from the same build since both make use of a related form of beast-head label-stops. 
103 For an outline of the characteristics of the iconography, see Schmidt 1995b, pp. 14-28. 
104 The textile is illustrated in Schmidt 1995b, Fig. 2. 
105 Examples of such seals include E. R. A., Nos. 349-52 and 356. The authenticity of the location of the 
sculptural niche above the portal at Haddiscoe has yet to be proved. 
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This leads us to the nine examples with standing figures. The figures at Balderton, 
Christ Church Canterbury and Norwich are large-scale, set square to the viewer and form 
the sole element of the immediate iconographic surroundings. These large, solitary figures 
are of a type close to those depicted on the personal seals of bishops and abbots and it is 
therefore perhaps not surprising that these examples are preserved in churches that were 
either seats of ecclesiastical power or had direct links with the prelacy. "' The figure stands 
square on to the viewer, holding a crosier in his left hand and offering a blessing with his 
right hand. In each case the figure would appear to make a direct reference not only to a 
saint venerated in the church for which the sculpture was made, but also to the person in 
whom ecclesiastical power was invested. 
The Norwich figure was made for the setting above the bishop's door into the 
cathedral and it has been suggested in a series of well-established arguments that it 
represents St Felix, the first bishop of East Anglia (Fig. 304). 107 The Canterbury example is 
less well known, mainly because it is so badly eroded, but also partly because its location 
now places it within a private garden (Figs. 80-81). Tradition identifies the figure as 
Thomas Becket and it does indeed appear that the figure is mitred, though it is no longer 
possible to affirm what his arms are doing. 108 It is in the tympanum of the main portal of 
the monastic hoipitium built during the same period as the present choir and Trinity Chapel 
to accommodate pilgrims to Becket's shrine, which adds weight to the argument that the 
figure was intended to represent the newly-dead archbishop. It may, however, have been 
read as another archbishop venerated at Canterbury, such as St Dunstan or even the then 
106 For seals of the bishops of Norwich, see E. EA. Vol. VI, p1. III and IV. For seals of the archbishops of 
Canterbury, see E. EA. Vol. II, pl. IVii; and E. R. A. Nos. 340 and 342. Bishops of Lincoln's seals are 
illustrated in E. EA. Vol. I, pls. I and II. The first seal of bishop Alexander (pl. Ia) represents one of a short- 
lived fashion in depicting the bishop enthroned. His second seal depicted him standing. 
107 Most recently Franklin 1996, pp. 117-20. The original is now displayed inside the cathedral. 
108 See Kahn 1991, Appendix 2. 
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recently canonised St Anselm, thus setting Becket within the wider community of 
Canterbury's episcopal saints. Either way, it represents a saint to whom pilgrims should 
address prayers within the cathedral itself. In a niche above the tympanum is the equally 
decayed remains of what appears to be an image of Christ enthroned, offering the blessing 
that the pilgrims sought through the intercession of the saint depicted below. 
The identity of the figure at Balderton is unclear since he holds no distinguishing 
insignia and there is no contextual evidence by which to offer a reasoned suggestion (Fig. 
21). However, his sainthood is denoted by a halo and he is dressed in robes that 
characterise him as a Biblical figure, or one from the early church. 109 The church itself 
served a significant parish within the bishop of Lincoln's estates in Nottinghamshire 
centred on Newark and the manor was held in fee by a lord of knightly status as a part of 
the bishop's obligations to the crown. 110 Stylistically, the work is loosely related to figures 
preserved at Lincoln. More significantly, a large hieratic figure offering a blessing above the 
portal of the church probably represented a saint to whom supplicants addressed their 
prayers, but also could allude to where power rested within the local community. 
In the remaining examples the figures are smaller and generally less imposing, but 
none the less present the figure in the same manner. At South Ferriby the figure, which 
may represent St Nicholas, the patron of the church, is the primary iconographic element 
and could have presented an imposing presence in a small portal (Fig. 406). 
111 As was 
noted above, the use of dedications is problematic where these are only 
based on evidence 
much later that the sculpture. However, for these images, as 
for the others in this group, 
the specific identity of the figure is less important than his status as a figure of authority set 
109 The figure is reset in a niche, but the arch and columns that immediately surround the figure offer 
reasonable support to the view that it was always located in a supra-portal setting. 
110 See Handlist entry. 
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at the portal to whom a supplicant could appear for the blessing that he is depicted 
offering. In several cases, such as Tetsworth and Little Langford, it is tempting to follow 
the view expressed above and to suggest that the figure is a reference to the authority of the 
ecclesiastical lord of the church, and at Tetsworth, the overlord of the manor as well. 
However, the evidence from the sites is not consistent, nor does it indicate any simple 
relationship between imagery of this type and patterns of manorial lordship and 
ecclesiastical patronage. 112 
At Little Langford, Hoveringham, Langport and Tetsworth the figures are all one 
part of tightly-constructed images that they do not dominate. Indeed, it is only at Little 
Langford that the hieratic figure would appear to be a primary figure within the 
composition and his blessing is emphasised by his much-enlarged hand (Fig. 257). In each 
case the figure's robes, crosier and gesture emphasise his status, authority and benediction. 
At Hoveringham one figure is no longer identifiable as an individual, but St Peter is clearly 
identified by his key, which he holds up as a sign of his importance to those seeking 
salvation (Figs. 204-05). Langport and Tetsworth also depict two figures, of which one 
holds a crosier and offers a blessing (Figs 240, and 435). The character of other figure is 
not demarcated by robes or attributes, but is clearly of stature worthy to be set as a 
compositional pair to the hieratic figure, at Tetsworth he also offerings a blessing to the 
viewer. 
The Kirkbampton figure is interesting because the crosier is held in the right hand 
and offers no blessing (Fig. 231). This does not effect the address made by the figure, or 
111 Keyser 1882. 
112 For a discussion of the relationship between patterns of lordship and patronage and the imagery of English 
Romanesque tympana, see Givans 1996, Ch. V. The relationship between lordship and patronage in local 
churches is an important area for further research. However, it would prove more effective to undertake such 
research through regional and patronal corpora, rather than one defined by a single sculptural field. 
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his claim to spiritual authority and it might be argued that his holding the crosier in his right 
hand serves to emphasise his pastoral authority. In a new diocese such as Carlisle during 
the twelfth century, it might seem appropriate to depict a bishop so as to emphasise his 
authority and the symbol of that authority. "' That this is done through a figure set in the 
corner of a tympanum, now preserved sufficiently well to determine only that the context 
of the figure is reliable, need not detract from this view because its prominence and 
integration into the original composition is not marginal by necessity. 
The remaining three examples, Hognaston, Little Paxton and Stoney Stanton, 
depict a figure with beasts and are sufficiently distinctive for them to be considered 
together, despite their manifest differences (Figs. 201,259, and 423). 1! 4 Stoney Stanton is 
the most distinctive of the three compositions due to the beast conflict, but in each case the 
figure stands square-on to the viewer as an authoritative presence. At Stoney Stanton and 
Hognaston he holds a crosier and at Little Paxton the figure holds a cross-headed staff, 
which would mark his spiritual authority. In each case the interpretation of the figure as 
one to whom supplicants could address their prayers is made clear by his authority within 
the image, although it is only at Stoney Stanton that a blessing is offered. This in itself 
would have conditioned how the image would have been interpreted. Stoney Stanton and 
Hognaston place the figure over the animals, while Christ is introduced at Hognaston by 
the presence of the Agnus Dei. The role of beasts at Little Paxton is unclear, but it seems 
to be ancillary within the image, which is dominated by Christ's cross. The meaning of 
these images is lost. However, they attest to the range of contexts over and above the 
enthroned and solitary standing figures within which the power of hieratic figures could be 
113 Abbots' personal seals typically depict a figure holding a crosier and a book. However, there is nothing in 
the evidence from Kirkbampton to suggest that the figure is other than a bishop. 
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expressed: figures of authority and the focus for Christian devotion, the saintly intercessor 
to whom supplicants could pray. "' 
* 
Biblical and Allegorical Figures 
The sixteen examples covered by this section offer the least consistent iconographic 
typologies of the three sections of this chapter, and are grouped together here because their 
narrative and discursive qualities are still legible. Examples are listed on Table VI. D. Most 
examples depict a Biblical subject, though there are significant doubts over the 
identification of the iconography in four or five cases. However, rather than treating 
Biblical subjects separately from non-Biblical subjects I will divide them into three groups, 
cutting across iconographic typologies where necessary in order to assess the role of the 
figure within the image. The first group of images are those in which the figure addresses 
the viewer irrespective of whether a narrative is associated with the iconography or not. 
Figures in the second group present no direct contact with the viewer and the images are 
without a clear narrative context. The third group depicts pictorial narratives to which the 
viewer is simply a spectator, making neither explicit and direct contact, nor acting out a set 
narrative. The difference in the relationship between the image and the viewer conditions 
how meaning is imparted and responded to, not just in these examples but for all figural 
images across the corpus as a whole and this is an issue that will be explored more fully in 
the next chapter. In terms of the present images they also serve to draw together several of 
114 The relationship between these tympana and that at Parwich (Fig. 312), where an Agnus Dei is set in the 
place of the human figure, is worthy of note. 
115 The potential distinction implied by enthroned and standing figures is worthy of further investigation, but 
tympana provide insufficient evidence in themselves through which to do this. Four further tympana, 
Bridekirk (Fig. 61), Pennington (Fig. 322), Stoke Lyne (Fig. 419), and Tarrant Rushton (Fig. 433), need to be 
mentioned in this section in order to acknowledge that other scholars have seen Stoke Lyne as St Peter, 
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the strands raised in the previous two sections. From this we can come to an overview of 
the images with human figures preserved on English Romanesque tympana. 
The angel Gabriel, proclaiming the good news of the Annunciation at Halford (Fig. 
184), is a solitary figure and is alone in the totality of its address to the viewer. It is we 
whom the angel is addressing, not the Virgin, and in this it shares much in common with all 
of the tympana with hieratic figures. "' However, the blessing that he offers is of a 
significantly different nature both to that offered by the hieratic figures and that conferred 
on the Virgin herself. The other examples in this group combine the direct address to the 
viewer with a narrative setting in a manner repeated by several examples in both of the 
previous sections of the chapter and in images of Christ, such as that at Aston Eyre. The 
Fall of Man images at Caton and Thurleigh both work in this way, as do Lythe and 
Wordwell, whether or not they are accepted as images of Adam and Eve as such. "' The 
Fall of Man is amongst the bleakest iconographies preserved on English tympana, whereas 
the Last judgement offers hope to believers. The former also has few links with either the 
contemporary references or the authority of figures and individual characters more usually 
surviving on tympana. However, the subject was central to medieval Christian belief and 
was also part of the most evocative narrative cycles in western devotional practice through 
Pennington and Bridekirk as St Michael, and Tarrant Rushton as St Gregory. In the previous chapter it was 
argued that they each represent Christ. 
116 See Kahn 1980. It is not clear whether the inscription is entirely original as it survives. Examples of 
Gabriel with a halo are the Annunciation at Hardham in the upper register to the right of the west face of the 
chancel arch, and the image of God the Father dispatching Gabriel to the Virgin in the Shaftesbury Psalter, 
London, British Library, MS Lansdowne 383, f 12v. 
117 The inclusion of Lythe requires acceptance of the shape in the left comer as the serpent and the two 
vertical forms on the right as one of the humans and the Forbidden Tree. It is, however, so badly eroded that 
any suggestion for the original iconography must remain tentative. Wordwell has been identified as the 
Pilgrim and the Ring story from the life of Edward the Confessor, see Keyser 1927, p. 63, and Zarnecki 1989, 
p. 293. However, the chapel and manor were held by St Edmund's Abbey, Bury, and given that veneration of 
the Confessor did not accelerate until the second half of the twelfth century, and that links between Wordwell 
and Bury were in terms of proximity and lordship, a Confessor iconography is unlikely. 
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its expression in written texts and dramas, such as the Anglo-Norman Jeu de Adam. 118 Its 
depiction in a church portal was, therefore, highly appropriate as a caution and reminder to 
supplicants through a story with which they would doubtless have been familiar and 
regardless of the fact that surviving examples imply that it was not frequently depicted on 
tympana. 
The four examples at Caverswall, Charney Basset, Down St Mary and Shalfleet, are 
all examples of Master of the Beasts iconography. Both Daniel and the Lions and the 
Flight of Alexander have been suggested as the subject of these images, but the specific 
iconography does not alter the figure's clear command over the beasts and the frontal 
address made to the viewer. 119 However, the identity of the figures is important because it 
would influence the devotional ideas being expressed. The griffin-like nature of the beasts 
may identify Caverswall and Charney Bassett as the Flight of Alexander and the costumes 
worn by both figures are highly secular in character. 12° However, this interpretation has 
been challenged because elements seen as crucial to the distinctive form of the story, as 
preserved in texts known in England during the period and in English-made 
representations of the subject, are missing. 12' That the image is a confused representation 
of the story assumes ignorance of crucial elements of the story to an extent that its 
audience would probably have only understood the image in the generic terms of a 
I's For introduction, text and translation, see van Emden 1996. 
119 Schmidt argues for a common iconographic basis for images of the Flight of Alexander, and Daniel and 
the Lions, both generally, and specifically through their juxtaposition in the early thirteenth century gate near 
St Peter and St Paul's church in Remagen, Germany. See Schmidt 1995b, pp. 25,51-2 and fig. 25. 
120 The most detailed recent study of Flight of Alexander iconography is Schmidt 1995b, esp. 25-26, which 
rejects the reading of both images as the Flight of Alexander. For Caverswall, see Carver 1980. For Charney 
Bassett, see Zarnecki 1951, p. 37 and pl. 69. 
121 One is a throne, or some kind of seat; the figure is clearly standing in both tympana. The second is the 
baited rods with which Alexander tempted the griffins to fly. Not enough of the Caverswall composition 
survives for it to be clear whether they were included, but at Chamey Bassett they are clearly missing. In his 
catalogue of examples, Schmidt lists two English Romanesque examples, a capital in the gateway of St James's 
Tower, Bury St Edmunds, and a lead plaque found in Lincolnshire. See Schmidt 1995b, Nos. 5 and 89A and 
figs. 42 and 121. 
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powerful man dominating ferocious beasts. It is therefore perhaps best to concede that 
while Alexander presents a likely interpretation, the specific subject of the iconography is 
now lost. 
At Down St Mary and Shalfleet the Daniel and the Lions interpretation is based on 
the context in a church portal and the character of the beasts, though the Down St Mary 
beasts are not as convincing lions as those at Shalfleet. 122 The figure at Down St Mary 
wears robes that are secular in character, while those worn by the bearded figure at Shalfleet 
appears to share a common form with those worn by ecclesiastics, as illustrated by the font 
at Avebury (Wilts). 123 In both cases, however, they may simply be intended to denote a 
figure from another time. This would fit with Daniel, who was styled as a prophet and a 
holy man in both versions of the Daniel liturgical dramas that survive from the twelfth 
century, one of which is by Hilarius, who had strong links with English patrons 124 An 
image of Daniel and the Lions set in a church portal tympanum could emphasise the 
importance of faith in God as exemplified by Daniel and as an allusion to redemption, the 
coming of Christ and his resurrection. Both versions of the Daniel play conclude with the 
apocryphal prophecy given by Daniel of the coming of Christ and all these meaning could 
have been utilised by an audience in a local church. 125 In keeping with other images on 
tympana the subject is depicted to emphasise the authority of the figure and his command 
over the beasts, rather than the narrative used, for example, in a manuscript from 
122 The figures have been identified with varying levels of confidence by several authors, see Allen 1887, pp. 
284-85, Keyser 1927, pp. 15 and 49, Clapham 1934, p. 138, B. E. Devon, p. 338 and B. E. Hants, p. 768. 
123 The robes have been described as those of a layman, see B. E. Hants, p. 768. 
124 See Young 1933, Vol. II, pp. 276-302. The Hilarius text is pp. 276-86, while the other play, which was 
written for performance in early January by junior clerics at Beauvais Cathedral, is pp. 290-301. For an 
introduction to Daniel iconography and bibliography, see L. D. M. Vol. III, cols. 535-36. 
125 See Young 1933, Vol. II, pp. 304-06. 
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Canterbury and stained glass at York. 126 A Daniel image would have denoted quite 
different meanings to one of the Flight of Alexander, yet both iconographies, and all four 
images, use the same basic visual vocabulary reflecting a desire that meaning be expressed 
through an authoritative Master of the Beasts. 
The second of the three groups in this section of the chapter engage the viewer 
through their form rather than frontal address or a wider narrative from which the image is 
drawn. Of these it may be noted that the figure at Leckhampstead is apparently swamped 
by the beasts rather than dominating them. It is unclear whether the figure is making an 
address to the viewer and as such we may conclude that such an address was at best of 
secondary importance. Whatever the original nature of the iconography, the figure would 
appear to be in peril. However, it may be noted that neither of the dragons has a firm 
grasp on him, indeed they appear to attack one another, leading us to speculate whether the 
figure is one protected by his Christian faith. More importantly for this discussion, the 
image is set so that the action, which dominates any address that may have been made, does 
not form part of a wider narrative. 
The Monk's Door at Ely depicts an abbot, identified by his crosier, on the left 
spandrel of a hybrid setting, and a monk, in the right spandrel, kneeling with their hands 
clasped in prayer. Such iconography would be appropriate for a portal through which 
monks passed on their way to celebrate the divine offices and to pray, and one that makes 
direct reference to the monastic order, led by an abbot or prior. The crowned head set in 
the central lobe of the hybrid tympanum in the priest's door at Barfreston may be argued to 
126 See Dodwell 1993, p. 397. The Canterbury manuscript is the Lambeth Bible; London, Lambeth Palace 
Library, MS 3, f 286, illustrated in Dodwell 1954, pl. 53a. The glass at York is in Window nXVI. See 
O'Connor and Haselock 1977, p. 320. A window in the Trinity Chapel of Canterbury Cathedral depicts 
Daniel set frontally, though it should be noted that the crown he is wearing is nineteenth-century addition. 
See Caviness 1981, p. 168 and figs 219 and 219a. 
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be rendered as symbolic of the office of king, rather than a specific king commanding the 
viewer since it is dislocated from a body (Fig. 27). 127 It may serve as a foil to the bishop in 
the apex of the voussoirs of the nave south portal. The manor and church were in the 
casstlery of Dover, and an emblematic king's head in the priest's door could serve both to 
remind the priest of who his master was, and to emphasise that the priest was the king's 
man. 128 
The Billesley image is quite different to all of the other images covered in this 
section (Fig. 41). Of the tympana in this chapter it is most closely related to examples such 
as Hognaston in the use of singular figural elements set together to construct a unified 
image. Its meaning has been discussed at some length elsewhere and little needs to be 
added to those debates here. 129 However, it is not always emphasised how unusual the 
iconography itself is in the corpus of English tympana and the closest parallels for this kind 
of allegory may be seen on fonts, such as Eardisley, as described by Hamer. "' Zarnecki 
may have quite reasonably observed that the meaning of the iconography is `fairly obvious', 
but this need not diminish the potential offered for spiritual discourse and the use of the 
image for teaching Christian ideas. 131 The hieratic figures command the viewer as senior 
churchmen. The martial saints offer active protection from the devil and enemies of the 
faith. The lay knight in the Billesley image serves as an exemplar, a powerful figure to be 
observed and emulated, rather than as an authority figure to which the supplicants might 
address themselves or champions who could help in the fight for their salvation. That such 
127 Coins also depict the king's head, but there is not only an inscription to identify the king in question, but 
also the purpose of the king's head was to mark his authority to the value of the coin rather than address the 
bearer as their monarch. 
128 There are, however, no real grounds from which to base such speculation. The priest's door is often 
missed out of studies. Consideration is given in Kahn 1982, p. 153. A study of the interior carving of the 
portal is in Lane 1997, pp. 165-66. 
129 See Morris 1983b, E. R. A., No. 137, and Givans 1996, pp. 74-78 and 90-97. 
130 See Hamer 1992, pp. 272-76 and 293-94. 
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images are rare probably attests to theeä losing currency over time for local church 
audiences. That they do survive, and in contexts such as tympana and fonts, demonstrates 
that modes of religious expression in local church art were more developed than the 
predominant trends in the corpus might indicate. However, it is also important to note that 
the iconography in such images still relies on figures styled in a manner that evokes 
contemporary images of power and authority, thus demonstrating that all of the images 
come from a common tradition. 
The third group of images consists of three examples that depict text-based 
narratives to which the audience is as a witness, and it may be observed that each is 
preserved from a religious house, rather than a local church. The first is a tympanum now 
set above the aumbry serving the high altar at Leonard Stanley which, in contrast to other 
Adam and Eve images on tympana, depicts the Fall of Man with anthropomorphic apes 
who do not look at the viewer (Fig. 245). The original setting of the tympanum is 
unknown but it is possible that it was originally made for an aumbry and the form of the 
iconography can be seen to function in such a setting. "' Most lunettes of comparable size 
are uncarved blocks from stair-vice portals, and this combined with the unusual character 
of the iconography supports the view that it was made for a setting similar to 
its current 
location. The second tympanum, which depicts the sacrifice of Isaac, is preserved in the 
chapter house portal of Rochester Cathedral and although it is badly eroded, 
it seems 
unlikely that any address was made with the viewer (Fig. 353). The use of this 
iconography 
is interesting because of its relationship to notions of Christian heroism expressed through 
faith in God 133 Furthermore, the Sacrifice of Isaac is juxtaposed with St Michael and the 
131 E. R. A., No. 137. 
132 B. E. Glos Cots, p. 445, and Givans 1996, pp. 129-33. 
133 For Abraham's character as expressed in Anglo-Saxon texts, see Orchard 1995, esp. pp. 57-58. 
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Dragon in at least two works of art, though neither is English. 134 In all Romanesque 
examples of the iconography that I have seen, Abraham is armed with a sword, the hero's 
weapon, and one in keeping with both the Vulgate and the Old English texts for the story 
(Genesis XXII). 135 In purely visual terms, the use of a sword would have been consistent 
with Abraham's status as a heroic Old Testament figure. Set in the manner that it is, the 
image could have served as a demonstration of how faith in God, rather than in more 
worldly forces, would be of more value to the community in all their dealings, which were 
discussed within the chapter house. For our purposes it is significant that this was done by 
a narrative through which the viewer was guided by knowledge of the scriptural text and 
the Latin inscriptions 136 
The third example is the tympanum now preserved in the Yorkshire Museum at 
York, which was reused in the later medieval entrance range of the archiepiscopal palace to 
the north-west of York Minster. It has been associated with the parable of Dives and 
Lazarus (Luke XVI 19-31), and it is suggested that it was a part of the setting for a primary 
portal, perhaps in conjunction with the Doom panel now in the Minster crypt. 137 If it was 
set in conjunction with an image such as the crypt Doom panel then it is likely that it would 
have formed part of a wider scheme of images, perhaps centred on an enthroned figure of 
Christ. Certainly this is the case at Moissac, which was cited by Prior and Gardner as a 
comparison, and at Lincoln, as suggested by Wilson! " Alternatively it may have been set 
in conjunction with a figure or narrative that made direct address to the viewer, as occurs in 
134 The first is a tympanum from Kills Nöbbelöv in Skane, Sweden, now in the Historisk Museum, Lund, and 
illustrated in Lang 1982, p. 58. Lang incorrectly captions the tympanum as coming from Tove, which is the 
name of the mason responsible for the carving. Hampus Cinthio pert. comm. The second is the mid-twelfth 
century Abraham tapestry preserved in Halberstadt Cathedral Museum, illustrated in Dodwell 1993, pl. 15. 
135 In both texts of Genesis XXII, 10, Abraham uses a gladiur/swurd (rweord). For the Old English text, see 
E. E. T. S., o. s., Vol. 160. See also images such as that on the Warwick Ciborium, E. R. A., No. 280. 
136 As a starting point for the archaeology of this portal, see Tatton-Brown 1996, pp. 111-14. 
137 E. R. A., No. 166. See also Keyser 1927, p. 64, and Prior and Gardner 1912, p. 212. 
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supra-portal panel at South Cerney (Fig. 405). Such an image could also have been set in 
conjunction with a foil, perhaps the raising of Lazarus by angels to Abraham's bosom. 
However, on the basis of what survives it is impossible to be certain about the original 
setting, and all that remains clear is that the figures are engaged in a narrative to which we 
are witnesses. The possibility that York Minster was served during the Romanesque period 
by a portal set with a narrative scheme including iconography dealing with the damnation 
of souls, and possibly centred on the figure of Christ enthroned, is highly significant for our 
knowledge of major portals in great churches in England. However, at present the 
evidence is insufficient to demonstrate anything more than the potential of the York 
material. 
* 
Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated that the use of powerful and authoritative figures 
was a common currency in images of other human figures, as it was with images of Christ. 
This could be achieved through the formal depiction of the figure, the attributes that he 
bore and the activity in which he was engaged. The use of such figures may be explained 
simply in terms of how people visualised the saints to whom they prayed and by a desire to 
produce images that people would find engaging. It is also clear that the use of 
contemporary references could be used to draw quite sophisticated distinctions between 
characters and to make a variety of allusions between the figures represented and figures 
from both contemporary society and from literature. 
138 Prior and Gardner 1912, p. 212, and Wilson in E. R. A., No. 166. 
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It has not been possible to work through many of the implications raised by this 
use of imagery since the intention of the chapter is to present the characteristics of human 
imagery on English Romanesque tympana. Furthermore, many of these issues would be 
best addressed in studies not bound to examples in a particular sculptural field. Of these, 
one of the most important and potentially most fruitful is the relationship between patterns 
of lordship and patronage and the character of images, including qualitative factors. There 
is some evidence here for a distinction between images made for communities of 
ecclesiastics and those made for local churches, particularly the manner in which narrative 
subjects are handled. It is also clear that there is not a simple distinction between imagery 
made for churches in the gift of religious houses and those in secular hands. Questions of 
patronal interest in the church and relationship of this with the manorial power are likely to 
be important as are issues arising from the relative status of the church. Such matters 
would be best addressed in either regional studies of a large, well-documented area, such as 
Yorkshire, or a study of patronage associated with a particular group, such as Augustinians, 
alien monasteries, or a single religious house, its founder and donors 19 
The chapter has also opened up issues relating to the manner in which meaning is 
imparted through the formulation of the image, which will be discussed with reference to 
beast imagery in the next chapter. Here it should be observed that although visual 
dynamism is illustrated by a few examples, the power of the images is generally expressed 
through the characterisation of figures themselves. This is achieved through the nature of 
the pose or the action in which the figure is engaged and the attributes that he bears or 
uses. The majority of images are therefore strongly iconic and emblematic in character, 
rather than pictorial narratives. This demonstrates a particular interest in the person of the 
139 Aspects of the type of regional study suggested here were experimented with in my MA dissertation, 
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figure represented, and hence their place in the devotional lives of those using the churches 
for which the images were made. The exceptions to this are either images such as that at 
Rochester, which was made for a different context to the majority of the corpus, or 
examples such as the images of the Fall of Man or the Billesley tympanum. These illustrate 
that the surviving material can only represent part of the expression of religious devotion 
and social values made through visual art set in church tympana during the twelfth century. 
However, from what survives it seems clear that individualised characters embodying 
contemporary notions of power and authority played a very important part of this. They 
do not serve as exemplars of how to live one's life, but rather illustrate the individuals who 
could help a Christian attain salvation. The religion expressed is, therefore, very much in 
keeping with the ruler-God images of Christ preserved on English tympana and at odds 
with that being developed by the reformed orders of religious during the twelfth century. 
This suggests that although enthusiasm for, and donations to, new religious orders were 
considerable and ranged across the social spectrum, at a local level people still wished to 
envisage those to whom they prayed as powerful figures to be obeyed rather than emulated. 
* 
Postscript: Tympana with Unclear Iconography 
Before turning to the next chapter it is proper to make note of the fifteen tympana 
depicting human figures whose imagery is no longer clear either because of the physical 
state of sculpture, or the nature of the imagery itself. Examples are listed on Table VI. E. 
Too little has survived of the eleven examples that make up the core of this group and of 
the iconographic traditions on which they were based for much discussion of the figures to 
Givans 1996. 
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be possible. The lintel at Stottesdon is apparently a re-used block, and even Keyser's 
suggestion that the iconography is a hunting scene set upside-down on the right of the 
lintel seems optimistic (Fig. 424). 140 Bredwardine depicts two figures broadly human in 
character whose significance is now lost (Fig. 59). Linley may be an early Green Man (Fig. 
251). At Great Rollright a worm-like creature, possibly intended to represent a dragon, eats 
human heads (Fig. 178). 141 Findern, Tissington and Upper Broughton (Figs. 160, and 443) 
all depict human figures of indeterminate personage. At Syston (Fig. 431), the two 
outermost figures on each side of the lintel are wholly, or mostly original, but their 
character remains indistinct. 142 Keyser reports the idea that Pampisford (Fig. 311) 
represents scenes from the life of John the Baptist, but little survives to substantiate this. 141 
He dismissed the idea that Danby Wiske (Fig. 118) depicts Alan Rufus, lord of Richmond, 
and those who held Danby from him in 1086, but did suggest that the action was a book 
donation. His photograph reveals no more detail than is visible today. 144 The image at 
Northampton depicts some kind of narrative, involving a bearded man, a smaller figure and 
a bird-like dragon, but it is impossible to assess whether the idiom is similar to that 
suggested for the Billesley tympanum. 
Erosion makes reasonable assessment of the four remaining examples impossible. 
The figure at Cliburn can only be compared to examples such as Findern, while the panel 
on the lintel at Dunton can be said to contain human forms, of which one may be an angel 
140 See Keyser 1927, p. 54. The block may even have been a trial piece, and it is questionable how original the 
setting of the door-head is. For the font and manorial circumstances during the twelfth century at Stottesdon, 
see Hamer 1992, pp. 71-81, and Thurlby 1999, pp. 148-50. 
141 One Anglo-Saxon word for `dragon' is `worm' and on the basis of visual imagery there is good evidence 
that dragons were understood as serpent or worm-like creatures. For a suggestion that it represents Jonah, 
see Smith 1990. For its identification as a fish, see Keyser 1927, p. 46. 
142 Keyser 1927, p. 56. The new figures wear fuller length robes and resemble weepers on later medieval 
tombs, which explains Keyser's suggestion that they might be apostles, an idea made difficult not only by the 
number of niches, but also because the original figures may be lay. 
143 Keyser 1927, p. 39. 
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(Fig. 127). 145 The carving at Bishop Norton is too eroded for any reading, even from old 
photographs (Fig. 45). 146 The Dudley block offers more potential and Zarnecki thought it 
sufficiently clear to identify the iconography, the stylistic relationship of the sculpture, and 
to propose a date of production. 47 Several aspects of his reading are reasonable, such as 
the comparison with lecterns at Crowle and Norton (both Worcs) based on the foliate 
scrolls! " This adds weight to the date of c. 1180 that he suggests, though it may be fairer to 
suggest that it is simply later twelfth century. Similarly convincing is the long-standing 
suggestion that the block was a tympanum from Dudley Priory, which was founded in the 
period 1149-60.149 Other aspects of his reading are less convincing. The human figure is as 
likely to be kneeling and facing to the left as it is standing and facing the right, if not more 
so. There is little evidence in the carving for the monster, which Zarnecki likens to beasts 
carved on a tympanum in St Etienne, Beauvais. I can see little in that sculpture to validate 
this comparison and the scrolls at Dudley may be nothing more than foliage. 150 Zamecki 
may be correct in his view that the iconography did represent a figure fighting a monster, 
whose tail splays out into foliate scrolls. However, on the basis of what survives, we must 
accept that the iconography is lost. 
144 Keyser 1927, p. 14. 
145 More may have survived earlier this century when Keyser suggested a fuller, but none-the-less speculative 
reading. However, this is not reflected in the photograph from Keyser's collection, now in the National Art 
Library, London. See Keyser 1927, p. 16. 
146 This view applies to the tentative suggestions relating to Trinitarian iconography made by Zamecki, and 
reported by Binnell who first published the tympanum. See Binnell 1961. 
147 Zarnecki is quoted in Pagett and Barker 1988. 
148 Such scrolls are also common in manuscripts from the second half of the twelfth century, such as the 
Winchester Bibles, made between c. 1155 and c. 1185. For details and bibliography for these manuscripts, see 
E. R. A., Nos. 63,63a, 64,64a, 64b, and 65. 
149 This view is supported by its find location in a wall near the priory nuns; it is cut from a stone similar to 
many of the architectural details preserved in situ. 
150 I have found no evidence for a Romanesque portal in the south transept of St Etienne at Beauvais. There 
is, however, one in the north transept, which contains a tympanum, illustrated in Claussen 1980, Tl. 17. It 
seems likely that Zamecki was misquoted, but I still cannot accept the grounds for the comparison. 
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VII 
Tympana with Beast Imagery 
The two preceding chapters examined human figural imagery in terms of the 
individual or the status of the person represented and the manner in which they are 
characterised. The likely significance of the images for patrons and parishioners has been a 
constant concern, and where possible attention has been focused on the meaning of the 
images. This chapter will examine issues of meaning and representation on English 
Romanesque tympana with beast imagery. Some scholars have examined this subject in 
medieval art through the identity of the creatures, the meaning of the iconography and, as a 
consequence, their significance for audiences. ' However, the identity and meaning of many 
animals is uncertain, and we are therefore left with a choice. We can either focus our 
efforts on only those creatures that we can identify with certainty, or we can maximise the 
potential of all the available evidence through an approach based on the examination of 
pictorial composition and the different levels of meaning contained within the iconography. 
It is the latter option that this chapter will address and in order to do so we must first 
establish the value of examining beast imagery collectively and present a view of how the 
beasts carved on English Romanesque tympana conveyed meaning. 
Examining all beast imagery preserved on tympana is attractive not simply because 
it fits with the inclusive approach to evidence taken in this thesis but also because it offers a 
wider and more varied cast of the corpus than does human figural imagery. Beast imagery 
is preserved on 134 tympana, or 70% of those with figural imagery. Of these 57% 
represent beasts only - 40% of all figural images. Human imagery survives on 113 
t With reference to English material, see, for example, Druce 1919, and Tisdall 1998. 
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examples, or 60% of all tympana with figural imagery. Of these examples 50% represent 
human figures only - 30% of all figural images - and 37% contain images of Christ, about 
22% of the total. Beast images also offer a clear perspective on the diversity of function 
and the levels of meaning that figural images could convey, from decorative ornament to 
religious symbolism. As we shall see, animals served as a fertile and highly versatile vehicle 
for abstraction, artistic expression and visual fantasy. They therefore represent an 
accessible and varied range of compositional and iconographic types through which we can 
explore issues of visual representation in English Romanesque churches. 
About half the tympana with beast imagery depict creatures whose symbolic value 
is derived from the Bible, Patristic and hagiographic writing, such as the Agnus Dei and the 
dragon fought by St Michael, and these form a distinctive group within the corpus. In 
addition, there are a small number of animals set in narrative iconographies, in which the 
beast's role is functional, though meanings were potentially there for those who sought 
them. For example, theologians associated the donkey in the Entry into Jerusalem with the 
prophecy in Zechariah IX, 9 and with Christ himself. ' Such thinking is unlikely to have 
been of much relevance for most audiences addressed by an image such as Aston Eyre (Fig. 
16); the donkey was simply an element necessary for the narrative, as it was on many levels 
for the theologians. This leaves about half of the tympana with beast images depicting 
animals that we are frequently incapable of identifying and iconography that often we 
cannot interpret with much certainty. 
2 See Augustine's commentary on St John's Gospel, the most influential during the period, in Willems 1954, 
esp. p. 441. Fourteen copies of the text are recorded in published twelfth-century booklists from English 
Augustinian, Benedictine and Cistercian libraries surveyed during this research, of which seven manuscripts 
survive from our period. See Rouse and Rouse 1991,1.105 (x 4); Bell 1992, P9.24 and Z19.6; Sharpe et a! 
1996, B2.2, B11.5, B13.188, B39.60, B75.4, and B79.3; and Webber and Watson 1998, A16.172, and A38.12. 
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A range of medieval sources can be cited to offer symbolic meaning for animals of 
all kinds. ' However, these sources demonstrate that most animals could impart a range of 
meanings, many of which were in opposition, rather than apposition to one another. ` Most 
arguments that propose detailed and specific identification and interpretation of medieval 
representations of animals have been based on a belief that Bestiaries were moral guides to 
the natural world produced according to poorly understood biological taxonomic 
principles. Bestiaries were moral guides, but the Physiologus on which Bestiary texts are 
based, and other medieval sources that lay better claim to be guides to the natural world, do 
not use modem biological taxonomic structures and share no relationship with Linnean or 
Darwinian principles. ' In the standard introduction to Aristotelian logic available 
throughout the period, humans and other beasts all belonged to a genus `Animalia'; the 
kingdom Animalza and the order of Primates were not established taxonomic divisions, nor 
were the genus Homo, or the species Homo sapiens. 6 
Romanesque art represents a radically different approach to visual representation 
from that established from the Renaissance onwards, just as the societies that produced it 
conceived of the `natural world' in a manner totally distinct from that developed since the 
Enlightenment. It is therefore unreasonable to interrogate the images through such ideas 
and doing so only leads to needless complications and anachronism. The whole universe 
was God's Creation and the living world, its boundaries and the inter-relations were 
3 For a survey of English textual evidence, see Bartlett 2000, pp. 666-86. 
" Marks used two contradictory interpretations of Covington (Fig. 113) in order to emphasise that `the precise 
significance of these and similar creatures can now only be conjectured', see Marks 1973, p. 134. For beasts 
in medieval thought, see the texts of Sextus Platicus, 'in Cockayne 1961, pp 326-73; Gerald of Wales, in 
Thorpe 1978, and O'Meara 1982; and Alexander of Nequam, as cited in Bartlett 2000, pp. 671,672,678,681 
and 683. For beasts in Latin poetry written during the period 750-1150, see Ziolkowski 1993. 
5A recent study of Bestiary manuscripts with a full bibliography is Baxter 1998: Chs. 1 and 2 survey 
`zoological' approaches, and offer a criticism of the literature, Ch. 5 examines the use made of Bestiary 
manuscripts. 
6 Porphyry's Isagoge, cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 681. 
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conceived on this basis. Each creature could be understood individually, created by God 
and named by Adam, or as a member of a more generic category of animal, domestic, wild 
and otherwise. 7 However, alongside this clarity of vision, overlaps in the understanding of 
creatures were possible in both the observable world, for example a mule, and in the world 
based on reputation and reliable witness 8 Furthermore, if an animal could be conceived, it 
had the potential to exist. Consequently there was a very real potential for the certainty of 
the farmyard, the village common and the forest to be blurred and for living things, 
including human beings, to take on forms and characteristics outside the parameters 
experienced by most individuals! This demonstrates that twelfth-century people did not 
understood the distinction between the world as they experienced it and things that might 
be imagined through principles of systematic science, and hence beasts were depicted 
according to the principles that they held. Therefore, rather than get embroiled in the 
specifics of which beast was depicted and of singular meanings, we might more profitably 
examine the identity and meaning of beasts only when the evidence permits and 
concentrate on the manner in which meaning was conveyed. This approach will cover all 
the images in the corpus. 
That many beasts preserved on English Romanesque tympana are unidentifiable is 
because the recognition of many beasts on tympana, as elsewhere in medieval art, was 
based to a large extent on iconographic attributes and context. The Agnus Dei at Langport 
is the most lamb-like in the corpus, while that at Thwing probably the least (Figs. 240 and 
441), but in both cases it is the animal's carrying of a cross that identifies it as not just a 
7 Genesis I, 26-28, and II, 19. Adam is depicted naming the beasts on f 6r of the Aberdeen Bestiary of c. 1200 
(Aberdeen, University Library MS 24), illustrated in E. R. A., No. 86. 
8 Gerald of Wales, for example, wrote that he depended on information obtained from reliable sources. See 
O'Meara 1982, pp. 57-77. See also Le Goff 1988, pp. 27-44, and Bartlett 2000, pp. 664-92. 
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sheep, but the Agnus Dei. Southwell is the only example in the present corpus to depict a 
beast identifiable as a sheep that is not carrying a cross, and its lack of distinctive ovine 
qualities demandsthat its identification is based on familiarity with Christian iconography, 
rather than animal anatomy. It is usually associated with the David and the Lion conflict (1 
Samuel XVII, 34-37). " 
Physical and visual characteristics were important in identifying and distinguishing 
animals in visual images, as in written texts, and medieval art is essentially representational 
in character. Animals on tympana are generally credible in form and activity and reasonable 
suggestions can be made as to the identity of some creatures for which clear iconographic 
attributes and contexts are lacking. " Inscriptions are rarely used and in most examples 
where they are, the form of the beast and its attributes are sufficient in themselves to 
permit a confident identification 12 Creatures such as boar are readily identifiable, if only 
because of their distinctive form, as illustrated by the tympana at Hognaston and Ipswich 
(Figs. 201 and 212). By contrast, animals such as lions, with which twelfth-century English 
villagers would have been unfamiliar, are identifiable with certainty through the 
iconographic context only. " The `scriptural' lions at Highworth and Pedmore (Figs. 200 
and 318) share little in common with one another, or with other beasts identified as lions 
either by inscription, such as at Stoke-sub-Hamdon (Figs. 420-21) or by physical form such 
as those at Ampney St Mary and Ridlington (Figs. 10 and 349). People were clearly willing 
9 For St Augustine's discussion of `What we are to believe concerning the transformation which seem to befall 
men by the art of demons' in the City ofGod 18.18, see Dyson 1998, pp. 842-45. Evidence for the relationship 
between animals, humans and other beings during the period, see Bartlett 2000, pp. 674-92. 
10 See, for example, Keyser 1927, p. 51. 
11 It must be stressed that representing an animal credibly in terms of form and activity is not the same as 
representation according to the principles of natural history draughtsmanship. 
12 See Table III. C for tympana with inscriptions. Stoke-sub-Hamdon (Figs. 420-21) illustrates the value of an 
inscription, in identifying the quadruped in the lower right as a lion. 
13 Generally, lions were known only from legend and the Bible. Kings kept exotic animals to enhance their 
prestige and both Henry I and John had captive lions. See Bartlett 2000, p. 670. 
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to accept as credible images of lions so long as the beast was a large fierce quadruped, 
preferably with some form of mane. " However, we should remain alive to the potential for 
animals that we are tempted to identify as lions to be representations of creatures such as 
wolves and leopards, which were present in both the real and imagined worlds of twelfth- 
century England, or simply as generic large fierce carnivorous quadrupeds. 
The broad foundations of the medieval understanding of a dragon's anatomy 
suggest a creature with a serpentine character, a large tail, tooth-filled jaws, and preferably 
wings. 15 However, the forms of dragons fought by St Michael and St George at Brinsop, 
Kingswinford, Pitsford and Southwell suggest that medieval people had a less prescriptive 
conception of what a dragon looked like than some individual primary sources and modern 
scholars might suggest (Figs. 64,226,328 and 411). The relationship between dragons, 
serpents and the devil was also such that overlaps were inevitable in terms of meaning, and 
in terms of forms. Walter Map has a baron's son asking the devil 'was it not you whose 
advice and persuasion of Eve caused our exile? ' with the devil cast not as a serpent-like 
being, but a` man of wondrous stature and a visage terrible in ugliness'. " Furthermore, the 
perception of a dragon as at once evil, Satan and his legions, and yet also a dangerous, 
wondrous creature with potentially talismanic powers, presents significant problems for any 
desire to produce close readings of iconography such as that preserved at Austerfield, 
Egloskerry, Netherton and Stoneleigh (Figs. 20,141,296 and 422). 17 They are all likely to 
14 For the popularity of lions as a heraldic device in the twelfth-century see Bartlett 2000, p. 248. 
is Examples are given in Le Goff 1980, p. 174, and in Tatlock 1933, p. 223, note 2. Dragons were 
occasionally observed in nature, but generally they were understood to live in other places or other times to 
those of the writers in question. For examples of dragon sightings during the period, see Tatlock 1933, p. 
233, and Bartlett 2000, p. 658. 
16 James et a11983, pp. 314-41, esp. pp. 316-17. See also Le Goff 1980, pp. 174-75. 
17 Netherton (Fig. 296) provides an illustration of this. The beast has been identified or described as a 
wyvern, a winged serpent, as a Serra and a Sawfish. See V. C. H. Glos, III, p. 324, Prior and Gardner 1912, p. 
153, Gardner 1951, p. 60, and Druce 1919, esp. pp 32-33. On the range of meanings associated with dragons, 
and for references to a wide body of literature, see Le Goff 1980, esp. pp. 174-87. 
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be evil, but simply interpreting them as such is to underestimate the richness of associations 
that dragons and other monstrous beasts could hold. 18 The term `monster', which is often 
used in works primarily concerned with stylistic issues or the origins and dissemination of 
motifs, offers a label that fits with medieval evidence for how various creatures of the dark, 
such as dragons, worms and other Grendel-like beings, were understood. 19 However, it 
underestimates the ambivalent position such creatures could hold in the imaginations of 
audiences. 
Other creatures that lack a clear iconographic context and share little in common 
with the dragon-like beasts can be understood simply as representing `beasts', a view that 
may be founded in medieval evidence s° Examples include Everton, Fritwell and Moccas 
(Figs. 154,167 and 287). Just as today animals are grouped together with labels such as 
`birds', `fish' and `bugs', so medieval authors speak of animals as specifically or as generally 
as they required. The effort to ensure that specific beasts are recognisable, either through 
attributes or physical form, is demonstrably not an issue of sculptural quality or 
competence, and contrasts with the apparently generic forms of other creatures. This may 
be clearly illustrated in a single composition at Hognaston (Fig. 201), which suggests that 
some creatures were depicted as generic beasts on tympana while others were explicitly 
demarcated in a work of elementary quality. The use of generic beasts need not su 99 est any 
more potential in the range of meanings imparted by the beast. Rather it illustrates a less 
formally developed use of animal imagery than we might anticipate. Similarly, our desire to 
18 Heraldic beasts and sobriquets may be included in this, whether in characterising an individual or being 
harnessed to them. See further below. Many Scandinavian scholars consider the talismanic potential of 
creatures such as lions and dragons depicted on rune-stones and tympana preserved in Scandinavia as 
primary, Hampus Cinthio, Lund University Historical Museum, per: comm. 
19 See, for example, the discussion of monsters on the Chaddesley Corbett font in Zarnecki 1990. For 
examples from English textual evidence of the period, of monstrous beings in relation to people of all 
statuses and levetof education, see Barlett 2000, pp. 664-66 and 686-92. See also Tolkien 1997. 
20 The term, like `monster', is widely used in studies concerned with issues other than meaning. 
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read images with singular meanings, or as conforming to common themes may obscure a 
more flexible attitude illustrated in medieval attitudes to the meaning of animals in texts 
and the flesh. 
Animals were apart of the Creation, and a gift from God. Understanding them 
was an aspect of understanding the gift of Creation itself and hence our relationship with 
God. As Ambrose observed, `we cannot fully understand ourselves unless we first know 
about the nature of all the animals', and the works of men such as Gerald of Wales and 
Adelard of Bath illustrate a wholly Christian interest in the richness and significance of the 
natural world Z' Furthermore, evidence suggests that it was not just those with a Latin 
education that learnt to think about the natural world according to a stratigraphic 
programme, at least some of the time. Animals were routinely used at all detectable levels 
of society, to tell stories and teach lessons, to make statements and embody characteristics 
or symbolise aspects of human society and experience and to make puns and jokes, through 
observation and analogy. Animal names were used in personal names and sobriquets for 
individuals from William the Lion, king of Scotland, to ordinary residents of twelfth- 
century Canterbury. ' Christ was the Lamb of God. Richard Bassett depicted himself on 
his seal fighting a monster, and the ownership of many types of horse and of hunting dogs 
and birds denoted aristocratic status and rights Marie de France used animal characters 
to teach moral lessons, while visions of beasts dominate the Prophecies of Merlin in Geoffrey 
21 Ambrose, Hexaemeron 6.2, cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 686. This text was an important source for the 
development of texts used in Bestiary manuscripts. See Baxter 1998, pp. 108 and 194. Nine manuscripts of 
the work are recorded in published twelfth-century lists of books in English Augustinian, Benedictine, and 
Cistercian libraries surveyed during this research, of which three manuscripts, all twelfth-century, survive. See 
Rouse and Rouse 1991,3.7 (x2); Bell 1992, Z19.76; Sharpe et al 1996, B13.206, B71.98, B75.22, B77.37 and 
B109.5; and Webber and Watson 1998, A4.15. For Gerald of Wales, see Thorpe 1978, pasrzm, O'Meara 1982 
passim, and Bartlett 1982, esp. Chs 4 and 5. For Adelard of Bath, see Cochrane 1994. 
u For Canterbury personal names, see Clark 1976, esp. pp. 18-19. 
23 For Richard Basset's seal, see E. R. A., No. 372. Further on the emergence of heraldry during the period, 
see, for example Crouch 1992, pp. 220-42. William FitzStephen's description of Thomas Becket's embassy to 
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of Monmouth's Historia, a text the influence of which is illustrated by the poem Draco 
Normannicus, completed in 1169.24 
All things had the capacity to act as signs and evoke meaning according to differing 
levels of interpretation. Biblical texts were interpreted according to a hierarchy of Divine 
Revelation and this methodology provided the hermeneutic framework in other areas of 
medieval philosophy both before and during the twelfth-century renaissance25 Developing 
from examples such as the donkey at Aston Eyre and the Agnus Dei, it is clear that other 
animals depicted on tympana bore meanings built up in layers and a viewer could uncover 
them according to their needs, their abilities and the circumstances within which the image 
was encountered. This reflects ideas that are encapsulated in Augustine's discussion of 
signs: 
All teaching is teaching of either things or signs, but things are learnt through signs. What I 
now call things in the strict sense are things such as... sheep ... but I do not include 
the.. . sheep which Abraham sacrificed 
in place of his son.... Every sign is also a 
thing... [but] it is not true that every thing is also a sign. 26 
* 
Paris as Henry II's chancellor provides a colourful account of the retinue of a great Anglo-Norman lord. See 
Robinson 1875-85, Vol. III, pp. 29-33. 
24 For the Fables of Marie de France, see Spiegel 1987. For the Prophecies of Merlin, see Thorpe 1966, pp. 170- 
80. For analysis of the Draco Normannicus, see Shopkow 1997, esp. pp. 112-16,170-72,209-11 and 239-41; 
references to editions are given on p. 291. The dragon of the title is Normandy, embodied in the ducal house, 
though the dragon badge was held by the dukes by virtue of their position as kings of England. Richard the 
Lionheart bore a dragon banner, just as Harold and Anglo-Saxon kings before him had done. For dragons 
and Anglo-Saxon kings, see Tatlock 1933. For the relationship between the Draco and Geoffrey of 
Monmouth, see Tatlock 1933/34, esp. pp. 3-5. 
25 For Biblical exegesis and medieval thought, see, for example, Smalley 1952, esp. Chs I and II, and Evans 
1984, esp. pp. 114-22. A recent general study of the twelfth-century renaissance is Swanson 1999. 
26 Augustine, De doctrina christiana, 1.4-5. For text and translation, see Green 1995, pp. 12-15, and pp. xxii-xxiii 
for the popularity of the work. Five copies are recorded in published twelfth-century booklists from English 
Augustinian, Benedictine and Cistercian libraries surveyed during this research, of which three manuscripts, all 
twelfth-century, survive. See Bell 1992, Z19.27; Sharpe et x11996, B13.185, B71.53 and B77.10; and Webber 
and Watson 1998 A16.182. 
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Representational Categories 
English Romanesque tympana with figural imagery can be placed into one of four 
broad representational categories: decorative compositions, emblems, narratives and 
composite images. Aspects of these categories must be understood to overlap one another 
because they also serve as convenient labels with which to discuss the levels of meaning 
accessible within the iconography. Tympana were explicitly designed to exploit the 
relationship between issues of composition and those of interpretation, as well as the kinds 
of distinctions that the labels suggested here seek to impose. It is in this that much of their 
artistic quality rests. Therefore, rather than impose a sharp distinction between issues of 
composition and those of interpretation, this study will demonstrate that the two are 
intertwined and serve the needs of one another. For example, iconographic factors may 
argue for a narrative interpretation of a composition that is framed as an emblem, as is the 
case with the Entry into Jerusalem at Aston Eyre (Fig. 16). Narrative images may retain 
strong emblematic qualities in individual elements of the composition, as is the case with St 
Michael at Kingswinford (Fig. 226). Allegorical interpretation of the iconography is a 
feature of all modes of representation and in terms of iconography, the label `composite 
image' can be substituted for the term `allegory'. Composite images are here settings 
formed from two or more distinct elements that could stand in their own right and can be 
identified as either emblematic or narrative images. Therefore the terms `decorative 
composition', `emblem', `narrative' and `composite image' are used to examine how beast 
images were presented and how the meanings that they contained might have been 
interpreted. 
Decorative quality is a feature of all tympana and the exploitation of the decorative 
potential of animals in almost every form of medieval art offers a broad context within 
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which to set the decorative potential of beast imagery in English Romanesque tympana. 
This is illustrated by the depiction of identifiable symbols, such as the dragon at 
Kingswinford and the Four Living Creatures at Pedmore (Figs. 226 and 318), and by 
examples for which no wholly certain meaning can be determined, such as Covington and 
Houghton-le-Spring (Figs. 113 and 203). However, although decorative quality was a 
feature of each example, beast imagery could bear symbolic meaning independently of its 
location in a church portal and this distinguishes them from most examples of geometric 
ornament, which is the main sculptural feature of almost 200 tympana. Whether we see the 
beasts as primarily decorative or as symbolic, they had the potential to be pregnant with 
meaning for at least some medieval viewers and meanings could be quite fluid. Much 
therefore rests on the way in which levels of meaning were built up, from the decorative to 
the abstract. It is possible that beasts such as those at Egleton (Fig. 139) lacked meaning 
for most viewers and that the use of visually impressive sculpture brought the function and 
symbolism of the church portal from which allegorical meaning was derived to the 
attention of the viewer. However, given the effort to build a portal with a tympanum, and 
then carve it with an image of beasts, rather than a geometric composition, certainty about 
the image's lack of meaning must remain tentative. 
On a broad level, it is possible to distinguish between motifs that serve a primarily 
decorative function and those intended to act primarily as bearers of meaning. Beast 
images deployed for primarily decorative ends in visual art can generally be described as 
marginal; a tympanum is not a marginal field. This is not to suggest that all figures 
deployed in marginal fields were purely decorative. The Agnus Dei in the voussoirs at 
Brayton (Yorks, West Riding), and the Symbols of the Evangelists on the capitals at 
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Letcombe Bassett (Fig. 246) provide evidence for this 27 However, figural motifs deployed 
primarily for decorative ends in architectural sculpture tend to be found in marginal fields. 
The most widely used forms of figural decoration deployed in English Romanesque portals 
are found on fields such as capitals, as at Elkstone, voussoirs, as at Great Rollright, and 
label-stops, as at Tredington (Figs. 142,178 and 446). A handful of beasts carved on 
tympana, such as those in the lintel space of Hoveringham (Fig. 204) suggest that some 
beasts on tympana served a primarily decorative function. A selection of examples is listed 
on Table VII. D. These kinds of animals are subordinate elements of the compositional 
space and in contrast to examples of the Agnus Dei, such as that at St Thomas-by- 
Launceston (Fig. 378), they are not identifiable or open to interpretation with any precision 
on the basis of context or attributes. 
The ability to differentiate Christian symbols such as the Agnus Dei from those that 
bore meaning in a less structured manner and those that were primarily decorative does not 
demonstrate separate and unrelated approaches to visual representation. Even the most 
marginal and fantastical creatures had the potential to impart or provoke meaningful 
thinking for some medieval viewers. Beasts on tympana, the musical animals on capitals in 
the crypt of Canterbury Cathedral and the performing apes recorded by Alexander of 
Nequam that jousted with one another from the backs of dogs all illustrate the delight and 
inspiration of God's Creation 28 Goats were not known to play pipes or strings and yet 
apes riding dogs could joust like knights on horseback. However, in such cases meaning 
was brought to an otherwise incidental thing, rather than interpreted from a thing that was 
a de facto sign. Physical prominence is an important factor in suggesting that beasts could 
27 It may be noted that symbolic imagery is more common on capitals and voussoirs of portals without 
tympana than it is in portals with tympana. Regional factors were discussed in Chapter III. 
28 Alexander of Nequam, De Natwis Rerum 2,129, cited in Bartlett 2000, p. 683. 
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serve as bearers of meaning because tympana are the defining field for visual expression 
within a portal along with any woodcarving and metalwork on the door itself. 29 However, 
it is the combination of prominent display in the main portals of a church, the frequent use 
of Christian animal symbols, and the general place of beasts in medieval thinking that 
argues beasts depicted on tympana were bearers of meaning over and above their 
decorative aspect. 
Emblematic images outnumber other types of composition preserved on English 
Romanesque tympana by over 2: 1, the more so if we include the 22 foliate images of likely 
symbolic import and the 24 examples that depict a cross as the sole symbolic element of 
the tympanum. 30 Examples are listed on Table VII. A. 31 Emblematic images address the 
viewer in an iconic manner, subordinating the visual impact of all other aspects of the 
composition. Action, if there is any, is suspended by this address to the viewer. A simple 
example is an Agnus Dei, such as that at Preston (Fig. 337), in which an Agnus Dei stands 
on its own, and is there to be observed and interpreted by the viewer. The most common 
emblematic images with beasts depict a single animal, such as Preston, or one as the central, 
predominant element of the composition, as at Bondleigh (Fig. 51). Such examples serve 
to maximise the potential for allegorical interpretation, while still retaining an essentially 
simple and direct quality that would ensure viewers with only a basic knowledge of 
Christian symbolism could interpret the image. 
Other types of emblematic composition exploit the interplay between an essentially 
iconic mode of representation and the narrative quality of the iconography itself. Tympana 
29 For twelfth-century English metalwork on doors, see Geddes 1999. For comparative European material, 
see, for example, Cahn 1974, Hohler 1999, and Leisinger 1956. The prominence of the beast within the 
composition is also a factor, as with the tympanum in the stair-vice portal at Sandwich (Fig. 382). 
30 Further on foliate symbols and images of the Cross, see Chapter IV, above. 
31 Images of the Cross and symbolic foliate motifs depicted on tympana are listed on Tables IV. I and IV J. 
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in which a battle seems about to commence, such as Milborne Port and Wynford Eagle 
(Figs. 283 and 497), and others such as Everton and Ridlington (Figs. 154 and 349) where 
some form of interaction is apparently in progress, illustrate a narrative aspect in the 
iconography. However, in both sets of examples the action does not determine the form 
of the composition and the image retains a strong iconic quality. As such it would appear 
that the symbolic meaning of the beasts and the allegorical relationship between them is of 
primary importance rather than the conflict itself. At sites such as Beckford and Knook 
(Figs. 34 and 239), the Cross or tree provides a critical focus for the image that sets each 
composition as a single indivisible unit. At Ashford-in-the-Water (Fig. 11) the tree is given 
an added dimension through its trunk being depicted as a column, while the depiction of 
beasts eating people at Moccas substantially alters the dynamics of the iconography (Fig. 
287) . 
'Z In each example the iconography may have borne both literal and allegorical 
meaning, and could have been used to tell narrative stories, but this does not affect the 
basic construction of the image itself as an emblematic composition. 
The potential simplicity with which a viewer could appreciate the symbolic value of 
the iconography is one of the most important aspects of these compositions. Highly 
sophisticated interpretation was frequently possible, and assessing the formulation of these 
images can illuminate aspects of the possible meaning of the iconography. The four Master 
of the Beasts images discussed in Chapter VI are all composed as emblems, determined by 
the frontal address of the central figure and the set profiles of the beasts. " Depicting the 
image in this manner restrains the sense of movement, and focuses attention on the human 
32 For suggestions regarding Moccas, see Keyser 1927, pp. 35-36. 
33 This is a common approach to Romanesque images of both the Flight of Alexander and Daniel in the 
Lions' Den, the two Master of the Beasts iconographies suggested for these images. A comparative example 
of Daniel and the lions survives on the Lincoln Frieze, and of the Flight of Alexander on a capital on St 
James' Tower, Bury St Edmunds. 
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figure and the subordination of the beasts to him. Indeed, despite having considerable 
presence, they are left as trophies, tamed by the might or the spiritual authority of the 
figure, depending on how the image is read. This view is put in context by the formulation 
of the image at Leckhampstead, which may also be a Master of the Beasts image, though 
some commentators suggest that the figure is a soul being fought over by dragons'' 
Whether we read him as subsumed by the dragons or commanding them, the visual power 
in the image is with the beasts either consuming the presumably sinful soul, or ready to be 
unleashed by their diminutive master. The five images can each tell a story, probably a 
narrative with an allegorical aspect. However, these stories are not told as a pictorial 
narrative in the manner of the devils taking the soul of a man on the tympanum found in 
the`precinct of York Minster. Rather, they present an iconic vision posed for our 
instruction. 
The representation of narrative in visual art can be achieved by a number of 
different devices that seek to overcome the problems of representing events in time 
through a static medium; it is important to maintain a distinction between the depiction of 
movement and the depiction of narrative. 35 Most figural images can be used to tell stories, 
and hence possess a narrative quality. Indeed, it might be argued that using images to tell 
stories is such an integral part of the western tradition of visual representation that it would 
be remarkable were this otherwise. Narrative compositions are here defined as those that 
depict and are dominated by the interaction of figures set in an on-going action, a stage or 
stages in a sequence of events. The address to the viewer is achieved through the action of 
34 See, for example, Keyser 1927, p. 30. 
35 Pächt 1962, p. 2, note 1, citing work by H. A. Groenwegen-Frankfort Pächt's work constitutes a classic set 
of essays on this topic based on a study of manuscript illumination in twelfth-century England. A recent 
study assessing narrative method, focused on the Bayeux Tapestry, is Lewis 1999. 
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the protagonists and therefore the term applies to a particular type of image that can tell a 
story. Examples are listed on Table VII. B. 
Images, including those at Highworth, Houghton-le-Spring, Moreton Valence and 
Tutbury, offer vigorous examples of the visual representation of narrative, and make 
considerable use of the decorative potential of action in order to emphasise this (Figs. 200, 
203,289 and 451). Movement is used in predominantly decorative images, such as on the 
jambs of the nave portal at Kilpeck (Fig. 224), while many emblematic images depict forms 
of movement, such as gestures (Figs. 318 and 380), but in neither case is the compositional 
form determined by the representation of an ongoing action. Knowledge of several `strata' 
of meaning within the iconography is necessary to elicit the narrative from emblematic 
images, whereas in narrative images the action and hence the story is manifest. In the case 
of Aston Eyre the viewer could assume that some form of action was imminent because 
the man sits on a donkey. However, it is only through knowledge of the scriptural story 
that the specific narrative is activated. The donkey will not move on the basis of the image 
alone; the iconography is a narrative, the image or composition is an emblem. Some 
narrative compositions contain figures that retain a strong emblematic quality, such as the 
figure of St Michael at Kingswinford (Fig. 226), and thus the saint's gaze serves to demand 
our attention. However, in each case the action defines the character of the composition as 
a whole. At Kingswinford St Michael is very clearly in the process of ramming a sword 
down the dragon's throat. 
Most narrative compositions depict a single action, set at a moment that 
encapsulates the essence of the whole sequence of events and hence they are possessed of 
an iconic quality. 36 In the majority of examples, the action is fighting or hunting. This 
36 Described by Pächt as a Classical solution to problems of pictorial narrative, see Pächt 1962, pp. 2-3. 
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manner of depicting narrative serves to focus attention on the dynamics and violence of the 
iconography and ensures that the image is a singular visual statement, thereby ensuring that 
the image is framed as a direct address to the viewer. This means that significant 
knowledge of other stages of the story is not necessary for sense to be made of the image 
S 
and hence ensured that the widest possible audience could interpret the iconography 
according to their needs. The action still dominates the composition and is the means by 
which the viewer is addressed, but knowledge of only a few of the details of the narrative 
are needed in order to interpret the image while further levels of meaning are still available 
for those who sought them. 
Amongst narrative images with beasts, those depicting the temptation of Adam and 
Eve provide a small, but significant sub-group in terms of phrasing narratives on tympana 
and the use made of beast imagery. There are three definite examples preserved on English 
Romanesque tympana, of which Caton (Fig. 88) is included in the Postscript to this chapter 
because of its state of preservation 37 Of the other examples, Thurleigh (Fig. 439) uses a 
`telescopic' narrative, in which three stages of a narrative sequence are set so that the 
composition still gives the impression that it is a single-stage scene? ' This is well suited to 
the iconography because the Genesis story (Genesis II, 1-6) presents the process of Eve 
taking the fruit, eating it, giving it to Adam to eat in an almost seamless continuum in verse 
6, whilst in the preceding five verses the serpent is framed as the villain of the piece. The 
serpent is in the tree on the central axis. Eve receives the fruit on the left, while Adam eats 
the fruit on the right. The iconic quality of the image ensures the singular address of the 
image, while the narrative character of the iconography and the composition is determined 
37 Lythe and the north tympanum at Wordwell may have depicted Adam and Eve, but in each case the carving 
is insufficiently preserved to substantiate such a view. 
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by Eve receiving and Adam eating the fruit and the serpent in the tree. The simultaneous 
presentation of three stages of the narrative ensures the effective distillation of the Genesis 
text and emphasises the role of each protagonist, just as it is in the Jeu d'Adam. 39 The two 
humans are equally prominent, while the serpent is at the centre of the piece. 
Leonard Stanley (Fig. 245) is an antithesis to Thurleigh in almost every respect, not 
least because it is set above an aumbry at the high altar of a monastic church. This not only 
means that a very different audience was privy to the image but also that the architectural 
and the symbolic relationship between image and viewer was mediated by very different 
circumstances. 40 Its importance for this investigation lies in the manner in which the two 
characters are bestialised by their act and the serpent is relegated from the scene. `Eve' 
dominates, offering the apple to `Adam' with one hand and holding him by his tail with the 
other. 41 The use of bestialised forms for the protagonists and the sexual subtext focuses 
attention on the address made through the iconography, rather than the composition. One 
result of this is to magnify the role and culpability of Eve in the Fall, arguably a feature to 
be expected within a closed monastic context, and one that contrasts with the accounts in 
Genesis and the Jeu d'Adam, Thurleigh, and the story told by Walter Map, cited above. In 
A'k 
these it is the serpent or the devillis the source of temptation and the narrative is composed 
visually or textually in order to demonstrate this fact. 
Composite images use two or more emblematic and narrative elements to denote 
meaning through the interrelation of their meanings. They therefore work through the 
combined interpretation of otherwise separate images, and despite having the potential to 
38 Marks 1973, p. 134. The relationship between manuscript examples of the iconography and the narrative 
technique is also noted, see pp. 134-35. 
39 An introduction, text and translation for this twelfth-century Anglo-Norman play is in van Emden 1996. 
ao For a discussion of the Leonard Stanley tympanum, its preservation and its iconography in the context of 
patronage of the building, see Givans 1996, esp. pp. 130-35. 
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be complex or sophisticated, they are not necessarily so. Examples are listed on Table 
VII. C. Newton Purcell (Fig. 299) offers a simple example. The bird and the serpent are 
two emblems set with no central axis to the composition or means by which they might be 
related, other than proximity. However, if read together they could be used, for example, 
to examine the relationship between good and evil, though the meaning of the image 
15 
kuncertain. The same may be said of Billesley (Fig. 41), a composition that has been 
described as allegorical since the discovery of the block in 1980,42 and with Stoney Stanton 
(Fig. 423) it is the most like a narrative in its formulation. However, with the exception of 
the man's stride and grasp on the branch, there is not the obvious and unitary action that 
dominates and characterises a narrative composition such as Fordington (Figs. 163-65), 
which is formed from staged components. Rather, the narrative grows out from 
metaphorical actions, such as fighting temptation, and from the collective interpretation of 
the individual elements. 
Stoke-sub-Hamdon (Fig. 420) depicts a group of emblematic figures, several of 
which are identified by inscriptions, though these are unfortunately badly preserved. 
However, the tree on the central axis does not unify the compositional space because it 
does not provide a centre of gravity for the other elements; each figure stands as a distinct 
element and the relationships between them is left to the viewer. The proximity of the 
individual elements, the use of inscriptions, and the size of the tympanum space suggest 
that each worked within a whole, but without dominating one another. It is this that invites 
the viewer to relate them and thus interpret the iconography, first as a set of emblems and 
41 Some commentators have suggested that `Adam's' tail is the serpent. See, for example, Swynnerton 1921 
esp. p. 221, and B. E. Cots, p. 445. The mason certainly seems to have been playing with this ambivalence. 
42 See E. R. A., No. 137, and Morris 1983b. 
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then in an allegorical manner, or perhaps to construct a narrative. " Hagiocentric examples 
such as Hognaston Little Paxton, Stoney Stanton and Tarrant Rushton have compositions 
within a single compositional space that fall into two or more parts, which appear to have 
been formulated in a similar manner. 
The most important group of composite image settings invites the viewer to 
interrelate self-contained emblematic and narrative compositions set within distinct fields in 
a tympanum space or in the wider portal setting. In each case the result of this 
juxtaposition is to give an allegorical character to the figural imagery, but without masking 
the individuality of each element and its own simplicity in terms of how its iconography 
could be read. "" At sites such as Ault Hucknall and Dinton (Figs. 17-18 and 119-21) the 
two compositions are set on distinct fields, enabling each to maintain a degree of 
autonomy. At others such as Hoveringham, Little Langford and Southwell the mix of 
distinct fields and shared space ensures that the invitation to relate the iconographies is 
stressed. At sites such as Lullington (Figs. 268-70), one image is set in the tympanum, the 
other in a supra-portal setting, thus stressing the independence of each composition 4s 
However, the containment of both within the architectural setting of the portal opens the 
relationship between the meaning of sculpture and the symbolic character of the portal 
43 The nature of the allegory may relate to faith and redemption, though the identification of the elements and 
their interpretation cannot be tested in this study. The tree may represent the arbor pen&. ion, which is 
described in the Bestiary as a tree (the Church) in which doves (Holy Spirit) are safe from harm. See Baxter 
1998, p. 54-55. The Agnus Dei represents the sacrificial nature of Christ, as will be discussed below. The lion 
could either be a Christological symbol, or an emblem of evil. The Sagittarius may be a talismanic figure, 
though I have not found twelfth-century documentary evidence to support this view. However, in images 
such as that at Kencot a Sagittarius fires his arrow into a beast mouth and in medieval Germanic languages, 
the words Schutz (protection) and Schütze (Sagittarius) share common roots. 
44 These portals do not illustrate a tightly orchestrated iconographic programme; surviving material is 
insufficient to support such a thesis. If such programmes were ever deployed they would not have been 
confined simply to a portal and would have used a variety of media. See, for example, comments in Lane 
1996, pp. 4-5, and Geddes 1999, Chs. 6 and 8. 
45 See Table IV. H for supra-portal settings recorded in this research. 
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itself, which may have led to wider contemplation. Indeed, Patrixbourne and Lullington 
make use of gabled frames to fuse the whole into a single architectural feature. 
Portals with composite images juxtapose a variety of emblematic and narrative 
compositional types and in some cases it would appear that this extended to explore 
symbolic relationships between juxtaposed iconographies. 46 Five of the sixteen tympana 
with dragon-slayer iconography use an image of St Michael and the Dragon as one of the 
iconographic elements of the composition. Three use an enthroned figure of Christ, three 
the Agnus Dei and one both Christ Enthroned and the Agnus Dei. The fact that it is 
apparently uncommon to form the composition of the tympanum through a composite 
setting in English portals may be as a result of their scale and the constituency to which 
they were addressed. This idea is supported by the choice of iconographic material that 
was used in most examples, which left viewers with the option to concentrate on those 
elements that served their needs without other elements making extraneous demands, or 
interjecting additional material. The interplay of meaning between the compositional and 
iconographic elements does not appear to have required sophisticated interpretation, 
though that was clearly possible, and we generally find the same figures engaged in the 
same activities as they are in single emblematic and narrative compositions. Indeed, taking 
the corpus as a whole, it is only at Malmesbury Abbey that we find the whole of the portal 
and its architectural context involved in developing and projecting sculptural meanings 
through figural images capable of both complexity and sophistication in their address. 
The rest of this chapter will take the two largest groups of beast images preserved 
on English Romanesque tympana as defined by iconographic types, and demonstrate how 
46 In no instance is there any evidence for the kinds of typological relationships favoured b theologians and 
illustrated in, for example, cycles of stained glass in great churches, such as the of Canterbury 
Cathedral. See Caviness 1981, pt. I, sect I, esp. pp. 8-10. 
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they represent each of the compositional categories identified above. The first, beast 
conflict images, are predominantly narratives that retain a strong emblematic quality and a 
significant number of compositional images. The second, images with an Agnus Dei, are 
predominantly emblematic, in keeping with the iconic character of that Christological 
symbol. However, the symbol is also set in a range of images that could involve it in 
narrative iconographies in which it might be interpreted as playing a role. Together these 
tympana represent some of the most frequently preserved image types and illustrate 
iconographies for which we can be reasonably confident in reconstructing the 
contemporary interpretation. Therefore, we can explore the application of ideas set out 
above and assess what they can offer us in terms of an understanding of the images 
preserved on English Romanesque tympana and the way in which people may have looked 
at them in the course of their religious devotion. That this methodology does not offer a 
context for absolutely every image preserved is inevitable given the range of survivals and 
the Postscript to this chapter offers a brief discussion of those examples that cannot be 
interpreted according to the criteria of this chapter. 
* 
Iconographic Case Studies: Images of Conflict Involving Beasts 
There are two basic forms of conflict involving beasts: those in which the beast is 
fighting with a human and those that involve beasts alone. The compositions can also be 
divided into those specifically depicting hunting and those depicting battle. All examples 
are listed on Table VILE. The depiction of conflict and battles lends itself to narrative 
representation, either set on their own, or as an element in a composite image. However, 
many of the images display an emblematic quality that concentrates the address of a single 
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action scene to an audience irrespective of the extent to which they could read the 
narrative. Many examples emphasise this by setting the action in profile (Figs. 64-65), while 
others use the direct address of a human character (Figs. 226-27). 47 
Framing narrative iconography in images that retain a strong emblematic quality 
maximises the potential of the address to the viewer. It also strengthens the impression 
from the corpus as a whole that the images made for tympana were designed to demand 
the attention of the viewer with a relatively simple iconic message and then leave the viewer 
to read aspects of the iconography according to their ability and needs. Most importantly, 
they did not need access to, or detailed knowledge of, textual versions of the narrative in 
order to make use of the image. A basic knowledge of who or what was represented and 
the essential features of the story would be sufficient, all of which could be attained by oral 
h, k in the vernacu ar an tradition. The only inscription to survive 
Lilt 
Ipswic d simply states 
what is represented (Fig. 213). As such the place of, for example, St Michael and the 
Dragon in Christian texts does not need to be involved in significant detail because, in 
keeping with earlier medieval and other Romanesque examples of the iconography, the 
images are iconic. " The viewer is presented with the battle itself and in examples of 
composite images, such as Hoveringham (Figs. 204-05) the viewer is not required to think 
in terms of Revelation or indeed any other narrative context. There is also no evidence 
from other images set elsewhere in the portals that might compel a viewer to read the 
image in terms of a specific textual narrative. The opportunity to do so is offered, but the 
viewer is not required to do so. As we have seen in Chapter VI, widespread 
knowledge and 
veneration of the archangel is shown by evidence such as church dedications, and by the 
47 A direct address by a human character, usually combined with a frontal pose characterises the emblematic 
depiction of human characters on English Romanesque tympana. 
48 Alexander 1970, pp. 87-90. 
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prominent display of the image in the portals of local churches 49 The dragon still 
symbolises the devil and the archangel embodies the forces of God, but we are left to 
meditate on this or draw allusions to contemporary secular lordship from the knightly 
virtues of the saint and from features such as the weaponry and the dress. We are also free 
to interpret and abstract the iconography as little or as much as we choose or are capable of 
doing, and can play with allusions to the dragon-slayers of vernacular literature, as the 
mason at Pitsford (Figs. 328-29) does through the pair of discarded wings. " 
This interpretation, drawn from the manner in which images are constructed, not 
only supports conclusions derived from the depiction of militant saints on English 
Romanesque tympana. It also provides a further substantive position from which to argue 
that dragon-slayers such as that on the lintel at Ault Hucknall (Figs. 17-18) conveyed 
hagiographic allusions to twelfth-century viewers. The argument that we cannot identify 
such figures with specific saints is still valid, but it has no bearing on their capacity to allude 
to saints, just as the saints and angels can allude to secular heroes. Setting the argument 
within the context of compositional formulation removes any need to identify the figure 
with a specific character, the issue that stalls arguments starting from the perspective of the 
identity of the characters depicted in the image. 
The reading of other narratives and emblematic examples offers the same potential 
for allusion and multiple readings determined by the viewer because the composition sets 
few prescriptions for the iconography. Even if medieval viewers did not have problems 
identifying the animals or the people depicted, the iconic character of the compositions 
means that much is left to the viewer. For example, images such as Ipstones and Milborne 
49 See Chart 2 for church dedications in the corpus. 
so The only named dragon slayers of any importance in northern literature are, Beowulf and Sigurd. See 
Tolkien 1997, p. 12. 
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Port (Figs. 211 and 283) may have conveyed a range of meanings to a twelfth-century 
audience given the diversity of meaning and stories that could be applied to dragons, lions, 
griffins and other creatures depicted on tympana! ' Emblematic images are interpreted by 
scholars with greater or lesser degrees of confidence and the dragons almost certainly 
symbolise evil, but this could be done in many ways, by allusion to the devil, Fafnir or 
another creature of the dark52 Emblematic examples such as Lullington (Figs. 270) depict 
creatures usually identified as griffins, lions and other beasts, wholly or partly mammalian in 
character. By contrast, narrative examples, such as Ipstones (Fig. 211), depict creatures 
identified as dragons - monstrous and of a reptilian character. Furthermore, the most 
violent beasts in emblematic images tend to be dragon-like creatures, such as Much 
Wenlock (Fig. 291). This may reflect an expectation of violence in images with dragons 
that was not required of conflict images involving other beasts, even examples such as 
Ridlington (Fig. 349), which convey a high degree of tension between the two creatures. 
Their battle appears to be imminent, but it is still at the stage of sparring rather than the 
throat ripping seen at Alveston, and the protagonists are depicted without emphasis on the 
predatory tooth-filled jaws and thrashing tails of emblematic 
dragons such as the north 
tympanum at Egloskerry and Uppington (Figs. 141 and 459). The south tympanum at 
Moccas (Fig. 287) does convey an act of real violence in a composition that involves beasts 
rather than dragons or monsters. 
The beasts, like the iconography, are obscure and the 
iconography is unique in the corpus in depicting the active killing of humans by animals. 
Framing it in this manner serves to retain an iconic quality and thereby focuses attention on 
si Le Goff, for example, cites a range of evidence for the role of visual representations of dragons in various 
contexts, which may suggest meanings 
for the depiction of dragons on the church portals. See Le Goff 1980, 
pp. 159-88, esp. pp. 174-87. See also 
L. DM. Vol. III, cols. 1339-46. 
sz Contrast, for example, the tone of Zarnecki and Marks, the former with reference to Lathbury (Fig. 241) in 
E. R. A., No. 104, the latter with reference to Covington (Fig. 113) in Marks 1973, p. 134. 
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the literal and allegorical aspects of the iconography, rather than the narrative action of the 
people's death. 
Violence is not a surprising association for dragons, whether evil, such the demonic 
monsters we assume are depicted on tympana, or talismanic, as with those borne on 
English royal standards, or the good dragons that fight the evil dragons in the Prophecies 
of Merlin. Five tympana depict creatures locked in violent conflict; in all but one example, 
both creatures may be described as dragons. At Houghton-le-Spring, Ipstones and 
Stoneleigh (Figs. 203,211 and 422) the creatures are of a more typically medieval dragon 
form and their serpent-like bodies are wrapped around one another. However, it appears 
that in both cases the violence is reflexive, in that they bite their own tails, perhaps alluding 
to the destructive nature of sin 53 At Alveston (Figs. 7), the monsters are characterised by 
grappling forearms and biting jaws, but the sculpture is poorly preserved and neither has 
the kind of long tail one might expect of a medieval dragon. In the allegorical composition 
at Stoney Stanton (Fig. 423), there is a dragon, suggested by its wings and tail, involved in a 
battle with a beast of an indeterminate character. The inclusion of one dragon combatant, 
and the fact that the image is unusual in almost every aspect, means that it need not detract 
from the general principle being advanced here. 
In the images where a human or an angel fights a dragon, the dragon is always 
suitably monstrous, but the violence of the image is dictated almost exclusively by the stage 
at which the fight is depicted and it is this that determines the character of the 
iconography. 54 In each set of cases, a further crucial aspect of this is whether the figure is 
53 Dragons are often depicted biting their tails, as, for example, on the font at Chaddesley Corbett. The 
notion that this is due to sin is derived 
from the belief put forward in Bestiaries that the dragon's tail was its 
most powerful weapon. See White 1984, p. 167, and generally, Le Goff 1980, esp. pp. 161-81. For discussion 
of why heroic figures attack the dragons' mouth, see Riches 2000, Ch. 5, esp. p. 160. 
54 The threat posed by the dragon has been identified as a feature of the development of St Michael 
iconography, as has the manner in which he stabs the dragon. See, for example, Alexander 1970, pp. 85-100. 
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looking at the dragon or at the viewer. Six tympana depict the figure preparing, opening, or 
pausing before launching his attack. " As such, the violence is anticipated rather than actual 
and the dragon forms a menacing presence in each example. Direct address to the viewer 
is limited by the use of a full profile, as at Harnhill and Hoveringham (Figs. 190 and 204), 
while the part profiles, such as are used at Dinton and Southwell, offer only a degree of 
formality that is addressed to the viewer. As such the sense that the viewer is a spectator of 
events is maintained even in examples, like Southwell, where an effort is made to draw the 
viewer in by a partial address. This adds to the sense of impending conflict by 
concentrating attention on the action itself, and hence offsets the lack of corporeal violence 
in the image. As a consequence, the dragon is made the more menacing and thereby the 
balance within the composition shifts towards the dragon and its threat. At Dinton (Fig. 
121), the size of the dragon is overpowering and its tongue is virtually transformed into a 
sword. At Ipswich (Fig. 213) it is vigorously spitting fire or arrow-headed tongues at the 
saint, and is threatening with its forelegs, an action repeated in several other examples. 
This shift of emphasis towards the dragon's threat is also seen in three tympana in 
which the saint is apparently more actively engaged in fighting the dragon, but has yet to 
strike a blow. In the south portal at Long Marton the engagement is suggested by the 
apparent flying pose of the angel (Fig. 265), while at St Bees drama is emphasised by the 
pair being virtually locked together (Fig. 375). At Pitsford the discarded pair of wings does 
much to encourage the sense that they are about to clash, though more visually impressive 
is the looming tiger-like dragon, which is apparently leaping at the saint through the air, 
despite the absence of illusionary space from the image (Fig. 328). Given the role of 
taunting and incitement in medieval warfare it appears significant that in eight of the nine 
55 Ault Hucknall (Figs. 17-18), Dinton (Figs. 119-21), Hamhill (Fig. 190), Hoveringham (Figs. 204-05), 
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cases considered so far of the depiction of a conflict about to commence, the embodiment 
of evil is painted as an aggressive dragon 56 Such images depict saints as true knights, who 
only fought when provoked by an evil aggressor and in each of these examples the saint 
bears a sword, the ultimate weapon of the knight 57 
In addition to these, there are five images of the saint on the verge of victory, 
depicted in profile stabbing the dragon in the mouth with a lance: at Brinsop, Hallaton, 
Moreton Valence and Ruardean (Figs. 65,185,289 and 369). To these may be added 
Kingswinford, which replaces the lance with a sword. In these images the violence of 
killing replaces that of the threatening dragon and shifts the emphasis within the image on 
to the saint. In each case the dragon is still a fearsome creature and we can only marvel at 
the saint's heroism in overcoming the beast. Both image types eulogise the saint and depict 
the dragon as a fearsome enemy. The compositional forms are distinct from the earlier 
models, in which triumph has been associated with a frontal posture and a thrust with the 
lance driven home, compared here with combat with a profile form and the lance held 
prone. 
The novel character of St Michael and the Dragon iconography preserved on 
English Romanesque tympana has been commented on in relation to material produced up 
to c. 1100.5ß Of examples in this corpus, only Flax Bourton (Fig. 161) can be closely 
associated with these and, as has been shown in Chapter VI, it is singular both for the 
sword born aloft by the saint and the vertical thrust of the lance 59 In the examples 
preserved on tympana the frontal or profile setting of the saint does not mark the 
Ipswich (Fig. 213), and Southwell (Fig. 411). 
56 For the role of incitement in Anglo-Norman warfare, see Strickland 1996, esp. pp. 160-62. 
57 Dinton provides the exception, but the image is singular in almost every aspect (Figs. 119-21). 
sa See Alexander 1970, pp. 85-100, esp. p. 100. 
59 Alexander 1970, p. 99. 
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distinctive quality, though it is used to great effect, as are elements such as the sword. 
Rather the dynamics of the composition are determined explicitly by the relationship 
between the saint and the dragon and the stage that the combat has reached. Examples 
divide between those in which the battle has just begun, and those in which it is reaching its 
climax. Triumphalism is not an issue, as is illustrated by the contrast between 
Kingswinford and Pitsford (Figs 227 and 328). 60 In the first set of examples the emphasis 
is on the threat posed by the dragon and the saint's heroism in facing it. This could be used 
by a viewer to construct, for example, a view of the knightly virtues of the saint, thus 
asserting him as the dominant character in the narrative, in spite of the dragon's 
compositional presence. Arming him with a sword contributes to this view not least by 
emphasising the spiritual aid only saints could offer a warrior, and without which human 
valour could easily end in tragedy, as illustrated by the stories of Sigurd and Roland6' The 
profile forms of Hoveringham, Harnhill, Pitsford and St Bees suggest an attack, the more 
formal forms of Ault Hucknall, Ipswich, Dinton and Southwell draw the viewer in through 
the address that this makes. 
In the latter set of examples the saint is supreme, thrusting home his deathblow. " 
However, the use of profile compositions at Ruardean, Brinsop, Moreton Valence and 
Hallaton emphasise that the battle is still in motion and offers an elegance of form that is 
not achieved in any of the images with a sword-bearing saint. Even at Kingswinford (Fig. 
227), the impression is of a victory in the making, rather than a triumph after a victory, and 
the implications that this has for the knightly virtues of the saint mean that the images have 
60 Flax Bourton is the only image in which triumphalism is explicit (Fig. 161). However, not only is its 
iconography singular, but there is also well-founded doubts as to the original context for which the image was 
produced. 
61 See Chapter VI, above. 
62 The Samson, or David, and the lion images at Highworth (Fig. 200), Southwell (Fig. 411), and Stretton 
Sugwas (Fig. 427) can all be considered in identical terms to these images. 
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a martial character that is based on the execution of deeds. The shift away from an 
emphasis on triumph that characterises traditional St Michael and the Dragon iconography 
in which the saint stabs the dragon, to the actual deed provides a common currency 
between the two types of dragon-slayer image preserved on tympana. It argues that the 
audience was a knightly audience, for whom action was one of the highest virtues. This 
view is illustrated in records of attitudes in judicial and historical texts, by knights in 
chivalric Romances who err from their true path and ignore the duty to perform feats of 
arms and by the term for an entire literary genre, the Chanson de Geste. 63 It further argues 
that in addition to the typically iconic quality of the compositions, the use of a narrative 
compositional technique suggests that the images were specifically intended to serve as a 
medium through which viewers could develop stories derived from a broad spectrum of 
sources. 
The hunting images also depict a violent form of conflict set in a narrative format 
that nonetheless retains an iconic quality. The language of hunting and battle shared some 
common vocabulary during the period, as indeed they still do, but they can still be clearly 
distinguished. People with the right to hunt in England during the twelfth century did so 
for pleasure and a luxury foodstuff. The other conflicts depicted on tympana are a matter 
of survival and there are no images preserved of foxes or wolves hunting their food. 
Therefore, the hunting images are images of sport, and the role of the quarry is passive in 
relation to its hunter, irrespective of the danger that is manifest within it. In Chapter VI 
hunting iconography was discussed in the context of its potential as a symbolic image with 
moral purpose, perhaps drawing on the stories of mysterious hunters in contemporary 
chronicles and overtones of lordship and regal privileges. 
63 For the pursuit of action, see, for example, Strickland 1996, Ch 4, pp. 98-131. Siegfried (Sigurd) is vigorous 
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The use of an animal familiar to people living in twelfth-century England suggests 
that the tone of the iconography contrasts sharply with the majority of beast images, which 
depict either Christian symbols, such as the Agnus Dei, or creatures of the imagination. It 
appears that in all examples significant emphasis was placed on the animal being hunted, 
but it is only in the boar-hunting images that we are still able to identify the beast. 
Although the main focus of the iconography is the human figure, the animal serves to 
condition the interpretation, something that was crucial given the range of meanings that 
could be attached to hunting and is indicative of its potency as a bearer of meaning. Many 
earlier medieval societies also attributed a talismanic quality to wild boar, a survival from 
Celtic and Germanic traditions. This is illustrated by, amongst other things, the role of 
boars in the `Prophecies of Merlin' section of Geoffrey of Monmouth's History of the Kings of 
Britain. 64 Images of boar preserved on tympana at Ashford-in-the-Water and in St 
Nicholas', Ipswich (Figs. 11 and 212), further illustrate the potency of the boar as a bearer 
of meaning in the period. 65 Developing from the discussion of the boar-hunting tympana 
offered in Chapter VI, the implication is that such images conveyed meanings aimed at or 
projected by a specific constituency within the parish related to contemporary issues 
ranging from social distinction to knightly virtues or pride66 In this, they would appear to 
share common ground with the militant saints. 
The allegorical quality of hunting images is most clearly illustrated by Little 
Langford since the iconography of the tympanum space is constructed to form a composite 
image (Figs. 256-57). The boar is a massive beast pursued by a single horn-blowing 
in his activities, even after his marriage to Kriemhild, and this serves to make his murder all the more wicked. 
64 Thorpe 1966, pp. 170-85. 
65 For the meaning of boar in the context of the Ipswich tympanum, see Galbraith 1973. 
66 Linton is apparently the only site where local tradition holds that the tympanum depicts a beast that once 
terrorised the region, see Lang 1957, pp. 146-47.1 have not found the basis of this tradition. 
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huntsman, and is assailed on two sides by hunting dogs, whose service to man is clearly 
denoted by their collars 67 In the tympanum itself a hieratic figure with a crosier offers a 
blessing with a greatly enlarged hand, which is further emphasised by a filial extension to 
his crosier. Next to him is what may be the arbor peredi ion. 68 The contrast between the 
motifs on the tympanum and the boar hunt on the lintel establishes an opposition that 
invites the viewer to mediate between them. This impression is emphasised by the small 
scale of the portal. 69 Looking at one cannot exclude sight of the others. The implications 
of this for meanings drawn from the iconography cannot be known, but need not alter its 
ability to make contemporary references across a broad spectrum of issues. 
The composite images that include beast imagery range considerably. In examples 
such as the tympana at Long Marton (Figs. 263-65), our ignorance of the identity of one or 
more of the iconographic elements means that we cannot determine even the framework 
within which to speculate an overall interpretation. Others, such as Hoveringham (Fig. 
204), depict several elements that we can identify or classify and hence it might be possible 
to suggest readings of the iconography. As elsewhere the intention would appear to be to 
portray images that offered flexibility in their potential to present the iconography without 
requiring the viewer to approach the image from a singular framework or programme. At 
Hoveringham, we are invited to integrate the Agnus Dei with the St Michael through the 
turn of the lamb's head, a feature unique on English Romanesque tympana. However, 
there is nothing in the image that requires us to read the composition in terms of 
Revelation from which the association of the Agnus Dei and St Michael and the dragon is 
67 Marie de France told a story in which the wolf turns down an offer to live in the service of man when he 
finds out that he would have to wear a collar. See Spiegel 1987, pp. 94-97. It is possible that Clifton 
Hampden (Fig. 105) and Tutbury (Fig. 451) were set as lintel stones in a similar manner to little Langford. 
68 As discussed in note 43, above, the same motif may be depicted at Stoke-sub-Hamdon (Fig. 421). 
69 The portal is 3.12 m high and 1.94 m wide. 
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derived, and to which the image clearly alludes. 70 The reference is there to be taken but it is 
not insisted upon because the two elements are kept discrete. Similarly, the way in which a 
general Salvation interpretation is drawn from the interrelationship between the St Michael, 
the Agnus Dei, St Peter holding the key of Heaven and the other saint on the lintel ends is 
not dictated by the composition or any identifiable textual source. We are presented with 
four of the chief objects of devotion within the parish at the entry to the church, set 
together with a decorative beast conflict on the lintel that draws the viewer's eye to the 
more important and vibrant combat in the tympanum itself. Inside the church, images of 
Christ Enthroned and the Crucifixion, now lost, may have developed devotional provision 
according to the needs of the supplicant. 71 
The widespread and diverse use made of beast conflict images on English 
Romanesque tympana demonstrates the interest that such subjects could arouse in the 
audiences for whom they were made. Rather than serving as a distraction, they could 
engage the viewer in meaningful Christian symbolism through a medium that was also 
appealing as a secular iconography and a decorative motif. The combination at 
Hoveringham of St Michael and the Dragon iconography with an allegorical compositional 
formula, and the decorative conflict on the lintel provides a good illustration of this. The 
use of a style derived from Anglo-Scandinavian sources only serves to compound this 
view. 72 Perhaps more importantly, this case study develops from ideas raised 
in relation to 
both images of Christ Enthroned and of saints: that people wished to see and to project the 
character and content of their religious belief, 
in terms based on common values with their 
70 Revelation XII, 11. 
71 Had the image at Southwell (Fig. 411) survived in Situ, it might have provided a more complex and 
sophisticated compositional framework, 
but one that nonetheless operated in the same manner. 
72 The style of Hoveringham and of Southwell has attracted the attention of many scholars. 
See, for example, 
Tudor-Craig 1990, pp. 219-224, and Kelly 1998. 
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culture as a whole. This was fundamental to their sense of identity and their understanding 
of the world around them. This is a phenomenon that we should expect, and is not unique 
to parochial communities in twelfth-century England. However, it does much to place 
religious devotion and cultural identity during the period in a context not readily illustrated 
by documentary sources. 
* 
Iconographic Case Studies: Images of the Agnus Dei 
The Agnus Dei is the most potent symbolic beast depicted on English Romanesque 
tympana, a quality derived entirely from the power of its allegorical meanings. It is not, 
however, the most visually dramatic of beasts and hence its potency is emphasised by the 
emblematic character of the compositions in which most examples are preserved (Fig. 337). 
It is also one of the most frequently deployed beast images, and is therefore the natural 
subject of a case study in this thesis. " Examples are listed on Table VII. F. 
74 The Agnus 
Dei served as a symbol of Christ's sacrifice to redeem mankind and his triumph over death 
that was more than a simple alternative to the cross and the crucifix. " It offered a rich 
matrix of references specifically centred on Christ's sacrificial character and it also made 
clear reference to Christ's baptism, the act of communion and the events of the Revelation. 
As such it could be set in direct relation to two of the central acts in the lives of practising 
Christians, and to the events surrounding the Last judgement, when Salvation would be 
73 Allen and Keyser stated that the Agnus Dei is second in frequency to images of the cross on English 
Romanesque tympana and they grouped examples carved on all types of sculptural fields into categories 
determined by formal characteristics. See Allen 1887, pp. 254-62, and Keyser 1927, pp. lviii-lxiii. 
74 Note should also be made of the panels set above portals at Berwick St Leonard, Tysoe and Whitchurch 
(Fig. 478), which may be in situ. 
75 A cross is the central feature of thirty-three tympana and two tympana depict the crucifixion, while there 
are also eleventh-century roods set above portals, such as at 
Breamore. See Chapter IV, above. 
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bestowed on all true believers. All of these issues were of considerable bearing at the 
threshold of a church and do much to explain its popularity on tympana. 
Questions that can be asked of Agnus Dei images have a quite different emphasis 
to those associated with the beast conflicts because we have more consistent information 
regarding the meaning of Agnus Dei imagery. The following section will examine the role 
of the Agnus Dei as a devotional focus in portals with tympana, through the manner in 
which it was depicted and its symbolic meaning. However, the emphasis will remain on the 
manner of depiction, rather than meaning in itself, not least because analysis of meaning is 
best undertaken in a study unconstrained by particular representational fields. 
The symbolic representation of Christ as a lamb is derived from the account of the 
Baptism of Christ in St John's Gospel, in which John the Baptist hailed him as the `Lamb 
of God' who would `take away the sins of the world'. 
76 A more dynamic Biblical expression 
of Christ as a lamb is the Lamb of Revelation, a creature with seven eyes and seven horns, 
and the one worthy to open the seven seals; Christ had `redeemed us to God' through his 
blood `shed when he was slain for us'. 77 That it represents Christ is manifest, but it is never 
referred to as the Agnus Dei, it is simply called the Lamb. 
78 There is no need here to 
differentiate the two symbols precisely because texts and images show them to have shared 
a common currency and textual allusions had the potential to 
be used interchangeably. 79 As 
76 John I, 29. This continues a tradition of sheep and shepherd imagery common to both the Old and New 
Testaments. See, for example, Isaiah LIII, 7, Ps XXIII, 1-23, and John X, 1-18. 
77 Revelation V, 6-12, and thereafter parrim. 
78 The importance of John I, 29 and the Lamb in Revelation as sources for the image is further emphasised 
by 
the relative absence of lamb imagery for 
Christ in the Pauline and the Catholic Epistles. LDM. Vol. I, cols. 
214-15, lists Acts, VIII, 32,1 Peter, I, 19 as the other New Testament references or allusions to Christ as a 
lamb. 
79 A useful textual example is a letter 
from Herbert of Losinga, bishop of Norwich 1091-1119, to Felix, a 
monk, in praise of his life style, which 
draws on both John I, 28 and Revelation XIV, 3-4 in a single passage. 
See Goulborn and Symonds 1878, Vol. I, Letter No. 23, esp. at pp. 194-95. Herbert was highly respected 
during his lifetime for his learning and the quality of his teaching. See further, Alexander 1969, esp. pp. 169- 
213, and Wollaston 1996. Revelation 
images usually depict the Lamb in the same manner as other examples 
of the Agnus Dei, not the seven-eyed and seven-homed 
beast described by St John. 
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we have seen, the Hoveringham tympanum has a clear Revelation context, thus 
demonstrating that both allusions were current on tympana (Fig. 204). However, wherever 
possible it remains important to differentiate explicit references to the Agnus Dei of John 
1,29 from the Lamb of Revelation because this influences any emphasis that might have 
been intended for the image. 
Knowledge of the Agnus Dei was not simply derived from hearing or reading 
gkt, a, Biblical texts, something many of those who used the churches in which tympana are 
preserved would have had little direct experience, except through vernacular translations, 
particularly in the form of liturgical plays. It was acclaimed as the penultimate object of 
veneration in the Litany, and Agnus Dei was and remains a hymn sung during the Mass at 
the moment of fraction when the bread was prepared before being given to 
communicants ß0 The Litany text was derived from John I, 29, as was the hymn, and 
consisted of two lines repeated several times by members of the congregation! 
' The 
Agnus Dei is also a common symbol in a wide range of devotional texts, as are phrases 
such as 'who takes away the sins of the world'. 
82 This diversity of usage ensured that the 
notion of Christ symbolised as a lamb could be disseminated, promoted, and its popularity 
maintained through ritual acts central to the Christian 
faith as well as the language of 
Christian teaching and spiritual contemplation generally. An interface is likely between the 
preaching and meditation preserved in written texts and preaching or 
instruction at a more 
local level, undertaken in sermons, during the vernacular Prone or in other more 
informal 
so Jungmann 1959, pp. 485-89, and L. D. M. Vol. I, cols. 214-15. 
81 For the hymn, see Jungmann 1959, pp. 485-89. For English legislation relating to the litany, see the Bath 
edict of 1009/11 (VII )Ethelred 
2), in E. H. D. Vol. I, p. 409 and the twelfth-century Quadripaazitms, Robertson 
1925, pp. 108 and 114. See also Dolley 1971, p. 344. 
sz This view is based on personal observation and phrase searches using the 
Corpus Christianorum Cetedoc 
CD-ROM (f'urnholt 1996). 
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contexts. 83 Furthermore the two lines of the hymn and the corresponding section of the 
Litany could be taught and explained without difficulty and did not require any real 
knowledge of Latin 84 ' The survival of so many Agnus Dei images on tympana 
demonstrates not only this popularity but also that the portal of the church was an 
important focal point for the expression of a broad spectrum of devotion. 
Popular enthusiasm for and familiarity with the hymn, the litany, Biblical, textual 
and other traditions of symbolising Christ through a lamb can only be judged through the 
widespread survival of images of the Agnus Dei. Similarly the veneration of Christ as the 
Agnus Dei at the church portal must be set in the context of its depiction in other locations 
and media. By the Romanesque period, the Agnus Dei was one of the most widespread 
Christological symbols in the Latin west 85 In England examples are preserved in 
manuscripts, stone sculpture, metalwork and jewellery from the Anglo-Saxon period and on 
an issue of coinage dated to 1009.86 Romanesque examples are preserved in a range of 
artistic media and physical locations attesting to its utility and popularity as a symbol and 
the widespread ability of audiences to recognise its significance. Examples range from the 
tympana under consideration here, to corbels such as those at Kilpeck above the nave 
portal and the main axis of the apse, to fonts, such as that at Stottesdon, and the wall 
paintings above the chancel arch at Duxford and at Hardham87 Its basic function at the 
portal, as received in modem scholarship, of reminding the viewer that the church door is 
83 Gatch 1977, esp. pp. 37-39, and 51-59. See also Chapter II, above. 
84 Individuals are quite capable of understanding set phrases even if they lack a functional command of a 
language, particularly when these are encountered within set contexts. See further, Clanchy 1993, pp. 1-21. 
85 For an introduction and bibliography, see LDM., Vol. I, cols. 215-16 and Vol. V. cols. 1629-30. 
86 For an analysis of English material in the period up to c. 1200, which suggests a growing interest in the 
Agnus Dei during the period after c. 1000, see Dolley 1971. Twelve examples from Anglo-Saxon manuscripts 
of the late seventh to the mid-eleventh century are listed in Ohlgren 1986. For examples in sculpture, see 
Cramp 1984, pp. 68-72 and 95. 
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that to `the holy house of the Saviour' assumes a reasonable, but not a subtle knowledge of 
Christian imagery. 88 That it offers more than this may explain its particular popularity, and 
that of other image-types frequently preserved on English Romanesque tympana such as 
Christ Enthroned and militant saints. The meaning of such images could be grasped 
according to the potential sophistication of the individual and their desire for spiritual 
contemplation. 
By the twelfth century the Agnus Dei carried a cross balanced on a fore-hoof 
thereby providing visual emphasis for the sacrificial character of Christ over the other 
aspects that the image conveyed (Fig. 494). Amongst Christological symbols, this 
characteristic is specific to the Agnus Dei and is rooted in both John the Baptist's 
acclamation and the characterisation of the Lamb in Revelation V, 6-12; the legitimacy and 
authority of the lamb is derived from Christ's sacrifice. In the relatively small number of 
examples on tympana that make explicit reference to Revelation, such as Elkstone and 
Hoveringham (Figs. 143 and 204), the lamb's bearing of a cross illustrates that even in such 
images the veneration of Christ as a lamb was not overtly eschatological in tone. 89 Similarly 
there is no direct emphasis on the association of the symbol with the Mass, expressed 
through, for example, the lamb bleeding into a chalice. Above all things, the power of the 
images on tympana is based on their ability to invoke multiple allusions and yet maintain 
their essential character as an unambiguous symbol of Christ's sacrificial role in the 
salvation of humanity. They could serve as a prefatory and a preparatory image to most 
87 The Kilpeck corbels are illustrated in Thurlby 1999, Figs. 65 and 87. Ten fonts with Agnus Del imagery are 
listed in Bond 1908, p. 167. For Hardham, and also the lost painting of an Agnus Dei in the chancel arch at 
Westmeston (Sussex), see Park 1983, esp. pls. I and 8. 
88 Sauedander 1992, p. 19. 
89 This view is also keeping with evidence for the Agnus Dei from the late Anglo-Saxon Church. See Dolley 
1971, esp. p. 342, note 7, for views expressed by Peter Clemoes with regard to the late Anglo-Saxon Church. 
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devotional activities and this further explains its popularity and importance of its depiction 
on tympana. 
The power and authority emphasised in many human figures depicted on tympana, 
and the vigour of many of the beasts contrasts with the form and character of Agnus Dei 
imagery. Indeed, it might seem that the Agnus Dei images are out of keeping with the 
general tone of the corpus. Sheep, even rams, have never been thought of as particularly 
virulent or authoritative animals and in the Old Testament they are associated with sacrifice 
above all things, serving to emphasise further the sacrificial character of Christ embodied 
by the symbol. However, the role of a lamb in Christological allegory is highly charged and 
within the Revelation story a figure of its status is imbued with inherent power and 
authority. This could be emphasised visually by depicting the lamb within a wreath, 
symbolising the Parousia, the Second Coming of Christ, which was a result of his triumph 
over death9° However, for the kinds of audiences addressed by English Romanesque 
tympana such an allusion is unlikely to have been very current, as is illustrated by the form 
of the roundels in which the Angus Dei is set in nine of the tympana (Fig. 51)9' Most of 
these are more rope-like in quality. They could, therefore, equally be allusions to the 
knotted ornamental rings that were important in traditions of oath taking. 92 The portal of a 
church was an important location in terms of contracting promises, such as for marriage 
and in preparation for ordeals 9' The combination of the knotted roundels with a symbolic 
representation of the sacrificial character of Christ, the basis of God's new covenant with 
humanity, does not make this speculation any more firmly grounded. However, it does 
90 This interpretation derives from mosaics in San Giovanni in Laterano, Rome. Prof. J. Gardnerperr comm. 
91 Aston (Fig. 13-14), Bondleigh (Fig. 51), Byton (Fig. 75), Coleshill (Fig. 108), Langport (Fig. 240), 
Penselwood (Fig. 323), Tetsworth (Fig. 435), Upleadon (Fig. 454-55), Whitchurch (Fig. 478). 
92 Guthrum and his yarls swore to honour the treaty with Alfred on their rings. See Geddes 1999, p. 46. 
93 See further Chapter II, above. 
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offer a Northern foil to the Parousia allusion and does not alter the decorative aspect of the 
devices, irrespective of the iconographic roots of the rope-like design. 
Above all things, a lamb was the more potent as a symbol for Christ because of its 
associations with his sacrifice, the redemption of mankind and the Lamb's characterisation 
within the Revelation narrative. Only Christ's sacrifice could save mankind. Depicting 
Christ through the Agnus Dei also served to emphasise his humility, the most valued of the 
Virtues, because it offered protection from Pride, the gravest of the Vices? " Furthermore, 
it denoted meanings that offered a highly effective foil to other Christological symbols, 
particularly the image of Christ enthroned. This could be done within a single tympanum, 
as at Elkstone (Fig. 143), which depicts iconography derived from Revelation, 
" or across a 
wider portal setting as at Patrixboume (Figs. 313-15). Such relationships were not confined 
to portals or to images of Christ enthroned and the Agnus Dei. On the font at Ilam 
(Staffs) an Agnus Dei is set alongside what are probably scenes of the life of a saint. Of 
more importance are the potential relationships between an image of the Agnus Dei and 
other Christological images in the church, including Christ enthroned and the crucifixion, 
such as was probably displayed at most chancel arches 
96 Insufficient material survives at 
single sites for much detail to be revealed and the diversity of Christological 
images 
complicates matters. For example, at Duxford the Cross is displayed 
in the portal 
tympanum and an Agnus Dei of c. 1100 is painted on the soffit of the chancel arch. A 
crucifix would probably have been displayed within the chancel arch, and above that there 
94 See, for example, Bernard of Clairvaux's letter to Ailred of Rievaulx, 
in James 1953, No. 177, pp 245-4, esp. 
p. 246. See also Hamilton 1986, pp. 132-34. 
95 See esp. Revelation Chs. V, XXI, and XII. 
96 No carvings from English Romanesque rood screens survive 
in situ, but the discovery at South Cerney of a 
head and a foot from a wooden crucifix figure, which would have stood about 
800 mm high when complete, 
provides important evidence. See 
E. R. A., No. 115. 
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is room for a painted figure of Christ Enthroned in several locations 97 However, despite 
the lack of consistent evidence, the Agnus Dei appears capable of combining with a wide 
and varied vocabulary of images suitable for expressing devotion to Christ. The Agnus Dei 
images preserved in portals served as an appropriate starting point for supplicants' 
devotions, though the corpus of tympana demonstrates that devotion was also frequently 
opened through an image of Christ Enthroned, or of the Cross. 
The flexibility of relationships between images located within portals and with those 
inside the church, particularly at the chancel arch and the font, suggests that schemes were 
conceived to serve changing devotional needs through the liturgical year and the needs of 
supplicants. There is rarely information sufficient to detect the influence of patrons on the 
iconography of more than one object or architectural feature, although the evidence of 
tympana such as Aston Eyre suggests that patrons could have significant influence on the 
form that images took. 9' For many people, devotion could have been limited to the 
baptism of children, irregular communions and ad hoc petitions for blessings in times of 
trouble, risk and expectation. It is therefore difficult for us to speak of iconographic 
programmes, indicating that considerable use was made of the dynamic potential of images 
such as the Agnus Dei in order to serve the different rites performed within a local church 
and the needs of the parish. 
The use of an emblematic form ensured that the allegorical potential of the image 
was not constrained. Had the lamb been engaged in a narrative act, such as opening a seal, 
then its ability to allude to its full range of meanings would have been curtailed. In 
compositions where it is either the sole or defining element this is almost impossible. 
However, in composite images, particularly those in which dialogue with other characters is 
97 Examples include Hardham and Clayton (Sussex). 
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implied, the use of an emblematic form is crucial. The closest any example on a tympanum 
comes to correspond with this is Hoveringham (Fig. 204), where the lamb turns its head 
towards the battle between St Michael and the Dragon, as we have seen above, but not so 
as to override the emblematic quality of the figure itself. A muted case might be made for 
this impression in relation to Hognaston and Parwich (Figs. 201 and 312), but in these 
images, as at Stoke-sub-Hamdon (Figs. 420-21), the use of a wide range of motifs with 
significant potential for Christian teaching offers considerable latitude for telling stories. It 
would appear that the Agnus Dei serves in part to fix an allegorical lesson or meditation for 
the composition. At Church Hanborough the use of the Agnus Dei enables St Peter to 
remain the central and dominant character within an image that seeks to affirms his and 
Christ's role in the writing of St Mark's gospel. Not enough of the Emley tympanum (Fig. 
151) survives for us to determine the identity of the left-hand beast, though it is possible 
that it is another representation of the Agnus Dei with the Lion of St Mark 99 
With reference to the lamb on the Southwell tympanum (Fig. 411) Lang suggests 
that there may have been a Christological allusion through Revelation V, 5, which refers to 
David's heir who will open the seals; the next verse reveals the heir to be the Lamb loo This 
specific verse may be too oblique on its own to provide the link between the St Michael 
and the David iconographies, which Lang demonstrates is likely to have been current in 
other images that juxtapose St Michael imagery with an Agnus Dei, such as 
Hoveringham. 101 At Southwell, the lamb rather than David, may serve as an allusion to 
Christ, the Agnus Dei, the Lamb of Revelation, through the allusion to the Resurrection in 
98 For Aston Eyre, see Chapter V, above. 
99 Keyser did not attempt to interpret its species, but did read it as having wings. See Keyser 1927, p. 18. An 
anonymous and undated notice displayed within the church identifies it as a lion. 
100 Lang 1982, p. 59. 
101 Lang 1982, pp. 57-60. 
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David's extracting his lamb from the jaws of the lion (1 Samuel XVII, 35). Setting the lamb 
to face the viewer's left emphasises its role within the David narrative without divorcing it 
from St Michael and his battle against the dragon. The connection between the David 
narrative and Revelation V, when the Lamb opens six of the seven seals, and with 
Revelation XII, when the Lamb is the key to the victory over the dragon is made more 
explicit by the lamb not being an Agnus Dei. It may have led the viewer to meditate on the 
relationship between Christ and David, as Lang suggested, and depicting the lamb as an 
Agnus Dei would have overstated the allusion to Christ within the David narrative. For the 
clerical audience likely to have been addressed at Southwell, such an explicit reference was 
probably unnecessary to make the association between the lamb saved by David, the 
Resurrection, and the Lamb of the Revelation. 
* 
Conclusion 
The basis for a conclusion to this chapter must rest in the iconic character of 
almost every image, irrespective of whether they were intended to be interpreted as 
emblematic representations, allegories or as pictorial narratives. Indeed, many of the 
images appear to exploit tensions and interrelationships between the form of the 
composition and the potential of the iconography to stand simultaneously as an iconic 
symbol, to weave an allegory and to tell stories. This is where much of the artistic quality 
rests and it provides the potential for all viewers - patrons, priests and peasants - to have 
their needs satisfied, devotional or otherwise. As such the prevalence of iconic 
representation, even in images that depict a narrative event, endorses the view that meaning 
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on tympana was built up in layers and that the viewer was left to reveal the successive layers 
according to their own inclinations. This fits with the pattern seen in the preceding two 
chapters and with what we might expect given the general character of Romanesque 
monumental sculpture. 
Many of the issues discussed in this chapter are relevant to material considered in 
Chapters V and VI and the Conclusion to the thesis will offer a discussion of these as a 
whole. Here we must stress that although the methodology used in this chapter could be 
applied to all figural images in this corpus and more widely, the value of this chapter rests 
in the diversity of the material and its status as the largest grouping of figural images in the 
corpus. It therefore offers a test for the validity of assumptions that we might make about 
the nature of pictorial representation on tympana in general based on the assessment of 
iconography that we can interpret in some detail, such as that examined in the two previous 
chapters. In terms of pictorial composition it is clear that the images were made in a 
common tradition and that the variety of expression within this tradition cuts across the 
division between iconography that we can interpret in detail and that which we cannot It 
does not enforce such a division. We can therefore use it as a medium through which to 
assess how meaning was conveyed both in examples for which detailed examination of the 
iconography is possible and those in which the specifics are now lost. This offers a useful 
medium through which to assess the character of religious devotion in an area of twelfth- 
century society not well illustrated through documentary evidence. In keeping with the 
images of Christ and the other human figural images preserved on tympana, the impression 
is of a society that sought to visualise its religion through notions of power and authority, 
even when the deity is symbolised as a lamb. 
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The synthetic grouping and categorisation of images that forms the basis of this 
chapter impose many limitations, particularly with regard to traditional art-historical 
questions. Regional and chronological questions are of undoubted importance, but cannot 
be discussed effectively in this study because tympana do not provide sufficient evidence 
on their own. Furthermore, regional and chronological factors might be better defined and 
approached in a study based around patronal factors, the function of the portal and the 
status of the building given the possible influence of these issues. The scale and quality of 
tympana should also not be ignored, though they do not appear to effect the compositional 
forms used on tympana, but rather1fnction of the portal and the attitude of the patron 
towards the commission. Decorative quality is common to all examples, whilst emblematic, 
narrative and composite images are preserved across a range of sites in terms of size of 
portal, status of building and patron. All are expressed through a full spectrum of quality in 
terms of sculptural competence. 
* 
Postscript 
There remain a few tympana that offer no realistic prospect of meaningful 
assessment. These are listed in Table VII. G. For some this is simply a result of physical 
preservation. At Croxdale, Dudley and Lythe there is little hope of certainty that beasts 
were ever depicted (Figs. 114 and 271). The composition in the tympanum at Ault 
Hucknall is too eroded for reasonable assessment and the state of decay was such that early 
descriptions, drawings and photographs do not provide a consistent or reliable guide (Fig. 
18). However, as with the tympana at Long Marton, the inclusion of the whole setting as a 
composite image seems reasonably secure. The fragmentary state of Barton Seagrave and 
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Stottesdon (Figs. 30 and 424) offers no certainty with regard to the form of the 
composition, or the manner in which the iconography operated. Even at Caton, where we 
are certain of the iconography, the loss of material means that the nature of the 
composition cannot be determined (Fig. 88). Stanton-by-Bridge and Stockton on Teme 
depict an animal as the central figure of the tympanum, apparently as an emblematic figure 
similar to other single-beast images. However, the carving is eroded such that we must 
remain uncertain as to the original composition. In several examples an inability to 
determine whether the composition was emblematic or narrative is due to its formulation 
within the tympanum space. The horse-like figure at Dunton (Fig. 127) may be an emblem, 
perhaps related to the figural scene that it balances at the opposite end of the lintel. 
However, its marginal location and its sketched outline contribute to the suggestion that it 
was simply decorative. Rowston (Fig. 368) depicts a quadruped, possibly a feline, which is 
dwarfed by the geometric scheme that covers the rest of the tympanum 102 There is 
nothing to suggest that the beast is other than a decorative device, but equally it is 
distinctive against the geometric scheme and hence an emblematic function is not 
impossible. At Great Rollright (Figs. 177-78) the creature and the human heads are also 
subordinate to geometric forms that dominate the visual impact of the whole portal. This 
lends weight to the view that they were decorative motifs without any specific meaning. 
However, the animal and heads do occupy a prominent position within the tympanum 
space and a narrative or allegorical function is clearly possible. "' Northampton is certainly 
more than a decorative composition, but whether it was a narrative, allegorical or 
102 The letters incised next to the animal appear to be graffiti. 
103 It is impossible to substantiate any link between the image and the medieval notion of worm-lore or the 
story of Jonah. For worm-lore, see, for example, Jolly 1996, esp. pp. 123-31. For a suggestion that it 
represents Jonah, see Smith 1990. For its identification as a fish, see Keyser 1927, p. 46. 
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emblematic composition is impossible to judge from the closely packed figures. 104 At 
Stratton (Fig. 426) the composition appears to have served an emblematic function, but 
ultimately there is insufficient clarity in the carving on which to base an assessment of how 
the image may have functioned 105 
104 The size and shape of the stone means that the original architectural context must remain unclear. 
105 Keyser suggested that the image was of a type common with those depicting 
beasts and the Tree of We. 
See Keyser 1927, p. 55. 
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VIII 
CONCLUSION 
The corpus assembled during this research demonstrates that tympana were an 
integral element within the architectural vocabulary of masons working in England during 
the Romanesque period and that they were used in all categories of portal in all types of 
building. ' It has highlighted certain regional characteristics, such as the greater frequency 
with which tympana were used in the south west midlands, and the more limited use made 
of tympana in Yorkshire and Sussex. Across much of the country, however, it appears that 
tympana were used in one fifth to one sixth of portals constructed during the period. 
The impetus for the use of tympana appears to have been entirely non-structural. 
A tympanum served no structural function and represented a greater investment of labour 
and masonry than more common portal types that created doorways with arched heads. 
Practical issues, such as the size of the portal and the nature of local stone supplies, 
influenced the construction technique used, but above all, the decision to build a 
tympanum rested on the desire to create a planar field for display above the doorway. The 
use made of tympana as sculptural fields only serves to enforce the aesthetic character of 
the feature, as does the use of structural elements within the tympanum for decorative 
effect in a significant number of examples. Therefore, it is unfortunate that we are left with 
scant evidence for the role of paint, which almost certainly augmented the decorative 
1 It has been suggested that this is a generally acknowledged fact, as is illustrated by comments in j Blair's 
review of Geddes 1999 published in the Journal ofEcclejiaatical Hilo' Vol. 51 (2000), pp. 790-91. However, 
the observation has not been quantified since the publication of Keyser 1927. Furthermore, views regarding 
tympana have been sufficiently divergent fo on the one han , them to 
be viewe as so unremarkable that 
BE, volumes do not record all examples, and the other hand for scholars to maintain a view that English 
Romanesque doorways are round-headed. 
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impact of all tympana, including uncarved examples, and was probably also used to depict 
imagery. 
The variety of types of tympanum created, and the use of supra-portal panels 
illustrate the willingness of masons to create fields for display above doorways and further 
contribute to the impression that tympana were valued as a means of expressing 
architectural style. This aspect could be expanded into an area for future research that 
would address the development of the tympanum field and of supra-portal settings during 
both the Romanesque and the Gothic periods. Furthermore, the use made of portals with 
different forms within buildings, both secular and ecclesiastical, has also been identified as a 
potential area for enquiry into the delineation of spaces within architectural fabric, 
particularly the identification of sequences and hierarchies of space. 
The corpus divides itself into roughly one third of examples with figural sculpture, 
one third with geometric sculpture, and one third uncarved, and the distribution of these 
main categories has been shown to be reasonably uniform across the country. Regional 
variations are identifiable, such as the near absence of figural sculpture from Essex, but the 
overall diffusion of examples of most identifiable categories serves to enforce the sense that 
tympana were an integral part of architectural expression in England throughout the period. 
It has not been possible to examine in any detail the relationship between tympana and the 
architectural and sculptural embellishment of the portal as a whole, except, for example, to 
observe the absence of iconographic imagery from the voussoirs and capitals of portals 
with tympana. Research into this issue is potentially important for our understanding of 
the character of English Romanesque portals and the relative levels of investment lavished 
on the embellishment of portals with tympana and those without. However, such work can 
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only reasonably be conducted through a study of all portal types, perhaps on a region by 
region basis, rather than through a work bound by a single sculptural field. 
In compositional terms, a single field for display is created in the overwhelming 
majority of examples. Juxtaposition of imagery, both within tympana and between 
tympana and supra-portal fields, is significant, as is the decorative and iconographic use 
made of tympana in two or more portals within a single building. However, detailed 
investigation of the potential existence of decorative and iconographic programmes will 
need to be undertaken in future work that takes account of material in other locations 
within the building. The predominance of single compositional fields on tympana is in part 
dictated by the size of many examples, but also illustrates that a single decorative or 
iconographic composition was probably felt to be sufficient for a tympanum to fulfil its 
function. This impression is reinforced by the comparatively small number of supra-portal 
settings used in combination with a tympanum, but this conclusion must remain qualified 
given the limited evidence for the relationship between the use of a tympanum and other 
potentially related features, such as ironwork on the door itself. 
The use of geometric and figural sculpture on tympana has a strong decorative 
quality that complements the architectural enrichment expressed through the use of the 
tympanum itself. Nonetheless, a general validation for all examples is that the very use of a 
tympanum, and its decorative embellishment stands as a meaningful architectural statement 
because it represents expenditure of labour and skill on a feature wholly intended to serve 
as a means of display. It was clearly considered an imperative to embellish a church in a 
manner befitting the house of God, and the use of a tympanum, particularly one with 
sculpture, went some way to express such an intention. Iconographic meaning was also of 
primary importance to the character of many geometric examples and almost all figural 
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examples, and given the added investment needed to produce a portal with a tympanum, 
the prevalence of examples with iconographic sculpture is not surprising. 
The range of the iconographic vocabulary preserved on tympana can be understood 
as both limited and varied: limited in that relatively few textually-based Christian narratives 
are depicted in what is a well-suited compositional space; varied in that a diverse range of 
image types are preserved from churches that served local, predominantly rural peasant 
communities. The question of whether the images produced represent the demands of 
patrons or the character of the wider community is difficult to assess accurately. The 
demands of those in power would have been met and the images preserved on tympana are 
likely to have been viewed accordingly by parishioners. However, the extent to which 
individuals generally shared the values of the culture represented by the imagery is 
unknowable. As such, rather than focusing primarily on the impetus for the choice of 
imagery, the evidence of tympana has also been assessed in terms of the manner in which 
the images may have been viewed. 
The presentation of images of Christ and the saints as authority figures is indicative 
of a broadly based association between divine authority and temporal powers. It also 
suggests that visualising Christ and the saints as figures of authority remained highly valued 
at the church portal, and essentially unaffected by the growing desire illustrated in textual 
sources to understand the Christian message through exemplars. The value placed on 
figures of authority does much to explain the range of imagery depicted. The appeal of 
specific themes, such as conflicts between good and evil, was also apparently influential on 
the choice of iconography. However, across the corpus, the choice of iconography and the 
manner in which it was depicted appears to have been constructed around ensuring the 
utility of the images before a broad range of supplicants throughout the Christian year. The 
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implications that this has for the use of portals in devotional practices, and perhaps more 
widely, is potentially important. Together with research by Lane, which has shown that 
portals were the principal focus for sculptural embellishment, the evidence of tympana 
indicates that the portal remained a significant focus for devotional activity during the 
period, rather than simply as a preparatory station for supplicants before moving inside. 
Research into developments in devotional practice and the use of imagery in portals and 
elsewhere in church fabric during the thirteenth century may serve to place this observation 
in a wider context. 
Perhaps the most important means by which the utility of images was assured was 
the use of emblematic forms in preference to narrative or other allegorical forms. The use 
made of Christological image-types does much to illustrate how this aided the image to 
maintain a flexibility of purpose for viewers, and also to ensure the presentation of an 
authoritative figure-type. More dramatic is the depiction of narrative subject matter in an 
emblematic manner, thus setting the emphasis of the image on the characterisation of the 
protagonists, rather than the narrative from which the iconography was drawn. This use of 
imagery, together with examples that depict visual narratives, and what are here termed 
composite images highlights the need for further research into the use of iconography in 
stone sculpture, wall paintings, stained glass and other media seen in local churches. The 
focus of such research would not solely be on the development of pictorial narrative, but 
on the function of images as objects through which devotion might be channelled and 
social values expressed. 
Developing further from the use made of different types of imagery is the issue of 
investment in church fabric and enrichments by different categories of patron and 
parochial interests. Such matters will be best addressed through studies focused on tightly 
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defined networks of patronage and lordship, but which would be broadly defined in terms 
of physical evidence. This kind of research may reveal evidence for the forces influential in 
the creation of imagery and sculptural enrichment as preserved on tympana, and the kind 
of added investment in church fabric represented by the very use of a tympanum. It may 
also serve to illustrate something of the relationship between patrons of local churches, 
manorial lords and the communities served by local churches, and the place of the church 
within that network. 
English Romanesque tympana preserve a diverse range of evidence that can be 
applied to a wide range of areas of study. This thesis has inevitably drawn attention to 
various questions that are beyond its scope. However, it has established parameters from 
which to proceed, by establishing the place of tympana within the architectural vocabulary 
of the period and the basis for a typology of tympana, and by illustrating the potential to 
reveal aspects of the religious, social and cultural values expressed through iconography 
displayed in local churches. Many of the issues raised will not be addressed through 
research bound, as this has been, to a single architectural and sculptural field. Similarly, 
many issues will be most usefully addressed if approached in the light of evidence from 
elsewhere in Europe and from adjacent periods. By focusing specifically on tympana, it has 
been possible to establish formally the place of tympana in English Romanesque 
architecture, and to interrogate the potential of imagery in local churches through a large, 
but manageable sample that is representative of the broadest possible cross-section of 
material surviving from the period. 
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Chart 1: 
Types of Building Containing Romanesque 
Tympana 
  Local Churches: Minster Churches: Parish Churches: Chapelries 
  Monastic Houses and Colleges of Canons 
Q Secular Buildings 
Q Original Location Unknown 
53 
Chart 2: 
Dedication of Churches with 
Romanesque Tympana 
  St Mary (Including 15 examples with another saint) 
  St Michael (Including 4 examples of St Michael & All Angels) 
Q St Peter (Including 7 examples of St Peter & St Paul) 
Q All Saints 
ID St Andrew 
  St John the Baptist 
  St Nicholas 
Q St James 
  St Leonard 
Q St Giles (Including 1 example of St Giles & All Saints) 
  Dedications with 10 examples or fewer (Early Christian Saints. 21 dedicatees) 
  Dedications with 10 examples or fewer (Insular Saints: 30 dedicatees) 
  Dedications with 10 examples or fewer (Scriptural Saints: 10 dedicatees) 
  Dedications with 10 examples or fewer (Others, e. g. Holy Trinity, Holy Cross: 6 dedicatees) 
  Dedication Unknown 
54 
Chart 3: 
Church Portals with Tympana: Location in Building 
All Buildings 
  Nave South Portal 
  Nave North Portal 
  Nave West Portal 
  Transept and Other Crossing Portals 
Chancel South Portal 
  Chancel North Portal 
  Stair-, ice Portals in Churches 
Q Portals in Cloister Ranges 
  Portals in Secular Buildings 
Q Original Location Unknown 
55 
Chart 4: 
Church Portals with Tympana: Location in Buildings 
Local Churches 
  Naw South Portal 
  Nave North Portal 
  Nave West Portal 
  Transept and Other Crossing Portals 
  Chancel South Portal 
  Chancel North Portal 
Q Stairvice Portals in Churches 
Q Original Location Unknown 
56 
Chart 5: 
Church Portals with Tympana: Location in Buildings 
Regular Churches 
  Nave South Portal 
  Nave North Portal 
  Nave West Portal 
  Transept and Other Crossing Portals 
  Chancel South Portal 
  Chancel North Portal 
Q Stairiice Portals in Churches 
  Portals in Cloister Ranges 
Q Original Location Unknown 
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Charts 7- 10 Patronage of Churches with Tympana 
Chart 7: 
Patronage of Churches: All Tympana 
  1-iv Patron 
  (; horch (; iftcd to Rcligiuus I louse During Perod 
O I? cclesiastica Patron 
13 Cnknuvvn 
Chart 9: 
Patronage of Churches: Tympana with 
Geometric or Foliate Sculpture 
71h-k 
i 
  I. av Patron 
  Church C; iftcd to Religious I louse luring Period 
Q I(cclesiastical Patron 
O Unknown 
ýý 
Chart 8: 
Patronage of Churches: Tympana with 
Figural Sculpture 
 ].. iv Y: itrc, n 
 (; hurch Giftcd to Religious Iiousc During Pcriod 
Q1? cclesiastical Patron 
Q Unknown 
Chart 10: 
Patronage of (; hurchcs: Uncar-\ved Tympana 
  ].: nP"ttrcm 
  (: hurch (ifted to Religious Iiouse During Pcri(, d 
* I{cclesiastical Patron 
Q 1'nknow n 
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Charts 11-14 Lordship of Manors Served by 
Churches with Tympana 
Chart 11: 
Lordship of Manors:. A11 Tympana 
Chart 12: 
Lordship of Manors: Tympana 
with Figural Sculpturc 
;v 
  Lay Lord 
  Manor (lilted to Religious House During Period 
Q Ecclesiastical Lord 
Q Unclear 
  I.. tN I., rd 
  ALinur Gifted to Religious Iiouse During Period 
O I{cclcsiastical Idlyd 
13 I, ' nclcar 
Chart 13: 
Lordship of Niano>rs: Tympana 
with Geometric or Foliate Sculpture 
  I,. iv I")rd 
  1lannr (; ittcd to KCIiF, ýous House l)ui7ng Pcrioni 
o F. cclesiastical Lord 
13 Unclear 
Chart 14: 
Lordship of NIano)rs: Uncanvcd '1'vmpana 
ýý, 
ý'""ý 
  I.. tv ). ()rd 
  \lnor(ýiticcl to KuIigious Iiuusc During I'l'rltttl 
O I{cclcsiasttc, tl I.,, rd 
13 1' nclc. tr 
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Charts 15-18 Patronage of Churches with Tympana and Lordship 
of Associated Manors 
Chart 15: 
Patronage of Churches with Tympana and 
Lordship of Associated Manors: All Tympana 
Chart 16: 
Patronage of Churches with '1'vmpana and 
lordship of : Associated Manors: 't'ympana with 
Figural Sculpture 
 I av Patronage & I. ordshqp 
O (: hurch (; iltcd... : Lay Lord 
  Fcclcsiastical Patron: Lav Lord 
 ( ; hurch & \lanor (; iRcd... 
  I(cclcsiastical Patron: Alanor C; iftcd... 
  I,: cclcsiastical PatronaW & Lordship 
 L nclcar 
Chart 17: 
Patronage of Churches with Tympana and 
Lordship of . 
lssociatcd Nlanors: 't'ympana with 
Geometric and Foliate Sculpture 
 I ae Patroua}n' & Lordship 
O (]lurch Gifted.... Lay Lord 
  [cclcsiastical Patron: Lay Lord 
  church & \Ianor Gifted... 
  Fcclesiastical Patron: . 
Alauor Gifted... 
  FccIcsiastical Patronage & Lordship 
  Lnclcar 
  I. av I'atronaý, 2- & I. urclship 
Q Church (; iftcxl... : Lay Lord 
  I? cclcsiastical Patron: I, ae Lord 
  Church & Manor ( üftcd... 
  I{cclcsiastical Patron: Manor (', It'tcd 
  I? cclcsiastical Patronal, n: & Lordship 
  Unclear 
Chart 18: 
Patronage of Churches with Tympana and 
Lordship of . 
Associated Manors: 
Uncarved "l'vmpana 
  Lay Iatronagu & Lordship 
Q Church (, iftud...: Lai Lord 
  I{cclcsiastical Patron: Lav Lord 
  Church & Manor (lifted... 
 I cclcsiastical Patron: Manor (, Iftc(l... 
  I-Icclcsiastical PatronaW & Lordship 
  l: nclcar 
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APPENDIX 
HANDLIST OF SITES 
This handlist is a working document intended to serve as an aid for the reader and as a 
starting point to introduce sites relevant to the research. It is therefore an appendix and is not 
exhaustive in terms of the descriptions and the evidence presented. A record is provided for 
each tympanum included in the present corpus, and for examples that have been erroneously 
identified as tympana in published works. The language used is compressed; the abbreviations 
used in the entries are listed overleaf. 
Sites are arranged in a single alphabetical sequence. Each full entry provides a brief 
description of the portal and tympanum, the manorial conditions, and where relevant the 
ecclesiastical conditions during the period. All place names follow those currently used by the 
Ordinance Survey and a nation grid reference is given for each site. Significant variant spellings 
used in modem scholarship are noted. County details given are those followed in the Pevsner 
Architectural guides (B. E., B. S., and B. W. ) though differences with medieval counties are noted. 
Bibliographic references are limited, and mainly provide a starting-point in relation to 
manorial and ecclesiastical information, rather than exhaustive citation of sources; all materials 
used are listed in the Bibliography. References to texts such as Keyser 1927, and B. E. have only 
been included where specific details are challenged and it can be assumed that standard 
reference works, such as Knowles and Hadcock 1971, and sources, such as Illingworth and 
Caley 1812-18, have been consulted where necessary. Where the only evidence found is from 
D. B., or B. E., that reference is given. 
All masonry is ashlar, unless stated otherwise and all examples are mature Romanesque 
work unless stated otherwise. It is not noted if a portal is now blocked. Dates have not 
generally been suggested because it has not been an aim of this research to construct either 
relative or absolute chronologies. Terms such as `Early Romanesque work' refer as much to 
modes of working as to definable chronological periods. Lordship and patronage are phrased 
in terms of effective lordship and patronage relevant to the church or building in which the 
tympanum is preserved, though in each case an effort is made to reflect the diversity of the 
community that the building served. 
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Abbreviations Used in Handlist: 
Abbreviations are the same as those used elsewhere in the thesis with the addition of those listed below, 
which follow Oxford English Dictionary conventions where possible. Certain abbreviations, such as 
`ITR' and TRE are taken from Domesday Book and are extended to cover all relevant English kings. 
Abp Archbishop 
Abt Abbot 
A-S Anglo-Saxon 
Bp Bishop 
C Century, in form 12C etc. 
DB Domesday Book 
E East 
ext. Exterior 
ITR Crown land 
int. Interior 
L Left 
N North 
R Right 
RHI King Henry I 
RHII King Henry II 
RJ King John 
RRI King Richard I 
RSteph King Stephen 
RWI King William the Conqueror 
RWII King William Rufus 
S South 
THE Reign of Edward the Confessor (1042-1066) 
TREI Reign of Edward I (1272-1307) 
TRHI Reign of Henry I (1100-1135) 
TRHII Reign of Henry II (1153-1189) 
TRHIII Reign of Henry III (1216-1272) 
TRJ Reign of John (1199-1216) 
TRRI Reign of Richard I (1189-1199) 
TRS Reign of Stephen (1135-1153) 
TRWI Reign of William the Conqueror (1066-1087) 
TRWII Reign of William Rufus (1087-1100) 
W West 
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ABBERLEY, Worcestershire, St Mary or St Michael Not illustrated 
T '. (, '. H. Worcs, Vol. IV, pp. 220-24 S0752680 
Nave S portal rebuilt and badly worn, but originally with one or two orders. Voussoirs with roll and 
hollow, and lateral chevron. Simple tympanum, apparently with arched-base. 
DB manor of Ralph Tosny remained with his heirs throughout period, assessed with Bayton (q. v. ). No 
record of tenants noted as yet. Church in gift of manor. 
ABERCORN, Lothian, St Serf Not illustrated 
RC. H. A. M. S. Midlothian and Westlothian, pp. 180-82 NT082792 
Remains of nave S portal, single order, voussoirs with cogwheel chevron and simple tympanum with 
concentric lozenges and chevrons. 
Ecclesiastical site dating from at least 8C, but manorial and ecclesiastical conditions during 12C at present 
unclear. 
ACTON TURVILLE, Gloucestershire, St Mary Figs. 1-2 
Rudder 1779, p. 216 ST808808 
Nave S portal, no orders, chamfer on jambs and lintel. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs with chip- 
carving. Gothic niches set within tympanum field. 
Nave N portal, similar to S portal, but with chip-carving in apex only and no inserted niches. 
Proportions and forms suggest date earlier than B. E. 's c. 1200. 
DB lord Arnulf of Hesdin, a major Wilts landholder. By 13C Turberville family held manor. Chapelry of 
Tormarton, hence in gift of rector there, or de Willington patron of that church. 
ADEL, Yorkshire, West Riding, St John the Baptist Figs. 3-4 
EX . C. Vol. VI, esp. pp. 57-58 & No. 1 SE268391 Nave S portal, with round-headed doorway and gable. Doorjambs as continuous order, four orders, 
surviving capitals with interlace. Inner order of jambs and voussoirs with roll and beak-heads. Second 
order of jambs and voussoirs with lateral chevron of roll and hollow. Third order voussoirs with double 
roll, and outer order of voussoirs with point-to-point chevron. Hoodmould with saw-tooth. Gable with 
Christ in Majesty and an Agnus Dei above. Interlaced dragon forms fill lower spandrels. 
Main manor in gift of Paynel family from 1088 onwards. Church gifted to Holy Trinity Priory, York, by 
Ralph Paynel on its refoundation during 1090s. 
ADSTOCK, Buckinghamshire, St Cecilia Not illustrated 
V. I:. H. Bucks, Vol. IV, pp. 140-44 SP738301 
Nave N portal drastically reworked, simple tympanum cut-back, probably 14C. Foliate scrolls survive. 
DB manor of William Peverel enfeoffed to one Ambrose. End TRS Peverel estates passed to William 
Avenel and with his heirs subsequently. Church granted to St Mary de Pre, Rouen, by William Avenel, 
but first recorded presentation (13C) has Avenel overlord presenting member of tenant's family. 
ALDBOROUGH, Yorkshire, East Riding, St Bartholomew Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 1; B. E. Yorks, E Riding, pp. 263-64 TA245388 
Block identified as tympanum by Keyser likely to be a window head, in keeping with present location ext. 
ch. nicel S wall. Not included in corpus. 
ALDERMINSTER, Worcestershire, now Warwickshire, St Mary & Holy Cross Not illustrated 
Y. C. H. Warwks, VoL IV, pp. 7-12 SP230486 
Heavily restored 19C nave N and S portals. S with simple tympanum. N with 12C square panel with 
incised Maltese cross within circle inserted in simple tympanum. 
Pershore Abbey held main manor and church throughout period. 
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ALKERTON, Oxfordshire, St Michael Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Oxon, Vol. IX, pp. 44-53; Keyser 1927, p. 2 SP378429 
Tympanum with Cross noted by Keyser in W tower S doorway no longer visible. 
Chancel S portal heavily reworked, but remains of lintel setting. 
Main DB manor with Odo of Bayeux, passed to his tenant, Wadard, by RWII and remained with his 
heirs through 12C. Advowson first mentioned 1233 with mesne lord of main manor. 
ALNE, Yorkshire, North Riding, St Mary Fig. 5 
L : (:. H. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. II, pp. 85-91 SE495653 
Chancel S portal, no orders. Simple lintel with two interlocked dragon-like creatures, heads and necks 
framed by roundel, most of bodies framed by arched band with bead ornament. Further beast and 
foliate ornament in remaining space. Worn and much detail lost. 
Manor held by Abp of York until assigned to Treasurer of St Peter's, York, probably by early 12C, and 
with which office it remained. Several other manorial holdings in parish in lay fee. Church held by 
Treasurer's manor. 
ALSTONE, Worcestershire, now Gloucestershire, St Margaret Fig. 6 
LLH. Worcs, Vol. III, pp. 471 & 475-77 S0983325 
Nave S portal, single order with scallop-type capitals, voussoirs with frontal chevron and hoodmould 
with hollow chamfer and pellet ornament. Simple tympanum, with chip-carving along lintel line. 
Held with Teddington (Glos) by Bp of Worcester until 1194 when rented to cathedral priory. Chapelry 
of Overbury and controlled by Worcester Cathedral Priory throughout period. 
ALTHAM, Lancashire, St James Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Lancs, Vol. VI, pp. 411-16 SD772331 
Tympanum block with rows of chip-carving reset int. chancel S wall (Prestbury, St Peter). Probably 
formed simple tympanum setting. 
Manor held as part of honor of Clitheroe and wholly within parish of Whalley (Lancs). Granted by 
Henry de Lacy to Hugh FitzLefwine before 1177 and remained with his heirs as 1/2 fee. Church 
established or endowed by manor during 1160s and dean of Whalley's son instituted as priest. 
ALVELEY, Staffordshire, now Shropshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
Haffner 1992, esp. pp. 252-60; Hunt and Stokes 1997; Thurlby 1999, pp. 99 S0759845 
Uncarved elliptical tympanum from 12C church reset within outhouse of Old Bell Inn. 
Appears associated with clerks of king's wardrobe who also held Bridgnorth Castle from TRHI, and 
therefore associated with Richard Belmeis and Payn FitzJohn TRHI, and with Hugh de Mortimer and 
Oliver de Merlimond TRS. Prebendal church of Royal Free Chapel, founded as college of canons at 
Quatford (Shrops) by earl of Shrewsbury 1086 and moved to Bridgnorth 1098x1102. 
ALVESTON, Warwickshire, Old Church Figs. 7-8 
L. . H. Warwks, 
Vol. III, pp. 283-88 SP232567 
Medieval church replaced 18-19C. Two tympana and two capitals survive, both photographed early 20C. 
'West' tympanum with pair of fighting beasts, now totally effaced and lying outside. 
'South' tympanum of 4 blocks, with beats and interlace, reset inside Old Church with both capitals. 
May date from period of Bp Wulfstan's gift of manor to Worcester Cathedral Priory in 1089. Manor and 
church remained with cathedral priory subsequently. 
AMPNEY CRUCIS, Gloucestershire, Holy Rood Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, pp. 228-29; Taylor and Taylor 1965-78, pp. 25-27 SP065019 
Nave N portal, no orders, jambs of Escomb work. Lintel, rubble tympanum and voussoirs. Early 
Romanesque work. THE lordship with one Godric. DB lordship with Thurstin FitzRolf, passing to 
Robert the Chamberlain by TRHI. Church held '/2 hide and 4 acres meadow in DB. TRHI main manor 
gifted to Tewkesbury Abbey, which also controlled church from at least TRHII. 
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AMPNEY ST MARY, Gloucestershire, St Mary Figs. 9-10 
Rudder 1779, pp. 230-31 SP076015 
Nave N portal, no orders, with canted lintel. lion moves towards a winged creature and treads on two 
serpent-like creatures that form roll of jambs and lintel line. Canted lintel and carved forms common 
with Elkstone and Siddington (q. v. ). 
Early 12C: manor and church in gift of Cirencester Abbey, possibly held by a descendent of Reinbald the Priest, founder Cirencester Abbey and DB tenant. 
ASHFORD-IN-THE-WATER, Derbyshire, Holy Trinity Fig. 11 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. II, pp. 5& 45-52; Keyser 1927, p. 3 SK195698 
Tympanum block reset in nave S portal with central tree motif, trunk formed from column, flanked by 
boar and canine-like quadruped. Lintel noted by Keyser in chancel portal not seen during site visit. 
Manor ITR throughout period. Chapelry of Bakewell (Derbs) and hence with heirs of William Peverel 
until TRHII when reverted to Crown. Prince John held it until he gifted it to canons of Lichfield 1192. 
ASHLEY, Wiltshire, now Gloucestershire, St James, Fig. 12 
Green No Date, esp. pp. 11-12 ST932947 
Nave S portal, one order with cushion-type capitals and thick roll in voussoirs. Lintel, tympanum and 
voussoirs. Lintel and tympanum with chip-carving and scale ornament 
DB tenant Durand, sheriff of Gloucester, succeeded before 1101 by Walter FitzRoger, nephew of THE 
tenant Eldred. Passed to his son Miles of Gloucester and with his heirs throughout period as earls of 
Hereford. By TRJ mesne lordship with one Walter de Ashley. Advowson first recorded 13C, with 
overlords. 
ASPATRIA, Cumberland, St Kentigem Not illustrated 
B. E. Cumb'd and Westm'd, p. 63 NY147419 
Doorway to vestry for reused Romanesque material, including fragments of disparate origin set as 
tympanum. Not included in corpus. 
ASTON, Herefordshire, St Giles Figs. 13-14 
D. B. Herefs, 9,4; Thudby 1999, pp. 87-90 S0462718 
Nave S portal, no orders, massive lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. Nave N portal, no orders, 
enriched imposts, and voussoirs with cogwheel chevron with hollow. Simple tympanum, upper part 
renewed, with Agnus Dei in roundel held-up by griffin and bull, arc with beasts, foliate ornament and 
rolls, and billet on lintel line. 
DB manor of Ralph Mortimer remained with his heirs subsequently. Church apparently in gift of manor 
throughout period. 
ASTON BLANK, see COLD ASTON 
ASTON EYRE, Shropshire, Village church, Dedication unknown Figs. 15-16 
Eyton 1854-60, Vol. I, pp. 199-210 S0654942 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals renewed and hoodmould with chamfer. Simple tympanum, with 
deep-cut relief depicting Entry into Jerusalem. Frequently associated with Herefordshire School. 
DB manor of Rainald the Sheriff passed to FitzAlans. Successors of Alcher, the DB tenant, took name 
FitzAer and held of FitzAlans throughout period. Church apparently founded by Robert FitzAer c. 1138, 
but efforts to establish autonomy of chapel during later 12C failed and became little more than field 
chapel of Morville church (q. v. ). 
AULT HUCKNALL, Derbyshire, St John the Baptist Figs. 17-18 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. I, pp. 241-49 SK468653 
Nave W portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Lintel with knight armed with sword and 
kite-shaped shield entering battle with dragon; to L carved forms, details now lost. Tympanum, badly -º 
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worn, with hybrid creatures, one part human, variously identified as part of legend of St Margaret of Antioch and Agnus Dei. 
Lordship unclear, but probably associated with Stainsby (Derbs) and retained ITR throughout period. Church gifted to Newstead Priory (Notts) on foundation c. 1163 by RHII. 
AUSTERFIELD, Yorkshire, West Riding, St Helen Figs. 19-20 
Hunter 1828-31, Vol. I, pp. 79 SK662947 
Nave S portal, two orders, scallop-type capitals, inner voussoirs with roll and avian beak-heads, outer 
with cogwheel chevron. Hoodmould decayed. Simple tympanum, parts damaged, with serpentine 
dragon and lintel line marked by row of merlons above row of paterae and rosettes. 
Held in fee by de Bush family throughout period as part of estates centred on Bawtry. Chapelry of 
Bawtry, therefore granted to Blyth Priory (Notts) TRHII. Monks obliged to provide for celebration of divine service. 
BALDERTON, Nottinghamshire, St Giles Fig. 21 
Tlirosby 1790-96, Vol. I, pp. 359-61 SK817515 
Above N porch portal, reset niche of single order and tympanum. Standing saint offering blessing. 
Main manor in gift of Bp of Lincoln and jurisdiction of his Newark manor. Part apparently enfeoffed to 
de Dive family for most of period. Land also gifted by one of Bp Robert Chesney's clerks to Gilbertines 
of St Catherine's, Lincoln, mid 12C. Church in gift of Bp throughout period. 
BALSCOTE, Oxfordshire, St Mary Magdalen Not illustrated 
D. B. Oxon, 7,65 SP390418 
Greatly recut remains of tympanum with Cross motif reset int nave N portal. 
DB manor of Odo of Bayeux apparently passed to his tenant, Wadard and remained with his heirs 
throughout 12C (q. v. Alkerton). Chapelry of Wroxton (Oxon) hence in lay gift throughout period. 
BAMBURGH, Northumberland, Castle Not illustrated 
Bateson et al 1893-1940, Vol. I, pp. 17-70, portal illustrated p. 62 NU183351 
Main entrance portal to keep, two orders, and capitals renewed. Massive lintel and multi-block 
tympanum. Not visited during field work. 
Castle established by earls of Northumbria. Under Scottish control for much of 2"d 1/4 of 12C, until 1157 
when RHII established royal possession. Keep constructed by that time. 
BAMPTON, Oxfordshire, St Mary, Fig. 22 
VCH. Oxon, Vol. XIII, pp. 6-62 SP313034 
Stairvice portal int. N transept with lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Chamfer frames tympanum field 
and doorway. N transept usually dated c. 1160-80. 
ITR 271/2 hide manor at DB passed to family of counts of Flanders in later 12C. 6 hide Bampton 
Deanery Manor held by Exeter Cathedral from 1069 and remained important centre, focused on the 
church itself, supporting two prebends. Powerful and wealthy minster throughout Middle Ages. 
BARFORD ST MICHAEL, Oxfordshire, St Michael Figs. 23-24 
: (:. H. Oxon, Vol. XI, pp. 45-59 SP433327 
Nave N portal of tall and narrow proportions. Single order plus shafts on doorjambs with beak-heads, 
cushion capitals set at lintel level with foliate ornament also on imposts and continued across upper part 
of lintel. Voussoirs with beak-heads on roll. Hoodmould with hollow and foliate ornament. Lintel, 
tympanum and voussoirs. Tympanum with interlace matrix (q. v. Shirburn), voussoirs with beak-heads 
on roll and row of lateral chevron. 
Nave S portal of similar, but simpler construction and ornamentation. 
Main DB manor held by Abingdon Abbey and enfeoffed to Roger d'Ivry, and of him to the `son of 
Wadard'. Remained with Roger's heirs throughout 12C and with the son of Wadard's male heirs till mid 
12C when passed by marriage to Hugh de Chesney (d. 1163x66) and his heirs. Church controlled by 
mesne lord of d'Ivry manor, gifted to Chacombe Priory (Northants) by Hugh de Chesney. 
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BARFRESTON, Kent, St Nicholas Figs. 25-27 
Basted 1797-1801, VoL X, pp. 71-78; Worsfold No Date TR264502 
Nave S portal. Single order and shafts on doorjambs, and two orders of voussoirs, richly carved with 
figural scenes set in roundels of foliate ornament. Mainly martial, beast-fantasy and labour subjects. 
Figure of Bp at apex of second order. Hoodmould with foliate forms. Simple tympanum with voussoirs 
with foliate forms. Christ enthroned flanked by angels, crowned heads and beasts set in rich foliate 
matrix. 
Reworked nave N portal, similar, but simpler construction and plain roll and frontal chevron in voussoirs 
(Not illustrated). Tympanum renewed. 
Chancel S portal no orders, shafts on doorjambs articulate with frontal chevron in archivolt. Trefoil 
tympanum, as at Bradbourne (q. v. ), with crowned head flanked by schematised flowers. 
DB manor of Odo of Bayeux passed to Hugh de Port and held as castlery of Dover Castle. With his 
heirs on same terms throughout period. Another manor held by knight owing 15 day's service at Dover. 
Earliest reference to advowson 13C, with de Port's manor. Also spelt Barfrestone. 
BARHOLM, Lincolnshire, St Martin Fig. 28 
D. B. Lincs, 8,35-36 24,29 24,35 51,4-5 TF090110 
Nave S portal, two orders, scallop-type capitals, inner voussoirs with point-to-point chevron, second 
order with frontal chevron and roll. Hoodmould with lateral chevron. Simple tympanum with saw-tooth 
framed by arc of incised 'voussoirs', set on corbels with enriched rolls. 
Three parties with interests at DB: Peterborough Abbey, Gilbert of Ghent; and Godfrey of Cambrai. 
Subsequent manorial conditions during period, and church gifted to Bourne Abbey (Lincs) after 1138, 
though details as yet unclear. 
BARROW, Shropshire, St Giles Not illustrated 
V. (:. H. Shrops, Vol. X, pp. 221-33 S0658999 
Nave S portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Nave W portal with single continuous order 
and massive lintel and multi-block tympanum with chip-carving and geometric forms. Early 
Romanesque work. 
Assessed with Much Wenlock in DB and remained in demesne of Wenlock Priory throughout period. 
Chapelry of Wenlock church first mentioned mid 11C. 
BARTON SEAGRAVE, Northamptonshire, St Botolph Figs. 29-30 
V. I:. H. Northants, Vol. III, pp. 176-80 SP888771 
Nave N portal, reworked. Single order columns with figural capitals, roll and hollow voussoirs, further 
order of voussoirs with angle roll and hoodmould with geometric forms. Tympanum set with fragments 
with human and beast forms. 
Early TRHI overlordship with honor of Gloucester and mesne lordship with Geoffrey de Clinton. Later 
12C evidence unclear, but appears remained with lay lords. Church gifted to Kenilworth Priory by 
Geoffrey de Clinton in or after 1122. 
BAYTON, Worcestershire, St Bartholomew Fig. 31 
V. H. Worcs, Vol. W, pp. 237-41; Keyser 1927, p. 5 S0691733 
Nave S portal, single orders, capitals decayed, voussoirs with point-to-point chevron and simple 
tympanum worn quite smooth. Keyser suggested depicted scenes from life of St Bartholomew. 
DB manor of Ralph Tosny with his heirs throughout period, and assessed with Abberley (q. v. ). No 
record of tenants noted as yet. Church gifted to Malvern Priory before 1217 when papal confirmation 
issued. 
BECKFORD, Gloucestershire, now Worcestershire, St Barbara Figs. 32-33 
VC H. Glos, VIII, pp. 250-62 S0976358 
Nave S portal, two orders, cushion-type capitals, shafts on doorjambs and lateral chevron on outer 
jambs. Inner order voussoirs with frontal chevron, outer order with lateral chevron, including hollow. 
Two bands of rope ornament in hoodmould. Simple tympanum with voussoirs. Corbels of Ely Prior's 
Door type, except R side open face, a beak-head type. Cross flanked by two quadrupeds; above L bar -º 
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a disc; on Ra bird. lintel line with interlocking circles and rope ornament Trinitarian implications 
possible. 
Smaller nave N portal with simple tympanum; corbels of Ely Prior's Door type. Hoodmould of rope 
ornament and label-stops developed from Deerhurst beast head types. Harrowing of Hell with beast 
mouth, and lintel line with schematised foliate ornament 
Main manor gifted to Ste. Barbe-en-Auge Priory c. 1135 by Rabel de Tancarville, a chamberlain of RHI. Church held by Cormeilles Abbey from late eleventh century. Dedication to St Barbara until 17C/18C. 
BENGEO, Hertfordshire, St Leonard Not illustrated 
V C; H. Herts, Vol. III, pp. 423-27 TL325136 
Nave S portal rebuilt, but may have been set with tympanum and tentatively included in corpus. 
Held by tenants of Geoffrey de Bech and church controlled by this manor until 1156, when sub-tenant, 
Reginald de Tany, granted it to Bermondsey Abbey. A priest held land of de Bech estate at DB. 
Another manor purchased by Bermondsey c. 1092. 
BERKELEY, Gloucestershire, St Mary Fig. 35 
Rudder 1779,269-80; Kemp 1968 ST685991 
Nave S portal, two orders, geometric and foliate capitals, doorway framed by roll, voussoirs with roll and 
fillet and hollow, and hoodmould with roll and hollow. Lintel and multi-block tympanum. Later 
Romanesque work. 
Manor centre of important barony in S Glos from TRWI. College of canons with extensive parochia 
established by 1051. Grants to Gloucester, Bristol and Reading Abbeys TRS led to complex litigation 
lasting into TRHII. Resolution resulted in Bristol possessing Berkeley and three dependant churches. 
Gloucester retained two dependant churches, Reading 26 marks in pensions. 
BERWICK ST JAMES, Wiltshire, St James, Figs. 36-37 
V. C. H. Wilts, Vol. XV, pp. 168-78 SU073392 
Nave N portal, single order with multi-scallop capitals and voussoirs with frontal chevron. Hoodmould 
with chamfer and saw-tooth. Massive lintel and multi-block tympanum with three courses, two of green- 
coloured stone and one of cream-coloured stone, with incised rhombus pattern. 
Nave S doorway set with no orders and massive lintel. Illustrated here but not included in corpus. 
By 1096 main manor with Patrick de Chaworth, son-in-law of DB tenant, and remained in demesne of 
his heirs throughout period. Church dedication mention c. 1191 and church gifted to Mottisfond Priory 
(Hants) late 13C. Chalice of later 12C or earlier 13C now in British Museum (E. RA. No. 321). 
BERWICK ST LEONARD, Wiltshire, St Leonard, Not illustrated 
VC H. Wilts, Vol. XIII, pp. 100-05 ST924332 
Above nave S portal reset Agnus Dei panel, possible supra-portal panel. 
Nave N portal, no orders. Armed tympanum with recessed tympanum field, and voussoirs. Geometric 
rosettes along lintel line. 
Probably assessed in DB with Shaftesbury Abbey's manor at Tisbury (Wilts). First mentioned by name 
early 12C when in abbey's demesne, administered from Tisbury. No mention of lay tenants until 1241. 
Chapelry of Tisbury. c. 1120 possibly served by clerk of St Leonard's recorded in Tisbury assessment. 
Priest first recorded explicitly c. 1130, holding'/2 hide, other rights and owing no labour dues. 
BETTESHANGER, Kent, St Mary Fig. 38 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. X, pp. 44-49 TR312526 
Nave N portal. 19C setting with tympanum, which may reflect original form, and 12C figure of Christ 
enthroned set in it. 
Held by Hugh de Port as castlery of Dover Castle and remained with heirs throughout period. 
Advowson with the manor. 
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BIBURY, Gloucestershire, St Mary Fig. 39 
T '. (, '. H. Glos Vol. VII, pp. 21-44; Keyser 1927 p. 6 SP118065 
Nave N portal, single order, foliate capitals and imposts, beaded lateral chevron in voussoirs, billet 
hoodmould, and simple trefoil-head tympanum. Later Romanesque work. 
Fragment with Maltese Cross Keyser identified as from tympanum questionable and not included in 
corpus. 
Held by Bp of Worcester until 1153, when part of manor, church and tithes appropriated to Osney 
Abbey (Oxon). 
BIDDESTONE, Wiltshire, St Nicholas Fig. 40 
D. B. Wilts, 27,21; Hall 1896, p. 484; E. E. A. Vol. XVIII, No. 88 ST862736 
Nave S portal, single order, geometric capitals, and simple tympanum with cross motif. 
DB manor of Humphrey de L'Isle held of him by one Thorketel. Apparently remained in lay fee 
throughout period and by early 13C held by one Henry de Berneval. Chapelry of Chippenham, hence 
gifted to Monkton Farleigh Priory (Wilts) by RHII 1154x59. 
BILLESLEY, Warwickshire, All Saints Fig. 41 
I . C. H. Warwks, III, pp. 58-61; Morris 1983b SP147568 
Medieval church rebuilt during late 17C. Tympanum discovered 1980. Depicts allegory with knight and 
beasts set in dense foliage. 
Held by tenant of the earl of Leicester in DB. By c. 1153 held by Trussel family of earl of Warwick. 
BILLINGHAM, Durham, St Cuthbert, Not illustrated 
B. E. Durham, p. 95; Taylor and Taylor 1965-78, pp. 66-70 NZ457223 
Portal linking int. W tower to nave set with tympanum noted by both B. E. and the Taylors. Close 
inspection raises problems regarding material from which it is made and hence provenance. Not 
included in corpus, but in need of further investigation. 
BIRCHANGER, Essex, St Mary Figs. 41-42 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 575 TL506227 
Nave S portal, no orders and voussoirs with foliate motif. Survives as armed tympanum, but probably 
formed simple tympanum originally. Chip-carving on lintel line. Agnus Dei carved in tympanum field 
suggests either carving incomplete or use of paint for remainder of composition. 
Nave W portal, no orders, chip-carved imposts, and simple tympanum with chip-carving on lintel line, 
and incised framed composition spaces. 
Main DB manor held by Abbey of St Valery (Normandy) from 1068, gift of RWI in thanksgiving for 
winds to cross Channel before Hastings. They also controlled the church. Small estate also retained at 
DB by Tascelin the Priest of the King's alms. 
BIRKIN, Yorkshire, West Riding, St Mary Fig. 44 
D. B. Yorks, 9W26; E. Y. C. Vol. III, esp. Nos. 1721-61 SE351266 
Chancel S portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum of opus reticulatum, and voussoirs. 
Centre of minor lordship within Lacy honor of Pontefract DB manor of one Gamall apparently granted 
to Lasceles family by early 12C. Passed in marriage portion of Emma de Lasceles on marriage to Peter, 
son of Assulf, who took name de Birkin. Retained by their heirs throughout period in face of challenges 
from Lasceles family. Church apparently in gift manor, though Selby Abbey may have had an interest 
BISHOP NORTON, Lincolnshire, St Peter Fig. 45 
D. B. Lincs, 7,4; E. E. A. Vol. I, No. 159 SK984927 
Tympanum block reset ext. W nave. Badly eroded forms framed by arc of geometric forms and 
interlocking circles on lintel line. 
DB manor of Bp of Lincoln in jurisdiction of his manor at Stow (q. v. ) and retained with church 
throughout period, saving minor grants and tenancies. 
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BISHOPSTEIGNTON, Devon, St John the Baptist Fig. 46 
D. B. Devon, 2,4; BE. Devon, p. 185 SX911735 
Reset ext. nave S wall in mocked-up setting with canted lintel carved with six-niche arcade with chevron. Sculpture heavily restored, but enough remains to read iconography. Outer niches with circular geometric 
motifs, others each with figure depicting Adoration of Magi. Magi in profile approaching Virgin set frontally, arms and torso restored such that Child now lost. Distinctive figure-types worthy of stylistic investigation. 
Important episcopal demesne manor and major residence of Bp of Exeter. Church in gift of Bp. 
BLACK BOURTON, Oxfordshire, St Mary Fig. 47 
D. B. Oxon, 40,1 & 59,12; Salter 1929-36, Vol. I, No. 4& Vol. N, No. 17; SP286043 
E. E. A. Vol. I, No. 213 & Vol IV, No. 142 
Chancel S portal, no orders, roll on doorjambs and hoodmould with billet. lintel and tympanum with Cross motif and border of lozenges. 
DB manors of Arnulf of Hesdin and of Roger d'Ivry's tenant, one Payne. 2 hides gifted to Osney Abbey 
(Oxon) c. 1156x66 by one Hugh of Tiwa. Church gifted to Osney c. 1184x90 by Ralph Murdac and 
Hugh de Burton (Black Bourton). 
BLACKFORD, Somerset, St Michael, Fig. 48 
E. E. A. Vol. X, pp. lvi-lvii & No. 219; Collinson 1791, Vol. III, pp. 452-53 ST658262 
Nave S portal, single order, L shaft with chevron, R with spiral. Multi-scallop capitals, and voussoirs 
with frontal chevron of 2 rolls with fillets. Hoodmould with chamfer and lozenge ornament. Simple 
arch-based tympanum with roll along lintel line. 
Held of Glastonbury Abbey by one Alwaker in DB and by late 12C held at farm. 1195x1203 granted to 
Bp of Bath & Wells' official, Master Alan de Cretton. Another DB estate held by THE tenant of 
Thurstan FitzRolf restored to Glastonbury in 12C. Chapelry of Maperton, and controlled by lay lord of 
the manor there: in DB one Goisford held from Turstin FitzRolf; by TRRI part of barony of Newmarch. 
BLETCHINGDON, Oxfordshire, St Giles Not illustrated 
V . (, '. H. Oxon, Vol. VI, pp. 56-71 SP506181 Band of chip-carving reset above window in S aisle. May have formed part of a lintel so tentatively 
included in this corpus. 
Several manors held by knightly lords. Recorded presentations shared between d'Oilly tenants of honor 
of Stafford and holders of royal sergentry. 
BLOXHAM, Oxfordshire, St Mary Fig. 49 
V. C. H. Oxon, Vol. IX, pp. 53-85 SP431357 
Reset ant chancel N wall, imposts with saw-tooth, hoodmould with circles and chevrons. Framed simple 
tympanum, lintel line with foliate, arc with incised voussoir lines and stars, recessed tympanum field with 
scale ornament. 
Large ITR demesne manor until RSteph grant to Waleran, count of Meulan. 1142 reverted to crown. 
1156 split into two manors, with that of Edward de Lucy passing to sheriffs of Oxford after 1176. RWI 
apparently granted church to Westminster Abbey but royal patronage remained strong, RSteph endowed 
priest to say masses for his mother, and RHII granted church to Godstow Abbey 1.1180 with whom it 
remained. 
BOLSOVER, Derbyshire, St Mary Fig. 50 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. I pp. 99-105 SK475705 
Reset chancel S portal, multi-block tympanum with badly wom Crucifixion scene, broad lintel field and 
arc with rolls. 
Held by William Peveral and his son until forfeiture early TRHII. Retained ITR subsequently. William 
II Perveral gifted church to Darley Abbey during early 1150s, but appears crown exerted considerable 
influence over church. 
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BOLTON-LE-SANDS, Lancashire, St Michael Not illustrated 
L : (.. H. Lancs, Vol. VIII, pp. 126-51; Lang 1982 SD484678 
Loose Viking Age fragments with of sculpture Thor and the Midgard-serpent reused and recut as 
Romanesque tympanum with St Michael and the Dragon. Not visited. 
Recorded as part of Halton (Lancs) in DB, presumably ITR. 1094 Roger, Count of Poitou, granted 
church to Sees Abbey (Normandy). By late 12C held as 7 small demesne blocks. 1246 Sees resolved 
long-running dispute with Archdeacon of Richmond by exchange of church and its 1/a ploughland, 
advowson and £2 pension. 
BONDLEIGH, Devon, St James Fig. 51 
D. B. Devon, 3,20 SS651048 
Nave S portal, no orders, foliate ornament on imposts and interlocking blind arches in voussoirs. Simple 
tympanum with Agnus Dei within rope mould roundel flanked by two birds of indeterminate species. 
Early Romanesque work. 
DB estate of Geoffrey, Bp of Coutances, in fee to one Drogo. After 1095 passed to Iudhael of Totness 
and held in honor of Barnstable. With Iudhael's heirs into 13C. Early 13C in fee to sub-tenant. Church 
apparently in gift of manor throughout period. 
BOOTHBY PAGNELL, Lincolnshire, Manor house Not illustrated 
Itupey 1999 SK970306 
Ground-level portal to surviving part of manor house buildings, no orders, with lintel and radiating 
rubble `voussoirs' stones. Surviving fabric dated to late twelfth century. 
Manor in gift of de Boothby family throughout period. 
BOTTISHAM, Cambridgeshire, Holy Trinity, Fig. 52 
D. B. Cambs, 17,1; Hall 1896, pp. 528 & 530; B. E. Cambs, p. 304 TL545605 
Tympanum block with Cross motif and possible fragments of red paint in recessed area of roundel 
framing Cross. 
Valuable DB manor of Walter Giffard remained with his heirs throughout period. Valuable church held 
by manor until gifted to Anglesey Priory (Cambs) with valuable manorial holding, however details of gift 
at present unclear. 
BOULTON, Derbyshire, St Mary Fig. 53 
Qox 1875-79, Vol. IV, pp. 156-60 SK381325 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop-type capitals, voussoirs with serrated edge chevron, and hoodmould 
with lozenges. Framed simple tympanum with rope moulding on lintel line. 
DB manor of Ralph Fitz Herbert held by Sacheverell family throughout rest of period. Chapelry of 
St 
Peter's, Derby, and hence in gift of Darley Abbey from c. 1146, though manor apparently nominated 
priest for Abt to present. 
BRADBOURNE, Kent, St Mary Fig. 54 
Basted 1797-1801, VoL VIII, pp. 14-27 TR104418 
Chancel N portal, no orders, simple trefoil tympanum framed by voussoirs and hoodmould with 
billet. 
DB demesne of Hugo de Montfort. Reverted to crown TRHI and granted to Robert de Ver, constable 
of England, who married the daughter of Hugo de Montfort. Early TRHII Robert granted church and 
some land to his foundation, Monks Horton Priory (Kent). 
BRAITHWELL, Yorkshire, West Riding, St James Fig. 55 
Hunter 1828-31, Vol. I, pp. 130-35 SK529947 
Nave S portal, reworked with remains of single order setting. Simple tympanum with geometric forms 
framed by rope moulding, in places chevrons. 
Main manor held by William de Warenne at DB, when 16 freemen recorded in addition to church and 
priest. Remained with his heirs subsequently. Church gifted by de Warenne to Lewis Priory (Sussex) on 
foundation 1077, though subordination to Conisbrough confirmed after dispute during 13C. 
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BRAMPTON ABBOTTS, Herefordshire, St Michael Fig. 56 
E. E. A. Vol. VII, Nos. 4& 330; Duncumb 1804-1915, Vol. II, pt i, pp. 329-34 S0621265 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop-type capitals, and simple tympanum. 
Manor gifted to Gloucester Abbey by RWI and retained throughout period. Chapelry of Ross-on-Wye 
(IIerefs), hence technically in gift of Bp of Hereford, though Gloucester probably exercised controlled. 
BRANDON, Lincolnshire, Village church, Dedication unknown Fig. 57 
D. B. Lines, 24,100 SK904482 
Nave S portal, no orders, hoodmould with lateral hollow, and lintel with chip-carving, tympanum with 
apparently part-completed chip-carved pattern, voussoirs. Early Romanesque work. Main manor held of 
Gilbert of Ghent by one Roger at DB. Subsequent manorial conditions as yet unclear. Chapelry of 
Hough-on-the-Hill (q. v. ). 
BRANSTON, Lincolnshire, All Saints Not illustrated 
D. B. Liucs, 31,11; Foulds 1994, Nos. 63-83; Taylor and Taylor 1965-78, p. 810 TF021673 
W tower W portal, Romanesque portal of single order with 19C tympanum setting that fills upper quarter 
of jamb level. May be derived from original form. 
Main manor a valuable demesne property of Walter Aincourt. Subsequent manorial conditions as yet 
unclear. Church apparently in gift of manor throughout period. Small land grants by Aincourts to 
Thurgarton Priory (Notts) made during later 12C. 
BREDWARDINE, Herefordshire, St Andrew Figs. 58-59 
D. B. Herefs, 19,5; Galbraith and Tait 1950, pp. 59 & 113 S0334445 
Nave S portal, single order, enriched cushion capitals, thick roll in voussoirs. Massive lintel with chip- 
carving and foliate star, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Nave N portal of similar form, but with no orders. Lintel with two anthropomorphic beasts under 
arches flanked by foliate stars and enriched columns. Remains of plain hoodmould, or order voussoirs. 
Both early Romanesque work. 
DB manor of Alfred of Marlborough. By 1160s held of Adam de Port by Ralph de Baskerville (tc. 1190- 
91), overlordship passing to William de Braose 1172, with whose heirs it remained. Church in gift of 
Wigmore Abbey from at least mid-12C. 
BRIDEKIRK, Cumberland, St Bride Figs. 60-61 
Nicolson and Bum 1777, Vol. II, pp. 98-106 NY117337 
Church entirely rebuilt mid 19C, from which one portal reset as Nave S portal. Single order, scallop 
capitals, cogwheel chevron with hollow and hoodmould with billet. Simple tympanum now cut to arch- 
base form with half-length frontal figure. Details wom, but apparently of similar character to that at 
Pennington (q. v. ). 
Manor held by kinsmen tenants of lords of Allerdale throughout period. Church gifted to Guisborough 
Priory (Yorks, N Riding) later TRHI by Waldeof, Ist lord of Allerdale, and remained with them 
throughout period. 
BRIMPSFIELD, Gloucestershire, St Michael Fig. 62 
T ". (, '. H. Glos, Vol. VII, pp. 140-49 S0943128 
Plain nave S portal, single order, no columns, simple tympanum and voussoirs. 
DB manor of Osbern Giffard and with his heirs into 14C. No tenants mentioned. Osbem's castle an 
important centre for his family. Church gifted to Fontenay Abbey earlier 12C, and small cell established 
with its own church. 
BRIMPTON, Berkshire, St Leonard Fig. 63 
T: [.;. H. Berks, Vol. IV, pp. 51-55 SU557647 
Nave S portal reworked. Tympanum block with framed, deeply recessed tympanum field with scale 
ornament and enriched Cross motif. -º 
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Shalford Manor in Brimpton held by Robert FitzGirold in DB and with his heirs throughout period. Chapelry of parochial church less than 'a mile away on Mortimer manor of Brimpton. Gifted with the Shalford manor to Hospitallers by mesne lord there, late 12C. 
BRINSOP, Herefordshire, St George Figs. 64-65 
Hamer 1992, pp. 235-40; Thurlby 1999, pp. 104-10 S0443448 
Reset int. nave N aisle, armed tympanum and voussoirs with St George and Dragon. Rider has no halo 
and a bird rests on his shoulder. Voussoirs with angels, figures, beasts and foliate forms. 
DB manor of Alfred of Marlborough passed to Bernard of Newmarch by 1088, and 1121 with his 
daughter, Sybill, by marriage to Miles of Gloucester. Remained with honor of Hereford subsequently, 
possibly in fee to Oliver de Merlimond mid 12C. Church in gift of manor, though Roger of Hereford 
may have intended it for Brecon Priory c. 1144. Tithes certainly gifted to Brecon by Bernard c. 1100. 
BRIZE NORTON, Oxfordshire, St Britius Figs. 66-67 
D. B. Oxon, 29,4; Hall 1896, p. 698; Salter 1907-08, esp. Nos. 13 & 22 SP300075 
Nave S portal, single order, lateral chevron on outer jambs, and enriched cushion capitals. Voussoirs 
with roll and saw-tooth, outer voussoirs with lateral chevron and hoodmould with hollow. Lintel with 
foliate enrichments and saw-tooth, tympanum with tree motif and checkerboard pattern under arc of 
foliate and geometric forms, and voussoirs with lateral chevron. 
Main DB manor held of Roger d'Ivry by one Fulk and passed by descent to honor of St Valery by mid 
12C. Church gifted to Eynsharn Abbey in later 12C by Walkelin Hareng, tenant of St Valery overlords. 
BROADWELL, Gloucestershire, St Paul Fig. 68 
Glos, Vol. VI, pp. 49-59 SP201288 
Reset in ext. W tower stairvice portal, framed tympanum with two geometric foliate stars flanking a 
central cross motif. Billet ornament on lintel line, and interlocking blind arcades in arc. 
Manor and church held by Evesham Abbey in DB and subsequently, with knightly tenants settled on 
parts of estate during 12C. Priest recorded in DB. 13C evidence shows manor an important supply 
centre for Evesham. 1202 Abt Roger retired there. 
BROMYARD, Herefordshire, St Peter Fig. 69 
D. B. Herefs, 2,49; Duncumb 1804-1915, Vol. II, pt i, pp. 65-90 S0656548 
Nave S portal, three orders, geometric, foliate and scallop-type capitals, enriched imposts, inner voussoirs 
with frontal chevron, middle order with enriched point-to-point chevron and outer with fret ornament. 
Simple tympanum, now with arch cut into it, with scale ornament and arc of beaded floral stars. Above 
portal, panels with St Peter and Cross, possibly in situ. 
Nave N portal, three orders, inner two orders with foliate human-head and geometric capitals, outer with 
free standing point-to-point chevron and enriched crosses on open face. Inner voussoirs with frontal 
chevron, others renewed, though two blocks enriched point-to-point chevron survive. Renewed simple 
tympanum with geometric forms; Keyser notes original tympanum with damaged sculpture, possibly 
figural. 
Chancel N portal, single order, geometric and foliate capitals, enriched imposts, frontal chevron with 
hollow, and renewed simple tympanum with diapering. 
Manor retained by Bp of Hereford throughout period. Part enfeoffed to three of Bp's knights. Small 
college of canons, founded 9C, survived throughout period. 
BROUGHTON POGGS, Oxfordshire, St Peter Figs. 70-71 
D. B. Oxon, 50,1; Salter 1907-08, Nos. 90 & 99 SP235038 
Nave S portal, no orders, simple lintel with recessed tympanum field that gives arch in upper edge, as if 
armed tympanum. Scratch-dial on lintel line. 
Nave N portal of identical form, but tympanum field contained within lintel and no scratch-dial. 
Valuable DB manor of Robert FitzMurdoch remained with his heirs throughout period. By late 12C in 
gift of Radulf Murdac. Church apparently in gift of manor throughout period. 
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BUCBLAND, Berkshire, now Oxfordshire, St Mary Figs. 72-73 
1'. (, '. H. Berks, Vol. IV, pp. 453-60 SU344984 
Nave S portal, two orders, cushion capitals, roll and hollow voussoirs, and hoodmould with chip-carving. 
Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Doorjambs and lintel cut back. 
Nave N portal of identical form, and unaltered. 
Main manorial holdings with Hugh of Buckland c. 1100, both in chief and in fee. Remained with his heirs 
and increased throughout period. Church in gift of Buckland family. 
BUILDWAS, Shropshire, St Mary & St Chad Not illustrated 
T '. (, '. H. Shrops, Vol. II, pp. 317-35; Keyser 1927, p. 9& pL 29F SJ642043 
Cloister E range, two portals each with multi-block arch-based tympanum. That to crypt under N 
transept with no orders, that to parlour with single order, scallop capitals and voussoirs with hollow. 
Portal linking N transept to crypt under N transept with no orders and arch-based multi-block 
tympanum. 
Tympanum with tree motif noted by Keyser in Abt's House or Infirmary Chapel not found during site 
visit, though Romanesque tympanum block with geometric forms of unknown provenance was recorded 
in the Abt's House. 
Cistercian house initially founded for Savignacs 1135 by Roger de Clinton, Bp of Coventry & Lichfield. 
BULLEY, Gloucestershire, St Michael Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, pp. 317 S0762198 
Nave S portal, two orders, inner order with geometric volute capitals and frontal chevron in voussoirs. 
Outer continuous order with point-to-point chevron. Simple tympanum with roll on lintel line and in 
arc. 
DB manor of Walter Balistarius (the Gunner) not recorded again until 13C when still in lay fee. Chapelry 
of Churcham (q. v. ) and hence in gift of Gloucester Abbey throughout period. 
BURFORD, Oxfordshire, St John the Baptist Not illustrated 
D. B. Oxon, B, 6 & 7,36 SP253124 
Int. crossing tower stairvice portal, no orders, massive lintel, recessed simple tympanum and voussoirs. 
Valuable estate held by Odo of Bayeux at DB passed to honor of Gloucester. Church held by Keynsham 
Abbey (Somerset) from 1167x72, gifted by William, earl of Gloucester and retained subsequently. 
BURGH BY SANDS, Cumberland, St Michael Not illustrated 
Nicolson and Bum 1777, Vol. II, pp. 216-22; Keyser 1927, p. 9 NY328591 
Tympanum fragments noted by Keyser with beast carvings int. W tower not visible either because now 
destroyed or hidden by panelling. 
Centre of barony held by Robert Trevers early 12C and passed by marriage to de Morvill family by 
TRSteph. Retained till late 12C when divided between two heiresses. Church gifted TRHII to 
Holmcultram Abbey (Cumb'd) by Hugh de Morvill for provision of lighting. 
BURY, Huntingdonshire, Holy Cross Fig. 74 
l GH. Hunts, Vol. II, pp. 164-67; Hicks 1997, pp. 34,240-41 '11.287838 
Nave W portal, now int. W tower, two orders, cushion and scallop-type capitals, inner voussoirs with 
double roll and strip moulding, outer with thick roll. Hoodmould with chip-carving. lintel, tympanum 
of opus rrticulatum, and voussoirs. Early Romanesque work. 
Held by Ramsey Abbey from 1OC, as berewick of Wistow (q. v. ). Late 11C Ramsey established manor 
centred at Bury for provision of monastery and by 1178 Wistow described as berewick of Bury. Church 
recorded in DB, but unclear if at Bury or Wistow. 1114x1133 Siward, clerk of Wistow, surrendered lands 
and churches he had had from Abt and received them back as life-grant. 1139 church at Bury described 
as `the chapel near the monastery where the Abt's servants hear divine service'. 1178 Wistow described 
as chapelry of Bury. 
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BYTON, Herefordshire, St Mary Fig. 75 
D. B. Herefs, 24,2; Galbraith and Tait 1950, pp. 64 & 119-20 S0371642 
Reset ext. nave N wall substantial fragment of tympanum block with Agnus Dei in roundel flaked by 
knotted interlace motifs. 
DB manor of Osbem FitzRichard and apparently remained with his heirs subsequently. Church in gift 
of Wigmore Abbey from at least mid-12C. 
CABOURNE, Lincolnshire, St Nicholas Fig. 76 
D. B. Lincs, esp. 14,39 22,8 & 25,9; Stenton 1920, esp. Nos. 235,238 & 255-56; TA139019 
Foster and Langley 1924, p. 247; Stenton 1934, Nos. 323-24 & 267; Smith 2000, No. 113 
Nave N portal, no orders, hoodmould and renewed simple tympanum. W tower W portal, no orders, 
simple tympanum, voussoirs and hoodmould. 
Multiple estates at DB in lay fee apparently retained in lay fee throughout period. Land gifts to 
Newhouse Abbey made by various lords after 1143. By TRJ part held in fee by members of Caboume 
family. Church in lay gift until 1219. 
CANFORD MAGNA, Dorset, Village church, Dedication unknown, Fig. 77 
Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. III, pp. 286-313; Hall 2000, p. 90 SZ032988 
Nave S portal, single order with volute capitals, and keel roll moulding in voussoirs. Trefoil head 
tympanum constructed from wedge-shaped stones and with rolls on cusps. 
Chancel N portal, now int., communicating chancel N aisle. No orders and damaged armed tympanum. 
Manor held by Edward of Salisbury 1086 and with his heirs, who became earls of Salisbury. Edward's 
son Walter granted land to Bradenstoke Priory (Wilts) which he founded 1139. Further grants TRHII, 
and although church included, sanction sought from earl of Salisbury for 1256 appropriation to priory. 
CANTERBURY, Kent, Christ Church Cathedral Figs. 79-81 
L . G. H. Kent, Vol. II, pp. 113-21; Woodman 1981, esp. p. 131; Kahn 1991, Appendix II TR151579 
Int. Trinity Chapel stairvice portals flanking Corona, each with single order and acanthus capitals of 
polished Purbeck, voussoirs with roll and hollow, and simple tympanum of polished Purbeck. 
Main portal to Cellarer's Hall, or domus hospitium, no orders, doorjambs with thick shafts and acanthus 
capitals. Multi-block arch-based tympanum with roll and dogtooth on lintel line and voussoir arc. 
Tympanum field with badly worn figure generally identified as St Thomas Becket. Badly decayed supra- 
portal setting with single order and what is thought to be remains of Christ enthroned. 
Seat of primate Abp of English Church and cathedral priory one of most powerful monastic 
communities in England. 
CANTERBURY, Kent, St Augustine Not illustrated 
F. C. H. Kent, Vol. II, pp. 136-33; E. R. A. No. 160 TR155578 
Block carved with dragon, probably from cusp of tympanum-like setting (q. v. Ely, Monk's Door). 
St Augustine's foundation remained one of most important monastic houses in England. 
CANTLEY, Yorkshire, West Riding, St Wilfrid Fig. 82 
Hunter 1828-3 1, Vol. I, pp. 81-85 SE619015 
Chancel S portal, no orders, simple lintel with recessed lunette and slightly arched doorhead. 
DB manor of Geoffrey Alselin passed to Robert de Calz TRHI and remained with his heirs subsequently. 
Church with manor throughout period. 
CARDINGTON, Shropshire, St James Not illustrated 
I C. H. Slirops, Vol. X, pp. 22-44 S0506952 
Nave N portal, no orders, reworked, with simple tympanum. 
Main DB manor held by tenant of Roger of Montgomery, and passed to Alan FitzFlaad and his heirs, the 
FitzAlans. Church controlled by manor of Lydley, held by lords of Pulverbatch. Emma Pulverbatch 
held it in her marriage portion by 1150s when she granted manor to Templars. Church apparently gifted 
by FitzAlans. Appears Arnulf, parson in 1185, employed a married priest as curate. 
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CARLETON-IN-LINDRICK, Nottinghamshire, All Saints, now St John the Evangelist Fig. 83 
Throsby 1790-96, Vol. III, pp. 408-14 SK588839 
Reset above chancel S portal, lintel block with geometric forms set around arc of beading and rolls. 
Valuable DB manor of Roger de Busli and his tenant Turold remained with each man's heirs throughout 
period. Turold's successor, Roger de Chevrolcourt, founded house of Benedictine nuns at Wallingwells, 
within parish 1140x44. Church recorded in DB and in gift of manor, with portion granted to nuns of 
Wallingwells on foundation. 
CASSINGTON, Oxfordshire, St Peter Not illustrated 
1'. (, '. H. Oxon, Vol. XII, pp. 36-54 SP455107 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion capitals, thick roll, small roll and hollow in voussoirs, and 
hoodmould with saw-tooth. Lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. Nave N portal apparently of 
simpler form, though possibly cut back to accommodate modem timber structures. 
Parish with several manors. Main mesne lord from TRHI Geoffrey de Clinton and his heirs, holding of 
both Lacy and Arsic overlords. Church founded by de Clinton before 1123 as chapelry of Eynesham, 
which retained burial rights and right of presentation. 
CASTLE FROME, Herefordshire, St Michael Fig. 84 
Rainer 1992, pp. 276-77 S0667458 
Nave S portal, no orders, massive lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Nave W portal of identical form. 
Chancel S portal, no orders, simple lintel with recessed tympanum field cut above thick lintel line. Early 
Romanesque work. 
DB manor of Roger de Lacy held by Payn FitzJohn 1115-1137, Miles of Gloucester 1137-43 and his son 
Roger until 1155. Regained by Gilbert de Lacy by 1160. Castle built early in Norman period, one of six 
demesne castles in honour of Weobley. Church in gift of manor. 
CASTLEMORTON, Worcestershire, St Gregory Fig. 85 
1' (C. H. Worcs, Vol. W, pp. 49-53 S0795373 
Nave N portal, single order, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with frontal chevron with hollow. Hood- 
mould with saw-tooth. Framed simple tympanum with Agnus Dei. 
Nave S portal of similar, but simpler form. 
Manor not in DB. By mid 12C with branch of Foliot family holding of Westminster Abbey's manor at 
Longdon (Worcs), which they also held from 1154x66 onwards. Castle TRS. Chapelry of Longdon. 
Westminster permitted Foliots to arrange provision in churches on land held of them. 
CASTOR, Soke of Peterborough, St Kyneburga Figs. 86-87 
T. (,. H. Northants, Vol. II, pp. 472-81; King 1973, esp. Cbs. 7-8; Hicks 1997, pp. 30-31,235-38 TL125986 
Reset above S porch, portal parabolic framed simple tympanum block with half-length majestic Christ 
and two circular geometric devices. Lintel-line with interlace design, arc with paired foliate scroll. 
Ext. S chancel tympanum-shaped block with hoodmould and dedicatory inscription dated to 1124. 
Main manor in demesne of Peterborough Abbey throughout Middle Ages. Two other manors enfeoffed 
to knights in service of Abt. 1133x1155, one Richard and a priest took `the church at Castor and 34 of 
the land and held it' for half a fee. This Richard granted church back when he entered Peterborough 
Abbey. Church an important ecclesiastical centre and ultimately in Abt's gift. 
CATON, Lancashire, St Paul Fig. 88 
V. C. H. Lancs, Vol. VIII, pp. 79-85 SD532677 
Built into ext. W end nave N aisle, sections of Romanesque portal of two orders with scallop capitals, roll 
voussoirs and hollow hoodmould, and other medieval carved stones. Tympanum block cut back such 
that crescent survives. Apparently depicted complex scene with Adam and Eve, other figures and beasts. 
Manor part of honor of Lancaster and held by lords of Heysham from at least later 12C. Church 
apparently controlled by manor until mid 13C when surrendered to church of Lancaster. 
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CAVESWALL, Staffordshire, St Peter Fig. 89 
VC' fl Staffs, Vol IV, p. 241 & 263; Cockin 2000, p. 126 SJ952428 
Fragment of tympanum block set int. N nave aisle with central figure flanked by two winged quadrupeds, 
probably griffins, which grasp the figure's body. 
DB manor of Robert of Stafford retained by his heirs and held in fee by de Caveswall family. Included in 
DB holding a'/z share in Stoke church. c. 1150 Robert de Stafford confirmed gift to Stone Priory (Staffs) 
made by Walter de Caveswall of his share in Stoke church. Caveswall church itself in gift of manor until late 13C when gifted to St Thomas' Priory near Stafford. 
CHADDESLEY CORBETT, Worcestershire, St Cassian Fig. 90 
L : (:. H. Worcs, Vol. III, pp. 35-43 S0892737 
Fragment of tympanum reset int. W tower. Remains of Christ enthroned below knees and part of angel 
framed by mandorla and supporting Christ's mandorla. 
Manor held by branch of Foliot family of honor of Gloucester from early 12C. Church an A-S minster 
with 2 priests recorded in DB. Gifted to Tewkesbury Abbey by Robert FitzHaimon. However, dispute 
with Tewkesbury c. 1200 show manor presented several times during 12C and matter settled in favour of 
manor. 
CHADWELL ST MARY, Essex, St Mary, Not illustrated 
Morant 1768, Vol. I, pp. 228-32 TQ646785 
Nave N portal, remains of Romanesque portal preserved above later medieval portal. Voussoir stones 
with chip-carving framing multi-block tympanum with geometric foliate motifs. 
Four manors at DB, of which Bp of London's most important. 13C Bp's tenant presented a priest. 
CHARNEY BASSETT, Berkshire, now Oxfordshire, St Peter Fig. 91 
1/ C. H. Berks, Vol. IV, pp. 466-71 SU382945 
Reset int. chancel N wall, framed simple tympanum block with beading around perimeter, arc of foliate 
sprays and central figure flanked by two griffin-like beasts. He grasps their necks, they bite his upper 
arms. Head reset at apex of block. 
Manor with Abingdon Abbey throughout period as part of estates centred on Longworth. Chapelry of 
Abingdon's church at Longworth. 
CHASTLETON, Oxfordshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
D. B. Oxoxi, 7,54-58 11,2 24,7 58,36; Salter 1907-08, No. 69; E. E. A. Vol. I, No. 53 SP249291 
Nave N portal, no orders, eroded simple tympanum, unclear if originally carved, and hoodmould. 
Multiple estates recorded in DB, including important holdings of Robert d'Oilly and Winchcombe 
Abbey. Four hides gifted to Eynsham Abbey by Henry d'Oilly 1152x54. Church gifted to Osney Abbey 
by d'Oillys before c. 1143x47. 
CHECKENDON, Oxfordshire, St Peter & St Paul Not illustrated 
D. B. Oxon, 43,2; Salter 1930, esp. pp. 1-7 SU664831 
Nave S portal, single order, inhabited capitals, thick roll in voussoirs, and hoodmould with scale 
ornament. Renewed lintel, with billet, and tympanum with Cross motif, and original voussoirs with 
beaded lattice. 
DB manor of Alfred, nephew of Wigot, reverted to Crown and RHI gifted it to Queen Adela, who gifted 
it to her cousin Milicent, wife of Robert Marmion. Passed to their son Robert (tc. 1185) and his heirs. 
Church gifted to Coventry Cathedral Priory by Robert Marmion c. 1160x75. 
CHEPSTOW, Monmouthshire, Castle Figs. 92-93 
B. U': Moiunouth, pp. 168-82; Knight 1991 ST533941 
Main entry portal to hall-keep, no orders, lintel with chip-carving, tympanum of chip-carved opus 
reticulatum, and two arcs of voussoirs with chip-carving. Tympanum setting repeated on inside face of 
doorway, though with multi-blocks, apparently chip-carved, rather than opus rrticulatum, and thickness of 
wall between filled with rubble. Early Romanesque work. -º 
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Castle started by William FitzOsbem (t1071) and hall-keep seen as complete by forfeiture of Roger of Breteuil 1075. Held by crown subsequently. 
CHERINGTON, Gloucestershire, St Nicholas Figs. 94-95 
I" (M. Glos, Vol. IV, pp. 166-75 ST903984 
Reset above nave N portal, tympanum block with two apposed felines, also 19C inscription. 
Above doorway at Cherington Park, armed-tympanum formally in nave S portal, with scale ornament, 
sundial and beasts. 
Manor in honor of Wallingford from TRWI until 16C. Earlier 12C evidence for tenant and evidence also 
for small manorial holdings. Church apparently an A-S foundation and Wallingford manor held 
advowson throughout period. 
CHEWTON MENDIP, Somerset, St Mary Magdalen Fig. 96 
Collinson 1791, Vol. II, pp. 115-20 ST597532 
Nave S portal, two orders, enriched scallop-type capitals, plain inner order voussoirs, outer with stepped 
lateral chevron of two rolls divided by row of bead ornament and fillets. Hoodmould with chamfer. 
Multi-block arch-based tympanum with defined lintel line. 
Valuable DB manor ITR TRHII in fee to Geoffrey Martel and with his heirs subsequently. Church and 
its property held by Abt of Jumieges at DB, assessed at £2. Confirmation of RHII to Jumieges included 
six chapelries. Evidence suggests crown retained role in presentations. 
CHIGWELL, Essex, St Mary Fig. 97 
L : CH. Essex, Vol. IV, pp. 18-43 TQ440940 
Nave S portal, half order and single full order with cushion capitals, angle chevron in voussoirs, 
hoodmould missing. Multi-block arch-based tympanum with voussoirs. Tympanum field with multi- 
block diaper composition (q. v. Orsett & South Weald). Heavily over-painted. 
Overlordship of main manor with de Limesi family throughout period. Alan de Limesi enfeoffed 
Richard de Lucy. Richard enfeoffed William de Goldingham and he Ralph Brito. Brito forfeited TRRI. 
TRJ lordship in dispute. Advowson later rested with mesne lord of main manor. 
CHILLENDEN, Kent, All Saints Not illustrated 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. X, pp. 95-98 TR269537 
Nave S portal no orders, renewed lintel, tympanum now with rubble and voussoirs with rolls and hollow. 
Hoodmould with chamfer. 
Nave N portal almost entirely 19C, with 19C Agnus Dei tympanum, though may be derived from 
original form. 
DB enfeoffed by Odo of Bayeux to Osbern FitzLetard. William de Northwic presented church to Leeds 
Priory (Kent), late TRHII. 
CHILMARK, Wiltshire, St Margaret Not illustrated 
V. (, '. H. Wilts, Vol. XIII, pp. 114-26 ST970328 
Ext. W wall N nave aisle, single order, cushion capitals, voussoirs with angle roll and hollow. Recut and 
reset during 1856 restorations by Wyatt. Lintel, recessed tympanum and voussoirs. 
Demesne of Wilton Abbey THE and remained so. Minor smallholdings in fee from at least 13C. 
Quarrying a major industrial activity. Church with Wilton throughout period. 
CHISLET, Kent, St Mary Fig. 98 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol IX, pp. 101-09 TR224643 
Int. central tower stairvice portal, no orders, timber lintel and multi-block tympanum with geometric 
forms including crosses and enriched rings. 
Valuable manor held by St Augustine's throughout Middle Ages. Four knights in Abt's service held land 
there in DB, church and its value also mentioned. 1128 church appropriated to abbey's infirmary. 
Vicarage not ordained until 1345. 
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CHOLSEY, Berkshire, now Oxfordshire, St Mary Fig. 99 
I : (:. H. Berks, Vol. III, pp. 296-303 SU584870 
Nave S portal, single order, geometric capitals, serrated edge chevron and hoodmould with pellets. Tympanum from massive lintel and multiple blocks, set with recessed field itself cut with geometric design, possibly unfinished, and framed by thick arc that is continuous with doorjambs. 
ITR until RHI gifted main manor as part of foundation of Reading Abbey. Abts maintained residence 
there. Remainder enfeoffed by crown. Church possibly site of monastery destroyed c. 1006. In DB it 
held I hide assessed at £4 and two priests. RWI gifted it to Mont Saint-Michel. Church passed to 
Reading, part of exchange initiated by RHII. 
CHULMLEIGH, Devon, St Mary Magdalene, Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 12; B. E. Devon, p. 265 SS687142 
Panel with Crucifixion scene reset above nave south portal recorded by Keyser as a tympanum. 
However, nothing to indicate its original location. Not included in corpus. 
CHURCH HANBOROUGH, Oxfordshire, St Peter & St Paul Figs. 100-01 
V. C. H. Oxon, Vol. VII, pp. 164-76 SP426128 
Nave S portal, now built into cupboard and inaccessible (BE. reports built into boiler room). Keyser 
1927 Fig. 8 shows it with single order, cushion capitals, voussoirs with thick roll, and simple tympanum 
with Maltese Cross motif. 
Nave N portal, single order, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with roll and hollow, hoodmould with saw- 
tooth. Simple tympanum with St Peter enthroned, flanked by Lion of St Mark and Agnus Dei, beneath 
two arcs of rope moulding divided by strip of billet. 
Early TRHI, manor ITR, having been fee of Walter of Ghent. Later 12C evidence suggests manor given 
to Walter's sister, mistress of RHI. 1156 and 1194 accounted as ITR suggesting claim of Simon, earl of 
Northampton, husband of Walter's granddaughter, failed. RHI granted church to Reading Abbey 1.1130. 
Reading controlled pre sentations. 
CHURCHAM, Gloucestershire, St Andrew Not illustrated 
V. (.. H. Glos, Vol. X, pp. 11-29 S0768183 
Nave N portal, single order, much renewed. Voussoirs with cogwheel chevron including hollow. 
Massive lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. 
Held as two manors by Gloucester Abbey since 8C and remained with them. Abt of Gloucester 
maintained residence there. Church first recorded 1100 when appropriated with chapelry at Bulley (q. v. ). 
Vicarage instituted c. 1200. 
CLANFIELD, Oxfordshire, St Stephen Not illustrated 
D. B. Oxon, 29,18 SP284022 
Nave S portal, no orders, simple tympanum with scratch-dial and arc of chevron formed from alternating 
recessed triangles. 
Valuable DB manor of Robert d'Oilly's tenant Payne, and apparently remain with heirs of both 
throughout period. Church gifted to Elstow Abbey (q. v. ) but details unclear. 
CLAPTON-IN-GORDANO, Somerset, St Michael, Fig. 102 
Colliuson 1791, Vol. III, pp. 177-79 ST468736 
Nave S portal totally reworked 15C incorporating Romanesque tympanum block with remnants of 
painted Maltese cross of undetermined date. 
Held of Geoffrey, Bp of Coutances, by one Herluin at DB. After forfeiture of Geoffrey's heir in 1095 
passed to honor of Gloucester and TRHI in fee to de Clapton family with whom it remained throughout 
period. Church in gift of manor. 
CLAPTON-ON-THE-HILL, Gloucestershire, St James Fig. 103 
V. C. H. Glos, Vol. VI, pp. 59-63 SP164180 
Nave S portal, no orders, lintel and simple tympanum with chamfer on lower edge. Proportions suggest 
early Romanesque work. - 
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Not in DB, but when first documented, late 12C, in Evesham Abbey's Bourton-on-the-Water estate. 
Chapelry of Bourton-on-the-Water. 
CLEOBURY MORTIMER, Shropshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
Eyton 1854-60, Vol. IV, pp. 193-228 S0677761 
Loose block with Agnus Dei noted by Keyser not found during site visit and not known of by 
churchwarden. 
Demesne manor of Mortimer honor of Wigmore throughout period. Priest recorded in DB assessed 
with villagers. Church gifted to Wigmore Abbey (Herefs) by Hugh Mortimer as part of foundation grant 
after transfer from Shobdon during 1170s. 
CLIBURN, Westmorland, St Cuthbert Not illustrated 
Nicolson and Bum 1777, Vol. I, pp. 457-60 NY588245 
Nave S portal, no orders with lintel, simple tympanum and voussoirs with lateral chevron. Lintel carved 
with figure at each end. 
Two manors recorded, earliest evidence TREI. Gift of church to St Mary's, York, confirmed TRHI, 
donor unknown, remaining with monks until TREI. 
CLIFFORD CHAMBERS, Gloucestershire, now Warwickshire, St Helen Fig. 104 
L'. C. H. Warwks, Vol. VI, pp. 207-16 SP198523 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop capitals, roll and hollow in voussoirs, hoodmould with possible egg 
and dart ornament form. Tympanum with large irregular block with scratch dial, smaller irregular blocks 
and rubble. 
1086 held by Roger de Bush of Queen Mathilda. Priest recorded at DB. By 1099 manor and church 
gifted to St Peter's Gloucester, and retained throughout period, apparently in demesne. 
CLIFTON, Westmorland, St Cuthbert Not illustrated 
Nicolson and Bum 1777, Vol I, pp. 414-20 NY533271 
Nave S portal, no orders with uncarved or effaced simple tympanum framed by voussoirs. Reworked. 
Manor enfeoffed to Gilbert Eugaine by Hugh de Morville TRHII and remained with his heirs. Church 
apparently in gift of manor but some dues remained with St Bees. 
CLIFTON HAMPDEN, Oxfordshire, St Michael & All Angels Fig. 105 
V. (! H. Oxon, VoL VII, pp. 16-27 SU547956 
Fragment reset int nave S aisle depicting boar-hunting scene with boar on L facing two quadrupeds, 
presumably hounds, and huntsman set frontally. 
Part of Dorchester assessment at DB and during 12C held in three fees by three knights in service of Bp 
of Lincoln. Church part of Dorchester Abbey's endowment and remained chapelry with few rights 
throughout period. 
CLOWNE, Derbyshire, St John the Baptist Not illustrated 
(ox 1875-79, Vol. I, pp. 193-98 SK488754 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion-type capitals, voussoirs with thick roll and hollow, and tympanum 
with massive lintel. 
DB manor of king's thane, Emwy, and apparently remained in fee subsequently. Church with manor 
until gifted by Robert de Menil to Worksop Priory (Notts) by TRHII. 
COLCHESTER, Essex, Castle Fig. 106-07 
Kahn 1982, p. 33-34 11998254 
Suggested by Kahn that main entry portal originally constructed with tympanum. This remains possible, 
but nothing in form of archivolt, or scale and dimensions of portal confirms this hypothesis. Not 
included in corpus. 
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COLD ASTON or ASTON BLANK, Gloucestershire, St Andrew Fig. 106-07 
Rudder 1779, p. 238 SP128198 
Nave S portal, single order, schematised foliate capitals, roll and chamfer in voussoirs, and hoodmould 
with billet and chip-carving. Armed tympanum and voussoirs. Honeycomb chip-carving in tympanum 
field (q. v. Condicote) and foliate ornament in lintel field. 
Blocked N portal similar, but simpler form, with and no orders. lintel line with chip-carving. Main DB manor held by one Drogo of Bp of Worcester, and similarly by successors throughout period. Advowson with Malvern Priory by 13C, though no date for gift. 
COLESHILL, Berkshire, now Oxfordshire, Former chapel, Dedication unknown Fig. 108 
.. H. Berks, Vol. N, pp. 517-23 SU235938 
Reset ext. W end of fairly substantial building, possibly a chapel and now a barn at Strattenborough 
Castle. Tympanum block with Agnus Dei in roundel with foliate ornament. Archaeological situation as 
yet unclear. Early Romanesque work. Pt . aý, wt , 
lv shelf J4 I&. ä. nj4 
Manorial and ecclesiastical circumstances in relation to possible chapel unclear, both in own right and in 
relationship to principal manor held by St Mary's, Winchester and by mid 12C in fee to members of de 
Coleshill family. 
COLN ROGERS, Gloucestershire, St Andrew Fig. 109 
Rudder 1779, p. 386 SP088098 
Nave S portal, single order, multi-scallop capitals, and simple tympanum. Early Romanesque work. 
Manor ITR in DB, but by 1105 Roger of Gloucester was tenant. He gifted manor and church to 
Gloucester Abbey for his soul after he had been mortally wounded. TRS village named Coln St Andrew. 
COLN ST DENIS, Gloucestershire, St Denis Fig. 110 
b . C. H. Glos, Vol. VIII, pp. 28-34 SP087109 
Three portals with uncarved tympana, each with no orders, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Chamfered 
hoodmould in both portals in S side of nave. SW portal more ornate, with roll moulding on jambs and 
billet in hoodmould. SE with joggled lintel. Int. central tower stair-vice portal characterised by small 
tympanum and large tympanum voussoirs. 
Church and manor by Abbey of Saint-Denis from 1069, part of division of estates associated with 
Deerhurst. No 12C evidence for tenants. 
CONDICOTE, Gloucestershire, St Nicholas Fig. 111 
V(:. H. Glos, Vol. VI, pp. 63-72 SP152284 
Nave S portal with two orders, capitals as at Beckford (q. v. ), inner order, thick roll voussoirs with beaded 
cable ornament, outer order frontal chevron, zigzag and hoodmould with hollow chamfer. Small roll on 
doorjambs. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Tympanum with honeycomb chip-carving (q. v. Cold 
Aston), geometric design on lintel. Voussoirs with lateral chevron. 
Multiple estates during 12C. Most important mesne lord was Hugh of Condicote, who held land from 
Miles of Gloucester, who held of Bp of Worcester, and from Margaret de Bohun. Chapelry of 
Oddington, but advowson controlled by successors of Hugh of Condicote. 
CONISBROUGH, Yorkshire, West Riding, Castle Fig. 112 
Hunter 1828-31, Vol. I 98-123; Johnson 1988 SK515989 
Main entrance portal to keep, curved with building, no orders, jointed lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Castle established later 11C, present fabric of later 12C. 
Principal manor of de Warenne's in Yorks throughout period, passing by marriage to Hamelin 
Plantagenet 1163. 
COPFORD, Essex, St Mary Not illustrated 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 195-97, Fernie 2000, p. 239 11935227 
Nave N portal, two orders, cushion and volute capitals, roll and hollow in voussoirs. Lintel, tympanum 
and voussoirs. Doorjambs and lintel renewed, tympanum and its voussoirs of tile or brick. If not 
original, probably follows original forms (q. v. Great Clacton). - 
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Chancel N portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum of brick or tile, and voussoirs. Manor with Bp of London from 10C. TRWI manor granted to Robert Gemon, but main manor 
remained with Bp. Church probably served Bp's residence. 
CORFE. Dorset, Castle, Not illustrated 
Anon Corfe 1999; RC. HM. E. Dorset, Vol. II Part I, esp. pp. 71-74 & pl. 86 SY958823 
Main portal of keep fragmentary but cannot be discounted that it contained a tympanum. 
In passage between keep and S annexe two square-headed doorways, each with no orders, lintels, 
tympana and voussoirs. Both later 11C or TRHI. 
First floor level portal with single order, volute capitals, thick roll and hollow voussoirs, hoodmould with 
billet, and massive lintel and multi-block tympanum. Portal served chapel of St Mary. 
Site a significant focus of royal power in the region and in DB assessed with Wareham. Royal 
fortification may date from 10C. Castle begun TRWI but Keep TRHI with subsequent alterations. 
CORLEY, Warwickshire, Village church, Dedication unknown Not illustrated 
. (, '. H. Warwks, Vol. IV, pp. 57-60 SP302851 
Nave S portal, much renewed. Volute-type capitals, imposts with lozenges, roll and hollow in voussoirs, 
and hoodmould with chamfer. Renewed simple tympanum with chip-carving. 
Held at DB by THE tenant, one Godwin. No further detail noted as yet until c. 1190 when held by Adam 
de Ringesdon, though circumstances of lordship unclear. Church in gift of manor until gifted to 
Coventry Cathedral Priory by Adam after c. 1190. 
CORNWELL, Oxfordshire, St Peter Not illustrated 
D. B. Oxon, 59,26; Salter 1907-08, esp. Nos. 7& 22 SP274272 
Nave N portal, no orders with chamfer around doorway, and simple tympanum. 
DB manor held by Ansketel of Graye, assessed as part of former lands of William FitzOsbem. Tithes 
gifted to Eynsham Abbey by 1109 by Richard de Graye. Later 12C held by Stephen de Punsold, who 
with his wife Alice gifted church to Eynsham 1189x91. 
COVENTRY, Warwickshire, Herbert Art Gallery & Museum Not illustrated 
Woodfield 1963 SP335790 
Block from arch-based tympanum with foliate forms. Discovered 1963, near site of Cathedral Priory, 
but without diagnostic archaeological context. 
COVINGTON, Huntingdonshire, St Margaret Fig. 113 
V. (:. H. Hunts, VoL III, pp. 38-41 TL054708 
Nave N portal, no orders, hoodmould with hollow chamfer, and framed simple tympanum with roll and 
hollow in arc and apposed beasts, probably lion and griffin. 
Main manor held by Roger d'Ivery at DB, of which two hides held by men-at-arms in his service. 
Overlordship passed to St Valery family by TRJ, and two-hide manor probably held by members of the 
Bayeux family during 12C. 1225 Fulk de Bayeux controlled the advowson. 
CROWLE, Lincolnshire, St Oswald Not illustrated 
D. B. Liucs, 63,15 SE772130 
Nave W portal, no orders, massive lintel recessed tympanum of opus reticulatum, and voussoirs. Partly 
obscured by timber case of clock movement. 
Valuable DB manor, and church, held of Geoffrey of La Guerche by Abt of St German's, Selby, and 
retained by abbey throughout period. 
CROXDALE, Durham, St Bartholomew? Fig. 114 
Surtees 1816-40, Vol. IV. 2, pp. 113-22 NZ274379 
Nave S portal, no orders. Armed tympanum with voussoirs, all framed by order of voussoirs. Chip- 
carving on lintel line and foliate ornament in tympanum field. Possibly Tree of We (B. E) but also 
identified as crucifixion and the Cross. Early Romanesque work. - 
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First tenant mentioned late 13C. Chapelry of St Oswald's, Durham, founded by Bp. de St Calais, late 
11C. and controlled by Bp of Durham until Bp Puiset gifted both to cathedral priory. 
CUDWORTH, Somerset, St Michael Fig. 115 
V: [:. H. Somerset, Vol IV, pp. 141-47; E. E. A. VoL X, No. 164 ST373108 
Nave N portal, single order, foliate-type capitals, roll and hollow voussoirs and hoodmould with chamfer. 
Multi-block tympanum with canted lintel. Remaining space incorporating foliate ornament. Portal may be reset. 
DB held by Roger of Arundel. No further evidence until c. 1189x91 Alan de Fumellis, who held land in Cudworth, gifted the church to Wells Cathedral who used it to endow a prebend. 
CURY, Cornwall, St Gunwalloe Fig. 116 
Henderson 1955-60, pp. 137-40 SW677213 
Nave S portal, single order with enriched scallop-type capitals and fret ornament on outer jambs. 
Voussoirs with form of point-to-point chevron and hoodmould with pellet ornament. Simple tympanum 
with interlocking circles framed by lateral chevron extended from doorjambs where enriched with bead 
ornament and hyphenated, similar to Mylor N portal (q. v. ). 
Manor not in DB, but Lizard Peninsular held by tenants of count of Mortain. Passed to Robert of 
Gloucester and his heir William. Subsequently with earldom of Cornwall. Chapelry of Breage. Granted 
to Richard the Clerk by Robert of Gloucester after whose death (1147) gifted to St James Priory, Bristol, 
Tewkesbury Abbey's cell. Endowment unclear since 1246 Richard earl of Cornwall secured gift of 
Breage and its chapels to Hailes Abbey. 
DAMERHAM, Wiltshire, now Hampshire, St George Fig. 117 
[: (, '. H. Hants, Vol. IV, pp. 586-91 SU107158 
Tympanum block reset above nave S portal depicting equestrian knight with sword and kite-shaped 
shield riding down figure with battle-axe and round shield. Figural form in extreme R comer indistinct. 
Wider fabric indicates at least two building campaigns during 12C. 
Valuable endowment held by Glastonbury Abbey from late 10C. Most of estate held in demesne, but also 
three fees recorded in DB for which 13C evidence suggests continuity of lordship. One hide also held by 
Cranborne Abbey. Church in gift of Glastonbury throughout period. 
DANBY WISKE, Yorkshire, North Riding, Village church, Dedication unknown Fig. 118 
V(:. H. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. IV, pp. 172-76 SE338984 
Nave S portal, single order, shafts missing, rolls in voussoirs and simple tympanum with large central 
figure flanked by two others, all facing viewer. Worn and iconography unclear. Suggestions include 
weighing of souls. Early Romanesque work. 
Held of honor of Richmond throughout period as three manorial blocks. Church controlled by 
Richmond overlord. 
DARLEY DALE, Derbyshire, St Helen Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 14 SK267629 
Keyser noted block carved with beasts and identified as tympanum fragment, but insufficient survives to 
demonstrate this. Not included in corpus. 
DINTON, Buckinghamshire, St Peter & St Paul Figs. 119-21 
L . C.. H. Bucks, VoL II, pp. 271-81; Kendall 1998, catalogue SP767110 
Nave S portal, two orders, doorjambs with heart-shaped ornament, inner columns with spiral, imposts 
enriched, L capitals geometric, R2oomorphic. Outer order with cogwheel chevron with roll and hollow, 
continuing in voussoirs, broken by implied capitals only. Inner voussoirs with angle roll and hollow. 
Hoodmould continuous order with billet. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Tympanum and voussoirs a 
single block. Lintel with St Michael and the Dragon, saint armed with a Cross, soffit face with interlace. 
Voussoir field with beaded interlace. Tympanum with central tree motif and bipedal beasts with curled 
tails feeding of fruits. Date of moralising inscription has been questioned. - 
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Passed from Odo of Bayeux to Muchesney family who retained it subsequently. Other minor manorial 
units, some held of Muchesneys. Agnes de Muchesney granted church to Godstow Abbey TRHII and 
thereafter abbess controlled presentations. Portal probably predates gift to Godstow. 
DITTERIDGE, Wiltshire, St Christopher Fig. 122 
D. B. Wilts, 32,11 ST818696 
Nave S portal, single order, doorjambs with beasts on open face and human heads as corbels (q. v. 
Penselwood). Jamb orders renewed. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs with foliate forms. 
DB manor of William of Eu held by one Warner. Subsequent manorial and ecclesiastical conditions as 
yet unclear. 
DORCHESTER, Oxfordshire, St Peter & St Paul Fig. 123 
r : C. H. Oxon, Vol. III, pp. 39-64 SU579942 
N aisle, W portal, single order, foliate capitals and hoodmould with chaanmfer. Restored tympanum space 
divided by band continued from imposts between arch-based lintel and multi-block tympanum, with 
hybrid incised opus reticulatum pattern. Later Romanesque work. 
Centre of extensive lordly and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, divided into eleven parishes by 19C. Seat of Bp 
until translation to Lincoln 1072. Large manor retained by Bp of Lincoln after conversion of secular 
canons to Augustinian rule c. 1140. Church also held extensive manor. 
DOVER, Kent, St James Not illustrated 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. IX, pp. 546-48 TR318416 
Portal in nave N wall, probably reset Single order, spiral columns, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs 
apparently with roll and chamfered hoodmould. Multi-block tympanum with chip-carved design and 
timber lintel likely to be original feature, similar to examples such as Eynsford, Hackington & Sutton 
(q. v. ). 
Appears to have pertained to Dover Castle, but no 12C evidence noted. 13C church in gift of Abp of 
Canterbury. 
DOWDESWELL, Gloucestershire, St Michael Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, pp. 414-15 SPOO1199 
Reset in gable of organ chamber, tympanum with schematised tree motif, and set with an ornamented 
hoodmould. 
1086 held by one Robert of the Bp of Worcester. Further 12C evidence unclear, though apparently 
remained held by tenant in same manner. Chapelry of Withington (q. v. ). 
DOWN ST MARY, Devon, St Mary Fig. 124 
D. B. Devon, 1,72 & 6,4 SS743045 
Nave S portal, reset canted lintel with figure in robes knotted at waist, flanked by two quadrupeds of 
indeterminate species, with tails ending in foliate sprays, and three geometric floral motifs. Rope mould 
along lintel line. Daniel and the Lions most likely of suggestions for iconography. 
Manor held by Buckfast Abbey at DB and retained after transfer of house to Cistercian Order. Another 
DB manor ITR held by one Adolf, but apparently not one of queen's manors with which it is listed. May 
have passed to honor of Gloucester during 12C. Church in gift of Buckfast. 
DRIFFIELD, Gloucestershire, St Mary Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, pp. 418-19 SU074988 
Fragment of lower portion of tympanum block reset above nave S portal, with foliate ornament and 
chip-carving. 
Manor and church with Reinbald the Priest in DB, passed to Cirencester Abbey and retained by them. 
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DUDLEY, Worcestershire, now Staffordshire, St James Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Worcs, Vol. II, pp. 158-62; Pagett and Barker 1988 S0943909 
Badly effaced block now in Dudley Castle display room, found in wall near site of St James' Priory early 
19C. Has been identified as St Michael and the Dragon, but condition is too poor to assert this. 
Small Cluniac priory founded 1149x60 from Much Wenlock through patronage of Gervase Pagnell. 
Remained dependant on Wenlock and sub-ordinate to lord of Dudley. 
DUMBLETON, Gloucestershire, St Peter Fig. 125 
Caenegem 1990-91, Nos. 192,195 & 481; Rudder 1779, p. 420 SP017358 
N portal reworked. Single order, cushion-type capitals and frontal chevron in voussoirs. Simple 
tympanum with beast mask spewing foliage, and lozenges on lintel line. 
Main manor held by Abingdon Abbey since 1OC and served as monastic grange. Several other small 
manorial holdings and records of conflict with Abingdon. Church in gift of Abingdon's manor. 
DUNFER LINE, Fife, Holy Trinity Fig. 126 
Fawcett 1990 NT089875 
Nave N portal, four orders, outer order now built into porch, as is blind arcade above portal setting. All 
orders with cushion capitals, second order with octagonal columns, and voussoirs with cogwheel 
chevron. Multi-block tympanum with 19C inscription panel inserted. 
Benedictine Abbey founded by St Margaret, Queen of Scotland after 1070, but established as major 
monastic house by David I by 1128 and abbey church begun. Remained important monastic community 
with strong ties to Scottish crown and centre of cult of St Margaret 
DUNTON, Buckinghamshire, St Martin Fig. 127 
L. . H. Bucks, Vol. III, pp. 348-50 SP824244 Nave N portal, no orders, lintel, rubble tympanum and voussoirs. Figural scene of indeterminate 
character carved in panel at L end of lintel. Identified variously as Annunciation and Nativity scene. 
Panel at R of lintel with line-cut equine form. Voussoirs with lateral chevron. 
Manor held as ward of Dover castle after forfeiture of Odo of Bayeux. Mesne tenancy throughout 12C 
apparently remained with family that held of Odo at DB. Church first mentioned TREI when advowson 
with manor. 
DURHAM, Durham, St Cuthbert Figs. 128-29 
Rollason Harvey andPrestwich 1994 NZ274422 
Stairvice portals at NW, SW of cathedral nave, no orders, large lintel, recessed simple tympanum and 
voussoirs. Canted chamfer on upper edge of lintel. 
S transept stairvice portal identical, but with multi-block tympanum and straight chamfer on upper edge 
of lintel. 
N transept stairvice portal as nave examples, but with incised opus reticulatum and pronounced canted 
chamfer on upper edge of lintel. Sections of fabric with portal constructed c. 1100-c. 1130. 
Seat of Palatine-Bishops of Durham and shrine church of St Cuthbert served by Benedictine monks 
from 1083. One of most important monastic communities and devotional centres in England. 
DUXFORD, Cambridgeshire, St John, Not illustrated 
L. . H. Cambs, Vol. VI, pp. 201-20; B. E. Cambs, p. 
333 TL477462 
Nave S portal, single order, point-to-point chevron in voussoirs. Tympanum space with ellipse-shaped 
tympanum block set on corbels and carved with stepped cross with central geometric foliate ornament. 
All badly decayed. Tympanum block unlikely to be reused A-S material and chevron clearly mature 
Romanesque work. 
Two parishes in village, at least four manors. St John's tithes from manors held by honors of Richmond 
and 13elvoir, both probably held in fee for all, or most of period. TREI advowson with Henry Lacy, 
tenant of Richmond manor. Church with 60 acres glebe. 
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DYMCHURCH, Kent, St Peter & St Paul, Not illustrated 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. VIII, pp. 264-70 TR104298 
Nave S portal, single order, multi-scallop capitals, and voussoirs with roll and lateral chevron, including 
hollow. Timber lintel, tympanum of tiles set as herringbone masonry, and voussoirs. 
Nave W portal of identical form. 
Not in DB and details of 12C lordship as yet unclear. Apparently in lay fee. Church in gift of St Augustine's, Canterbury, but details of acquisition as yet unclear. 
DYMOCK, Gloucestershire, St Mary Figs. 130-31 
Rudder 1779, pp. 408-11 50701313 
Nave S portal, roll and hollow on doorjambs, single order with geometric volute capitals, imposts with 
chip-carving, voussoirs with lateral chevron with hollow, and hoodmould with chamfer and chip-carving. 
Armed tympanum with voussoirs with tree motif, beading on lintel line, and arc of roll, double band of 
beading and hollow. 
Reset int. chancel N portal simple lintel with carved framed tympanum form. 
Manor of William FitzOsbern (t1071) remained with de Bohun heirs of his son Roger throughout 
period. Church in gift of manor throughout period. 
EARL'S CROOME, Worcestershire, St Nicholas Not illustrated 
V. (. H. Worcs, Vol. III, pp. 316-19 S0871420 
Nave S portal, single order with chevron, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with thick roll framed by 
frontal chevron, including hollow. Uncarved simple tympanum. 
Manor assessed as part of Bp of Worcester's estate at Ripple (Worcs) throughout period. Parts held by 
members of Croome family from 1096x1112. Church apparently in gift of Bp throughout period. 
EAST DEREHAM, Norfolk, St Nicholas Fig. 132 
Blomeheld 1805-10, Vol. X, pp. 204-18 TF987133 
Nave S portal, two orders plus shafts on doorjambs ending in corbel-heads of Ely type (q. v. ). Voussoirs 
with roll, hollow and keel mouldings. Trefoil tympanum with rolls on cusps. Later Romanesque work, 
all reset. 
Main manor an important possession of Ely throughout period. 1109 included in Bp's barony. Fabric 
attests to importance of church and living. Bp controlled the church. 
EAST HAUXWELL, Yorkshire, North Riding, St Oswald Fig. 133 
I. . H. Yorks, 
N Riding, Vol. I, pp. 245-51 SE166932 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion capitals with angle-tucks, lateral chevron in voussoirs and roll at 
angle, billet in hoodmould. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Tympanum with circles-in-lattice design, 
voussoirs with roll and hollow. 
Nave N portal reworked, includes block with plaited ornament set as lintel. Possibly set originally as 
such, but not included in corpus. 
Manor held in honor of Richmond throughout period, parts enfeoffed. 1097x1137 mesne lord, one Ulf 
Fornesson, gifted church to St Mary's, York, with permission of his Richmond overlord. 
EASTLEACH TURVILLE, Gloucestershire, St Andrew Figs. 134-35 
L : (.. H. Glos Vol. VII, pp. 61-69 SP203054 
Nave N portal, single order. L column with spirals, R with chevron, cushion capitals, imposts with 
pellets in hollow, voussoirs with lateral chevron, including hollow, and hoodmould with billet. Simple 
tympanum with Christ in Glory and arc of lateral chevron, including hollow, in continuous order with 
doorjambs. Work associated with S Cemey and Quenington (q. v. ). 
Main manorial fee held throughout period of honor of Weobley by members of Devereux family. That 
in Gloucester lordship centred on Fairford. Church gifted to Tewkesbury by Robert FitzHaimon by 
1107, though Gloucester overlords apparently retained interest in advowson. Eastleach Martin church 
less than 300 m away. 
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EASTRY, Kent, St Mary Not illustrated 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. X, pp. 101-02 TR311547 
Nave W portal all reworked in 19C with some blocks possibly incorporated from elsewhere in fabric. 
However tympanum form may originally have been of multi-block type preserved at Eynsford, 
Hackington & Sutton (q. v. ). 
Main manor part of monastic demesne of Christ Church Canterbury. Chapelry of Shingleton and in gift 
of Abp. Appropriated to the almonry of Christ Church by Abp Richard (1174x84), but wrested back by 
Abp Baldwin (1185x90) after Hackington dispute. 
EATON HASTINGS, Berkshire, now Oxfordshire, St Michael Not illustrated 
T. . H. Berks, Vol N, pp. 528-31 SU264985 Nave N portal, no orders with jambs from massive blocks and framed simple tympanum. Early 
Romanesque work. Architectural detailing severely limited or lost. 
Held by Walter FitzPoynz in DB, formerly in gift of Westminster Abbey. Remained with his heirs, 
members of the Hastings family. Church in gift of manor throughout. 
EBRINGTON, Gloucestershire, St Eadburga Fig. 136 
Rudder 1779, pp. 434-35 SP184401 
Nave S portal, two orders, renewed hexagonal columns, scallop capitals, three orders voussoirs with one 
frontal and two lateral bands chevron, including hollow roll. Simple framed tympanum with chip-carving 
on lintel line and arc, tympanum field with chip-carving and basket-weave. 
Nave N portal of single order, with simple tympanum, heavily reworked. 
1086 apparently held by William Goizenboded, though not named Ebrington until 13C. Ernald de 
Bosco held manor TRS and with his heirs into 13C. Church gifted to Bittlesden Abbey (Bucks), which 
Emald founded 1147, though not detailed in foundation grant 
EDENHAM, see SCOTILETHORPE 
EDLINGHAM, Northumberland, St Helen, now St John the Baptist Fig. 137 
Batesoii et al 1893-1940, Vol. VII, pp. 14-162, esp. 143-62 NU114092 
Nave W portal, no orders, lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. Early Romanesque work. Manor 
in fee of Gospatric family, one of most powerful in the NE throughout period. 
(: hunch gifted to Tynemouth Priory by Gospatric II (d. 1138, probably c. 1100) and retained until 1174 
when passed to Durham, part of resolution of dispute regarding possession of Tynemouth Priory (q. v. ). 
Tynemouth retained elements of Gospatric's gift. Dedication to St Helen recorded c. 1200. 
EDVIN LOACH, Worcestershire, now Herefordshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
V. (:. H. Worcs, Vol. IV, pp. 272-75 S0663585 
Nave S portal of ruined church, no orders, massive lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. 
THE manor of one Wulfheah held by Osbern FitzRichard at DB and remained with his heirs within 
honor of Richard's Castle (Herefs) throughout period. DB tenant, one Hubert, next tenant cited early 
13C. Chapelry of Clifton upon Teme, hence in gift of lords of Richard's Castle. 
EGLETON, Rutland, St Edmund Figs. 138-39 
V. [:. H. Rutland, Vol. II, pp. 45-48 SK876077 
Nave S portal, single order, columns with chevron, capitals with geometric and foliate forms, imposts 
with foliate and interlace forms. Voussoirs with cogwheel-type chevron and chip-carving, and 
hoodmould with double hollow and beast-head label-stops. Framed simple tympanum with massive 
lintel line with foliate forms. Arc with beast-heads as label-stops and tympanum field with large spoked 
roundel with rope ornament and two avian dragon-like beasts each holding one end of strip of rope 
ornament. Early Romanesque work. 
DB berewick of ITR estates centred on Oakham. Before 1130 held as part of Oakham by earl of 
Warwick and in fee to de Ferrers family. Overlordship reverted to crown, mid 12C by exchange, but 
Ferrers, as earls of Derby, retained mesne lordship into 13C. Chapelry of Oakham, hence with 
Westminster since TRE. 
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EGLOSKERRY, Cornwall, St Keria Figs. 140-41 
Anon Egloskeny, E. E. A. Vol. XII, No. 201A SX272867 
Nave N portal, no orders with plain jambs and voussoirs. Simple tympanum with a bipedal dragon-like beast in profile. Head looking back at tail tucked under and over its body. 
Int. Nave S portal reset tympanum block with Agnus Dei framed by rectilinear frame formed from two 
small rolls. Above head an uncarved rectangular panel. 
Parish wholly within earldom of Cornwall's manor of Penheale. Lordship remained with earldom. DB held by Richard, prominent baron in Cornwall, whose granddaughter and heiress married Reginald, 
created earl of Cornwall 1140. Mesne lordship then passed to William de Botreaux and remained with his heirs. Chapelry of Lewannick, though lord of Egloskerry controlled it and its chapelry at Tremaine 
(q. v. ). 1180x95 Lewannick church and its chapels granted to Launceston Priory by common consent. 
ELSSTONE, Gloucestershire, St John the Baptist Figs. 142-43 
T : (:. H. Glos, Vol. VII, pp. 210-18 S0967123 
Nave S portal, two orders, inner with beast-head capitals, outer with geometric capitals. Zoomorphic 
beak-heads, plus foliate clasp, on inner order. Outer order voussoirs with frontal chevron, including 
hollow roll and pellet ornament. Hoodmould with bead ornament, beast-head at apex, and circular floral 
label-stops. Doorjambs with roll moulding continuous on lintel line. Tympanum with canted lintel 
depicting Christ in Majesty with Agnus Dei and Hell Mouth spewing foliage. A S1 Inscribed on book 
held by Christ and names of Evangelists on scroll held by beasts. Renewed hand of God. Work 
associated with Ampney St Mary and Siddington (q. v. ). 
Nave N portal set with no orders and plain rough tympanum-like lintel. 
Manor held throughout 12C by honor of Cormeilles. Unclear if retained by heirs of DB tenant. Church 
in gift of manor. 
EISENHAM, Essex, Village church, Dedication unknown Fig. 144 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 570-72 IL543259 
Nave S portal, single order, columns with spirals, geometric volute capitals, voussoirs with roll and broad 
band chip-carving. Massive lintel and multi-block tympanum with chip-carving. Set on int. face of 
tympanum, grave slab with chip-carving and cross. 
Main DB manor held by John, nephew of Waleran, an Essex lord, passed to Kent-based d'Avranches 
family, who held it throughout 12C. Another manor with tenant of Robert Genion, and remained in his 
honor. John, nephew of Waleran, gifted church to St Etienne, Caen, c. 1070, transferred to Walden 
Abbey (Essex) TRRI. 
EI-STOW, Bedfordshire, St Mary and St Helen Fig. 145 
L : (:. H. Beds, Vol. I, pp. 353-58 & Vol III, pp. 279-84 TL048475 
Nave N portal a 19C copy of original work. Supra-portal setting largely original. Niche formed with 
single order, cushion capitals, thick roll and hoodmould with pellet. Christ enthroned within mandorla 
flanked by St Peter with a key and another figure, usually identified as St Paul, holding a book. 
Convent endowed with manor and church by Countess Judith towards end 11C and held in free alms of 
honor of Huntingdon. RHII granted annual fair. 
ELY, Cambridgeshire, St Etheldreda's Cathedral Fig. 146-49 
L : l:. H. Catubs, Vol. II, pp. 199-210, & IV, pp. 50-82 TL538803 
`Prior's Door', western nave S portal, single order. Doorjambs, columns, outer jambs, capitals, voussoirs 
and hoodmould all enriched with foliate, inhabited and figural forms. Multi-block tympanum with Christ 
in Glory, set on corbel blocks with heads. 
'Alonks' Door', eastern nave S portal, three orders, R orders now built over by buttressing. Doorjambs 
with foliate forms, inner order column with spirals, second as pilaster with floral star forms, outer with 
plain column. Each with foliate capitals and imposts. Inner voussoirs with thick roll with spirals and 
head at apex, and hollow, second order with foliate scrolls repeated on roll in voussoirs, outer order with 
thick roll and hollow. Doorjambs continued with foliate scrolls in arch and developed into two 
intertwined dragons at apex, below this two cusps forming trefoil doorhead, each with a kneeling monk 
holding a crosier and roll spur with floral star (q. v. Canterbury, St Augustine's). 
S transept S portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. -º 
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Int. N transept, N wall stairvice portal, no orders, corbels with perpendicular roll with floral stars on ends 
and chevron on roll. Lintel block carved with tympanum with scale ornament and voussoirs, above with 
blocks set as tympanum field and voussoirs. 
N portal of Infirmary range, now in Walsingham House. Single order, scallop-type capitals, voussoirs 
with well-spaced bobbin ornament and hoodmould with roll and hollow. Multi-block tympanum 
forming canted doorhead and set on foliate corbels. Band of hollow frames tympanum field with opus 
reticulatum, each block with one corner marked by incised line. 
Openings in choir screen also contained tympana. 
7(: monastic foundation and focus of cult of St Etheldreda. See established from diocese of Lincoln 
1109 and remained one of most important monastic and devotional centres in England. 
ELY, Cambridgeshire, St Mary Fig. 150 
Cambs, Vol. IV, pp. 82-85 TL532803 
Nave N portal, two orders with triple shafts and shafts on doorjambs, and rich foliate capitals. Imposts 
and hoodmould with dogtooth, voussoirs with free-standing directional chevron orientated downwards. 
Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs with hollow. Later Romanesque work. 
One of two parishes in town during early 12C. Parish of Holy Cross used Cathedral nave. 1109 Bp 
granted St Mary's to Cathedral Priory. Vicarage established under Bp Eustace (1198-1215), and church 
probably rebuilt at that time. 
EMLEY, Yorkshire, West Riding, St Michael Fig. 151 
D. B. Yorks, 1Y15 SE245134 
Reset int. nave S side, fragment of tympanum block with Agnus Dei and another beast (BE. suggest a 
dragon, but more like feline quadruped) facing one another. 
Assessed as outlier in jurisdiction of ITR manor of Wakefield. Apparently a chapelry of Wakefield, 
though appears to have attained parochial independence by 1291. 
ESSENDINE, Rutland, St Mary Figs. 152-53 
V. (: H. Rutland, Vol. II, pp. 250-54 TF048127 
Nave S portal, single order with spiral columns, doorjambs originally with figural scenes now lost, one 
apparently with Adam and Eve. Cushion capitals, lateral chevron in voussoirs, and hoodmould with 
lozenge ornament. Simple tympanum, now cut back at base, with Christ in Glory and IH inscription. 
Nave N portal, simple lintel with two rows saw-tooth. 
Overlordship with Bp of Lincoln throughout period. DB tenant Walter succeeded by Walter Espec, 
founder of Rievaulx, and with his heirs, the de Busseys. Passing to one Rose in 1180s, who gifted 12 
acres of demesne to St Andrew's, Northampton, in return for providing service for the church, a 
chapelry of Ryhall, owned by St Andrew's, since late 11C. Church in outer bailey of castle closely 
associated with de Busseys and their successors. 
ETTON, Yorkshire, East Riding, St Mary Not illustrated 
Yorks, E Riding, Vol. IV, pp. 103-15 SE982435 
Int. W tower stairvice portal, no orders, lintel, simple tympanum and voussoirs. 
Overlordship of main manor passed to heirs of Neil Fossard, DB tenant of Robert, Count of Mortain, 
and by later 12C with members of Mauley family. Other manorial interests included fee held by canons 
of Beverley Minster. Rector first mentioned c. 1200. Recorded presentations with main manor. 
EVERTON, Nottinghamshire, St Holy Trinity Fig. 154 
TLrosby 1790-96, Vol. III, pp. 320-23 SK692914 
Reset in nave S portal, tympanum block with two long-necked beasts' heads under arc of saw-tooth. Said 
to have formerly been set in W tower W portal. Main manorial interests with Abp of York and heirs of 
DB lord Roger de Bush. Church in gift of Abp of York, and 1.1180 Abp Roger (1154-81) gifted 
ecclesiastical incomes to chapel of St Mary and Holy Angels, York. 
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EYNSFORD, Kent, St Martin Fig. 155 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. II, pp. 527-39 TQ541655 
Nave W portal, single order, L shaft with chevron, R with spirals, scallop capitals, cogwheel chevron and 
roll in voussoirs and hoodmould. Multi-block tympanum with geometric design and timber lintel. 
Central blocks missing. Later medieval portal set within Romanesque doorway. 
Main manor with Abp of Canterbury since IOC and in fee to Ralph FitzUnspac at DB. By TRHII in fee 
to de Eynsford family, who also held the castle. William de Eynsford contested presentation with Abp 
Becket. Abp Richard (1174-1184) appropriated it to almonry of Christ Church, but by 13C again in gift 
of Abp. 14C monastic cartulary states church gifted to monks early 13C by William de Eynsford when 
he became a monk there. 
FARLEIGH HUNGERFORD, Somerset, St Leonard Fig. 156 
Col inson 1791, Vol. III, pp. 351-62 ST799575 
Tympanum block reset gable of S porch. Incised cross below which three-line talismanic inscription now 
quite eroded, but transcribed by Keyser 1927, p. xxix. 
Known as Farleigh Montfort until 14C. RWII granted it to Hugh de Montfort, with whose heirs it 
remained into 14C. Church in gift of manor. 
FARMINGTON, Gloucestershire, St Peter Fig. 157 
Rudder 1779, pp. 447-48 SP136154 
Nave S portal, single order columns, volute-type capitals and lateral roll chevron in voussoirs. Lintel, 
simple tympanum and voussoirs. Lintel with interlocking circles, tympanum with incised oß us neticulatum 
pattern. 
Part of Abp of York and Gloucester Abbey's DB manor at Northleach and held by two knights as one 
fee. 12C evidence unclear. Mesne lord controlled advowson until late 13C. 
FARNBOROUGH, Warwickshire, St Botolph Not illustrated 
VC H. Warwks, Vol. V, pp. 84-88 SP434496 
Nave S portal, no orders, much reworked. Voussoirs with lateral chevron and simple tympanum with 
diapering. 
DB manor of Bp of Chester passed to de Say family of Richard's Castle (Herefs) by 13C and 
overlordship remained with them. Advowson first recorded 13C when with manor. 
FELSTED, Essex, Holy Cross Fig. 158 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 416-21, Chibnaf 1982 TL677205 
W tower W portal, two orders, much decayed. Inner order with cushion capitals, inner voussoirs with 
angled and lateral chevron, outer voussoirs possibly with cogwheel chevron. Framed multi-block 
tympanum. 
RWI gifted manor and church to Holy Trinity, Caen, and remained in demesne. 
FINCHINGFIELD, Essex, St John Fig. 159 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 362-70 TL687328 
W tower W portal, three orders, enriched scallop-type capitals and doorjambs with double roll with 
chevron on inside face, and corbels with human and animal heads. Inner and middle voussoir orders 
with point-to-point chevron. Outer with lateral chevron, including hollow, on open face, and double 
band of roll rope ornament on soffit Hoodmould with floral stars. Tympanum missing, but corbels 
demonstrate portal originally set with tympanum. 
Main manor in honor of Norfolk. Several manors, one passed to honor of Oxford. Church gifted to 
Thetford Priory by William Bigod TRHI. 
FINDERN, Derbyshire, All Saint Fig. 160 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. IV, pp. 312-15 SK308303 
Reset int. nave armed tympanum block with checker-board and Cross in tympanum field, chip-carving 
on lintel line and human figures in lower corners (q. v. Tissington). - 
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Manor in gift of Burton Abbey (Staffs) since TRWI and administered as part of estate centred on 
Mickelover. No record of tenants during 12C, but 13C Findern family well establish as abbey's tenant 
there. Chapelry of Mickelover and hence in gift of Burton Abbey. 
FISKERTON, Lincolnshire, St Clement Not illustrated 
D. B. Lincs, 8,1; King 1973, esp. Chs. 7-8 TF048720 
Nave S portal, single order, foliate capitals, voussoirs with roll and hollow and hoodmould with roll. 
Multi-block arch-based tympanum from wedge-shaped stones and outer arc as continuous order. Later 
Romanesque work. 
Valuable demesne manor of Peterborough retained with church within Abt's demesne throughout 
period. 
FLAX BOURTON Somerset, St Michael Fig. 161 
Co1Wlson 1791, Vol. III, p. 161 ST506694 
Round-headed nave S portal of single order with spiral columns and lateral chevron in voussoirs. Panel 
set above portal, possibly in situ with St Michael, armed with sword and lance, and Dragon. 
Part of DB manor of Bp of Coutances centred on Wraxall (Somerset), subsequently in gift of de Wraxall 
family; part transferred to Flaxley Abbey (Glos) by exchange, though details unclear. Chapelry of 
Wraxall, in gift of manor throughout period. 
FOLKSWORTH, Huntingdonshire, St Helen Fig. 162 
T : (, '. H. Hunts, Vol. III, pp. 173-77 TL146906 
Nave N portal, single order, multi-scallop capitals, and roll and hollow in voussoirs. Simple tympanum 
with grid design and pellets. 
Overlordship with Walter Giffard and his heirs from DB till 1164 when passed to Clare Earls of 
Pembroke. Enfeoffed to Hugh de Bolebec at DB and held by his heirs until Walter, (f 1185) was 
succeeded by two married daughters, both of whom held fees at Folksworth TRJ. Guy de Folksworth 
granted church to Croyland Abbey c. 1201. 
FORDINGTON, Dorset, St George Figs. 163-65 
E. E. A. Vol. XVIII, No. 3; Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. II, pp. 791-802; Alford 1984, pp. 1-5 & 19 SY698905 
Nave S portal, no orders, roll framing doorway, and multi-block lintel framing canted doorhead. St 
George mounted on horse rides down knights with round shields and nuns one through with lance. To L 
two knights, with kite-shaped shields, kneel in prayer. 
Assessed as part of Dorchester and hence ITR in DB. By 1156 held by Reginald, earl of Cornwall 
(1.1175). Church bestowed upon Salisbury Cathedral by Bp Osmund 1091 and retained by them as 
prebendal church subsequently. 
FORDON, Yorkshire, East Riding, St James Not illustrated 
VC. H. Yorks, E Riding, VoL II, pp. 235 & 242 TA049751 
Nave S portal, no orders, hoodmould with chamfer, and simple tympanum with Maltese Cross, now cut 
to form arched door-head. 
Manor ITR in DB, but subsequently held in conjunction with Hunmanby(q. v. ). Chapelry of Hunmanby, 
hence in 1115 gift to Bardney Abbey (Lies). 
FOWNHOPE, Herefordshire, St Mary Fig. 166 
Hamer 1992, esp. pp. 49-52 S0582343 
Tympanum block reset int. W end of nave, with enthroned figure generally identified as Virgin, but also 
as God the Father, with Christ child on knee. Both have cross nimbus an d offer blessing. To either side 
foliate forms. To L, bird, possibly dove. To R, lion of St Mark. 
Manor of William FitzOsbern (t1071) passed first to Hugh Lasne. By 1127 with Roger de Chandos and 
later his son Robert. Church gifted to Lyre Abbey (Normandy) by William FitzOsbern, and retained 
subsequently, though manor appears to have either retained an interest or administered church on behalf 
of Lyre. 
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FRAMLINGHAM, Suffolk, Castle Not illustrated 
Reim 1988 TM285638 
Main gate portal with multi-block lintel and tympanum above canted doorhead. 
Manor granted to Roger Bigod 1101 and castle probably established by Hugh Bigod TRS. Gate probably 
dates to rebuilding under Roger Bigod from 1189. 
FRILSHAM, Berkshire, St Frideswide Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Berks, Vol. IV, pp. 70-73 SU538733 
Nave N portal, single order and multi-scallop capitals. Arch-based tympanum with restored tympanum 
field of knapped flints. 
Held by Henry de Ferrers in DB and passed with his heirs into 13C. In fee to knightly tenants 
throughout period. Church in gift of manor. 
FRINGFORD, Oxfordshire, St Michael Not illustrated 
V (.. H. Oxon, Vol. VI, pp. 125-34 SP606292 
Restored nave S portal, single order, compressed cogwheel chevron and simple tympanum. Portal much 
restored. 
DB with Odo of Bayeux, and established as castlery of Dover by RWII. Held by William Arsic and his 
heirs from TRWII till 13C as part of estates centred on Cogges (Oxon). 1103 church granted to Cogges 
Priory by Manasses Arsic, but of little value. Presentation with priory, but 13C evidence suggests manor 
exercised rights with consent of prior. 
FRITWELL, Oxfordshire, St Olave Fig. 167 
V. (, 'H. Oxon, Vol. VI, pp. 134-46 SP525294 
Nave S portal, no order, embellished imposts, lateral chevron voussoirs and hoodmould with chamfer 
and pellet. Framed simple tympanum with central tree motif flanked by two beasts with foliate tongues. 
Lintel line with foliate ornament, arc with small angle roll. 
Overlordship of main manor passed to Roger de Chesney before 1109 and by marriage remained with his 
heirs into 13C. Mesne lordship remained with Foliot heirs of DB tenant Rainald FitzCroc. Church 
granted to St Frideswide's Priory, Oxford, by Ralph Foliot mid-12C. 
FROME VAUCHURCH, Dorset, Village church, Dedication unknown Not illustrated 
Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. II, pp. 651-52 SY599973 
Nave N portal, no orders, hoodmould with nailhead, and arch-based tympanum of wedge-shaped blocks. 
Assessed as part of general return for Frome and manorial detail before 14C not yet clear. Advowson 
first recorded in 14C when with manor. 
GLOUCESTER, Gloucestershire, St Peter's Cathedral Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 21; B. E. Vale, p. 222 S0832188 
Block identified by Keyser as fragment of tympanum generally considered Angio-Saxon. Found in 
Bishop's Garden, formerly stored in Chapter House and now in Cathedral Exhibition. Original context 
unknown. Not included in corpus. 
GLOUCESTER, Gloucestershire, St Mary de Crypt Not illustrated 
B. E. Vale, p. 232 S0832184 
Nave W portal with tympanum with 19C Agnus Dei. No pre-restoration evidence found as yet to 
indicate relationship to original form. Hence not included in corpus. 
GLOUCESTER, Gloucestershire, St Nicholas Westgate Fig. 168 
V. [:. H. Vol. IV, pp. 308-10 S0829188 
Heavily restored nave S portal, single order, geometric imposts, and frontal chevron in voussoirs. 
Original central panel with Agnus Dei, in arch frame, surrounded by beaded foliate ornament. 
Church first mentioned end 12C, when held parochial rights within city. 
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GODMANSTONE, Dorset, Holy Trinity Not illustrated 
Hutchins 1861-74, Vol IV, pp. 41-44; Alford 1984, pp. 9-10 & 19-20 SY665974 
Nave S portal, reworked and painted with white emulsion. Single order, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs 
with roll and lateral chevron, and hoodmould with roll, all 19C work or recut Simple tympanum with 
scale ornament, chip-carving on lintel line and saw-tooth in arc. 
Scant 12C manorial details, but apparently held 1166 by William FitzRobert of Robert de Hastings, and by Richard de Godmanstone early TRJ. First record of advowson with manor. 
GODMERSHAM, Kent, St Lawrence Fig. 169 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. VII, pp 319-32 TR062505 
Nave W portal, reset and reworked, though multi-block tympanum with geometric designs may be of 
type preserved at Eynsford, Hackington & Sutton (q. v. ). 
Church and manor with Christ Church, Canterbury since 9C. Church mentioned in DB and manor and 
advowson with convent throughout Middle Ages. Probably in demesne during 12C 
GOODMANHAM, Yorkshire, East Riding, All Hallows Not illustrated 
D. B. Yorks, 1Y6,2B9,5E18,13E1; E. Y. C. Vol. II, No. 1122 & Vol. XII, No. 14 SE889433 
Portal now int. W tower N wall. Archaeology as yet unclear. Survives with no orders, massive lintel with 
scale ornament, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Several manorial interests in village. At DB held by crown, Abp of York, Count of Mortain and William 
Percy. Multiple interests continued to characterise manorial circumstances. Important centre of Church 
in 7-8C. Advowson split three ways, with interests associated with Percy lordship controlling two shares 
by early 13C. 
GOODRICH, Herefordshire, Castle Not illustrated 
Recut 1993 S0579199 
Int. keep main level, portal leading to passage and stairvice, no orders, armed tympanum and voussoirs. 
Int. keep upper level, portal leading to passage and stairvice, no orders, arch-based tympanum and 
voussoirs. Note also keep upper level window onto Inner Ward, of single order with chevron on jambs, 
and simple tympanum. 
Castle first mentioned c. 1100 and associated with DB tenant, Godric Mappeston. By TRS held by 
Gilbert FitzGilbert, reverting to crown 1176 and retained until TRJ. 
GREAT AYTON, Yorkshire, North Riding, All Saints Not illustrated 
VCH. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. II, pp. 225-31 NA557109 
Nave S portal, two orders, scallop-type capitals, inner voussoirs with roll and hollow, outer with serrated 
edge chevron. Lintel, simple tympanum and voussoirs. All reworked. 
Nave N portal, no orders, lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. 
Three manorial holdings, most important in fee to tenant of count of Mortain at DB. Early 12C this held 
by Robert de Meynell who with his wife and son gifted church to Whitby Abbey, confirmed by RHI. 
TRHII Whitby attained surrender of all claims of mesne lords. 
GREAT BENTLEY, Essex, St Mary Fig. 170 
Morant 1768, Vol. I, pp. 448-49 TM109217 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion capitals with geometric forms, voussoirs with lateral chevron and 
hoodmould with roll. Multi-block arch-based tympanum. Lintel-line with ashlar blocks each with two 
rosette forms, remainder rubble. 
Held in demesne by Alberic de Vere in DB and remained with his heirs, an important centre of the 
lordship. Church gifted to family foundation at Earls Colne (Essex), cell of Abingdon Abbey, before 
1107. Prior controlled advowson. 
GREAT BRADLEY, Suffolk, St Mary Fig. 171 
D. B. Suffolk, esp. 14,157 & 44,1 TL674532 
Nave S portal, single order, columns with spirals in alternating sections, geometric cushion capitals, 
enriched imposts, voussoirs with lateral chevron and hoodmould with chip-carving and saw-tooth. - 
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Lintel tympanum and voussoirs. Lintel with carved canted form set on human head corbels, tympanum 
of rubble. 
Nave N portal, single order, cushion capitals, voussoirs with roll and hollow, lintel and tympanum. 
Main Dß interests those of St Edmund's, which held patronage and jurisdiction, and Robert Tosny. 
Lordship remained thus throughout period, though church apparently in lay gift 
GREAT CANFIELD, Essex, St Mary Fig. 172 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 460-63 TL595180 
Nave S portal, single order, monolithic shafts, embellished cushion capitals, roll and hollow in voussoirs 
and hoodmould with billet Simple tympanum with concentric bands of chevron framed by rope 
moulding. 
Nave N portal, single order, shafts with chevron and angle roll in voussoirs. Tympanum identical 19C 
copy of S portal, may follow original portal type with tympanum. 
Held in demesne by Alberic de Vere in DB and remained with his heirs. An important centre of the 
lordship. They also held another manor in parish of honor of Richmond at DB. Mote at eastern end of 
churchyard. Church gifted to family foundation, Hatfield Regis Priory (Essex), TRS and prior controlled 
advowson. 
GREAT CLACTON, Essex, St John the Baptist Fig. 173 
Morant 1768, Vol. I. pp. 476-77; Femie 2000, p. 239 TM177165 
Nave S portal, two orders, second jamb order of tiles or brick, cushion capitals, voussoirs with angle roll 
and hollow. lintel, tympanum of tiles or brick, and voussoirs. 
Nave N portal of same form but inner L column with arrow-head ornament, R with spirals. Where 
renewed probably follows original forms (q. v. Copford). 
Richard, Bp of London (1108-1127), gifted St Osyth's Priory (Essex) land and church. Other lands 
retained by canons of St Paul's. Suggestion church may have served episcopal residence. 
GREAT DURNFORD, Wiltshire, St Andrew Figs. 174-75 
V. (:. H. Wilts, Vol. XV, pp. 79-93; E. E. A. Vol. XVIII, p. lxvii, n. 29, & Vol. IXX, p. 397 SU136384 
Nave S portal, single order, columns missing, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with frontal chevron, and 
hoodmould with saw-tooth. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Tympanum of opus reticulatum with 
alternating cream and green stone types, upon which incised four-part geometric design. Tympanum 
voussoirs with lateral chevron, including hollow with pellet. 
Nave N portal of almost identical form and state of preservation. Effaced block, possibly with head, set 
at apex of hoodmould. Tympanum without incised geometric pattern, and voussoirs with two-leafed 
foliate form. 
Main manor held by William of Eu at DB, passing to Richard FitzGilbert (t 1176) and William, earl of 
Salisbury (t 1196). Large parish. Church gifted to Salisbury Cathedral by Walter de Tuny c. 1147 and 
soon endowed as prebend. 1155x1158 Isabel de Tosny endowed church with three houses, one yardland 
and tithes of her manor. 
GREAT ORMSIDE, Westmorland, St James Fig. 176 
Nicolson and Bum 1777, Vol. I, pp. 513-17 NY702177 
Nave S portal, no orders, massive lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Early Romanesque work. 
12(; evidence for manor unclear, but possibly held by castellans of Appleby Castle as part of personal 
lordship, rather than castlery. Church granted to St Mary's York at unknown date, and exchanged with 
Bp of Carlisle 1248. 
GREAT ROLLRIGHT, Oxfordshire, St Andrew Figs. 177-78 
D. B. Oxon, 27,2 58,4 58,10; Jeffrey 1927, esp. Chs N& VI SP327315 
Nave S portal, two orders, scallop-type capitals, enriched imposts, inner voussoirs with cogwheel 
chevron, outer with beak-heads on roll, and hoodmould with lateral chevron. lintel with enriched 
geometric roundels, and tympanum with beaded star ornament, enriched geometric roundels and 
serpent-like beast apparently eating a human head and a further human head. --º 
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DB interests of Robert of Stafford, Robert FitzThurstan and one William. That of Robert FitzThurstan 
passed to his Dispencer heirs and church in gift of their manor throughout period. Portions of tithes 
gifted to Godstow and Eynsham abbeys by each lordly interest by mid 12C. 
GREAT TEW, Oxfordshire, St Michael Not illustrated 
JH. Oxon, Vol. XI, pp. 223-47 SP399288 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with foliate and geometric forms, imposts with saw-tooth, voussoirs 
with cogwheel chevron, including beaded hollow, and hoodmould with billet and saw-tooth. Simple 
tympanum now cut with 14C cinquefoil door-head. 
St Albans lost large manor TRWII. Held by various lords for periods of 12C, otherwise ITR. Unclear if 
possible sub-tenants effected by changes. Advowson with manor, granted c. 1206 to Godstow Abbey by 
John de Preaux, tenant of Ranulf earl of Chester. 
GREAT WASHBOURNE, Gloucestershire, St Mary Fig. 179 
I : (.. H. Glos, Vol. VI, pp. 232-37 S0987344 
Nave S portal, no orders and simple lintel with chip-carved rosettes and other geometric ornament to 
form a lunette framing a cross. Early Romanesque work. 
1086 manor held by Tewkesbury Church and assigned to monks' table when abbey refounded. Chapelry 
of Beckford (q. v. ) until 1177 when passed to Tewkesbury as part of settlement with Beckford. 
GREAT WYMODLEY, Hertfordshire, St Mary Fig. 180 
V. H. Herts, Vol. III, pp. 181-86 TL215285 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with faces, imposts with chip-carving, thick roll in voussoirs. Simple 
tympanum with chip-carving. Early Romanesque work. 
Held by Goisbert de Beauvais in DB. Reverted to crown and TRWII granted to Reginald d'Argentin as 
sergentry. With his heirs into 13C. Chapelry of Hitchin. 1199 dispute between manor and Elstow 
Abbey, which controlled Hitchin, resolved with manor relinquishing claims in return for assurances 
regarding pastoral provisions. 
GREET, Gloucestershire, Village church, Dedication unknown Not illustrated 
Dent 1877, op. p. 106 SP025300 
19(: drawing of church before destruction, shows portal with tympanum. Accuracy impossible to assess 
and hence not included in corpus. 
GREETHAM, Rutland, St Mary Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Rutland, Vol. II, pp. 134-38 SK924147 
Reset int. nave S wall, fragment of framed tympanum with chevron and triangular geometric form on 
lintel line. 
Passed to earls of Warwick TRWII, with whom it remained throughout period. No evidence for tenants, 
but small grants to religious orders. Advowson mentioned 1184x1204 when Waleran, earl of Warwick, 
granted it to his younger son, Walran. 
GUITING POWER, Gloucestershire, St Michael Fig. 181 
Rudder 1779, pp. 462-64 SP009246 
Nave N portal, single order, schematised capitals, ribbed ornament on imposts, cogwheel chevron and 
geometric ornament in voussoirs, and hoodmould with billet and chip-carving. Lintel, simple tympanum 
said voussoirs. 
Nave S portal heavily restored, though tympanum may represent original forms. 
Main manor held by William Goizenboded at DB when a priest is also recorded. Subsequent detail at 
present unclear. Church gifted to Bruem Abbey (Oxon) after 1147. 
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HACKINGTON, Kent, St Stephen Fig. 182 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. IX, pp. 42-55; Hayes 1978 TR148592 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop capitals, roll and hollow in voussoirs. Timber lintel, multi-block 
tympanum and voussoirs. Tympanum with chip-carving. 
DB manor with Odo of Bayeux, then reverted to crown. RHII granted a manor to Abp Baldwin for 
foundation of a college of canons, crown retained another. Church first mentioned c. 1100 when St 
Anselm dedicated it to St Stephen, and subsequently was described as ancient possession of the see. 
HADDISCOE, Norfolk, St Mary, Fig. 183 
Blomefield 1805-10, Vol. VIII, pp. 13-16 TM439969 
Nave S portal, supra-portal setting. Niche with single order of decorated columns, block capitals with 
strap and schematised foliate ornament. Angle roll in voussoirs. All framed by geometric forms. 
Enthroned figure, apparently dressed in episcopal robes, holds aloft two indeterminate objects. Details 
of head destroyed above brow line. Most of throne renewed. Further carved stone of unknown 
relationship set above figure. 
Principle manor berewick of Toftes and granted TRHI to Le Preaux by Robert Beaumont, earl of 
Leicester. The monks of Le Preaux controlled this manor and church through their cell at Toftes. Other 
smaller manors in parish held since 1100 or earlier by honors of Arundel and Norfolk. 
HALFORD, Warwickshire, St Mary Fig. 184 
V. ( , '. H. Warwks, Vol. V, pp. 89-92 
SP278457 
Nave S portal with single order and simple tympanum. 
Nave N portal, single order, with figuratively carved capitals, and simple tympanum with Angel Gabriel 
holding scroll with Annunciation inscription. Kahn 1980 demonstrates how image worked with 
sculpture on nave side of chancel arch wall. Dates work to period before 1120 and to the patronage of 
the Giffard lords of the manor. 
Not mention in Domesday but held by Giffards throughout 12G 
HALLATON, Leicestershire, St Michael Figs. 185-86 
T : (, '. H. Leics, Vol. V, pp. 121-33 SP786966 
Reset in S porch, tympanum block with St Michael and the Dragon. St Michael shelters figures in his 
sleeve, others await liberation from dragon in bottom R corner. 
Several powerful 12C manorial holdings. Church divided with half held by manor of Daniel Crevequer 
and gifted to Leeds Priory (Kent) early 12C. Second half not recorded until 13C but lordship with which 
associated suggests Daniel Crevequer retained half on gift to Leeds, or had shared advowson with 
Martival family, who held in own right and of Crevequers. 
HALTHAM(-ON-BAIN), Lincolnshire, St Benedict Fig. 187 
D. B. Lincs, 1,97 38,13; Foster and Langley 1924, p. 260 TF246638 
Nave S portal, jamb level rebuilt, voussoirs with rolls and hollows, and simple tympanum with Cross 
motif and geometric and chip-carved forms. 
ITR manor at DB in jurisdiction of Homcastle. Another DB manor with Robert the Bursar. By 
1115x18 Roger Marmion held a manor there. Further manorial detail as yet not found. Church 
apparently in gift of manor. 
HAMPNETT, Gloucestershire, St George Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, p. 467 SP101158 
Nave N portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Tympanum with chip-carving. 
1086 held by Roger d'Ivry and priest recorded. No further 12C evidence for lordship apparent. 
Recorded presentations with manor. 
HAMPRSETON, Dorset, All Saints Not illustrated 
Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. III, pp. 433-38; Alford 1984, pp. 13 & 20 SZ055988 
Nave N portal, reworked, hoodmould with chamfer, and tympanum of three joggled blocks. -º 
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No 12C details noted as yet, but three manors in lay fee at DB agglomerated as two manors by 13C. Chapelry of Wimbome Minster (q. v. ), though appears manorial lords alternately found priest for dean of Wimborne to present. 
HAMPTON BISHOP, Herefordshire, St Andrew Fig. 188 
Duncumb 1804-1915, Vol. IV, pp. 85-95 S0558380 
Nave S portal, no orders, hoodmould with billet. Massive lintel with chip-carving and scale ornament, 
tympanum, and voussoirs with lateral chevron. 
Manor of Bp of Hereford throughout period, part held by knightly tenant at DB. Church in gift of Bp 
throughout period. 
HAMPTON-IN-ARDEN, Warwickshire, St Mary & St Bartholomew Not illustrated 
B. E. Warwks, p. 304 SP203808 
B. E. identified tympanum carved with cross in chancel N portal. Extensively reworked and block cut 
into such that identification of whole and of block uncertain. No pre-restoration evidence found as yet 
to indicate relationship to original form. Not included in corpus. 
HARDHAM, Sussex, St Botolph Fig. 189 
Horsfield 1835, Vol. II, p. 152-53; Park 1983 TQ038176 
Nave S portal, no orders, canted lintel with relieving arch of coursed rubble blocks. Early Romanesque 
work. 
DB held by Roger of Montgomery and in fee to one Robert. 12C in fee to John Dawtrey and with heirs 
into 13C. Early 12C church gifted to Lewes Priory, with which it remained until late TRHIII. 
HARDWICK, Oxfordshire, St Mary, possibly St Michael before 14C Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Oxon, VoL XIII, pp. 122-23,140-41 & 146-47 SP374064 
Reset int. nave S portal, lintel block with recessed lunette that projects above upper edge (q. v. Broughton 
Poggs). Church probably of A-S foundation. 
Township within Ducklington parish and also associated with Cokethorpe manor centred on Standlake. 
Main manor and that of Standlake held by Odo of Bayeux at DB, retained ITR until 1131 when RHI 
gifted it to Sees Priory (Normandy). Chapelry of Ducklington, which was in gift of d'Oilly barony of 
Hook Norton (q. v. ). Presentation with rector there. Parson first recorded 1195x1218. 
HARESFIELD, Gloucestershire, St Peter Not illustrated 
B. E. Vale, p. 263 S0811105 
Nave N portal with tympanum with 19C geometric design. No pre-restoration evidence found as yet to 
indicate relationship to original form and not included in corpus. 
Held by descendants of Miles of Gloucester, whose father, Durand, was DB lord. Evidence for tenants, 
one of whom, Henry of Hereford, gifted church to Ilanthony Priory 1161. 
HARNHILL, Gloucestershire, St Michael Fig. 190 
Rudder 1779, p. 476 SP069005 
Nave S portal, jambs with roll moulding, simple lintel with St Michael and the dragon and rope moulding 
on the lintel line. Construction, composition and saint's moustache suggest early Romanesque work. 
1086 held from Ralph of Tosny, by Roger Baskerville, but it did not pass to his descendants. 12C 
evidence for lordship yet to be identified. Mesne lords controlled church during 14C. 
HART, Durham, St Mary Magdalen Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 23 NZ470351 
Block depicting St George and the Dragon noted by Keyser not found during site visit and not known of 
by churchwarden. Not included in corpus because no photograph of the block has been found as yet. 
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HATFIELD, Herefordshire, St Leonard Fig. 191 
D. B. Herefs, 1,11 1,27; Galbraith and Tait 1950, pp. 11,84-85 & 86; E. E. A. Vol. VII, Nos. 31 & 94 S0585594 
Nave N portal, no orders, lintel with keyed stone, tympanum of opus reticulatum, and voussoirs. Early 
Romanesque work. 
ITR manors at DB in fee to Hugh Donkey and William de Scohies (and of him by one Ralph). Hugh's 
manor passed to Roger de Chandos, who exchanged it with Malvern Priory before 1127. William's 
manor passed to one Nicholas de Hatfield by c. 1160-70. Chapelry of Leominster and cemetery 
established there 1131x48 and maintained, provided Leominster's rights and incomes ensured. 
HAUGHTON-LE-SKERNE, Durham, St Andrew Fig. 192 
Surtees 1816-40, Vol. III, pp. 265-76 & 336-49 NZ309159 
Sometimes spelt Houghton-le-Skeme. Nave S portal, single order, cushion capitals and billet in 
hoodmould. Massive lintel and multi-block tympanum. 
W tower W portal of identical form but no hoodmould. 
Parish covered parts of both Stockton and Darlington Wards. Majority held by 3 knights in service of Bp 
of Durham. Church also controlled by Bp. 
HAUXTON, Cambridgeshire, St Edmund, Not illustrated 
Canibs, Vol. VIII, pp. 194-207 TL435522 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop capitals, voussoirs with roll. lintel with chip-carving and multi-block 
tympanum. 
Main manor held by Ely. Small DB manor of Hadwin de Scalers with descendants into 13C. From 
x. 1130 all but '/2 hide of priory's manor enfeoffed to de Hauxton family. Church in gift of priory. Mid 
12C litigation with archdeacon William resolved whereby he held for life then revert to priory. Vicarage 
established 1191. 
HAWERIDGE, Somerset, St Giles Fig. 193 
D. B. Somerset, 21,50 Collinson 1791, Vol III, pp. 529-30; SS861306 
Nave S portal, single order with volute capitals, voussoirs with roll, hoodmould with lateral chevron, and 
multi-block arch-based tympanum. 
Possibly assessed as part of Roger of Courseulles' DB manor of Ashway, held of him by one Hugh. 
Manorial and ecclesiastical circumstances during 12C at present unclear, but both apparently in lay gift 
throughout period. 
HAWKSWORTH, Nottinghamshire, St Mary & All Saints Fig. 194 
Throsby 1790-96, Vol. I, pp. 258-60 SK753435 
Set ext. S face W tower, simple tympanum with voussoirs with chip-carving and head label-stops, 
apparently from portal with at least one order. Tympanum with Cross, the thieves crucified with Christ, 
Agnus Dei, angels, chip-carving, arc of floral stars and dedicatory inscription. 
Main DB manor that of Gilbert of Ghent. By mid-12C with Walter, the son of William de Aslacton, lord 
of Blankley (Uncs). He gifted land and possibly the church to Thurgarton Priory (Notts). Early 13C 
dispute between manor, Thurgarton Priory and Gilbertines of St Catherine's, Lincoln. 
HAZLETON or HASLETON, Gloucestershire, St Andrew Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, pp. 479 SP079183 
Nave S portal, single order, multi-scallop capitals, chevron frontal voussoirs, and simple tympanum. 
Held by Sigar of Chocques in DB. 12C evidence for lordship yet to be identified. TR. RI advowson 
apparently with Winchcombe Abbey, but details of donation yet to be identified. 
HEATH, Shropshire, Village church, Dedication unknown Fig. 195 
L': (:. H. Shrops, Vol. X, pp. 393-99 S0557857 
Nave S portal, two orders, columns replaced, and all worn. Volute-type capitals, inner voussoirs with roll 
and hollow, outer with cogwheel chevron and hoodmould with lateral chevron. Uncarved tympanum, or 
worn smooth by erosion. -+ 
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Detached section of Wenlock Priory's manor, and parish, at Stoke St Milborough. Stoke held in demesne 
throughout period, though interests of Herbert lords of Holdgate Castle at Heath may date from 1090s 
and continued into 13C. Glebe plot near church suggests resident priest, but date unclear. Medieval 
grave-slabs survive. 
HEDDON-ON-THE-WALL, Northumberland, St Andrew Not illustrated 
Bateson et al 1893-1940, Vol. XIII, pp. 57-116 NZ134669 
Chancel S portal, no orders with simple tympanum. Int. chancel N wall crescent-shaped block identified 
in B. E. as tympanum. If so, cut-back either to fit round-headed window or doorway. 
Included in grant of Styford barony to Walter de Bolbec TRHI. Remained with heirs throughout period. 
c. 1188 or soon after Walter III granted church to family foundation of Blanchland Abbey (N'humb'd). 
HEREFORD, Herefordshire, St Giles' Hospital Not illustrated 
flamer 1992, pp. 294-97 S0510398 
Tympanum block, badly eroded, reset ext house on site of St Giles' Hospital, with Christ in Glory with 
four angels. 
1158, land asigned and hospital established soon after, associated with both Hospitallers and Templars. 
Indirect evidence for patronage suggests interests of both Roger, earl of Hereford, and members of Lacy 
family. Round church constructed to serve foundation uncovered 1927. 
HEXHAM, Northumberland, St Andrew Fig. 196 
Bateson et al 1893-1940, VoL III, pp. 105-200 NY935623 
Cloister, W range, portal now built into post-medieval structure. No orders, lintel, with key stone, multi- 
block tympanum and voussoirs. Early Romanesque work. 
Powerful house of secular canons refounded as Augustinian priory c. 1113. 
HEYBRIDGE, Essex, St Andrew Fig. 197 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 379-80, Shortland 1975 TL855082 
Nave S portal, single order, no shafts or capitals. Multi-block arch-based tympanum with opus reticulatum 
and chip-carving (q. v. Stanstead Mountfichet & Wissington). 
Nave N portal, of essentially same form, but no orders and rolls set as corbels. 
Formerly known as Tidwalditun. Endowed to St Paul's, London, since IOC and remained so into 
modern period. Fabric completed TRHII and dedication of tower recorded by Ralph Diceto, 1181. 
HEYTHROP, Oxfordshire, St Nicholas Not illustrated 
V.. C. H. Oxon, Vol. XI, pp. 131-43; Keyser 1927, p. 24 SP352278 
Destroyed tympanum with Maltese cross noted by Keyser. 
DB estate of Hasculf Musard remained with his heirs throughout period. Tenants first mentioned early 
13C, but nothing to suggest this was a novelty. Valuable living and chaplain recorded late 12C. 
Advowson with manor until 16C. 
HIGH CONISCLIFFE, Durham, St Edwin Not illustrated 
B. E. Durham, p. 324 NZ226153 
Stone reset above nave S portal and identified by B. E. as fragment of tympanum. Romanesque carving 
on side of block demonstrates it is not from a tympanum. Not included in corpus. 
HIGH ERCALL, Shropshire, St Edward, now St Michael Fig. 198 
Eyton 1854-60, Vol. IX, pp. 62-114 SJ594174 
Reset int. nave N portal, tympanum block with tree motif under arc of floral stars. 
DB manor with five berewicks held by Roger of Montgomery. Granted to Hamo Peveral TRHI and 
apparently passed through 12C with various secondary heirs, such as William Peveral, Hamo's brother's 
nephew. Earl Roger granted church to Shrewsbury Abbey, gift confirmed by RWII, and retained by 
them subsequently. 
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HIGH ONGAR, Essex, St Mary Fig. 199 
T'. C. H. Essex, Vol. IV, pp. 171-88 IL564038 
Nave S portal, single order, though doorjambs with roll and capital forms, scallop type capitals, frontal 
chevron with roll and hollow in voussoirs and hoodmould with chip-carving. Multi-block arch-based 
tympanum with lintel-line marked by lateral chevron with hollow and main field with circular geometric 
forms. 
DB held by John FitzWaleran, enfeoffed to one Roger, and passed to John's heir Gilbert de Tany. No 
further evidence until 1212 when held as crown sergentry. Church granted to Rumilly-le-Comte Priory 
(Pas-de-Calais) by Eustace of Boulogne, as chapelry Chipping Ongar. Parochial status established by 
1181. 
HIGHWORTH, Wiltshire, St Michael Fig. 200 
D. B. Wilts, 1,23a; E. E. A. Vol. XVIII, No. 3 SY202925 
Reset int. nave S portal, tympanum block with David and Lion, possibly Samson and Lion, under arc of 
foliate ornament. 
Held at DB as endowment of church by Ralph the Priest. Church bestowed upon Salisbury by Bp 
Osmund 1091 and retained by them as prebendal church subsequently. 
HOGNASTON, Derbyshire, St Bartholomew Fig. 201 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. II, pp. 489-92 SK236505 
Nave S portal, reworked, single order with beak-heads, schematised capitals, voussoirs with cog-wheel 
type chevron, hoodmould, now with label-stops, and simple tympanum with ecclesiastical figure, Agnus 
Dei and various beasts. 
DB outlier of ITR manor of Ashbourne (Derbs) passed to Ferrers earls of Derby during first half 12C 
and remained with them. Chapelry of Ashbourne (q. v. Parwich) and hence presentation with Bp of 
Lincohi from 1093 onwards. 
HOISWORTHY, Devon, St Peter & St Paul Not illustrated 
B. E. Devon, p. 492 SS344038 
Fragment with Agnus Dei reset in S porch suggested by BE. to be centre of tympanum, but no evidence 
to demonstrate this or an association with a portal setting. Not included in corpus. 
HOLTON LE CLAY, Lincolnshire, St Peter Not illustrated 
D. B. L ncs, 12,1814,2-3 40,4; Stenton 1920, No. 142; Foster and Langley 1924, p. 249; Sills 1982 TA285028 
Reset ext. nave W wall, two fragments of tympanum block. 
Main DB manor held by No of Tallboys, part in fee to one Hermer. Other holdings of Alan of 
Richmond and Rainer of Brimeux. By 1115x18 part with one Ralph de Criol. Gift of land and salt-pan 
made to Greenfield Priory (founded by 1153) by Pigot of Holton, confirmed by his son Richard, TRHII. 
Church gifted to Humberston Abbey (Lincs) after c. 1160, though details at present unclear. 
HOLTON LE MOOR, Lincolnshire, St Luke Not illustrated 
D. B. Lincs, 1,80 14,35 16,7; Foster and Langley 1924, p. 244 & 245; Stenton 1934, Nos. 56 & 134 TF082978 
Nave S portal, no orders, simple tympanum and voussoirs. 
ITR manor at DB in jurisdiction of Caistor and Hundon (tins), save 1 carucate with No Tallboys. 
Further DB holding of Roger of Poitou. By TRJ part held by one Henry de Munbegun. 1115x18 lands 
with Ranulf Meschin and the count of Mortain. Chapeltry of Caistor, though circumstances prior to 13C 
at present unclear. 
HOOK NORTON, Oxfordshire, St Peter Not illustrated 
D. B. Oxon, 28,6; E. E. A. Vol. I, No. 53 SP355332 
Reset nave N portal, no orders and elliptical tympanum block. 
DB manor of Robert d'Oilly remained important demesne manor of his heirs. Church gifted to Osney 
Abbey (Oxon) by then Roger d'Oilly 1129 or soon after. 
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HOOTON PAGNELL, Yorkshire, West Riding, All Saints Not illustrated 
Hunter 1828-31, Vol. II, pp. 140-47 SE486080 
Nave S portal, no orders, hoodmould, lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. Voussoirs with 
decayed geometric forms. 
DB manor of Richard Paynel remained with his heirs throughout period, apparently in demesne. Church 
gifted to Holy Trinity, York, by Ralph Paynel 1089 on foundation. Retained by them throughout period, 
l)ut appears manor retained significant interest. 
HOPESAY, Shropshire, St Nicholas Not illustrated 
Eytcni 1854-60, Vol. XI, pp. 252-55 S0388834 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with geometric forms, L capital includes rabbit, and roll in voussoirs. 
Lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. 
Held under Roger of Montgomery by Picot de Say in DB and with his heirs throughout period and hence 
part of FitzAlan honor of Clun by later 12C. Apparently chapelry of Clun, but not included in TRRI gift 
of that church to Wenlock Priory, and advowson subsequently with manor. First recorded priest one 
Roger FitzAlan 1278. 
HORNBY, Yorkshire, North Riding, St Mary Fig. 202 
V(. H. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. I, pp. 313-20 SE222937 
W tower W portal, no orders, massive lintel, tympanum of rubble, and voussoirs. 
Main manor held by lords of Thornton Steward throughout period within honor of Richmond. Wigan, 
son of Landric of Homby, mesne lord, gifted church to St Mary's York, probably by early 12C. 
HORTON, Northumberland, St Mary Not illustrated 
Bateson et al 1893-1940, Vol. IX, pp. 243-83 NZ275797 
19C Nave S portal incorporates tympanum block with lozenge ornament 
Manor in Whalton barony and held in fee by late 12C. Chapelry of Woodhorn first mentioned as 
possession of Tynemouth Priory 1174. Similar time Bp Puiset issued exemption from certain episcopal 
dues and obligations to Woodhorn for the cemetery he had recently consecrated at Horton. Tynemouth 
controlled advowson and first rector recorded before 1162. 
HOUGH-ON-THE-HILL, Lincolnshire, All Saints Not illustrated 
D. B. Lincs, 12,43; Taylor and Taylor 1965-78, pp. 320-24 SK924465 
Chancel S portal with lintel, rubble tympanum and voussoirs. Note also int. W tower A-S stairvice portal 
with simple lintel. 
Main DB manor held by Alan of Richmond, apparently retained by honor of Richmond. Church held by 
Cherbourg Abbey (Normandy), but details of acquisition as yet unclear. 
HOUGHTON-LE-SPRING, Durham, St Michael Fig. 203 
Surtees 1816-40, Vol. I, pt ii, pp. 145-57; Offler 1968, Nos. 9,11-13 NZ342498 
Reset int. chancel N wall, armed tympanum with single block of'voussoirs' with saw-tooth. Tympanum 
with two dragons of same species with beak-like jaws set in neck-lock. Tails end in foliate scrolls. 
Manor held by Bp of Durham and parcels enfeoffed to knights in his service. Large cruciform church, 
important ecclesiastical centre in gift of Bp, administering large parish. Rectors known from 1130s. 
HOVERINGHAM, Nottinghamshire, St Michael Figs. 204-05 
Foulds 1994, Nos. 452-53; Throsby 1790-96, Vol. III, pp. 61-64 SK698466 
Reset above nave S portal, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. St Peter and another episcopal saint in 
corners, lintel with dragons and harpy, and tympanum with St Michael and Dragon and Agnus Dei. 
DB manor of Walter d'Aincourt remained with heirs throughout period. Held by members of 
Hoveringham family from at least later 12C. Church gifted to Thurgarton Priory (Notts) by Robert of 
Hoveringham by mid 12C. Priest and church recorded in DB. 
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HUISH EPISCOPI, Somerset, St Mary Fig. 206 
I': L. H. Somerset, Vol. III, pp. 1-13 ST427265 
Nave S portal with fire damage. Two orders plus shafts with enriched spirals on doorjambs and enriched 
scallop-type capitals, also on inner order. Inner order with plain shafts, outer order from double row 
frontal chevron and no capitals. Imposts with simple frontal chevron. Both orders voussoirs with 
frontal chevron of slightly different types. Hoodmould with nailhead and roll ending in flattened beast 
heads. Uncarved multi-block tympanum with wedge-shaped blocks, some with stepped joints, forming 
canted lintel above which hemisphere of opus reticulatum. 
Held by Bp of Bath & Wells since at least TRE. Parish contained several other relatively small estates. 
Church first recorded 1179. Advowson with Bp until prebend for archdeacon established by 1199. 
HUNMANBY, Yorkshire, East Riding, All Saints Not illustrated 
Yorks, E Riding, Vol. II, pp. 228-45 TA096775 
Nave S portal, no orders, painted over, but appears as framed simple tympanum with Maltese Cross. 
Timber lintel inserted between imposts. Hoodmould with chamfer. Early Romanesque work. 
Main DB manor with Gilbert of Ghent and with his heir throughout period as centre of holding that also 
included Fordon and Wold Newton (q. v. ). Church recorded in DB and 1115 gifted to Bardney Abbey 
(Lincs) along with eight chapelries, including Fordon and Wold Newton (q. v. ). 
IBSTONE, Buckinghamshire, St Nicholas Fig. 207 
V. C. H. Bucks, Vol. III, pp. 62-65 SU755923 
Nave S portal, no orders, chip-carved imposts and lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Lintel with billet, 
tympanum with incised opus reticulatum design. 
Nave N portal survives with lintel, tympanum formed from lozenge and triangular blocks and voussoirs. 
DB held from king by one Hervey, who possibly served as an interpreter. Remained ITR throughout 
period and no subsequent evidence for tenants. Advowson first mention c. 1217 when exercised by royal 
agent, Walter Foliot. 
IDBURY, Oxfordshire, St Nicholas Fig. 208 
D. B. Oxon, 30,1; E. E. A. VoL XVIII, No. 6 n.; Smith 2000, No. 227 SP236200 
Nave N portal, single order, L column with spirals, R with chevron, imposts with beaded star ornament, 
voussoirs with roll, hollow and saw-tooth, and hoodmould with chip-carving. Simple tympanum, with 
arch cut into it, carved with dimples, and voussoirs with lateral chevron. 
Valuable DB manor of Ralph of Mortimer apparently remained with his heirs throughout period. 
Chapelry of Salisbury Cathedral's church of Shipton-under-Wychwood held by them since early TRHI. 
IDEFORD, Devon, St Mary Fig. 209 
D. B. Devon, 48,8 SX894774 
Canted lintel reset ext. chancel S wall. Foliate motif flanked by a serpent to L and a bird to R, possibly a 
dove, though B. E. suggests a cock. 
Held by Nicholas the Bowman in DB, most of whose Devon manors passed to honor of Plympton early 
12C, and thence into earldom of Devon. Early 13C in fee to knightly tenant Church apparently in gift 
of manor. 
INGLESHAM, Wiltshire, St John the Baptist Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 26; B. E. Wilts, p. 277 SU207984 
Panel with Virgin and Child Keyser suggested fragment of Romanesque tympanum identified as A-S 
panel. Not included in corpus. 
IPPLEPEN, Devon, St Andrew Fig. 210 
D. B. Devon, 33,1; Knowles and Hadcock 1971, p. 181 SX834665 
Nave N portal. Fragment of tympanum block reset and recut above late medieval doorway. Maltese 
cross in square panel and remains of geometric floral motif and beast B. E. suggests is a bird. -º 
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Held by Ralph of Feugeres in DB and remained with his male heirs until mid 12C when passed to Henry, 
son of Reginald earl of Cornwall. 1143 church and part of manor gifted to form priory of Augustinians 
who moved there from Fougeres, in eastern Brittany and with whom it remained. 
IPSTONES, Staffordshire, St Leonard Fig. 211 
(: ockin 2000, p. 311 SK018503 
Reset int. nave S wall, tympanum block with two dragons grappling and fighting with jaws under arc of 
foliate ornament. 
Manor held by de Vernon family from early 12C and passed to de Ipstones family by TRHIII. Chapelry 
of Leek (Staffs), hence in gift of monks there from 1130s. 
IPSWICH, Suffolk, St Nicholas Figs. 212-13 
6 : (.. H. Suffolk, Vol. II, p. 102; Galbraith 1970 TM160445 
Displayed int. nave, tympanum and probable lintel blocks. Framed tympanum with boar and worn 
dedicatory inscription, referring to church of All Saints, in arc. On reverse face, Cross motif. 
Lintel block with St Michael and Dragon with A-S inscription identifying iconography. 
Origins of parish and church at present unclear. Church gifted of Priory of SS Peter & Paul, founded late 
TRHII, possibly by local potentates, though royal involvement possible. 
IREBY, Cumberland, Old Church, Dedication unknown Fig 214 
Nicolson and Bum 1777, Vol. II, pp. 128-30 NY238391 
Tympanum block reset above W portal of remains of Old Church carved with roundel and foliate Cross 
motif. 
Manorial evidence unclear, but apparently held the lords of Allerdale throughout period. Grant of 
church to Carlisle Cathedral Priory by Alan FitzWaldeof confirmed TRHII. 
JARROW, Durham, St Paul Fig. 215 
V. I:. H. Durham, Vol II, pp. 81-85; Cambridge 1994 NZ339654 
Portal in W range, single order, cushion capitals, massive lintel and multi-block tympanum. 
One of oldest Benedictine foundations in England re-established 1083 as daughter house of Durham 
Cathedral Priory by Bp de St Calais. 
JERVAULX, Yorkshire, North Riding, St Mary Fig. 216 
V. I:. H. Yorks, General Vol. III, pp, 13842; V. C. N. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. I, pp. 280-86 SE174858 
Cloister E range, portal for old stairs to dorter, two orders, plus order on doorjambs, shafts missing and 
capitals wom. Voussoirs with angle rolls and hollows. Multi-block arch-based tympanum with wedge- 
shaped blocks and roll and hollows defining lintel line. 
Savignac Abbey, subsequently Cistercian, founded 1145 by Akarius FitzBardulph with permission of 
Alan of Richmond. Moved to Jervaulx 1156. 
KEDLESTON, Derbyshire, All Saints Fig. 217 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. III, pp. 171-82 SK313403 
Reset and badly damaged nave S portal, single order with beak-heads, voussoirs with lateral chevron 
including hollow, and simple tympanum with remains of hunting scene above arcade of foliate forms on 
lintel line. 
Overlordship remained with Ferrers family throughout period, and held of them by de Curzon family 
from at least TRHI. Church in gift of mesne lords. 
KELSO, Roxburgh, St Mary & St John Not illustrated 
R. C. H. A. M. S. Roxburgh, Vol. I, pp. 240-46 NT730338 
Nave W portal, remains of gabled portal setting of five orders with enriched voussoirs. W transept N 
portal of three orders, most features lost, with gabled setting. Above portal blind interlocked arcade, and 
gable with lattice. 
Community of reformed Benedictine monks settled by 1128 under patronage of David I of Scotland. 
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KEMPLEY, Gloucestershire, St Mary Figs. 218-19 
E. E. A. Vol. VII, No. 348; Rudder 1779, pp. 508-09 S0672296 
Nave S portal, single order with multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with lateral chevron with hollow, and 
hoodmould with chamfer. Framed simple tympanum with tree motif, roll on lintel line and arc with 
double strand of bead ornament and hollow. 
Nave W portal, single order, cushion-type capitals, voussoirs with rolls and hollow, hoodmould with 
chamfer and simple tympanum. 
DB Lacy manor passed with honor of Weobley throughout period. Church in gift of manor. 
KEMPSFORD, Gloucestershire, St Mary Figs. 220-21 
I'(:. H. Glos, Vol. VII, pp. 96-105 SU162996 
Nave S portal, single order, chevron on L shaft, spirals on R, scallop type capitals, frontal chevron with 
roll and hollow, and hoodmould with roll. Framed simple tympanum. 
Nave N portal similar construction, but more ornate. Lateral chevron on doorjambs, L capital with 
human face and foliate sprays for moustache, banded frontal chevron in voussoirs, rope moulding in 
hoodmould, beast mask at apex. Framed simple tympanum with lateral chevron in arc. 
Church within perimeter of castle first established by Ernulf of Hesdin before 1096. Ernulf gifted 
church to Gloucester Abbey,, while manor remained with his Charworth family heirs into 13C. 
KENCOT, Oxfordshire, St George Figs. 222-23 
D. B. Oxon, 28,26 SP254048 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop-type capitals, imposts with chip-carving, voussoirs with roll and 
hollow, and remains of hoodmould with chamfer and chip-carving. Simple tympanum with Sagittarius, 
identified by inscription, firing arrow into throat of dragon-like beasts and chip-carving on lintel line. 
Nave N portal, single order and elliptical tympanum. 
DB manor of Robert d'Oil1y in fee to one Roger and apparently retained by their heirs subsequently. 
Church apparently in gift of manor throughout period. 
KILPECK, Herefordshire, St Mary & St David Figs. 222-23 
Hamer 1992, esp. pp. 130-46; Thurlby 1999, esp. pp. 37-51 S0445305 
Nave S portal, single order, inhabited columns and outer jambs, L capitals with beasts, R with foliate 
mask, enriched imposts, voussoirs with frontal chevron and variety of beak-head types on roll. 
Hoodmould with beast heads holding chain of medallions with beasts linked by further beast heads. 
Armed tympanum with voussoirs. Lintel field with vertical orientated lateral chevron, tympanum with 
tree or vine motif and voussoirs with roll and hollow. 
DB manor of William FitzNorman passed to his son Hugh Forester (alive c. 1155) and castle there was 
caput of their fee. Church first mentioned 1120x34 and included in endowment of cell of Gloucester 
Abbey founded by Hugh Forester 1134. 
KINGSWINFORD, Staffordshire, St Mary Figs. 226-27 
Shaw 1798-1801, Vol. II, pp. 226-38 S0894894 
Reset int. vestry tympanum block with St Michael stabbing sword down dragon's throat. 
Manor ITR throughout period. Church in gift of manor throughout period. 
KINLET, Shropshire, St John the Baptist Not illustrated 
Eytou 1854-60, Vol. IV, pp. 240-57 50711810 
13C nave S portal with tympanum setting incorporating majority of Romanesque simple tympanum with 
chip-carving on lintel line and chamfer into tympanum field. 
Held by tenants of Mortimer honor of Wigmore throughout period, by earlier 12C members of de 
Brompton family. Church gifted c. 1179 to Wigmore Abbey (Herefs) by John de Brompton. 
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KIRKBAMPTON, Cumberland, St Peter Figs. 229-31 
[: (, '. H. Cunub'd, Vol. II, p. 200; Nicolson and Bum 1777, Vol. II, pp. 209-11 NY305565 
Nave N portal, single order, multi-scallop capitals, two orders cogwheel chevron and hoodmould with 
billet. Much reworked. Massive lintel and multi-block tympanum. Carved with arc of roll, part with 
rope ornament and small row of zigzag. lintel very worn, but figure with crosier clearly visible. 
Chancel W portal with unadorned order and multi-block tympanum. Above lintel stone three bands 
decorative stonework alternating two coloured stone types. Square lozenge blocks interspersed by paired 
trapezium-shaped stones. 
Manor in fee from lords of Burgh by Sands (q. v). 1.1181 advowson granted to Hospital of St Nicholas 
(not St Leonard as stated by Nicolson and Bum 1777) by Adam FitzRobert, great grandson of Hildred de 
Carlisle, who had also held manor. 
KIRKBURN, Yorkshire, East Riding, St Mary Fig. 232 
E. I. Vol. II, pt. XII, Nos. 671-73 SE979552 
Nave S portal, two orders plus columns of doorjambs, volute-type capitals, imposts with geometric 
ornament. Inner voussoirs with point-to-point chevron forming deep-cut teeth with geometric 
enrichments, outer voussoirs with roll and avian beak-heads. Hoodmould with panels with figures, 
beasts and geometric forms. Multi-block arch-based tympanum with lateral chevron with roll and hollow 
on soffit and low arc, remainder with geometric forms. 
Nave N portal, single order, volute-type capitals, chip-carving on inside of imposts, roll and hollow 
voussoirs, and multi-block arch-based tympanum. 
Main manor held by Robert of Brus and his heirs from c. 1106 and administered as berewick of Great 
Driffield (Yorks. E Riding). 1119x24 church gifted to Guisborough Priory at foundation by Robert. 
KIRKDALE, Yorkshire, North Riding, St Gregory Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. I, pp. 517-23 SE677857 
Nave S portal, no orders. Supra-portal setting with sundial and dedicatory inscription in Old English 
detailing patronage of reconstruction of the minster church. Datable to c. 1060. 
Church and manor then held by one Gamel. 
KIRKLEVINGTON, Yorks, N Riding, St Martin Not illustrated 
BE. Yorks, N Riding, p. 221 NZ432098 
Also spelt Kirk Leavington. Block identified in B. E. as tympanum fragment offers no evidence to 
demonstrate this and may be pre-Romanesque work. Not included in corpus. 
KIRKLINGTON, Nottinghamshire, St Swithun Not illustrated 
Throsby 1790-96, Vol. III, pp. 96-101 SK679576 
Reset ext. vestry, lintel block with chip-carving and other geometric forms. 
Named Cherlington in DB and main manor with Gilbert of Ghent, but in jurisdiction of Abp of York's 
manor of Southwell (q. v). By TRHII overlordship apparently with Abp of York and two lay manorial 
holdings. Church in gift of Southwell Minster throughout period. 
KIRKSTALL, Yorkshire, West Riding, St Mary Fig. 233 
V l:. H. Yorks, General Vol. III, pp. 142-46 SE258363 
Nave N portal, round-headed doorway, three orders, columns missing, with gabled portal setting, 
apparently with niche. Doorjambs and inner two orders with scallop-type capitals and voussoirs with 
frontal chevron and roll mouldings. Outer continuous order fret ornament. 
Nave W portal, round-headed doorway, three orders, columns missing, with gabled portal setting with 
four-bay blind arcade and niche. Scallop-type capitals and voussoirs with roll mouldings, save second 
order with frontal chevron. 
Established 1152 for monks from Fountains who had settled at Barnoldswick 1147. Henry de Lacy one 
of principal patrons and became an important Yorkshire house. 
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KIRTLING, Cambridgeshire, All Saints Figs. 234-35 
Bailey 1991 TL687577 
Nave S portal, two orders, inner columns with chevron, outer with reeding, cushion capitals, corbels of 
Ely head-type. Inner voussoirs with point-to-point chevron, including hollow on open face. Outer 
voussoirs with serrated edge chevron and hoodmould with billet Simple tympanum with Christ 
enthroned within recessed roundel section. Remainder of block apparently uncarved, but may have been 
painted. 
Held at DB by Countess Judith and passed with her daughter, Judith, to Ralph de Tosny by marriage, and 
with their heirs into 13C. No mention of tenants. Castle suggests demesne manor of importance. 
Church first mentioned 13C, and controlled by manor. 
KIRTLINGTON, Oxfordshire, St Mary Fig. 236 
Oxon, Vol. VI, pp. 219-32 SP501195 
Tympanum block set int. central tower with tree motif. 
DB ITR, but in fee before first record of tenant, early TRHII, when held by Richard de Humez, 
constable of Normandy. His parents-in-law gifted church to Aulnay Abbey c. 1131, and Danegeld paid by 
them in 1130 Pipe Roll suggests they then held Kirtlington. Osmund, a priest, named in DB held 1 hide 
and in 13C was most valuable living in deanery. 
KIRTON-IN-LINDSEY, Uncolnshire, St Andrew Fig. 237 
D. B. Lincs, 1,38; E. E. A. Vol. I, Nos. 178-79 SK934986 
Chancel S portal, jamb level rebuilt, voussoirs with lateral chevron and simple tympanum with beaded 
interlace pattern under arc of foliate ornament 
Important ITR manor in DB and significant soke throughout period. Part granted to Newhouse Abbey 
1153x56. Church apparently in gift of crown until prebend of Lincoln Cathedral established during 13C. 
KNOCHIN, Shropshire, St Mary Fig. 238 
Eyton 1854-60, Vol. X, pp. 365-77 SJ338209 
Chancel S portal, single order, with shafts and geometric capitals on doorjambs only. Voussoirs with 
narrow band frontal chevron and hoodmould with chamfer. Multi-block arch-based tympanum. 
Apparently held by Lestrange family of FitzAlans from earlier 12C as part of manor centred of Kinnerley. 
Late TRHII Haughton sub-tenants of Lestrange built castle. Chapelry of Kinnerley, gifted to 
Haughmond Abbey during 1190s by Ralph Lestrange and ownership confirmed 1204x10 after dispute 
with rector of Kinnerley. 
KNOOK, Wiltshire, St Margaret Fig. 239 
D. B. Wilts, 67,14 67,86; Hall 1896, p. 485; E. E. A. Vol. XVIII, No. 20 ST938418 
Nave S portal set in gabled abutment, single order, cushion capitals, voussoirs with roll, and simple 
tympanum with two canine-like beasts biting branches of tree motif. 
Held at DB as 2 valuable manors by 2 of the king's thanes, one Alfward Colling and one Leofgeat. 
Soon 
passed to honor of Gloucester, with which it remained. 1109 demesne tithes gifted to 
Tewkesbury 
Abbey by Robert FitzHaimon's tenant, William of Heytesbury. Church apparently retained by manor 
throughout period. 
LADOCK, Cornwall, St Ladoca Not illustrated 
Henderson 1955-60, pp. 277-78 SW894510 
Nave S portal, reworked, with remains of tympanum-like setting, small elliptical stone and radiating 
'voussoirs' stones. 
Parish wholly within earldom of Cornwall manor of Trewithgy in Probus. Possibly in fee before end 
12C. First recorded advowson TREI, when mesne lord presented priest styled as rector. 
LAMBOURNE, Essex, St Mary & All Saints Not illustrated 
V(.. H. Essex, Vol. IV, pp. 72-87 TQ478961 
Remains of nave S portal, no orders and multi-block tympanum with rubble in tympanum field. -º 
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Remains of nave N portal, single order, scallop and cushion capitals, voussoirs with lateral chevron and 
multi-block tympanum including section of chip-carved opus reticulatum. Both with timber lintels. Portals blocked 1720s. 
DB with tenant of Eustace of Boulogne and overlordship remained with Eustace's heirs throughout most 
of period. By 1202 tenancy with Lamboume family, who had share in advowson. 1218 church gifted to Waltham Abbey. 
LANGPORT, Somerset, All Saints Fig. 240 
i : C. H. Somerset, Vol. III, pp. 16-38 ST422267 
Canted lintel block reset above nave S portal with Agnus Dei in roundel supported by two angels and 
flanked by two figures. To R, ecclesiastic with pastoral staff offering benediction. To L, another 
standing figure. Volume of stone extending beyond compositional space suggests original setting with at 
least one order. 
Important economic centre. First recorded as fortified burh 10C. Valuable DB holding ITR assessed 
with Somerton and relationship endured into 13C. By 1156 rights there granted to Hugh de Gundeville 
and held as part of his Curry Rivel manor and relationship endured into 13C. Chapelry of Huish 
Episcopi (q. v. ). Church first mentioned 1318, though deputy archdeacon of Langport recorded 1208. 
LATHBURY, Buckinghamshire, All Saints Fig. 241 
T '. (, '. H. Bucks, Vol. N, pp. 372-79 SP875451 
Substantial fragment of tympanum block with central pillar of interlace flanked by quadruped in battle 
with beaded serpent to L, and lion-like beast to R. Remaining space with foliate ornament. 
Mesne lordship of two primary DB manors remained with same families throughout 12C. Church not 
mentioned till 13C when gifted to Lavenden Abbey (Bucks) by de Bidun lord of manor held at DB by 
William de Bidun of the Bp of Coutances. 
LATTON, Wiltshire, St John the Baptist Not illustrated 
Ross 1964, esp. No. 28 SU094957 
Nave S portal, single order, parts recut. Columns with lateral chevron, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs 
with stepped lateral chevron, hoodmould with pellet, and multi-block arch-based tympanum. 
DB manor of Rainbald the Priest passed to Cirencester Abbey on foundation TRHI, as did church. 
LAYSTERS POLE, Herefordshire, St Andrew Not illustrated 
D. B. Herefs, 11,2 22,6 36,2 S0568633 
Nave S portal, no orders, shafts on doorjambs and forming corbel block upon which rests massive lintel, 
tympanum and voussoirs. 
Assessed as three manors at DB of little value and apparently held as such throughout period. 
Ecclesiastical circumstances as yet unclear. 
LECKHAMPSTEAD, Buckinghamshire, Assumption of the Virgin Figs. 242-43 
V. C. H. Bucks, VoL IV, pp. 180-87 SP727379 
Nave S portal, single order, L column with scale ornament, R with chevron and beast head, schematised 
capitals, voussoirs with thick roll and hollow, hoodmould with chamfer and floral motif at apex. Armed 
tympanum with ashlar in-filling and voussoirs including paint fragments. Tympanum block, possibly 
reset 12C, with beaded-star ornament on lintel line and two dragons with foliate tails apparently fighting 
over human figure. Stepped pyramid form to R of figure frequently identified as altar. 
Main DB manor of Odo of Bayeux passed to de Say family, heirs of Odo's tenant, and held as ward of 
Dover castle. By end 12C, de Chastillon family sub-tenants, and secured control advowson 1209x1219 
from de Says. 
LEIGH, Worcestershire, St Eadburga Fig. 244 
T! (: H. Worcs, Vol. 1V, pp. 101-11 S0784534 
Near life-size figure of Christ standing holding a cross-headed staff formerly reset within a 12C window. 
Original context unclear and provenance potentially doubtful. Tudor-Craig 1990 suggests it is 11C A-S 
work, B. E. interpreted it as coffin lid of c. 1200. Both views dubious. -º 
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Main manor in demesne of Pershore Abbey. Several other small manorial holdings. Church apparently divided three ways, but all recorded presentations by Pershore. 
LEONARD STANLEY, Gloucestershire, St Leonard's Priory Fig. 245 
L . (:. H. Glos, Vol. X, pp. 257-67 S0803033 
Set above aumbry in S wall of chancel, depicting bestial temptation of Adam by Eve. 
Augustinian Priory church established by Roger Berkeley during 1120s. 1146 transferred to Benedictines 
and subject to Gloucester Abbey. Manor remained in demesne of Berkeley family. Until 15C parish 
served by nearby chapel, now a barn, which contains fabric from late A-S period onwards. 
LETCOMBE BASSETT, Berkshire, now Oxfordshire, St Michael Fig. 246 
VC. H. Berks, Vol. IV, pp. 217-22 SU374849 
Ch; uicel S portal, single order, cushion capitals with symbols of Evangelists, thick roll in voussoirs, and 
lintel and simple tympanum with incised pattern based on Isosceles triangles. Early Romanesque work. 
Manor held by Robert d'Oilly at DB and held throughout period as part of honor of Wallingford. By 
mid 12C in fee to Richard Bassett and passed to his son. Church in gift of manor. 
LETTON, Herefordshire, St John the Baptist Fig. 247 
D. B. Herefs, 10,47; Galbraith and Tait 1950, pp. 47 & 101 S0335465 
Nave S portal, no orders, and hoodmould with diaper pattern. Massive lintel with large central foliate 
star, further foliate stars, other geometric forms and lateral chevron continued from doorjambs, 
tympanum and voussoirs with shallow rolls. 
Nave W portal, no orders, lintel renewed, tympanum and voussoirs. 
DB manor of Roger de Lacy in fee to one Tesselin and remained with honor of Weobley subsequent. 
Church apparently in gift of manor throughout period. 
LILLESHALI,, Shropshire, St Mary Fig. 248 
V. G. H. Shrops, Vol. II, pp. 70-80 & Vol. XI, pp. 145-76 SJ738142 
Nave S portal, from cloister E range. Two orders, doorjambs with slender shafts, inner columns with 
chevron, outer with spirals, and angles of jambs ornamented, inner with frontal chevron, outer with 
point-to-point hyphenated chevron. All with foliate capitals. Inner voussoirs with gaping chevron, outer 
with point-to-point hyphenated chevron and hyphenated lozenges on angle. Angles of orders, and 
hoodmould, with hollows. Multi-block arch-based tympanum with arc of stepped lateral chevron and 
band of lozenges. Later Romanesque work. 
Portal to passage in E range of cloister, with single order and scallop-type capitals, and two portals in S 
range of cloister, one to passage, one to refectory, each with no orders, and multi-block arch-based 
tympanum. 
Int. sacristy two portals, no orders, each with armed tympanum and voussoirs, one above doorway 
communicating with passage, one in stairvice portal. 
Augustinian Abbey colonised from Dorchester (q. v. ) 1148, having settled twice since c. 1143, principally 
under patronage of Richard de Belmeis, dean of St Alkmund's, Shrewsbury, who surrendered that church 
to Dorchester for foundation of Lilleshall. One of wealthier houses in region. 
LINCOLN, Lincolnshire, Jew's House Not illustrated 
B. E. Lincs, p. 519 SK976717 
Main entry portal of single order and considerable enrichment with modern tympanum inserted, which 
may reflect original form. Note upper window with spandrel-type tympanum. Dwelling of wealthy 
personage; direct evidence for Jewish occupation is inconclusive. Not included in corpus 
LINCOLN, Lincolnshire, St Mary's Cathedral Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 32; Zamecki 1988, pp. 80-83 SK978715 
Fragments of Christ in Majesty identified by Keyser as from a tympanum setting. Insufficient 
archaeological context survives to ascertain whether this was so or if from frieze as suggested by, for 
example, Zamecki, and not included in corpus. 
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LINCOLN, Lincolnshire, St Mary's Guildhall Fig. 249 
B. E. Lincs, pp. 504-05 SK974705 
Main entry portal, no jamb orders, doorjambs with chamfers rising to stops, voussoirs with hollows and 
dogtooth, hood mould with incised foliate stars, and arch-based tympanum of wedge-shaped blocks. 
St Mary's was the most powerful guild in Lincoln during Middle Ages. 
LINCOLN, Lincolnshire, St Peter-at-Gowts Not illustrated 
Taylor and Taylor 1965-78, pp. 394-98,810 & Fig. 661 SK973703 
W tower W portal, no orders with 19C tympanum setting that has been argued reflects original early 
Romanesque work, but not included in corpus. 
LINLEY, Shropshire, St Nicholas, now St Leonard Figs. 250-51 
L . C;. H. Shrops, Vol. X, pp. 348-54 S0687986 
Nave S portal, no orders, hoodmould with chamfer and framed simple tympanum with horizontal bands 
lateral chevron. 
Nave N portal, no orders, hoodmould with chamfer and framed simple tympanum with Green Man 
figure and further foliate ornament under arc chip-carving. 
Held in socage of Wenlock Priory throughout period. By late 1130s Richard of Linley recorded as mesne 
lord and with his heirs subsequently. Chapelry of Wenlock church. 
LINTON, Roxburgh, Village Church Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. lxxxi & p. 32; RCH. AM. S. Roxburgh, Vol. I, pp. 257-58; Lang 1957, pp. 146-47 NT773262 
Reset in neo-Romanesque nave S portal of two orders, tympanum block with hunting scene, equestrian 
hunter attacks at least one beast. Details of inscription noted in early 20C unclear. 
Manorial and ecclesiastical circumstances at present unclear, but both apparently in lay gift through 
period. 
LITTLE BARFORD, Bedfordshire, St Denis Not illustrated 
V. (. H. Beds, Vol. II, pp. 206-09 TL178569 
Nave S portal, much restored, with single order, late-Romanesque lozenge-chevron form, hoodmould 
with dogtooth and tympanum space with renewed lintel and rubble. 
DB manor with Ramsey Abbey. 1133x60 alienated to Hugh Beauchamp for £10, but surrendered 1194. 
Hugh was also overlord of three hides held in 1194 by Peter de Leyham and which had been held of 
crown by Osbern FitzWalter at DB. Church first mentioned 1178 in gift of Ramsey. 
LITTLE BARRINGTON, Gloucestershire, St Peter Fig. 252 
V. (: H. Glos, Vol. VI, pp. 16-27 SP209128 
Tympanum block of later Romanesque date reset into nave N wall, from now lost N portal. Carved in 
high relief, with Christ in Glory, with censing angels, no mandorla. Round-headed nave S portal 
probably of similar date. 
1086 manor probably that held of William Goizenboded by one Ralph. No 12C evidence for lordship 
cited, though interest of manor in church implied in reference to chaplain there in mid-12C. Chapelry of 
Great Barrington, and hence part of gift to Llanthony Priory by Walter FitzRichard, lord of Great 
Barrington TRHI. 
LITTLE BYTHAM, Lincolnshire, St Medard Fig. 253 
Steelton 1934, No. 732 TF013181 
Chancel S portal, framed by essentially continuous order chip-carving, shafts on doorjambs, single order, 
no capitals, imposts with chip-carving, and voussoirs with roll. Simple tympanum with central, deep 
circular niche of indeterminate date flanked by birds in roundels and above Agnus Dei and interlocking 
circles, lintel line with geometric form, and double arc billet and geometric forms. 
Apparently not identified in DB. Dispute over tenement there initiated 1219 between William of 
Coleville and William, count of Aumale. Ecclesiastical circumstances as yet unclear. 
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LITTLE CASTERTON, Rutland, All Saints Fig. 254 
I : (.. H. Rutland, Vol. II, pp. 236-42 TF017098 
Tympanum block reset int. vestry area of nave with central tree-type foliate form flanked by circular 
geometric forms. 
DB manor held by one David passed to Lyndon family, whose tenant presented priest 1263. No 12C 
tenants identified and priest mentioned at DB. Another manor in parish centred at Tolethorpe, held by 
the probable descendants of one Robert, the DB sub-tenant of William FitzAnsculf and the heirs of his 
daughter who married Fulk Paynel. 
LITTLE COMBERTON, Worcestershire, St Peter Fig. 255 
V. C. H. Worcs, Vol. IV, pp. 60-65 S0967428 
Nave N portal, no orders, chamfer on jambs and simple tympanum with Cross joined with frame of 
lunette and eight conical swirls in recessed spaces around cross. 
1086 held by Gilbert FitzTurold of Westminster Abbey. No more evidence for tenants until 13C, but 
may have passed to FitzWarin family on basis of later landholding patterns. 13C evidence suggests 
church in gift of manor. 
LITTLE LANGFORD, Wiltshire, St Nicholas Figs. 256-57 
V. (:. H. Wilts, Vol. XV, pp. 178-83 SU047367 
Nave S portal, single order, doorjambs renewed, figural and geometric capitals, roll and hollow in 
voussoirs, and hoodmould with billet. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Lintel, with boar-hunting scene, 
tympanum, with episcopal figure, tree with birds and geometric forms, and voussoirs with lateral chevron 
including hollow. 
Wilton Abbey's manor enfeoffed to tenants throughout period. Another manor held of Glastonbury 
Abbey by honor of Salisbury throughout period and enfeoffed to tenants, by later 12C named de 
Langford. Advowson first recorded 14C when with mesne lord of Wilton's manor, though gifts recorded 
to church from both manors. 
LITTLE PAXTON, Huntingdonshire, St James Figs. 258-59 
V. I. H. Hunts, Vol. II, pp. 332-37 TL189628 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with schematised volute rolls and framed simple tympanum with 
central cross in roundel, figure with cross-headed pastoral staff and small beast to L, two beasts to R 
Probably one of Great Paxton's 3 DB berewicks, but no evidence prior to mid 13C. Great Paxton 
demesne manor in honor of Huntingdon until at least 1192, and little Paxton probably likewise. 
Chapelry of Great Paxton, first recorded 1274. Free tenants had given Great Paxton church 30 acres of 
own demesne to fund services. Great Paxton retained burial rights, and served by priests from there. 
LITTLE SAXHAM, Suffolk, St Nicholas Fig. 260 
D. B. Suffolk, 14,6 & 14,11 TL978637 
Nave S portal, single order, volute-type capitals, voussoirs with rolls, hoodmould with large sized billet, 
and framed simple tympanum. 
Main DB manor in gift of St Edmund's, part held by 2 knights in Abt's service, and apparently remained 
thus throughout period. Church apparently in gift of St Edmund's throughout period. 
LITTLE TEY, Essex, St James the Less Not illustrated 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 204-05 TL892238 
Nave S portal, heavily reworked, single order, roll and hollow voussoirs. Multi-block tympanum of opus 
reticulatum with super-imposed horizontal-vertical geometric design. 
Nave N portal, no surviving orders, with tympanum setting of unclear character. 
Church and manor in demesne of Westminster Abbey throughout period. 
LLANBADARN FAWR, Radnorshire, St Padarn Fig. 261 
B. [V Powys, pp. 240-41 S0087643 
Nave S portal, reworked, single order, capitals with human and beast forms, enriched imposts, voussoirs 
as two orders with frontal and lateral chevron, and renewed hoodmould with chamfer. Tympanum set -- 
III 
of human head corbels, with two beasts flanking tree motif that springs from feline beast mask, and lintel 
line with alternating geometric form. 
Manorial and ecclesiastical conditions during 12C at present unclear. N. B. not Uanbadarn Fawr in 
Cardiganshire. 
LONDESBOROUGH, Yorkshire, East Riding, All Saints Not illustrated 
D. B. Yorks, 2B9; E. Y. C. Vol. I, No. 25 & 31 SE868455 
Nave S portal, single order, columns missing, rough cushion capitals, voussoirs with hollow, and lintel 
and multi-block tympanum with semi-circular scratch-dial. 
Held at DB as part of Abp of York's estate that included Goodmanham (q. v) and was held of him by 
two clerics and a knight. Manor and church granted to Herbert of Winchester, chamberlain to RHI, 
1108x14, and descended as Weaverthorpe (q. v. ). 
LONDON, Smithfield, St Bartholomew Fig. 262 
V. (., 'H. London, Vol. I, pp. 475-80 TQ320819 
Cloister, E range remains of portal with no orders hoodmould with small roll, and multi-block arch- 
based tympanum from wedge-shaped blocks with recessed trefoil cut on lower part. Augustinian house 
founded as hospital for poor by one Rahere 1123 on land obtained from RHI, in thanks giving for return 
from Holy Land. Became one of leading religious houses and charitable hospitals in London. 
LONDON, St Paul's Cathedral Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 33; Tweddle et al 1995, pp. 226-28 TQ320810 
Block noted by Keyser as possible tympanum accepted as Anglo-Scandinavian grave marker of 11C. Not 
included in corpus. 
LONG MARTON, Westmorland, St Margaret & St James Figs. 263-65 
Nicolson and Bum 1777, Vol. I, pp. 359-64; Taylor and Taylor 1965-78, pp. 415-16; Winterbum 1983 NY666240 
Nave S portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Tympanum with hybrid beast and St Michael 
attacking dragon. St Michael's body hidden by shield, which is inscribed with Cross. 19C tradition holds 
that figure is St Margaret. 
Nave W portal of same construction, though multi-block tympanum block with dragon and worn hybrid 
dragon-like beast with human and arms, possibly emerging from beast's mouth, set above 5 bands chip- 
carving. lintel with carved lattice. Both portals early Romanesque work. 
12C evidence scant, but manor apparently held by tenants of lords of Appleby and church in gift of 
manor. 
LOWER or NETHER SWELL, Gloucestershire, St Mary Fig. 266 
V. C. H. Glos, Vol. VI, pp. 165-72 SP176258 
Nave S portal, two orders, cushion capitals, roll, rope and hollow roll voussoirs, jambs with chip-carving, 
continued in arc of tympanum space. Tympanum with wedge-shaped blocks (q. v. Tewkesbury Abbey) 
but in single vertical plain. Incomplete section of carving in central upper portion possibly of bird and 
foliate ornament. Possibly a Tree of life but intent remains obscure. 
Manor descended with branch of Poyntz family throughout period. Part of tithes diverted to 
Tewkesbury Abbey c. 1130, but manor retained control of church, which was endowed with three 
yardlands by 1130s. Gifted to Hailes Abbey (Glos) 13C. 
LOXBEARE, Devon, Village church, Dedication unknown Fig. 267 
D. B. Devon, 3,83 SS912162 
Reworked nave S portal, single order with continuous lateral chevron. Arch apparently flattened to be 
accommodated in 19C porch. Multi-block tympanum set to form canted lintel, now cut to give doorway 
slightly canted head, and arc of lateral chevron that may originally have continued from doorjambs. 
Dedicatory inscription on lintel blocks. 
DB lordship and descent of overlordship as at Bondleigh (q. v. ). No direct evidence for 12C or 13C 
tenants identified as yet. Church apparently in gift of manor throughout period. 
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LUDLOW, Shropshire, Castle Not illustrated 
Shoesnºith and Johnson 2000 S0508745 
Castle keep portal communicating with wall of inner bailey. No orders, lintel with small hemispherical 
section on upper edge. Surface worn but almost certainly uncarved. 
Castle probably established by Roger de Lacy before 1095 and remained with the Lacys' and their 
successors throughout period as a major centre of their lordship. 
LULLINGTON, Somerset, All Saints Figs. 268-70 
Collinson 1791, Vol. II, pp. 212-13; Stalley 1971, esp. pp. 76-81 ST784519 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion-type capitals, and tympanum with canted lintel. 
Nave N portal within gabled portal setting, inner L column with chevron, inner R with spirals, capitals 
with beast forms, outer L capital with geometric forms. Inner voussoirs with frontal chevron, outer with 
zoomorphic beak-heads on roll, and framed simple tympanum with two beasts flanking tree motif, 
interlacing on lintel line and arc of geometric stars. In gabled setting niche with Christ enthroned flanked 
by geometric roundels. 
DB manor of Bp of Countances apparently retained by crown subsequently, but details unclear. Church 
in gift of manor, though held personally by Roger, Bp of Salisbury (1102-39). 
LYTHE, Yorkshire, North Riding, St Oswald Fig. 271 
VC H. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. I, pp. 388-99 NZ851133 
Two fragments loose int. W tower part of tympanum block with framed compositional space. Figural 
carving severely eroded. Forms unclear but suggest iconography such as Adam and Eve. 
Held by Neil Fossard of count of Mortain at DB. Neil's heirs held throughout period, from 1106 in 
chief c. 1111x13 Robert son of Neil Fossard, and his son William, gifted church and 10 oxgangs to 
Nostell Priory. 
MAIDEN NEWTON, Dorset, St May Not illustrated 
Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. II, pp. 682-91; Alford 1984, pp. 13 & 20 SY597978 
Nave N portal, single order, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with lateral chevron and angle roll, 
hoodmould with chamfer, lintel and tympanum. 
DB manor of Waleran Hunter apparently not recorded again during 12C, but by 13C divided as three 
manors, possibly due to division amongst heiresses TRJ. Church in gift of manor and TRJ dispute 
between two manorial concerns. 
MALMESBURY, Wiltshire, St Mary Figs. 272-74 
VC H. Wilts Vol. III, pp. 210-31 & Vol XIV, pp. 127-61; Kalinowski 1992 ST933874 
Nave S portal, single order. Doorjambs, order and hoodmould continuous orders with foliate ornament. 
Framed multi-block tympanum from slightly wedge-shaped blocks, with Christ in Glory, arcade of foliate 
forms on lintel line and arc of lateral chevron with pellet. S porch with quadripartite vault and lateral 
walls each with tympanum with six apostles receiving Holy Spirit from angel flying over. Outer porch 
portal with three continuous orders with Genesis and Gospel scenes. 
A-S foundation with 7C roots established as Benedictine community in 10C. One of most important 
monastic houses in SW England. 
MANSELL LACY, Herefordshire, St Michael Not illustrated 
Duncuinb 1804-1915, Vol. IV, pp. 126-30 S0425456 
Nave S portal, no orders and probable remains of tympanum setting. 
Nave N portal, no orders and remains of tympanum setting. 
DB Lacy manor passed with honor of Weobley throughout period. Church in gift of manor. 
HARDEN, Wiltshire, All Saints Fig. 275 
V. C. H. Wilts, Vol. X, pp. 119-26 SU086578 
Nave S portal with two orders. Roll and lateral chevron with hollow on doorjambs and lintel. Inner 
order continuous with beaded point-to-point chevron with floral forms on gaps. Outer order with -º 
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geometric capitals, cogwheel chevron in voussoirs and fret ornament in hoodmould with pellets. Lintel 
and multi-block tympanum with additional arc of roll and lateral chevron. 
DB manor of Hugh FitzBaldric and his son-in-law, Walter de rives not recorded again until 1205 by 
which time mesne lord, Robert de Bonezboz forfeited to crown. Later in honor of Leicester. Church 
apparently in gift of manor until mid 13C. 
MARGARET RODING, Essex, St Margaret Not illustrated 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 473-74 TL599120 
Nave S portal, partly reworked. Two orders, outer shafts with chevron and outer iambs with chip- 
carving. multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with lateral and cogwheel chevron, hoodmould with billet and 
chip-carving. Multi-block arch-based tympanum with lunette of opus reticulatum with four-square 
design. 
Main DB manor held of Geoffrey de Magnaville by one Rainalm. Passed to branch of de Vere family 
and advowson remained with lords of this manor. 
MARHAM, Norfolk, Holy Trinity Fig. 276 
Blometield 1805-10, Vol. VII, pp. 374-93 TF708097 
Nave N portal, single order, R column with spirals, much- eroded, cushion capitals, apparently cut down, 
and voussoirs with rolls. Lintel, multi-block tympanum set with quincunx pattern, and voussoirs (q. v. 
Norwich). 
DB manor of monks of Ely retained until c. 1200 when earl of Warren established as tenant in settlement 
of dispute. DB manor of Hugh de Montfort and his tenant Walter remained with successors of both 
men. Walter's successor, Geoffrey de Marham, gifted his manor and Holy Trinity to West Acre Priory 
(Norfolk) TRJ. 
MARSH BALDON, Oxfordshire, St Peter Fig. 277 
V. C. H. Oxon, Vol. V, pp. 30-47; Tweddle et al 1995, pp. 231-32 SU562992 
Nave S portal, no orders, reworked. Lintel and arc or voussoirs framing sun-dial with rope moulded 
border of A-S origin. 
Main DB manor held by one Geoffrey of Miles Crispin and remained with his and Crispin's heirs, 
throughout 12C. Clifton family of Clifton Hampden (q. v. ) held a manor of Dorchester Abbey (q. v. ). 
Chapelry of Dorchester, 1163 described as `the chapel of the fee of Peter de la Mare. ' 
MARSTON MONTGOMERY, Derbyshire, St Giles Not illustrated 
(: ox 1875-79, Vol. III, pp. 101-03 SK135378 
Nave S portal, single order, voussoirs with roll, and simple tympanum. 
Probably assessed as part of Cubley (Derbs) in DB, when held of Henry Ferrers by one Ralph and 
remained with his Montgomery heirs throughout period and remained as subordinate to Cubley, an 
important demesne manor of Montgomery family in Derbs. Chapelry of Cubley and hence with manor 
throughout period; rector at Cubley obliged to ensure chaplain served church. 
MATHON, Worcestershire, now Herefordshire, St John the Baptist Fig. 278 
V. (:. H. Worcs, Vol. IV, pp. 139-43 S0734458 
Nave S portal, no orders, armed tympanum with voussoirs. 
Nave N portal, features lost except majority of simple tympanum with rope ornament along lintel line of 
doorhead. Parish split between Herefs and Worcs. 
Main DB manor in gift of Pershore Abbey. Small manor also held by tenant of Lacy family. Priest 
recorded in DB and later styled as rector in 1193x95 institution of vicarage. 
MICHAELCHURCH, Herefordshire, St Michael Not illustrated 
Duncutub 1804-1915, Vol. VL. ii, pp. 53-56 S0522255 
Ext. nave N wall, possible former portal, now a window, remains of probable armed tympanum with 
incised lattice. 
Not recorded in DB. No direct evidence for 12C or 13C tenants identified as yet and ecclesiastical 
circumstances unclear. 
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MIDDLE CHINNOCK, Somerset, St Margaret Not illustrated 
D. B. Somerset, 19,48 & note to 19,44 ST473132 
Reworked nave S portal, single continuous order lateral roll chevron, in archivolt also with hollow. 
Lateral chevron also on doorjambs and thick lintel line of simple tympanum with recessed hemisphere of 
scale ornament framed by arc of beaded plait ornament. 
DB held by one Mauger of the Count of Mortain and descended with Honor of Ashill (q. v. Stoke-sub- 
Hamdon). Church in gift of manor. 
MIDDLETON STONEY, Oxfordshire, All Saints Figs. 279-80 
6. . H. Oxon, Vol. VI, pp. 243-51 SP531233 Nave S portal, single order, no shafts, cogwheel chevron with spurs on doorjambs and frontal chevron 
set on edge of order. Voussoirs with frontal chevron and hoodmould with chamfer ending in beast-head 
label-stops. Arch-based simple tympanum with framed compositional space with tree-type foliate form. 
DB held by Richard Puingiant, passing with other Thames valley estates to de Camville family, with 
whom it remained throughout 12C. Church in gift of manor until granted to Barlings Abbey (Lincs) 
probably by Gerard de Camville (1176-1215) who married Lincolnshire heiress. 
MIDSOMER NORTON, Somerset, No. 47 Priory Close Fig. 281 
Collinson 1791, Vol. II, pp. 149-52 ST663542 
Tympanum block with vertically-orientated later chevron from old parish church of St John the Baptist 
now set in ext. wall of house occupied by widow of mason who worked on church repairs. 
Identified as DB manor held by Bp of Coutances by one Wulfeva. Part subsequently passed to de 
Nichole family with whom it remained until 13C. Main manor gifted by Merton Priory (Surrey) after 
1114x17, but details at present unclear. Village subsequently referred to as Norton Canonicorum. 
Church gifted with manor to Merton and retained subsequently. 
MILBORNE PORT, Somerset, St John the Evangelist Figs. 282-83 
Collinsoni 1791, Vol. II, pp. 352-55; Ross 1964, esp. No. 28 ST676186 
Nave S portal, two orders, capital with foliate and geometric forms, imposts with billet, voussoirs with 
thick roll and hoodmould with billet. Framed tympanum with two lion-like beasts under arc of foliate 
ornament. Lintel possibly preserves remains of inscription. Early Romanesque work. 
Main DB manor a valuable ITR holding, including 56 burgesses; church held by Reinbald the Priest. 
Both passed to Cirencester Abbey on foundation TRHI and retained by canons subsequently. 
MILBORNE ST ANDREW, Dorset, St Andrew Fig. 284 
E. E. A. Vol. XVIII, No. 20; Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. II, pp. 591-604; Hall 2000, pp. 75 & 95 SY812974 
Nave S portal, single order, doorjambs and outer jambs with lateral chevron and roll, enriched multi- 
scallop capitals, voussoirs with frontal chevron, and hoodmould with nailhead and saw-tooth. Arch- 
based tympanum from wedge-shaped blocks of alternating stone types with frontal chevron and lateral 
chevron on lintel line. 
Scant 12C evidence but three DB manors held in seven manors by 13C. Church apparently in gift of 
Milton Abbey (Dorset). 
MILTON ABBAS, Dorset, St Catherine's Chapel Fig. 285 
Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. IV, pp. 409-10; B. E. Dorset, p. 293 ST802024 
Nave S portal, single order with foliate capitals, voussoirs with angle roll and hoodmould with chamfer. 
Multi-block arch-based tympanum, and inscription on doorjambs offering indulgences. Later 
Romanesque work. B. E. states nave N portal is similar to nave S portal, but it lacks tympanum setting 
and hence is not included in corpus. 
No evidence for status or function of chapel during 12C noted, but apparently possession of Milton 
Abbey (Dorset), which it overlooks. 
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MINTLYN, Norfolk, St Michael Not illustrated 
Blometield 1805-10, Vol VIII, pp. 425-29 TF657193 
Fragment of simple tympanum from nave S portal now displayed in Lynn Museum, King's Lynn 
(Norfolk), apparently of similar form to that at Tottenhill (q. v. ). Copy of unsourced drawing of c. 1800 
kept by Lynn Museum supports this view. It depicts portal of single order with cushion capitals with 
angle tuck, voussoirs with lateral chevron and hoodmould with saw-tooth. Simple tympanum, set on 
corbels of rolls, with rope moulding framing tympanum space and forming central circular roundel. 
Further ornamentation not delineated. 
DB fee of Bp of Thetford gifted to Norwich Cathedral Priory and enfeoffed to de Mending family. 
Church held by Norwich's cell at King's Lynn throughout period. 
MOCCAS, Herefordshire, St Michael Figs. 286-87 
Galbraith and Tait 1950, pp. 32,33,91-92 & 93; E. E. A. Vol. VII, No. 204 S0357433 
Nave S portal single order, schematised geometric capitals, voussoirs with cog-wheel chevron including 
hollow, and hoodmould with saw-tooth. Simple tympanum with order of tympanum voussoirs. Ghosts 
of carved forms recorded in photographs commissioned by Keyser (Keyser 1927, Fig. 42). Central tree 
motif flanked by two quadrupeds each eating or regurgitating a human. 
Nave N portal of identical form but all trace of carving now lost, though Keyser records traces of 'a lion 
amidst foliage. ' 
DB manor of St Guthlac's and of Nigel the Physician united in hands of Walter de Mocres, or del Fresne, 
a knight of Adam de Port, by early TRHII. Church retained by St Guthlac's throughout period. 
MONK SHERBORNE, Hampshire, All Saints Not illustrated 
V. (1 H. Hants, Vol. IV, pp. 231-39 SU608558 
Nave S portal, single order with multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with two rows lateral chevron set point- 
to-point. Hoodmould missing and remains of stepped stringcourse around portal with billet. Canted 
lintel, tympanum with remains of plaster and painted geometric pattern of indeterminate date, and 
voussoirs with hollow. 
DB manor of Hugh de Port passed to his son Henry de Port who granted church and part of manor to 
Cerisy Priory (Normandy) TRHI and a cell soon established within the parish, at Pamber. Remained 
enfeoffed to tenants of de Port family throughout period. 
MORETON MORRELL, Warwickshire, Holy Cross Not illustrated 
T : (,. H. Warwks, Vol. V, pp. 118-22 SP311557 
Fragment of framed simple tympanum, with chip-carving and cross orientated horizontally on lintel line. 
1086 held by Robert of Meulan, and split between brother Henry Newburgh and son Robert Beaumont. 
Remained split between honors of Warwick and Leicester throughout period. Evidence for 12C tenants 
apparent in person of Hamon Mainfelin during later 12C. 13C evidence shows church served by two 
rectors. 
MORETON VALENCE, Gloucestershire, St Stephen Figs. 288-89 
V. C. H. Glos, Vol. X, pp. 205-15 S0779098 
Nave N portal, single order, cushion capitals, later cut into. Thick roll in voussoirs and roll hoodmould. 
Lintel, simple recessed tympanum and voussoirs. Lintel with scale and saw-tooth. Tympanum with St 
Michael and Dragon. 
Manor held by Durand of Gloucester in DB and passed to his heirs. Evidence for tenants, members of 
Little family during 12C. Fortified site to N side of church, which may have incorporated church within 
its precincts. Manor retained control of church. 
MORVILLE, Shropshire, St Gregory Not illustrated 
T! (. H. Sloops, Vol. II, pp. 29-30; Rees 1975 passim S0669939 
Chancel S portal, reworked, and remains of lintel with interlace and tympanum with tree motif. 
Church powerful A-S minster in gift of Roger of Montgomery and granted to Shrewsbury Abbey 
1083x86. Stone church dedicated 1118.1138 Bp of Hereford approved plans to establish cell there 
provided parochial service undertaken and hospitality provided. 
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MUCH DEWCHURCH, Herefordshire, St David Fig. 290 
B. E. Herefs, p. 258 S0483311 
Nave S portal, no orders, massive lintel with keyed joint, tympanum, and voussoirs. 
Not in DB. No direct evidence for 12C or 13C tenants identified as yet. Church in gift of Kilpeck 
Priory from at least 1134, though details of acquisition as yet unclear. 
MUCH WENLOCK, Shropshire, St Michael & St Milburga Fig. 291 
I'C. H. Shrops, Vol II, pp. 30-47 & Vol. X, pp. 399-447 SJ625001 
Former doorway from Chapter House to Infirmary Range, no orders and apparently in situ. Lintel with 
central frontal feline face mask flanked by two dragon-like beasts with heads at the ends of their tails. 
Cluniac house founded by Roger of Montgomery with monks from La Charite (Burgundy) 1080x81, 
replacing college of canons established 1050s that itself refounded monastic community of 7C origin. 
MYLOR, Cornwall, St Melorus Figs. 292-93 
Henderson 1955-60, pp. 362-63 SW820353 
Nave W portal, reworked, one order and relatively simple features. Simple tympanum with large central 
Maltese cross as geometric floral motif. Roll moulding along lintel line continues on doorjambs. 
Nave N portal reworked, with single order and more developed features than W portal, particularly in 
frontal chevron framing doorway, similar to Cury (q. v. ) and hyphenated on lintel line. Simple tympana 
with central Cross. 
Parish wholly within Bp of Exeter's demesne manor of Penryn and church held by him throughout 
period. 
NATLEY SCURES, Hampshire, St Swithin Fig. 294 
V(:. H. Hants, Vol. IV, pp. 153-56 SU697527 
Nave N portal, single order, one original multi-scallop capital, voussoirs with lateral chevron and cone 
and bobbin ornament at angle. Hoodmould with chip-carving and beast-head label stops. Multi-block 
trefoil tympanum from wedge-shaped blocks with roll at cusps. 
Overlord in DB Hugh de Port, and with his heirs throughout 12C. In fee at DB to one Anschill. TRHI 
a Roger de Scures witnessed de Port charters and 1166 Matthew de Scures held 4 fees of John de Port. 
With de Scures family to 14C. Advowson first mentioned in 13C, with mesne lords. 
NETHERAVON, Wiltshire, St All Saints Fig. 295 
VC . H. Wilts, Vol. XI, pp. 165-81 SU148484 
W tower, N and S portals, each with no orders, lintel, rubble tympanum and voussoirs. 
ITR manor granted to honor of Leicester and held almost continuously by them throughout period. 
Several other manorial interests in parish. Church described in DB as `derelict and the roof so damaged 
that it is almost a ruin, ' but held by Nigel the Physician and assessed at £32. THE had been held by 
Spirtes the Priest. RHI granted it to Salisbury Cathedral and used to endow prebend. 
NETHERTON, Worcestershire, Former chapel, Dedication unknown Fig. 296 
V. I:. H. Worcs, VoL III, pp. 322-29 S0991415 
Simple tympanum, with large-winged, long-tailed beast in S portal of ruined chapel, originally with single 
order. Identified as wyvem, and as serra or saw-fish, but may simply represent a monstrous, dragon-like 
beast. 
Chapelry for part of Westminster Abbey's grange pertaining to Cropthorne manor and church. 
NEW ROMNEY, Kent, St Nicholas Not illustrated 
B. E. W Kent, p. 432 TR065247 
W portal, three orders, mouldings of high quality and later Romanesque character. 19C arch-based 
tympanum inserted. No pre-restoration evidence found as yet to indicate relationship to original form. 
Not included in corpus. 
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NEWINGTON BAGPATH, Gloucestershire, St Bartholomew Not illustrated 
Hart 1863-67, Vol. III, p. 31; Rudder 1779, pp. 566 ST185948 
Nave N portal, no orders, lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. Block identified by Keyser at 
Calcot Barn, and now in Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, of Romano-British date. 
Rudder claimed was held by tenants of honor of Berkeley throughout period, rather than honor of 
Hereford, suggested in Atkyns 1712. Evidence for 12C circumstances not apparent. St Peter's 
Gloucester controlled church, though evidence for date of gift unclear, and first recorded 14C. 
NEWNHAM MURREN, Oxfordshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
D. B. Oxon, 35,11 SU645882 
Nave N portal with no orders and tympanum entirely renewed, but possibly replicating original form. 
Valuable DB manor of Miles Crispin apparently retained by his heir throughout period. Chapelry of 
North Stoke (Oxon) of little value. 
NEWNHAM-ON-SEVERN, Gloucestershire, St Peter Fig. 297 
V. C. H. Glos, Vol X, pp. 29-50 S0691115 
Rectangular block with simple tympanum field with tree motif. 
ITR manor part of estate centred on Westbury on Severn. TRS passed to honor of Hereford, but 
reclaimed 1154 by RHII. Remained with crown subsequently. Other minor manorial interests included 
that of Gloucester Abbey. Chapelry of Westbury and hence in gift of crown and their priest there. 
NEWTON PURCELL, Oxfordshire, St Michael Figs. 298-99 
V. (:. H. Oxon, Vol. VI, pp. 262-67 SP625308 
Nave S portal, reset from N side in 19C. Single order, foliate capitals, lateral chevron with cogwheel 
spurs and hoodmould with chamfers with nail-head separated by bead ornament Lintel, simple 
tympanum and voussoirs. Lintel with chip-carving, tympanum with foliate ornament, dove and serpent. 
Settlement probably established after 1086 and first records are from c. 1200 when held by Ralph Purcel. 
Ralph granted church to Bicester Priory (Oxon), though value of church such that not mentioned in 1254 
and 1291 ecclesiastical evaluations. 
NORMANTON-BY-DERBY, Derbyshire, St Giles Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 38 SK350335 
Worn block, apparently carved with complex crucifixion scene, identified by Keyser as tympanum. May 
not be Romanesque, and preserves no indications was set in portal. Not included in corpus. 
NORTH CERNEY, Gloucestershire, All Saints Figs. 300-01 
L : C. H. Glos, Vol. VII, pp. 150-62 SP018078 
Nave S portal, single order, imposts with geometric ornament, voussoirs with thick roll, no hoodmould. 
Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Lintel with chip-carving and four oval-shaped pellets. Tympanum with 
chip-carving, voussoirs with lateral chevron. 
Two manors in DB, of which larger held by four knight of Gilbert FitzTurold. This land entered honor 
of Gloucester, and held by de la Mare family. Other manor held by St Oswald's Priory, Gloucester. 13C 
evidence shows church in gift of Gloucester manor. 
NORTH NEWBALD, Yorkshire, East Riding, St Nicholas Figs. 302-03 
V. C. H. Yorks. E Riding, Vol. IV, pp. 131-40 SE912367 
Nave S portal, round-headed with three orders and geometric enrichments, much recut. Supra-portal 
setting with Christ enthroned in mandorla-shaped niche of three orders with interlace, lateral chevron 
and roll and hollow, all much recut. 
N transept stairvice portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Held by York Minster since 10C and from later 12C and 13C organised as prebends. 
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NORTHAMPTON, Northamptonshire, Holy Sepulchre Not illustrated 
V. c.. H. Northants, Vol. III, pp. 45-48, & p. 55 SP755609 
Reset int. round nave, armed tympanum block with large dragon-like beast, large central human figure 
and another smaller figure. Iconography unclear, but man appears to be over-coming beast. 
Church probably established 1099 by Simon de Senlis, earl of Northampton, and gifted to St Andrew's 
Priory, Northampton, in thanksgiving for his return from crusade. Priory held advowson in addition to 
those of St Peter's and All Saints', Northampton. 
NORWICH CASTLE MUSEUM, see THETFORD 
NORWICH, Norfolk, Holy Trinity Figs. 304-05 
I. . H. Norfolk, Vol. II, pp. 317-28; Franklin 1996, pp. 117-22 TG235230 
N transept, N portal, supra-portal setting, demonstrably in situ, with episcopal figure offering blessing in 
niche of single order, foliate capitals and columns with spirals ending in beast heads. Traces of paint 
survive. Now reset int. ambulatory. 
Int. N transept E wall stairvice portal, no orders, lintel renewed, multi-block tympanum set with 
quincunx pattern, and voussoirs with incised diamonds (q. v. Marham). Hoodmould with double band 
rope moulding. Leads to upper chapels. 
See moved from Thetford to Norwich 1095 by Bp Herbert Losinga and monastic range occupied by 
1101. 
OLD BURGHCLERE, Hampshire, All Saints Fig. 306 
V. C. H. Hants, Vol. N, pp. 277-82 SU469610 
Nave S portal, no orders, doorjambs with chamfer, simple tympanum with scale ornament and arc of 
voussoirs continuous with doorjambs. 
Manor and church held by Bp of Winchester for support of cathedral priory. Alvric, a priest held a hide 
of Bp in DB. Another DB manor held by William FitzBaderon and with his heirs throughout 12C. 
OLD SHOREHAM, Sussex, St Nicholas Fig. 307 
V. . H. Sussex, Vol. 
VI, pt. 1, pp. 138-73 TV208060 
Fragmentary remains of Nave S portal, no orders, simple tympanum and arc of voussoirs continuous 
with doorjambs. 
DB with William de Boase, and with his heirs into 13C. Church recorded in DB. 1080 church gifted to 
abbey of St Florent, Saumur, and administered through cell at Sele (Sussex). 
OLDBERROW, Worcestershire, now Warwickshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
V. (-, '. H. Worcs, Vol. II, pp. 424-27 SP122659 
Lintel stone carved with schematised cross-type motif set over small blocked N portal. Dated to 15C by 
B. E. but included in Keyser 1927. Date questionable and 15C may refer to cutting back of block for 
present location. 
Secured by Evesham Abbey after disputes later 11C. Rented to Simon Despenser c. 1104 and remained 
with his heirs on similar terms throughout period, as did control of church. 
ORFORD, Suffolk, Castle Fig. 308 
Reim 1988; Heslop 1991, esp. pp. 48-49 TM419499 
Main entry portal to keep of single unadorned order with canted head set over square-headed doorway. 
Resultant canted lintel space uncarved. 
Internal entry portal to main hall set at angle, with three orders with trumpet-type capitals on R side, no 
shafts, reduced to no orders on L side. The tympanum above canted doorhead of jointed wedge-shaped 
blocks. 
Royal castle built by RHII from 1165 and occupied from 1167. 
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ORSETT, Essex, St Giles &All Saints Fig. 309 
Morast 1768, VoL I, pp. 222-25 TQ644820 
Nave S portal, half order and two full orders, inner only with shafts, capitals with volutes, lateral chevron 
with roll and hollow on inner voussoirs and hoodmould with billet. Multi-block arch-based tympanum 
with voussoirs. Tympanum field with multi-block diaper composition (q. v. Chigwell & South Weald). 
Manor in demesne of Bp of London until 1229. Another manor with Eustace of Boulogne at DB, next 
mentioned 13C when in fee. Church in gift of Bp of London. 
OUSDEN, Suffolk, St Peter Fig. 310 
D. B. Suffolk, 5,1 IL736597 
Nave S portal, no orders, lintel with chip-carving, tympanum of opus reticulatum with blocks set at angles, 
and voussoirs of tiles or bricks. 
Main DB manor, and church, with Eustace of Boulogne. Details of subsequent lordship as yet unclear, 
but church retained by manor throughout period. 
PADDLESWORTH, Kent, St Oswald Not illustrated 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. VIII, pp. 118-19 TR195398 
Nave N portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum of rubble and voussoirs. 
No clear manorial information till 13C in lay fee. Chapelry of Lyminge, hence controlled by Abp of 
Canterbury. 
PAMPISFORD, Cambridgeshire, St John Fig. 311 
V. (:. H. Cambs, Vol. VI, pp. 105-13 TL498483 
Nave S portal, no orders, shafts and capitals on jambs. Simple tympanum with arcade in arc, most 
containing figural forms. Associated with life of John the Baptist, but this remains not proven. All 
framed by order of voussoirs. 
In fee at DB and during 12C to various lords. Demesne of Ely manor claimed by Bp Nigel, 1135, but by 
1166 again in fee. Another DB manor held by knights of Alan of Brittany, and remained with knights of 
his heirs into 13C. 1224 and 1271 advowson disputed by tenants of Ely and Richmond manors. 1279 
settled in favour of Richmond manor. 
PARWICH, Derbyshire, St Peter Fig. 312 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. II, pp. 406-10 SK187544 
Reset and reworked nave W portal, single order with beak-heads, voussoirs with lateral chevron and 
simple tympanum with Agnus Dei with beasts. 
DB outlier of ITR manor of Ashbourne (Derbs) passed to Ferrers earls of Derby during first half 12C 
and remained with them. Chapelry of Ashbourne (q. v. Hognaston), hence advowson with Bp of Lincoln 
from 1093 onwards. 
PATRIXBOURNE, Kent, St Mary Figs. 313-15 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. X, pp. 277-86 TR189552 
Nave S portal, two orders and gabled portal setting framed by stringcourse with billet terminating in 
human head label-stops. Shafts on doorjambs, capitals and imposts with foliate forms, and all voussoirs 
with foliate and inhabited forms, and hoodmould with dogtooth. Multi-block tympanum, badly worn 
with Christ enthroned flanked by angels and other forms above another enthroned figure and fanciful 
beast forms, and voussoirs with clasp-type beak-heads. Supra-portal niche with single order and roll, and 
panel with Agnus Dei. 
Nave N portal, single order, scallop capitals, roll in voussoirs and hoodmould with nailhead and saw- 
tooth, tympanum renewed. 
On forfeiture of Odo of Bayeux divided into two manors. One with de Say family by TRHIII, and they 
gifted the church to Merton Priory (Surrey). Other manor came to John de Prates, through marriage to 
Margerie de Bornes, and he gifted it to Beaulieu Priory (Normandy) soon after 1200. 
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PAUNTLEY, Gloucestershire, St John Fig. 316 
Rudder 1779, pp. 597 S0748289 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with geometric volutes, voussoirs with lateral chevron with hollow, 
and hoodmould with billet. Armed tympanum forming framed tympanum setting. Tympanum field with 
scale ornament, lintel line with geometric stars and arc of roll and beading. 
Main manor in gift of Ansfrid of Cormeilles and held by tenants of honor of Cormeilles subsequently. 
Church gifted to Cormeilles Abbey, probably by Ansfrid himself. 
PEAffiRIK, Soke of Peterborough, St Pega Fig. 317 
L'. l.. H. Northants, Vol. II, pp. 519-25 TF168068 
Nave S portal, reset, single order, scallop-type capitals, voussoirs with cogwheel chevron with spurs and 
diapering, and hoodmould with two bands of an arcade ornament. Simple tympanum set on corbels with 
angle roll. Three fans of ribbed foliate forms, lintel-line of diaper, and arc of rope and pellet ornament. 
Held throughout Middle Ages by Peterborough Abbey as part of Glinton manor, with 3 hides in 
demesne and 10 hides enfeoffed to knights in Abt's service. Peakirk parish church, Glinton its chapelry. 
Advowson with abbey. 
PEDMORE, Worcestershire, St Peter Figs. 318-19 
VC. H. Worcs, Vol. III, pp. 201-03 S0913822 
Nave S portal, incorporated into fabric of church rebuilt in 19C. Single order, multi-scallop capitals, 
cogwheel chevron with lozenges, hoodmould with two rolls, and simple tympanum with Christ in 
Majesty, wearing a crown (q. v. Romsley). 
Manor held by honor of Dudley, and probably by a tenant as it was in DB and from 1160s. 13C church 
in gift of manor, presumably always so. 
PENMON, Anglesey, St Seiriol Figs. 320-21 
R. C. A. M. W. Anglesey, pp. xci-xcii & pp. 119-22 SH631817 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion-type capitals, voussoirs with roll and hollow and hoodmould with 
billet. Simple tympanum with dragon-like beast biting its tail under arc of interlace that continues on 
lintel line. 
Monastic site dating from 6C, but 12C circumstances unclear other than nave possibly associated with 
reign of Owain Gwynedd (1137-70). 
PENNINGTON, Lancashire, St Michael Fig. 322 
V. (:. H. Lancs, Vol. VIII, pp. 338-42 SD263775 
Tympanum block reset int. nave S aisle with framed field. Chip-carving on lintel line and runic 
inscription on arc referring to founder and mason. Collingwood stated runes late Scandinavian type, also 
of unusual character (K. Holmanpert. comm. ). Half-length figure identified as Christ (BE), due to Cross 
nimbus, but does have wings. Keyser suggested an angel, possibly St Michael. 
Manor included in foundation grants to Furness Abbey (Lancs. ), 1127. Held in fee and one Gamel de 
Pennington gifted the church to Conishead Priory (Lancs. ), who asserted their right after challenge from 
Furness who believed it was subject to their church Urswick. No indication of precise relationship 
between this Gamel and that mentioned in inscription. 
PENSELWOOD, Somerset, St Michael Fig. 323 
D. B. Somerset, 22,27; Collinson 1791, Vol. II, pp. 42-44 ST756315 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop-type capitals, row lateral chevron on outer jambs, voussoirs with roll, 
wider portal setting built into later porch. Canted lintel set on human head corbels, with Agnus Dei in 
roundel supported by two lion-like beasts, tympanum and voussoirs with lateral chevron. 
Valuable DB manor of Roger of Arundel held by William Gerold. Passed during 12C to Richard de 
Clyveden by TRRI. Church in gift of manor throughout period. 
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PERRANARWORTHAL, Cornwall, St Piran Fig. 324 
Henderson 1955-60, pp. 392-93 SW779389 
Tympanum block reset above int. nave S portal with Agnus Dei and foliate ornament framing 
hemisphere. Tympanum discovered during 1885 restorations. 
Parish within Arworthal manor, held in earldom of Cornwall throughout period possibly by tenants. 
Chapelry of Stithians, and in gift of mesne lord. Earliest record of advowson TREI, when held by earl's 
tenant. 
PETERBOROUGH, Soke of Peterborough, St Peter's Cathedral Fig. 325 
[(.. '. H. Northants, Vol. II, pp. 83-95 & 424-60; Reilly 1997 17194987 
S transept S portal of three orders and int. S wall stairvice portal, no orders, both with tympanum 
settings. Area of S transept heavily rebuilt and restored, but both probably based on original forms. 
Int. N transept N wall, stairvice portal, no orders, corbel blocks with perpendicular roll with foliate star. 
Framed simple tympanum, with scale ornament in tympanum field, arcs of rope moulding and beading, 
and small roll with spiral across doorhead (q. v. Twywell). 
One of most important Fenland monasteries in terms of both wealth and culture. Refounded 10C and 
survived Conquest to maintain position into 12C. 
PETERCHURCH, Herefordshire, St Peter Fig. 326 
B. E. Herefs, p. 270 S0344384 
Nave S portal, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with lateral chevron with hollow, hoodmould with billet 
and lozenges and simple tympanum now worn and unclear if originally carved. 
Not in DB. No direct evidence for 12C or 13C tenants identified as yet and ecclesiastical circumstances 
unclear beyond church being gifted to Great Malvern by late 13C. 
PITSFORD, Northamptonshire, All Saints Figs. 327-29 
V. (. H. Northants, Vol. IV, pp. 98-100 SP755682 
Nave S portal, single order, L columns partly with chevron, R with lattice design, schematised capitals, 
voussoirs with roll, hollow and beak-heads. Simple tympanum with voussoirs, with idiosyncratic St 
Michael and the Dragon, straggling foliate forms, a second beast and framed by rope mould and bracket 
motifs. Voussoirs with lateral chevron in continuous order from doorjambs. St Michael has taken his 
wings off. 
Overlordship of one manor with Simon the Flemming at DB and remained with his heirs, lords of 
barony of Wahull, throughout period. In fee at DB to one Fulcher and remained with tenants, probably 
Fulcher's heirs, throughout period. Second manor held by tenant of earls of Leicester. Late 12C lord of 
first manor Henry Malsors, of second Phillip de Pitsford. Advowson apparently exercised alternately by 
each manor. 
PONTELAND, Northumberland, St Mary Fig. 330 
Bateson et al 1893-1940, Vol. XII, pp. 407-71 NZ166729 
W tower W portal single order, capitals now worn, voussoirs with stepped lateral chevron and worn 
hoodmould. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs with lateral chevron. 
Held as part of barony of Mitford throughout period by Bertrum family. Church in gift of manor and 
from at least 1.1150 rectory held by three persons simultaneously as college of canons. Bp Puiset sought 
to end this, but order not enforced. 
PORTSKEWETT, Monmouthshire, St Mary Fig. 331 
D. B. Glos, Wi ST499882 
Nave N portal, no orders, simple lintel with framed tympanum field with Cross motif. 
Assessed in DB as one of three dairy farms claimed by Roger d'Ivry. Subsequently lordship as yet 
unclear. Church apparently in gift of manor throughout period. 
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POSLINGFORD, Suffolk, St Mary Fig. 332 
D. B. Suft2)lk, 33,2 TL769482 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with geometric motif, enriched imposts, voussoirs with roll and 
hollow, and massive lintel and tympanum. Lintel with range of geometric forms including many foliate 
stars. 
Main manor in gift of Ralph Baynard at DB, but subsequent details of lordship as yet unclear. Church 
gifted to Little Dunmow Priory (Essex), founded by Geoffrey Baynard 1106, though details as yet 
unclear. 
POSTLIP, Gloucestershire, St James Fig. 333 
Rudder 1779, pp. 828-29 S0999268 
Nave S portal remodelled in later middle ages. Single order, scallop type capitals, chip-carved imposts, 
frontal chevron in voussoirs, and hoodmould with chamfer pellet ornament. Lintel, tympanum and 
voussoirs. Lunette with scale ornament, tympanum with chip-carving. 
Held by Ansfrid of Cormeilles in 1086. No further 12C evidence apparent. Chapelry of Winchcombe 
parish church and hence in gift of Wmchcombe Abbey throughout period. 
POYNTINGTON, Somerset, now Dorset, All Saints Not illustrated 
Co1Wlson 1791, Vol. II, pp. 375-77 ST651199 
Nave N portal, single order, volute-type capitals, hoodmould with chamfer and simple tympanum. 
DB manor of Robert of Mortain in fee to one William. By TRHII apparently in fee to one Richard de 
Pondetone. Church in gift of manor throughout period. 
PRESTBURY, Cheshire, Norman chapel, Dedication unknown Figs. 334-35 
B. E. Cheshire, p. 316 SJ902767 
Nave W portal, probably reset. Two orders, inner order set on doorjambs, cushion capitals with 
geometric forms, inner voussoirs with hybrid foliate motifs, outer with cogwheel chevron and 
hoodmould with pellet. Simple tympanum with Christ in Glory. Above portal, row of figures of unclear 
relationship to portal setting. 
For manorial and ecclesiastical detail see Prestbury, St Peter (q. v. ). 
PRESTBURY, Cheshire, St Peter Fig. 336 
Barraclough 1988, Nos. 133 SJ901769 
Reset int. chancel N wall, tympanum block with chip-carving (q. v. Altham). 
Manor held by earls of Chester until 1153 when earl Hugh (t1181) gifted manor and church to St 
Werburgh's, Chester (Cheshire), with whom it remained subsequently. Held of them, probably by 
ancestors of 13C tenants, members of Pigott family. Relationship between church and chapel unclear. 
PRESTON, Gloucestershire, St John the Baptist Fig. 337 
Rudder 1779, pp. 607-08 S0680346 
Nave N portal, no orders and framed simple tympanum with Agnus Dei. 
Manor and church in gift of Gloucester Abbey throughout period. 
QUENINGTON, Gloucestershire, St Mary, now St Swithin Figs. 338-41 
L'. c:. H. Glos, Vol. VII, pp. 121-29 SP145045 
Nave N portal, single order, geometric capitals. Doorjambs with geometric forms, outer 
jambs with 
lateral chevron with roll and hollow, also in voussoirs, and foliate forms. Hoodmould with interlace and 
pellet, and ram's head at apex. Inner order voussoirs with frontal chevron. Simple tympanum, 
compositional space defined by niche with single order and Harrowing of Hell. Bound figure of Devil 
and sun with human face illustrates influence of Apocryphal Testament of Nicodemus. 
Nave S portal, single order, with suppressed capitals, and clasp beak-heads on roll, which continue in 
voussoirs as zoomorphic beak-heads. Doorjambs with lateral chevron with roll and hollow, continuous 
order in tympanum space. Hoodmould with foliate pellet ornament and interlace. Simple tympanum 
with Coronation of Virgin, Evangelists' symbols, angels and Heavenly Jerusalem. Associated with 
Eastleach Turville and S Cerney (q. v. ). -º 
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Manor held by de Lacy family throughout period. Church first recorded c. 1100 with Gloucester 
Abbey/St Guthlac's, Hereford, though Lacys retained significant interest. Land and church gifted to 
Hospitallers by Agnes de Lacy and Preceptory established mid-12C. Gloucester Abbey retained pension. 
RAME, Cornwall, St German Fig. 342 
Finberg 1969 SX426492 
Tympanum block reset int. nave W wall, with three Maltese crosses as geometric floral motifs. Manor 
part of IOC endowment of Tavistock Abbey. 
DB held by one Ermenald who held extensive estates of Tavistock in Cornwall. Remained knightly fee 
held of abbey throughout period. Church in gift of abbey 
RAVENSDEN, Bedfordshire, All Saints Not illustrated 
1'. (:. H. Beds, Vol. III, pp. 209-14 TL078544 
Reset int. nave S portal, fragment of probable tympanum block with geometric design of overlapping 
rectangles (q. v. Southoe). 
Possibly part of Hugh Beauchamp's Bedford barony in DB. 12C in gift of Simon de Beauchamp, who 
included church and some land in endowment of Newnham Priory (Beds. ) 1.1166. Parcels of land also 
gifted to Warden Abbey (Beds. ). 
REDMARSHALL, Durham, St Cuthbert Fig. 343 
V. (, '. H. Durham, Vol. III, pp. 315-21 NZ387213 
Reset in S porch. Single order, hollow and fillet in voussoirs, hoodmould with billet. Simple tympanum 
with voussoirs. Band of lateral chevron runs horizontally across face of tympanum. 
Only manor in parish attested to before 13C held of Bp of Durham during later 11C. Otherwise 
controlled by Bp's reeve at Stockton. Church in gift of Bp. 
REDMIRE, Yorkshire, North Riding, St Mary Fig. 344 
V. (:. H. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. I, pp. 275 & 278-79 SE051918 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop-type capitals, lateral chevron in voussoirs, plain hoodmould and 
simple tympanum. 
In honor of Richmond, enfeoffed to Redmire family from at least 1166. Chapelry of Wensley. First 
recorded presentation late 12C by Nigel FitzAlexander, Richmond tenant there. 
REED, Hertfordshire, St Mary Fig. 345 
V. CH. Herts, Vol. III, pp. 247-53 TL361356 
Nave N portal, single order, capitals with schematised volutes, voussoirs with rounded edge, and simple 
tympanum. 
Parish contained several manors. Main DB holding with Hardwin de Scales, both in chief and in fee 
from Alan of Brittany. Remained with Hardwin's heirs. Henry de Scales and his son Hugh granted 
church to Lewes Priory TRHII. 
RIBBESFORD, Worcestershire, St Leonard Figs. 346-47 
V. C. H. Worcs, Vol. N, pp. 297-317 S0786740 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with geometric forms and beasts, imposts with billet and zigzag, and 
thick roll in voussoirs. Simple tympanum with hunting scene under arc of chip-carving. 
ITR manor of DB in fee to Mortimers as part of honor of Wigmore and retained by them throughout 
period. Enfeoffed to de Ribbesford family from at least mid 12C. Church in gift of manor. 
RICHMOND, Yorkshire, North Riding, Castle Fig. 348 
V. C. H. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. I, pp. 1-16; Femie 2000, p. 71 NZ173007 
Main entry portal to keep, single order, shafts missing, cushion capitals and hoodmould with billet. 
Lintel (renewed) and multi-block tympanum. 
Portal from main hall to first floor chamber much altered, but originally of similar form to main entry 
portal. -+ 
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Portals from main hall to roof level and returning from roof level, no orders and lintel, multi-block 
tympanum and voussoirs. 
Castle at head of honor of Richmond, one of most powerful centres in northern England. Castle begun 
1071. Main fabric of keep generally dated to mid 12C 
RIDLINGTON, Rutland, St Mary & St Andrew Fig. 349 
V. C. H. Rutland, Vol. II, pp. 91-95 SK848028 
Tympanum block rest int. W nave, with frame of rope mould and foliate forms in comers. Beasts, 
apparently griffin and lion, in profile grappling above circular geometric device. Tympanum discovered 
in ext. S wall during 19C restoration. 
RWI granted manor to Henry, earl of Warwick, who enfeoffed it to branch of de Montfort family. 
Relationship remained throughout period and held as part of lordship centred on Uppingham. 
Advowson controlled by manor. 
RIPON, Yorkshire, North Riding, St Wilfrid & St Peter Figs. 350-51 
V. (! H. Yorks, General Volume III, pp. 367-72 SE315712 
S transept S portal, four orders, with paired shafts on outer order, angle rolls and hollows in voussoirs. 
Lintel and multi-block tympanum setting. 
N transept N portal, three orders with angle rolls and hollows in voussoirs. Multi-block trefoil 
tympanum. Both later Romanesque work. 
College of canons dates to 10C on site of early and important centre of Northumbrian Christianity. 
Ordering of community undertaken by Abp Aldred (1061-1069). 
ROCHE, Yorkshire, West Riding, St Mary Fig. 352 
V. (:. H. Yorks, General Volume, Vol III, pp. 153-56 SK544898 
Portal from sacristy to chancel, no orders, projecting lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. 
Cistercian Abbey founded by monks from Newminster (N'humb'd) principally through patronage of 
Richard de Builli and Richard FitzTurgis, and became a substantial Yorkshire house. 
ROCHESTER, Kent, St Andrew's Cathedral Figs. 353-55 
V. C. H. Kent, Vol. II, pp. 121-26; McAleer 1999, esp. pp. 62-63,74 & 78-83 TQ743685 
Nave W portal, four orders, inner order with column figures identified as Solomon and Sheba, all 
columns with inhabited foliate annulets. Capitals, imposts, voussoirs and hoodmould with inhabited and 
foliate forms. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs with Christ in Majesty, with angels, parts carved in round. 
Lintel from jointed blocks with twelve enthroned figures looking up to central composition, the figure at 
either end within roundel. Voussoirs with foliate and beast forms, and outer arc of tympanum with deep- 
spiralled rope moulding. 
Cloister E range, Chapter House portal, all badly decayed. Single order, columns missing, capitals with 
beasts, voussoirs with roll and lateral chevron, and hoodmould with chamfer. lintel, tympanum and 
voussoirs with remains of Sacrifice of Isaac, including part of descriptive inscription. Lintel with dragons 
and hybrid beasts, and voussoirs with rolls with beaded chevron and bands of beading. 
See established during time of St Augustine and directly sub-ordinate to Abp of Canterbury. Cathedral 
priory important cultural centre established 1080, replacing secular canons. 
ROCHFORD, Worcestershire, St Michael Figs. 356-57 
V. (,. H. Worcs, Vol. N, pp. 317-19 S0628685 
Nave N portal, two orders, foliate geometric capitals, enriched imposts, voussoirs with frontal chevron, 
and hoodmould with chamfer. Simple tympanum with tree motif under arc of floral stars. 
Manor held by FitzPoynz family throughout period, though appears Clifford family were main mesne 
lords for most of 12C. Chapelry of Tenbury Wells, which was gifted to lire Abbey (Normandy) mid 
12C. 
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ROCK, Worcestershire, St Peter Fig. 358 
I : (:. H. Worcs, Vol. W, pp. 319-28; Hamer 1992, pp. 57-71 S0732712 
Nave N portal in gabled portal setting, four orders, inner capitals with heads, others of scallop-type, 
voussoirs with fret ornament between two of frontal chevron, ornament repeated on soffit. Outer order 
jambs set stepped-out, with lateral chevron, including hollow, no capitals, voussoirs with beaded form on 
inner section and on full order angle roll with point-to-point chevron form. Hoodmould with billet. 
Worn framed simple tympanum. 
Probably the manor and church called Alton during 11/12C. 1080x1100 Ralph de Tosny or his son 
Ralph de Conches gifted land and church at Alton to St Evroul and maintained another manor that 
passed to his heirs and held in association with Bayton (q. v. ). Boundaries between holding remained 
source of negotiation and dispute. 
RODBOURNE, Wiltshire, Holy Rood Figs. 359-60 
I : (.. H. Wilts, Vol. XIV, pp. 165-68 ST935834 
Nave S portal, no orders, armed tympanum with voussoirs with tree motif, and hoodmould with incised 
line. 
Nave N portal, no orders, and lintel and tympanum with incised cross. Remains of label-stops. 
Held by Malmesbury Abbey since 8C and in demesne throughout period. Church in gift of abbey. 
RODBOURNE CHENEY, Wiltshire, St Mary Fig. 361 
B. E. Wilts, p. 514 SU140867 
High on ext. W tower N face, tympanum block with tree motif. Size suggests block from lintel 
tympanum and voussoirs setting, but provenance at present unclear. 
Manorial and ecclesiastical conditions at present unclear. 
ROMSLEY, Worcestershire, St Kenelm Figs. 362-63 
V. G. H. Worcs, Vol. III, pp. 142 & 149-50 S0944807 
Nave S portal extensively restored at jamb level. Two orders of voussoirs, inner with beak-heads, outer 
with clasp beak-heads. Simple tympanum with Christ in Glory, wearing a crown (q. v. Pedmore) 
framed 
by interlaced dragons biting one another. 
Church a cult-chapel of unclear status or control during most of 12C. Closely associated with the manor 
of Kingswinford, and parishes of Cent and Halesowen, the boundary between which bisected the 
churchyard. TRJ gifted to new foundation of Halesowen Priory. Worcester Cathedral may also have 
had 
an interest during 12C. 
ROTHWELL, Lincolnshire, St Mary Magdalen Not illustrated 
D. B. Lines, 27,14-16; Stenton 1920. Nos. 238 & 309; Foster and Langley 1924, p. 247; TF149993 
E. E. A. Vol. I, No. 280 
W tower W portal, no orders, tympanum, voussoirs and hoodmould. 
Multiple DB manors, main manor with Alfred of Lincoln, and holding persisted thus. Minor land grants 
to Newhouse Abbey made c. 1150 by Adam son of Alan of Rothwell. Church, styled chapel, gifted to 
Whitby Abbey 1154x66 by Hugh Malet, saving interests of Geoffrey, a canon of Lincoln Cathedral. 
ROUS LENCH, Worcestershire, St Peter Figs. 364-65 
V. (ý. H. Worcs, Vol. III, pp. 497-500 SP014533 
Nave S portal, single order and simple tympanum, largely renewed. Capitals, frontal chevron voussoirs 
and lateral chevron hoodmould all original. Supra-portal setting, niche with single order, columns and 
capitals with inhabited foliate forms and roll in voussoirs with chevron. Christ enthroned within 
mandorla. 
Nave N portal renewed, with arch-based simple tympanum, may reflect original form. 
Held of Bp of Worcester by sheriff Urse at DB, but passed to Beauchamp lords of Elmley 
Castle 
(Wores), whose tenants took name Lench during 12C. Priest recorded in DB and church in gift of 
manor. 
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ROWLESTONE, Herefordshire, St Peter Figs. 366-67 
Duiicumb 1804-1915, Vol. II, pp. 298-301; Hamer 1992, pp. 279-87 S0373271 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with beast and geometric forms, enriched imposts, voussoirs with 
thick roll and order chip-carving, and hoodmould with saw-tooth and lozenges. Simple tympanum rising 
from necking of capitals with Christ in Glory with four angels. 
Assessed as part of Lacy castlery of Ewias Harold, and remained with honor of Weobley throughout 
period. Church gifted to Llanthony Abbey, recorded along with donations of Hugh de Lacy made before 
1115 and Payn FitzJohn 1121x1137. 
ROWSTON, Lincolnshire, St Clement Fig. 368 
D. B. Lincs, 64,5 TF084565 
Tympanum block reset int. W tower with Cross motif, wide range of geometric forms, and two beasts, 
that to L mostly lost, that to R of feline form. Rope moulding on lintel line. 
Lordship of Geoffrey Alselin's DB manor unclear. Church gifted to Templars, but details at present 
unclear. 
RUARDEAN, Gloucestershire, St John the Baptist Fig. 369 
V. [. H. Glos, Vol. V, pp. 231-47 S0622177 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop-type capitals and hoodmould with roll. Simple tympanum with St 
George and Dragon. 
Assessed in Herefs hundred in DB but part of Glos. Held by tenant of William FitzBaderon at DB and 
remained with his heirs. By 1160s mesne tenancy with Robert of Aumale. Church possibly gifted to 
Monmouth Priory TRWI, but dispute c. 1200 shows it contested by lay lords. 
RUCKINGE, Kent, St Mary Magdalene Fig. 370 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. VIII, pp. 352-60 TRO25335 
Reset nave S portal, single order, geometric capitals and imposts with billet and chip-carving. Thick roll 
in voussoirs framed by order lateral chevron with roll and hollow. Multi-block tympanum with voussoirs 
and timber lintel, similar to examples such as Eynsford, Hackington & Sutton (q. v). Tympanum with 
chip-carving and tympanum voussoirs with angle roll and pellet. 
Recovered for Christ Church Canterbury by Lanfranc at Penenden Heath and church remained with Abp 
after settlement with priory. 
RUDFORD, Gloucestershire, St Mary Not illustrated 
Rufford 1779, p. 634 S0778217 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop-type capitals, voussoirs with frontal chevron and hoodmould with 
chamfer. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Manorial interests gifted to Gloucester Abbey TRWII and TRHI and retained by them, as was church, 
throughout period. 
RUSHBURY, Shropshire, St Peter Fig. 371 
VC H. Shrops, Vol. X, pp. 52-72 S0514918 
Nave S portal, no orders, with simple tympanum. 
Main manor held by Lacys throughout period, initially as tenants of Montgomery earls of 
Shrewsbury. 
Lacy DB tenant, one Otes of Bernieres succeeded by heirs; great grandson Herbert of Rushbury holding 
c. 1200. Church in gift of manor throughout period, though part of tithes gifted to 
St Guthlac's, 
Hereford, c. 1100. 
RUYTON-OF-THE-ELEVEN-TOWNS, Shropshire, St John the Baptist Fig. 372 
Eyton 1854-60, Vol. X, pp. 111-19 SJ394223 
Nave S portal of alternating coloured blocks. Single order, no columns and hoodmould with chamfer. 
Multi-block arch-based tympanum. 
Chancel S portal, of identical form, but smaller and of single stone type. -º 
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DB manor of Montgomery earls of Shrewsbury passed to FitzAlans and remained in their lordship 
throughout period, held by tenants. Church possibly founded within parish of Baschurch, but attained 
independence and John Lestrange gifted church to Haughmond Abbey mid 12C. 
ST ANDREWS, Fife, St Andrew Figs. 373-74 
Cruden 1986 N0516167 
Gallery-level passage portals at east end of main vessel, no orders and simple lintel with recessed 
tympanum field and defined tympanum arc. 
Cloister E range, portal to Day Stairs, single order, decayed capitals, probably with foliate forms, 
voussoirs with rolls and hollows, and hoodmould with roll ending in decayed label-stops. Simple 
tympanum with incised trefoil with dogtooth. Later Romanesque work. 
Cloister E range, portal to room S of Chapter House vestibule, no orders, and simple lintel with rounded 
upper edge and incised trefoil. 
See re-established 1107 as head of Church in Scotland and cathedral served by Augustinian canons from 
1124x44. New cathedral buildings, which include present cloister portals, begun 1160-61 and initially 
completed by mid-13C. 
ST BEES, Cumberland, St Mary & St Bega Fig. 375 
V. (. H. Cumb'd, Vol. II, pp. 178-84 NX970120 
Canted lintel block reset in wall opposite nave W portal. Original context unknown. St Michael and the 
Dragon flanked by two blocks of interlace. 
Foundation established as cell of St Mary's, York, in 1120, or soon after, by William Meschin, lord of 
Coupland. 
ST MARGARET'S AT CLIFFE, Kent, St Margaret Fig. 376 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. IX, pp. 412-18 TR358448 
Round-headed nave W portal, single order with gabled portal setting framed by billet Portal setting 
framed by figures in arcades and geometric forms, and triangular apex of gable with diapering. 
Manor and church in gift of Dover Priory throughout period. 
ST MICHEAL CAERHAYES, Cornwall, St Michael Fig. 377 
Henderson 1955-60, pp. 72-74 SW963422 
Nave N portal, no orders with chamfer on doorjambs ending in spur on impost. Simple tympanum with 
Agnus Dei in relatively deep-cut relief. Hoodmould with chamfer and quirk. Not in DB and no 12C 
evidence at present. 
Manor demesne property of important lordship held by Caerhayes family from at least 13C. Chapelry of 
St Stephen-in-Brannel, though by end 14C priest styled as rector. Brannell and its church held in 
earldom of Cornwall. 
ST THOMAS-BY-LAUNCESTON, Cornwall, St Thomas Fig. 378 
B. E. Cornwall, p. 98; Knowles and Hadcock 1971, pp. 162,63 SX330850 
Fragment of tympanum reset ext. S porch. Two circular geometric foliate motifs and small Agnus Dei. 
Provenance of block unclear and may have come from adjacent priory site. Launceston an important 
centre of earldom of Cornwall focused on castle. 
Chapelry of St Stephen-by-Launceston, college of canons and mother church of Launceston. Passed to 
Augustinian Priory that superseded the secular canons of St Stephen's 1126-27. 
SAINTBURY, Gloucestershire, St Nicholas Fig. 379 
Rudder 1779, pp. 635-36 SP117395 
Nave N portal, single order, L column with geometric ornament, volute capitals, thick roll, no 
hoodmould and beast-head at apex. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Tympanum with incised opus 
rr icuhitum design. 
Similar, but simpler nave S portal, no orders. Both early Romanesque work. 
1086 held by Hascoit Musard with whose heirs it remained throughout period. Gloucester and 
Winchcombe Abbeys had interests in parish. Church gifted to Evesham Abbey during 12C. 
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SALFORD, Oxfordshire, St Mary Fig. 380 
D. B. Oxon, 59,27 SP286281 
Nave N portal, no orders, hoodmould with chamfer and framed tympanum with Cross motif flanked by 
Centaur and lion-like beast. 
DB manor of Roger de Lacy retained within honor of Weobley throughout period. Church gifted to 
Newnham Priory (Beds) though details at present unclear. 
SALFORD PRIORS, Warwickshire, St Matthew Fig. 381 
V. (,. H. Warwks, Vol. III, pp. 155-65 SP077510 
Nave N portal lateral chevron, including hollow, single order with ornamented columns and enriched 
capitals. Simple tympanum with scale and diaper carving. 
1086 held by a nun, Leofeva, of the king's alms. Priest also mentioned. 1122 Geoffrey de Clinton 
claimed he held manor of earl of Warwick and gifted it to Kenilworth Priory, with whom it remained in 
return for acknowledgement of Leofeva's rights. Evesham Abbey also had valuable property there. 
Church included in gift to Kenilworth. 
SANDFORD-ON-THAMES, Oxfordshire, St Andrew Not illustrated 
V. (. ZH. Oxon, Vol. V, pp. 267-75 SP533018 
Nave S portal, no orders, painted over, but apparently with lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Nave N portal, no orders, with lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Held of Abingdon Abbey at DB by three men, though from 12C onwards apparently held as one manor 
by members of de Sandford family. c. 1 150x60 Robert de Sandford founded Littlemore Priory on land in 
parish, though church remained in his gift and that of his heirs into 13C. 
SANDWICH, Kent, St Clement Fig. 382 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. X, pp. 152-216, esp. 210-14 TR333580 
Stairvice portal on W side NE crossing pier, now in chancel N aisle. No orders, armed tympanum with 
fret ornament in voussoirs. Tympanum space with beaded interlocking arcade below beaded chain-type 
ornament. In upper right beast and bird, possibly stag. 
Advowson with Abp of Canterbury, who also had extensive interests in the town. 
SANTON DOWNHAM, Suffolk, St Mary Fig. 383 
D. B. Sutfiolk, 14,21 TL816876 
Round-headed nave S portal, single order, columns with spirals and supra-portal panel with canine-like 
beast with foliate forms. 
Valuable main DB manor held of St Edmund's by one Frodo and included church. Apparently remained 
with tenants of St Edmund's throughout period. Church gifted to Ixworth Priory (Suffolk), though 
details at present unclear. 
SCARCLIFFE, Derbyshire, St Leonard Fig. 384 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. I, pp. 321-27 SK497688 
Nave S portal, parts badly worn, single order, scallop-type capitals, and voussoirs with rolls. lintel and 
multi-block tympanum setting with chip-carved forms. 
One of three manors assessed together at DB held by Ralph FitzHerbert and remained with his heirs 
subsequently. Church gifted to Darley Abbey (Derbs) around foundation c. 1146 by Hubert FitzRalph. 
SCOTTER, Lincolnshire, St Peter Fig. 385 
D. B. Uncs, 8,17; King 1973, esp. Chs. 7-8 SE887008 
Nave S portal, single order, worn, possible volute capitals, voussoirs with rolls and hoodmould with 
chamfer. Armed tympanum, voussoirs and rubble in filling. 
Valuable DB manor of Peterborough Abbey retained, with church, in Abt's demesne throughout period. 
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SCOTTLETHORPE, Lincolnshire, Old Chapel, now reset int. St Michael's, Edenharn Figs. 386-87 
D. B. I. incs, 57,14; E. E. A. Vol. I, No. 87 TF052210 
Portal from old chapel at Scottlethorpe, with two orders, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with rolls and 
hoodmould with chamfer. Framed simple tympanum with remains of geometric pattern, either worn 
smooth by erosion, but perhaps tracing never executed fully. 
Main DB manor with Guy of Craon and remained in fee. Chapelry of Edenham, hence included in gift 
by Gilbert de Gant to Bridlington Priory on foundation c. 1113, though manor likely to have continued to 
provide for services. 
SEAMER, Yorkshire, North Riding, St Martin Fig. 388 
VCH. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. II, pp. 483-89; Crouch 1984 TA016834 
Nave S portal, two, originally three orders, scallop capitals, paired roll with reeding in voussoirs and 
multi-block tympanum set on timber lintel. Third order and hoodmould lost during 15C when porch 
added. B. E. suggests tympanum effaced, Crouch that it is simply eroded. 
Manor in fee to Percy family throughout period, from mid-12C with cadet branch by marriage. Church 
and priest recorded in DB. Church gifted to Whitby Abbey by William dc Percy 1145x1153 on condition 
Richard, his chaplain, held it for life. 
SEATON DEIAVAL, Northumberland, St Mary Hg. 389 
Bateson et al 1893-1940, Vol. IX, pp. 133-202 NZ304753 
Nave W portal, no orders, hoodmould and worn simple tympanum. Apparently carved with a head, but 
forms lost. Saw-tooth in arc. 
Manor in gift of de la Val family throughout period and held for service at Newcastle. Chapelry of 
Tynemouth, all rights gifted to Tynemouth Priory by manor TRHI, but evidence unclear regarding its 
parochial functions and obligations. 
SEGENHOE, Bedfordshire, Old Church, Dedication unknown Fig. 390 
V. CH. Beds, Vol. III, pp. 320-23 SP982358 
Nave S portal, no orders, multi-block arch-based tympanum all now badly decayed. 
Held at DB by Walter brother of Seiher as part of barony of Wahull and remained as such throughout 
period, with exception of small grants to religious houses, such as to Dunstable Priory (Beds. ) by Simon 
de Wahull c. 1189. Church included in that grant. Castle there a stronghold for barony until 14C. 
SEMPRINGHAM, Lincolnshire, St Andrew Fig. 391 
Foreville and Keir 1987, esp. pp. xv-xxxii TF106329 
Reset int. S porch, sections of portal of two orders with geometric scallop capitals and voussoirs with roll 
enriched with beaded foliate interlace work. Tympanum block with ribbed fan centred on half floral 
form and under arc of lozenges. Believed to have formed Priest's Door originally, but may have been 
nave portal. 
Manor and church held by family of St Gilbert of Sempringham throughout period. Centre of Gilbertine 
Order from c. 1131, with separate church established for religious 1139. 
SHALFLEET, Isle of Wight, Village church, Dedication unknown Figs. 392-93 
V. (ý. H. Hants, Vol. V, pp. 272-78 SZ413893 
Nave N portal, two orders, scallop-type capitals, and simple tympanum with voussoirs. Tympanum with 
central figure flanked by two lion-like beasts with foliate tails. Often identified as Daniel and the Lions. 
Early Romanesque work. 
Large parish with numerous manorial holdings. Main DB manor held by Gozelin FitzAzor and remained 
in demesne of his heirs to 14C. Church mentioned in DB, advowson first recorded 14C when with main 
manor. 
SHELSEY WALSH, Worcestershire, St Andrew Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Worcs, Vol. IV, pp. 335-37 S0722629 
Much restored nave N portal, with single order, multi-scallop capitals, frontal chevron in voussoirs, and 
chamfered hoodmould. Armed tympanum with voussoirs. - 
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Held by Osbern FitzRichard in DB, and remained with tenants of honor of Richard's Castle 
subsequently. Church first record in 13C when mesne lord controlled advowson. 
SHERBORNE, DORSET, St Mary Fig. 394 
V. (.. H. Dorset Vol. II, pp. 62-70 ST638165 
Nave S portal, single order with acanthus-type capitals, and hybrid tympanum setting. Doorway framed 
by frontal chevron and with depressed arch contained below stringcourse formed from imposts with 
beading in band across full width of portal. Voussoirs with frontal chevron and `hoodmould' with pellet 
contained within vault of porch. Multi-block tympanum set with niche with depressed arch framed by 
stepped frontal chevron. 
10C Nave N aisle W portal with tympanum inserted, possibly during 12C and preserving plaster with 
painted geometric design said to be 13C (RC. H. M. E. Dorset Vol. I, p. 205). 
Seat of bishopric until transfer to Sarum 1075x78. Bp remained head of house until established as abbey 
1122. Remained one of most important religious houses in region. 
SHERBORNE, Gloucestershire, Former chapel, Dedication unknown Fig. 395 
V. CH. Glos, Vol. IV, pp. 120-27 SP177144 
Cottage No. 88 incorporates fabric of chapel with two Romanesque portals. `Front door' with single 
order, possible clasp beak-heads, capitals, lateral chevron, including hollow and pellet ornament, and 
hoodmould with chamfer and saw-tooth. Simple tympanum with three schematic crosses. 
`Back door', no orders, and simple tympanum and hoodmould. 
Winchcombe Abbey held manor throughout period. Chapel may have served tenants before 
construction of parish church during 13C. 
SHIPTON OLIFFE, Gloucestershire, St Oswald Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, pp. 655-56 SP037186 
Blocked nave N portal, plain jambs, hoodmould with chamfer and uncarved single block tympanum. 
Main DB manor held from William of Leofric by Geoffrey, with 3 virgates also held by Ansfrid of 
Cormeilles. Subsequent manorial conditions at present unclear. Church apparently in gift of manor, 
though Gloucester Abbey and Monmouth Priory both held portions by 13C. 
SHIRBURN, Oxfordshire, All Saints Fig. 396 
V. G. H. Oxon, Vol. VIII, pp. 178-98 SU696958 
Tympanum block reset ext. W wall W tower. Arc with roll and floral guilloche ornament, tympanum 
field with dense interlace (q. v. Barford St Michael). 
Two DB manors held by tenants of Robert d'Oilly and Roger d'Ivry whose principle heirs remain 
overlords throughout period. 1146x63 Roger FitzAlfred, tenant of d'Oilly manor, gifted church to 
Dorchester Abbey. 1200 Thomas de St Valery, overlord of d'Ivry manor, claimed advowson. Settled in 
favour of Abbey. 
SHIRLEY, Derbyshire, St Michael Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 50 SK218417 
Block described as part of lintel by Keyser and photographed for him is insufficient to justify 
identification as a door lintel. Not included in corpus. 
SHOBDON, Herefordshire, St John the Evangelist Figs. 397-98 
Hauler 1992, esp. pp. 188-99; Thurlby 1999, esp. pp. 71-73 S0400628 
Tympana from former nave portals of Romanesque church set in 18C folly arches. Each a simple 
tympanum, one with Christ in Glory with four angels, one with Harrowing of Hell. Portals were clearly 
highly enriched. 
Manor within Mortimer honor of Wigmore throughout period and held by Hugh de Mortimer's steward 
Oliver de Merlimond during period church was built. Church built during period 1125x48, probably 
completed by later 1130s. Church gifted to small house of Victorine canons founded at Shobdon by 
Oliver before 1143 and translated to Wigmore 1172. 
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SHREWSBURY, Shropshire, St Mary Fig. 399 
V. c:. H. Shrops, Vol II, pp. 119-23 SJ495124 
W tower W portal, two orders, no columns or capitals and hoodmould with chamfer. Framed arch-based 
tympanum. 
Principal church of Shrewsbury from at least 11C well endowed at DB, a college of canons constituted as 
a Royal Free Chapel. Appears several of its endowments outside town lost during 12C or given-up in 
return for pensions. Rebuilding during mid to later 12C, to which W portal belongs, suggests re- 
organisation of college. 
SIDDINGTON, Gloucestershire, St Peter Figs. 400-01 
Rudder 1779, p. 661 SP035002 
Nave S portal, two orders, inner capitals with beast-heads, outer with geometric forms. Inner order 
voussoirs with beak-heads, outer with thick cable moulding, hoodmould with hollow chamfer and beast 
head at apex. Door framed by roll moulding. Tympanum partly restored but appears originally framed 
simple tympanum. Christ enthroned giving key to St Peter and giving something to, or receiving from, 
another knelling figure. Arc articulates with jambs. Work associated with Elkstone and Ampney St Mary 
(q. v. ). 
Manorial holdings complex and two Siddington parishes. Manor that served St Peter's held by Roger de 
Lacy 1086. Subsequent evidence for lordship and ecclesiastical patronage at present unclear but both 
apparently in lay gift throughout period. 
SILVINGTON, Shropshire, St Nicholas Not illustrated 
Eytou 1854-60, Vol. XI, pp. 378-82 S0621798 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop capitals, thick roll in voussoirs, massive lintel, tympanum and 
voussoirs. Early Romanesque work. 
Demesne manor of St Remi, Rheims, from TRE, and church in their gift. 
SISTON, Gloucestershire, St Anne Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, pp. 663-64 ST688753 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop capitals, geometric ornament on imposts and jambs. Frontal chevron 
in voussoirs, and hoodmould with lateral chevron. Tympanum partly restored, but apparently an armed 
tympanum with voussoirs, with Tree of life framed by geometric ornament. 
Nave N portal now blocked and restored as a window, but originally set with lintel, tympanum and 
voussoirs. Lintel with chip-carving, tympanum, now missing. 
Manor held by Roger of Berkeley in DB. Later information is less clear. Church apparently in gift of 
manor throughout period. 
SMEETH, Kent, St Mary Figs. 402-03 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. VIII, pp. 2-9 TR073397 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop-type capitals, thick roll voussoirs and band of diaper and circles. 
Lintel, tympanum with opus reticulatum, and voussoirs. 
Nave W portal, same form, but capitals with human heads and thick roll voussoirs framed by lateral 
chevron and hoodmould with billet. 
Hugh de Montfort held main manor at DB as part of a manor at Aldington. Reverted to crown on exile 
of his grandson TRHI. 12C with Pashley family who held till late Middle Ages. Chapelry of Aldington, 
held by Abp of Canterbury along with valuable manor there. Rector of Aldington controlled 
presentations. 
SMETHCOTT, Shropshire, St Michael Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Shrops, Vol. X, pp. 146-71 S0449994 
Nave N portal, rebuilt with no orders and simple tympanum. 
Chancel S portal, rebuilt, of similar form. 
Remained with heirs of Edmund, DB tenant of Roger of Montgomery, throughout period. Church in 
gift of manor. 
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SOUTH CERNEY, Gloucestershire, All Hallows Figs. 404-05 
Rudder 1779, pp. 327-28 SU050974 
Round-headed nave S portal with forms associated with Quenington and Eastleach (q. v. ). Two orders, 
clasp beak-heads on inner order, inhabited and foliate capitals, foliate imposts. Inner order voussoirs 
with beak-heads, outer with frontal chevron, and hoodmould with hollow chamfer, rosettes and beast- 
head label-stops. Plain doorjambs articulated with order of foliate ornament in arch. Supra-portal panel 
with single order columns and plain tympanum framing Christ in Glory, and Harrowing of Hell (q. v. 
Quenington N). 
Nave N portal, much restored, single order, multi-scallop capitals, voussoirs with lateral chevron, 
including hollow, and framed simple tympanum. 
Main manor held by Walter FitzRoger in DB. Miles of Gloucester built castle late 1130s. TRHI Walter, 
sheriff of Gloucester granted church to St Peter's, Gloucester, with whom it remained. 
SOUTH FERRIBY, Lincolnshire, St Nicholas Fig. 406 
D. B. Lincs, 23,124,14; Stenton 1920, Nos. 24-27 SE988209 
Reset above S porch portal, tympanum block with episcopal figure flanked by two Cross motifs. 
Main DB manor valuable holding of Gilbert of Ghent. Another valuable DB manor held by Gilbert of 
Tison. Passage of lands unclear, but by early TRHII tenancy of No de Karkenii passed from one 
Adelard to his son Herbert. No then granted moiety of church to Bullington Priory and subsequently 
Herbert, and later his wife, Agnes, granted some land and remainder of church to Bullington Priory. 
SOUTH LEIGH, Oxfordshire, St James Fig. 407 
V. (: H. Oxon, Vol XII, pp. 238-54 SP394091 
Chancel S portal, no orders and canted simple lintel with lintel line and arc defined by form Keyser 
termed dentils and central Cross. 
Part of Stanton Harcourt in DB and during 12C divided between lords of the two manors established 
there. Reading Abbey held Stanton Harcourt church by 1141, and 1148x1176 Richard de Camville gifted 
church as chapelry of Stanton Harcourt. 
SOUTH STOKE, Somerset, St James Not illustrated 
E. E. A. Vol. X, Nos. 6,8,10,63 ST746613 
Also spelt Southstoke. Nave N portal, single order with columns enriched with geometric motifs based 
on lattice design, and multi-scallop capitals. Voussoirs with triple-band frontal chevron and hoodmould 
with plaited ornament. Framed simple tympanum with open lattice design. Lintel field with canted form 
and square chip-carved rosettes. Arc of circular rosettes and roundel in each corner. Probably recut. 
Not in DB. Manor restored to Bath Abbey 1123x35. Remained with them, as did church. 
SOUTH WEALD, Essex, St Peter Fig. 408 
V. (: H. Essex, Vol. VIII, pp. 74-90 TQ572939 
Nave S portal, single order, columns with chevron, capitals with volutes, lateral chevron with roll and 
hollow on inner voussoirs. Hoodmould lost. Multi-block arch-based tympanum with voussoirs. Lintel 
with three lateral rolls, one central and two as corbels. Tympanum field with multi-block diaper 
composition (q. v. Chigwell & Orsett). 
Main DB manor part of early endowment of Waltham Abbey (q. v. ) and remained with them without 
major interruption after Conquest. Waltham controlled the church. Several other small manors and 
holdings in parish, mainly in fee to laymen. 
SOUTHOE, Huntingdonshire, St Leonard Fig. 409 
V. (. H. Hunts, Vol. II, pp. 346-54 TL184645 
Nave S portal, reset in 13C aisle. Single order, columns with lattice and pellet, enriched capitals, 
voussoirs of thick roll with crosses, framed by order chip-carving and hoodmould with billet. Simple 
tympanum, cut into to form arched doorway, with geometric design of overlapping rectangles (q. v. 
Ravensden). 
Main DB manor held by Eustace the Sheriff. By 1125 passed to Roger de Lovetot, possibly by marriage 
and important demesne manor for family into 13C. Advowson with manor. 
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SOUTHROP, Gloucestershire, St Peter Fig. 410 
V. C. H. Glos, VoL VII, pp. 129-36 SP203034 
Nave N portal, single order, crocket capitals, rolls in voussoirs, hoodmould with billet, and tympanum 
with incised opus reticulatum design. Early Romanesque work. 
Held by Walter FitzPoyntz at DB, as part of Eastleach Martin. 1089 this manor divided, with Southrop 
passing to Hastings family by early 12C, who held it subsequently. Priest recorded 1086, advowson 
apparently retained by manor. 
SOUTHWELL, Nottinghamshire, St Mary Fig. 411 
V. C. H. Notts, Vol. II, pp. 152-61 SK702538 
Reset int. S transept, canted lintel block with St Michael and Dragon, and David and the Lion. Soffit face 
with interlace. Possibly set originally in N transept N portal. 
College of canons first established 10C, and basis of prebends set-up under Abp Ealdred 1044x69. 
Primary base of archiepiscopal power in Notts. Centre of cult of St Eadburh from c. 1000. 
SPRINGTHORPE, Lincolnshire, St Lawrence & St George Fig. 412 
D. B. Lincs, 1,39 1,49 & 1,64; Stenton 1920, p. lxxi SK875898 
W tower W portal, no orders, and simple lintel of trapeziform with recessed tympanum field, and 
voussoir blocks that gives lintel arch in upper edge. 
At DB held and assessed within jurisdiction of ITR manor at Kirton-in-Lindsey (q. v. ) and all assessed 
population sokemen. Apparently remained thus throughout period. Church apparently controlled by 
local community throughout period. 
STANFORD DINGLEY, Berkshire, St Denys Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 52 SU576717 
Setting accepted by Keyser as Romaneque tympanum setting trefoil form, 19C work of highly 
questionable and relationship to original form not included in corpus. 
STANLEY PONTLARGE, Gloucestershire, Village church, Dedication unknown Fig. 413 
Rudder 1779, p. 772 S0999302 
Nave N portal, two orders, scallop-type capitals, two orders frontal chevron, billet ornament in 
hoodmould, simple tympanum with chip-carving and compressed lozenges set as frame. 
Nave N portal, no orders, hollow chamfer hoodmould, and simple tympanum. 
1086 manor held by Tewkesbury church, and during 12C in fee to Pontlarge family. Chapelry of 
Toddington (Glos), but appears mesne lord effectively controlled provisions. 
STANSTEAD MOUNTFICHET, Essex, St Mary Figs. 414-15 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 576-81 11522242 
Nave S portal, partly reworked, two orders, outer without shafts, plus half order and compound shafts on 
doorjambs. Multi-scallop capitals, cogwheel chevron in both orders voussoirs, half order with chip- 
carving, and multi-block framed arch-based tympanum with opus rrticulatum and chip-carving (q. v. 
Heybridge & Wissington). 
Nave N portal, partly reworked, of similar but more developed form, including foliate stars in tympanum. 
Head of Robert Gernon's DB barony and with his heirs, who took name Mountfichet. Church gifted to 
Thremhall Abbey (Essex) by Richard Mountfichet c. 1150. 
STANTON FITZWARREN, Wiltshire, St Leonard Not illustrated 
DA Wilts, 67,44 SU178902 
Reworked nave S portal, no orders, hoodmould with chip-carving, and with remains of probable 
tympanum setting. 
Similar nave N portal with inserted 15C portal and probable remains of tympanum setting. 
Valuable DB manor of kings thane Grimbald. Subsequent manorial circumstances at present unclear. 
Church apparently in gift of manor throughout period, with portion gifted to Hamble Priory (Hants) in 
or after 1106. 
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STANTON-BY-BRIDGE, Derbyshire, St Bride Not illustrated 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. III, pp. 467-72 SK367272 
Worn tympanum block with now indistinct quadruped, chip-carving on lintel line, and arc with roll. 
DB manor held by king's thane, Erin, and held subsequently by members of de Stanton family. Chapel 
apparently served lands gifted to Burton Abbey (Staffs) early 12C. 
STEWKLEY, Buckinghamshire, St Michael Figs. 416-18 
V. c: H. Bucks, Vol. III, pp. 420-26 SP853261 
Nave W portal flanked by two blind arcade bays. Two orders, R inner shaft with beaded spirals, others 
renewed. Schematised and scallop capitals. Cogwheel chevron with roll and hollow in voussoirs and as 
continuous order in doorjambs. Multi-block tympanum from vertically set blocks with hybrid trefoil 
form. Central block renewed. Two dragons and foliate forms. 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop and schematised capitals, cogwheel chevron with roll and hollow, and 
hoodmould with pellet and beast-head label-stops. Multi-block arch-based tympanum. 
Nave N portal of similar form though hoodmould with form of fret ornament and some masonry 
restored. 
Int. central tower, N wall stairvice portal, no orders simple tympanum and voussoirs with hoodmould of 
saw-tooth from stringcourse. 
Complex manorial holdings in 12C. Honors of Wallingford and Gloucester principle overlords. 
Geoffrey II de Clinton most important mesne lord, holding of William Pipard, himself tenant of 
Wallingford. Church gifted to Kenilworth Priory by de Clinton TRHII. Unclear whether Geoffrey I 
held manor. 
STEWTON, Lincolnshire, St Andrew Not illustrated 
D. B. Lincs, 4,73 27,26; Foster and Langley 1924, pp. 258-59 TF363872 
Nave S portal, no orders with simple tympanum and voussoirs. 
Ext nave N wall with remains of portal with remains of tympanum setting. 
2 DB manors, held by Odo of Bayeux and Alfred of Lincoln. 1115x18 Alan of Lincoln in fee. Church 
apparently in gift of manor throughout period. 
STOCKTON ON TEME, Worcestershire, St Andrew Not illustrated 
V. (:. H. Worcs, Vol. IV, pp. 345-48; Keyser 1927, p. 53 S0716674 
Nave S portal, supra portal panel with gabled upper edge, worn, friable surface with remains of probable 
beast form. 
Two further blocks set above chancel arch identified by Keyser as tympana provide insufficient evidence 
for original context, and not included in present corpus. 
DB manor of Roger de Lacy, apparently retained throughout period. Advowson first recorded in 13C 
when with manor. 
STOKE LYNE, Oxfordshire, St Peter Fig. 419 
VG. H. Oxon, Vol. VI, pp. 312-24 SP567284 
Nave S portal, round-headed doorway and single order with frontal chevron. Supra-portal setting with 
deep niche framed by continuous order of roll and hollow. Christ enthroned, though identified locally as 
St Peter. Form of figure and total absence of evidence for a key argues in favour of identification as 
Christ. Later Romanesque work. 
DB with Walter Giffard and remained with his heirs throughout 12C, passing with heiress to Clare earls 
of Pembroke. Mesne lordship with heirs of DB tenant Hugh de Bolebec throughout 12C. Several other 
manorial holdings. Mid 12C church gifted, to Notley Abbey (Bucks) by the then Walter Giffard and his 
wife. No recorded of de Bolebec tenant's role in gift 
STOKE ORCHARD, Gloucestershire, St James the Great Not illustrated 
V. c:. H. Glos, Vol. VIII, pp. 6-7,12 & 23 S0917283 
Nave S portal, hoodmould with hollow chamfer, and simple tympanum. 
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Two principal overlords, Bp of Worcester and Crown, had tenants. By early 13C both fees with Archer family. Chapelry of Bishop's Cleeve (Glos), but 13C evidence suggests mesne lord provided for church, 
not Bp of Worcester. 
STOKE-SUB-HAMDON, Somerset, St Denys (1840), now St Mary Figs. 420-21 
V. I.. H. Somerset, Vol. III, pp. 235-49 ST474176 
Nave S portal partly built over by 14C porch. Single order, L column with beaded-star ornament, R with 
scale ornament. Capitals with volutes, imposts with chip-carving, and thick angel roll in voussoirs. 
Simple tympanum with Sagittarius, tree with three birds, Agnus Dei and lion. Inscription on frame, 
mainly lost, but enough to identify Sagittarius and lion. 
DB estates all held by Count of Mortain. Two manors held by Robert Fitzlves, count's constable, 
possibly of Montacute Castle. Held from crown after 1105. Remained with his heirs into 14C, an 
important manor in their lordship. Church in gift of Fitzlves estates, rector first recorded 1174x80. 
STONELEIGH, Warwickshire, St Mary Fig. 422 
V. C. H. Warwks, Vol. VI, pp. 229-40 SP331726 
Nave N portal, two orders, multi-scallop capitals, enriched imposts, voussoirs with frontal chevron on 
roll and hoodmould with flattened pallets. Multi-block tympanum with two interlocked dragons biting 
their own tails below two interlocked snakes biting their own tails. 
Main manor ITR in DB and remained so until foundation of Stoneleigh Abbey by RHII 1155. Church 
gifted to Kenilworth Abbey by RHI on foundation in 1122 and remained with them. 
STONEY STANTON, Leicestershire, St Michael Fig. 423 
Nichols 1795-1815, Vol. IV pt 2, pp. 963-78 SP489948 
Reset ext. chancel N portal, tympanum block with figure with crosier offering blessing and a quadruped 
facing two dragon-like beasts in conflict below a bird. Plate CXLVIII in Nichols 1795-1815, Vol. IV pt 2 
illustrates portal before restoration that destroyed medieval fabric. 
No manorial evidence cited between DB lordship of Robert Despenser and 13C when held of Marmion 
family by Simon Bassett. 13C evidence shows church in gift of manor and exercised by Bassett as mesne 
lords. 
STOTTESDON, Shropshire, St Mary Fig. 424 
Eyton 1854-60, Vol. IV, pp. 142-80; Hamer 1992 pp. 71-75 S0674828 
Nave W portal, no orders, projecting doorjambs, massive lintel with human, beast and geometric forms, 
apparently reused and reset upside-down, triangular multi-block tympanum section with geometric 
motifs, framed by strip-work rising to head corbel. Early Romanesque work. 
Valuable DB manor with seven berewicks retained or close to crown after Montgomery earl of 
Shrewsbury forfeiture, administered by royal appointee, Richard Belmeis 1102-21, and Payn FitzJohn 
1121-37. RHII gifted portion to Godfrey de Garn. Church a powerful A-S minster with large parish 
during 12C, gifted to Shrewsbury Abbey by Roger of Montgomery before 1085 and was held by them 
with 2'/z hides at DB. Remained with them subsequently. 
STOW, Lincolnshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
D. B. Lincs, 7,1 SK882820 
Nave N portal, single order, reworked with remains of probable tympanum setting recorded in 19C 
painting by Frederick Mackenzie, now in Usher Gallery, Lincoln, in which tympanum setting forms 
canted doorhead. 
Main manor, and church, in gift of Bp of Lincoln throughout period. Several other small manorial 
interests in lay hands listed in DB. The Benedictine community re-established RWII 1.1091 moved to 
Eynsham 1109 on restoration of monastic house there. Church in gift of Bp of Lincoln throughout 
period. 
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STOW LONGA, Huntingdonshire, St Botolph Fig. 425 
V. (,. H. Hunts, VoL III, pp. 100-04 TL107711 
Chancel S portal, reset, interlaced capitals, octagonal columns, cogwheel chevron in voussoirs with roll 
and hollow, hoodmould lost. Simple tympanum with two beasts and siren or mermaid-like figure. 
Tympanum linked to Little Paxton. 
Berewick of Spaldwick, not in DB, held by Ely until foundation of see, when passed to Bp of Lincoln in 
settlement. Appears main manor and church remained in demesne of Bp. Church used to endow 
prebend, but details at present unclear. 
STOWELL, Gloucestershire, St Leonard Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, pp. 707-08 SP088131 
Nave S portal, no orders, chamfered hoodmould, and framed simple tympanum. 
1086 apparently as part of Farmington manor (q. v. ) assessed with Northleach, but it was held by the Abp 
of York. Subsequent conditions unclear. Ecclesiastical conditions also unclear, but possibly chapelry of 
Northleach and hence in gift of Gloucester Abbey throughout period. 
STRATTON, Gloucestershire, St Peter Fig. 426 
Rudder 1779, pp. 709-10 SP010039 
Nave S portal, extensively reworked, lintel with chip-carving, tympanum block with two creatures and a 
serpent in foliate setting. Early Romanesque work. 
1086 Roger de Lacy held manor and remained with successors. Extensive gifts within manor made to St 
Guthlac's, Hereford, as cell of Gloucester Abbey. Nature of inclusion of church in gift at present 
unclear. 
STRETTON, Rutland, St Nicholas Not illustrated 
V. (: H. Rutland, Vol. II, pp. 145-51 SK949158 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion capitals, R impost with billet, roll and hollow in voussoirs and simple 
tympanum. 
Overlordship of main manor with honor of Huntingdon. Other manorial details unclear. Church 
apparently gifted to queen's chaplain Albin, who gifted to Templars at Witham (Iincs) TRS. Gift 
confirmed by Robert de Brus (t1191) as manorial lord. 
STRETTON SUGWAS, Herefordshire, St Mary Magdalen Fig. 427 
Dunc-uinb 1804-1915, Vol. IV, pp. 163-66; Hamer 1992, pp. 268-72 S0465425 
Int. nave N wall, simple tympanum with Samson and lion and rope ornament on lintel line. Also set 
with order of hollow and human head. 
DB Lacy manor held by tenants of honor of Weobley until gifted with church to Llanthony Abbey 
1131x42 by Baskerville tenants. 
STUDLAND, Dorset, St Nicholas Fig. 428 
Hutcris 1861-74, Vol. I, pp. 644-56 SZ036825 
Nave S portal, single order, multi-scallop capitals, and tympanum with canted lintel. 
Nave N portal, single order, massive lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. 
DB manor of Count of Mortain held by one Hamo. Remain with Mortain honor in England throughout 
period. Church remained in gift of manor. 
STURMER, Essex, St Mary Fig. 429 
Morant 1768, Vol. If, pp. 346-47 TL691438 
Nave S portal, single order, L column missing, R with chevron, scallop-type capitals, imposts with 
schematised heads, and lateral chevron including hollow. Simple tympanum with square and circular 
geometric devices and lintel line marked by foliate motifs and interlocking arcade. 
Nave N portal, no orders with elliptical tympanum block with incised horizontal lines. 
DB with Tikell the Briton, later granted to Alberic de Vere, earl of Oxford by Empress Mathilda. No 
mention of tenants. All presentations recorded made by manor. 
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SUTTON, Kent, St Peter & St Paul Fig. 430 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. IX, pp. 558-64 TR334493 
Nave N portal, single order, scallop and cushion capitals, enriched imposts, voussoirs with roll and band 
of lozenges. Two full and two half bands of lozenges outside. Timber lintel and multi-block tympanum 
with beaded-star ornament. 
12C manorial detail unclear, but later held as parts of manors of Ripple and Northborne. Advowson 
apparently with crown until granted to hospital in Maidstone TRHII. 
SUTTON, Soke of Peterborough, St Michael Not illustrated 
V. (:. H. Northants Vol. II, pp. 481-82 11095988 
Nave S portal, no orders, simple lintel with frontal chevron and pellet ornament on soffit 
Probably included in DB assessment of Peterborough Abbey's Castor manor (q. v. ). Two manors held by 
abbey's almoner during 12C. TRHI a manor held by one Anketill. First mentioned TRRI as chapelry of 
Castor. 
SUTTON VENY, Wiltshire, St Leonard Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Wilts, Vol. VIII, pp. 61-74 ST903418 
Nave S portal of ruined church, single order with foliate capitals and hoodmould with chamfer. Lintel 
survives, rest of tympanum missing. Replaced by new church of John the Baptist 1868. 
Three large manors at DB and subsequently. That of Nigel the Physician passed to Hamelin de Ballon 
who apparently granted church to Abergevenny Priory (Monmouth) c. 1100. 
SWALLOW, Lincolnshire, Holy Trinity Not illustrated 
D. B. Lincs 36,1; Hall 1896, pp. 519,521,523 & 589; Foster and Langley 1924, pp. 248 & 249; TA176030 
Stenton 1934, Nos. 15 & 163; E. E. A. Vol IV, No. 294 
W tower W portal, no orders with renewed tympanum, probably replacing one such as at Cabourne W 
tower (q. v. ). 
Multiple holdings at DB, that of Ralph Mortimer, assessed jointly with his holdings at Grimsby, and that 
of Alan of Richmond were the most valuable. By 1105x18 appears Ralph's manor was ITR. Pattern of 
multiple holdings continued into 13C. Thomas de Lascelles, tenant of honor of Richmond presented 
William, archdeacon of Buckngham, to living of church 1205x06. 
SWARKESTONE, Derbyshire, St James Not illustrated 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. III, pp. 493-502; Keyser 1927, p. 56 SK373287 
Destroyed tympanum noted by Keyser with foliate motif identified as Tree of life flanked by animals 
and a serpent. May have been a beast allegory of Adam and Eve. 
Majority of parish was ITR in DB, another part by Henry de Ferners. No other evidence cited until 
TREI when lay enfeoffinent. All medieval presentations with manor. 
SWYNCOMBE, Oxfordshire, St Botolph Not illustrated 
Morgan 1946, esp. p. 145 SU683903 
Nave N portal, no orders, and canted lintel with voussoirs and rubble in filling. 
Manor gifted to Bec Abbey (Normandy) by Miles Crispin before DB together with tithes of his demesne 
at Wallingford and church, itself possibly founded during 12C. Retained throughout period. 
SYSTON, Lincolnshire, St Mary Fig. 431 
D. B. Lincs, 39,3; Hall 1896, p. cclxxxi; Taylor and Taylor 1965-78, pp. 604-05 SK930409 
Nave S portal, no orders, hoodmould with billet, lintel with figures of unclear character under arcade, 
partly renewed to repair arch cut into setting probably during later Middle Ages, tympanum with incised 
opus reticulatum pattern, and voussoirs with chip-carving. 
Main DB manor, including church, with Guy of Raimbeaucourt. Subsequently ward of Rockingham 
castle. Church with manor until gifted to Wroxton Priory (Oxon) 13C. 
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TARRANT RUSHTON, Dorset, St Mary Figs. 432-33 
Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. III, pp. 462-66; Alford 1984, pp. 17-18 & 21 ST937062 
Canted lintel set int. nave S portal with Agnus Dei flanked by enthroned figures, L set frontally offering blessing and holding-up open book, R in profile and holing-up bird. 
Assessed as part of general return for Tarrant and associated with interests of Vilers family. No further 
12(: evidence noted thus far. Church in gift of manor. 
TARRINGTON, Herefordshire, St Philip & St James Fig. 434 
Duucuiub 1804-1915, Vol. V, pp. 141-47 S0618407 
Nave N portal, single order, geometric capitals, hoodmould with chamfer and simple tympanum. 
Chancel S portal, no orders, and remains of possible tympanum setting. 
Two DB manors held by Ansfrid of Cormeilles, one in chief and one of Roger de Lacy. Subsequently 
held as one manor by honor of Cormeilles. Church gifted to Monmouth Priory (Monmouth) TRHI by 
Richard de Cormeilles and retained by them. 
TETSWORTH, Oxfordshire, St Giles Fig. 435 
V. (. H. Oxon, Vol. VII, pp. 147-60 SP685017 
Church destroyed 1855, but several pre-restoration drawings and watercolours survive recording N and S 
nave portals with tympana. S portal, no orders, simple tympanum. Agnus Dei in roundel flanked by 
episcopal figure and another ecclesiastic, Keyser identified as possibly a deacon, both offering blessing, 
under arc of foliate ornament. 
Nave N portal with simple tympanum with tau cross, diaper and scale ornament. 
DB probably assessed as part of Bp of lincoln's manor at Thame (Oxon), perhaps 10 hides held by 
knight, Robert. His successors during 12C took the name Chevauchesul. Chapelry of Thame. Role of 
manor in provision for services seems likely, and relationship with prebendal church first defined in mid- 
13C. 
TEWKESBURY, Gloucestershire, St Mary Figs. 436-37 
i! C H. Glos, Vol. VIII, pp. 110-69 S0892324 
Nave N portal, four orders, cushion capitals, second order voussoirs with roll. Tympanum constructed 
from three canted and tiered registers of wedge-shaped blocks (q. v. Lower Swell). Probably later work in 
building of Romanesque Abbey church, completed by c. 1125. 
Benedictine Abbey refounded 1102 with monks from Cranborne (Dorset) under principal patronage of 
Robert FitzHaimon. 
THETFORD, Norfolk, St Mary Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Norfolk, Vol. II, pp. 363-69; Lockett 1971. p. 58; Dr S Lunt, pers. comm. TL865834 
Tympanum block with lion now in Norwich Castle Museum. No specific record of original location 
recorded by catalogue reference L/M 415 and it remains unclear whether was used in portal due to size 
of block (0.405 x 0.53m). 
Former cathedral site occupied for Cluniac priory established by Roger Bigod 1103x04, colonised from 
Lewes. New site on opposite bank of river occupied by 1114 and remained highly important monastic 
house in W Norfolk and wider region. 
THORP ARCH, Yorkshire, West Riding, All Saints Not illustrated 
D. B. 25W8; E. Y. C. Vol. I, pt viii, esp. Nos. 535 & 541 SE438461 
Int. S porch, fragment of tympanum block with checkerboard pattern 
DB manor of Osbem de Arches, part of seven-fee barony, and with his heirs throughout period, passing 
by marriage to Peter de Brus early 13C. Church gifted 1147x53 to Nun Monkton (Yorks, W Riding) by 
Willaim de Arches, whose daughter was prioress there. 
THORPE-IN-BALNE, Yorkshire, West Riding, Old church, Dedication unknown Not illustrated 
Hunter 1828-31, Vol. I, pp. 208-19 SE599111 
Nave N portal, no orders, simple lintel with lunette defined by chamfered arc and slightly arched 
doorhead with chamfer. Now a farm building. Chapel served as barn since at least early 19C. -º 
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First recorded mid 12C when held for money rent, and evidence suggests previously formed part of Lacy 
manor centred on Bamby. Chapelry of Bamby, but apparently held by Selby Abbey. 
THURLEIGH, Bedfordshire, St Peter Figs. 438-39 
V. (:. H. Beds, Vol. III, p. 104-09 TL051585 
Chancel S portal, single order, columns and capitals missing and mouldings decayed. Multi-block 
tympanum, with Temptation of Adam and Eve. Early Romanesque work. 
Main DB manor with tenants, possibly kinsmen, of Walter the Fleming. By 1166 held by Hugh de Leye 
of his kinsman Walter's Wahull barony. Late 12C a Hugh de la Leye gifted church to Canons Ashby 
Priory (Northants), which his father Stephen de Leye founded TRS. 
THWING, Yorkshire, East Riding, All Saints Figs. 440-41 
V. C. H. Yorks, E Riding, VoL IV, pp. 324-31 TA049702 
Nave S portal, single order, columns with spiral, capitals with chip-carving, voussoirs with cogwheel 
chevron, hoodmould lost. Armed tympanum with Agnus Dei framed by arc lateral chevron and another 
left uncarved. 
Several manorial interests though 12C detail unclear. One of major holdings enfeoffed by Brus family to 
Thwing family by 1160s. Advowson split; earliest evidence 13C when part gifted to Bridlington Priory. 
TILMANSTONE, Kent, St Andrew Not illustrated 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. X, pp. 78-87 TR302515 
Nave S portal, totally reworked, incorporating some 12C chip-carving in tympanum space. May reflect 
original setting and only tentatively included in corpus. 
DB held of Abp of Canterbury by William Folet. TRJ Stephen Langton appropriated to Knights 
Hospitalers, possibly at Swingfield (Kent), perhaps at request of tenant. Evidence not yet clarified. 
TINTAGEL, Cornwall, St Merteriana Not illustrated 
Thomas 1993b, pp. 18-22 SX051884 
Nave N portal, no orders, hoodmould with chamfer and simple tympanum, apparently uncarved. Not 
yet visited. 
Area in gift of de Boterel lords of Boscastle (Cornwall) from c. 1100. Chapelry of Boscastle, centre of cult 
of St Merteriana, and hence in gift of manor. 
TISSINGTON, Derbyshire, St Mary Figs. 442-43 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. II, pp. 448-53 SK176523 
Nave S portal, single order, geometric capitals, voussoirs with rolls, hoodmould with saw-tooth and billet. 
Framed simple tympanum with checkerboard pattern with Cross marked by clip-carving, figure in each 
corner, chip-caring on lintel line and arc (q. v. Findern). 
DB manor held by Henry Ferrers in fee to Savage family from TRHI. Chapelry of Bradbourne and 
hence gifted to Dunstable Priory (Beds) by de Cauceis lord of Bradbourne, tenant of Ferrers overlord. 
TIXOVER, Rutland, St Mary Magdalen Fig. 444 
V. C. H. Rutland, Vol II, pp. 227-30 SP971998 
Nave S portal, single order, stiff-leaf capitals, roll and hollow voussoirs, and hoodmould with saw-tooth. 
Simple trefoil tympanum with stop-chamfer. Later Romanesque work. 
Part of ITR manor at Kelton in DB. 1104x06 RHI granted manor to Robert Bp of Lincoln (d. 1123) as 
life-grant, probably at request of Queen Mathilda. 1130x33 included in grant by RHI to Cluny, and 
administered through Chertsey Abbey (Surrey) from 1205. No tenants recorded. Chapelry of Kelton, 
hence in gift of Lincoln Cathedral. 
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TOSELAND, Huntingdonshire, St Michael Not illustrated 
I'. (:. H. Hunts Vol. II, pp. 374-76 11238627 
Nave S portal, two orders, cushion capitals, horizontal reeding on doorjambs, inner voussoirs with 
frontal chevron and double roll, outer with serrated edge chevron, and hoodmould with billet. Simple 
tympanum, central section renewed, but arc with beaded roundel. 
DB berewick of Great Paxton, descended with honor of Huntingdon. First tenants recorded second half 
12C. Chapelry of Great Paxton recorded 1124x28. Patronage and provision with earl of Huntingdon's 
priests at Great Paxton. 
TOTTENHILL, Norfolk, St Botolph Fig. 445 
Blouiefield 1805-10, Vol. VII, p. 430 & 511-15 SF654109 
Nave S portal, single order, enriched capitals, lateral chevron with spurs and hoodmould with rope 
ornament Simple tympanum with Cross framed by rope moulding that continues to mark lintel line, set 
on corbels of rolls with chevrons, and voussoirs continuous with doorjambs. 
Nave N portal, no orders set with lintel and rubble coursed to define relieving arch and tympanum space. 
Hamlet within manor and parish of Westbriggs. DB held by Hermerus de Ferrers, and passed to William 
de Wirmegay TRS and TRHII, who gifted church to Castle Acre Priory (Norfolk). Manor remained with 
his heirs into 13C. 
TREDINGTON, Gloucestershire, St John the Baptist Figs. 446-47 
V. (:. H. Glos, Vol. VIII, pp. 228-36 S0905295 
Nave N portal, no orders. Hoodmould with chamfer and beast-head label-stops. Decayed simple 
tympanum with two kneeling figures flanking enthroned figure apparently holding a crosier. 
Manor held by honor of Gloucester throughout period, having been in gift of queen and ITR until 
TRWII. Chapelry of Tewkesbury and probably established through manorial interest. 
TREMAINE, Cornwall, St Winwalloe Not illustrated 
E. E. A. Vol. XII, No. 201A; Anon Egloskerry; Langdon 1898 SX235890 
Nave N portal, no orders. Simple tympanum totally effaced and with circular hole into it, now blocked. 
Hoodmould with chamfer. 19C antiquarians noted remains of carved dragon. 
Parish wholly within Penheale manor, hence lordship as at Egloskerry (q. v. ). Chapelry of Egloskerry 
(q. v) and part of grant of churches to Launceston Priory 1180x95. 
TRENEGLOS, Cornwall, St Gregory Fig. 448 
E. E. A. Vol. XII, No. 73 SX208881 
Tympanum block reset above nave S portal with large tree motif flanked by two quadrupeds, possibly 
lions. 
Parish wholly within Downinney manor, and held in DB by major tenant of count of Mortain, Richard 
FitzThorolf, whose lands went onto to form an important barony within earldom of Cornwall. By mid 
12(: held by Robert FitzWilliam, who granted church and appurtenances to Tywardreath Priory 
(Cornwall) 1158x60. 
TUFTON, Hampshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
V. (, '. H. Hants, Vol. IV, pp. 409-10 SU458468 
Nave S portal, no orders survive, though may have been robbed out. Lintel, tympanum and voussoirs 
with chip-carving. 
Manor held by nuns of Wherwell Abbey (Hants) throughout period, and church controlled as a chapelry. 
TUGFORD, Shropshire, St Catherine Fig. 449 
V. (: H. Shrops, VoL X, pp. 180-87 S0557870 
Reworked chancel S portal, no orders, and simple tympanum with tree motif under arc of hollow and 
rope moulding. Early Romanesque work. 
Warin the Bald (t c. 1085) granted Tugford to Shrewsbury Abbey and remained with them subsequently. 
V. C. H. rejects suggestion that was part of Morville (q. v. ) parish, though Shrewsbury may have -º 
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administered it from there. Church in gift of Abt of Shrewsbury until late 13C when passed to Bp of Hereford. 
TURKDEAN, Gloucestershire, All Saints Fig. 450 
Luard 1864-69, Vol. IV, p. 26; Rudder 1779 pp. 777-78 SP108175 
Chancel S wall, upper third of otherwise lost Romanesque portal. Single order, cushion capitals, chip- 
carving on imposts, voussoirs with thick roll and hollow chamfer, and hoodmould with hollow chamfer. 
Simple tympanum with beaded-star ornament. 
Two DB manors, Lower Turkdean with William Leofric, and Upper Turkdean with Robert d'Oilly. 
Leofric's manor later held by Richard Poncy who gifted land there to Llanthony Secunda TRJ. Church 
gifted to Osney Abbey 1148. 
TUTBURY, Staffordshire, St Mary Fig. 451 
V. C: H. Staffs, Vol. III, pp. 331-40 SK211291 
Reset as lintel in nave S portal, badly decayed block with boar hunting scene, discovered 19C in 
graveyard. Inclusion in corpus is tentative. 
Benedictine priory founded before 1080 by Henry Ferrers as daughter house of Saint-Pierre-sur-Dives 
(Normandy). 
TWYWELL, Northamptonshire, St Nicholas Fig. 452 
V. (. H. Northants, Vol. III, pp. 248-52 SP952783 
Nave N portal, no orders, hoodmould with beaded-star ornament. Simple tympanum with diagonally-set 
diaper pattern, set on corbels of rolls with foliate ornament and chevron. Lintel line marked by beaded 
spiral (q. v. Peterborough). 
Thorney Abbey overlord of main manor throughout period. Enfeoffed as life-grant to Alberic de Vere 
1085x1112 and subsequently to his son. Other life-grants recorded in 13C. Church in gift of Thomey 
Abbey. 
TYNEMOUTH, Northumberland, St Mary & St Oswin Not illustrated 
Bateson et al 1893-1940, Vol. VIII, pp. 34-154 NZ374694 
Int. S transept stairvice portal, all worn. Single order, shafts and one capital missing. Voussoirs with 
hollows and fillets. Multi-block tympanum. Later Romanesque work. 
Benedictine priory with long Anglo-Saxon tradition refounded by 1089 as daughter of St Albans by 
Robert de Mowbray. 
TYSOE, Warwickshire, Assumption of the Virgin Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Warwks, Vol. V, pp. 175-82 SP341444 
Panel with Agnus Dei in roundel set above nave S portal similar to that at Whitchurch (q. v. ). 
Held by Robert de Stafford in DB and with his heirs as part of lordship centred on Wootton Wawen. 
Church gifted to Kenilworth Abbey and its cell at Stone (Staffs). 
ULGHAM, Northumberland, St John the Baptist Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 60; B. E. Northumb, p. 596 NZ235925 
Stone reset int. nave, identified as possible tympanum by Keyser, but probably a window-head, the 
location Keyser states it was formerly set. Not included in corpus. Another uncarved window-head reset 
ext. nave W end. 
UPHILL, Somerset, St Nicholas Not illustrated 
D. B. Somerset, 37,2; Collinson 1791, Vol III, pp. 608-10 ST316584 
Nave S portal, no orders, hoodmould with chamfer, and simple tympanum with enriched Cross motif. 
Nave N portal, of same form with simple Cross motif. 
Held of Serlo of Burcy by 4 knights at DB. Subsequently lordship passed, with most of Serlo's Somerset 
estates, to Martin family's honor of Blagdon, though 12C details unclear. Church in gift of manor 
throughout period. 
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UPLEADON, Gloucestershire, St Mary Figs. 454-55 
Rudder 1779, pp. 784-85 S0768269 
Nave S portal, single order, doorjambs with roll and hollow with pellet, L capital with beast forms, R of 
multi-scallop form, voussoirs with frontal chevron and beaded rope moulding. Hoodmould with lateral 
chevron. Framed simple tympanum with Agnus Dei within roundel of beaded rope moulding supported by two feline beasts. 
Main manor and church gifted to Gloucester Abbey by Walter de Lacy 1080. 
UPPER BROUGHTON, Nottinghamshire, St Luke Not illustrated 
Throsby 1790-96, Vol. I, pp. 140-41; B. E. Notts, p. 360 SK684263 
Nave S portal, fragment, accepted here as from tympanum, with geometric forms and small bearded 
human figure. 
Valuable DB manor ITR passed to honor of Chester at some stage during 12C. Church apparently in gift 
of manor. 
UPPER SAPEY, Herefordshire, St Michael Figs. 456-57 
E. E. A. Vol. VII, No. 280, n.; Duncumb 1804-1915, Vol. II, pp. 155-60 S0683637 
Nave S portal, two orders, foliate and geometric capitals, inner voussoirs with roll, outer with frontal 
chevron, and hoodmould. Arch-based tympanum, parts renewed. 
Nave N portal of similar form, with enriched imposts and simple tympanum. 
Probably assessed with Bromyard (q. v) at DB, but not mentioned until early 13C, when held by 
Beauchamp tenants of Bp of Hereford. Church apparently in gift of manor. 
UPPER SLAUGHTER, Gloucestershire, St Mary (now St Peter) Fig. 458 
V. (: H. Glos, Vol. VI, pp. 134-42 SP155232 
Fragment of tympanum with geometric ornament reset in S porch. Appears to be work of reasonable 
quality. 
1086 held by Roger de Lacy and his mother. Overlordship remained with heirs throughout period. By 
later 12C mesne lordship with Slaughter family. Church in gift of manor. 1139x48 Abt of Gloucester 
reported damage of church during fighting between party occupying church and that in nearby castle. 
UPPER SWELL, Gloucestershire, St Mary Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, p. 723 SP177268 
Nave S portal, possibly reworked in 12C. Single order, jambs with squared roll moulding, volute capitals, 
voussoirs with point-to-point chevron and hoodmould with hollow chamfer. Tympanum and voussoirs. 
Tympanum block much damaged by erosion, but apparently uncarved. Tympanum voussoirs with roll 
moulding. 
Held by Evesham Abbey in DB and priest recorded. Manor remained with them, though as chapelry of 
Lower Swell (q. v. ) church in lay gift until granted to Hailes Abbey 13C. 
UPPINGTON, Shropshire, St Holy Trinity Fig. 459 
Eyton 1854-60, Vol. VIII, pp. 151-94 SJ597094 
Nave S portal, no orders. Simple tympanum with dragon with interlacing tail. 
DB manor of Gerard de Tornai passed by marriage to Hamo Peveral (d 1138). Tenure in dispute during 
mid 12C and reverted to crown early TRHII. 1.1175 held by Roger Mussun by service with sparrow 
hawks in royal forest. Church possibly founded as chapelry of Wroxter. Gifted by Roger Mussun to 
Wombridge Priory (Shrops). 
UPTON, Berkshire, now Oxfordshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Berks, Vol. III, pp. 283-84 & 289-90 SU512869 
Nave N portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs, all effaced, but subject of attack lost. Dressed 
stone of doorjambs suggests is not simply rough-dressed stone. 
DB manor of Turstin FitzRolf passed to Winebald of Sarum TRWII, who granted part of estate to 
Bermondsey Priory (Surrey) 1092 Remainder with his heirs throughout period. Chapelry of Blewbury, 
hence conferred on canons of Sarum by Bp 1091, and held subsequently as prebend. 
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UPTON, Lincolnshire, All Saints Fig. 460 
D. B. Lincs 7,7; Foster and Langley 1924, p. 244 SK869867 
Nave S portal, parts possibly renewed, no orders, hoodmould with chamfer, label-stops renewed, and 
simple tympanum. 
Assessed in DB as part of large manorial holding of Bp of Lincoln within jurisdiction of his manor at Stow (q. v. ) and retained as such. By 1115x18 smallholding of count of Mortain in fee to one Payne de Vilers recorded there. Church apparently held by manor throughout period. 
UPTON CRESSETT, Shropshire, St Michael Fig. 461 
Eyton 1854-60, Vol. I, pp. 138-47 S0655925 
Nave S portal, two orders, scallop-type capitals, voussoirs with lateral chevron with hollow, and point-to- 
point chevron form. Worn simple tympanum. 
DB manor of Rainald the Sheriff passed to FitzAlans, whose tenant, Alan de Opton, who gifted tithes to 
Shrewsbury Abbey c. 1138. Possibly founded as chapelry of Morville, but appears manor retained control 
subsequently. 
WALES, Yorkshire, West Riding, St John the Baptist Fig. 462 
Hunter 1828-31, Vol. I, pp. 307-08 SK477827 
Reset Nave S portal, said to be former W portal. Single order, scallop-type capitals, voussoirs with mask- 
type beak-heads, and hoodmould with worn geometric forms. Simple tympanum with checkerboard 
patter and arc of lozenges. Arch-based form probably result of recutting. 
Two DB manors, that of earl of Mortain passed to Paynels and retained by them. That of Roger de Bush 
retained by his heirs and in fee to members of Grossus family until granted to Bradenstoke Priory (Wilts) 
1199x1219. Chapelry of Laughton, which RHI granted to canons of York Minster and held as prebend 
subsequently. 
WALLASEY, Cheshire, Village church, Dedication unknown Not illustrated 
VC H. Cheshire, Vol. III, esp. pp. 128-29 & 134-35; Keyser 1927, p. 61 SJ295925 
Destroyed tympanum with Agnus Dei noted by Keyser. 
Held by Robert of Rhuddlan in DB, reverting to earldom of Chester on his death. Main manor 
apparently held by de Waley family for most of period. t. 1150xbefore1182 share of tithes granted to 
Birkenhead Priory. Donor unknown. Before 1182 William de Waley granted remainder of tithes, and 
probably other remaining rights, to St Werburgh's Chester, mother house of Birkenhead Priory, in return 
for fraternity and burial in abbey for him, his family and heirs. Later medieval evidence shows Chester 
Abbey controlled advowson and derived valuable income. 
WALTHAM ABBEY, Essex, Holy Cross Fig. 463 
V. C. H. Essex, Vol. II, pp. 166-72; Femie 1985 TL381007 
Nave S and N portals with multi-block arch-based tympana, S portal with two orders, N portal with 
single order. Both heavily recut or renewed. However, features generally of convincing form to suggest 
both broadly follow original forms. Doorjambs and associated capitals of S portal are original. 
Founded as College of Canons by Harold before 1060. Survived Conquest and converted to Augustinian 
Abbey 1177 by RHII. 
WATER STRATFORD, Buckinghamshire, St Giles Figs. 464-67 
V. C. H. Bucks, Vol. IV, pp. 260-63 SP652343 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion capitals with interlace, lateral saw-tooth chevron, hoodmould with 
nailhead. Tympanum from two blocks with Christ in Glory, head renewed, and blind arcade over lattice 
on lintel line. 
Chancel N portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Hoodmould with chamfer. Lintel with 
two intertwined beaded serpents. Tympanum with Agnus Dei on field of geometric foliate forms. 
Overlordship with Robert d'Oilly in DB, passing to his brother Nigel c. 1090 and with Nigel's male heirs 
into 13C. DB tenant one Thurstin, whose successors took name de Stratford by later 12C. Church 
gifted to Luffield Priory (Bucks-Northants) by William II de Stratford, confirmed 1217 
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WATLINGTON, Oxfordshire, St Leonard Not illustrated 
Y. (1 H. Oxon, VoL VIII, pp. 210-53 SU685948 
Reset int. vestry, tympanum block with incised opus reticulatum design within 12C arch. B. E. states 
formerly in N nave. 
Held by Robert d'Oilly at DB, passing to Maud, daughter of his brother, Nigel. With her heirs as part of 
honor of Wallingford after dispute with Nigel's male heirs. Mesne lord TRS and TRHII one Halinad de 
Bidun, succeeded by son-in-law, William Paynell. Another major manorial holding with Preaux Abbey. 
Church gifted to Osney Abbey (Oxon) by Halinad de Bidun 1154x62. 
WEAVERTHORPE, Yorkshire, East Riding, St Andrew Figs. 468-70 
Bilson 1922; Gem 1988, pp. 28-29 SE966712 
Nave S portal, no orders with lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. In tympanum space panel 
with sundial and inscription recording foundation of church by Herbert of Winchester. 
Nave N portal, no orders, lintel, multi-block tympanum and voussoirs. 
Manor and church with Abp of York until 1108x14 when granted to Herbert of Winchester, chamberlain 
to RHI (q. v. Londesborough). Passed to his sons, Herbert, who possibly held it jointly with his father, 
and William, canon and later Abp of York. Manor retained by York Minster, church gifted to Nostell 
Priory (Yorks, W Riding) by William, before 1142 and held by them until 1268. 
WENDENS AMBO, Essex, St Mary Fig. 471 
Morant 1768, Vol. II, pp. 591-92; Taylor and Taylor 1965-78, p. 643 TL513364 
W tower W portal, single order, no shafts, voussoirs of brick or tiles, and simple tympanum. Early 
Romanesque work. 
Overlordship with Robert Gemon and with his heirs through 12C. Some evidence for tenants, such as 
John de Wendens, who held 3 fees in 1160s. Church gifted to Barnwell Priory (Cambs) by mid 12C. 
WENTWORTH, Cambridgeshire, St Peter Not illustrated 
V. C. H. Cambs, Vol. IV, pp. 165-67; B. E. Cambs, p. 477 TL481785 
N and S nave portals reset and partly restored. Both with single order, scallop-type capitals and roll in 
voussoirs. S portal columns with spirals. 
Manor and church held by monks of Ely from TRE. At farm earlier than their other manors on the Isle 
of Ely, possibly during 12C. Vicarage first recorded 14C. 
WEST HYTHE, Kent, St Mary Fig. 472 
Hasted 1797-1801, Vol. VIII, pp. 231-33 & 254-58 TR128344 
Nave S portal, no orders, lintel, tympanum of rubble and voussoirs with chip-carving. 
Important centre THE but by TRWI focus moved to Hythe itself. Harbour remained in use into 14C. 
Abp of Canterbury overlord throughout period. Church in ruins by 16C, but still in gift of Abp. 
WESTERDALE, Yorkshire, North Riding, Christ Church Not illustrated 
V.. CH. Yorks, N Riding, Vol. II, pp. 413-17 NZ664058 
Reset ext. W face W tower part of arch-based tympanum with geometric ornament on lintel line and 
spaced nailhead ornament on chamfer of lower edge. 
First mentioned in later 12C when held by Bernard Balliol, lord of Stokesley. Chapelry of Stokesley, 
which Guy de Balliol gifted to St Mary's, York, TRHI. 
WESTWELL, Oxfordshire, St Mary Fig. 473 
D. B. Oxon, 45,2 SP223101 
Nave S portal, single order, scallop capitals, voussoirs with lateral chevron with hollow, hoodmould with 
lozenges, and framed simple tympanum. 
Nave N portal, no orders and framed simple tympanum. 
Valuable DB manor of Walter FitzPoyntz apparently retained by his heirs, but 12C detail as yet unclear. 
Church gifted to Hospitallers, though details as yet unclear. 
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WESTWOOD, Witshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
B. E. Wilts, p. 568 ST813590 
Block carved with floral motifs set in 15C chancel S portal, B. E. identified as tympanum. Insufficiently 
preserved for original function to be adduced. Not included in corpus. 
WHADDON, Wiltshire, St Michael, now St Mary Fig. 474 
V. (.. H. Wilts, Vol. VII, pp. 171-75 ST881615 
Nave S portal much reworked, single order, enriched scallop capitals and enriched imposts, voussoirs 
with stepped fret ornament and hoodmould with lateral chevron. Simple arch-based tympanum, 
apparently original, with beaded foliate ornament. 
DB manor of Alvric of Melksham not recorded again until 1242 when held as part of earldom of 
Salisbury. Church, first recorded 14C, with manor. 
WHATCOTE, Warwickshire, St Peter Fig. 475 
V. C. H. Warwks, Vol. V, pp. 202-04 SP298445 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion type capitals and voussoirs with roll, rope and strip mouldings. Billet 
ornament in hoodmould. Simple tympanum much weathered, apparently uncarved. Kahn 1977, p. 10 
demonstrates links with Halford (q. v. ), and suggest early 12C date. 
Ives de Grandmesnil forfeited manor 1102. Later 12C held by one Margery as marriage portion. 
Advowson with manor throughout period. 
WHEATHILL, Shropshire, St Holy Trinity Fig. 476 
Eyton 1854-60, Vol. XI, pp. 283-90 S0623823 
Nave S portal, single order, geometric capitals, enriched imposts, and voussoirs with thick roll. Simple 
tympanum with diaper under arc of rope moulding. 
Manor with Lacys throughout period, initially as tenant of earls of Shrewsbury. TRHI enfeoffed by 
Lacys to de Says, and by TRHII de Says apparently enfeoffed it to Haket family. Chapelry of Stottesdon, 
but recorded presentations (first 1284) with manor. 
WHICHFORD, Warwickshire, St Michael Fig. 477 
V. (, '. H. Warwks, Vol. V, pp. 205-09 SP313347 
Nave S portal, single order, R capital of same type as Beckford nave S portal (q. v. ). Voussoirs with lateral 
chevron, including hollow, and hoodmould with billet. Simple tympanum with chip-carved lintel line, 
and arc of rope moulding and saw-tooth. 
Manor held by the descendants of DB overlord Gilbert de Grand, until 1194. Church gifted to 
Bridlington Priory early 12C by William de Mohun, husband of Gilbert's daughter, but all medieval 
evidence for advowson with manor. 
WHIPPINGHAM, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, St Mildred Not illustrated 
Keyser 1927, p. 62; B. E. Hants, p. 774 SZ511937 
Carved stone identified by Keyser as lintel block insufficiently preserved to adduce original function. 
Detail of B. E. description inaccurate. Not included in corpus 
WHITCHURCH, Warwickshire, St Mary Fig. 478 
V. (ZH. Warwks, Vol. V, pp. 209-13 SP227486 
Panel with Agnus Dci set above nave S portal (q. v. Tysoe). May be in . rite, 
but not included in corpus. 
1086 held by Robert of Meulan and passed to honor of Warwick. Held by tenants, though details of 
tenure are scant. All records of advowson with manor. 
WHITWELL, Derbyshire, St Laurence Not illustrated 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. I, pp. 391-98; Keyser 1927, p. 62 SK526768 
Lintel with beast, foliate and geometric forms noted by Keyser in chancel S portal not found during site 
visit and not known to church warden. -º 
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DB manor of Ralph FitzHerbert in fee to one Robert and assessed together with Barlborough. Mid 12C 
held by Robert de Meynell, who gifted quarrying rights to Welbeck Abbey (Notts). Church with manor 
throughout period. 
WILCOTE, Oxfordshire, St Peter Fig. 479 
D. B. Oxon, 7,21 SP372513 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion capitals, roll and hollow in voussoirs, hoodmould with billet. Lintel, 
tympanum and voussoirs. Early Romanesque work. 
Manor held of Odo of Bayeux by Wadard at DB and apparently followed decent of Wadard's manor of 
Alkerton (q. v. ). Chapelry of North Leigh (Oxon) and hence in gift of lay during period. 
WILLERSLEY, Herefordshire, St Mary Magdalen Not illustrated 
Duncumb 1804-1915, Vol. V, pp. 97-99 S0312474 
Nave S portal, only lintel with geometric forms survives. Church now a dwelling. 
DB manor of Ralph Tosny and remained in honor of Clifford subsequently. Church apparently in gift of 
manor 
WILLINGTON, Derbyshire, St Michael Fig. 480 
Cox 1875-79, Vol. IV, pp. 435-38 SK295282 
Nave S portal, reset, single order, voussoirs with rolls, and damaged simple tympanum with carved 
forms, some geometric, but most now indistinct. 
DB manor of Ralph FitzHerbert gifted to Burton Abbey (Staffs) TRWI and held of them subsequently 
by members of de Willington family. Mesne lords retained control of church and 1223 gifted to Repton 
Priory (Derbs) with consent of Abt of Burton. 
WIMBORNE MINSTER, Dorset, St Cuthberga Fig. 481 
V. C. H. Dorset, Vol. II, pp. 107-13; Coulstock 1993 SZ008999 
Chancel N portal at angle with N transept, no orders, and hoodmould with roll and chamfer. Multi- 
block arch-based tympanum of wedge-shaped stones. 
Int. N transept E wall stairvice portal, no orders, hoodmould with chamfer and simple tympanum. 12C 
work leading to A-S stair-turret. 
College of canons probably established 11C, though monastic roots to 7C, and constituted as royal free 
chapel. Centre of large parochia with five dependant chapels that survived throughout period. 
WINCHESTER (HYDE), Hampshire, St Bartholomew Not illustrated 
B. E. Hants, pp. 691 SU483303 
Nave S portal, two orders and tympanum setting with geometric ornamentation. BE. accepts as 12C 
work re-tooled during 19C. Reworking extensive and formulation of portal appears altered. No pre- 
restoration evidence found as yet to indicate relationship to original form. Hence not included in corpus. 
WINSON, Gloucestershire, St Michael & All Angels Figs. 482-83 
V. (:. H. Glos, Vol. VII, pp. 21-44 SP091087 
Nave S portal, and almost identical blocked nave N portal, with single order, scallop capitals, billet 
ornament in hoodmould, and simple tympanum. Early Romanesque work. 
Manor with honor of Cormeilles from DB. Chapelry of Bibury (q. v. ), and therefore appropriated to 
Osney Abbey early 1150s. 
WINSTONE, Gloucestershire, St Bartholomew Figs. 484-85 
V. C. H. Glos, Vol. XI, pp. 145-51; Taylor and Taylor 1965-78, pp. 672-73 S0965093 
Nave S portal, single order, cushion capitals and thick roll voussoirs. lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. 
Chip-carving on lintel, tympanum, with incised diamond pattern. 
Nave N portal, no orders, jambs cut from monoliths, and lintel, tympanum and voussoirs. Early 
Romanesque work. --º 
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Held by honor of Cormeilles from DB. Church gifted to Gloucester Abbey before 1103 by Hugh de 
Lacy as guardian for Cormeilles minor. 
WINTERBORNE STICKLAND, Dorset, St Mary Fig. 486 
E. E. A. Vol. XVIII, No. 197; Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. I, pp. 330-35 ST834046 
Reset int. S porch, framed tympanum block with effaced Crucifixion, discovered 1890. Has been 
suggested as Gothic work, perhaps 14C or 15C, but possibly later Romanesque or very Early English 
work. 
Manor and church in gift of Coutances Cathedral (Normandy) throughout period. 
WINTERBOURNE STEEPLETON, Dorset, St Michael Figs. 487-88 
Hutcris 1861-74, Vol. II, pp. 774-78 SY629898 
Also spelt Winterborne. Nave S portal, no orders, hoodmould with roll and simple tympanum. 
Nave N portal of identical form. 
Assessed as part of general return for Winterbourne in DB, but held as two manors by 13C. Church 
apparently in gift of manor throughout period. 
WINTERBOURNE STOKE, Wiltshire, St Peter Fig. 489 
V. C. H. Wilts, Vol. XV, pp. 275-84 SU077417 
Nave S portal, single order, columns missing, scallop-type capitals, voussoirs with roll and hollow, and 
hoodmould with lateral chevron. Lintel renewed and tympanum of small square coursed blocks, set on 
corbels with chip-carving on inside face. 
DB manor ITR passed to honor of Leicester by 1170s and associated with them subsequently. DB 
manor of Walter, tenant of Edward of Salisbury, remained with tenants of honor of Salisbury throughout 
period. RWI gifted church to Jumieges 1078x83 and held by them throughout period, administered 
through Hayling Priory (Hants). 
WISSINGTON, Suffolk, St Mary Fig. 490 
Gopinger 1905, pp. 250-52 TL955333 
Nave S portal, single order, columns with chevron and foliate forms and scallop-type capitals. Voussoirs 
set with two orders. Inner order with angle roll and quadrant. Outer order with roll and double arch 
form. Hoodmould with angled chevron, chip-carving and remains of beast-head label-stops. Multi- 
block arch-based tympanum with arc of lateral chevron and opus retirulatum with chip-carving (q. v. 
Heybridge & Stanstead Mountfichet). 
TRHI church granted to Thetford Priory by lord of manor, Robert FitzGodebold on condition that 
presentation held by Prior of his foundation at Horkesley (Essex), a daughter house of Thetford. TRJ 
lordship passed to Horkesley family. 
WISTOW, Huntingdonshire, St John the Baptist Fig. 491 
V. G. H. Hunts, Vol. II, pp. 246-50 TL278810 
Tympanum fragment reset int. nave S wall, with section of incised voussoirs and dense-set foliate motifs. 
Rebuilding recorded under Abt Robert Triaynel (1180x1200), probably replaced building in which 
tympanum located. For information about manor and status of church see Bury (q. v). 
WITHINGTON, Gloucestershire, St Michael Not illustrated 
Rudder 1779, pp. 838-39 SP032156 
Nave N portal, with much restored simple tympanum. Original hoodmould, voussoirs with frontal and 
lateral chevron, and jambs with character of simple but good quality later Romanesque work. Church a 
minster of considerable status and endowment. 
Manor and church held by Bp of Worcester throughout period and parcels of land in seven appurtenant 
vills held by various tenants. 
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WOLD NEWTON, Yorkshire, East Riding, All Saints Figs. 492-93 
V. I:. H. Yorks, E Riding, Vol. II, pp. 297-303 TA046732 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with geometric forms flanked on outer jamb face by bird to L and 
wheel to R, and enriched imposts. Voussoirs with roll and chip-carving, and hoodmould with billet. 
Simple tympanum with Maltese Cross and circles within roundels, set against checkerboard field. 
Main manor as berewick of Hunmanby (q. v. ) throughout period, but passed to Percy family early 12C in 
marriage portion of Emme, daughter of Gilbert de Ghent. By later 12C enfeoffed to Rochford family. 
Small land grants to Bridlington Priory and Whitby Abbey (Yorks, N Riding). Chapelry of Hunmanby, 
hence in 1115 gift to Bardney Abbey (Lincs). 
WOLFERLOW, Herefordshire, St Andrew Not illustrated 
Duncuinb 1804-1915, Vol. II, pp. 256-60 S0668617 
Nave S portal, jamb level rebuilt. Arch-based tympanum with roll on lintel line, and hoodmould with roll 
and chip-carving. 
DB manor of tenants of Roger de Lacy remained with honor of Weobley throughout period. Church 
gifted to Aconbury Priory (Herefs), presumably by Margaret de Lacy on foundation TRJ. 
WOOLEY, Yorkshire, West Riding, St Peter Fig. 494 
E. YC. Vol. III, Nos. 1482,1668,1678 & pt. xxvi sect. 71; Hunter 1828-31, Vol. II, pp. 383-91 SE319131 
Reset int. nave S side, tympanum block with Agnus Dei framed by interlaced foliate forms. 
Settlement probably established during late 11C-early 12C and held by tenants of Lacy honor of 
Pontefract. Chapel not documented until 15C when chapelry of Royston, which was held by monk 
Bretton Priory (Yorks, W Riding) from 1.1155-59, though appears manorial lords retained an interest. 
WORDWELL, Suffolk, All Saints Figs. 495-96 
Copinger 1905, pp. 415-19 TL828721 
Nave S portal single order, capitals with volutes, R capital with human on inside of block, and voussoirs 
with thick roll and hollow. Simple tympanum with central tree motif and two apposed canine-like beasts. 
Nave N portal of identical form, but no human figure on capital block. Tympanum reversed, probably in 
19C, with two figures of same type as on S portal capital. None of suggestions presented in Keyser 1927 
can be substantiated. Quality of S portal tympanum far superior to N. 
Granted to St Edmunds Abbey in 10C and remained with them throughout period. By 1200 in fee to 
Wordwell family; person of this name recorded on abbey charter 1137x80. 
WORMSLEY, Herefordshire, St Mary Not illustrated 
Duticutub 1804-1915, Vol. IV, pp. 182-86 S0427478 
Nave S portal, no orders, massive lintel, tympanum with opus reticulatum and voussoirs. 
DB manor of tenants of Roger de Lacy subsequently held by members of de Mapp family, apparently 
holding of Gilbert Talbot by c. 1200. Church gifted to Wormsley Priory during 13C by mesne lords. 
WORTH MALTRAVERS, Dorset, St Nicholas Not illustrated 
Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. I, pp. 692-705; Alford 1984, pp. 5-7 & 19 SY973775 
Nave S portal, reworked, doorjambs with point-to-point chevron, single order, no columns, rounded 
voussoirs with point-to-point chevron. Simple tympanum with remains of figural composition usually 
identified as Coronation of Virgin. Only clear details are kneeling figure to L and standing figure to R. 
Three DB manors, two held by Roger of Arundel. By TRJ passed to Robert FitzPayne, who held 15 of 
Roger's DB fees. Church in gift of manor throughout period. 
WYNFORD EAGLE, Dorset, St Lawrence Fig. 497 
Hutchins 1861-74, Vol. II, pp. 701-08; Alford 1984, pp. 8-9 & 19 SY583959 
Reset ext. W nave, framed simple tympanum with two dragon-like beasts, apparently about to fight, and 
with inscription to mason and patron, Mathilda Laigle, in `voussoirs. ' Early Romanesque work. 
DB manor of William de Eu passed to Laigle family 1.1100 and held in marriage portion of Mathilda 
Laigle. Chapelry of Toller Fratrum, but manor clearly asserted considerable influence. 
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YANWORTH, Gloucestershire, St Michael Fig. 498 
Rudder 1779, p. 479 SP079139 
Nave S portal, single order, foliate capitals, single order point-to-point chevron, and roll hoodmould. 
Simple tympanum with roll moulding as continuous order from doorjambs. Later Romanesque work. 
1086 held by Sigar of Chocques. 12C evidence for lordship unclear. Chapelry of Hazleton (q. v. ). 
YATTON, Herefordshire, Old church, Dedication unknown Fig. 499 
E. E. A. Vol. VII, Nos. 24 & 101; Duncumb 1804-1915, Vol. III, pp. 36-37; Pike 1996 S0625305 
Nave S portal, two orders, inner R column with beaded chevron, hybrid geometric capitals, inner 
voussoirs with roll, outer with lateral chevron, including hollow. Hoodmould with chamfer. Framed 
simple tympanum set on corbels with chevron. Tree motif framed by roll and beading in arc. 
ITR manor at DB passed to honor of Weobley during 12C. Chapelry of Much Marcle and hence in gift 
of Lire Abbey (Normandy) from TRWI. 
YAVERLAND, Isle of Wight, St John the Baptist Fig. 500 
V. C. H. Hants, Vol. V, pp. 206-08 SZ614859 
Nave S portal, single order, capitals with foliate and geometric forms, voussoirs with clasp forms on roll, 
and hoodmould with lateral chevron. Tympanum with floral stars set in circles, probably cut into when 
portal reset. 
DB as 2 manors, one ITR, one with William FitzAzor. Next evidence 13C when held as one manor by 
lords of Carisbrooke and in fee to Aula family, who may have held it during the 12C. Chapelry of 
Brading, but appears mesne lords controlled advowson. 
YORK, Yorkshire, Yorkshire Museum Not illustrated 
E. R. A. No. 166 SE600510 
Lower section of tympanum block discovered 1814 or 1817 reused in entrance to archiepiscopal palace at 
NW corner of York Minster. Depicts soul of dead man being taken by devils, probably legend of Dives 
and Lazarus, all under arc of beading. Later Romanesque work. Unclear if originally set 
in secondary 
portal or in blind arcade, so only tentatively included in the corpus. 
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Figs. 9-10 Ainpney St Mary, Glos, Nave N portal 9-10 
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Fig. 11 
Fig. 12 
Ashford-111-the-Water, Derbs, Nave S portal Ashley, Glos, Nave S portal 
if 
11-1 
Figs. 13-14 Aston, Herefs, Nave N portal 13.14 
! /I/ll/»Iiiil+111W/II ý ,.,::, ,; ý ; 
Figs. 15-16 Aston Eyre, Shrops, Nave S portal 15-16 
Ault f Iuckiiall, I)crhs, Navc° %V portal I, ' 18 
Figs. 19-20 Austerfield, Yorks. W Riding, Nave S portal 19-20 
Fig. 21 Balderton, Notts, Nave N portal 
Fig. 22 Bampton, Oxon, Central tower stairvice portal 21-22 
Figs. 23-24 Barford St Michael, Oxon, Nave N portal 23-24 
Figs. 25-26 Barfreston, Kent, Nave S portal 25-26 
Fig. 27 
f'ig. 2K 
Barireston, Kciit, Clt uiccl S portal 
Barliolui, Liiics, Nave S portal 8 
ý 
Figs. 29-30 Barton Seagrave, Northants, Nave N portal 29-30 
Fig. 31 Bayton, Worcs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 32 Beckford, Worcs, Nave N portal 1 ;Z 
I 
Figs. 33-34 Beckford, Wores, Nave S portal 33_34 
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'ý 
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ý 
Fig. 35 Berkeley, Glos, Nave S portal 
Fig. 36 Berwick St James, Wilts, Nave N portal 35-36 
Fig. 37 Berwick St James, Wilts, Nave S portal 
Fig. 38 Betteshanger, Kent, Nave N portal 37-38 
Fig. 39 Bibury, Glos, Nave N portal 
Fig. 40 Biddestone, Wilts, Nave S portal 39-40 
Fig. 41 Billesley, Warwks, Int. vestry 41 
Fig. 42 Birchauger, Essex, Nave \V portal 
Fig. 43 Birchanger, Essex, Nave S portal 42 .}; 
Fig. 44 Birkin, Yorks. W Riding, Chancel S portal 
Fig. 45 Bishop Norton, Lincs, Nave W wall 44-45 
r 
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Fig. 46 Bishopsteigiitou, Devon, Nave S wall 
Fig. 47 Black Bourton, Oxon, Chancel S portal 46-47 
Fig. 48 Blackford, Somerset, Nave S portal 
Fig. 49 Bloxhain, Oxon, Int. chancel N portal 
48-49 
Fig. 50 Bolsover, Derbs, Chancel S wall 
Fig. 51 Bondleigh, Devon, Nave S portal 
50-51 
Fig. 52 Bottisharn, Cambs, Loose in nave 
Fig. 53 Boulton, Derbs, Nave S portal 52-53 
Fig. 54 Bradbourne, Kent, Chancel N portal 
Fig. 55 Braithwell, Yorks. W Riding, Nave S portal 54-55 
Fig. 56 Brampton Abbotts, Herefs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 57 Brandon, Lincs, Nave S portal 
56-57 
Fig. 58 Bredwardine, Herefs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 59 Bredwardine, Herefs, Nave N portal 58-59 
II iýs. (ýC-(1 Briýiekirh, Cuiuhcrl, uid, N; l%-c S Eu)rtal ýý0-(1 
Fig. 62 Brimpsfield, Glos, Nave S portal 
Fig. 63 Briinpton, Berks, Nave N portal 62-63 
Figs. 64-65 Brinsop, Herefs, Int. nave N aisle 64-6S 
Figs. 66-67 Brize Norton, Oxon, Nave S portal 66-67 
Fig. 68 Broadwell, Glos, W tower N portal 
Fig. 69 Bromyard, Herefs, Nave S portal 68-69 
ý. "ý. ýý. ý. _ _. ý. ý. ýý.. ýý 
Fig. 70 Broughton Poggs, Oxon, Nave S portal 
Fig. 71 Broughton Poggs, Oxon, Nave N portal 70-71 
Fig. 72 Buckland, Berks, Nave S portal 
Fig. 73 Buckland, Berks, Nave N portal 72-73 
Fig. 74 Bury, Hunts, Nave W portal 
Fig. 75 Byton, Herefs, Nave S wall 74-75 
Fig. 76 Cabourne, Lincs, W tower W portal 
Fig. 77 Canford Magna, Dorset, Nave S portal 76-77 
Fig. 78 Canterbury, Kent, Cathedral, SE Stairvice portal, Trinity Chapel Fig. 79 Canterbury, Kent, Cathedral, NE Stairvice portal, Trinity Chapel 78-79 
Figs. 80-81 Canterbury, Kent, Cathedral, Cellarer's F Fall, main portal 80-81 
Fig. 82 Cantley, Yorks. W Riding, Chancel S portal 
r: _ 02 (T., rlmn-in-T. 
inrdrick. Notts. Chancel Sortl R7-RI 
ý,: Aý-ll. li ý(uuTU\T. 
Fig. 84 Castle Frome, Herefs, Nave W portal 
Fig. 85 Castlemorton, Worcs, Nave N portal 84-85 
Fig. 86 Castor, Northants (P), Ext. S porch gable 
Fic, 97 Castor, Northants (P), Chancel S wall 86-87 
Fig. 88 Caton, Lancs, Nave N aisle W wall 
Fig. 89 Caverswall, Staffs, Reset int. nave N aisle 88-89 
Fig. 90 Chaddesley Corbett, Worcs, Int. W wall of tower 
Fig. 91 Charney Bassett, Berks, Int. chancel N wall 90-91 
Figs. 92-93 Chepstow, Monmouth, Main entry portal 92-93 
Fig. 94 Cherington, Glos, Supra nave N portal 
Fig. 95 Cherington, Glos, Ext. doorway at Cherington House 94-9S 
Fig. 96 
Fig. 97 
AM"- . 
? V'avý N 
(; higwell, F ý., ý.. 
Fig. 98 Chislet, Kent, Central tower stairvice portal 
Fig. 99 Cholsey, Berks, Nave S portal 98-99 

Fig. 102 Clapton-in-Gordando, Somerset, Nave S portal 
Fig. 103 Clapton-on-the-Hill, Glos, Nave S portal 102-03 
60 ®ý 'W 
Fig. 104 Clifford Chambers, Warwks, Nave S portal 
Fig. 105 Clifton Hampden, Oxon, lilt. nave S aisle 104-05 
Figs. 106-107 Cold Aston, Glos, Nave S portal 106-07 
Fig. 108 Coleshill, Berks, Barn at S týi Castle 
Fig. 109 Coln Rogers, Glos, Nave S portal 108-09 
Fig. 110 Coln St Denis, Glos, Chancel S portal 
Fig. 111 Condicote, Glos, Nave S portal 110-11 
Fig. 112 Conisbrough, Yorks, W Riding, Main entry portal 
Fig. 113 Covington, Hunts, Nave N portal 1121 
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Fig. 114 Croxdale, Durham, Nave S portal 
Fig. 115 Cudworth, Somerset, Nave N portal 114-1 
LAMM 
p 
I 
a 
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Fig. 116 
Fig. 117 
Cure, Cornwall, Nave S portal 
Dainerliam, Hants, Reset over nave S portal 11(-17 
1). vyriI' \V1>(:;. 
Fig. 118 Danby Wiske, Yorks. N Riding, Nave S portal 
Fig. 119 Dinton, Bucks, Nave S portal 118-19 
Figs. 120-21 Dinton, Bucks, Nave S portal 120-21 
Fig. 122 Ditteridge, Wilts, Nave S portal 
Fig. 123 Dorchester, Oxon, N choir aisle W portal 122-2? 
Fig. 124 Down St Mary, Devon, Nave S portal 
Fib. 125 Dumbleton, Glos, Nave N portal 124-25 
Fig. 126 
Fig. 127 
air .' _ý ' ý:. . 
Dunfermline, Fife, Nave N portal 
Dunton, Bucks, Nave N portal 126-27 
Fig. 128 Durham, Durham, Cathedral, Nave NW stairvice portal 
Fig. 129 Durham, Durham, Cathedral, N transept stairvice portal 128-29 
i 
Figs. 130-131 Dymock, Glos, Nave S portal 1 ; 0-31 
Fig. 132 East Dereham, Norfolk, Nave S portal 
Fig. 133 East Hauxwell, Yorks. N Riding, Nave S portal 132 
33 
I 
Figs. 134-135 Eastleach Turville, Glos, Nave S portal 134-35 
Fig. 136 Ebrington, Glos, Nave S portal 
Fig. 137 Edlingham, Northumberland, Nave W portal 136-37 
Fig. 138-139 Egleton, Rutland, Nave S portal 138-39 
Fig. 140 Egloskerry, Cornwall, Reset over Int. nave S portal 
Fig. 141 Egloskerry, Cornwall, Nave N portal 140-41 
Figs. 142-143 Elkstone, Glos, Nave S portal 142-43 
Fig. 144 Elsenham, 
Essex, Nave S portal 
Elstow, Beds, Nave N portal 
144-45 
Fig. 145 
1'. f, l' I'121Oi2S 1)Uoiz\V'. 11-. 
Figs. 146-147 Ely, Carobs, Cathedral, Prior's Doorway I ýi II 
Fig. 148 Ely, Carobs, Cathedral, N transept stairvice portal 
Fig. 149 Ely, Carobs, Cathedral, Former Infirmary Range N portal 148-49 
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Fig. 151 Emley, Yorks. W Riding, Int. nave S aisle 
150-5 
Figs. 152-153 Essendine, Rutland, Nave S portal 152-53 
Fig. 154 Everton, Notts, Nave S portal 
154-55 Fig. 155 Eynsford, Kent, Nave W portal 
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Fig. 158 Felsted, Essex, W tower W portal 
Fig. 159 Finchingfield, Essex, Nave S portal 158-59 
I 
Fig. 160 Findern, Derhs, Int. N aisle N wall 
Fig. 161 Flax Bourton, Somerset, Nave S portal 160-61 
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Fig. 162 
Fig. 163 
`A ý;, -. ý,. ýý . ý. 
Folksworth, Hunts, Nave N portal 
Fordington, Dorset, Nave S portal 162-63 
Figs. 164-165 Fordington, Dorset, Nave S portal 164-65 
Fig. 166 Fownhope, Herefs, Int. nave W wall 
Fig. 167 Fritwell, Oxon, Nave S portal 
166-67 
Fig. 168 
Fig. 169 
"' . '. 
"ý # 
Gloucester, Glos, St Nicholas Westgate, Nave S portal 
Godniershani, Kent, Nave W portal 168-69 
Fig. 170 Great Bentley, Essex, Nave S portal 
Fig. 171 Great Bradley, Suffolk, Nave S portal 
170-71 
Fig. 172 Great Canfield, Essex, Nave S portal 
Fig. 173 Great Clacton, Essex, Nave S portal 172-73 
Fig. 174 Great Durnford, Wilts, Nave S portal 
Fig. 175 Great Durnford, Wilts, Nave N portal 174-75 
Fig. 176 Great Ormside, Westmorland, Nave S portal 
Fig. 177 Great Rollright, Oxon, Nave S portal 176-77 
Fig. 178 Great Rollright, Oxon, Nave S portal 
Fig. 179 Great Washbourne, Glos, Nave S portal 178-79 
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Fig. 180 Great Wymonlev, Herts, Nave S portal 
Fig. 181 Guiting Power, Glos, Nave N portal 180-81 
Fig. 182 Hackington, Kent, Nave S portal 
Fig. 183 Haddiscoe, Norfolk, Supra nave S portal 182-83 
Fig. 184 Halford, Warwks, Nave N portal 
Fig. 195 Hallaton, Leics, Int. N porch 
184-85 
I5() I Lill, uýýn, I'm"', lilt. A' Iý, ýrrli 
IS, S 
Fig. 188 Hampton Bishop, Herefs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 189 Hardham, Sussex, Nave S portal 18889 
._ --1 
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Fig. 190 
Fig. 191 
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Harnhill, Glos, Nave S portal 
Hatfield, Herefs, Nave N portal 
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190-91 
Fig. 192 Haughton-le-Skerne, Durham, Nave W portal 
Fig. 193 Hawkridge, Somerset, Nave S portal 192-93 
Fig. 194 Hawksworth, Notts, W tower S face 
Fig. 195 Heath, Shrops, Nave S portal 194-95 
Fig. 196 Hexham, Northumberland, Cloisters W range 
Fig. 197 Heybridge, Essex, Nave S portal 196-9i 
Fig. 198 High Ercall, Shrops, Int. nave N wall 
Fig. 199 High Ongar, Essex, Nave S portal 198-9c 
THIS STONE, PROBABLY A NORMAN TYMPANUM. 
WAS REMOVED 
FROM THE ROOM Qy6R° THE PORCH. U NORTH WALL OF 
VESTRY , (l TSlDE) AD. 1862. 
AGAIN REMOVED AND PLACED HERE, A. D. 1904. 
Fig. 200 
Fig. 201 
Highworth, Wilts, Reset over Int. nave S portal 
Hognaston, Derbs, Nave S portal 200-01 
Fig. 202 Hornby, Yorks. N Riding, W tower W portal 
Fig. 203 Houghton-le-Spring, Durham, Int. chancel N wall 202-03 
Figs. 204-205 Hoveringharn, Notts, Nave N portal 204-05 
Fig. 206 
Fig. 207 
Huisli Episcopi, Somerset, Nave S portal 
Ibstone, Bucks, Nave S portal 206-0; 
II 
Fig. 208 Idbury, Oxon, Nave N portal 
Fig. 209 Ideford, Devon, Chancel S wall 208-01, 
Fig. 210 Ipplepen, Devon, Nave N portal Fig. 211 Ipstones, Staffs, Int. nave S wall z1o-l1 
Fig. 212 Ipswich, Suffolk, Int. chancel N wall 
Fig. 213 Ipswich, Suffolk, Int. chancel N wall 212-13 
Fig. 214 Ireby, Cumberland, Supra nave W portal 
Fig. 215 Jarrow, Durham, Cloisters W range 214-15 
Fig. 216 Jervaulx, Yorks. N 
Riding, Cloisters E range 
Fig. 217 Kedleston, Derbs, Nave S portal 
216-17 
Fig. 218 Kempley, Glos, Nave W portal 
Kemnlev, Glass, Nave S Mortal 
ýý ýý 
Fib. 219 
Figs. 220-221 Kempsford, Glos, Nave N portal 
220-21 
Figs. 222-223 Kencot, Oxon, Nave S portal 222-23 
Figs. 224-225 Kilpeck, Herefs, Nave S portal 
224-25 
Figs. 226-227 Kingswinford, Staffs, Int. vestry 
226-27 
Fig. 228 Kinlet, Shrops, Nave S portal 
Fig. 229 Kirkbampton, Cumberland, Chancel S portal 
228-29 
Figs. 230-231 Kirkbampton, Cumberland, Nave N portal 230-31 
I 
Fig. 232 
Fig. 233 
Kirkburn, Yorks. E Riding, Nave S portal 
Kirkstall, Yorks. W Riding, Nave W portal 232-33 
Figs. 234-235 Kirtling, Cambs, Nave S portal 234-35 
1 -1 
Fig. 238 
Fig. 239 
Knochin, Shrops, Chancel S portal 
Knook, Wilts, Nave N portal 2 38-31ý 
Fig. 240 Langport, Somerset, Supra nave S portal 
Fig. 241 Lathbury, Bucks, Int. chancel N wall 240-4 
Figs. 242-243 Leckhanipstead, Bucks, Nave S portal 
Fig Z, }. } Leigh, AX/ores, hit. S aisle F wall 
Leonard Stanley, Glos, Aumhry in chancel 
244-45 
Fig. 246 Letcombe Bassett, 
Berks, Chancel N portal 
Letton, Herefs, Nave S portal 
246-4; 
Fig. 247 
[ illC,, h, lll, Shrops, Navr S Eýortal 
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0 
Fig. 250 
Fig. 251 
Linley, Shrops, Nave S portal 
Linlev, Shrops, Nave N portal 
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250-51 
Fig. 252 Little Barrington, Glos, Nave N wall 
Fig. 253 Little Bytham, Lincs, Chancel S portal 252-53 
Fig. 254 Little Casterton, Rutland, Int. nave N wall 
Fig. 255 Little Comberton, Worcs, Nave N portal 
254-51 
Figs. 256-257 Little Langford, Wilts, Nave S portal 256-57 
Figs. 258-259 Little Paxton, Hunts, Nave S portal 258-59 
Fig. 260 Little Saxham, Suffolk, Nave S portal 
Fig. 261 Llanbadarn Fawr, Radnorshire, Nave S portal 260-61 
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Fig. 262 London, Smithfield, St Bartholomew's, Cloisters 
E range 
Fig. Long Marton, Westmorland, Nave W portal 
262-63 
ý 
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Fig. 266 Lower Swell, Glos, Nave S portal 
Fig. 267 Loxbeare, Devon, Nave S portal 266-67 
ýý ý:,. 9 
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Figs. 268-69 
"Lý= dozwz 
.. , ý, cý_ 
Lullington, Somerset, Nave N portal 268-69 
Fig. 270 Lullington, Somerset, Nave N portal 
Fig. 271 Lytlie, Yorks. N Riding, Int. Aw' tower .? '0il 
Figs. 272-273 Malmesburv, Wilts, Nave S portal 272-73 
Fig. 274 Malinesbury, 
Wilts, S porch W wall 
Marden, Wilts, Nave S portal 
274-75 
Fig. 275 
Fig. 276 Marham, Norfolk, Nave N portal 
Fig. 277 Marsh Baldon, Oxon, Nave S portal 276-77 
Pw[Cai 
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Fig. 280 Middleton Stoney, Oxon, Nave S portal 
Fig. 281 Midsoiner Norton, Somerset, Ext. wall of 37 Priory Close 280-81 
Figs. 282-283 Milborne Port, Somerset, Nave S portal 28) 8 
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Fig. 284 
Fig. 285 
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e>*' ax 77 
Milborne St Andrew, Dorset, Nave S portal 
Milton Abbas, Dorset, Nave S portal 284-85 
\f; 
Figs. 286-287 Moccas, Herefs, Nave S portal 286-87 
Figs. 288-289 Moreton Valence, Glos, Nave N portal 288-89 
Fig. 290 Much Dewchurch, Herefs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 291 Much Wenlock, Shrops, Chapter House portal to Infirmary 290-91 
Fig. 292 Mylor, Cornwall, W tower W portal 
Fig. 293 Mylor, Cornwall, Nave N portal 292-93 
Fig. 294 Nately Scures, Hants, Nave N portal 
Fig. 295 Netheravon, Wilts, W tower S portal 294-95 
Fig. 296 Netherton, Worcs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 297 Newnham-on-Severn, Glos, Loose in nave 29(-97 
Fig. 298-299 Newton Purcell, Oxon, Nave S portal 298-99 
Figs. 300-301 North Cerney, Glos, Nave S portal 300-01 
Figs. 302-303 North Newbold, Yorks. E Riding, Supra nave S portal 302-03 
Fig. 304 Norwich, Norfolk, Cathedral, Supra N transept N portal 
Fig. 305 Norwich, Norfolk, Cathedral, N transept stairvice portal 304-05 
Fig. 306 Old Burghclere, Hants, Nave S portal 
Fig. 307 Old Shorehain, Sussex, Nave S portal 306-07 
Fig. 308 Orford, Suffolk, Main entry portal 
Fig. 309 Orsett, Essex, Nave S portal 308-09 
Fig. 310 Ousden, Suffolk, Nave S portal 
Fig. 311 Pampisford, Carobs, Nave S portal 
310-11 
Fig. 312 Parwich, Derbs, Nave W portal 
Fig. 313 Patrixbourne, Kent, Nave S portal 312-13 
Figs. 314-315 Patrixbourne, Kent, Nave S portal 314-15 
Fig. 316 Pauntley, Glos, Nave S portal 
Fig. 317 Peakirk, Northants (P), Nave S portal 316-17 
Figs. 318-319 Pedmore, Worcs, Nave S portal 318-19 
Figs. 320-321 Peninon, Anglesey, Nave S portal 320-21 
r- 
Fig. 322 
Fig. 323 
Pennington, Lancs, Int. W wall nave S aisle 
Penselwood, Somerset, Nave S portal 322-23 
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Fig. 324 
Fig. 325 
Perranarworthal, Cornwall, Int. nave S portal 
Peterborough, Northants (P), Cathedral, N transept stairvice portal 324-2 
Fig. 326 Peterchurch, Herefs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 327 Pitsford, Northants, Nave S portal 
326-27 
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Figs. 328-29 Pitsford, Northants, Nave S portal 328-29 
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Fig. 332 Poslingford, Suffolk, Nave S portal 
Fig. 333 Postlip, Glos, Nave S portal 
332-33 
Figs. 334-335 Prestbury, Cheshire, Nave W portal 334-35 
;, u. iLÄyre{Pttiý1h. ýý t:! 
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Fig. 336 Presbury, Cheshire, hit. chancel N portal 
Fig. 337 Preston, Glos, Nave N portal 330-37 
.J 
Figs. 338-339 Quenington, Glos, Nave S portal 338-39 
Figs. 340-341 Quenington, Glos, Nave N portal 340-41 
-m. e~ 
Fig. 342 
Fig. 343 
Raine, Cornwall, lilt. nave S aisle 
Redinarshall, Durham, S porch portal 342-43 
Fig. 344 Redinire, Yorks. N Riding, Nave S portal 
Fig. 345 Reed, Herts, Nave N portal 344-45 
Figs. 346-347 Ribbesford, Worcs, Nave N portal 346-47 
Fig. 348 Richmond, Yorks. N Riding, Castle, Main entry portal 
Fig. 349 Ridlington, Rutland, Int. W wall of S aisle 
348-4ý 
Fig. 350 Ripon, Yorks. N Riding, S transept S portal 
Fig. 351 Ripon, Yorks. N Riding, N transept N portal 3 50-5Z 
Fig. 352 Roche, Yorks. W Riding, Door from sacristy to S transept 
Fig. 353 Rochester, Kent, Cathedral, Cloisters E range 352-53 
Figs. 354-355 Rochester, Kent, Cathedral, Nave W portal 354-55 
Figs. 356-357 Rochford, Worcs, Nave N portal 356-57 
Fig. 358 Rock, Worcs, Nave N portal 
Fig. Rodbourne, Wilts, Nave S portal 
358-59 
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Fig. 360 Rodbourne, Wilts, Nave N portal 
Fig. 361 Rodbourne Cheney, Wilts, W tower N face 360-61 
362-63 
Figs. 362-363 Romsley, Worcs, Nave 
S portal 
Rous Lench, Worcs, Supra nave S portal 364-65 Figs. 364-365 
i 
Figs. 366-367 Rowlestone, Herefs, Nave S portal 
I 
3h6-Cý, 
Fig. 368 Rowston, Lincs, 
Int. W tower 
Ruardean, Glos, Nave S portal 
368-69 
Fig. 369 
Fig. 370 Ruckinge, Kent, 
Nave S portal 
Fig. Rushbury, Shrops, 
Nave N portal 370-71 
" 
Fig. 372 Ruyton-of-the XI-Towns, Shrops, Nave S portal 
Fig. 373 St Andrews, Fife, Cathedral, Cloisters E range 372-73 
Fig. 374 St Andrews, Fife, Cathedral, Cloisters E range 
Fig. 375 St Bees, Cumberland, Reset opposite W portal 374-75 
Fig. 376 St Margaret's at Cliffe, Kent, Nave W portal 
Fig. 377 St Michael Carhayes, Cornwall, Nave N portal 376-77 
Fig. 378 St Tlioutas-by Launceston, Cornwall, Ext. S porch 
Fig. 379 Saiutbury, Glos, Nave S portal 
378-79 
Fig. 380 Salford, Oxon, Nave N portal 
Fig. 381 Salford Priors, Warwks, Nave N portal 380 
Fig. 382 Sandwich, Kent, St Clement's, Central tower stairvice portal 
Fig. 383 Santon Downham, Suffolk, Nave S portal 
382 8 
I 
Fig. 384 
Fig. 385 
Scarcliffe, Derbs, Nave S portal 
Scotter, Lincs, Nave S portal 
,, i 
384-81 
T- 
Figs. 386-387 Scottlethorpe, Lincs, Reset 
int. Edeiihaiii Church (Lines) 380-87 
Fig. 388 Seamer, Yorks. N Riding, Nave 
S portal 
Flo, 199 Seaton Delaval, Northumberland, Nave 
W portal 399-99 
Fig. 390 Segenhoe, 
Beds, Nave S portal 390-91 
Fig. 391 Sempringham, 
Lincs, Int. S porch 
X91') 
Figs. 392-393 Shalfleet, Hants, Nave N portal 
Fig. 394 Sherborne, Dorset, Nave S portal 
Fig 19`ý Sherhortie, (: Ins. Cottwr No. RR S siricý`t'ý 
`ý 
Fig. 396 Shirburn, Oxon, W tower W face 
Fiz 397 Shobdon, Herefs, Reset in nrnainental arches 
190-97 
I 
Fig. 398 
Fig. 399 
Shobdon, Herefs, Reset in ornamental arches 
Shrewsbury, Shrops, St Mary's, Nave W portal ý98-99 
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Fig. 402 Smeeth, Kent, Nave W portal 
Fig. 403 Smeeth, Kent, Nave S portal 
402-03 
Figs. 404-405 South Cerney, Glos, Supra nave S portal 404-05 
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Fig. 406 
Fig. 407 
South Ferriby, Lincs, Ext. S porch gable 
South Leigh, Oxon, Chancel S portal 
ý! ý 
ýý 
40h-07 
Fig. 408 South Weald, Essex, Nave S portal 
Fig. 409 Southoe, Hunts. N; ive S nnrt; tl IN 0" 
Fig. 410 Southrop, Glos, Nave N portal 
Fig. 411 Southwell, Notts, Int. N transept 410 1l 
Fig. 412 Springthorpe, Lincs, W tower W portal 
Fig. 413 Stanley Pontlarge, Glos, Nave N portal 4 12-1: 
Fig. 414 Stanstead Mountfitchet, Essex, Nave S portal 
Fig. 415 Stanstead Mountfitchet, Essex, Nave N portal 
414-1 
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Figs. 416-417 Stewkley, Bucks, Nave W portal ý 41(-17 
Fig. 418 Stewkley, Bucks, Nave S portal 
FiQ. 419 Stoke I, vne, Oxon, Supra nave S portal 1IK1 ý) 
Figs. 420-421 Stoke-sub-Haiudon, Somerset, Nave N portal 420-21 
Fig. 422 
Fig. 423 
ý 
Stoneleigh, Warwks, Nave N portal 
Stoney Stanton, Leics, Ext. vestry portal 422-23 
Fig. 424 Stottesdon, Shrops, Nave W portal 
Fig. 425 Stow Longa, Hunts, Chancel S portal 424.25 
i 
Fig. 426 
Fig. 427 
Stratton, Glos, Nave S portal 
Stretton Sugwa . 
Herefs, hit. nave N Mortal -4. ' (, 
,i 
Slu(iia[Id, I>(, rucl, a%potai 
Sturtner, Essex, Nave S portal -4? 8-L 
Fig. 430 Sutton, Keiit, Nave N portal 
Fig. 431 Svston, Lincs, Nave S portal I ý0 3 
Figs. 432-433 Tarrant Rushton, Dorset, hit. stave S portal 432-33 
Fig. 434 TarririgC: 'gtý, W rc'fs, ý(, tiýe iV portal 
rýg 135 ýýrsºýoýtý, cýxon, ýýtzyeý Fýgs4ý 
i' 
Figs. 436-437 Tewkesbury, Glos, Nave N portal 
---I 
4, ßh_3. 
Figs. 438-439 Thurleigh, Beds, Central tower S portal 438-39 
Figs. 440-441 Thwing, Yorks, E Riding, Nave S portal 440-41 
Figs. 442-443 Tissington, Derbs, 
Nave S portal 
4424 
Fiv, 444 Tixover, Rutland, Nave S portal 
Fisý 445 Tottenhill, Norfolk, Nave S portal -}-44-4 
'1. i i: i X<<rOy. lý <<,. i. Efý. 
Figs. 446-447 Tredington, Glos, Nave N portal 446-4i 
Fig. 448 Treneglos, Cornwall, Supra nave S portal 
Fig. 449 Tugford, Shrops, Chancel S portal 448-4 
Fig. 450 Turkdean, Glos, Nave N portal 
Fig. 451 Tutbury, Staffs, Nave S portal 450-5 
Fig. 452 Twywell, Northants, Nave N portal 
Fig. 453 Tyneinouth, Northumberland, S transept stairvice portal 452-5,, 
Figs. 454-455 Upleadon, Glos, Nave N portal 454-5, 
Fig. 457 Upper Sapey, Herefs, Nave N portal 
Fig. 456 Upper Sapey, Herefs, Nave S portal 
456-5' 
Fig. 458 Upper Slaughter, Glos, Int. S porch 
Fig. 459 Uppiugton, Shrops, Chancel S portal 
458 5+ 
Fig. 460 Upton, Lincs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 461 Upton Cressett, Shrops, Nave S portal 
460-61 
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Fig. 462 
fl c' V 
Wales, Yorks, W Riding, Nave S portal 
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Figs. 464-465 Water Stratford, Bucks, Nave S portal 
i 
I 
464-65 
Figs. 466-467 Water Stratford, Bucks, Chancel N portal 466-67 
Figs. 468-469 Weaverthorpe, Yorks, E Riding, Nave S portal 468-69 , 
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Fig. 470 Weaverthorpe, Yorks, E Riding, Nave N portal 
Fig. 471 Wendens Ainbo, Essex, W tower XX/ portal 4 70-7' 
Fig. 472 West Hythe, Kent, Nave S portal 
472-7''ý Fig. 473 Westwell, Oxon, Nave S portal 
Fig. 474 Whaddon, Wilts, Nave S portal 
Fig. 475 Whatcote, Warwks, Nave N portal 4,4-, 
I 
Fig. 470 \X/heatliill, Slirops, Navc S lx>rtal 
Fig. 477 Whichford, Warwks, Nave S portal 4/b-, 
Fig. 478 Whitchurch, Warwks, Nave S portal 
Fig. 479 Wilcote, Oxon, Nave S portal 478-7' 
Fig. 480 Willington, Derbs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 481 Wienborne Minster, Dorset, Chancel N portal 480-8" 
Fig. 482 Winson, Glos, Nave S portal 
482-8: Fig. 483 Winson, Glos, Nave N portal 
Fig. 484 Winstone, Glos, Nave S portal 
Fig. 485 Winstone, Glos, Nave N portal 484-f, ' 
Fig. 486 Winterborne Stickland, Dorset, Int. S porch 
Fig. 487 Winterbourne Steepleton, Dorset, Nave S portal 486 
Fig. 488 Winterbourne Steepleton, Dorset, Nave N portal 
Fig. 489 Winterbourne Stoke, Wilts, Nave S portal 488.8 
Fig. 490 Wissington, Suffolk, Nave S portal 
Fig. 491 Wistow, Hunts, Int. nave S aisle 
490-91 
Figs. 492-493 Wold Newton, Yorks, E Riding, Nave S portal 492-' 
Fig. 494 Woolley, Yorks, W Riding, lilt. nave S lisle 
Fig. 495 Wordwell, Suffolk, Nave S portal 494-' 
Fig. 496 Wordwell, Suffolk, Nave N portal 
Fig. 497 Wynford Eagle, Dorset, Nave W wall 
496-9% 
Fig. 498 Yanwortli, Glos, Nave S portal 
498 Fig. 499 Yatton, Herefs, Nave S portal 
Fig. 500 Yaverland, Hants, Nave S portal so 
